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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

GENERAL STATEMENTS
• The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out and
signing an absentee bid sheet.
• The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of the
hammer. The auctioneer has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.

• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in
this catalog. Although we believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee
any part of any description. We recommend that the bidders view the items in person and form
their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will
consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy to
discuss a remedy with them.
• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our consignors interests.
• Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all
terms and conditions of sale.

PAYMENT POLICY
• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American
Express as payment for items purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag
Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash or hold merchandise until funds are
collected in full. THERE WILL BE A $35.00 CHARGE FOR ALL RETURNED CHECKS.
• There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases. A discounted Buyer’s
Premium of 15% will apply to all purchases paid by cash or check.

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES
• All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of any
firearm on day of sale when they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. New
Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take possession of any firearm on day of sale providing the
proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either through the NH State Police
or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals are immediate, approvals could take up
to 3 days. Most non-residents may take possession of long guns on day of sale after completing the
proper forms and successfully completing a NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to
an FFL holder in the buyer’s home state. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges and all
items must be paid for on day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their local and state laws.

Firearms are marked as follows:
ANTIQUE - no paperwork required

C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by a person
with a “C&R License” no paperwork is required. NOTE: Items that meet the age requirements but
have been altered from their original configuration may NOT be delivered on a C&R License.

Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be “MODERN” and
all proper paperwork is required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

FIREARMS WARNING

Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it sells. Therefore, it
is imperative that, before you use any firearm purchased here or anywhere else, you have it
examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine whether or not it is safe to use.
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ABSENTEE BIDDING
• Bidders without prior credit approval are required to submit a 20% deposit prior to bids being accepted (credit cards may be used
for absentee deposits). Absentee bids will be bid in a competitive manner and an absentee bidder needs only to outbid another
buyer i.e. bidding will not be opened at the maximum bid unless that is the next competitive bid. Buyer is responsible for any and
all shipping charges.
• Amoskeag Auction Co., Inc. will not be held responsible for errors or omissions of any type that may occur during this service.
• All Silent Auction bids are due by 3:00pm on Sunday. If you are planning on bidding on an excessive amount of items we request that
your bid sheets be turned in on the Friday before the sale. Please do not call the gallery once the auction has started (after 10:00am)
as we will not be able to make changes to bids. Faxed bid sheets will be accepted for the silent auction until 2:00pm on Sunday.
• All absentee/telephone bidder invoices are mailed within a few days of the sale, are due upon receipt, and are to be paid either by
cash, check or credit card. All items not paid for within 20 business days from sale date shall be considered abandoned as well as
any deposit that was made on those items and Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. shall have sole discretion as to their disposal.
NOTE: If paying by cash or check, the buyer's premium will be a discounted 15% versus 17.5% for those paying by credit card.
IF YOU FAX YOUR BID SHEET INTO OUR OFFICE,
PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM THAT WE DID RECEIVE IT. THANK YOU. 603/627-7383

Silent auction VIEWING
Viewing will be available from October 29th through November 16th, by appointment, as well as on the day of sale from
7:30am to 2:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and dates can be obtained by
calling our office.

SHIPPING
• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will make every effort to ship items in a timely fashion; most orders are shipped within 48 hours of payment. All items, with the exception of modern handguns, are shipped via UPS Ground unless other
arrangements have been made.
• All modern handguns are shipped via UPS Next Day Air service.
• Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges.

PICKING UP MERCHANDISE
• OUR OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY FOLLOWING THE SALE. No merchandise will be
delivered on those days. We will resume normal business hours on Wednesday.
• Our office hours are Monday through Friday - 8:00 am to 4:00pm. Please call ahead prior to arriving to pickup your
merchandise.

DIRECTIONS
FROM SOUTH: Rt. 93 North to Rt. 101 West in Manchester to Rt. 293 North to Exit 5 (Granite Street). At end of ramp
go right onto Granite Street to first set of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec
Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up on the left. OR Rte. 3 (Everett Turnpike) North through Bedford tolls then off
at Exit 5 (Granite Street). At bottom of ramp go right, take first left onto Commercial Street, 1/8 mile on left. FROM
NORTH: Rt. 93 South to Rt. 293 South to Exit 5 (Granite Street), at end of ramp turn left onto Granite Street to first set
of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up
on the left. ELEVATOR: Go around to the back of the building (river side), there is a set of three stairs with a glass door,
enter the lobby through the door that is marked "ELEVATOR", go to 3rd floor and follow signs. STAIRS: Enter South
entrance, go up stairs and follow hallway and signs.
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2000 WINCHESTER MODEL 58 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 18"
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain perhaps 6570% original blue, the balance toning to brown patina most noticeable under bright light along with
scattered freckling, scratches and small dings. The markings are all still quite crisp and clear, the bolt is a
light gray patina showing some light oxidation staining. The smooth straight grip gumwood stock remains in very
good condition showing a little added finish from long ago with a small chip at the toe, scattered dings, scratches and
light staining. The original sights are intact and the bolt seems to function well mechanically. (138865-38) {C&R} (400/600)

2001 WINCHESTER MODEL 67 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 W.R.F., 27" barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 98% professionally reapplied
matte blue showing a few scratches and light handling marks. The bolt has been lightly cleaned and is
mostly bright with some scattered gray freckling and remnants of old light pitting. The barrel markings are still remarkably
clear with a few edges a little soft and the Winchester proofs are rather soft. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock with finger
grooves remains in excellent condition as professionally refinished showing just a light handling mark or two. The original sights and
black checkered hard rubber buttplate are intact and the rifle seems to function well mechanically. A very nicely-restored example overall
in a desirable chambering. (138865-16) {C&R}
(500/700)
2002 INTERESTING CUSTOM SAVAGE 1917 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #19636B, 380 ACP, 5 1/4” barrel with a bright
near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 98% professionally reapplied nickel finish showing a few scattered
freckles, light handling marks and scratches. There are some faint remnants of light
pinprick pitting and what appear to be a few welding pits about 1 1/2” from the muzzle likely where material was added on to extend the slide. The markings are still
quite clear and the small parts have been gold-washed and show some overall thinning and operational wear. The smooth walnut grips remain in near excellent condition showing just a few small dings and handling marks. The barrel appears to be a
custom-made unit and the recoil spring is the appropriate flat coil found in the
Savage 380 models. One 380-marked nickel-plated magazine is included and the
pistol seems to function well mechanically although the front sight has been lost; this
would likely be an easy fix for a competent gunsmith. Included with this pistol is a
Savage factory letter that indicates the pistol was shipped as a standard 380 caliber
model on May 12, 1920 to the Paxton & Gallagher Co. of Omaha, Nebraska and
mentions that no additional special work orders were noted. Still a very attractive and
intriguing example that has been very professionally customized and would make for
an interesting addition to any collection. (138942-3) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2003 FRENCH MODEL 1873 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY ST. ETIENNE serial
#G66276, 11mm French Ordnance, 4 1/2” part round part octagon barrel with a good bore showing moderate oxidation but strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1878-dated
revolver are mostly a light gray patina showing some spots toning more to gray-brown, patches of light pitting, oxidation staining and some small dings along the ejector rod housing and
left edge of the barrel. All of the markings are still quite clear and the small parts retain some
hints of straw color stronger on the interior areas. The checkered walnut grips both appear
to be stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very good condition showing some small
chips, dings, handling marks scattered about and the left panel is a little loose. All of the
serialized parts are matching with the lone exception of the sideplate screw numbered
“B73”. The lanyard ring and ejector rod spring are intact and the mechanism functions
crisply in both double and single action with excellent timing and lockup showing just
a little play. A very nice example of these sturdy French military sidearms.
(138942-14) {ANTIQUE}
(500/700)
2004 GERMAN ARMY-MARKED MAUSER HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#716934, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this pistol retain about 85% original blue the majority of loss due to about 4" of the
right side of the slide that has been cleaned and is now a light gray patina showing
softened edges along with some further high edge wear, handling marks and light
oxidation staining on the gripstraps. The checkered walnut grips remain in near
excellent condition showing some overall smoothing and minor handling marks. The
"(Eagle) / N" proof on the right side slide is almost gone from the cleaning but the proof
on the frame is clear and is further appropriately marked with an "(Eagle) / 655"
Waffenamt on the left side. This rather early example is equipped with a lanyard hole
at the heel and includes one original magazine with Mauser banner on the floorplate. A very solid example of an Army-marked pistol for the military collector.
(138050-260) {C&R}
(500/700)
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2005 GERMAN ARMY-MARKED J. P. SAUER 38H SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #483396, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain perhaps 85% original blue toning to plum under bright light along with high edge
wear, toning to gray patina and light oxidation staining on the gripstraps, some small pits and dings scattered about. The left grip panel is
a reproduction while the right appears to be original and both remain in near excellent condition showing some light handling marks. The
frame, slide and barrel are stamped with crisp "(Eagle) / N" commercial proofs while the left side frame is stamped with the appropriate
"(Eagle) / 37" Waffenamt. The slide is matching the frame and not equipped with a manual safety. The cocker / decocker lever is fully functional but is a little sluggish upon return and may require a new spring and one magazine showing some remnants of older reapplied blue
is included. Overall a very solid late-war Army-procured pistol. (138050-588) {C&R}
(500/700)
2006 MAUSER HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #918585, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this pistol retain about 90% original blue with moderate freckling and toning to gray patina along the gripstraps, the frame toning to an
overall pleasing plum patina under bright light, some minor freckles and handling marks on the slide. The commercial "(Eagle) / N" proof
on the slide is rather lightly struck but the remaining markings are quite crisp and clear. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good
condition showing some shallow chips and abrasions in the checkering and overall handling marks. One original magazine is included and
the pistol seems to function well mechanically. (138050-247) {C&R}
(400/600)
2007 GERMAN ARMY-MARKED J. P. SAUER 38H SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #492065, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 85% original blue with the gripstraps thinning to gray patina, overall high edge
wear, small scratches and the frame toning to plum patina under bright light. The grips are checkered off-white Franzite replacements that
remain in very good condition showing some light staining, scratches, handling marks and are fitted a little loosely. The frame, slide and
barrel are stamped with clear "(Eagle) / N" commercial proofs while the left side frame is stamped with the appropriate "(Eagle) / 37"
Waffenamt. The slide is matching the frame and not equipped with a manual safety. The cocker / decocker lever functions as intended
although it returns a little sluggishly and one reproduction magazine is included. A solid late-war army pistol that would benefit from a new
pair of grips. (138050-586) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2008 MAUSER HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #778316, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a very good bore showing some very light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 85% original blue with most of the loss due to moderate
high edge wear and the gripstraps worn to gray patina also showing some light oxidation and pinprick pitting on the straps and some
scattered freckling. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good condition showing mostly worn finish, smoothing of the points and
light handling marks. The pistol is marked with commercial "(Eagle) / N" proofs but no military acceptance marks are present and the heel
of the frame is equipped with a lanyard hole. One magazine with Mauser banner floorplate is included and the pistol seems to function
well mechanically. A fine example of an earlier production HSc exhibiting higher finishing standards.
(138050-250) {C&R}
(400/600)
2009 GERMAN P.38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY SPREEWERK serial #280t, 9mm, 5" barrel
with a very good plus bore showing some light frosting in the grooves and strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this cyq-coded pistol retain about 85% original dull blue with the frontstrap toned to gray-brown patina, high edge wear, smaller spots thinning to gray and the typical rough machining marks. The grooved dark brown
Bakelite grips remain in very good plus condition showing some light dings, handling marks and the left panel has
warped at the bottom edge and does not completely seat properly. All of the serialized parts are matching and stamped with
the appropriate "(Eagle) / 88" Waffenamts and one "(Eagle) / 135" marked magazine is included which shows some moderate
operational wear. (138050-173) {C&R}
(500/700)
2010 WALTHER HP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL WITH AUSTRIAN ARMY MARKING serial #10969, 9mm, 5" barrel with
a good bore showing some moderate frosting, light oxidation in the grooves and strong rifling throughout. This pistol is Austrian Army
"(Eagle) BH"-marked on the left side frame and has been arsenal reworked. The metal surfaces retain about 85% arsenal reapplied dull blue with spots along the frame thinning to
gray patina, high edge wear, scratches and some fine pinprick pitting scattered about
underneath the finish. The Walther markings on the left side slide are just barely visible and
there is a small Interarms import mark on the right side frame. The grooved brown Bakelite replacement
grips remain in very good plus condition showing a few small dings and handling marks. The right side slide
has a crisp "(Eagle) / N" commercial proof correct for an HP pistol, the serial number has been reapplied to the
slide, the cyq-coded Spreewerk barrel has been re-stamped to match and the locking block appears to be the
original matching part with visible "(Eagle) / N" proof. One 9/75-dated P1 magazine is included and the pistol seems
to function well mechanically. No doubt this pistol has some interesting history and might make for a good shooter.
(138050-91) {C&R}
(400/600)
2011 WALTHER P4 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #603375, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
just a hint of light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1/76-dated pistol retain about 98% arsenal quality smooth gray
Parkerized finish showing a few light scratches and handling marks. The alloy frame retains about 95% black anodized finish with most of
the loss due to high edge wear and light handling marks. The checkered black plastic grips remain in very good plus condition showing
some moderately compressed points throughout, small dings and handling marks. There is a very discreet import mark on the left side
frame, the police marking on the right side frame has been stamped out and the property marking on the right side slide has been neatly
milled out. All of the serialized parts are matching and stamped with the appropriate West German military eagle inspection marks. One
12/75-dated P1 magazine is included and the pistol seems to function very well mechanically. A near excellent example of these rather
hard-to-find and interesting variants. (138050-190) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2012 GERMAN P.38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY WALTHER serial #3706i, 9mm, 5"
barrel with a fair-good bore showing some moderate oxidation throughout but strong
rifling. The metal surfaces of this second variation ac41-coded pistol are mostly a mottled
blue-gray patina showing remnants of older reapplied blue scattered about, spots of
minor oxidation staining and fine pinprick pitting underneath the finish. The grooved brown Bakelite
grips remain in very good plus condition showing a small crack at the top edge of the right panel and light
handling marks scattered about. All of the serialized parts are matching and the small parts are stamped with
the appropriate "(Eagle) / 359" Waffenamt. The trigger return is not quite functioning correctly and likely needs
a new spring but the pistol otherwise seems to function normally. One unmarked post-war magazine is included.
(138050-118) {C&R} (400/600)
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2013 GERMAN P.38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY WALTHER serial #5103c, 9mm, 5" barrel with an about good bore showing light oxidation, frosting and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this transitional variation ac42-coded pistol are mostly a mottled gray patina showing small spots of
old light pitting scattered about and some remnants of perhaps older reapplied blue here and there. The grooved
dark brown Bakelite grips remain in near excellent condition showing some light handling marks scattered about.
All of the serialized parts are matching and some but not all of the small parts are stamped with the "(Eagle) / 359"
Waffenamt. One "(Eagle) / 359" magazine is included that is numbered on the floorplate to gun 5862i and the pistol seems to
function well mechanically. (138050-439) {C&R}
(500/700)
2014 WALTH E R PPK/ S S E M I-AUTO PI STOL BY MAN U R H I N serial
#255986S, 380 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this French-made Interarms-imported pistol retain about 90% original
blue with most of the loss due to the gripstraps thinning to gray patina, light high
edge wear and a few minor scratches. The checkered black plastic grips with
Walther banners remain in near excellent condition showing a few small dings and
handling marks. The right side of the slide is Interarms-marked, the slide and barrel
are stamped with St. Etienne proof marks and one original magazine is included.
(139000-2) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2015 E NG RAVE D AM E R ICAN STAN DAR D TOOL CO. POCKET
REVOLVER serial #4787, 22 RF, 3 1/4" ribbed octagon barrel with a fair bore
showing some moderate pits and visible rifling. This is an attractive little
revolver featuring very nice factory foliate scrollwork and punch-dot shading
throughout. The barrel and cylinder are mostly toned to dark gray patina showing some
light pitting and small dings scattered about and the barrel still retains a few flakes of bright
blue. The brass frame is a pleasant ocher patina still retaining perhaps 10% original silver
finish in the more protected areas. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good condition retaining a healthy amount of varnish and the right panel showing some more wear
overall with scattered dings and scratches. The barrel and cylinder are matching the
frame, barrel-to-frame fit shows some play and the action is functional with good timing and lockup a little loose. (138836-4) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2016 ENGRAVED WHITNEY MODEL NO. 1 POCKET REVOLVER serial
#6994A, 22 RF, 2 3/4" octagon barrel with an about good bore showing pitting
but good rifling throughout. This revolver features lovely period engraving with
foliate scrollwork, punch-dot shading, starbursts and geometric patterns. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original nickel finish with some minor flaking
scattered about most noticeable along the cylinder with spots toning to brown
patina. The trigger still retains some strong fire blue while the hammer shows nice
case-hardened colors. The smooth rosewood grips are stamp-numbered to the
gun and remain in near excellent condition retaining most of their original varnish
with just a couple light flakes and handling marks. The barrel and cylinder are
matching the frame and the action functions crisply with solid timing and lockup.
(138836-3) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2017 BELGIAN LEFAUCHEUX PATENT DOUBLE ACTION PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #155618, 11mm Pinfire, 6 1/4" barrel
with an about good bore showing some moderate pitting and good rifling throughout. The barrel is mostly a smooth gray-brown patina
showing some light oxidation staining and some strong original blue remaining in the more protected areas while the cylinder retains about
80% original bright blue showing moderate freckling and oxidation staining. The hammer, trigger and ejector rod are a mottled gray-brown
patina and the frame retains some bold case-hardened colors with overall light oxidation staining and toning to silvery patina. Some of the
screw heads show light slot damage, there are Belgian proofs on the cylinder and the left side barrel is marked with Lefaucheux's patent
information. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good plus condition retaining a healthy amount of original varnish, a few small dings
and lightly chipped points. The loading gate tab and spring are missing and have been replaced with what appears to be a paper clip that
is still rather functional and the action functions well in both single and double action with excellent timing and lockup. A very attractive
pinfire revolver in above average condition. (138737-116) {ANTIQUE} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(500/700)

2018 U.S. MODEL 1888 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY
serial #555687, 45-70, 32 5/8" barrel with a bright about excellent bore that shows a couple
minor pits near muzzle. The metal surfaces are mostly a dull gray patina with scattered traces of original blue
and case colors, a few spots of light pitting between front band and rear sight, some oxidation staining on lockplate
and in breech area. The walnut stock rates very good with an older added varnish, a strong 1892-dated cartouche, a strong
circled "P" firing proof, scattered dings and handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a Buffington rear sight, a correct ramrod bayonet and a front sight hood. A solid late Trapdoor that may be a good shooter. (208809-153) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2019 SPRINGFIELD ARMORY INC. M6 SCOUT COMBINATION GUN serial #MC061975, 22 Hornet/410 Bore, 18" barrels
with excellent bores. The stainless surfaces of this Czech-made rifle rate excellent with a couple minor handling marks and some light oxidation staining on the hammer. The gun is sighted with a dual leaf rear sight that has both a peep and open aperture. The buttstock has
a compartment that holds four rounds of 410 shotshells and 12 rounds of 22 Hornet. An excellent condition Springfield M6 Scout combo
gun. (206520-1140) {MODERN} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(500/700)
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2020 U.S. MODEL 1917 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY EDDYSTONE serial #285847, 30-06, 26" 12-18 dated Eddystone barrel with
an about very good bore that shows some pitting toward muzzle and scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 90%
gray arsenal parkerized finish with a few areas of light surface oxidation and scattered fading. The walnut stock rates very good with an
added oil finish, a strong boxed "P" firing proof, a partially faded rebuild marking on the left side, scattered dings and handling marks. The
bolt parts, safety, rear sight, rear band and stock are of Eddystone manufacture and the other parts are of mixed USGI manufacture. The
bottom metal is proud of the wood and may require mechanical attention to fix. A very good arsenal reconditioned 1917 Enfield rifle.
(208873-576) {C&R}
(500/700)

2021 U.S. MODEL 1903A3 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial
#3790658, 30-06, 24" 8-44 dated 4-groove Remington barrel with a good bore that shows
scattered light pitting and oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces show a thinning arsenal parkerized
finish with some minor pitting on floorplate and a few spots of oxidation staining. The two-bolt Smith Corona stock
rates very good plus as-refinished with an added varnish, a small chip behind rear sling hardware and scattered handling
marks. All of the metal parts appear to be of Remington manufacture and this is a very good 1903A3 rifle overall.
(208940-98) {C&R} (500/700)

2022 U.S. MODEL 1903A3 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #3779229, 30-06, 24" 7-43 dated 4-groove Remington barrel with a very good bore that shows some
scattered light oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 98% gray parkerized finish and arsenal blue with some light
fading and a couple spots of light oxidation. The two-bolt Remington stock rates very good plus as arsenal cleaned
with a crisp circled "P" firing proof, a strong boxed "RIA/FK" rebuild marking, a partially faded "RA" marking, a partially
faded unboxed "FJA" marking, a penciled "369" rack number on handguard, a few dings and scattered handling marks. The rear sight,
floorplate, cocking piece, front band and front sling swivel are of Remington manufacture but the other parts are of mixed USGI manufacture. A fine arsenal rebuilt
1903A3 rifle.(208873-713) {C&R}
(500/700)
2023 U.S. MODEL 1911A1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY REMINGTON
RAND serial #1298849, 45 ACP, 5" barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation
and pitting throughout but evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain 97% reapplied
nickel with scattered light oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The Keyes
Fibre grips rate very good showing some dings and handling marks. The slide is
of Remington Rand manufacture and a single commercial magazine is included
that has two added holes on the baseplate. An interesting take on a classic
American pistol. (208873-310) {MODERN}
(500/700)
2024 REISING ARMS SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #11104, 22 LR,
6 3/4" barrel with a near excellent bore that shows a couple light pits. The metal
surfaces of this New York City-made pistol retain 90% original blue with some
moderate pitting in the slide serrations on both sides, some scattered light freckling and fading on the high edges. The hammer has turned to a gold color with some oxidation staining. The checkered brown hard rubber
grips rate very good plus showing some handling marks and light dirt staining. A single magazine is included that is marked "REISING 22"
and it shows some oxidation on the baseplate. A fine example of these interesting rimfire target pistols. (208737-477) {C&R} [Dr. Louis C.
March Jr. Collection]
(500/700)
2025 COLT MODEL 1908 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#31923, 380 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a near excellent bore that shows some light freckling. The
metal surfaces of this third type pistol retain 85% original blue with the grip safety toning to a
brown patina, scattered flaking to brown, a few tiny spots of light oxidation on the slide and high
edge wear. The hard rubber Colt grips rate very good with a 1/4" crack emanating from the right
grip panel and some handling marks. A single magazine is included that is marked "CAL
.380/COLT" on the baseplate. A fine example of a desirable Colt pocket auto. (208873-31)
{C&R}
(500/700)

2026
DC
INDUSTRIES
N D S-1P
S E M I-A UTO
R I F LE
serial #P1001910, 7.62x39, 16" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
AKMS-style rifle retain 99% maker-applied black enamel with a couple tiny spots of flaking
on the barrel. The brown synthetic pistolgrip and laminated handguard rate very good plus with the
handguard being cleaned and the pistolgrip showing a few handling marks. This rifle was built on a
1985-dated Polish Radom kit and Nodak Spud receiver. The bolt will sometimes stick in the rear position
and it will occasionally need extra force to go forward. A single worn 40-round magazine is included with
this rifle. An interesting Polish underfolder rifle for the AK enthusiast. (208926-80) {MODERN}
(500/700)
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2027 D C
I N D U STR I E S
N D S-5
S E M I-A UTO
R I F LE
serial #2000202, 7.62x39, 21" barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation throughout
but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this RPK-style rifle retain 98% maker-applied
black enamel finish with a couple spots of flaking. The European hardwood stock rates very good plus as lightly refinished with an added
varnish, a few handling marks and dings. This rifle was assembled on a Yugoslavian kit and a Nodak Spud receiver. The buttstock and topcover are matching to each other and the rear sight block is marked "ZASTAVA-KRAGUJEVAC/YUGOSLAVIA". A single 40-round magazine is included that is worn to silver-pewter and shows some light oxidation. A good Yugo RPK-style rifle overall.
(208926-68) {MODERN}
(500/700)
2028 SPRINGFIELD ARMORY INC. M6 SCOUT COMBINATION GUN serial #MC0719942, 22 Hornet/410 Bore, 18" barrels
with excellent bores. The metal surfaces of this Czech-made rifle rate about excellent with a couple minor dings on the frame. The gun is
sighted with a dual leaf rear sight that has both a peep and open aperture. The buttstock has a compartment that holds four rounds of
410 shotshells, 12 rounds of 22 Hornet and the gun retains its factory hang tags. A nice Springfield Armory combination gun.
(206520-465) {MODERN}
(500/700)
2029 U.S. MODEL 1888 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #315118, 45-70, 32 5/8" barrel with a very
good plus bore that shows a couple pits and some light oxidation toward the muzzle. The barrel and bands are mostly a dull brown patina
with some light oxidation staining and traces of original blue. The breechblock is a gray patina with some oxidation staining and traces of
original case colors. The breechlock and hammer are mostly a gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The lower tang and triggerguard are turning to a brown patina with traces of original blue and scattered oxidation staining. The walnut stock rates very good with an
older added oil finish, a crisp 1891-dated cartouche, a strong circled "P" firing proof, the expected scattered dings and handling marks.
The rifle is equipped with a Buffington rear sight and a correct ramrod bayonet. A solid example that may be a good shooter.
(208809-157) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)

2030 ROMANIAN SAR-3 SEMI AUTO RIFLE BY CUGIR
serial #S3.03419.2000, 5.56 NATO, 16" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original phosphate with some light silvering on the
exposed edges. The hardwood stock rates excellent with a couple minor handling marks. The rifle
has a Century Arms import marking, this rifle includes a 10-round magazine, sling, oiler and the factory box that is correctly end-labeled to the gun. An excellent AKM-style rifle in the standard NATO round. (208873-724) {MODERN}
(500/700)

2031 ROMANIAN SAR-1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE
serial #S1-05487-99, 7.62x39, 16" barrel with a excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original dark phosphate finish. The
hardwood stock rates very good plus with a few small spots of flaking
armory varnish. There is a Century Arms import mark on the receiver, the rifle includes a 10round double stacked magazine, oiler, sling and factory box correctly end-labeled to the gun. A fine Romanian AKM style rifle that will
likely make a great plinker. (208873-677) {MODERN}
(500/700)
2032 ITM AK-74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #ZH9393/0008324, 5.45x39, 16" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
Tantal style rifle retain 98-99% maker applied phosphate with a couple minor handling marks. The Bakelite pistolgrip and handguard rate
about excellent with a few minor handling marks. The rifle was built on a Polish Tantal kit and all serialized parts are matching to the trunnion. The front sight has a wire device with a tritium aperture, the bolt will occasionally stick in the rearward position and a single 30 round
magazine is included. A very fine Polish Tantal style rifle for the military enthusiast. (208926-69) {MODERN}
(500/700)

2033 H&R REISING MODEL 65
S E M I-A UTO
R I F LE
serial #13932, 22 LR, 23" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 93% original parkerized finish with the triggerguard being a gray patina showing some light oxidation
staining and some light silvering on the barrel. The hardwood stock rates very good plus as lightly cleaned with an added
dark oil finish, some flaking, a small chip near rear sight and a couple handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a Redfield peep
sight and a 10 round magazine is included. A fine example of an interesting rimfire rifle. (208873-712) {C&R}
(400/600)
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2034 ITM AK-74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #ZS0968/0008274, 5.45x39, 16" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
Tantal style rifle retain 99% maker applied phosphate. The Bakelite pistolgrip and handguard rate very good with scattered handling marks
and light scratches. The rifle was built on a Polish Tantal kit and all of the parts are numbered matching to the trunnion. The front sight is
equipped with a wire device used for a tritium sight but there does not appear to be a tritium sight present. A single 30 round orange
bakelite magazine is included but no cleaning rod is present. A very fine Polish Tantal style rifle. (208926-78) {MODERN}
(500/700)

2035 PERSIAN M49 BOLT ACTION CARBINE
serial #17484-29, 8mm Mauser, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% arsenal blue with scattered flaking to brown and oxidation. The beech stock rates
very good with a strong Persian crescent moon cartouche, a couple chips on the left side of recoil bolt, a
repaired chip in front of floorplate, a 2" crack behind upper tang and a few scattered handling marks. The serialized
parts are matching and the cleaning rod appears to be an incorrect replacement. A solid example of these Persian Mauser carbines. (206520-510) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(500/700)
2036 GERMAN K98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY WAFFEN WERKE BRUNN II serial #5588n, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a
near very good bore that shows scattered oxidation and pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this dou 44 coded rifle retain 95%
Soviet arsenal blue with some oxidation staining on bayonet mount, a patch of cleaned pitting on triggerguard, some blued-over pitting
and a few minor dings. The laminated stock rates very good plus as-cleaned with no Russian shellac present, a few dings and handling
marks. The Russian number on the stock is mismatched, the triggerguard and bolt are electropenciled numbered matching. The firing
proof has had its Swastika peened, the small triggerguard screws are missing as-is typical for Russian captured rifles and there is an RGuns import marking on the rear sight base. A very good K98k for the fledgling military collector. (209029-19) {C&R}
(500/700)
2037 MAUSER MODEL ES340 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #157487, 22 LR, 26" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 85% original blue with most of the loss due to flaking to brown and light freckling along the barrel. The walnut stock rates very good
with an older added oil finish, a crisp Mauser roundel, a couple tiny chips around butt, some moderate chipping at front, scattered dings
and handling marks. The bolt and barrel are matching to the receiver and interestingly the barrel is marked with an upside down "ES350
Ch51" but this rifle appears to be an ES340. The rifle is sighted with a factory 200-meter adjustable rear sight and a gold bead front sight.
A fine Mauser rimfire rifle that likely shoots quite well. (206520-1528) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(500/700)
2038 FINNISH M39 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #41905, 7.62x54R, 27" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1942dated "B" barrel rifle retain 80% arsenal blue with scattered fading to gray, a few spots of light oxidation staining and some silvering on
the bottom metal. The two-piece postwar stock rates very good with a few dings and handling marks. The barrel was Belgian-made, it
lacks Belgian proofs and has the standard "B" barrel markings. The bolt is Finn-matching, the floorplate mismatched and the other parts
are un-numbered. There is a TGI import marking on the underside of the barrel. A very good M39 that will likely make a great shooter.
(208998-14) {C&R}
(400/600)

2039 SWISS K31 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BERN serial #566916, 7.5
Swiss, 26 1/2" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1937 vintage rifle retain 50% arsenal blue with overall fading to gray and some minor
oxidation on the bottom metal. The walnut stock rates very good with a crisp Swiss cross cartouche, some
staining, scattered dings and handling marks. All visible serialized parts are matching, the upper tang is marked "50" likely an
arsenal refurbishment marking and there is a Samco import marking on the barrel. A very good early K31 rifle overall. (208998-75)
{C&R}
(400/600)
2040 FRENCH MAS-36 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ST. ETIENNE serial #P50323, 7.5 French, 22 1/2" barrel with a very good bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97% gray arsenal parkerized finish with dings on the buttplate, scattered light silvering. The beech stock rates
very good plus with a lightly added oil finish, a few dings and scattered handling marks. The bolt is numbered matching to the receiver,
the floorplate is mismatched and the other parts appear to be un-numbered. There is a small Century Arms import marking on the left
side of the receiver. A very fine arsenal refurbished MAS-36 for your military collection. (209029-14) {C&R}
(400/600)
2041 SWISS K31 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BERN serial #764035, 26 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1943 vintage rifle retain 85% arsenal blue with scattered silvering, flaking to brown and fading to gray. The beech stock rates very good
with a crisp Swiss cross cartouche, overall dings and handling marks. The magazine has a scrubbed number that does not appear to match
and the other visible parts are matching to the receiver. There is a PW Arms import marking on the left side of the rear sight base. A fine
example of these interesting Swiss straight pull rifles. (209029-21) {C&R}
(400/600)

2042 U N M A R K E D R E M I N GTO N R O LLI N G B LO C K R I F LE
.43 Spanish, 23" barrel with a bright near excellent bore that shows a couple light pits.
The barrel retains 65% original blue with some light oxidation near the muzzle and overall flaking to brown. The action is a dull gray patina with a small patch of light dings on the
underside and scattered oxidation stain spots. The hardwood stock rates very good with an older added varnish, scattered dings and handling marks. This rifle appears to be a mix of parts or perhaps was cutdown from a standard military rifle of unknown origin. The tang markings are a bit faint with the last date being March 18th, 1874, the barrel
may be a replacement and it is round for most of its length with an octagonal section at the rear. The rear sight is adjustable from
100 to 900 yards and the arm appears functional. An interesting arm that may benefit from further research. (208315-144LTS238)
{ANTIQUE} [Lewis T. Steadman Collection]
(400/600)
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2043CUSTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 52 BOLT ACTION RIFLE
serial #17588, 22 LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90%
original blue that is mixing with scattered light oxidation and oxidation staining throughout. The unmarked
triggerguard is mostly a mottled gray with some traces of original blue and there is loss on the bolt and at the
muzzle. The custom checkered walnut stock rates excellent. The stock features a contrasting forend tip, gripcap, Pachmayr
White Line rifle pad, and has a left side cheek rest. The stock is equipped with Winchester inletted swivel bases and has a small Parker
Hale container installed at the base of the grip for sight apertures. The front sight is a Parker Hale globe style and has three additional
apertures stored in the grip. Mounted to the receiver is a Vaver Co LTD aperture rear sight that features a Parker Hale adjustable aperture.
The rear of the barrel just ahead of the receiver has been tapped. A single magazine is included. A lovey custom example of these classic
“Sporter” style rifles that should make a terrific shooter. (48873-578) {MODERN}
(500/700)

2044 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 300 ULTRA BOLT ACTION RIFLE
serial #51429, 30-06, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original
blue, the only loss being due to some light freckling wear along the floorplate and wear along the top of
the receiver from scope bases being mounted. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock rates excellent and has a few very
small dings and other light handling marks. The wood features a contrasting wood forend tip and gripcap and has a rollover cheekpiece. The original sights are intact, there is no front sight hood present. A set of Weaver bases with 1” rings are included. Overall an
excellent example of these Belgian-made Mauser action sporting rifles. (49019-3) {MODERN}
(500/700)

2045 BROWNING BAR GRADE I SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial
#4854M7, 30-06, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original blue that is mingling with areas of light surface oxidation throughout and is fading to silver along
the edges of the receiver, along the barrel and at the muzzle. The checkered walnut stocks rate very good
and have light dings, assorted handling marks and areas of minor flaking throughout. The original sights, minus the front sight
hood, remain intact and a set of two-piece Weaver bases are mounted to the receiver. Included are two internal detachable magazines,
a leather sporting sling and the original manual. A near excellent 1967-vintage example of these Belgian-made rifles, the first year of production for this model. (48940-102) {C&R}
(500/700)

2046 BROWNING AUTO 22 GRADE I SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #1T19064, 22 LR, 19 1/4”
takedown barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this Belgian-made sporting rifle
retain about 98-99% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown and has a few light handling marks
and some light specks of oxidation scattered about. There is a very small amount of light pitting at the muzzle along
with some gray patina around the crown. The receiver has factory Grade I engraving and correct Belgian proofs. The
checkered walnut stocks rate near excellent and have a few light dings and other handling marks to both the beavertail forearm
and the pistolgrip buttstock. The buttstock has a swivel stud added to the buttplate screw hole at the toe. The correct sights are intact
and mounted to the grooved receiver is a Weaver Marksman 4X rimfire riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has very
good optics. An overall excellent 1961-vintage example. The takedown feature appears to be stuck, possibly due to hardened oils.
(48873-649) {C&R}
(500/700)

2047 BROWNING AUTO 22 GRADE I SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #3T67170, 22 LR, 19 1/4”
takedown barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this 1963 vintage Belgian-made rimfire retain about 98-99% original blue that has some light handling marks and some scattered specks
of light surface oxidation and patina throughout. The receiver has Grade I engraving along with Belgian proofs. The
checkered walnut stocks rate very good to near excellent and have light dings, small bruises and some light
scratches and other abrasions to the factory lacquer finish. The correct sights remain intact and the receiver is grooved
for mounts.
An overall near excellent example of these popular 22 rimfire sporting rifles.
(48873-642) {C&R}
(500/700)
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2048 BROWNING BL-22 PHEASANTS
FOREVER 20TH ANNIVERSARY LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial
#04409MZ242, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with an as-new likely unfired bore. This
limited production rifle is number 174 of 250 in the series to commemorate the 20th
Anniversary of the Pheasants Forever organization. Offered in 2002 it is in excellent condition and features gold
finish on the receiver, lever, hammer, magazine tube cap, and barrel band screws. The barrels are blue with the barrel
bands and trigger being a polished blue, the upper tang and belly area appear to be the factory matted japanned finish. The
receiver features custom engraving by A&A Engraving in Rapid City, SD and depicts a hunting scene on the right and anniversary logo
on the left, both being bordered with silver foliate patterns. The smooth walnut stocks rate excellent, the buttstock has a few small nicks
along the toe line that appear to affect only the lacquer and could be remedied by a good woodman. The original sights remain intact
and included is a special fitted Pheasants Forever luggage style case and protective gun sleeve. A nicely finished custom rifle that was
made to commemorate the Pheasants Forever benevolent organization which strives to protect and preserve upland wildlife habitats.
(48955-51) {MODERN}
(450/650)
2049 MARLIN MODEL 1894CB COWBOY LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #03026494, 357 Mag, 24” octagon barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80-85% original blue that has handling wear and light fading throughout, the majority of the loss
being visible along the sides of the barrel and right side of the receiver and bolt. The checkered walnut forearm rates very good and has
minor to moderate fading and wear with light handling marks. The straight grip checkered walnut buttstock rates excellent and has been
factory tapped for a sling swivel but the hole is currently vacant. The buttstock finish and quality doesn’t match the forearm and it is likely
a newer replacement. Rifle is equipped with factory square blade brass bead front sight and has a replacement ladder style buckhorn
rear sight. The lever has been adorned with a rawhide leather wrap. Rifle has a seasoned Old West appearance but is sharp mechanically
and would likely perform well at the target or competition range. (48941-42) {MODERN}
(450/650)

2050 WINCHESTER MODEL 75
SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial
#64647, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a 23 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 85% original blue that is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and brown patina. There is some minor loss and the majority of the brown located toward
the muzzle, the triggerguard is mostly a mottled gray. The deluxe checkered walnut stock rates
very good and has some light dings, small scratches and other light handling marks but has most of its original vanish.
There are a few very tiny hairline cracks at the heel of the butt. The stock features a capped pistolgrip, steel serrated
buttplate and has the original sling swivels which have some light oxidation. The original sights, including the front sight hood remain
intact. The barrel has been tapped for mounting blocks just ahead of and behind the rear sight, the receiver has been tapped as well. A
detachable magazine is included. A very good example of these classic Sporter Model rifles that was made in 1949.
(48873-664) {C&R}
(500/700)

2051 WINCHESTER MODEL 75 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE
serial #72790, 22 LR, 23 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this 1950-vintage Sporter Model retain about 98-99% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown and has some light handling and tool marks and a few specks of light surface oxidation scattered throughout. Oddly the bolt is numbered to a different rifle. The checkered deluxe walnut stock shows evidence of light sanding with an oil finish remaining. The stock has been modified
for a sight on the left side just ahead of the wrist and also has a few light dings and other handling marks and rates very good overall.
The front sight has been replaced with a globe with post insert, the rear sight has been removed and a slot blank installed in its dovetail.
An adjustable rear sight with aperture has been mounted to the receiver. A correct magazine and an adjustable leather sling are included.
A very good to near excellent example overall. (48873-726) {C&R}
(500/700)
2052 WINCHESTER MODEL 75 TARGET BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #39441, 22 LR, 28” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue that is fading to a mottled brown and mottled gray. There are a few light dings and other light tool
marks throughout. The walnut stock rates about very good and has light to minor dings and other light handling marks scattered about.
Rifle is equipped with a globe style front sight and has a Lyman rear aperture sight mounted to the rear of the receiver. The barrel is
tapped for target blocks and a single magazine and a military style leather sling are included. A very good example overall that should
make a terrific shooter. (48873-683) {C&R}
(400/600)

2053 REMINGTON MODEL 721 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #78950, 300 H&H Mag, 26”
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown
and is mingling with specks of light surface oxidation, the balance is a mottled gray that is mostly along the floorplate and bottom metal. The walnut stock rates very good and has some light dings and other handling marks along with some
added finish. A vented White Line recoil pad has been added to the butt. The front sight remains intact, the rear sight has been
removed and a blank installed in the dovetail. A set of Weaver bases have been installed on the receiver. A great 1949-vintage sporting
rifle in near excellent overall condition that would be a fine addition to your large game arsenal when coupled with the right optics.
(48841-18) {C&R}
(400/600)
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2054 BUSHMASTER XM15-E2S
DISSIPATOR SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #BFI457620, 5.56 NATO, 16”
1:9 twist rate barrel with flash hider and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 97-98% original matte phosphate finish with light handling marks
throughout. Carbine is equipped with a full length A2 style zytel handguard and
fixed pistolgrip and features a Magpul MOE six-position collapsible buttstock.
Carbine features A2 sights, a forward assist, a brass deflector and a bayonet lug and included is a single
20-round Colt magazine. An excellent example of these well-made Windham, ME firearms. (48926-54) {MODERN}
(400/600)

2055 ROCK RIVER ARMS LAR-15 CAR A2 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial
#AC2006967, 5.56 NATO, 16” barrel with flash hider and an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original phosphate and anodized finishes with
light handling marks and edge wear throughout. Carbine is equipped with a M33
carbine handguard that features picatinny rails at top and bottom, a fixed pistolgrip and
a CAR six-position collapsible buttstock. Carbine features A2 sights, a forward assist, a brass deflector
and a bayonet lug. A single 20-round Colt magazine is included. An excellent example of these Colona, IL-made carbines.
(48926-112) {MODERN}
(400/600)

2056 ROCK RIVER ARMS LAR-15 A2 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE
serial #CM187933, 5.56 NATO, 20” lightweight chrome bore barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original finish with some light wear along
the barrel and some light handling marks throughout. Rifle is equipped with a round Zytel
A2 handguard, fixed pistolgrip and has a six-position collapsible buttstock. Rifle features A2 sights, a brass deflector, forward assist, a
bayonet lug and included is a single 20-round Colt magazine. An excellent example of these sporting AR series rifles.
(48926-41) {MODERN}
(400/600)

2057 BROWNING T-BOLT SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #01913MR235,
22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with just
a few very light handling marks. The trigger retains all of its gold plating. The checkered walnut stock rates
excellent and is equipped with swivel studs and a factory hard rubber buttplate. There are no provisions for sights but included are
a set of Tally 1” scope ring mounts. Also included are the original box with manual, a single double helix magazine and a lock. An excellent
example of these newer generation T-Bolt series rifles. (48979-3) {MODERN}
(400/600)

2058 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 301 ULTRA BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #117306, 243 Win, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with just a few light handling marks scattered about. The full-length Mannlicher style checkered walnut Monte
Carlo stock rates excellent and has a few light dings and other handling marks. The stock features a blued steel forend tip
and has a contrasting wood pistolgrip cap. The barrel is tapped for sights, however none are present. Included are a set of Conetrol
bases with 1” rings. Although the specs show this model coming with an 18” barrel, wood forend tip and rollover comb the fit of the stock
and placement of the sight mounting holes are correct for this rifle. Built on a Sako L579 action this is possibly an early production or even
pre-production example of this model which could garner more collector interest than other models in this series. (48947-2D35305)
{MODERN}
(400/600)
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2059 REMINGTON MODEL 870 COMPETITION TRAP GAS-ASSISTED SHOTGUN
serial #V893001V, 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel with dual bead sight that is choked full and has an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with just a few light handling marks scattered about. The lettering
retains nearly all of its original gold fill. The deluxe grade checkered walnut beavertail forearm and pistolgrip buttstock rate excellent and
have a few light handling marks and some wonderful figure throughout. The buttstock is fitted with a factory vented recoil pad and has
been modified with an adjustable comb. The comb is cut from the stock and the wood has a high gloss finish. A great example of these
Competition series sporting arms that is sure to be a terrific performer at the target range. (49013-31) {MODERN}
(500/700)
2060 U.S. MODEL FP-45 LIBERATOR PISTOL BY G.M. GUIDE LAMP DIVISION, 45
ACP, 4" barrel with a moderately oxidized bore with some pitting. The barrel has a smooth grind
mark with no welding imperfections but there is a small slag mark. The lightly cleaned metal surfaces show remnants of the original corrosion resistant finish amongst scattered light pitting, oxidation stains and handling marks. The cocking knob rates excellent with cavity mold number 51.
There are German proof marks on the barrel date-stamped 1980, and is proof house-marked with
the number "381". This four-hole pistol has no crescent F breech mark, the floorplate is missing and
the mechanism remains fully functional but all the barrel welds have failed allowing it to move on the
frame retained in place only by the triggerguard. Needless to say, this gun should not be fired in this condition.
(86229-N5) {C&R} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(400/600)
2061 RUGER MINI-14 "RANCH RIFLE" SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #188-60668, 223 Remington, 18"
barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with a few scattered light handling marks.
The replacement one-piece checkered synthetic Butler Creek folding stock rates excellent. It features a finger
groove pistolgrip, wire frame side folding buttstock with ventilated rib rubber recoil pad, storage compartment in the
pistolgrip with sliding cover and left side mounted sling swivel stud. The rifle features a stainless steel ramp front sight, folding adjustable
receiver sight and built-in Ruger scope mounts. The rifle includes a single five-round factory magazine. Throw a low-powered scope on
the gun and you will have a handy carbine for your truck or car. (88926-36) {MODERN}
(400/600)

2062 BUSHMASTER XM15-E2S A2 DISSIPATOR
SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #L042834, 5.56X45mm NATO,
16" barrel with an excellent bore. The Bushmaster "Dissipator"
version of the AR-15 rifle was an attempt to combine the compact features of a carbine
with the rifle length sight radius. The metal surfaces of this gun retain about 99% original Parkerized and crackle paint finishes with light operation wear on the collapsible buttstock tube and handling marks. The later added two-position unmarked folding buttstock
rates excellent. The A2 style synthetic forend rates excellent. This rifle features A2 style sights, forward assist and sling swivel on the
front. A single 30-round Colt magazine is provided. The longer radius would be welcome by dedicated iron sight shooters or aging
eyes. (88926-32) {MODERN}
(400/600)

2063 ROCK RIVER ARMS MODEL LAR-15 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #CM182821, 5.56X45mm NATO, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. This rifle is assembled from a number of different parts. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original Parkerized and smooth
glossy black finishes with light high edge wear, handling marks and slightly thinning finish on the barrel. All parts are Parkerized except
the upper receiver. The Rock River Arms six position collapsing buttstock with sling swivel rates excellent. The A2 style synthetic handguard rates excellent but the forward handguard cap is the triangular A1 style. The rifle features a "C H" (Colt / Harvey Aluminum) marked
A1 upper with round forward assist and no case deflector. The barrel is an A2 style by Fabrique Nationale with A2 style flash suppressor
and is marked "FNMI MP 5.56 NATO 1/7". A single 20-round Adventure Line Mfg. magazine is provided. It should make a fine shooter.
(88926-43) {MODERN}
(400/600

2063
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2064 SPECIAL WEAPONS INC. MODEL AR47 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE

serial #AR0108, 5.45X39, 16" barrel with an excellent bore. This rifle has a number
of parts assembled onto a S.W.I. receiver designed to accept AK-47/74 magazines.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original black finish with most of the loss to
scratches around the ejection port, magazine well and forward assist. The rifle features a 7
position M93-T1 Magpul collapsing buttstock that rates excellent. The forend is a Knights
Armament quad rail with riser block and five assorted rail panels. Other features include an
unmarked upper receiver modified for AK-47/74 magazines, YKM folding front sight, unmarked
flat top adjustable A2 style rear sight and an open front four prong flash suppressor. The lower receiver is marked 7.62X39 but the current
upper is for the later AK-74 cartridge. An unmarked surplus forty-round magazine is provided and a short sling connector with male fastex
buckle attached (the remainder of the sling is missing). Should be a fun gun to shoot. (88926-49) {MODERN}
(500/700)
2065 WINCHESTER MODEL 67 SMOOTH BORE SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 LR Shot, 27" smoothbore barrel with an
excellent bore. This lovely rifle retains about 95% original blue with the triggerguard showing moderate edge wear and thinning finish
plus scattered scratches on the barrel. The smooth one-piece walnut factory stock rates about very good plus with a series of fine scratches on the left side forend. The checkered hard rubber factory buttplate with Winchester logo rates excellent. This fine little smoothbore
features a post and bead front sight, step adjustable rear sight, is marked for 22 Short, Long and Long Rifle cartridges and has "SMOOTH
BORE" below the rear sight. This gun has enough condition to satisfy the collector yet it
could be a fun gun to shoot. (88865-56) {C&R}
(500/700)
2066 RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #81-28711,
44 Magnum, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original blue with a light turn ring on the cylinder and few light handling marks
on the bottom of the barrel. The replacement checkered finger rest walnut
"Shooting Star" grips by Herrett's Stocks Inc. rate nearly excellent with a few
light handling marks. The grips fill in behind the triggerguard and negates its
tendency to "bust your knuckle" plus they are more hand filling than the
originals. The gun features a serrated ramp front sight and black blade
adjustable rear.
Super Blackhawks make fine hunting guns.
(88841-2) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2067 DIXIE U.S. MODEL 1855 DRAGOON SINGLE SHOT
PERCUSSION PISTOL-CARBINE BY PALMETTO serial
#040391, .58 cal., 11 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This gun is new in the box but has a minor mechanical issue. The sear is not
catching in the half cock and full cock notches but works when the lock is removed. The sear or other parts are probably binding on the
stock. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and case-hardened colors. The brass hardware and triggerguard on the pistol
and detachable buttstock rate excellent. The smooth one-piece hardwood stock rates excellent. The smooth one-piece buttstock with
curved brass buttplate rates excellent. The pistol features a swivel ramrod, dual leaf flip rear sight, sling swivels and detachable buttstock.
It includes a factory shipping sleeve, a factory box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, manual and paperwork. A return
to Dixie or a trip to the gunsmith should get you an interesting, unusual and fun gun to shoot. (87349-72) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
2068 SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION FIRST MODEL TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #28838, 44 Russian, 4" barrel with a near
excellent bore exhibiting a few small areas of pitting. The metal surfaces of this mid production gun retain about 25% original blue, the
rest toned to a mix of brown and pewter along with pitting, a few oxidation blemishes, scratches and turn ring on the cylinder. The hammer
and trigger are showing about moderate operational wear and some fading but overall the case-hardened colors are strong to robust.
The unmarked smooth mother-of-pearl grips rate near excellent with a few small chips on the edges. All appropriate parts are correctly
numbered to the gun, it still times and locks up correctly but the mainspring has been removed (it is provided) and the gun will need the
attention of a professional. Interestingly, the cylinder is the shorter 1 7/16" normally found on the earlier production guns but it is numbered to the gun. A very good example of a first model. (86520-1419) {ANTIQUE} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection] (500/700)
2069 BROWNING BL-22 GRADE II LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #07887NY226, 22 LR, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The receiver
of this lovely Grade II has partial scroll engraving with a tasteful border on the bottom of the lever. The metal surfaces of this 1992-made
rifle retain about 99% original blue finish and the gold-plated trigger rates excellent. The high gloss checkered straight grip buttstock with
Browning marked synthetic buttplate rate excellent. The high gloss checkered walnut forend with barrel band also rates excellent. The
rifle features a tubular magazine, black bead front sight, folding rear sight and grooved receiver for mounting optics. This gun has just the
right amount of added panache to make it stand out but not so much you cannot enjoy it in the field or on the range.
(88955-49) {MODERN}
(400/600)
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2070 RUGER 10/22-T "USA SHOOTING
TEAM" SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #USST01700, 22 LR, 20" "Ruger Rotary
Forged" heavy barrel with an excellent bore. This commemorative was sold through TALO
Distributors Inc. with portions of the proceeds benefiting the U.S. Shooting Team in the 2008
Olympics. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes. The
smooth one-piece thumb hole red-white-blue laminated stock with barracuda-style forend has an
unmarked factory dense rubber recoil pad and all rate excellent. The bottom of the pistolgrip is marked "RUGER RACE RIFLE
/ black Ruger Phoenix" and the right side of the stock below the rear receiver is laser engraved "USA (block letters) / Shooting Team (in
cursive)". The rifle includes a single clear magazine and Weaver style scope base. Also included is a Jay's Sporting Goods marked camouflage finished hard case by Vanguard that rates near excellent with light handling and storage marks. Inside the case are two different
Team USA lapel pins and two packets of targets. No key is provided for the locking clasp. Overall the gun does not appear to have seen
much use and is sure to be a real "head turner" at the range and a fine tack driver. (88955-58) {MODERN}
(500/700)

2071REMINGTON NYLON 66 APACHE BLACK SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial
#A2177168, 22 LR, 19 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this October 1980made rifle retain about 99% original chrome plate with a few light scratches on the receiver plate. The
black one-piece checkered Zytel pistolgrip stock with Remington buttplate rates excellent. As was common on the
model 66 it features a "shark fin" front sight, adjustable rear sight and buttstock tubular magazine. This rifle has seen light
use through the years and would be a welcome addition to your collection. (88955-55) {MODERN}
(400/600)

2072 REMINGTON NYLON 66 MOHAWK BROWN SEMI-AUTO RIFLE
serial #415966, 22 LR, 19 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this December
1967-made rifle retain about 99% original blue finish with a few minor scratches. The brown onepiece checkered Zytel pistolgrip stock with Remington buttplate rates excellent. This Nylon 66 features a "shark fin" front
sight, adjustable rear sight, tang mounted safety and buttstock tubular magazine. This rifle remains in beautiful condition and
shows very light use. (88955-54) {MODERN}
(400/600)

2073 REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO FIELD SHOTGUN serial #M296196V, 12 ga., 28" plain
barrel with an excellent bore choked modified. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized
finishes with a few minor handling marks. The checkered fleur-de-lis pistolgrip walnut factory buttstock and Remington synthetic
buttplate both rate excellent. The checkered fleur-de-lis walnut forend rates excellent. The gun includes a factory manual. This gun
should make a nice all-around shotgun for the field. (88955-57) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2074 BROWNING BPS "HIGH CAPACITY" MODEL SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #08279MN121, 12 ga., 20" plain barrel with an
excellent bore choked cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue, gold and anodized finishes with a few light scratches.
The triggerguard is anodized aluminum and the trigger has their signature gold plate. The checkered synthetic pistolgrip factory buttstock
with Browning recoil pad rate excellent. The checkered synthetic factory forend also rates excellent. The shotgun features a bead front
sight, sling swivel stud on the buttstock and forend cap, bottom ejection and a tang mounted sliding safety. Many of these features make
the action weather resistant and very ambidextrous. It includes a factory box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, trigger
lock, manual and paperwork. A great home defense or trail gun in bear country. (88955-53) {MODERN}
(350/550)

2075
STAG
ARMS MODEL STAG-15 M4 SEMIAUTO CARBINE serial #304444, 5.56X45mm
NATO, 16" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
97% original phosphate finish with a few light handling and operational
marks plus a scuff mark on the left side of the magazine well. The Magpul five position folding
buttstock rates excellent. The Magpul M.O.E. M-Lok handguard also rates excellent and has a
short length of Picatinny rail mounted at the forward 9 o'clock position. The rifle features the original A3 handle, A2 style suppressor, Magpul ASAP sling mount plate, Magpul B.A.D. (battery assist device), Magpul M.O.E. Plus grip with
over-molded rubber and an ambidextrous safety. The right side of the magazine well has Second Amendment written out in cursive. It
includes a single ten-round Bushmaster magazine. A nice range ready Modern Sporting Rifle. (88959-5D34333) {MODERN}(400/600)
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2076 BUSHMASTER MODEL XM-15-E2S A3 PATROLMAN'S SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #BFI502018, 5.56X45mm
NATO, 16" M4 style barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original phosphate finish with a few
light handling and operational marks. The replacement Bravo Company Magpul CTR folding buttstock rates excellent. The
quad rail forend also rates excellent. The gun has a number of additional features such as VLTOR / BCM Gunfighter charging handle, Magpul ASAP sling mount plate, Magpul AFG2 angled forend grip, Magpul MOE grip, (2) rail panels, Magpul
back up folding rear sight, 1:9 twist rate and a muzzle brake / flash suppressor possibly by Yankee Hill Manufacturing. The
rifle also includes a S&W M&P marked ten-round aluminum magazine and a Magpul PMAG 10 Gen M3 synthetic ten-round
magazine. It also includes a Vanguard Guardforce rolling hard gun case showing very light wear but the two combination
lock latches were forced open in the past and no longer work but the two toggle or draw latches still function. The A3 handle is not included with the rifle. An excellent range ready Windham Maine made AR-15 Carbine. (88961-2S21636)
{MODERN}
(400/600)
2077 REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #P165856V, 12 ga., 28" ventilated rib barrel with an excellent bore choked modified. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue finish with some lightly oxidized scratches at
the muzzle and a few handling marks. The checkered fleur-de-lis pistolgrip walnut buttstock with Remington buttplate rates
excellent overall with some minor scratches on the buttplate. The checkered fleur-de-lis walnut forend rates about excellent
with minor handling wear. The shotgun features light machine scroll engraving on the receiver and a single bead on the
barrel. A fine all-around shotgun for the field or range. (88952-30) {MODERN}
(350/550)

2078 WI NCH E STE R MODE L 94
BICENTENNIAL LEVER ACTION SADDLE RING CARBINE serial
#USA679, 30-30 W.C.F., 20" barrel with an excellent bore. This carbine
has simple adornments to celebrate our nation's 200th birthday. There is a
"76" surrounded by stars on the right side and a Federal Eagle on the left. Both are
surrounded by thin scroll border. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue on all
parts except the receiver. There is about 95% original silver plate remaining on the receiver with most of the
loss due to bubbling, flaking and oxidation on the left rear side and a sprinkling in other areas. The checkered
straight grip walnut factory buttstock rates about excellent. It features a small medallion on the right side with famous galloping cowboy trademark with "WINCHESTER SALUTES THE UNITED STATES BICENTENNIAL" in the circumference. The
buttstock has some nicely figured wood and sports a near excellent condition blued carbine style buttplate with a small
scratch. The checkered walnut forend rates excellent but the wood is plain compared to the buttstock. The rifle appears to
have seen little or no use. (88865-7) {C&R}
(400/600)

2079BU S H MASTE R MODE L
XM-15-E2S H-BAR SEMI-AUTO MATCH RIFLE serial #L442645,
5.56X45mm NATO, 20" heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original Parkerized finish with a small scratch
on the upper receiver and barrel. The synthetic A2 style fixed buttstock
rates excellent with a few minor handling marks. The A2 style handguard rates excellent.
This H-Bar features an A3 removable handle with A3 sights, no flash suppressor and sling swivels. It includes a factory hard
case, a single 10-round factory magazine, manual and other paperwork. A good basic rifle to get you going in hi-power
competition or similar shooting events. (88971-6) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2080 UBERTI MODEL 1873 LEVER ACTION SPORTING RIFLE serial #90455, 38-40 W.C.F., 24 1/4" full octagon barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue and case-hardened colors showing high edge
wear, light scratches and other handling marks. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock rates about very good with scattered light scratches and dents but the rear half is covered with a black leather butt cover. The lace-on Kirkpatrick #76
butt cover is worn to bare leather on the butt section but the rest rates excellent and probably cushions the steel buttplate
during prolong strings of fire. The lower portion of the lever loop is wrapped in leather lacing. The rifle features a gold
bead front sight and semi-buckhorn step adjustable rear. The upper tang screw protrudes on the lower tang with the lever
loop resting against it preventing the use of the lever hook. The rifle remains fully functional except as noted and the tang
screw should be an easy fix. This gun is ready for a S.A.S.S. competition or a fun day on the range. (88941-36) {MODERN}
(500/700)
2081 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 19-3 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #4K75280, 357 Magnum, 4" pinned heavy
barrel with an excellent bore. This 1974-made revolver retains about 96% original blue with scattered high edge wear, turn
ring on the cylinder and a few handling marks. The case-hardened colors on the service hammer remain bold but the combat style trigger shows fading and the leading edges were very lightly tooled to smooth them plus both show light operational wear. The checkered goncalo alves factory target grips with speed loader cut out and silver S&W medallions rate
excellent with few minor handling marks. The revolver features a Baughman ramp front sight and black blade micro
adjustable rear sight. It includes a factory box that has a later non-factory label added that is correct for this gun and serial
number and a manual.
A classic Combat Magnum for the range, field or upstart collector.
(88278-14) {MODERN}
(400/600)
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2082 COLT PEACEMAKER 22 SCOUT CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #G147217, 22 LR / 22 Magnum,
4 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original blue and anodized finishes with no turn marks on either
cylinder. The case-hardened colors of the frame remain bold but there
is light oxidation staining on the lower section of both sides of the frame
and the loading gate for an overall finish rating of about 95%. The
checkered synthetic factory eagle grips with Rampant Colt rate excellent.
The revolver includes an original factory woodgrain box with Styrofoam insert that is correctly endlabeled and numbered to the gun, spare unfluted 22 Magnum cylinder and paperwork. This should
make a fun shooter or good upstart gun for the collector. (88940-11) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2083 COLT BUNTLINE 22 SCOUT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #57197F, 22 LR, 9 1/2"
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this third-year production gun (1959) retain about 98%
original blue and anodized finishes showing some light forward edge wear, just a hint of a turn ring, a few stray scratches
and other handling marks. The grips
are period correct replacement checkered synthetic
factory stocks with Rampant Colt in a circle that rate
excellent. A set of lead weights have been glued
into each panel, probably to reduce some of the
muzzle heaviness of the longer barrel. The left side
of the barrel is marked "COLT SINGLE ACTION
BUNTLINE SCOUT 22 LR". This revolver includes
the original two-piece woodgrain factory box that is
correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun but
list "ebony composition stocks" for the original
grips. Also included is a manual. The box rates near
excellent with scattered light handling and storage
wear. An excellent condition Buntline Scout 22. (88940-18) {C&R}
(350/550)
2084 COLT WOODSMAN MATCH TARGET SEMI-AUTO
PISTOL serial #137223-S, 22 LR, 6" heavy barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1953-made second
series pistol retain about 99% blue finish with a few minor handling marks. The slide is original blue but the remaining surfaces
are non-factory reapplied blue that is toning to plum. The checkered "Coltwood" factory grips with Rampant Colt on the right panel rate about excellent. The pistol
features a Patridge front sight, Colt Accro rear sight and recessed lanyard pin. This pistol includes
a two-piece woodgrain factory box that is end-labeled to a 6" Woodsman Target with the serial number later
added to the label. The bottom of the box is hand numbered to another gun, probably the original Woodsman
Target. Also included is a single factory marked magazine, manual and other paperwork. Match Targets have a reputation for accuracy and this should prove to be a good shooter. (88940-33) {C&R}
(400/600)
2085 COLT GOVERNMENT MODEL COMPETITION SERIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #9CCS01013,
9mm, 5" Colt National Match barrel with an excellent bore. This Competition Model remains in excellent condition and
retains about 99% original matte blue. The double diamond checkered Colt custom
blue G-10 grips with raised "Colt" logo rate excellent. Besides the match barrel
this gun has many other enhancements for the competitor including: dual recoil
spring system, beavertail grip safety with memory pad, three-hole long trigger
with overtravel stop, undercut triggerguard, extended thumb safety, black
blade Novak's rear sight and fiber optics Novak's front sight (blue fiber optic
installed) to name a few. It includes a factory hard case that is correctly endlabeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of Colt magazines, spare assorted color
replacement fiber optic rods, cable lock with a pair of keys, hang tag, chamber
flag, manual and other paperwork. This gun appears to have seen little if any use
and is ready for your next I.D.P.A. or similar match and would make a fine defensive gun. (88940-31) {MODERN}
(500/700)
2086 MARLIN MODEL 39A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #U3676, 22
S,L,LR, 24" microgroove barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1961-production Golden 39A retain about 95% original blue
showing some scattered light scratches, minor freckling and operational
wear. The screw heads show some light slot damage, the trigger retains most of
its gold finish showing some light freckling and the "GOLDEN 39-A" on the barrel retains some hints of gold wash. The smooth capped
pistolgrip buttstock and forend remain in very good condition showing mostly worn finish, a few small chips around the edge of the pistolgrip, scattered scratches, small dings and a few spots of old paint transfer. Sling swivels have been mounted on the toe line and nosecap
and the rifle retains its original sights although the front sight hood is missing. The mechanism seems to function well mechanically and
this rifle will probably be a fine shooter. (138881-2) {C&R}
(400/600)
2087 BR ITI S H SCR EW BAR R E L FLI NTLOCK M U FF PI STOL BY W. HOLL OF
BRISTOL .48 cal, 1 3/4" barrel with a very good bore showing a little light frosting and oxidation.
The metal surfaces of this pistol are mostly a mottled gray-brown patina with scattered freckling,
some small dings and handling marks. A number of the screw heads also show some light slot damage. The smooth walnut one-piece grip remains in near excellent condition with just a few small
dings, dents and handling marks. The right side of the frame is marked "BRISTOL" and the left
"W. HOLL" inside panoplies of arms. The pistol features a sliding safety and is fully functional with
a strong frizzen spring and solid mechanics. (138562-2) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
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2088 SMITH & WESSON M&P 9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HRZ3313, 9mm, 4 7/8” threaded barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel slide rates excellent and has been professionally ported with four cuts on both sides of the slide. The polymer frame rates
excellent and has a medium size pro CORE performance backstrap. There is a Trijicon tritium front sight that glows green and on the rear
is a Burris Fast Fire III red dot sight, perfect for quick target acquisition. Rounding out this custom firearm are an accessory rail and a single
magazine. (228900-31S21505) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2089 SIG SAUER MODEL P239 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SA4-69584, 40 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
black Nitron finish on the stainless steel slide and aluminum alloy frame rates 99% with scattered superficial handling marks. The stippled
Sig Sauer grips rate excellent and the single stack slim profile makes this pistol feel very ergonomic. The sights are fixed white dot contrast
and a single magazine is included. This New Hampshire-made pistol has been designed to be a comfortable, dependable concealed carry
pistol. (228896-177D33020) {MODERN}
(400/600)

2090 U.S. MODEL 1816 FLINTLOCK MUSKET BY STARR,
percussion converted .69 cal, 42” barrel with a moderately oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are an overall soft brown patina with light oxidation and overall light, and some moderate, pitting. The arm has been percussion converted
Belgian-style and shows no remnants of U.S. markings at the rear of breech with both barrel flats showing some moderate tool marks.
The lock shows prominent U.S. and contractor markings, the rear 1836 dated. The stock rates about very good with remnants of original
varnish and overall minor dings and handling marks, a few which may be more moderate, with a prominent flake to the rear of the rear
barrel band. There is the remnant of a left side cartouche, a moderate ding partially obscuring it, and a couple more moderate dings on
the left side of the wrist. The lock seems to function mechanically and what is likely a later, or perhaps merely cleaned, trumpet-shaped
ramrod is included. A good “example” piece for above the mantel. (38888-4) {ANTIQUE}
(500/700)

2091BRITISH PATTERN 1853 ARTILLERY CARBINE
.577 cal, 23” barrel with an about very good three groove bore which shows some light oxidation. The barrel
is a dull brown and faded gray original blue patina with light oxidation and scattered handling marks. It features a
later-fitted front sight and there is no provision for a bayonet lug on its right side. The front band appears to be a Belgian
replacement while the rear shows some good original blue. The “Barnett London”-marked lock is primarily a pewter patina, the hammer is an Enfield replacement and shows light engraving typical on Tower examples. The brass hardware is a dull goldenrod patina. The
stock rates perhaps good to near very good showing remnants of a light cleaning with inspectors markings to the rear of the triggerguard
tang. There are the overall minor dings and handling marks one would expect with a chip missing from the left of the tang and a 5” crack
rearward from the tang through the wrist. The swivels are no longer present however an appropriate three leaf rear sight is, and an antique
ramrod is present, it is somewhat deformed and is likely Nepalese in origin. The lock seems to function well mechanically, the barrel is 1”
shorter than it should be, this may be a rifle, arsenal cut-down to artillery carbine specifications. (38888-8) {ANTIQUE}
(500/700)
2092 SAVAGE MODEL 10 FCP-K BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G921945, 308 Win, 24” heavy fluted barrel with compensator and
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some light wear along the edges and bearing surfaces. The
checkered black synthetic AccuStock rates excellent and features a 3-D bedding cradle and a solid recoil pad that is designed to reduce
felt recoil by up to 45%. There are no provisions for sights however a set of Weaver bases with a set of 1” Kwik-Site rings are included.
Mounted to the forend is a Harris folding bipod. Rifle also features Savage’s AccuTrigger and has a detachable magazine. The original
hard case is also included. An excellent long range tactical or sporting rifle in need of the right set of quality optics to be complete.
(48898-9D34272) {MODERN}
(500/700)
2093 S M ITH & W E S S O N M O D E L 19 05 M I LITA RY & P O LI C E
REVOLVER serial #626362, 38 Special, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original bright blue showing some
light high edge wear, gripstraps flaking to gray-brown patina along with some further
smaller spots of light flaking and pinprick pitting on the frame and high edges of the cylinder. The standard trigger and hammer retain strong hints of case-hardened colors toning to smooth gray patina with
freckling and light oxidation staining scattered about. The black diamond checkered hard rubber grips
with S&W monograms are un-numbered but remain in near excellent condition showing some minor discoloration, light staining and a few handling marks. The barrel and cylinder are matching the frame by serial number, the crane is matching the frame by assembly number and the mechanism times and locks up very well. A
very attractive pre-war M&P revolver overall. (138873-520) {C&R}
(400/600)
2094 SMITH AND WESSON MODEL 1905 38 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #387103, 38 special, 5” barrel with
an otherwise bright excellent bore which shows a few spots of pitting near the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original
nickel, the areas of loss being some sparsely scattered light flakes of oxidation, showing two spots of pitting at the left and right of the front sight
blade. There are a few spots which are somewhat hazy but overall the
nickel has a lovely appearance. Both hammer and trigger show very good
color case-hardening, muting slightly on the trigger. The diamond-checkered pre-magna style grips rate about excellent and are pencil-numbered
to the gun. The gun seems to time well and lockup properly. A very
attractive nickel plated 38 M&P. (38873-430) {C&R}
(500/700)
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2095 COLT OFFICERS MODEL TARGET DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #19070, 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue, the primary loss being a
bit of holster wear on the sides of the barrel as well as high edge and
contact point wear on the cylinder where it likely lay in a drawer or perhaps rubbed a holster. The bright polished sides of the hammer show
the lightest oxidation staining near the spur with the checkered trigger showing excellent
original blue. The checkered duty-style grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate very good
plus to near excellent, they are un-numbered and their fit is perfect. The gun times well and locks
up perfectly. An excellent Officers Model overall that could easily be enjoyed at the range while still
maintaining investment potential. (38873-348) {C&R}
(500/700)

2096 U.S. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1816 PERCUSSION CONVERTED "SEA FENCIBLE
MUSKET" .69 cal., 42" barrel fastened by three iron barrel bands. This is an early musket with the lock bearing "(Federal
Eagle) / US" ahead of cock and "SPRING / FIELD / 1817" vertically to rear of cock. The barrel shows proper "P / (eaglehead) / V"
federal inspector's initials which are slightly obscured by pitting and the tang date is no longer legible. This musket is a Belgian or "cone"
conversion to percussion and it remains in good condition. The metal surfaces show an even silver/gray patina with scattered light to
moderate pitting mostly confined to the breech area of barrel. The lock shows a little less pitting and some oxidation staining with all metal
surfaces being lightly cleaned long ago. The walnut stock rates very good with nice edges and no visible cartouche. The butt of the gun
was thinned down for the installation of the unique brass buttplate associated with these Sea Service muskets. The top of the buttplate
bears the number "2".
A good representative example of the percussion converted Sea Fencibles musket.
(18752-30) {ANTIQUE}
(500/700)
2097 SAVAGE MODEL STEVENS 311 DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 ga., 30” improved modified and modified choke barrels with excellent bores. The steel surfaces retain about 85% factory finish with some thinning, handling marks and freckling scattered about the barrel
and case hardened frame. The Tenite buttstock and forend are about good with dings, scratches and handling marks covering most of the
surfaces. The action locks up tight with top lever resting just to the right of center. (228840-7) {MODERN}
[Roy G. Jinks Collection]
(100/200)
2098 RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #118-07945, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This gun
retains 99% factory finish with very little signs of use. The hardwood stock rates about very good with a handful of light scuffs and signs
of operational use. An overall excellent example of these popular .22 rifles. (228840-24) {MODERN} [Roy G. Jinks Collection](100/200)

2099 BA K E R G U N C O. BATAV I A LE A D E R
BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #12384F, 12 ga., 28” barrels choked full and
improved modified with shiny excellent bores. The barrels retain about 85% finish thinning to
brown on the top and bottom at the barrels at the rib. The frame still shows nice case-hardened colors with
three very small areas of oxidation on the bottom. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock is about very good
with very small chips at the frame and handling marks throughout. The walnut splinter forend is also about very good. The
length of pull to the forward trigger is 14 1/4” and the drops are approximately 1 3/4” and 3”. The action locks up tight with a top
lever resting just left of center. (228873-684) {C&R}
(400/600)

2100 SMITH & WESSON MODEL A BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #373300, 3006, 23 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel and receiver retain about 98% factory finish
with a small thinned spot on the bottom of the barrel near the muzzle and a small mark under the muzzle
itself. The checkered walnut stock with capped pistolgrip and rosewood forend tip rates about excellent with
very few signs of handling. The rifle is equipped with a flip up rear sight, a hooded front sight and the receiver is drilled and tapped
for scope mounts. (228840-25) {MODERN} [Roy G. Jinks Collection]
(350/550)
2101 WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1468035, 12 ga., 30” solid rib barrel choked full with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces still hold 85% factory finish with spots of oxidation, thinning and operational rub marks on the receiver and
magazine tube. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend are about very good with handling marks and light scratches.
(226520-1064) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)
2102 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 4566 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #VKP1451, 45 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
matte stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent with some signs of holstering and operational wear. The checkered Delrin grips are
excellent and feature a straight backstrap. There is a Novak Lo Mount two dot rear sight, a drift adjustable single dot front sight and an
ambidextrous slide safety. Included is a single magazine, gun lock, chamber flag, paperwork and a blue factory hard case. (228873-331)
{MODERN}
(400/600)
2103 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 4566 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #VED5921, 45 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
matte stainless steel slide and frame rate excellent. The stippled Hogue wraparound grip also rates excellent, this pistol shows few signs
of use. Featured are an ambidextrous slide safety, Novak Lo Mount rear sight and a front checkered triggerguard. Accompanying this
pistol are three magazines and a factory hard case. (228873-249) {MODERN}
(400/600)
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2104 CUSTOM SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-6 PPC REVOLVER BY SCHNEIDER serial #D944589, 38 Special, 6” bull
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% blued finish with a turn ring on the cylinder, freckling, spots of oxidation,
thinning and handling marks throughout. The left side of the barrel indicates this is a “Schneider Custom”. The square butt walnut combat
grips with silver S&W medallions rate about very good with some small dings, scratches and loss of finish. The sight system consists of a
full length Bo-Mar rib with an adjustable rear sight, a Patridge front sight with protective ears and two slots for mounting an additional
optic. This pistol was built with a spurless hammer, it is DAO. (22873-80) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2105 WHITNEY WOLVERINE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #24517, 22 LR, 4 5/8 barrel
with an excellent bore. This space-age pistol’s metal surfaces still hold about 97%
matte and polished anodized finish with some edge wear at the muzzle, hammer and
slide serrations as well as some scratches and handling marks scattered throughout.
The checkered brown plastic grips are about very good with nice crisp points, small scuffs
and dings on the smooth portions. Included is a single magazine showing edge wear on the
base plate and an original two-piece factory box in about good condition. (228955-40)
{C&R}
(400/600)
2106 COLT CALIFORNIA BICENTENNIAL FRONTIER SCOUT SINGLE
ACTION REVOLVER serial #1527CBI, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.
This six-shooter holds about 99% gold plating with just a hint of a turn ring on the
cylinder. The nickel plated trigger and hammer also retain 99% finish. The grips are
smooth walnut with gold medallions and rate excellent. A golden California medallion is nestled next to the pistol inside a lovely commemorative case
that shows gouges and dings scattered throughout the exterior.
(228955-23) {C&R}
(450/650)
2107 B R O W N I N G N O M A D S E M I-A UTO P I STO L serial
#73549P7, 22LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol
retains about 98% blued finish with just a few signs of handling and
a couple spots that are slightly thinning to brown. The checkered
black plastic grips rate about excellent with just a couple signs of
handling and couple small marks on the left panel near the
frontstrap. This pistol features an adjustable rear sight and comes
with the original red and black hinged plastic box and a slightly damaged manual. (228955-12) {C&R}
(400/600)
2106
2108 WINCHESTER BIG BORE MODEL 94 XTR LEVER
ACTION CARBINE serial #BB015731, 375 Winchester, 20"
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue finish with a few light handling marks. The checkered straight grip walnut factory stock rates about very good with scattered
light scratches and dents. The solid thin factory rubber recoil pad with Winchester logo rates excellent. The checkered walnut forend
rates near excellent with a few light handling marks. The gun includes later added sling swivel studs, bead front sight and step adjustable
factory rear sight. This gun does not have the angle eject and the front sight hood is missing. This is a potent rifle for close range big
game hunting with the svelte handling characteristics of the original model 94.
(86520-2667) {MODERN}
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(500/700)
2109 HAMMERLI INTERNATIONAL MODEL 210 OLYMPIA SEMI-AUTO RAPID FIRE PISTOL serial #11570, 22 Short,
6" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol has a small, but what should be a fully repairable, mechanical issue. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with few minor handling marks. The checkered walnut palm, finger and thumb rest
adjustable Olympic style grips rate very good with scattered light scratches, dents and scuffs. This gun has many features for Olympic
rapid-fire events such as: Patridge front sight, fully adjustable rear sight, muzzle brake, barrel 1" longitudinal ports at the 9 & 10 o'clock
position at the muzzle, six "gas escape" holes forward of the chamber areas, three of the six "gas escape" holes are tapped allowing
plug screws to increase functioning reliability with "soft" ammunition, ability to further adjust "muzzle jump" on the muzzle brake and
a match grade trigger to name a few. The mainspring and magazine catch have been removed and the slide will not fully retract nor will
the hinged triggerguard seat due to interference by the recoil spring.
It appears the recoil spring is "bunched up" in the channel just
forward of the trigger requiring professional services to remove
and will probably need replacing. The gun includes a factory
box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, a
pair of magazines, the aforementioned mainspring and magazine catch, (5) gas escape hole plugs, cleaning equipment,
a few spare parts, Allen wrench, tap and handle to clean the
threaded gas escape hole, "muzzle jump" adjustment tool
and manual. Hammerli is internationally known for their precision products. A little gunsmithing should have this one up and running to
their high standards in short order. (86520-3202) {MODERN} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(500/700)
2110 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 67-1 COMBAT MASTERPIECE REVOLVER serial #AEP0402, .38 Special, 4” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate very good plus having light scattered scratches, spots of high edge wear and a light turn
ring along the cylinder. The revolver is sighted with a red ramp front sight and black blade micro adjust rear sight. The checkered walnut
Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good with scattered light handling marks and spots of wear in the checkering. (108873203) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2111 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 60 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER Serial #409861, 38 Special. 1 7/8” pinned barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent aside from a couple of very minor light scratches and faint turn ring along the
cylinder. The revolver has standard sights and the diamond checkered Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun
and rate excellent. Included with the revolver is a manual, cleaning brush, two-piece blue and silver factory box with reinforced corners
that is correctly end-labeled to the gun. (108947-16D34313) {MODERN}
(500/700)
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2112 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 15-1 COMBAT MASTERPIECE REVOLVER serial #K437549, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with some scattered light scratches, specks of fine oxidation
staining and a light turn ring along the cylinder. The target hammer and trigger show vibrant case-hardened color and the revolver has a
white outline micro adjust rear sight and Patridge style front with red insert. The diamond checkered walnut grips rate very good plus with
overall crisp points and some scattered light handling marks. (108947-23D34327) {C&R}
(400/600)
2113 WINCHESTER MODEL 94 BUFFALO BILL COMMEMORATIVE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #WC14730, 30-30
Win, 26” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a couple of minor superficial
light scratches and specks of fine oxidation staining. The rifle is sighted with a raised silver bead front and adjustable sporting rear sight
and is embellished with commemorative design engraving. The straight grip smooth walnut stock and forend rate excellent having a couple of minor handling marks and the inlaid Buffalo Bill Medallion rates excellent. Included with the rifle are its original shipping carton with
illustrated cover that is pencil-numbered to the gun, certificate of authenticity, hang tag, warranty card and related literature. The box
remains in about good condition with several small sections missing from the edges, scuffed seams and the glued seam completely separated its entire length. (108873-697) {C&R}
(400/600)

2114
W I N C H E STE R M O D E L 9 4
C O W B OY C O M M E M O R ATI V E LE V E R ACTI O N CA R B I N E
serial #CB2012, 30-30 Win, 20” round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue on the barrel, magazine tube and parts of the action
and the balance of the nickel-plated surfaces rate near excellent with some light tarnish. The
action is embellished with commemorative design engraving and the rifle has a blade front sight with
adjustable sporting rear. The straight grip walnut stock with cowboy medallion inlay rates very good plus with a few minor
imperfections in the finish and has a couple minor to perhaps moderate dings in the forend. (108865-8) {C&R}
(400/600)

2116

2117

2118

2119

2120

2115 W I N C H E STE R
MODEL
94
O LI V E R
F.
W I N C H E STE R
COMMEMORATIVE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #OFW18371, 38-55 Win, 24”
octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue along the
barrel, magazine tube, buttplate and small parts of the action. The nose cap, lever, and receiver retain all of their gold
color finish and the sides of the receiver are nicely embellished with commemorative engraving. The checkered straight grip walnut stock and forend rate excellent aside from a couple of very minor light handling marks. (108865-3) {C&R}
(400/600)
HECKLER & KOCH USP 9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #24-21991, 9mm, 4 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% of their original matte finish with some scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining. The barrel flat shows light staining and spots of very fine pinprick pitting. The polymer frame with textured grip rates excellent. The pistol features a bobbed hammer
with three dot drift adjustable sights and comes with a single 10-round factory
magazine. (108947-20D34280) {MODERN}
(500/700)
SMITH & WESSON MODEL 686-6 DISTINGUISHED COMBAT
MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #CMD8638, 357 Magnum, 2 1/2” barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent showing a few minor
handling marks and light turn ring along the cylinder. The standard hammer and
combat trigger show mottled case-hardened color that is mostly dark. The
revolver has a red ramp front sight and white outline micro-adjust rear sight with
smooth finger grip goncalo alves combat grips that remain in near excellent condition. Included are a set of S&W marked checkered rubber grips, cable lock,
two keys, manual and factory blue plastic travel case that is correctly end-labeled
and numbered to the gun. (108952-14) {MODERN}
(500/700)
SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER
serial #7J6400, 38 Special, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with some spots of light freckling,
silvering along some of the high edges and spots of flaking with a light turn ring 2117
along the cylinder. The standard hammer and trigger show strong dark casehardened colors with some very minor operational wear marks along the sides of
the hammer. The revolver has a standard 1/8” serrated ramp front sight with
square notch rear sight and the checkered walnut Magna grips with S&W medallions rate near excellent aside from a few light handling
marks. (108976-128) {MODERN}
(350/550)
SMITH & WESSON MODEL 681 DOUBLE ACTION FACTORY MISMARKED REVOLVER serial #ADE3080, .357
Magnum, 4” with a bright about excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate about excellent with overall light scratches, scattered high
edge wear and a moderate turn ring on the cylinder. The service hammer and smooth combat trigger rate very good and retain nearly all
of their hard chrome finish. The revolver has standard sights and the Hogue Monogrip grips rate excellent. An honest gun that is mismarked with 68-1 on the frame under the crane. (108916-20) {MODERN}
(400/600)
SMITH & WESSON MODEL 14-2 K-38 TARGET MASTERPIECE REVOLVER serial #K760078, 38 Special, 6” pinned
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with loss from light scratches, high edge wear, also with
a moderate turn ring along the cylinder and some scattered specks of fine oxidation staining. The target hammer and grooved service
trigger show mottled case-hardened colors with some specks of fine oxidation staining. The unmarked checkered rubber combat style
grips rate excellent and fit the revolver well. It is sighted with a Patridge front sight and adjustable black blade rear sight and should be a
pleasure to shoot. (108941-17) {C&R}
(400/600)
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2121 R U G E R R E D H AW K D O U B LE ACTI O N
REVOLVER serial #502-48670, .44 Magnum, 7 1/2”
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate about excellent with a few light scratches
and a light turn ring visible along the cylinder. The
revolver is sighted with a ramp front sight with red
insert and a white outline adjustable blade rear sight.
The Pachmayr Gripper grips rate near excellent with
some slightly rounded points in the checkering.
(108923-11) {MODERN}
(400/600)

2122 WINCHESTER 66 CENTENNIAL LEVER ACTION CARBINE
serial #4473, 30-30 Win., 20” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% of their original blue and gold tone finishes with a few light handling
marks. The right side of the barrel is engraved “A Century of Leadership 1866-1966” and the carbine has an adjustable sporting rear sight with blade style front. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and forend
rate excellent. (108865-19) {C&R}
(400/600)

2123 RUGER M77 MARK II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #780-79166, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless
surfaces rate near excellent aside from a few light scratches and scattered specks of fine oxidation staining. There are no provisions for
sights however a set of 1” factory rings are included. The black Zytel “skeleton” stock with laminate inserts rates near excellent with some
light wear and handling marks. This would make a fine all around or inclement weather gun once fitted with your choice of optics, chambered in a popular cartridge. (109002-10) {MODERN}
(400/600)

2124 GUATEMALAN VZ-24 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CZ serial
#1267, 7mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain some remnants of original blue scattered about but
have mostly toned to a lightly cleaned gray patina showing some small dings and moderate oxidation staining scattered throughout. The magazine follower retains some nice plum color and the bolt is mostly a light gray patina showing
some darker freckling and light oxidation staining. The screw heads show some light slot damage and the Guatemalan crest above
the chamber is still very nice and quite crisp. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and handguard are no doubt replacements as there
is only one recoil bolt, no stock disc and only two sling swivels. The surfaces have been heavily cleaned showing some small dings,
scratches and has a rather crude ribbed buttplate with no markings visible. The bolt is matching, no cleaning rod is present and the rifle
seems to function well mechanically. Still a good representative example of these scarce Guatemalan contract rifles. (136520-3461) {C&R}
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)

2125 WINCHESTER MODEL 75 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial
#55191, 22 LR, 24" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing just a hint of light oxidation near
the breech. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 92% original blue most of the loss due to scattered spots of light oxidation staining and moderate freckling, high edge wear and some small dings. The
markings are still quite crisp and clear although the Winchester proofs were rather poorly struck. The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut stock remains in about very good condition showing some moderate scattered scratches, small dings, small areas of
compressed points and handling marks. The black hard rubber pistolgrip cap is intact showing just some light staining and small dings.
The sling swivels are intact, there is a blank fitted in the rear sight dovetail, a Lyman 57 peep sight is present although there is no aperture
insert and the front sight is a silver bead with hood intact. One original magazine is included and the rifle seems to function well
mechanically.
A
solid
example
overall
that
will
probably
be
a
fine
shooter.
(136520-2758) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)
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2126 REMINGTON NO. 2 ROLLING BLOCK SPORTING RIFLE serial
#12924, 25-20 WCF, 26" octagon barrel with a bright near excellent bore. This rifle has
been very professionally converted to centerfire and re-chambered to 25-20. The barrel has
mostly toned to gray-brown patina showing some scattered light oxidation staining, small dings and a few
streaks of original blue here and there. The frame is mostly a lighter silvery-gray patina showing some pinprick
pitting and light oxidation staining. The barrel is numbered to the frame, the "E. REMINGTON & SONS" address on the
barrel is clear and the patent marks on the left side frame are a little soft. The breechblock and hammer retain perhaps 70%
original bright blue with overall toning to gray patina and moderate freckling. The straight grip walnut buttstock and forend with steel
schnabel cap remain in very good plus condition as perhaps lightly cleaned long ago showing some scattered small dings, a few tiny chips
and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with semi-buckhorn rear and silver blade front sights and seems to function well mechanically.
(136520-845) {ANTIQUE} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)
2127 STEVENS NO. 414 ARMORY MODEL FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #77644, 22 Short, 26" barrel with a very good bore
showing a few scattered rings of light pitting. The barrel of this rifle retains perhaps 60% original blue the balance mostly toning to a
smooth brown patina along with scattered freckling, small dings and some small patches of pinprick pitting here and there. The frame
retains some faint remnants of case-hardened colors more noticeable on the left side with the majority toned to gray-brown patina showing
spots of light pitting, oxidation staining and scattered small tool marks. All of the markings are visible and some of the screw heads still
retain strong fire blue. The straight grip walnut stock and forend remain in about very good condition with a very thin 2 1/4" hairline crack
at the right tip of the forend, a small repair just below the aforementioned crack, a tiny crack at the left side frame junction, scattered dings,
scratches, and areas of light staining. The rifle is fitted with a steel buttplate, the large sling swivels are intact, the front sight is a silver
blade, there are target blocks mounted to the top of the barrel and a Lyman peep sight at the tang. The hammer spring seems to be a
little weak but everything is otherwise functional. (136520-2783) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)

2128 CUSTOM U.S. MODEL 1903
BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL
Converted to M2 serial #223979, 22 LR, 24" 10-42 dated Springfield Armory
barrel with 22 caliber insert and a bright near excellent bore. This 1903 - marked rifle has
been rather competently converted to a 1922 M2-style rifle and the metal surfaces are mostly a gray
patina some areas showing evidence of older reapplied blue along with some patches of old cleaned light pitting along
the barrel, freckling and light oxidation staining. There is a small circular vice or other tool mark impression on the barrel about
6" from the muzzle. Most of the markings are still clear and the bolt handle and body are "M2"-marked. The rifle features a custom Monte
Carlo walnut stock with schnabel tip, extended pistolgrip, spacer insert at the butt and a rather generous left-side cheekpiece and raised
comb. The stock remains in very good plus condition showing some small dents along the left side, scattered spots of light staining and
is fitted with sling swivel studs and a Remington black checkered buttplate. The rifle is sighted with a Lyman rear aperture sight and a
target globe front sight. One unmarked magazine is included and the rifle seems to function well mechanically. A solid customized example
that will probably be a fun shooter. (136520-2680) {MODERN} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)

2129 WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial
#827721, 30 WCF, 24" replacement factory round barrel and half magazine with a bright
near excellent bore. The barrel is stamped with the "MADE IN NEW HAVEN, CONN."
marking variation normally seen on examples above serial number one million. The metal surfaces
retain about 55-65% original blue thinning to gunmetal-gray patina throughout with significant edge
wear along the frame, scattered scratches, light freckling and handling marks. Winchester proofs are present and appear to
have been double struck or re-struck at some point. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in about very good
condition as lightly refinished showing moderately flaking varnish throughout, a 1" thin repaired sliver at the left edge frame junction, a
small 3/8" chip and tiny crack at the right frame junction, some overall dings and handling marks. The rifle is fitted with a Winchester hard
rubber buttplate that shows fourteen notches on the right side and three on the left. The original sights are intact although the front sight
hood is missing and there is also a Lyman peep sight mounted to the upper tang. The action seems to function well mechanically and the
rifle may make for a good shooter. (136520-2748) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)

2130 WINCHESTER MODEL 55 LEVER ACTION TAKEDOWN RIFLE
serial #8043, 30 WCF, 24" barrel with a mostly bright very good plus bore showing a few
light pits in the grooves but strong rifling throughout. The barrel and magazine tube retain perhaps 85% original blue showing moderate freckling and small spots toning to gray patina throughout
along with some operational marks on the underside from magazine tube removal. The lever likewise retains about 85%
original blue while the action retains about 25-30% original blue strong on the bolt, tangs and top of the frame with remnants
on either side of the frame and overall toning to gunmetal-gray patina showing some light pitting scattered about the left side. The
straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good condition as refinished showing a 3/4" shallow chip on the right side butt,
a small filler repair right of the upper tang, some overall dings, scratches and handling marks. The rear sight elevator is a rather crude
replacement and the rear sight notch has been filed out to a wider V-shape and the front is a Lyman brass bead. This rifle has seen some
honest use but will probably be a fine shooter. (136520-2677) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(500/700)
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2131 J. STEVENS HUNTER'S PET NO. 34 POCKET RIFLE serial #3712, 38 CF, 24"
octagon barrel with an about good bore showing some moderate pitting scattered about but
strong rifling throughout. The barrel of this rifle is mostly a mottled bluish-brown patina showing some
streaks of original blue scattered about, moderate freckling and scattered oxidation staining. The hammer is mostly brown patina but retains some strong streaks of bright blue. The frame and shoulder stock retain
about 75% original nickel finish showing moderate flaking to brown patina throughout. The smooth walnut grips remain in
very good condition showing some spots of oil soaking and light handling marks. The barrel, shoulder stock and locking bar are
all numbered to the frame, barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the hammer functions well at half and full cock. The original flip up rear sight
is intact and the front sight is a globe with thin post with auxiliary silver blade but the front globe is quite bent out of shape. Still a very solid
and complete example of these heavy frame Stevens rifles. (136520-2766) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)

2132 J. STEVENS TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT RIFLEserial #1124, 38
CF, 24" octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel of this rifle retains about
92% nice quality older reapplied matte blue showing some scattered oxidation staining,
moderate freckling and a few light scratches. The barrel markings are quite soft but still
mostly legible. The trigger and some of the screw heads show some remnants of fire blue
while the hammer retains lovely vibrant fire blue showing some light oxidation staining. The frame retains
about 90% original nickel finish showing flaking to brown patina at the tangs and sides of the frame and minor bubbling
throughout while the crescent buttplate retains about 60% original nickel finish showing overall oxidation and toning to brown
patina. The straight grip walnut buttstock remains in very good condition with a thin 1 3/4" crack on the left side frame junction, a few
small drying cracks near the buttplate, some small chips at the point of comb and overall small dings and handling marks. The rifle is
sighted with a flip-up thin post and globe front sight, flip-up middle notch, rear flip-up aperture and a tang-mounted Marble's aperture
that shows some rather heavy pitting and dings. Barrel-to-frame fit is solid, the hammer is very crisp at half and full cock and the barrel
and locking bar are matching the frame. (136520-2790) {ANTIQUE} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)

2133 WINCHESTER MODEL 90 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #416998,
22 Short, 24" octagon barrel with a mostly bright very good plus bore showing a few small
spots of oxidation. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 80% older professionally reapplied blue showing moderate high edge wear, tangs toning to gray patina, magazine tube mostly toned to dark
gray patina, some small dings on the left edge of the breechblock and scattered light freckling. All of the markings
are still quite crisp and there are remnants of very light pitting underneath the blue on either side of the frame and a few
areas along the barrel. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and grooved forend remain in very good plus condition as nicely
refinished showing rather worn finish on the forend, a couple tiny thin cracks at the lower tang, some small chips along the forend and
the stock is a little shy of the buttplate. The rifle is fitted with standard sights and seems to function well mechanically. A solid example
overall that will probably make for a fine shooter. (136520-130) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)

2134 WINCHESTER MODEL 75 TARGET BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #88021, 22
LR, 28" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 90-92% original blue the majority of loss due to moderate freckling scattered throughout, some light oxidation staining,
scratches and operational wear. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock remains in very good condition showing moderately flaking
finish throughout, scattered small dings, a few tiny chips at the edge of the pistolgrip, a "2" written out in varnish on the left side
buttstock and tip of stock as well as a stickered "A10" on the end of the stock. The sling swivels and front adjustable rail are present and
the rifle is sighted with a globe front sight with target insert and a Redfield aperture sight mounted at the rear with wide aperture disc.
One original magazine is included and the rifle seems to function well mechanically. A lightly used example overall that will probably still
be a nice shooter. (136520-1762) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)

2135 RUGER MARK III HUNTER USA SHOOTING
TEAM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY TALO serial
#22975664, 22 LR, 6 7/8” fluted barrel with an excellent
bore. The blue steel surfaces retain over 99% finish with no
real blemishes to speak of. The checkered contoured red, white and blue target grips with
thumb rest are about excellent, the laminate shows small signs of finish loss where the blue meets
the red in the checkered areas. The front sight is a red fiber optic, there are five extra inserts, three
green and two red and the receiver has been drilled and tapped for a scope mount. Included are two
extra magazines, a scope rail, standard Ruger black checkered plastic grips and manual in a factory hard case.
(228955-33) {MODERN}
(400/600)
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2136 SCARCE LATE PRODUCTION FINNISH M39 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #303437, 7.62x54R, 27"
barrel with a very good plus bore that shows light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1968-dated rifle retain 98% arsenal blue with some
light silvering on the buttplate. The wartime spliced birch stock rates about very good with a few armorer plug repairs, a few drying cracks
on the butt, a small chip behind upper tang and some handling marks. The bolt is Finn-matching and the other parts appear un-numbered.
The Finns made these rifles in the late 60's and early 70's in small numbers, likely for officer training and there is a TGI import mark on the
barrel. A very good example of a late production M39 Mosin Nagant. (208998-73) {C&R}
(400/600)

2137 SWISS MODEL 96/11 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #245925,
7.5x55 Swiss, 30 3/4" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows a couple light pits near the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 92% original blue with the triggerguard being a gray patina with some light
pitting, a couple further small spots of light pitting on bottom metal, some silvering at muzzle and scattered flaking to
brown. The walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a crisp canton number "134895" on the comb, a small armorer
repair behind triggerguard, scattered dings and handling marks. The rear band is numbered "276" but all other visible parts are matching
to the receiver and there do not appear to be any import marks. A fine example of these Swiss straight pull rifles.
(208998-20) {C&R}
(400/600)
2138 CHILEAN MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LUDWIG LOEWE serial #F7789, 7mm Mauser, 29 1/2" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with the floorplate being a gray patina, some oxidation staining on bolt
and scattered flaking to brown. The walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a crisp 1895 cartouche, scattered dings and
handling marks. The floorplate and cleaning rod are mismatched but the other parts are matching. A fine example of these early Mauser
style rifles. (209029-7) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)

2139 REMINGTON M1816 MAYNARD CONVERSION MUSKET .69 Cal, 42" barrel
with an oxidized bore. The barrel remains mostly bright, likely having been cleaned with some light pitting at rear and
scattered oxidation staining. The barrel may be a replacement, it appears to be unmarked and there is a vacant rear sight slot. The
upper tang, hammer and lock are a dull gray patina with overall oxidation staining. The Remington markings are barely legible at the rear
of the lockplate, there is an 1856 date but no other visible markings. The triggerguard shows overall oxidation staining and some light pitting. The walnut stock rates good with worn edges, a repaired break in the wrist, a couple other repairs and scattered handling wear. The
lock is functional and a trumpet shaped ramrod is present. A good restoration candidate. (208735-14) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2140 SIG SAUER P226 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #U591684, 9mm, 4 1/4" barrel with bright excellent bore. The slide retains 95%
of its black Nitron finish with overall high edge and operational wear marks with a few scattered light handling and tooling (at front sight)
marks and is numbered to a different gun. The frame retains nearly all of its black Nitron finish with some light wear at the muzzle and
the two-piece stippled banner grips rate very good plus with some light handling wear. The pistol features TG-H3 front sight, added
Picatinny rear sight rail, left side decocking lever and Sig A-1 tactical lower rail. Included is a single 10-round factory magazine.
(108961-3S21637) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2141 RUGER OLD ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #148-10098,
.44 cal, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
97% original blue with a very light turn ring along the cylinder, some light fine oxidation staining and a spot or two of light pitting along the polished sides of the
hammer. The revolver has a blade front sight, square notch rear sight and
the loading assembly is missing the bullet seater. The laminate grips with
black and silver phoenix medallions rate excellent. Included is an
Uncle Mike’s open top Cordura open top holster. (108945-16)
{ANTIQUE}
(400/600)

2142 C O LT M O D E L 18 4 9 P O C K ET P E R C U S S I O N
REVOLVER serial #82712, .31 cal, 4” barrel with a bright about good bore with strong rifling and scattered pitting its entire length. The
metal surfaces are mostly a grey-brown patina showing scattered oxidation, patches of pinprick pitting, oxidation staining with some trace
amounts of blue around some of the protected areas with a
crisp New York barrel address. The triggerguard and backstrap have miniscule patches of silver plate remaining and
are mostly showing a dull ocher patina with a few light handling marks and a small ding along the bottom edge. The
cylinder roll scene is still mostly visible and the one-piece
walnut grips rate very good with mostly worn varnish and
scattered light handling marks. All numbered parts are
matching
and
this
salty
’49
Pocket seems to function well mechanically. (108945-15)
{ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
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2143 C O LT M O D E L 18 4 9 P O C K ET P E R C U S S I O N
REVOLVER serial #185793, .31 cal, 4" octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized bore showing good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver are
mostly a dark gray patina showing remnants of light pitting and small dings throughout. The iron backstrap and triggerguard retain some remnants of tarnished silver plate mostly toned to dark gray patina.
The Hartford address and cylinder scene are still quite visible. The smooth one-piece walnut grip remains
in very good plus condition retaining a healthy amount of original varnish, light flaking and scattered handling marks. The grip number is no longer legible, the wedge screw is a more modern replacement and the wedge is an adhoc period replacement but all of the remaining serialized parts are matching. One barrel peg has broken off and barrel-toframe fit is loose but the action is functional with good timing and lockup a little loose.
(139036-12) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2144 S M ITH & W E S S O N 3 8 SA F ET Y
SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION
R EVOLVE R serial #50121, 38 S&W, 6"
ribbed round barrel with a bright very good
plus bore showing some light oxidation and
strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this revolver retain about 95% original nickel
finish with most of the loss due to light flaking
on the left side of the muzzle and along the
cylinder, scattered scratches and some minor
bubbling. The latch and triggerguard retain
about 50% original blue toning to gray patina
with a few spots of moderate oxidation along
the triggerguard. The sideplate screw heads
show some slot wear, the barrel address is
quite crisp and the last patent date is 1885.
The checkered black hard rubber grips remain
in about very good condition showing a chip at the base of the left panel, overall small dings and moderate smoothing. The right panel is
appropriately scratch-numbered to the gun and all of the serialized parts are matching. Barrel-to-frame fit shows just a hint of play and
the action seems to function well mechanically with excellent timing and lockup. This is a very attractive example with a desirable barrel
length. (139027-16) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)

2145 SPECIAL ORDER MARLIN MODEL 1891 LEVER ACTION RIFLE
serial #103992, 22 S,L,LR, 24" octagon barrel with a fair bore showing oxidation and
some good rifling throughout. This rifle features a checkered pistolgrip buttstock and lovely
period inscription on the right side action "Feb. 25. 1894. / Actie True", what this is in reference to
remains to be discovered and the rifle's serial number does date it to 1894. The barrel retains perhaps 50% original bright
blue with the balance flaked to brown patina showing moderate oxidation staining and the magazine tube has toned to brown
patina. The magazine tube is stuck and the whole assembly is likely replaced as it is rather poorly fitted. The action retains about 6570% original nickel finish showing moderate flaking to gray-brown patina throughout while the buttplate retains perhaps 40% original nickel
finish. There is an added hole on the top through the "A" in "MARLIN". The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and plain forend remain
in good to about very good condition as refinished long ago, the forend shows more wear overall with flaking varnish and a crack on the
bottom its full-length while the buttstock shows minor dings, scratches, thin cracks on either side of the toe and a sling swivel hole. The
rifle is sighted with a sporting rear sight and ivory bead front. The action will require mechanical attention as the lifter mechanism, ejector
and ejector spring are missing but the lever seems to cycle the bolt and cock the hammer well. A rather well-used butinteresting example.
(138315-57LTS295) {ANTIQUE} [Lewis T. Steadman Collection]
(400/600)
2146 B E LG I A N D O U B LE BA R R E L P I N F I R E
PISTOL 11mm Pinfire, 7 1/4" barrels with
good bores showing some moderate frosting
and good rifling throughout. The barrels of this
underlever pistol are a mix of blue-gray and
pewter patina with scattered oxidation staining and flakes of original blue.
The frame is embellished with simple foliate motifs and retains about 70% original
nickel finish showing overall discoloration and flaking to brown patina. The ribbed onepiece walnut grip remains in very good plus condition showing scattered small dings and
light handling marks. The rear sight shows an old brazing repair and is on a sliding leaf that also doubles
as a safety to protect the firing pins of the cartridges. The pistol appears to be unmarked except for Belgian
proofs and small inspector stamps, the hammers function crisply and barrel lockup is tight.
(138840-116) {ANTIQUE} [Roy Jinks Collection]
(200/400)
2147 BERETTA MODEL 92FS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BER144650Z, 9mm, 4 7/8” barrel with an excellent
bore. The pistol retains 99% Bruniton finish with light scattered signs of handling. The black checkered grip panels with
Beretta logos are about excellent. Standard 92FS three dot sights adorn the slide and a single factory magazine is included.
(228986-32) {MODERN}
(400/600)
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2148 UNMARKED GERMAN MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE
serial #2793, 9.3x62, 24” barrel with an about very good bore. The steel surfaces retain
about 60% finish with the strongest coverage near the muzzle and thinning to pewter towards the
receiver. There are handling marks and signs of freckling throughout. The checkered classic style walnut stock
is about good with dings and scratches. There are six screw holes on the rear right side of the buttstock and the
hard rubber buttplate is missing a 3/4” piece at the top. There is a leaf rear sight and the front is a black bead sitting atop
a sporting ramp. (228929-3) {C&R}
(400/600)

2149 UNMARKED 98 MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE
serial #6389, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The steel surfaces retain
about 90% blue finish toning to gray on the receiver and signs of freckling and handling
scattered about. The classic walnut stock is about good and features a checkered round knob pistolgrip and a
rounded cheek piece. There is a Lyman adjustable rear sight, the front sight is a ramp mounted bead. (229048-19)
{MODERN}
(400/600)

2150 L.C. SMITH 00 GRADE SIDELOCK SHOTGUN BY HUNTER ARMS
serial #4019R, 20 ga., 28" barrels choked improved cylinder with bright excellent bores.
The barrels retain about about 85% original blue toning to brown and gray with sparsely scattered
tiny impact marks and spots of fine pitting and impact marks. The fame has tone to a bright silvery
patina with some scattered fine staining and traces of original case colors in the protected areas of the fences.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate about very good with overall light handling marks. Installed
on the buttstock is a customized Pachmayr Decelerator recoil pad and spacer in need of proper fitting currently providing
a 13 9/16" length of pull. Shotgun features double triggers, extractors and a non-automatic safety. The arm still locks up
tight and the top lever is right of center. Included is a worn hinged leather case with a lightly soiled red baize interior containing a two-piece wooden cleaning rod and snap caps. (58993-46) {C&R}
(400/600)
2151 OLYMPIC ARMS M.F.R. SEMI-AUTO CARBINE

serial #CH 9582, 223 Remington, 16" stainless barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original
phoshphate. The fixed M4 style stock and handguard rate
excellent with some minor handling marks. This carbine is in
Massachusetts compliant configuration, it has a muzzle brake and there are no
sights present. A 10-round magazine, manual, sling and factory hard case correctly end-labeled to the gun are all included. A good entry level AR ready for the
sights of your choice. (209049-6) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2152 RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #32-79289, 357
Magnum / 9mm, 6 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue and anodized finishes showing specks of fine oxidation staining, light high edge wear, spots of oxidation and a light turn ring along both
included cylinders which are properly numbered to the gun. The polished sides of the hammer show moderate amounts
of fine oxidation staining and the revolver is sighted with standard ramp front, sight adjustable black blade rear sight and
the smooth walnut grips with phoenix medallions rate very good plus with scattered light handling marks and some light
chattering along the right leading edge. Included is a red factory box, manual and the aforementioned 9mm cylinder.
(108873-78) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2153 RUGER MODEL SP101 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER
serial #577-22183, 22 LR, 4 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rate near excellent with some
scattered light handling marks and a light turn ring along the
8-shot cylinder. The rubber grips with checkered walnut
inserts rate excellent and the gun has a fiber optic front sight
with adjustable black blade rear sight. The revolver has had
some spring work done and included are a variety of Wolff
Company springs, factory hard case that is end-labeled and
numbered to the gun, manual and related papers, lock and
spare set of unmarked checkered rubber combat style grips.
(108916-28) {MODERN}
(400/600)
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2154 GLOCK MODEL 19 GEN4 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #GZ028US, 40 S&W, 4” Storm Lake barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% of their original Tenifer finish with some light scratches and minor high edge wear.
The polymer frame rates excellent and the pistol features a custom trigger, white outline drift adjustable rear sight, white
dot front sight, factory hard case that is not numbered to the gun, two 15-round magazines, mop, brush, manual and related paperwork. (108916-30) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2155 STEVENS MODEL 22-410 COMBINATION GUN 22 LR / 410 bore, 24" barrels with bright excellent bores, the 410
barrel choked a tight full. The barrels retain about 70% original blue showing moderate scratches throughout, a few areas
worn to gunmetal patina, some patches of roughly cleaned light pitting and light oxidation staining. The frame retains some
strong remnants of case-hardened colors toning to gray patina with light oxidation staining. The checkered brown Tenite
forend remains in very good condition showing some spots of shallow crackling, scratches and handling marks. The smooth
pistolgrip
walnut
buttstock
is
likely
a
period
replacement
to
replace
a
broken
Tenite stock and remains in excellent condition showing just a few light handling marks.
The rear sight leaf is missing its elevator and is a little loose, lockup is tight and the action seems to function well
mechanically. (138873-708){C&R}
(150/250)
2156 STEVENS SINGLE BARREL BREAK OPEN SHOTGUN 410 bore, 26" barrel choked tight full with a mostly bright very
good plus bore showing some light fouling. The metal surfaces of this shotgun are mostly toned to gray patina showing
small dings, scattered light oxidation staining and some remnants of blue along the barrel at the wood line. The smooth
walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend remain in fair condition the buttstock showing 1 1/2" chips at either side
of the tang, a number of long thin cracks throughout the wrist, scattered smaller dings, scratches and handling marks. The
black hard rubber buttstock is a little loose and shows scattered chips and moderate dings. This appears to be an early
production gun, the barrel marked only with the patent date and "410 BORE / OR / 12 M-M". The gun is sighted with a
single large brass bead and seems to function well mechanically with solid lockup. (138929-1) {C&R}
(75/150)
2157 WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #442486, 22 S,L,LR, 20" round barrel with an oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly dark brown patina with scattered oxidation staining, light pitting, dings and
remnants of an old black enamel finish on the frame. There are prominent dings at the muzzle, the edges of which are mushrooming out and the barrel is loose in the frame. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and grooved forend remain in
about good condition showing a couple thin hairline cracks at the lower tang, scattered shallow chips and abrasions along
the buttstock, light staining and scratches. The forend screws are oversized replacements that show slot damage and the
original buttplate is still intact showing scuffs and dings. The original sights are also present and the action seems to function normally albeit a little sluggishly. (138853-13) {C&R}
(100/200)
2158 TED WILLIAMS / SEARS ROEBUCK MODEL 3T SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #R344002, 22 S,L,LR, 20 1/2" barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Winchester-made rifle retain perhaps 90% reapplied heavy black
paint showing some flaking along the high edges and along the barrel revealing original blue on the barrel and magazine
tube. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood buttstock and forend remain in about very good condition, the forend and buttstock
showing two different finishes along with scattered small dings, scratches and handling marks. The checkered black plastic
Winchester buttplate is present and the rifle is sighted with Winchester's Model 290 adjustable rear notch and a poorlyfitted Lyman white bead front sight that has fallen out but is provided. (138873-583) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2159 ITHACA MODEL X5-C LIGHTNING SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #1002-A, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 97% original blue showing a few light handling marks, scattered light
freckling and a couple spots of fine oxidation staining. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock with finger grooves remains in
very good plus condition as refinished showing a few small dings, scratches and a small chip at the toe. This rifle seems to
have seen very little use, the original sights are intact and two magazines are included, one appears to be a 7-round and
the other a 13-round magazine. (138873-678) {C&R}
(150/250)
2160 WINCHESTER MODEL 74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #322899A, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 90% original blue thinning evenly throughout and showing light scratches, scattered freckling throughout, high edge wear and a few small spots toned to gray patina. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock
remains in very good plus condition as lightly cleaned showing some scattered scratches, small dings and two filled-in sling
swivel stud holes. The original sights are intact, the magazine tube is present and the rifle seems to function well mechanically. A nice example overall that will probably be a fun plinker. (138873-629) {C&R}
(150/250)
2161 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 65 REISING SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #5525, 22 LR, 23" barrel with a
bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 95% older reapplied blue showing a few areas along
the barrel toning to gray patina, some remnants of cleaned pitting scattered about and minor freckling. All of the markings
are still very clear overall. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock remains in very good condition as lightly refinished showing
a thin about 1 1/4" hairline crack at the tip, 1 3/4" drying crack at the right side, small scratches, dings and handling marks.
The sling swivels are intact, one original 10-round magazine is included and the correct Redfield rear peep sight is present.
A dovetail has also been added with a blank on top of the barrel and there are four added holes along the top of the receiver. (138873-688) {C&R}
(150/250)
2162 RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #125-68768, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 94% original blue and anodized finishes showing some light flaking at the high
edges of the triggerguard and receiver, a few small spots of light oxidation staining on the barrel and scattered freckling.
The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock remains in very good plus condition showing mostly crisp checkering, scattered
dings, scratches and a few lightly chipped points. The rifle is equipped with sling swivels, standard factory sights along with
a Bushnell 3X-7X Custom 22 riflescope mounted to the top of the receiver. The scope shows just a few light handling marks
and features a duplex reticle and very good optics perhaps just a little discolored. One magazine is included and the rifle
seems to function well mechanically. (138873-595) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2163 YUGOSLAVIAN M.95M MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #26366, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a fairgood bore showing moderate oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this Steyr-made rifle are mostly
gray-brown patina showing scattered oxidation staining, light pitting and softened markings throughout. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock and handguard remain in about fair condition showing a number of thin cracks mostly at the tangs
and a few repaired chips scattered throughout, significant dings, scratches and handling marks. The stock and triggerguard
/ magazine assembly are mismatched. The internal fixed clip is missing along with the bottom screw on the magazine floorplate and it is difficult to discern whether or not further magazine components are missing. The sling swivels are intact and
there is no stacking rod. The bolt is provided disassembled and will require mechanical attention. A salty example of these
rather scarce rifles that would be worthy of restoration. (138238-71) {C&R}
(150/250)
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2164 FRENCH MODEL 1921 "LA FRANCAISE" BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #3369, 22 RF, 26" barrel with a mostly bright
good bore showing some spots of light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this Lebel-style trainer
retain perhaps 80% original blue with overall toning to brown under bright light, scattered freckling, a few small spots of
oxidation staining and some moderate dings on the receiver. The bolt retains some remnants of case-hardened colors mostly toned to a pewter-gray patina showing light oxidation staining. The smooth semi-pistolgrip walnut buttstock and finger
groove forend remain in about very good condition as lightly cleaned showing a few spots of filler repair on the forend, a
moderate abrasion at the rear right edge of the forend, a small crack at the upper tang, further smaller shallow chips, dings
and a vacant swivel stud hole on the toe line. The right side butt is clearly marked "LA / FRANCAISE / DEPOSE / MODELE
/ 1921" and is stamp-numbered "43369", perhaps a factory error as there is no "4" on the receiver or other numbered
parts. The rifle features an adjustable rear notch sight and a large silver bead front. There are prominent dings on the sear
and the bolt is provided disassembled and will require some professional mechanical attention. Still an interesting example
for the collector of French arms. (138737-612) {C&R} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(250/450)
2165 WHITNEY ROLLING BLOCK SHOTGUN serial #69359, 16 ga, 32" round barrel with a mostly bright very good bore
showing some light fouling. The metal surfaces of the barrel are mostly a dark brown patina showing some light oxidation
staining throughout. The frame is a lighter gray-brown patina also showing scattered oxidation staining and some light pitting. The screw heads show some moderate slot damage and there are no markings visible. The smooth straight grip walnut
buttstock and forend remain in about very good condition as cleaned long ago with a repaired 3" chip at the left side wrist,
scattered small dings, scratches, handling marks and the upper tang is proud of the stock. The shotgun is sighted with a
single silver bead and the hammer functions crisply although the breechblock does not seem to retract fully and may
require mechanical attention. This old rolling block has some character and would look great above the mantel. (13886457) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2166 UNMARKED PERCUSSION MUSKET about .80 cal, 32 1/2" round barrel with an oxidized bore. This musket appears
to be a more modern put-together piece composed of a mix of antique and older components. The metal surfaces are mostly dark brown patina showing old moderate pitting and oxidation throughout. The lockplate was originally flintlock and the
brass triggerguard, teardrop escutcheons, ramrod thimble and buttplate are mostly a dark brown-ocher patina. The hardwood stock is rather bulky with a bulbous forend section but surprisingly thin wrist. The stock remains in about very good
condition as refinished showing a number of drying cracks on the right side butt, tiny cracks and small chips forming
around the lockplate, scattered spots of old tape residue, dings and scratches. A wooden ramrod is included and the lock
functions at half cock only. (138923-15) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2167 UNMARKED BACK ACTION PERCUSSION FOWLER .58 cal, 31 1/4" round barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this fowler are mostly a dark brown patina showing scattered oxidation staining and light pitting throughout.
There is a dark ocher brass tailpipe present along with seventeen brass brads on the right side butt also toned to a nice
ocher patina. There is no buttplate present and it appears that there never was one, the nipple is almost totally worn away
and the screw heads show some moderate slot damage. The straight grip walnut halfstock remains in about good condition
showing numerous drying cracks at the butt along both sides, a small chip below the lockplate, thin cracks left of the upper
tang, scattered dings and handling marks. There is a single ramrod thimble present near the muzzle while the middle thimble has been lost and no ramrod is present. The gun is sighted with a single thin brass bead and the hammer is a little loose
but the lock is functional at half and full cock. (138932-3) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2168 WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #13315, 38-55, 20 3/8" shortened octagon barrel with an
oxidized bore showing some fair to good rifling throughout. The barrel and magazine tube of this rifle have been shortened
no doubt a long time ago, a new dovetail has been rather crudely cut for the front sight and magazine tube and the rear
sight assembly has also been moved back closer to the breech with the original dovetail filled in. The metal surfaces are
mostly a medium gray-brown patina showing spots of pinprick pitting, oxidation staining and dings scattered throughout.
The plain straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in good condition as cleaned showing a few small thin cracks
at the tangs, a 2 1/4" filler repair at the right edge of the buttstock, a 2" thin crack at the left side wrist, scattered dings,
scratches and handling marks. The sights are a little loose, the rear appears to be from a Savage 99 and has a replacement
adjustment bar and the front is a silver blade. There is a screw missing on the left side frame and the action still seems to
function normally. (138873-572) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
2169 FRENCH MODEL 1935A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY SACM serial #E9775A, 7.65 Longue, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright
near excellent bore showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 55-60% original black enamel
finish with the balance flaked to a dark gray patina along with some small dings and handling marks. The grip panel screws
show some light slot damage and the black checkered synthetic grips remain in very good plus condition showing some
areas of compressed points, dings and handling marks. There is an arsenal-added lanyard loop at the bottom of the frame
on the left side likely indicating French police use and a single magazine is included. The firing pin and its spring are missing but the mechanism seems to function well otherwise. A solid example overall that would probably be an easy fix once
a firing pin is acquired. (138942-10) {C&R}
(175/275)
2170 HUNGARIAN FROMMER STOP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FEG serial #283657, 32 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with a mostly
bright very good plus bore showing some frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1921 acceptance-dated pistol are mostly a smooth gray patina showing scattered light scratches, a few areas of light pinprick pitting
and scattered light dings and tool marks on the end cap retainer, hammer and cocking piece. The end cap retainer shows
what appears the be an old effective gunsmith repair, all of the markings are still quite crisp and clear and the left side triggerguard is marked with Hungarian military acceptance “Bp (Crown) 21”. The grooved hardwood grips with embossed “FS”
logo remain in very good condition showing a few scattered light chips, dings and the right panel warping slightly. The lanyard loop is intact and the pistol seems to function well mechanically but no magazine is included. Overall a rather wellused but solid example of these interesting long recoil military pistols. (138942-6) {C&R}
(300/500)
2171 SMITH & WESSON FOURTH MODEL 38 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #486276, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” ribbed
round barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing some light frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces
of this revolver retain about 85-88% original bright blue showing some overall high edge wear, scattered freckling, gripstraps toning to gray patina, a turn line on the cylinder and further small areas toning to pleasant gray patina. The hammer
and trigger retains some lovely case-hardened colors showing operational wear and overall toning to smooth gray patina.
The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in near excellent condition showing a few light dings, handling marks and
the right panel is appropriately stamp-numbered to the gun. All of the appropriately numbered parts are matching, barrelto-frame fit is excellent and the extractor snaps with authority. The mechanism will require professional mechanical attention and the hammer and mainspring have been removed but are provided. Overall a very attractive example albeit in need
of some servicing. (138942-7) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2172 SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #58678, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good bore showing
some light oxidation, frosting and strong rifling throughout. The frame of this pistol retains about 15% original bright blue
mostly lurking about in the more protected areas with the balance toned to a pleasant smooth gray patina showing light
scattered scratches and handling marks. The slide retains about 85% original bright blue showing some high edge wear,
scattered freckling and light staining. The slide may be a later replacement considering the different wear patterns but it is
of the correct style with wide serrations and appears to fit the frame very well. The black checkered hard rubber grips with
“SAVAGE / QUALITY” Indian head logo remain in good-very good condition showing some moderate scratches and abrasions on the right panel, overall moderate smoothing and minor warping. One original magazine showing some spots of
moderate pitting and a reapplied Parkerized finish is included and the pistol seems to function very well mechanically.
(138942-8) {C&R}
(200/300)
2173 JAPANESE TYPE 26 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY TOKYO ARMY ARSENAL serial #29027, 9mm Japanese
Revolver, 4 3/4” barrel with an about very good bore showing small spots of light pitting scattered about and strong rifling.
The metal surfaces of this revolver are mostly a mottled gray-brown patina showing light pitting and oxidation throughout.
There is still some original blue lurking about in the more protected areas remaining particularly strong on the left side
frame. The arsenal markings are still quite crisp and clear and the hammer retains some faint remnants of bright fire blue.
The checkered Asian hardwood grips remain in about very good condition showing some abrasions and ingrained dirt on
the left panel, overall dings and handling marks. The cylinder is matching the barrel by an assembly number which is in turn
matching the frame by serial number and the remaining serialized parts are matching. The lanyard ring is intact and the
mainspring is broken but is provided. The extractor snaps with authority and barrel-to-frame fit shows just a hint of play.
When worked manually the action has very solid timing and lockup so will probably function very well with a new mainspring. A rather salty example overall with a lot of character. (138942-4) {C&R}
(250/450)
2174 ITALIAN MODEL 1889 BODEO REVOLVER BY SFARE GVT serial #AS9639, 10.4 Italian Ordnance, 4 1/2” octagon
barrel with a mostly bright very good bore showing some frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this
1925-dated folding trigger revolver retain perhaps 85-90% dull arsenal-reapplied blue showing some areas toning to gray
patina, scattered light to moderate pitting underneath the finish, dings and handling marks. Most of the screw heads show
some slot damage and the firing pin and top of the hammer have an old brazing repair that is now showing some hairline
cracks. The checkered hardwood grips remain in good overall condition showing scattered dings, spots of oil soaking and
handling marks. Most of the serialized parts appear to be matching by assembly number with the exception of the trigger
and ejector rod housing. The lanyard ring is missing but the ejector rod is present and the mechanism still functions very
well in single and double action with solid timing and lockup. (138942-5) {C&R}
(100/200)
2175 RUSSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT REVOLVER BY TULA serial #10743, 7.62 Nagant, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1924-dated revolver retain about 95% dull arsenalreapplied blue showing some small areas toning to gray patina, spots toning to plum patina under bright light, scattered
small dings and remnants of arsenal-cleaned light pitting. The sideplate markings have been mostly left alone during the
refurbishment process and are still quite crisp and the parts are marked with varied arsenal stamps. The checkered walnut
grips remain in fair-good condition and are not quite perfectly fitted to the frame and show overall moderate smoothing and
handling marks. There is a discreet R Guns import mark on the underside of the barrel, the sideplate is matching the frame,
the cylinder is a matching arsenal replacement and the mechanism functions well with good timing and lockup a little loose.
A solid refurbished example overall. (138942-11) {C&R}
(200/300)
2176 RUSSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT REVOLVER BY TULA serial #11966, 7.62 Nagant, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1936-dated revolver retain about 90% dull arsenal-reapplied blue showing some
areas of moderate freckling along the frame, spots of light pitting mostly along the high edges of the left side of the frame,
light dings and handling marks. There are some tool marks around the firing pin retainer pin and the front sight is loose in
its dovetail. The sideplate markings are still very crisp and clear and the parts are marked with a mix of arsenal stamps. Both
grip panels are dark red Bakelite while the backstrap grip is checkered hardwood, they remain in very good condition showing some light dings and handling marks. There is a discreet Century import mark on the right side of the barrel, the sideplate is matching the frame but the cylinder is a mismatched arsenal replacement (13321). The cylinder base pin is missing
which causes the action to time and lock up loosely. This example would probably be a rather simple restoration project.
(138942-12) {C&R}
(100/200)
2177 FRENCH M.16 BERTHIER BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY CONTINSOUZA (SPORTERIZED) serial #AC41222,
8mm Lebel, 18” barrel with a very good bore showing some oxidation in the grooves but strong rifling throughout. This
1918-dated carbine has been lightly sporterized by removing the front band and cutting down the stock to the tip of the
handguard; the handguard remains unmolested. The metal surfaces are mostly a dull gray-brown patina showing moderate
oxidation staining and light pitting scattered throughout. The barrel is Chatellerault-made, the chamber is marked for Balle
N and all of the markings are still quite clear. The action shows a fair amount of old built-up grease and the bolt is mostly
a light gray patina with the handle mostly toned to gray-brown. The walnut stock is numbered to the gun, it and the handguard remain in fair-good condition showing moderate scratches, dings and staining throughout. The bolt and triggerguard
are both mismatched and the rifle could use a good cleaning but seems to function well mechanically. After a little cleaning
and perhaps a new stock to restore it to military configuration this carbine will probably be a decent shooter. (138942-2)
{MODERN}
(100/200)
2178 JAPANESE TYPE 38 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY NAGOYA serial #21450, 6.5 Arisaka, 19” barrel with a very good
bore showing a few spots of light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this fourth series carbine
retain perhaps 65-70% original blue mostly present on the receiver with the end of the barrel, front band and dust cover
toning to dark gray patina along with spots of light to moderate pitting throughout, freckling and the dust cover showing
some heavier cleaned pitting. The magazine follower retains strong fire blue, most of the markings are still quite clear and
the Chrysanthemum is completely intact although obscured somewhat by light pitting. The Asian hardwood stock and handguard remain in good-very good condition as refinished showing an added coat of varnish over scattered dings, areas of
oil soaking, scratches and handling marks. The two-piece stock is starting to separate but seems quite secure. The front
band and floorplate are matching the receiver and the bolt is mismatched (847) but all parts of the bolt including the dust
cover are matching each other. No cleaning rod is present but the rifle includes what appears to be a scarce original brown
leather sling with steel buckle and brass stud. The sling is in rather tender condition with heavy oxidation on the buckle,
small to moderate tears throughout, cracking and flaking. The carbine seems to function well mechanically and, while a little
salty, is still a solid example with a number of desirable features. (138942-1) {C&R}
(300/500)
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2179 GERMAN P.38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY SPREEWERK serial #5080, 9mm, 5" barrel with a very good plus bore
showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this cyq-coded pistol retain about 80% original blue showing some moderate high edge wear, frontstrap worn to gray patina, moderate scratches on the right side slide and handling marks. The
grooved dark brown phenolic resin grips remain in near excellent condition showing some light handling marks. All of the
appropriately numbered parts are matching the frame and are marked with the correct "(Eagle) / 88" Waffenamt. One correct magazine with "(Eagle) / 88" is also included. The pistol will however require professional mechanical attention and
the mainspring, hammer, magazine release and ejector have been removed but are provided. For a Spreewerk pistol this is
a rather attractive example with good fit and finish and is definitely worthy of repair. (137330-46) {C&R}
(350/550)
2180 BELGIAN "BRITISH BULLDOG" DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #74, 450 CF, 2 5/8" barrel with an oxidized
bore showing some evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver have been cleaned to bare metal still showing remnants of light pitting throughout. The topstrap is marked "BRITISH / BULL DOG" and there is a small crack at the top rear
edge of the frame. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good plus condition showing some small dings, scratches
and handling marks. One triggerguard screw is missing, the mechanism will require professional mechanical attention and
most of the interior parts have been removed but are provided. (136866-5) {ANTIQUE}
(40/80)
2181 IVER JOHNSON MODEL 55-SA CADET DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #B10332, 32 S&W Long, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original phosphate and blue finishes showing some moderate scratches on the right side frame near the base pin release button, high edge wear and a
few scattered scratches. The trigger is mostly a gray patina while the hammer retains some faint remnants of case-hardened colors. The brown plastic grips remain in about very good condition showing some dings around the bottom edges,
scattered scratches and are just a little loosely fitted. The mechanism will require professional mechanical attention and the
hammer and mainspring have been removed but are provided. (138401-30D32726) {MODERN}
(40/80)
2182 WALTHER PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #390364p, 32 ACP, 3 7/8" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
a hint of light frosting. The metal surfaces of this ac-coded pistol retain about 70% original blue thinning throughout showing moderate high edge wear, gripstraps and scattered areas worn to gray patina, a couple patches of moderate oxidation
staining on the right side slide and scattered handling marks. The mottled brown checkered synthetic grips with Walther
banners remain in good condition showing some slight warping overall, a 2" thin section on the right panel flaking and separating from the metal backing and some further light handling marks. The slide is mismatched but quite close in number
to the frame (386524p), there appear to be no German proof marks present and the mechanism will require professional
mechanical attention and is mostly disassembled with all of the parts provided. One after-market magazine with black plastic finger extension is included. This late-war pistol would make for a worthy repair candidate.
(138050-482) {C&R}
(300/500)
2183 MAUSER HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #886919, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this pistol retain about 65% original blue mostly remaining on the slide with most of the frame toned to a plumgray patina along with high edge wear, spots of light oxidation staining and freckling. The checkered walnut grips remain
in about very good condition showing some chipped points and overall worn checkering, a small professional repair at the
tip of the right panel, handling marks and the right grip screw is a non-factory replacement. The slide and frame are marked
with commercial "(Eagle) / N" proofs and one original magazine is included. (138050-237) {C&R}
(300/500)
2184 MAUSER HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #917825, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this pistol retain about 70% original blue thinning throughout with the gripstraps worn to gray patina, moderate
high edge wear, a few spots of pinprick pitting and rough machining marks. The pistol wears a set of reproduction checkered black plastic grips that do not fit very well and remain in very good condition showing some handling marks. The slide
and frame are marked with commercial "(Eagle) / N" proofs and one original magazine is included. The slide hold open
does not function reliably and will require some mechanical attention. (138050-259) {C&R}
(200/400)
2185 J. P. SAUER 38H SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #510445, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing a little light frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 85% original blue with gripstraps thinning to gray
patina, high edge wear, small scattered dings and minor scratches. The black plastic grips are reproductions and remain in
fair condition showing rather poor fit overall, a number of cracks and moderate scuffs throughout the left panel and scattered handling marks. There are no proof marks visible and the slide is not equipped with a manual safety. The cocker /
decocker lever spring seems weak and the lever functions rather sporadically so may require mechanical attention. One
original magazine is included. (138050-589) {C&R}
(350/550)
2186 REMINGTON MODEL 4 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #J293583, 22 S,L, 22 1/2" octagon barrel with a bright very
good plus bore showing some light pitting nearer the breech and strong rifling throughout. The barrel of this takedown rifle
is mostly a gray-brown patina showing some moderate pitting along the left side, light oxidation staining and high edge
wear. All of the markings are still quite crisp and clear and the rear sight, hammer and breechblock still retain some hints
of original blue. The frame is mostly a silvery-gunmetal patina showing some spots of light pitting, oxidation staining and
faint remnants of case-hardened colors here and there. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in
near excellent condition showing perhaps a little added finish, some small spots of minor staining and handling marks . The
rifle is fitted with standard sights and seems to function well mechanically. A solid example that will probably be a fun
shooter. (138760-1) {C&R}
(250/450)
2187 J. P. SAUER 38H SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #395261, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 65% original blue thinning throughout with the gripstraps worn to gray patina,
moderate high edge wear, spots of oxidation staining and handling marks. The frame, slide and barrel are stamped with
commercial "(Eagle) / N" proofs and the slide is equipped with a manual safety. There are no grips present and the double
action is not functional and will require professional mechanical attention. The mechanism is functional in single action and
one magazine with "SuS" floorplate is included. (138050-581) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2188 MAUSER HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #899270, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 65% mix of original and reapplied blue, the reapplied finish appears to be just on the backstrap with the remainder showing high edge wear, frame toning to plum patina under bright light, some scattered light pits
and handling marks. The grips are replacement checkered black plastic that remain in very good condition showing some
light handling marks and the grip screws also appear to be replacements. The pistol is marked with commercial "(Eagle) /
N" proofs and includes one original magazine with plain floorplate. (138050-238) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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2189 GERMAN SYSTEM SCHARFENBERG SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL serial #13, 22 RF, 8" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore showing evident rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% older reapplied matte blue
showing moderate freckling and fine pinprick pitting scattered throughout underneath the finish, scratches and handling marks.
Some of the markings have softened but are mostly visible including the patent marking on the right side frame, "(Crown) B / G
/ U" on the underside of the barrel and cartridge information on the left side barrel. There is also a large "S" stamped on either
side of the grip frame and the mechanism features an automatic extractor. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good condition showing some lightly chipped and worn points, small dings and handling marks. The pistol is sighted with a simple rear
notch and front blade, the barrel is matching the frame and the hammer functions well although barrel-to-frame fit is quite loose.
(138050-614) {C&R}
(200/400)
2190 PIEPER MODIFIED DIANA DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #067, 28 ga, 27 1/2" compressed steel barrels choked a tight
full and improved modified with fair bores showing a moderate bulge about half way down the right tube, smaller scattered dings
and frosting. The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled gray-blue patina showing some strong remnants of blue along the barrels,
a few small hints of case-hardened colors on the frame, overall freckling and light oxidation staining. The checkered walnut round
knob pistolgrip buttstock and splinter forend remain in fair-good condition showing some older reapplied varnish, a number of
rather extensive repairs to a break at the wrist, chips at upper tang and left of upper tang, scattered scratches, dings and handling marks. An about 2 1/4" walnut extension has been added to the buttstock providing a 15" length of pull. Barrel lockup is
quite loose, the lever rests left of center and the shotgun features functional rebounding hammers, extractors and a single brass
bead front sight. (138760-2) {C&R}
(75/125)
2191 AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN M.95 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY FEG (SPORTERIZED) serial #3969K, 8x50mmR, 19 1/2"
barrel with a very good bore showing some light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1917 acceptance-dated carbine retain about 92% of a heavy reapplied black paint showing some flaking to gunmetal gray throughout. The rifle is re-stocked
sporting style with no handguard present. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock with right-side cheekpiece is actually rather
nice and remains in near excellent condition showing a few spots of minor staining and handling marks. There is no buttplate
present and there appears to never have been one fitted. The carbine appears to originally have been a "stutzen" short rifle and
has the correct shorter rear sight ladder and the original lower front sight blade for the 8x50mmR cartridge is present. The bolt
will require some professional mechanical attention and is provided disassembled. (138340-17) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2192 WALTHER P38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #113659w4.83, 9mm, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 12/60-dated West German Army pistol retain about 95% original smooth gray Parkerized finish showing some high edge
wear, a few small spots of light oxidation staining and a small ding on the left edge of the barrel rail. The alloy frame retains about
95% black anodized finish showing some minor high edge and operational wear. The black checkered plastic grips remain in very
good condition showing some small dings, overall smoothing of the points and remnants of a rack number "45" on the right
panel. There is a small import mark on the right side frame, all of the serialized parts are matching and stamped with appropriate
"(Eagle) / 186" military acceptance stamps. One unmarked magazine is included and the mechanism could probably use a good
cleaning as it functions a little sluggishly. (138050-95) {C&R}
(250/400)
2193 MANURHIN P1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #217493, 9mm, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this French-made pistol retain about 95% original Parkerized finish showing some high edge wear and a few small spots of light
oxidation staining. The alloy frame retains about 95% black anodized finish toning to a bluish hue throughout along with high
edge wear, minor scratches and handling marks. The black checkered plastic grips remain in very good plus condition showing
just a few handling marks. There is a small import mark on the right side frame, a Berlin Police rosette on the left side frame,
French proof marks on the right side slide accompanied by a rather spurious looking Nazi eagle. One P1 magazine is included
and the pistol seems to function well mechanically. (138050-189) {C&R}
(250/400)
2194 WALTHER P38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #055630w7.74, 9mm, 5" barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing some
minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 2/59-dated pistol retain about 96% arsenal-quality heavy Parkerized finish showing
some high edge wear, scratches and handling marks. The alloy frame retains about 97% black anodized finish showing some
minor high edge wear and light scratches. The black checkered plastic grips remain in very good pus condition showing some
light staining, a few minor dings and scratches. There is a small import mark on the right side frame and all of the serialized parts
are matching although the slide has been re-stamped to match. One unmarked magazine is included and the pistol seems to
function well mechanically. (138050-94) {C&R}
(250/400)
2195 WALTHER P38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #133204, 9mm, 5" barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing just a little
minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 6/61-dated West German Army pistol retain about 97% arsenal-quality heavy Parkerized
finish showing some high edge wear and minor scratches. The alloy frame retains a similar amount of black anodized finish showing high edge wear and handling marks. The black checkered plastic grips remain in very good condition showing some areas
of moderately compressed points, small dings and light staining. There is a small import mark on the right side frame, "Bw"
Bundeswehr mark on the left side frame, the parts are stamped with military inspection marks and the slide and barrel are matching the frame but the locking block is mismatched from a World War Two era pistol. The pistol still seems to function well mechanically and one 8/62-dated P38 magazine is included that shows thinning to gray patina and moderate operational wear. (13805096) {C&R}
(250/400)
2196 WALTHER P38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #057414w3.82, 9mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 5/59-dated West German Army pistol retain about 97% arsenal-quality reapplied dark Parkerized finish showing
some light high edge wear, light pitting underneath the finish throughout and softened markings. The alloy frame retains about
98% black anodized finish showing some light high edge wear and a portion of the right side lightly buffed in what appears to
be an effort to remove the importer mark. The black checkered plastic grips remain in very good condition showing some small
dings, scratches and handling marks. The import mark "GERMANY" is still visible on the right side frame, all of the serialized
parts are matching and the left side frame is stamped with the Bundeswehr "Bw" property mark. One unmarked magazine is
included and the pistol seems to function well mechanically. (138050-197) {C&R}
(250/400)
2197 WALTHER P1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #147546, 9mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a hint of minor
frosting. The metal surfaces of this 10/77-dated Interior Ministry pistol retain about 94% arsenal Parkerized finish showing some
high edge wear, scratches along the right side slide and the barrel toning more to a plum-brown patina. The alloy frame retains
about 95% black anodized finish showing high edge wear and minor scratches. The black checkered plastic grips remain in very
good plus condition showing some minor dings and handling marks scattered about. There is a small import mark on the left side
frame, all of the serialized parts are matching and stamped with military inspection marks, the BMI property mark on the frame
has been cancelled but is still present on the slide. One 10/61-dated P38 magazine is included and the pistol seems to function
well mechanically. (138050-470) {C&R}
(250/400)
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2198 WALTHER P38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #135090, 9mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 5/61-dated Interior Ministry pistol retain about 97% arsenal smooth gray Parkerized finish showing some high edge wear
and a couple discolored spots on the top of the slide. The alloy frame retains a similar amount of black anodized finish showing
some high edge wear and a couple tiny dings. The black checkered plastic grips remain in very good condition showing some
areas of lightly compressed points, minor staining and slight warping at the heel. There is a small import mark on either side of
the frame, all of the serialized parts are matching and stamped with military inspection marks and the BMI property mark on the
right side frame has been cancelled. One original magazine numbered to the gun is included. The rear sight and top cover plate
are a little loose and may require some mechanical attention but the pistol seems to function well otherwise. (138050-104)
{C&R}
(200/400)
2199 STAR MODEL DK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #878928, 380 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this alloy frame pistol retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes showing just some light handling marks.
The hammer and trigger retain all of their bright chrome finish while the extractor retains most of its straw color. The right side
of the slide is marked "STARFIRE" and there is a small "SPAIN" import mark on the right side frame. The checkered brown plastic
grips remain in excellent condition showing just some minor handling marks. Two original magazines are included and the pistol
seems to have seen very little use. This is a very handy little 1911-style pistol. (139000-1) {C&R}
(250/450)
2200 SPENCER ARMS CO. SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #149, 12 ga, 28" damascus barrel choked improved modified with
a moderately oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this shotgun are mostly a gray-brown patina with the barrel showing some
faint damascus pattern throughout, scattered small dings and spots of light pitting. The barrel is clearly marked "SPENCER
ARMS CO. WINDSOR. CT. U.S.A. PAT. APR. 1882." The checkered round knob pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend remain in
about good condition with the checkering almost completely worn away, an old extensive repair at the wrist that is now showing
a number of large cracks but seems to be solid, scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The black checkered hard rubber
buttplate is intact showing a few small chips, dings and overall smoothing. There is an older replacement brass bead front sight
and the action still seems to function well mechanically. Overall a good example of these historically significant American shotguns representing the first commercially viable slide action repeater. (138315-145LTS266) {ANTIQUE} [Lewis T. Steadman
Collection]
(250/450)
2201 JAMES REID "MY FRIEND" KNUCKLEDUSTER REVOLVER serial #7788, 22 RF, 1 1/2" seven-shot cylinder with moderately oxidized bores. The brass frame has toned to a nice ocher patina and is embellished with factory light foliate scrollwork
that has softened throughout although the markings on the topstrap are still quite clear. The remaining metal surfaces are a dark
gray patina showing extensive old pitting along the cylinder. The cylinder is numbered to the gun, the base pin is un-numbered
and the safety plunger has broken off but is included. The action still seems to function well mechanically. (138931-127)
{ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
2202 POLISH P-64 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY RADOM serial #RK06346, 9mm Makarov, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1977-dated pistol retain about 98% original blue showing some minor high edge wear and a few
light scratches. The checkered black plastic grips remain in very good plus condition showing some scattered light scuffs and
handling marks. There is an IO, Inc importer marking on the left side slide and the action seems to function well mechanically.
Included is an original Polish brown leather holster in near excellent condition, cleaning rod and three original magazines with
finger extensions. One magazine is numbered to the gun and the others are mismatched. (138998-40) {C&R}
(200/300)
2203 CZECH CZ-82 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #114861, 9mm Makarov, 3 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1989-made pistol retain about 97% original blue and black enamel finishes showing a few small flakes scattered
about and minor handling marks. The checkered black plastic grips remain in near excellent condition showing a few small dings
and light scuffs. The slide is matching the frame and there is a small Century import mark on the left side of the slide. Included
are two original military-marked magazines, tan leather flap holster, cleaning rod and green lanyard. An excellent example of
these popular Czech military pistols. (138998-35) {C&R}
(250/450)
2204 YUGOSLAVIAN M57 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY ZASTAVA serial #M-143664, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 1/2" barrel with a
bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 98% arsenal blue showing some very faint high edge
wear and a few minor handling marks. The grooved black plastic grips remain in excellent condition. There is a PW Arms import
mark on the left side slide and an importer-added thumb safety. The pistol is still packed with cosmoline and could use a good
cleaning. Included are two original magazines, tan leather military holster and cleaning rod. (138998-41) {C&R}
(200/300)
2205 POLISH TTC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY RADOM serial #PA13919, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 1/2" barrel with a very good bore
showing some light oxidation in the grooves and strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1952-dated pistol retain about 95%
arsenal-reapplied blue showing some scattered moderate freckling, some light scratches and handling marks. The grooved black
plastic grips remain in near excellent condition showing some light scuffs and minor dings. There is a Century import mark on
the left side slide and an importer-added thumb safety. Included are two original magazines both numbered to different pistols,
brown leather military flap holster and cleaning rod. (138998-44) {C&R}
(200/300)
2206 WALTHER P1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #099923, 9mm, 5" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this 7/82-dated West German army pistol retain about 96% arsenal dark gray phosphate and black anodized finishes showing
some minor handling marks and some thinning along the triggerguard. The black checkered plastic grips remain in very good
plus condition showing some scattered light scuffs and scratches. The pistol is stamped with military inspection marks, "Bw"
Bundeswehr property mark on the left side of the frame and PW Arms import stamp on the frontstrap. Included are two original
magazines and black leather military flap holster. (138998-42) {C&R}
(300/500)
2207 L. B. TAYLOR SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #268, 32 RF, 3 1/2" octagon barrel
with an oxidized bore. The barrel, trigger and latch are mostly a gray-brown patina
showing moderate pitting throughout and a few flakes of original blue on the barrel. The barrel address is still clearly visible. The brass frame is a medium ocher
patina showing some light staining and small dings. The un-numbered smooth
walnut grips remain in very good condition showing some flaking old varnish, a few tiny chips around the edges and minor dings. The barrel is numbered to the frame and the action will require mechanical attention as the
trigger is seized and the hammer does not hold. A very good example of
these scarce deringer pistols. (138931-90) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
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2208 BELGIAN HAMMERLESS VELODOG REVOLVER serial #243, 5.75 Velodog, 1 3/4" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
of this revolver retain about 50% original nickel finish blending with light gray-gunmetal patina showing scattered spots of light pinprick
pitting and staining. The ejector rod spring retains some vibrant fire blue and the revolver is embellished with good quality foliate scrollwork.
The smooth mother-of-pearl grips remain in good condition with the left panel in better condition and the right panel showing a 1" chip
at the top edge and some minor discoloration. The revolver features a folding trigger and seems to function well mechanically with solid
timing and lockup. (138931-107) {C&R}
(100/200)
2209 BELGIAN FOLDING TRIGGER POCKET REVOLVER serial #1, 320 Revolver, 1 3/4" barrel with a good bore showing scattered light
pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 95% original nickel finish showing a few spots of light
flaking and some pinprick pitting along the hammer. The small parts retain strong remnants of gold wash and the revolver is embellished
with good quality foliate scrollwork. The left side frame is stamped with a small "F (Crown) L / (Crossed Swords)" mark. The smooth mother-of-pearl grips remain in near excellent condition showing a few thin cracks and minor handling marks. The revolver features a folding
trigger, manual safety lever and the action functions well with good timing and lockup. This is a rather attractive little Belgian revolver.
(138931-108) {C&R}
(150/250)
2210 ETHAN ALLEN VEST POCKET DERINGER serial #123, 22 RF, 2" barrel with a moderately oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this
tiny deringer are a medium gray patina showing remnants of fine pinprick pitting and no markings visible on the barrel. The brass frame is
a pleasant deep ocher patina. The smooth walnut grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in about very good condition showing
a small filler repair at the base of the left panel, small dings and strong remnants of original varnish. The barrel is numbered to the frame
and the hammer cocks crisply. (138931-167) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2211 SPANISH COPY OF A HOPKINS & ALLEN VEST POCKET DERINGER serial #1121, 22 RF, 1 3/4" barrel with a good bore showing light oxidation and strong rifling. This is a nicely-made copy of the well-known H&A "parrot beak" deringer. Other than the serial number it appears to be completely unmarked. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel finish showing some moderate flaking, spots
toning to gray-brown patina and the folding trigger shows some strong remnants of case-hardened colors. The smooth mother-of-pearl
grips are fitted with resin facsimiles of the H&A medallions, the logos now difficult to discern and the grips remain in about very good condition showing a few tiny chips and minor dings. No front sight blade is present and the action seems to function well mechanically.
(138931-122) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2212 ENGRAVED FOREHAND & WADSWORTH SIDEHAMMER POCKET REVOLVER serial #34302, 22 RF, 1 1/2" octagon barrel
with a good bore showing a few light pits and strong rifling throughout. This revolver is embellished throughout with very nice factory foliate
scrollwork, punch-dot shading and geometric patterns. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel finish showing flaking to smooth
gray patina along the frontstrap, some smaller gray-brown flakes scattered about and minor handling marks. The barrel address is still quite
crisp and clear. The revolver wears a set of period antique ivory grips toning to a pleasant patina with nice age striations throughout, moderate crackling on the left panel which also shows a repaired crack. All of the serialized parts are matching and the action functions well
with excellent timing and lockup. A very attractive little sidehammer revolver. (138931-79) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2213 MAUSER MODEL 1910 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #306081, 25 ACP, 3" barrel with a fair bore showing moderate oxidation and
visible rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol are mostly a smooth gray patina showing some remnants of older reapplied blue
and light pinprick pitting. All of the markings are still quite crisp and clear and the trigger retains some nice original fire blue. The checkered
black synthetic grip with Mauser monograms remains in near excellent condition showing a few minor handling marks. All of the visible
serialized parts are matching and the rear of the frame is stamped with a Portuguese proof mark suggesting the gun was sold there on the
commercial market. One original magazine is included. (138940-82) {C&R}
(200/400)
2214 REMINGTON VEST POCKET PISTOL serial #676, 41 RF, 4" part round part octagon barrel with a fair-good bore showing moderate
oxidation and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this saw handle deringer are mostly a mottled gray-brown patina showing
some spots of light pitting and a few flakes of bright blue scattered along the barrel. The first line of the barrel address is rather soft but
the second line is clearly visible. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good plus condition retaining a healthy amount of original varnish
with scattered scratches and light dings. The hammer functions crisply. (138931-113) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
2215 REMINGTON VEST POCKET PISTOL serial #6839, 22 RF, 3 1/4" barrel with a fair bore showing moderate oxidation and good rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this saw handle deringer are mostly a pewter-gunmetal patina showing a few spots toning more to brown
and scattered pinprick pitting. The address and patent markings are quite crisp and the hammer retains some hints of case-hardened colors. The smooth walnut grips remain in about good condition showing a few thin drying cracks and scattered dings. The rear frame screw
has been replaced with a pin, the front sight is worn down and the hammer functions crisply. (138931-101) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2216 REMINGTON VEST POCKET PISTOL serial #3468, 22 RF, 3 1/4" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this saw handle
deringer are mostly a gray-brown patina showing light pitting and small dings throughout. The barrel address is still mostly legible and the
rear frame screw is missing. The smooth oversized replacement walnut grips remain in good condition showing a few small chips and scattered dings. The hammer and mainspring are rather loose but the hammer still cocks and fires. (138931-103) {ANTIQUE}
(40/80)
2217 ENGRAVED REMINGTON VEST POCKET PISTOL serial #4962, 22 RF, 3 1/4" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of
this saw handle deringer are mostly a pewter-gunmetal patina showing cleaned light pitting along the barrel. The barrel address is mostly
visible and the pistol is embellished with nice period foliate scrollwork and punch-dot shading. The smooth walnut grips remain in very
good condition showing mostly worn finish and some minor handling marks. The hammer does not catch on the sear reliably but the mainspring is still robust. (138931-98) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2218 ENGRAVED REMINGTON VEST POCKET PISTOL serial #2623, 22 RF, 3 1/4" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of
this saw handle deringer are mostly a gray-brown patina with old pitting scattered throughout. The barrel address is rather worn and the
pistol is embellished with nice period foliate scrollwork, punch-dot shading and geometric patterns now somewhat obscured by pitting.
The smooth walnut grips remain in good condition showing mostly worn finish, small dings and handling marks. A number of the frame
screws have been replaced with brass pins and the rear screw is missing. The action still seems to function normally. (138931-99)
{ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
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2219 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF-LOADING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #32526, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with an about very
good bore showing some scattered light oxidation. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 85% original blue showing some scattered
light oxidation staining, a patch of light pitting atop the slide and a patch of moderate dings and toning to gray patina at the rear of frame.
There are tool marks on the cover plate and frame at the rear of the slide from improper removal attempts and the plate's retainer pin is
not engaging. The triggerguard retains about 95% original nickel finish and the trigger shows strong case-hardened colors. The black
checkered hard rubber grips with H&R logos remain in near excellent condition showing some scattered light handling marks. The pistol
seems to function well mechanically and includes two original nickel-plated magazines. (139035-19) {C&R}
(150/250)
2220 REMINGTON-ELLIOT RING TRIGGER PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #15689, 32 RF, 3 3/8" four-barrel cluster with oxidized bores.
The metal surfaces are mostly a medium gray patina showing remnants of light pitting and some moderate dings scattered about. The
screw heads show some wear and all of the markings are remarkably clear. The smooth walnut grips remain in good condition showing
mostly worn finish and overall smoothing. The action is functional albeit a little stiff. (138931-87) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2221 NATIONAL ARMS CO. SINGLE SHOT NO. 2 DERINGER serial #3624, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel of
this pistol is mostly a dark gray-black patina showing remnants of older reapplied black paint finish and spots of moderate pitting. The
screw heads show slot wear and no markings are visible. The brass frame shows softened factory foliate scrollwork and has toned to goldenrod patina. The smooth walnut grips remain in fair-good condition as cleaned long ago and are now a little shy of the frame showing
small dings and handling marks. The upper extension of the frame where the barrel slides into has been repaired and reattached at some
point and barrel-to-frame fit is loose but the hammer is functional. (138931-84) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2222 COLT FIRST MODEL DERINGER serial #1796, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled
gray patina showing extensive old pitting throughout. The markings and factory foliate embellishment are rather obscured by the pitting
with portions still visible. The barrel is matching the frame and the action is still functional. (138931-86) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2223 MOORE'S PATENT FIREARMS CO. SINGLE SHOT NO. 1 DERINGER serial #2625, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore.
The barrel, trigger and hammer are mostly toned to dark gray patina showing scattered small dings. The screw heads show heavy slot wear
and all of the markings are still clearly legible. The brass frame is a medium ocher patina and is embellished with factory standard foliate
scrollwork and punch-dot shading. The latch button spring is weak and loses engagement with the barrel every now and then, the hammer
spur has broken off, the trigger is seized and the hammer is not functional. (138931-85) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2224 GEM BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL serial #60, .22 cal, 2" barrel with an oxidized bore. This little pistol has been modified during the
period of use for percussion with a nipple pressed into the breech and the firing pin removed from the hammer. The metal surfaces are
mostly a plum-brown patina showing spots of cleaned moderate pitting. The smooth replacement celluloid grips remain in very good condition showing some scattered thin cracks and minor dings. The action is mechanically functional. (138931-161) {ANTIQUE}
(40/80)
2225 BROWN MANUFACTURING CO. SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #5302, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this iron frame variant have worn to gray patina showing some scattered pinprick pitting and small dings. The screw heads
show moderate slot wear and the barrel markings are still quite clear. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good condition showing
mostly worn finish, overall smoothing and small dings. The extractor is missing but the barrel is numbered to the frame and the hammer is
functional. (138931-42) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2226 CASED COLT LADY DERINGER PISTOL serial #58902DER, 22 RF Short, 2 1/2" barrel with a very good bore showing scattered
light frosting. The metal surfaces of this deringer retain about 90% gold plate with some thinning throughout the frame and light handling
marks. The smooth pearlite grips remain in near excellent condition showing a few minor handling marks. The action seems to function
well mechanically. Included is a small wooden case with a number of stubborn inventory stickers on the outside lid, small dings and red
velvet interior lining. (138931-6) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2227 CASED BUTLER SINGLE SHOT DERINGER PISTOL serial #B61174, 22 RF Short, 2 1/2" barrel with a good slightly frosted bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% nickel finish showing spots of clouding throughout. The screw heads show some light slot wear. The
smooth pearlite grips remain in near excellent condition showing some minor discoloration. The action seems to function well mechanically.
Included is a small wooden case with a number of stubborn inventory stickers on the outside lid, small dings and red velvet interior lining.
(138931-5) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2228 CASED BUTLER SINGLE SHOT DERINGER PISTOL serial #B81462, 22 RF Short, 2 1/2" barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The metal
surfaces retain about retain about 99% nickel finish showing some light scratches and minor clouding. The smooth pearlite grips remain
in very good plus condition showing a few shallow chips and minor discoloration. The action seems to function well mechanically. Included
is a faux book case titled "BUTLER DERRINGER" showing some scuffs and handling marks on the exterior. The interior is lined with red
velvet, the cutout for the deringer is bordered by a silver chain holding a small Frost & Son folding pocket knife.
(138931-7) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2229 REMINGTON VEST POCKET PISTOL serial #461, 22 RF, 3 1/4"
barrel with an oxidized bore. This is an early variation saw handle
deringer that is completely unmarked. The metal surfaces retain about
70-75% original nickel finish flaking to gray-brown patina also showing
spots of pinprick pitting and moderate scratches scattered about. The
hammer retains a few flakes of fire blue and has mostly toned to dark
gray patina. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good condition having darkened from the years showing some scattered small dings and
scratches. The left panel is not quite perfectly fitted to the frame. The
action
seems
to
function
well
mechanically.
A very fine early example of these unusual little pistols. (138931-100)
{ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
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2230 REMINGTON VEST POCKET PISTOL serial #3457, 22 RF, 3 1/4" barrel with a fair bore showing moderate oxidation and
some good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this saw handle deringer are mostly toned to gunmetal-gray patina showing spots of light pinprick pitting scattered about and a moderate scratch underneath the barrel near the muzzle. The address
markings are still mostly legible with softening around the edges. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good condition
showing mostly worn finish, a thin crack on the left panel and some more minor handling marks. The grip screw has been
replaced with a tightly-fitted pin and the action seems to function well mechanically. (138931-102) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)
2230AINTERESTING REMINGTON VEST POCKET PISTOL serial #168, 32 RF, 4 3/8" barrel with an oxidized bore showing
some evident rifling. This saw handle deringer has a rather unusual barrel length, early serial number and the top of the
breech is marked with the address and patent date. The metal surfaces are a dark gray-brown patina showing moderate to
heavy old pitting throughout. The screw heads show moderate slot wear and the markings are rather soft but still mostly legible. The smooth walnut grips remain in good to very good condition having darkened from the years and showing a few moderate dings and light scratches. The trigger spring is weak causing the hammer to not catch the sear but the action is functional when manual pressure is applied to the rear of the trigger. (138931-104) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2231 MARLIN MODEL 1892 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #146821, 32 CF, 24" octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized
bore showing visible rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly gray-brown patina showing scattered light
to moderate pitting and oxidation staining. The screw heads show slot wear, the buttstock screw is a poorly-fitted replacement
that does not fully seat and all of the markings are still legible. The plain walnut stocks remain in fair condition with the buttstock showing a number of large chips around the lower tang, scattered moderate scratches, dings and handling marks. No
buttplate is present and the rifle will require some work as a number of parts are missing including the cartridge lifter, sideplate and most likely a number of other small parts. The hammer still cocks crisply and the rifle is sighted with a Marble's flipup rear sight and brass blade front. (138315-152LTS509) {ANTIQUE} [Lewis T. Steadman Collection]
(50/100)
2232 MARLIN MODEL 1891 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #92598, 32 RF, 24" octagon barrel with a good bore showing
some scattered light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The barrel of this rifle retains perhaps 60% original blue with the
balance toning to gray-brown patina with pinprick pitting at the high edges and minor oxidation staining. One nosecap screw
is a non-gun replacement and the other shows moderate slot wear. The action retains about 50% original bright blue showing
cleaned moderate pitting on both sides and overall toning to gray-brown patina. The bolt retains strong fire blue with scattered light pitting. The lever, hammer and buttplate have mostly toned to medium gray patina. The plain walnut buttstock
remains in very good plus condition retaining most of its original finish and showing some scattered small shallow chips,
scratches and handling marks from the years. The rifle is sighted with standard sporting rear sight and German silver blade
front. The forend and magazine are not present but the action otherwise seems to function well mechanically. A good example
worthy of restoration. (138315-41LTS94) {ANTIQUE} [Lewis T. Steadman Collection]
(150/250)
2233 REMINGTON-ELLIOT SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #463, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 60% older reapplied dull blue showing spots of light pitting and areas toning to gray-brown
patina. The barrel address and patent dates are still remarkably clear. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good plus condition retaining a healthy amount of dark finish showing a couple tiny chips at the edges of the right panel and minor handling
marks. The barrel is matching the frame and the hammer functions crisply. A solid example of these popular deringer pistols.
(138931-27) {ANTIQUE}
(300/400)
2234 REMINGTON-ELLIOT SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #5411, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore showing evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this pistol are mostly toned to dark gray patina showing light pitting scattered throughout.
The barrel address and patent dates are still very clear with minor softening. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good
condition showing mostly worn finish, overall smoothing, minor dings and the left panel escutcheon is missing. The barrel is
matching the frame and the hammer functions crisply. (138931-26) {ANTIQUE}
(250/350)
2235REMINGTON-ELLIOT SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #812, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore showing some
evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this pistol are mostly toned to a medium gray patina showing light pitting scattered
throughout. The barrel address and patent dates are still very clearly legible. The smooth walnut grips remain in about very
good condition showing mostly worn finish, some small chips and tiny cracks at the top edge of the left panel and some overall
small dings. The barrel is matching the frame and the hammer is functional. (138931-32) {ANTIQUE}
(250/350)
2236 TWO BABY HAMMERLESS POCKET REVOLVERS NSN and serial #214, both 22 LR, 1 1/4" barrels both with oxidized
bores. The un-serialized revolver retains about 90% original nickel finish showing some scattered flaking to gray-brown patina.
The smooth mother-of-pearl grips remain in fair condition, the right panel showing some large chips and extensive cracking
while the left shows just a few small dings and handling marks. The mechanism is not functional. Serial #214 retains about
95% original nickel finish showing a few scattered minor flakes and handling marks. The smooth mother-of-pearl grips remain
in near excellent condition showing some minor handling marks. The action is functional but the cylinder advances backwards
every now and then. (138931-82, 144) {C&R}
(75/150)
2237 ETHAN ALLEN 22 CENTER HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #770, 22 RF, 4" part round part octagon barrel
with an about good bore showing a ring of light pitting, frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces are mostly
a pewter-gunmetal patina showing some remnants of silver plate scattered about the square butt frame along with small spots
of pinprick pitting and small dings. The barrel pivot screw and hammer retain strong remnants of fire blue and the address
and patent markings on the left side barrel are crisp and clear. The smooth walnut grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and
remain in very good condition showing scattered dings, handling marks and still retain a healthy amount of original varnish.
The original sights and pivoting extractor are intact, sear engagement is a little weak, the trigger spring could probably stand
to be replaced and the trigger does not catch every now and then. (138931-142) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2238 UNMARKED AMERICAN SINGLE ACTION POCKET REVOLVER serial #11, 22 RF, 2 7/8" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore showing evident rifling. This revolver appears most similar to the F. Copeland pocket revolver. The metal surfaces
are mostly a pewter-gray patina with spots of light oxidation staining and small tool marks scattered about. The brass frame
is a pleasant dark ocher patina showing some light verdigris staining and small dings. The smooth hardwood replacement
grips remain in very good condition showing some scattered dings and handling marks. The hammer and trigger are functional
but timing and lockup will require mechanical attention. (138931-114) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
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2239 HUNGARIAN 37M SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FEG serial #180411, 380 ACP, 4" barrel with a good bore showing light
oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 92% original blue showing high edge
wear, light freckling and scattered areas toning to gray patina. The grooved walnut grips remain in very good plus condition
showing a few light chips and minor compressed areas. The left side slide markings are crisp and clear and there is a small
Hungarian crown marking on the left side triggerguard. The marking appears to be a commercial rather than military proof
and the slide and barrel are un-numbered. The pistol seems to function well mechanically and includes one original magazine.
A fine example of these well-made Hungarian pistols. (139020-9) {C&R}
(300/500)
2240 MANHATTAN FIREARMS CO. HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL .34 cal, 4" round barrel with a lightly
oxidized bore. The barrel, hammer and trigger have mostly toned to dark gray patina showing high edge wear and remnants
of old light pitting. The brass frame is a pleasant deep ocher patina showing a few patches of light dings and the left side is
marked only "HERO / M.F.A. CO". The smooth mother-of-pearl grips appear to be period replacements and remain in very
good plus condition showing a couple shallow chips around the left escutcheon and some spots of discoloration. The hammer
is still mechanically functional. A very good example with a rather unusual barrel length. (138931-28) {ANTIQUE} (150/250
2241 BELGIAN DOUBLE BARREL BOXLOCK PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL about .36 cal, 1 1/2" barrels with oxidized
bores. The barrels show some remnants of silver band faux damascus pattern particularly in the protected areas with overall
toning to gray-brown. The frame, hammers and triggerguard are mostly a mottled silvery patina showing scattered light to
moderate oxidation staining. The frame flats are embellished with attractive foliate motifs. The smooth bag-shaped walnut grip
remains in near excellent condition retaining most of its original varnish and showing just a few small scattered dings. The
gun is stamped with Belgian proofs and the hammers function crisply. A rather attractive little muff pistol. (138931-18)
{ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2242 AMERICAN BRASS-FRAME SINGLE ACTION POCKET REVOLVER serial #143771, 22 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel
with an oxidized bore. The barrel, cylinder and hammer retain about 98% reapplied nickel finish showing some light handling
marks and evidence of buffing. There were maker markings on the barrel that are now no longer visible. The brass frame is a
pleasant ocher patina. The smooth walnut grips remain in fair-good condition showing a large crack the length of the right
panel, worn finish and handling marks. The base pin is a loose replacement, the bolt, hand and trigger spring are missing and
the firing pin has been intentionally ground off. (138931-110) {C&R}
(40/80)
2243 STEVENS DIAMOND NO. 43 SECOND ISSUE SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #17428, 22 RF, 6" barrel with a fairgood bore showing moderate oxidation and good rifling throughout. The barrel retains about 85% original blue showing some
moderate scratches and areas toning to gray patina. The iron frame retains about 99% original nickel finish showing a few
light scratches and handling marks. The smooth walnut grips are pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in excellent condition retaining most of their original finish showing just some light dings and scratches. The barrel is numbered to the frame,
no rear sight is present and the front is a target-style globe with thin post. The hammer and mainspring have been removed
but are provided and the action will require mechanical attention. (138931-141) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2244 STEVENS SIX INCH OLD MODEL POCKET RIFLE serial #16998, 22 RF, 6" barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel and
hammer have toned to mottled gunmetal and brown patina showing spots of minor pinprick pitting. The screw heads show
moderate slot wear and the two-line barrel address is clearly legible. The brass frame retains some flakes of original silver
plate having mostly worn to a nice ocher patina. The smooth walnut grips are pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in very
good plus condition showing some light handling marks and worn finish. The extractor mechanism is missing, the barrel is
numbered to the gun but barrel-to-frame fit is loose, the rear sight is missing and the front target-style globe is present but
the post is broken. The action will require mechanical attention as the hammer does not hold. This was the first Stevens target
pistol model and despite the name was not made to attach a wire stock. (138931-140) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2245 STEVENS OLD MODEL POCKET PISTOL serial #1282, 22 RF, 3 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore showing evident rifling.
The barrel has been mostly cleaned to bright gunmetal still showing a crisp two-line address marking. The brass frame retains
about 95% original nickel finish showing a few areas worn to ocher brass, scattered scratches and a few moderate dings. The
screw heads show moderate slot wear and the hammer spur shows an old repair. The smooth rosewood grips are pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in very good condition showing mostly worn finish and some small scattered dings. The main
spring and hammer have been removed but are provided and the action will require mechanical attention. (138931-147)
{ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2246 STEVENS DIAMOND NO. 43 SECOND ISSUE SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #24782, 22 RF, 4" custom barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel, hammer and trigger retain about 97% excellent quality reapplied blue showing some scattered light freckles and scratches. The frame retains perhaps 60% nickel finish blending smoothly with areas of cleaned bright
gunmetal also showing some remnants of light pitting in a few small areas. The pistol wears a set of custom replacement stag
grips that are quite attractive and remain in excellent condition. The pistol is sighted with a semi-buckhorn rear leaf and gold
bead front. The barrel has been stamped to match the frame and the hammer functions crisply. This is a very attractive overhauled Stevens pistol that will probably make for a fun plinker. (138931-109) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2247 HOPKINS & ALLEN XPERT SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #92, 22 RF, 2 1/4" barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel
of this little pistol retains some scattered flakes of bright blue rather strong around the breech area with overall toning to a
pleasant gray patina showing a few pinprick pits. This is a very early pistol with barrel marking that reads "XPERT PAT
APPLIED FOR"; the markings are rather soft but mostly legible. The hammer and trigger are mostly toned to gray showing a
few spots of light oxidation staining. The frame retains about 90% original nickel finish showing scattered light flaking to gray
patina and scratches. The screw heads show some light slot wear and the front sight is somewhat worn down. The smooth
rosewood grips remain in about very good condition with the left panel showing a small chip at the base, light dings and worn
finish. All of the visible numbered parts are matching and the hammer functions crisply. These pistols use an interesting
breech arrangement featuring a thin pivoting breech plate and this example is a very fine and scarce early variant. (138931170) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2248 ETHAN ALLEN VEST POCKET DERINGER serial #9652, 22 RF, 2" part round part octagon barrel with an oxidized bore.
The barrel, trigger and hammer have toned to gray-brown patina showing some scattered fine pinprick pitting. The barrel is
clearly-marked "E. ALLEN & CO. MAKERS." and the screw heads show some slot wear. The brass frame is a pleasant ocher
patina showing some small dings. The smooth walnut grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in about very good
condition showing some flaking old varnish, small dings and scratches. Barrel-to-frame fit is a little loose and the hammer
functions crisply. (138931-171) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
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2249 ETHAN ALLEN VEST POCKET DERINGER serial #26751, 22 RF, 2" part round part octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel,
trigger and hammer have toned to a light pewter-gray patina showing spots of darker freckling and softened edges. The barrel is crisplymarked "E. ALLEN & CO. MAKERS." The smooth walnut grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very good condition showing
a small chip at the base of the left panel, worn finish and minor handling marks. Barrel-to-frame fit is good and the hammer functions crisply.
(138931-172) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2250 ALLEN & THURBER DOUBLE ACTION BAR HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #67, .36 cal, 2" part round part octagon
barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol are mostly pewter-gunmetal patina showing light pinprick pitting and
some moderate tool marks along the edges of the octagon breech. No specific Allen & Thurber markings are visible, the only visible markings are "PATENTED / 1837 / CAST STEEL" and the frame is embellished with typical light factory scrollwork that has softened somewhat.
The smooth walnut grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very good plus condition showing some minor handling marks.
The sideplate screw head shows some heavy slot wear and the action still seems to function well
mechanically. (138931-50) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2251 ALLEN & THURBER DOUBLE ACTION BAR HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #208, .36 cal, 2" part round part octagon
barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol are mostly a dark gray-brown patina showing scattered oxidation staining,
spots of pinprick pitting and moderate dings. The breech flats appear to be unmarked but the left side of the hammer is nicely-stamped
"PATENTED / APRIL 16, 1845". The smooth antique ivory grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very good condition showing
some scuffs and staining, minor shrinkage, a number of scattered thin cracks and age striations. The grips are still quite attractive and it is
interesting to find an example with original stamp-numbered panels. The action is functional although trigger reset requires a little manual
assistance. (138931-19) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2252 POINTER SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #8, 22 RF, 2 3/4" barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel, hammer and trigger are mostly
a gray-pewter patina showing some spots of fine pinprick pitting. The barrel is appropriately stamped only "POINTER" and the stamp is
rather soft. The frame is a nice deep ocher patina. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good plus condition retaining a healthy amount
of original varnish with flaking at the high edges and minor scattered dings. The barrel screw shows some moderate
slot wear, barrel-to-frame fit is a little loose and the action will require mechanical attention as the hammer does not hold. (138931-106)
{ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2253 FRANK WESSON SMALL FRAME SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #92, 22 RF, 3 1/2" part round part octagon barrel with an oxidized
bore. The barrel, trigger and hammer have mostly toned to pewter-gunmetal patina showing scattered spots of light pitting. The brass frame
is a dark ocher patina showing a few small dings. The barrel markings are still quite crisp and clear. The smooth walnut grips are stampnumbered "7392" (this is likely the actual serial number of the gun as the number on the butt is rather worn). The grips remain in very
good condition showing four large grooves added to the back edge of both panels, small dings and handling marks. The barrel locking bar
has lost its tension and the action will require mechanical attention as the hammer does not hold. (138931-139) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
2254 COLT THIRD MODEL THUER DERINGER serial #17782, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel and hammer are mostly a dull gray patina showing fine pinprick pitting throughout. The brass frame retains about 70% original nickel finish flaking to ocher brass
with minor bubbling throughout. The barrel shows some moderate dings from impacting the hammer nose and the "COLT" marking is very
clear. The smooth walnut grips are pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in fair-good condition showing some small chips on the left
panel, worn finish, dings and the letter "A" on each panel. The action is functional but the mainspring is rather
weak. (138931-46) {C&R}
(200/400)
2255 COLT THIRD MODEL THUER DERINGER serial #18494, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel, hammer and trigger
are mostly a pewter-gunmetal patina with spots darker gray light pitting scattered throughout. The frame is a medium ocher patina showing
evidence of a light cleaning long ago, the caliber marking is no longer visible and the "COLT" on the barrel is clear. The smooth walnut
grips remain in about good condition showing mostly worn finish and minor handling marks. The interior numbers on the grips are no
longer legible. Barrel lockup is a little loose and the action will require mechanical attention as the mainspring is an undersized replacement
that does not tension the hammer. (138931-47) {C&R}
(100/200)
2256 COLT THIRD MODEL THUER DERINGER serial #10323, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel, hammer and trigger
have been cleaned to pewter-gunmetal patina showing remnants of pinprick pitting. The brass frame has been similarly cleaned long ago
with smoothing of the edges and worn markings now toning to a medium ocher brass. The smooth walnut grips remain in about very good
condition showing worn finish and scattered light dings. The interior numbers on the grips are no long visible. Barrel lockup is a little loose,
the ejector does not snap but the hammer functions crisply. (138931-22) {C&R}
(100/200)
2257 COWLES & SON SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #3126, 22 RF, 3 1/4” part round part octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized
bore showing evident rifling. The barrel, trigger and hammer have mostly toned to medium gray patina showing a few scattered pinprick
pits and minor dings. The barrel is clearly marked "COWLES & SON / CHICOPEE.MASS". The brass frame is a pleasant ocher patina showing scattered small dings. The smooth rosewood grips are stamp-numbered to the gun and remain in very good plus condition retaining a
healthy amount of dark antique varnish showing minor flaking and small dings. Barrel-to-frame fit shows a little play and the action seems
to function well mechanically. A fine example of these hard-to-find deringer pistols. (138931-145) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2258 UNMARKED SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL 22 RF, 9" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. This unmarked pistol features a swiveling barrel,
manual extractor rod and a hammer-shaped barrel release on the left side
frame. The metal surfaces are mostly a mix of pewter-gunmetal and grayblue patina showing scattered small dings and scratches. The smooth walnut grips remain in near excellent
condition showing some scattered small dings and scratches. The pistol is sighted with a wide notch rear leaf
and plain Patridge-style front sight. Barrel-to-frame fit shows a little bit of play and the action will require mechanical
attention as the hammer does not hold. The barrel and ejector rod appear like they may have been replaced at some
point and the pistol is very European-looking in its style. An interesting example that needs a little bit of work but may
prove to be a good shooter once its mechanical issues are addressed. (139035-44) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2259 NAVY ARMS SHARPS FOUR-BARREL PEPPERBOX PISTOL BY UBERTI serial #237115, 22 RF, 2 1/2" four-barrel
cluster with bright near excellent bores showing some light frosting. The barrel cluster and hammer retain about 95% original blue
showing a few small spots of oxidation staining and scattered freckling. The brass frame is still mostly bright showing some spots of freckling scattered about. The black plastic floral design grips remain in excellent condition although the left panel fits a little loosely. The action
seems to function well mechanically and the firing pin rotates accordingly. This is a faithful reproduction of the original that seems to be of
good quality. (138931-66) {MODERN}
(75/150)
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2260 WINCHESTER MODEL 1903 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #85706, 22 Winchester Auto, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel of this rifle is mostly a smooth blue-gray patina showing a couple scattered pinprick pits, light freckling and handling marks. The
markings have softened a little but are still quite visible and the bolt retains about 90% vibrant fire blue. The nosecap and frame have mostly
toned to light gray-brown patina showing some remnants of blue in the more protected areas, light oxidation staining and a couple small
spots of pinprick pitting. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in about very good condition as refinished with an
added coat of varnish, a filler repair at the toe, a number of older repaired cracks stabilized with brass pins at the right side rear of the
forend, a few small drying cracks under the finish scattered about, small dings and handling marks. The upper tang sight filler screw heads
show some moderate slot damage, the magazine tube is present and the rifle is sighted with a flattop sporting rear and large silver bead
front. (136520-920) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
2261 SINGAPORE CONTRACT WEBLEY MARK IV DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #A94719, 38-200 (38 S&W), 5" barrel with
a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 20% original blue with the majority toned to brown-gray patina
showing scattered pinprick pitting and light oxidation staining. The black checkered hard rubber extended grips are both scratch-numbered to a different gun (17570) and do not quite fit the frame perfectly but remain in good condition showing some light staining and
moderate wear to the checkering. The barrel and cylinder are matching the frame, there is a small Century import mark on the barrel and
the revolver is equipped with an importer-added hammer block system however the mechanism will require professional mechanical attention as the mainspring is missing and the hammer and a number of internal parts are removed but provided. (136520-1351) {C&R}
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
2262 SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE REVOLVER serial #90500, 22 RF, 3 3/16" ribbed round barrel with a good bore
showing some moderate pits but strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original nickel finish showing some light flaking to gray-brown patina scattered about, minor clouding and freckling. The barrel address markings are crisp and clear
and the hammer retains some strong case-hardened colors toning to a freckled gray patina. The grips are lovely antique ivory showing
some nice age striations and a few thin cracks around the escutcheons, they are un-numbered and just a hair shy of the frame. The barrel
and cylinder are matching the frame by assembly number and the mechanism will require professional mechanical attention and the lockwork is disassembled but the parts are provided. (136520-174) {ANTIQUE} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
2263 HOPKINS & ALLEN FOLDING HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #2851, 22 RF, 1 7/8" shortened barrel with a lightly oxidized bore showing some good rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% period nickel finish showing some scattered
light flaking to gray-brown patina and minor bubbling scattered about. The trigger, hammer and latch retain some faint remnants of casehardened colors mostly toned to a freckled gray patina. Some of the barrel address has been lost due to the barrel shortening and the
front sight has been reaffixed to the barrel. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in fair condition, the left panel showing a 1" chip
at the top edge along with some overall light staining and scuffs. The folding trigger is numbered "461" while the cylinder and extractor
are "276". Barrel-to-frame fit is solid and timing and lockup are very good with lockup a little loose. (136520-2968) {ANTIQUE} [Richard
"Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(50/100)
2264 MAUSER MODEL ES340B BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #148210, 22 LR, 26 3/4" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. This rifle
will require some mechanical attention as the bolt is provided disassembled and the safety and its associated parts are missing. The barrel
retains perhaps 60% original blue showing moderate freckling, oxidation staining and toning to gray-brown patina. The receiver retains
about 88% original blue showing more mild freckling and small spots of oxidation staining. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock remains in
good condition showing mostly worn finish, moderate scratches throughout, small spots of staining, dings and handling marks. The Mauser
logo on the right side butt has softened a little but is still mostly visible, the sling swivels are intact, the original sights are intact minus the
front sight hood and the barrel is matching the receiver. The bolt is numbered "08210", perhaps a factory error. This rifle is a solid example
worthy of repair. (136520-531) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
2265 CUSTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 62 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #101809, 22 Short, 18 1/2" shortened round barrel counterbored for about 2" at the muzzle with an otherwise fair bore showing light oxidation, a bulge nearer the breech and visible rifling. This rifle
has a correct gallery rifle 22 short barrel but the magazine tube has been shortened and modified into the gallery configuration with the
triangular feed cutout rather crudely executed. The barrel and magazine tube retain perhaps 10% original blue mostly lurking about the
more protected areas with the balance toned to a dark brown patina showing scattered freckling, a patch of moderate oxidation staining
on the magazine tube and some moderate tool marks mostly on the left side barrel. The action retains about 90% original blue with flaking
to gray-brown patina at the tangs, some high edge wear, scratches and light freckling. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and
grooved forend remain in about very good condition the forend showing more wear overall with mostly worn finish, a thin 2" sliver missing
from the top right edge of forend, scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The black checkered hard rubber Winchester buttplate
is intact showing a shallow chip at the top screw, the original rear sight is intact and the front is a plain silver bead in a re-cut dovetail that
is not quite level. The lower tang is mismatched (852828) and the action still seems to function well mechanically. (136520-595) {MODERN} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
2266 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 60 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #R104529, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rates about very good with some scattered light scratches, spots of high edge wear, light turn ring along the
cylinder and a spot of oxidation staining on the thumb latch. The service hammer and trigger retain nearly all of their hard chrome finish
with a spot of fine oxidation staining along the right side flat. The revolver has standard sights and the checkered walnut Magna grips with
S&W medallions rate very good plus missing a small sliver on the right side panel with slightly rounded points. Included is a Protecta-gun
craft box. (108940-66) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2267 CASED SET OF FOUR BUTLER ASSOCIATES PERCUSSION DERINGER PISTOLS serial #B86924 (matte black), #B91993
(gold tone), #B91986 (two-tone), #B80176 (nickel). The first deringer is .31 caliber with a 2” barrel that has a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original matte black finish with loss due to handling
marks and light scratches. The smooth walnut birds head grips rate excellent.
The second deringer is .31 caliber with a 2” barrel that has a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% gold color plating with a couple of minor
handling marks and the faux mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent. The third
deringer is .31 caliber with a 2” barrel that has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their matte black and gold color finishes with a couple of
minor light scratches on the right side of the barrel and the walnut birds head
grips rate excellent. The fourth deringer is .31 caliber with a 2” barrel that has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original nickel plate with a few very
minor handling marks and the faux mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent. The pistols are secured in a walnut veneer case measuring 12 1/2"x7 3/4"x2” with red
interior and brass hardware. The case has several light scratches along its exterior. (108931-12) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
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2268 CASED SET OF COLT FOURTH MODEL DERINGER PISTOLS serial #2820LDR (gold tone),
#2819LDR (two-tone), 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrels with bright excellent (two-tone) and good (gold color)
lightly frosted bores. The two-tone deringer retains 98% of its original finishes with some scattered
light handling marks and the walnut birds head grips rate very good plus with some minor flaking of
the varnish and light handling marks. The second deringer retains 99% of its gold color finish with
some light handling marks and the faux ivory grips rate excellent. The deringers come in an imitation
walnut case that is lined with red velvet and flocking. The interior has a circular logo with a “(crown)
/ (shield) / house of butler in a banner”. There are numerous light handling marks along the exterior
of the case with some scuffing on the interior top edge. (108931-8, 9) {C&R}
(250/450)
2269 CASED SET OF FOUR CONSECUTIVE BUTLER ASSOCIATES SINGLE SHOT DERINGER
PISTOLS serial #B84235 (nickel / blue), #B84236 (nickel / brass), #B84237 (matte black) and
#B84238 (nickel), 22 short, The first deringer #B84235 has a 2” barrel with bright excellent bore and
the metal surfaces retain 98% original blue and brass finishes with scattered light scratches and light
handling marks. The smooth walnut birds head grips rate excellent. The second deringer #B84236
has a 2” barrel with a bright bore with crisp rifling and a small imperfection halfway down its length.
The metal surfaces retain 99% of their nickel and brass finishes with
some scattered light handling marks and the faux mother-of-pearl
birds head grips rate excellent. The third deringer #B84237 has a
2” barrel with a bright excellent bore retaining 98% of its matte
black finish with a couple of spots of flaking along the grip strap
and some scattered light handling marks. The smooth walnut birds
head grips rate excellent. The fourth deringer #B84237 has a 2”
barrel with a bright bore with crisp rifling that shows a couple of
imperfections along its length likely from when the rifling was cut.
The metal surfaces retain 99% of their original nickel finish with
some scattered light handling marks and the faux mother-of-pearl
grips rate excellent. The pistols come in a red lined walnut case
that remains in about good overall condition. The exterior has
numerous light scratches and the wood is starting to separate along
the top and bottom flats and could be easily repaired if
one
wished.
(108931-13)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
2270 BERETTA 92FS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #K73019Z, 9mm, 4
7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original matte black Bruniton finish with some
light handling and operational wear marks. The pistol features an ambidextrous safety, three dot sights, and comes with two factory ten-round magazines. (108950-14S21585) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2271 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 422 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TBE2366, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original matte blue finish showing some light scratches, spots of high edge and operational
wear. The black checkered plastic grips with S&W logos rate excellent having a few light handling marks. The pistol features a
ramp front sight with drift adjustable rear sight and the pistol comes with a single 10-round factory magazine. (109049-27)
{MODERN}
(175/275)
2272 CASED SET OF BUTLER ASSOCIATE SINGLE SHOT DERINGER PISTOLS serial #B70614 and B70613, 22 Short, 2
3/8” barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces on these consecutively numbered pistols retain 98% nickel finish
with a couple of minor spots of wear from sitting in the case and light handling marks. The pearlite grips rate excellent. The pistols come in a walnut case with red interior with bronze-colored hardware and some scattered light handling marks on its exterior. (108931-10, 11) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2273 GLOCK MODEL 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BFT792US, 40 S&W, 4 3/8” Lone Wolf Barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% of their original Tenifer finish with some light operational and high edge wear. The pistol has
Trijicon night sights that no longer illuminate and the slide back plate and magazine release have been replaced with a novelty
design featuring the Punisher and a grip sleeve has been added. Included with this second generation pistol is a 10-round factory magazine. (108961-4S21638) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2274 RUGER OLD MODEL SUPER BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #34098, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2" barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light handling
marks, high edge wear, spots of oxidation along the bottom of the grip frame and light turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver
has a ramp front sight with black blade adjustable rear sight and the smooth walnut grips with black phoenix medallions rate very
good plus having scattered light handling marks and a small chip missing from the left side lower edge. The transfer bar safety
update has not been performed. (108947-22D34277) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2275 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 19-3 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial # 9K43267, 357 Magnum, 8 1/4" barrel with
bright bore showing crisp rifling and a couple spots of light pitting toward the breech end. The metal surfaces retain 85% nickel
finish with overall flaking, high edge wear, handling marks and turn ring along the cylinder. The .500” target hammer and .500”
target trigger show mottled case-hardened colors and the barrel has been amateurishly drilled and tapped for a scope and the
revolver is sighted with a Patridge front sight and black blade micrometer adjustable rear sight and the checkered walnut target
grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good with overall crisp points and very light handling marks. Included with this
revolver is a red russet colored open top Triple K right hand holster that is in excellent condition. (108950-2S61569) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2276 WALTHER MODEL 2 SEMI-AUTO/BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #34788, 22 LR, 24 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this pre-war manufactured rifle retain perhaps 50-55% original blue finish toning to brown with pewter
undertones. There are numerous light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The rifle has a ramp front sight with cone
shaped insert, rear tangent sight and the receiver has target blocks added. The rifle can be shot as a bolt action or semi-auto
with a simple adjustment to the bolt that does not require any tools. The checkered pistolgrip stock with grooved forend rates
about very good having a 2 1/2” crack running rearward from the bolt along the right side with scattered light handling marks,
dings and shallow carvings. The buttplate is cracked in several places and appears to be complete. Included is a single fiveround detachable magazine. (108873-645) {C&R}
(300/500)
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2277 RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #36-53199, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue and anodized finishes with a couple of light handling marks
and a faint turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has standard sights and the smooth walnut grips with silver and black
phoenix medallions rate excellent. Included is a correct hinge top factory black and yellow box with outer shipping sleeve.
(108958-155) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2278 RUGER LC9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #322-28892, 9mm, 3 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% blue toning to brown with light high edge and operational wear. The polymer frame rates excellent and the pistol has
three dot sights with the rear being adjustable, one seven-round factory magazine and includes a Ruger marked soft case.
(108950-30S21588) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2279 REMINGTON MODEL 760 GAMEMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #7417984, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 95% original blue with loss due to even fading, operational wear, silvering along
some of the high edges with spots of scattered light oxidation staining. The rifle has standard sporting sights and a 6x Bushnell
Banner scope with duplex reticle and good slightly fuzzy optics has been added. The fleur-de-lis checkered pistolgrip stock and
forend rate good to very good having flexing cracks on either side of the wrist with scattered light handling marks and the forend
remains in very good condition. Included is a single factory detachable magazine. (108873-685) {C&R}
(250/450)
2280 REMINGTON MODEL 121 FIELDMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #14952, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% reapplied blue finish with areas of pitting, flaking, operational wear and silvering along some
of the high edges. The rifle has standard sights and the smooth pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate excellent showing an
added layer of finish with some scattered light handling marks. (108873-591) {C&R}
(150/250)
2281 WINCHESTER MODEL 72 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 Short, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are
mostly a brown patina with trace amounts of blue in protected areas with overall scattered light fine oxidation staining. The rifle
has a hooded bead front sight and adjustable rear aperture. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good with scattered
light handling marks and has a repaired chip at the toe and is missing a chip from the buttplate as well. This tube fed bolt rifle
likely still shoots well. (108873-614) {C&R}
(100/200)
2282 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 457 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #VZE1874, 45 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain perhaps 90% thinning original blue and 97% original anodized finish with scattered oxidation staining,
light handling marks and high edge wear. This double action pistol has standard three dot sights, thumb safety and the checkered wraparound banner grips with embossed S&W medallions rate excellent. Included is a single seven-round magazine.
(208950-37S18085) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2283 SMITH & WESSON M&P9 SHIELD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HUM5436, 9mm, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original black Armornite finish showing light handling marks and minor high edge wear.
The textured polymer frame rates excellent and the pistol has three dot sights, thumb safety and comes with two factory magazines one seven-round and one eight-round. (108961-6S21640) {MODERN}
(175/275)
2284 MARLIN MODEL 62 LEVERMATIC LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #3519, 256 Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and light silvering
along some of the high edges. The original sights have been removed and a blank added in the rear dovetail slot and is now
sighted by a Weaver A2 scope with crosshair reticle that has crisp slightly clouded optics. The smooth walnut Monte Carlo stock
rates very good plus with some scattered light dings and minor handling marks and the checkered logo buttplate retains crisp
points and remains in excellent condition. The barrel retention screws show minor slot wear and included is a single four-round
detachable magazine. (106520-692) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
2285 REMINGTON MODEL 572 FIELDMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #A1581207, 22 LR Shot, 21” barrel with a bright
excellent smooth bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered scratches and spots of
light freckling heaviest at the muzzle and some minor operational wear along the working parts of the slide. The receiver is
grooved for rings and the barrel is drilled and tapped for rear sights and has a single silver bead in the front dovetail. The smooth
pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate about excellent with scattered light handling marks and the right side top of the forend
has some light adhesive residue staining. A sharp looking example with a ’79 production date that likely shoots well. (108873671) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2286 O.F. MOSSBERG & SONS MODEL 380 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #M62338, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 95% original blue with scattered fine oxidation staining, light scratches and silvering
along some of the high edges. The rifle features standard sights and has an added Tasco 4x15 scope with crosshair reticle and
cloudy optics.
The smooth pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with scattered light handling
marks. (108873-590) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2287 RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #104759, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and
light silvering along some of the high edges. The rifle has standard sights and an added Tasco 2-7x32mm scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The aftermarket folding stock rates excellent with the wood showing a few scattered light handling
marks and the metal showing some scattered light oxidation staining and silvering along the high edges. Included are two magazines; a 10-round factory and a high capacity aftermarket magazine by Condor. (108873-627) {MODERN}
(175/275)
2288 O.F. MOSSBERG MODEL 320KA BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% plus original blue toning to brown finish with scattered light fine oxidation staining, scratches and silvering along the
high edges. The rifle has a raised bead front and adjustable sporting rear sight and has been mounted improperly into a replacement stock that no longer allows the action to function. The stock rates very good overall with light handling marks under a layer
of added finish and this would make a great parts gun or potential restoration project for a beginning gunsmith to hone their
skills. (108873-597) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2289 REMINGTON MODEL 572 FIELDMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #1884630, 22 LR, 23 1/2" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue fading to brown along the barrel with scattered
light fine oxidation staining and operational wear at the slide. The receiver retains 98% of its anodized finish with some scattered light scratches, spots of silvering along the high edges. The rifle has standard sporting sights and an added Bushnell
Sharpshooter fixed power scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The checkered high gloss walnut stock rates
excellent aside from a few light handling marks and minor spots of flaking varnish. (108873-605) {MODERN} (200/400)
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2290 REMINGTON MODEL 552 DELUXE SPEEDMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #B1435266, 22 LR, 21" barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue along the barrel and magazine tube and 98% of its
anodized finish on the receiver with scattered light scratches, specks of fine oxidation staining and light silvering along
select high edges. The rifle has a raised white bead front sight and the rear sight blade has been removed to accommodate
the added Bushnell Sportview 4x scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The checkered high gloss walnut Monte
Carlo stock rates excellent aside from a few light handling marks. (108873-601) (C&R)
(250/450)
2291 YOUNG AMERICA MODEL 1895 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #2933, 12 ga., 30” plain barrel with a dark
about good lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are mostly brown with scratches, areas of wear, light dings and oxidation. The shotgun has a single brass bead sight and the smooth walnut pistolgrip and forend rate very good with scattered
light handling marks, missing chips, small impressions and perhaps some added finish. The frame has two small cracks in
the belly and this would make a great wall hanger for the camp. (108873-598) {C&R}
(50/100)
2292 O.F. MOSSBERG & SONS MODEL 640KA CHUCKSTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 Magnum, 24” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% evenly thinning blue to brown finish with scattered scratches, spots
of fine oxidation staining and silvering along the high edges. The rifle has standard sporting sights and an added Bushnell
Sportview 3-9X scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The smooth pistolgrip walnut Monte Carlo style stock
rates excellent aside from a few light handling marks under an added layer of finish.
(108873-585) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2293 MARLIN MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #24130932, 44 Magnum, 20” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 95% original blue with scattered freckling, light silvering along the high edges and
working parts. The rifle has a raised bead front sight and adjustable sporting rear. The smooth straight grip walnut stock
and forend rate about very good with flaking varnish and light handling marks throughout.
The bullseye is missing from the toe line and this rifle would make a great brush gun this fall. (106520-2815) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
2294 WINCHESTER MODEL 1890 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #637738, 22 Short, 24” octagon barrel with an about good
frosted bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a brown patina with some blue undertones along the bottom of the barrel.
There are spots of oxidation and oxidation staining scattered throughout with wear on the carry points and silvering along
some of the high edges. The rifle has its original raised bead front and sporting rear sights and the smooth walnut straight
grip stock and grooved forend rate very good plus with scattered handling marks and areas of oil staining. The stock fits
poorly at the wrist but remains in overall very good condition. A salty 1890 that would be a great candidate for rebuild.
(108742-1) {C&R}
(250/450)
2295 REMINGTON MODEL SEVEN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #7713022, 308 Win., 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few scattered light scratches. The rifle has a ramp front sight with
raised bead insert, the leaf has been removed from the adjustable rear sporting sight to accommodate the Leupold M8 fixed
6x scope with fine duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The checkered walnut stock rates excellent aside from a few very
minor light handling marks and this should make a great hunting companion this fall and includes a padded nylon sling and
set of rubber bikini style lens covers. (108850-10) {MODERN}
(250/450
2296 WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1849129, 20 ga., 23” professionally shortened plain
un-choked barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% reapplied blue finish with light scratches,
sporadic spots of pitting and operational wear along the bottom of the barrel and magazine tube. The shotgun has a
Bradley bead front sight and the smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate very good with an older repaired
crack at the lower tang that remains tight and has a few scattered light handling marks. (106520-1448) {MODERN}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
2297 WINCHESTER MODEL 43 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #13181, 22 Hornet, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain perhaps 85% original blue finish that is fading to brown with spots of light oxidation staining,
scratches and silvering at the muzzle and along some high edges and the working parts. The rifle has a raised white bead
front sight with the rear sight removed and a blank inserted in the dove tail to accommodate the added Weaver C6 fixed
power scope with crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. The side of the receiver is drilled and tapped for an aperture
sight and the smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good having a few light handling marks and a small oval shaped
ding that is fairly deep on the left side of the stock just above the magazine well. Included is a single five-round factory
magazine marked “Winchester 43 / 22 Hornet.” (106520-1775) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)
2298 WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1647385, 20 ga., 20” plain Poly-Choked barrel with a
bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 40% original blue finish with areas cleaned and worn to
bare metal, spots of pitting, and oxidation staining. The barrel has a brass bead front sight affixed to the poly tube and the
number has been ground off and re-stamped to match the frame. The smooth pistolgrip walnut stock and checkered finger
groove forend rate very good with scattered light handling marks, spots of flaking varnish, adhesive residue
staining and two small holes in the right side of the stock. (106520-3477) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
(150/250)
2299 WINCHESTER MODEL 52 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #26864, 22 LR, 28” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are mostly a brown patina with scattered oxidation staining and spots of active oxidation. There are
remnants of blue along the barrel that are toned to brown under bright light and the rifle is sighted with a globe front sight
(no inserts present), Redfield No. 100A rear aperture (no sight disc included) and target blocks. The action is sluggish
and could benefit from a proper cleaning. The stock rates very good plus having had a light cleaning that now leaves the
wood slightly shy of the metal with a couple of light handling marks in the added finish. A great restoration project or rainy
day squirrel gun. Included is a single five-round factory magazine. (106520-3268) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
(300/500)
2300 REMINGTON MODEL 592M BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1030668, 5mm Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue finish with scattered oxidation staining, light scratches and spots of active oxidation. The rifle has a raised silver bead front sight and the rear sight has been removed leaving only the base. The smooth
hardwood Monte Carlo style stock rates very good plus with scattered light handling marks and imperfections in an added
layer of finish. (108841-20) {MODERN}
(100/200
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2301 SAVAGE ANSCHUTZ MODEL 164 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #931726A, 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some scattered light scratches, specks of light fine oxidation staining and some silvering along select high edges. The rifle is sighted with a hooded raised bead front and folding
leaf rear and the receiver is milled to accept scope bases. The checkered hardwood Monte Carlo style stock rates very
good plus with a few light handling marks, dings and spots of flaking varnish. (108841-14) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2302 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HUNTSMAN IN-LINE MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #AL216897, 26” round
rifled barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original lightly faded blue finish with vibrant casehardened colors on the frame, with scattered light spots of fine oxidation staining and light scratches. The breech is fitted
with a press fit plug that holds a primer and has been drilled accordingly not allowing this to chamber a conventional shotshell. The rifle is sighted with a blade front and leaf rear sight and the smooth hardwood stocks rate excellent and these
rifles are considered not safe to shoot. (108563-5) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2303 AMERICAN GUN CO. DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #387274, 12 ga., 29 5/8” barrels choked modified and full with
bright about excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain remnants of blue and mottled case-hardened colors that are fading
to brown and pewter patina. There is overall fine oxidation staining and light scratches with wear and silvering along the
high edges and working parts. The shotgun features a single brass bead sight and extractors. The barrel-to-frame fit
remains relatively tight and the checkered semi-pistolgrip stock and splinter style forend rate about very good with scattered light handling marks, spots of flaking varnish and mostly rounded points in the checkering. This would make for a
lovely wall hanger or great restoration project for the budding gunsmith. (108487-14) {C&R}
(175/275)
2304 REMINGTON NYLON 66 “APACHE” SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 19 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
chrome surfaces rate very good plus with spots of very light flaking and minor oxidation staining. The rifle is sighted with
standard sights and the black checkered Zytel stock rates excellent aside from some scattered light handling marks.
(109005-21) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2305 REMINGTON NYLON 66 “MOHAWK” SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2141995, 22 LR, 19 5/8” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a few scattered specks of fine oxidation staining.
The checkered brown Zytel stock rates excellent aside from a few very minor handling marks and the rifle is sighted with
standard sporting rear and blade front sights. (109005-20) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2306 WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #4899885, 30-30 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 90% original blue with loss to flaking, carry and operational wear, silvering along
the high edges and scattered scratches and fine oxidation staining. The carbine has a hooded raised bead front sight with
adjustable sporting rear sight, hammer spur extension and is missing the screws from where a side mounted aperture use
to be. The smooth straight grip stocks rate about very good with scattered light handling marks and a small chip missing
from the right side of the stock where it meets the frame. (108873-700) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2307 ITHACA MODEL LSA-65 DELUXE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #650-25738, 30-06 Springfield, 22” barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with several small scratches, spots of oxidation near the muzzle and scattered light fine oxidation staining. The bolt body remains bright with a few specks of fine
oxidation staining along the handle and body. The rifle has a hooded ramp front sight, adjustable blade rear sight and a
Redfield 1 3/4-5x scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics has been added. The checkered walnut stock rates very
good plus with some light scratches and scuff marks scattered about. No magazine is included with the rifle. (1065202740) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
2308 CHIPMUNK MANUFACTURING CO. CHIPMUNK BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #9752, 22 LR, 16 1/8” barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% plus original blue with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining, scratches and silvering along select high edges. The bolt body has a bright brushed finish with scattered fine oxidation
staining scattered throughout. The rear sight has been removed and a Tasco 4x15 scope with crosshair reticle and clear
crisp optics has been added. The smooth walnut Monte Carlo stock rates about excellent with a few light handling marks
and included is a padded zippered case with Chipmunk logo. (109005-17) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2309 MARLIN MODEL 15Y BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #15669375, 22 LR, 16 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with loss to silvering at the muzzle, high edge wear and light oxidation staining
throughout. The rifle has standard sporting sights and an added Tasco 3-7x20 scope with duplex reticle and very good
slightly clouded optics. The smooth hardwood Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent with some scattered light handling
marks. (109005-16) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2310 SMITH & WESSON M&P 40C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DSS8256, 40 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% of their original black Melonite finish and the polymer frame with integral lower rail
rates excellent. The frame has added anti-slip tape added around the grip, three dot low profile sights and should still
make a good shooter. (108950-1S21299) {MODERN}
(175/275)
2311 SMITH & WESSON BODYGUARD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EAL6571, 380 ACP, 2 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original black Melonite finish with some light handling marks, operational
and high edge wear. The polymer frame with stippled grips and finger grooves rates excellent. The pistol features integrated laser sight, ramp front sight, drift adjustable rear sight and comes with two factory magazines, factory box that is
end-labeled and numbered to the gun, related paperwork and manual, pistol rug and pocket holster. (108950-40S18088)
{MODERN}
(175/275)
2312 SMITH & WESSON M&P 9C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DUP5062, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original black Melonite finish and the polymer frame with added grip tape rates very
good plus with some scattered light handling marks. The slide and magazine have been marked in black sharpie likely with
what is an inventory number of some kind and the pistol features three dot low carry Novak sights and comes
with a factory hard case that is end-labeled and numbered to the gun, manual and related paper work. (108958-6D34334)
{MODERN}
(175/275)
2313 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TRAPPER MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #164653, 22 LR, 6” octagon
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 90-95% original thinning blue that has scattered freckling, high edge and operation wear, oxidation staining and turn ring along the cylinder. This seven-shot revolver features a
brass blade front sight, square notch rear sight and the checkered two-piece over-sized walnut grips remain in very
good plus condition with some light handling marks soiling in the checkering and lightly rounded points. (108947-15D34312)
{C&R}
(150/250)
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2314 RUGER MARK I SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #16-71801, 22 LR, 5 1/2" heavy barrel with added muzzle brake and a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% evenly thinning blue finish with overall light handling marks, high edge
wear and spots of freckling. The rear sight has been removed and a one-piece weaver style base has been epoxied to the
barrel with the front sight still in place and the checkered Delrin synthetic grips rate near excellent with some light handling
marks and slightly rounded points in some of the checkering. (108950-3S21570) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2315 DAVIS INDUSTRIES MODEL D DERINGER serial #245546, 32 ACP, 2 3/8” barrels with bright excellent bores. The
chrome finish rates excellent and the deringer has standard features and remains in excellent condition.
(108950-39S18087) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2316 SEECAMP LWS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #048767, 32 ACP, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces
rate excellent aside from a couple of minor handling marks. The black plastic grips rate excellent and included is an unmarked
leather in-the-pants style holster. A very nice example of these high-quality pistols.(108950-36S18084) {MODERN} (200/400)
2317 INDIAN ARMS CORPORATION 380 AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL, serial #002421, 380 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate about excellent with a spot of fine oxidation staining at the base of the grip,
light high edge wear and a few handling marks. The pistol has a left side safety, fixed sights, and the checkered walnut Indian
head medallion grips rate excellent. Included are a single 6-round factory magazine with fingertip extension and factory box
that has a tape repair to one corner. (108947-17D34310) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2318 STEYR M357 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #019163, 357 Sig, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original matte black finish with some very light handling marks. The polymer frame with grooved grip rates excellent
and the pistol features internal trigger lock (key provided), drift adjustable sights and includes a single ten-round factory
magazine and hard case with sleeve that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun.
(108947-13D34309) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2319 J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 583.18 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 16 ga., 26” round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 85% original blue toing to grey with scattered freckling, oxidation, light handling marks and high edge wear.
There is a single brass bead sight and the smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good overall with spots of flaking varnish,
light handling marks and a few minor dings. (108983-1S20596) {C&R}
(75/150)
2320 BROWNING AUTO-5 LIGHT TWELVE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #37971, 12 ga., 26 1/2” Poly-Choked plain barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue toning to grey with scattered scratches, dings, spots
of light oxidation and fine oxidation staining. The trigger shows remnants of its gold color and now is mostly worn brown. The
checkered round knob pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate about very good overall with some light abrasions at the
wrist, scattered handling marks, flaking varnish, two small cracks in the underside of the forend and one tiny drying crack at
rear of the top tang and an added swivel stud in the toe line. Included is a tooled 1” adjustable leather sling with quick detach
swivels. (108950-15S20687) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2321 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 65 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #BDA0535, 357 Magnum, 4” heavy barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate near excellent with scattered light handling marks, spots of wear and a turn
ring along the cylinder. The standard hammer and smooth combat trigger retain nearly all of their hard chrome finish with
specks of fine oxidation staining and light operational wear marks. The revolver has serrated ramp front sight and square notch
rear sight and the checkered walnut Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate excellent aside from a couple of very light
handling marks. (108873-389) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2322 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 4013 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #VDJ5075, 40 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rate about excellent with some light scratches and minor handling wear. The slide is marked
Nevada P&P along the right front and the pistol is likely a Nevada Parole and Probation trade in. This compact pistol features
three-dot Novak Lo-Mount Carry sights, ambidextrous safety and the checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent aside from
a couple of very light handling marks. Included with the pistol are blue factory hard case that is end-labeled and numbered to
the gun, 3 sight inserts with Allen wrench, manual, chamber flag and two eight-round factory magazines.
(109049-26) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2323 CHARTER ARMS UNDER COVER LITE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #14-02930, 38 Special, 2” barrel with a
bright bore that shows scattered chatter marks in the grooves likely from when the rifling was cut. The stainless surfaces rate
near excellent with specks of fine oxidation staining, light handling marks and a turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has
a ramped front sight with square notch rear sight and the checkered rubber grips with molded Charter Arms logo rate excellent.
Included is a factory hard case that is end-labeled and numbered to the gun with manual, related paperwork, fired casing and
trigger lock. (109049-28) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2324 TAURUS MODEL 45-410 “THE JUDGE” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AU528599, 45 Colt / .410, 6 1/2" barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with a couple light handling marks and a light
turn ring along the cylinder. The wide hammer and smooth trigger show strong case-hardened colors and this 2 1/2" chamber
revolver has a fiber optic front sight and square notch rear sight. The grooved rubber combat style grips with Taurus medallions
rate excellent and included are a factory box that is end-labeled and numbered to the gun with manual and related paperwork.
(109010-177) {MODERN} [Dr. Jess P. Lewis Collection]
(350/550)
2325 HECKLER & KOCH MODEL HK4 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HR03781, 22 LR, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue on the polished sides of the slide showing some light flaking, high edge wear
and light handling marks and 90-95% of its matte black finish on the frame and top of slide with overall light flaking, high edge
wear and light handling marks. The pistol features a fixed front sight, drift adjustable rear sight and the checkered plastic grips
with HK logo rate near excellent with mostly crisp points and minor handling marks. Included is a single 10-round factory magazine with fingertip extension floorplate. (108873-103) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2326 RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #260-36765, 22 LR / 22 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent aside from a few minor light handling marks and spots of
wear along the back strap with light turn rings along the fluted long rifle and non-fluted magnum cylinders. The revolver features a ramp front sight, adjustable black blade rear sight and the smooth walnut grips with silver and black phoenix medallions
rate very good plus having some light handling marks and a couple of dings along the leading edge of the right grip. Included
is a black and yellow factory box with correct end label and 22 Magnum cylinder. (108873-9) {MODERN}
(250/450)
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2327 SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION 4TH MODEL REVOLVER serial #97422, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a bright bore
showing crisp rifling and scattered pitting along its length. The metal surfaces retain 90% nickel finish having spots of flaking,
oxidation staining, light handling marks and a turn ring along the cylinder. The hammer and trigger show mottled case hardened color and diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W logos rate very good with mostly rounded points and light handling marks. The action is crisp, times well and lockup remains tight. (108941-16) {C&R}
(150/250)
2328 RUGER TARGET MODEL MK III 22 / 45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #274-58463, 22 LR, 5 1/2" heavy barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with a couple of very light handling marks and the
polymer frame rates excellent. The plastic double diamond checkered grips with red phoenix medallions rate excellent and the
pistol features a fiber optic front sight with adjustable black blade rear sight and Ruger marked accessory rail has been
installed.
Included with the pistol are two factory magazines and an aftermarket hard case.
(108961-5S21640) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2329 BERETTA MODEL 70S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B38853U, 22 LR, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue that has high edge and operational wear, light handling marks and scattered specks of
fine oxidation staining. The replacement checkered walnut grips rate very good overall with some light soiling in the channels
and light handling marks. The pistol features a fixed front sight full adjustable rear sight, left side safety and comes with the
following: two nine-round magazines, manual, Beretta marked rug and the original black plastic grips that rate good overall.
(108916-32) {MODERN}
(175/275)
2330 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTOMATIC EJECTING TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #9049, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces on this second model, second variation revolver retain small amounts of nickel
plate mostly worn or cleaned away showing oxidation, oxidation staining and patches of pitting and tooling marks throughout.
The checkered hard rubber target grips rate very good with lightly worn points and a few minor handling marks. The revolver
no longer functions properly and would make a great wall piece or parts gun. (109049-32) {C&R}
(25/50)
2331 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 37 CHIEFS SPECIAL AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER serial #603875, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue finish on the barrel and cylinder showing overall loss
due to scratches and turn ring along the cylinder. The frame retains 95% of its anodized finish with some loss due to wear and
light handling marks. The service hammer and trigger show slightly faded case-hardened colors with some light fine oxidation
on the flats. The checkered walnut Magna grips with silver S&W logos rate good with overall worn points, finish loss and light
handling marks. The revolver seems to time well and lock up remains tight. (109010-145) {MODERN} [Dr. Jess P. Lewis
Collection]
(200/400)
2332 COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #30883, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with scattered specks of light freckling mostly on the top of the slide, minor high
edge wear and all markings remaining crisp. The trigger and grip safety show remnants of case-hardened color with some
scattered light fine oxidation staining along the flats. The hard rubber banner grips rate about excellent with some light handling marks and mostly crisp points. A single unmarked six-round magazine is included. (109010-118) {C&R} [Dr. Jess P.
Lewis Collection]
(300/500)
2333 REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #RS34985E, 20 ga., 20” rifled barrel with a bright excellent
bore and 28” ventilated rib Rem-Choked barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% parkerized finish
which is toning plum in some areas with some scattered light scratches and spots of operational and high edge wear. The rifled
barrel has a white dot front sight and adjustable sporting rear sight with the ventilated rib barrel having a single green high visibility front sight. The receiver has an added one-piece Weaver #438 base and the laminated checkered stock with 1” rubber
buttpad rates excellent. Included is a light duty Promax travel case, manual and the included choke is modified. (109010-93)
{MODERN} [Dr. Jess P. Lewis Collection]
(200/400)
2334 BROWN MFG. SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #3480, 41 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with a dark oxidized and pitted bore. The
metal surfaces are mostly a brown patina with trace amounts of original blue having high edge wear and some light scratches
with markings on the side of the barrel almost completely washed out and very thin along the top. The brass frame is a dull
ochre patina with spots of oxidation staining and light handling marks. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good with light
handling marks and the initials “L K” carved in the bottom edge of the left side panel. There is slight play in the barrel and the
action remains crisp. (108931-33) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
2335 BROWN MFG. SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #1325, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with a dark oxidized and pitted bore. The
metal surfaces are mostly a blend of grey and brown patinas with rounded edges, spots of pinprick pitting and dings along the
left side near the pivot. The markings are almost completely washed out along the top of the barrel with no other markings visible. The brass frame is a dark mustard color with scattered oxidation staining and handling marks. The smooth walnut replacement grips rate fair with sanded edges, dished out bottoms and appear to have been an amateurish attempt at making this item
serviceable again.
The barrel no longer locks in place and the action is in need of attention.
(108931-41) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2336 BROWN MFG. SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #9833, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with a dark oxidized and pitted bore. The
metal surfaces are mostly a pewter patina with trace amounts of blue finish, spots of fine oxidation staining and some scattered
pinprick pitting. All barrel markings are visible and the brass frame is a dark ochre patina with some scattered light handling
marks and spots of oxidation staining. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good showing light handling marks and some slot
wear in the grip screws. There is slight play in the barrel and the action remains crisp. (108931-40) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)
2337 MARLIN MODEL 60DLX SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #MM82244J, 22 LR, 19” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with a spot of fine oxidation staining on the bolt. The rifle features standard sights
and the checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock rates excellent. Included with this near-as-new rifle is its original shipping box
that is end-labeled and numbered to the gun with manual and lock.
(109010-91) {MODERN}
[Dr. Jess P. Lewis Collection]
(150/250)
2338 SEARS ROEBUCK & COMPANY / TED WILLIAMS MODEL 300 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #0107448, 12 ga.,
25” ventilated rib barrel with adjustable choke and bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue toning
to brown with scattered light handling marks, fine oxidation staining and light high edge wear. This store brand semi-auto
features dual brass bead sights, adjustable choke and has a ventilated recoil pad. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock
and forend rate very good with light handling marks, spots of flaking varnish and a few light dings.
(109049-22) {MODERN}
(175/275)
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2339 REMINGTON MODEL 1895 DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #98811, 41 RF, 3” barrels with dark oxidized bores.
The metal surfaces are mostly a dull grey and brown patina. The hinge is cracked and the barrels are numbered to another
gun and the checkered hard rubber grips rate fair with excessive wear along the right side bottom, numerous tiny chips
along the edges and mostly worn points and don’t fit the gun all that well. This would make a great parts gun. (108931136) {C&R}
(100/200)
2340 REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #387873, 6mm Rem., 22” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue toning to brown under bright light with light scratches, spots of
fine oxidation staining and spots of high edge wear. The rear sight has been removed and there are four open tapped holes
along the top of the receiver and barrel and the front ramp is missing its insert. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates
about very good having had the comb dished out on either side, scattered handling marks
and spots of crazing on the grip cap and buttplate. Included is a single four-round box
magazine. (109010-65) {MODERN} [DR. Jess P. Lewis Collection]
(175/275)
2341 UNMARKED REPRODUCTION REMINGTON RIDER PARLOR PISTOL 4mm, 3”
rifled barrel with a bright excellent bore. The foliate engraved metal surfaces remain inthe-white showing a few light scratches and minor handling marks with the hammer, trigger, and loading adapter retaining most of their blued finish with minor edge wear along
the contact points on the trigger. The pistol will need attention as it does not always
catch when cocked and sometimes assistance is needed to move the trigger forward for
the hammer to catch. Included are a small custom-crafted box with divider and reproduction interior label instructing how to load the pistol, tube of lead balls, partial tin of
caps and a bore mop.
A lovely piece that should be fun to shoot.
(108931-14) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2342 COLT THUER THIRD MODEL DERINGER serial #20978, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with a
dark oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces are now mostly a dull gunmetal grey
with overall light oxidation staining, spots of pinprick pitting and dings from the hammer
on the left side of the barrel. The frame is now mostly a dull ochre patina with trace
amounts of silver plate in protected areas. The pistol is stocked with a set of mother-ofpearl grips that fit poorly. The barrel has slight play and the action remains tight.
(108931-20) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2343 COLT THUER THIRD MODEL DERINGER serial #21797, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with a dark bore that shows scattered
light pitting through its entire length. The barrel is mostly a brown patina with visible “-COLT-“marking along the top. The
frame is a bright goldenrod patina with some light pits, spots of high edge wear and the hammer and trigger still show
strong blue finish. The birds head walnut grips rate excellent aside from a few light handling marks and this pistol will need
mechanical attention. (108931-34) {C&R}
(150/250)
2344 REMINGTON MODEL 1895 DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #148, 41 RF, 3” barrels with dark oxidized bores.
The metal surfaces are now mostly a brown patina with scatted trace amounts of blue in the protected areas. There are
numerous casting pits and spots of high edge wear. The stag grips rate excellent. (108931-137) {MODERN} (200/400)
2345 BROWN MFG. SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #6211, 41 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with a dark oxidized and pitted bore. The
metal surfaces of this steel-framed deringer are mostly a pewter patina with overall oxidation staining, spots of pinprick pitting, softened edges and light handling marks. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good with light handling marks and
slot wear in the grip screws.
The action will need attention as the hammer only holds at half cock.
(108931-43) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2346 BUTLER ASSOCIATES SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #B31164, 22 Short, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright bore showing
light rifling. The barrel retains 98% of its gold tone finish with light wear, scratches and handling marks. The frame retains
95% of its matte black finish with spots of flaking and light scratches. The faux mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent. The
barrel exhibits some light play and the action remains crisp. (108931-31) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2347 HOPKINS & ALLEN MFG. CO. XL NO.4 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #1582, 38 RF, 1 1/2" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their gold color plate with loss in the cylinder stops, turn ring along the
cylinder and a few minor spots of high edge and operational wear. The revolver seems to time well and locks up tightly and
the smooth walnut birds head style grips rate excellent with scattered light handling marks and are numbered to the gun.
(108931-91) {C&R}
(75/150)
2348 HIGH STANDARD “DERRINGER” MODEL DOUBLE ACTION PISTOL serial #D75222, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrels with
bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with scattered handling marks, light scratches and
high edge wear heaviest along the grip strap. The black plastic grips rate near excellent with a few light handling marks.
(108931-73) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2349 BUTLER ASSOCIATES SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #B31163, 22 Short, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright bore showing
very thin but evident rifling its entire length. The barrel, hammer and trigger retain most of their matte black finish with light
scratches and handling marks with some high edge wear. The frame is now a dull ochre patina with scattered traces of silver
plate and the faux mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent. (108931-23) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2350 BUTLER ASSOCIATES PERCUSSION DERINGER serial #B77430, .31 Cal., 2 3/8” barrel with a bright about good
bore that shows a couple spots of pitting near the breech end. The metal surfaces are mostly a bright golden rod with a
good amount of silver plate remaining on the barrel and top of frame. The smooth walnut birds head grips rate near excellent. (108931-77) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2351 DAVIS INDUSTRIES MODEL D-32 DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #178381, 32 ACP, 2 3/8” barrels with bright
excellent bores. The metal surfaces on this over / under deringer retain 99% of their chrome plated finish with some light
scattered handling marks. The smooth laminate grips rate excellent. (108931-96) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2352 DAVIS INDUSTRIES MODEL D-22 DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #097013, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrels with bright
excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their chrome plated finish with scattered light handling marks. The
smooth laminate grips rate excellent. (108931-15) {MODERN}
(75/150)
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2353 DAVIS INDUSTRIES MODEL D-22 DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #108869, 22 Magnum, 2 3/8” barrels with
bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their original chrome plated finish with light handling marks and
spots of fine oxidation staining on the flats of the hammer and trigger. The smooth laminate grips rate excellent. (108931149) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2354 HJS ARMS INC. PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #2416, 22 LR, 2” barrels with bright excellent bores. The stainless surfaces rate near excellent aside from some scattered light scratches and spots of high edge wear. The action functions correctly and the hammer, trigger and barrel release all show strong blue finish remaining. The plastic simulated wood grips
rate fair having dished in slightly with scattered scratches and handling marks. (108931-97) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2355 DAVIS INDUSTRIES MODEL D-22 DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #053411, 22 LR, 2 3/8” barrels with bright
excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their black enamel finish with scattered light scratches and high edge
wear. The smooth laminate grips rate excellent. (108931-148) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2356 AMERICAN WEAPONS CORP. FRONTIER MODEL DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #4433, 22 LR, 3” barrel
with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their nickel finish with spots of high edge wear and scattered
light handling marks. The checkered hard rubber grips rate fair with overall worn points, light handling marks and has a
crack in the right panel and a repaired crack in the left. (108931-95) {MODERN}
(25/50)
2357 DAVIS INDUSTRIES MODEL D-22 DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #079843, 22 Magnum, 2 3/8” barrels with
bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their black enamel finish with scattered light scratches, spots of
flaking on the grip strap and high edge wear.
The smooth laminate grips rate excellent.
(108931-166) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2358 FMJ MODEL D.D. DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #C00008050, 45 Colt / .410 Bore, 3 3/4" barrels with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of their phosphate finish with overall scratches and handling marks, spots of
oxidation staining and edge wear. The smooth black plastic grips with Cobray emblems rate near excellent with scattered
light handling marks. (108931-88) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2359 TI SERRIFILE “WASP” SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #600478, 22 Short, 2 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless surfaces rate about excellent with scattered light handling marks. The laminate wood grips rate excellent.
(108931-165) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2360 UNMARKED GERMAN SINGLE SHOT DERINGER PISTOL serial #67453, 22 LR, 2 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their chrome plated finish with light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining.
The smooth walnut grips rate very good with light handling marks and a few tiny impressions.
(108931-21) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2361 IVER JOHNSON STAR VEST POCKET SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #346, 22 RF, 2” barrel with a dark oxidized
smooth bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% of their nickel-plated finish with spots of flaking, oxidation staining and light
handling marks. The barrel no longer stays locked in place and the action remains crisp. The faux mother-of-pearl grips
rate very good having some light discoloration along the heel and a flake starting on the left side panel. (108931-164)
{ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2362 FOREHAND & WADSWORTH SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #225, 22 RF, 2” part octagon part round barrel with
a bright very good bore showing very light rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 85% nickel-plated finish with loss due to
flaking areas that have toned brown with scattered light oxidation staining. The replacement plastic checkered birds head
grips rate about good and fit the gun fairly well showing mostly worn points, light handling marks and a crack and small chip
missing from the butt of the right side panel. (108931-169) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2363 ERL SVENDSEN LITTLE ACE SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #7682, 22 RF, 2” part octagon part round barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 97% original blue finish with some light high edge wear. The hammer and trigger
remain in-the-white showing light fine oxidation staining and the cast brass frame shows overall oxidation staining. The
flared smooth plastic birds head grips rate excellent aside from a few light scratches. (108931-168) {MODERN} (50/100)
2364 HIGH STANDARD MODEL D-100 DERINGER serial #1278857, 22 LR, 3 1/2" barrels with bright bores
strong rifling and scattered spots of pitting their entire length. The metal surfaces retain 90% of their gold color
spots of flaking, high edge wear and scattered light handling marks. The faux ivory grips rate about excellent.
74) {MODERN}

that show
finish with
(108931(75/150)

2365 BUDDIE ARMS DOUBLE DEUCE DERINGER serial #19796, 22 LR, 3” barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal
surfaces retain 95% of their gold color plating with scattered scratches, spots of flaking and high edge wear. The hammer,
extractor and trigger all have toned a rich brown and the checkered faux ivory grips rate very good plus with crisp points
and light ingrained dirt staining. (108931-94) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2366 MARLIN MODEL 97 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #405411, 22 S,L,LR, 24" part round part octagon barrel with a moderately pitted bore showing some good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a mottled pewter patina
with light pitting and oxidation staining scattered throughout. Some of the screw heads show some more moderate slot damage and all of the markings are still clearly visible. The plain straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in about good
overall condition as lightly cleaned long ago with the buttstock shy of the frame and tangs, a thin 2 1/2" repaired chip at
the toe, some smaller dings and handling marks. The black checkered hard rubber "MFACO" buttplate is intact showing a
3/4" chip at the toe. The front sight shows some moderate dings and the rear semi-buckhorn sight has been modified to a
large notch. A rather salty example overall that still seems to function well mechanically and features a harder-to-find part
octagon barrel. (138315-44LTS98) {C&R} [Lewis T. Steadman Collection]
(350/550)
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2367 FN BROWNING AUTO-5 STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #120791, 12 ga, 27 1/2" plain barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Belgian-made pre-war shotgun retain about 85% older professionally reapplied blue with overall thinning to a gray patina on the frame, small spots of tiny pinprick pitting, light oxidation staining and
handling marks. Many of the markings are still crisp and clear, a couple of them softened around the edges. The checkered
round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend remain in good overall condition with a thin 2 1/4" crack at the bottom rear of the
forend, some tiny drying cracks at the upper tang, scattered scratches most prominent at the right side of forend, further small
dings, tiny chips and handling marks. The checkering is just a little worn overall and the stocks retain a healthy amount of their
nice rich finish. The shotgun is equipped with its original FN logo horn buttplate showing a 1" chip and flaking at the toe along
with some light scuffs. The shotgun is sighted with a single silver bead and seems to function well mechanically. Overall a really
nice pre-war Auto-5 that has seen some honest use. (138585-40) {C&R}
(275/375)
2368 REMINGTON MODEL 597 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2621600, .22 LR, 20’’ barrel with an excellent bore. This rifle’s
black metal surfaces retain about 96% factory finish with signs of oxidation scattered about the carbon steel barrel. The grey
synthetic stock rates about excellent with signs of handling and operational use. This rifle sports an adjustable rear sight, a
fixed white dot front sight and comes with a single magazine. (1X228873-655) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2369 BRITISH DOUBLE HAMMERGUN WITH J. GURD & SON RETAILER MARKINGS serial #9019, 10 ga, 31 3/8’’ barrels with fair bores showing spots of moderate pitting throughout although heavier nearer the breech. The barrels of this shotgun show strong remnants of damascus pattern throughout having toned mostly to gunmetal-gray patina showing spots of light
oxidation staining, small dings and light pitting. The barrel rib shows one more moderate ding and is starting to separate for
about 2’’ at the breech; it is neatly inscribed ‘‘J . GURD & SON LONDON ONT.’’, the markings softened a little but completely
legible. The frame and hammers are embellished with simple but tasteful foliate scrollwork, geometric motifs and borders. The
frame is a similar gray patina as the barrels, showing spots of light oxidation staining scattered about and both sides marked
‘‘J . GURD & SON’’. The checkered straight grip walnut buttstock and splinter-style forend remain in about good-very good condition the forend showing more wear overall with worn finish, scattered dings, scratches and a few tiny chips. There is a blank
German silver monogram plate along the toe line. The forend shows overall smoothing, a number of long splinters and chips
along the edges and is a little loosely fitted; the horn tip insert is still intact showing some small chips at the edge and minor
crackling. The barrels exhibit some play and lockup will require some mechanical attention as the tension in the lever is gone.
The shotgun is sighted with a single silver bead, the hammers are rebounding and both still function very crisply. A rather wellused hammergun shipped to Canada that would look great above the mantel. (1X138365-5) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2370 WALTHER SPORTMODELL BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #23069, 22 LR, 25 3/4’’ barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a mottled light gray and blue-gray patina showing remnants of older reapplied blue scattered about and remnants of cleaned moderate pitting throughout. The barrel bands and triggerguard retain about 90% of a
reapplied heavy black paint showing some flaking throughout. Most of the markings are still quite clear with visible ‘‘(Crown)
/ N / B / U’’ proofs and the bolt is numbered ‘‘433’’. The smooth round knob pistolgrip walnut stock and handguard remain in
very good plus condition as lightly cleaned showing some spots of oil soaking scattered about, a few tiny chips, dings and a
thin 3’’ crack on the top of the handguard. The handguard may be an older replacement, the barrel band has what appears to
be a replacement nut and the original sights are intact. Also included are a rather crude replacement false cleaning rod and a
leather sling that may be original but shows a 1’ long added rubber backing, small scuffs and light staining.
While not the prettiest-looking example it will probably still be a fine shooter. (1X136520-2278) {C&R}
[Richard ‘‘Stretch’’ Kennedy Collection]
(100/200)
2371 FABRIQUE NATIONALE ATD 22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #75910, 22 LR, 19 1/2’’ barrel with a bright bore unfortunately
showing two bulges. The barrel of this early top-loading rifle is mostly a blue-gray patina showing patches toning to more of a
gray-brown, scattered dings, light oxidation staining and some remnants of blue. The frame is a gray-brown patina showing
moderate oxidation staining and all of the markings are still quite clear. The smooth round knob pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
forend remain in fair condition, the buttstock is very loose and will require some professional attention. There are a number of
small chips around the edges at the rear of the forend, the buttstock shows moderate cracks and chips all around the frame
junction along with further scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with a simple leaf rear sight, brass
blade front and the magazine tube is present. (1X136520-1399) {C&R} [Richard ‘‘Stretch’’ Kennedy Collection]
(50/100)
2372 WINCHESTER MODEL 59 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 23’’ barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain perhaps 45-50% original blue thinning and toning to a mottled gray patina throughout along with some
light freckling and scratches. The barrel markings are all still quite crisp and clear. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock
remains in good condition as refinished with an added coat of varnish and showing thin 2 1/4’’ and 1’’ hairline cracks at the
left side tip, some moderate scratches, small dings and handling marks. The original buttplate is intact showing some small
chips and abrasions around the edges. The original sights are present and the mechanism seems to function well mechanically.
A somewhat well-used but solid example of these low-production Winchester single shots. (1X138865-74) {C&R} (275/375)
2373 REMINGTON NO. 2 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #11097, 32 RF, 26’’ octagon barrel with a good bore showing light
pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly a gray-brown patina showing light pitting and
some small dings throughout. The markings have softened some but are still mostly visible and both the breechblock tab and
upper tang show professional welding repairs. The straight grip walnut buttstock and forend with steel nosecap remain in good
condition the forend showing a moderate 1/2’’ ding on the right side and the buttstock showing a number of professionally
repaired sections along the toe line and left side lower tang along with some further light dings and handling marks. The original
sights are intact and the hammer functions crisply. (1X138863-30) {C&R}
(200/400)
2374 SWISS MODEL 1889 BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SPORTERIZED) serial #105439, 7.5x53 Swiss, 23’’ shortened barrel with
a very good plus bore that shows a couple light pits. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered flaking to brown
and some light oxidation spots The cutdown walnut stock rates very good plus with an added varnish, a strong Swiss cross cartouche, a few dings and scattered handling marks. The barrel is matching but the other parts are mismatched, the rifle is
equipped with a receiver mounted Lyman rear peep sight and the military rear aperture has been removed. The plastic knob
shows some chips and cracks and there is a small import marking on the receiver. (1X208852-45) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
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2375 GERMAN GEW 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY AMBERG (SPORTERIZED) serial #1062n, 7mm CF, 24’’ barrel with a very
good bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1916 dated rifle are drifting to a brown patina with scattered
traces of arsenal blue and scattered oxidation staining. The checkered Monte Carlo stock rates very good with a couple patches
of moderate flaking on the left side, a few dings and scattered handling marks. There are four added screws on the receiver
that are protruding upward, all visible serialized parts are matching and the bolt has been turned down. The rifle has an
unmarked barrel in a 7mm caliber but we are unable to properly determine what caliber it is in. As with any arm of unknown
caliber it is imperative that this arm be checked out by a competent gunsmith prior to firing. An interesting sporterized Mauser
98 rifle. (1X208873-654) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2376 PERCUSSION-CONVERTED FOWLER About .75 cal, 40’’ round barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel is an overall soft
brown patina and would appear otherwise to be for a combination fowler-militia musket, but there is no provision for bayonet
stud and the front sight is a simple bead-style. There is moderate pitting in the area of the nipple bolster, the nipple and percussion hammer showing a good deal of erosion as well. The lock is marked ‘‘R Ashmore’’, it and the hammer are soft brown
patina. The ramrod thimbles are brass as is the simple triggerguard with a geometric sideplate and buttplate. The stock rates
about good showing a crack completely through the wrist which has been repaired during the period of use with small wood
screws. The barrel is retained to the stock through field expedient wedges, there have also been escutcheons affixed rather
amateurishly during the period of use, and there are no sling swivels present. Stock features coarse wrist checkering and a
flared left side shadowline cheekpiece, the lock seems to function mechanically and there is an antique ramrod present. There
is a modern brass nosecap included which is not affixed to the stock and was designed for an
octagon-barrel rifle. (1X38888-9) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
2377 AMERICAN PERCUSSION FOWLER About 12 bore, 45’’ part octagon part round barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces on this percussion fowler are an overall soft brown oxidized patina with pewter undertones. The barrel exhibits facsimile British proofs and is marked ‘‘London’’ on its top flat and shows a good deal of erosion in the area of the nipple barrel. The
‘‘A Harrington/Poughkeepsie’’-marked lock shows evidence of once having been flint, now percussion-converted. The
American walnut stock rates about good showing a moderate chip and dings at the point of comb, nearly devoid of varnish,
showing remnants of some coarse checkering at the wrist. There is a brass nosecap and an acorn finial front extension triggerguard, the bow with light engraving. The lock does function and there is a later steel martial ramrod included with the arm.
(1X38888-10) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2378 MAVERICK FIREARMS MODEL JS-9MM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #016291, 9mm, 4 1/2’’ barrel with an excellent
bore. This pistol retains about 97% original black enamel and crackle paint with several areas worn to bare metal on the right
front of the slide. The textured black synthetic grips rate excellent. This big blowback pistol includes a factory ‘‘Tupperware’’
box that is labeled with the gun’s information on the cover and a single magazine. (1X88873-372) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2379 TAURUS PT 92C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TKL26455/CD, 9mm, 4’’ barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with very light high edge wear and scratches. The smooth walnut factory
grips with gold Taurus medallions rate near excellent with a few light scratches and handling marks. The gun features three dot
sights, frame mounted ambidextrous safeties/de-cockers that allow a variety of carry modes and double/single action capabilities. A nice size gun for all-around use. (1X88873-115) (MODERN)
(200/400)
2380 BUTLER ASSOC., INC. SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #08559, 22 Short, 2 1/2’’ barrel with a mostly bright very good
bore showing a few small spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original nickel finish showing just a few
spots of minor bubbling and clouding. The smooth white synthetic faux ivory grips remain in excellent condition showing a few
minor handling marks. The mechanism is functional and the pistol includes its original green velvet case with orange lining
showing some light staining and a few small tears in the interior. (1X138903-31) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2381 IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER REVOLVER serial #A78983, 32 S&W, 3’’ barrel
with a fair bore showing some spots of moderate oxidation, strong rifling and exhibiting a slight bulge near the breech. The
metal surfaces of this black powder model retain about 70% original blue flaking to brown patina along the frame, gripstraps
worn to gray-brown patina, some spots of light oxidation staining and freckling. The trigger and hammer retain some faint casehardened colors now mostly toned to a smooth gray patina. The black checkered hard rubber grips with owl head motifs remain
in very good condition with some light handling marks and the left panel toned to brown. Barrel-to-frame fit shows some slight
play and the mechanism functions very well with solid timing and lockup just a hair loose. (1X138865-95) {C&R}
(50/100)
2382 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-6 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial 2D92510, 38 Special, 4’’ heavy barrel with an
excellent bore. This revolver retains about 98% original factory blue with handling marks, a slight turn ring and small signs of
wear at the muzzle. The checkered black rubber combat grips are about excellent and show very minimal signs of handling.
This gun is equipped with a serrated ramp front sight, an integral rear sight and case hardened hammer and trigger.
(1X228873-471) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2383 SPANISH ‘‘RUBY EXTRA’’ DOUBLE ACTION HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #19195, 38 Special / Long Colt, 6’’
barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this Smith & Wesson copy retain
about 95% original nickel finish showing some small spots of flaking to gray-brown patina scattered about, light scratches, handling marks and evident holster wear at the muzzle. The hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors along with some
light oxidation staining and freckling. The smooth mother-of-pearl grips remain in very good condition with a small chip at the
heel of the right panel, a tiny shallow chip at the top of the left panel, some scattered small cracks, spots of discoloration and
handling marks. This is a fairly early Spanish copy and is stamped with a rampant lion proof mark on the barrel, frame and cylinder along with a proof date code ‘‘(Star) / A’’ that corresponds to 1927. The revolver is marked in a similar fashion as those it
imitates with ‘‘Ruby extra’’ in a circle on the left side frame, patent dates along the top of the barrel and two cartridge designations, ‘‘38 LONG CTG’’ on the left and ‘‘38 SPECIAL CTG’’ on the right. The front sight is just a little bent out of shape, all
of the numbered parts appear to be matching by assembly number and the mechanism functions very well with solid timing
and lockup. Although technically a ‘‘knock-off’’ of the Smith & Wesson 1905 this is still a very attractive and sturdy revolver
made to a high standard of fit and finish. (1X138897-15D33969) {C&R}
(150/250)
2384 SPANISH 32 HAND EJECTOR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #10575, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/8’’ barrel with an about
good bore showing light frosting and a few small pits. The metal surfaces of this Spanish S&W copy retain about 30% original
blue the balance toning to a gray-brown patina along with light oxidation staining and rather heavy pitting along the left side
of the barrel. The hammer retains some remnants of case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut grips with ‘‘GH’’ medallions
remain in very good condition showing some lightly chipped points, small dings and handling marks. The mechanism is functional with good timing but lockup rather loose and the trigger reset is sluggish. This revolver lacks Spanish proofs indicating
it was likely made prior to 1923. (1X138873-556) {C&R}
(25/75)
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2385 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW40VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBE7619, 40 S&W, 4’’ barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate near excellent with some light scratches and spots of minor wear along the working
parts. The polymer frame rates very good plus with light handling marks and some minor wear along the carry points of the
grip. The pistol features low profile sights, integral lower accessory rail and comes with a single ten round factory magazine.
(1X108896-196D33973) {MODERN}
(125/225)
2386 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RBA7394, 9mm, 4’’ barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless surfaces rate excellent with a few scattered superficial scratches and some specks of fine oxidation staining. The
polymer frame rates excellent and the coarse checkering around the grip remains crisp. The pistol has low profile three dot
sights and comes with a single 16 round factory magazine. (1X108896-203D33992) {MODERN}
(125/225)
2387 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW40VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RBP5163, 40 S&W, 4’’ barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent with a few minor light handling marks. The polymer grip with integrated accessory rail
rates near excellent with crisp points in the checkering and a couple of very minor handling marks on the frame. The pistol has
low profile three dot sights and comes with a single 14 round factory magazine. (1X108896-191D33963) {MODERN}(125/225)
2388 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW40VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBD5674, 40 S&W, 4’’ barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rate very good plus with numerous light scratches and light fine oxidation staining showing some
wear along the working and high edges. The polymer frame rates very good showing overall light wear consistent with use. The
pistol
has
fixed
three
dot
sights
and
comes
with
a
single
ten
round
factory
magazine.
(1X108896-200D33697) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2389 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW40V SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PAZ5889, 40 S&W, 4’’ barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rate very good plus with some scattered light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining along
the top of the slide and in the grooves of the slide serrations. The polymer frame rates very good plus with minor wear associated with use and has a few light scratches. The pistol has three dot sights and a single ten round factory magazine with plastic
base that has several dings and abrasions along the bottom edge is included. (1X108896-193D33738) {MODERN} (100/200)
2390 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW40VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBC5454, 40 S&W, 4’’ barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless surfaces rate very good plus with some minor scattered fine oxidation staining and light handling marks. The
polymer frame rates excellent with crisp points remaining in the checkering. The pistol features low profile three dot sights, integral accessory rail and comes with a single 10 round factory magazine. (1X108896-60D33565) {MODERN}
(125/225)
2391 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBN5113, 9mm, 4’’ barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless surfaces rate about excellent aside from a few light scratches and some specks of oxidation staining in the slide
serrations heaviest on the right side. The polymer frame rates very good plus with some very minor handling marks and ever so
slightly worn points in the checkering. The pistol features low profile three dot sights and has an integral accessory rail. No magazine is included they are however still easily obtainable. (1X108896-199D33737) {MODERN}
(125/225)
2392 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PDX9106, 9mm, 4’’ barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless surfaces rate excellent with a few scattered superficial scratches and some specks of fine oxidation staining. The
polymer frame rates excellent and the coarse checkering around the grip remains crisp. The pistol has low profile three dot
sights and comes with a single 10 round factory magazine. (1X108896-190D33761) {MODERN}
(125/225)
2393 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW40VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBR8052, 40 S&W, 4’’ barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless finish rates very good with a few scattered light scratches, minor high edge wear and has some scattered
spots of fine oxidation staining. The polymer frame rates about excellent with some minor wear under the accessory groove and
the coarse checkering remains mostly crisp. The pistol has low profile three dot sights and comes with a single ten round factory
magazine. (1X108896-67D33536) {MODERN}
(125/225)
2394 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RAC1057, 380 ACP, 3’’ barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of their original anodized finish with scattered scratches and spots of flaking. The polymer
frame rates very good plus with some light handling marks and the pistol has a fixed front sight and grooved rear sight and
comes with a single six round factory magazine. (1X108896-54D33216) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2395 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RAC0000, 380 ACP, 3’’ barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of their original anodized finish with scattered scratches, spots of flaking and high
edge wear. The polymer frame rates very good showing light wear on the checkered grip straps and a few light handling marks.
The pistol has a fixed front sight with grooved rear sight and comes with a single six round magazine. (1X108896-55D33915)
{MODERN}
(50/100)
2396 SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW99 COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SAE4854, 9mm, 3 1/2’’ barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of their original matte black finish with some light scratches, minor high edge wear
and the textured polymer grip frame remains in near excellent condition with spots of light wear along the contact points. The
pistol features three dot low profile sights, ambidextrous magazine release, and decocking lever. The pistol does not come with
a magazine and a replacement should be easily obtainable. (108896-73D32128) {MODERN}
(125/225)
2397 FRENCH MODEL 1822 PERCUSSION CONVERTED NAVAL PISTOL .69 cal, 7 3/4" barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces of this pistol are mostly a mix of dark brown and pewter patinas showing spots of heavy pitting, oxidation and
erosion throughout. The lockplate and upper tang markings are almost completely gone with only a few letters still visible so the
arsenal of manufacture is hard to discern but it is likely Chatellerault. The brass hardware is still quite nice having taken on a
pleasing ocher patina with visible inspection marks and a naval anchor stamp on the butt. The walnut stock remains in fair-good
condition showing a number of powder post beetle holes scattered about, a small crack at the recoil bolt, moderate dings, abrasions and handling marks. There are faint letters stamped on either side of the grip but they are illegible. An original ramrod is
included and the mechanism still functions very crisply. (138888-20) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
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2398 U.S. MODEL 1901 ARMY REVOLVER BY COLT serial #196203, 38 Long Colt, 6" barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this refurbished revolver retain about 80% arsenal-quality blue with high edge wear, small spots of light
oxidation staining scattered throughout, some light pitting and toning to brown-gray patina along the gripstraps and light
scratches. The trigger and cylinder latch are mostly a brown-plum patina while the hammer is a lighter gray-brown patina showing light freckling. The un-numbered smooth walnut grips remain in about very good condition showing overall worn finish, some
shallow chips at the high edges and corners, scattered dings and handling marks. The left panel is marked with a very faint but
visible "RAC" inspector mark at the base. All of the markings are still quite clear with the appropriate inspector stamps "J.T.T."
and "R.A.C" on the left side frame, the 1903 date quite crisp and the butt is also appropriately Army-marked. There are no numbers on the latch, the crane is re-work numbered "2875" and the cylinder and ejector rod are numbered "886". The mechanism
is functional with good timing but lockup rather loose and the lanyard ring is intact. (138897-20D34125) {C&R}
(300/500)
2399 SPRINGFIELD ARMORY MODEL XD-45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #US592915, 45 ACP, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original matte black finish with some light loss along some of the working parts.
The polymer frame with integral textured grips, ambidextrous magazine release and lower Picatinny rail rates excellent and the
Trijicon 3 dot night sights still have an ambient glow. Included is a single 13 round stainless factory magazine. (108658122D32741) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2400 U.S. MODEL 1865 FIRST MODEL ALLIN CONVERSION BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY .58 RF, 29” barrel with a lightly
oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are an overall soft plum brown patina with a coating of smoke or hardened oil residue. There
are the expected scattered spots of oxidation and light handling marks. The lockplate and hammer show some light pitting, the
Springfield marking being light, the 1865 date still readable. The stock rates about good with overall dings and handling marks,
slightly softened edges, a few moderate chips and a 2 1/2” chip missing ahead of the lock below the frame; nosecap and forestock are missing as well, for roughly 5” ahead of the front barrel band. The lock seems to function well however the breech
block-extractor mechanism does not and will need mechanical attention. The hinge screw head is broken off and there may be
other small parts missing. Sights, swivels and cleaning rod are intact. (38752-1) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2401 AMERICAN PERCUSSION FOWLER About 20 bore, 42’’ part octagon part round barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces are an overall soft brown patina, the barrel with a simple silver blade front sight, British proofs at rear and turned medial
at the point of transition. The arm appears very much to be Yankee stocked and has a stepped percussion lockplate which
exhibits moderate oxidation, as does the hammer. There is a brass nosecap and a re-purposed brass triggerguard with acorn
front extension and lightly engraved bow, the long tang was shortened before use on this arm. There is a brass buttplate with
lightly engraved tang and a brass monogram plate atop the wrist. The American walnut stock rates otherwise near very good
with coarse checkering but showing a crack through the left side of wrist up through the tang and lock which was lightly
repaired during the period of use, or at least many years ago, it will still flex. The lock functions loosely mechanically and there
is an antique wooden ramrod included retained in iron thimbles. A Spartan American-stocked Fowler with some period repurposed parts. Very ‘‘Yankee’’ in appearance. (38619-1) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2402 SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #118802, 32 RF Long, 2 3/4" barrel with a fair bore
showing good rifling and moderate oxidation throughout. This revolver features an interesting and scarce barrel length with the
Smith & Wesson markings correctly stamped on the left side of the barrel rather than the top rib. The metal surfaces of this
revolver retain perhaps 10% original bright blue streaks scattered about with the remainder toned to a dull gray patina along
with patches of light pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The hinge screw is a more modern replacement and two of the
chambers and flutes of the cylinder have cracked. The smooth rosewood grips remain in very good condition with mostly worn
finish, three dings on the top right panel, two dings on the left, some smaller scattered handling marks and a few small chips.
The left panel is un-numbered and the right is stamp-numbered to the gun along with "R C 1972" scratched on the inside.
Assembly numbers are difficult to discern but timing and lockup are still quite solid and barrel-to-frame fit is a little loose. A
salty example of a rather scarce No. 1 1/2 variant. (138315-240LS6-35) {ANTIQUE} [Lewis T. Steadman Collection] (300/500)
2403 A H FOX STERLINGWORTH BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #64656, 12 ga., 28” barrels choked modified and full
with good to about very good bores showing remnants of light pitting and a number of small dings in the right tube with one
or two in the left. The barrels are primarily a dark gray, faded original blue patina with scattered oxidation and handling marks
from the years. The frame and triggerguard are a dull pewter gunmetal gray, also showing sparsely scattered light oxidation.
The checkered capped pistolgrip American walnut buttstock and splinter style forend rate good to about very good as refinished
years ago, with minor dings and handling marks, there are only remnants of the checkering pattern. There are the sticky remnants of a disintegrated recoil pad around the periphery of the butt, with some minor scratches here and there, the length of
pull to the bare wood is 13 3/4” with drops of 1 3/4” and 3 1/4”. The gun still locks up tight with the top lever slightly right of
center but with the faintest sliver of light visible between the left breech and standing breech. A good rainy day Fox awaiting
only your buttplate or recoil pad. (38883-4) {C&R}
(350/550)
2404 WINCHESTER MODEL 63 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #164925, 22 LR, 23” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue that is toning to brown and mixing with areas of light tool marks, handling wear, oxidation
and areas of minor pitting that are mostly toward the muzzle. The walnut stocks rate very good and have light to minor dings
and a few small checks and various handling marks. The buttstock has a few hairline cracks at the upper tang and a small chip
at the toe, there is also a vacant hole for a sling swivel. The correct style sights remain and receiver is grooved for mounts. An
about very good 1958-vintage example that has some minor cosmetic issues but should be a great shooter still. (46520-1892)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)
2405 CZ MODEL 527 AMERICAN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #B8149, 22 Hornet, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue that has a few light handling marks scattered about. The checkered walnut
stock rates excellent and has a few minor dings. There are no provisions for sights, a set of factory rings has been mounted to
the grooved receiver. A single detachable magazine is included. An excellent example of these classically designed rifles that
is in a terrific small bore caliber. (48856-17) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2406 VOLUNTEER ENTERPRISES COMMANDO MARK 45 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #63222, 45 ACP, 16 1/4” barrel
with false compensator and an excellent bore. The barrel and upper receiver retain about 97-98% original blue with some light
handling wear and some specks of light surface oxidation scattered about. The lower receiver has a similar amount of its original
japanned finish. The finned barrel sleeve and font sight have a purple hue. Carbine is equipped with a walnut vertical foregrip,
a stout pistolgrip and a fixed buttstock, all which rate very good with evidence of light sanding and only a small amount of original vanish remaining. The sights are intact and included is a single Thompson 30 round stick magazine. The magazine is
marked with a “V” and was made by Seymour Products. There is an epoxy residue over much of the magazine’s surface, this
does not affect its function. Overall a very good example of these Thompson style carbines. (48873-626) {MODERN}(400/600)
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2407 SAKO VIXEN SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #19947, 222 Rem, 23 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 60% original blue that is toning to brown. Most of the loss is due to minor to moderate oxidation and
pitting along the barrel, there are areas of wear along the edges as well and scattered oxidation and staining throughout. The
checkered walnut stock rates very good and has minor dings and scratches and other light handling marks throughout. The
stock features a left side cheek rest and has a hard rubber capped pistolgrip and buttplate and is equipped with sling swivels.
Mounted to the grooved Riihimaki receiver is a Lyman All-American 6X riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and
has very good optics. The scope has finish loss consistent with the rifle’s wear. An about very good example overall
that
would
likely
be
a
great
shooter
despite
its
cosmetic
issues.
(46520-1071)
{C&R}
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(400/600)
2408 GLOCK MODEL 17 GEN 3 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #CXM109US, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide has about 99% original Tenifer finish that has a few light handling marks. The finger groove frame rates excellent. Pistol
is equipped with the original factory sights and included are the original Tupperware style box with manual, loading tool,
cleaning tools and three magazines – one 17-round and two 10-round. An excellent pistol that appears to have seen little
use. (48850-2) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2409 CUSTOM MAUSER 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #68016, 8mm Mauser, 24” military barrel with an excellent bore.
The barreled action retains about 98% of a commercially applied blue finish that has a few light handling marks. The bottom
metal has much of its original arsenal blue that is fading to gray, the set screws are no longer present. The checkered walnut
Monte Carlo style Bishop stock rates excellent and has a few light dings and other handling marks. The stock features an
ebony forend tip, a hard rubber checkered pistolgrip cap and buttplate and sling swivels. A Lyman ring style ramp sight has
been mounted to the muzzle, there is no rear sight present. A Stith adjustable mount has been mounted to the receiver and
holds a Kollmorgen Bear Cub 6X riflescope. The scope features a post and crosshair reticle and has excellent optics. The
safety has been modified for use with a scope. A very good example that would make a terrific woods rifle. (46520-1744)
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
2410 PLAINFIELD MACHINE CO. M1 PARATROOPER SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #33988, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with some light edge wear, a few light handling marks
and some light specks of oxidation scattered about. The walnut stock rates excellent and features a foregrip and pistolgrip
and has a wire collapsible butt. The stock is also equipped with a vented metal handguard. The original sights remain intact
and included are two factory 15-round magazines. An excellent example of these commercial M1 Carbines by Plainfield who
used many GI parts in their production. (48873-690) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2411 CENTURY ARMS CETME SPORTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #C52791, 308 Win, 19 1/2’’ barrel with compensator
that has a very good freckled bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% arsenal finish with areas of light handling wear
throughout. The hardwood stocks and synthetic grip rate near excellent and have some light handling marks. The original
sights remain intact and included is a military style leather sling and safety warning tag. The action appears to lock-up periodically in the closed position and may need attention from a qualified armorer. There is no magazine present, but replacements are available. A near excellent example overall of these popular H&K clones. (48873-725) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2412 CUSTOM RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #110-43938, 22 LR, 18 1/2” pre-warning barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with areas of light edge and handling wear along with some specks
of light surface oxidation throughout. Rifle is fitted to a Bishop walnut Mannlicher style stock with left side cheek rest that
rates excellent and has a few light dings. The original sights remain intact and a Bushnell 3X-7X Custom .22 scope is mounted
to the receiver. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has very good optics. The trigger assembly has been removed and
has been disassembled, it is not known if all the parts are present. A single factory magazine is included. A classy 10/22
with lots of potential. (48873-710) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2413 SEARS TED WILLIAMS MODEL 100 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #V147764, 30-30, 20” barrel with a very good bore
that is lightly freckled and has a few areas of very light oxidation scattered throughout. The barrel, magazine, lever, bolt and
hammer retain about 90% original blue with light handling and edge wear and a few specks of light oxidation and some light
tool marks scattered about. The receiver is a mottled brown with fine pinpricking over most of its surface. The walnut forearm
rates near excellent and has some light dings and usual wear. The hardwood buttstock rates about very good and has a small
repair and an additional crack at the upper tang on the left side. The original hard rubber “SEARS” buttplate remains intact,
as do the original sights. The action appears to function correctly and should make a decent shooter. (48873-616) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2414 WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #3731341, 30-30, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 75-80% of the original blue that has light handling marks and tool marks as well as areas of light surface
oxidation throughout. The majority of the loss is visible on the receiver which is flaking to a mottled gray and has some light
pinprick pitting. The walnut forearm rates near excellent and has some light dings and handling marks. The buttstock rates
fair to good and has been sanded and a large repair has been performed in the wrist area on the left side. There are gaps
along the sides of the tangs and the metal sits proud of the wood. The original sights are intact, minus the front sight hood
and additional holes have been tapped in the left side of the receiver for mounts. The action appears to still function correctly
and overall this would be a good shooter or possible candidate for restoration. (48873-564) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2415 U.S. MODEL 1903-A3 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SMITH CORONA (SPORTERIZED) serial #3633404, 30-06, 24”
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of a commercially applied blue finish that has a mottled
appearance in some areas. The bolt remains in-the-white, the handle has some light oxidation around the knob. The military
hardwood stock has been modified for sporting use with the forend shortened, the pistolgrip and comb reshaped and a vented Pachmayr White Line recoil pad added. The front sight has a large replacement sight blade, the rear sight has been
removed and Weaver bases have been mounted to the receiver. A set of Weaver 1” rings and a leather sporting sling is included.
A very good example that should make a great woods rifle when coupled with the right optics.
(48853-6) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2416 U.S. MODEL 1903 MK I BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD (SPORTERIZED) serial #1154472, 30-06, 24”
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% arsenal parkerized finish that is toning to brown. There
is some loss around the end of the barrel and muzzle. The Supreme walnut Monte Carlo stock rates excellent and has a few
small dings, abrasions and other light handling marks. The stock features a capped pistolgrip and has a hard rubber buttplate.
The front sight is a sporting ramp with a Marbles blade, a Lyman adjustable rear sight with aperture has been mounted to the
rear of the receiver. The receiver has the Pedersen cutout on the left side. A very good example overall that would be a great
woods rifle as-is or possibly could be restored to its original military configuration. (48873-646) {MODERN}
(200/300)
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2417 SAVAGE ANSCHUTZ MATCH 64 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #487115, 22 LR, 26” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue that is toning to brown and have a few light handling marks. The hardwood
Monte Carlo stock rates about very good and has several minor scratches and some minor cracking and crazing to the varnish.
The target stock features a wide body and has a palm swell pistolgrip, adjustable buttplate and aluminum hand stop. Rifle is
equipped with the correct factory micrometer sights. A terrific 1964-dated rifle that may benefit from a light stock restoration
but would make a terrific shooter as-is. (48873-618) {C&R}
(300/500)
2418 WINCHESTER MODEL 75 TARGET BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #59949, 22 LR, 28” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue that has some light tool marks and areas of scattered light surface oxidation
throughout. The walnut target stock shows evidence of light sanding with added finish and light handling marks throughout.
A front globe sight is included but not installed, a Williams rear aperture sight is mounted to the receiver and the barrel has
target blocks installed. The left side of the receiver is also tapped for mounts and a wood hand stop has been installed on
the forearm rail. A single detachable magazine is included. A great target rifle in very good to near excellent condition that
needs very little to be put into service. (48873-657) {C&R}
(300/500)
2419 WINCHESTER MODEL 75 BOLT ACTION TARGET RIFLE serial #10353, 22 LR, 28" barrel with an excellent bore. The
receiver has been disassembled but contains most, if not all, of its parts. The barrel and action retain 95% original blue finish
with scattered light oxidation throughout. The remaining metal surfaces are a grayish brown mix with a few specks of surface
oxidation and traces of original blue finish visible in protected areas. The pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good with light
dings and handling marks. There are no sights present, but target blocks have been mounted to the barrel. An about very
good example overall that would likely be worth investing some time to make is into a working rifle again.
(48873-704) {C&R}
(100/200)
2420 WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 25” barrel with an excellent bore. The receiver has been disassembled and it is not known if all the parts are present. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is lightly
flaking to brown, there are areas of loss and light tool marks noted along the barrel. The walnut stock rates very good and
has light handling marks throughout. The original target sights remain intact and a single detachable magazine is included.
An about very good example that would likely make a decent shooter after being gone through and reassembled by a competent gunsmith familiar with vintage Winchesters. (48873-679) {C&R}
(50/100)
2421 CUSTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 52B BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #46458B, 22 LR, 26 3/8” tapered barrel with an
excellent bore. The action has been disassembled and most, if not all, the parts are believed to be present. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue and have scattered light oxidation throughout. The loss primarily is around the triggerguard which has been stamped “N” and “N.319423”, possibly a rack number or inventory number for a shooting club. The
walnut stock has been modified and a wood extension added at the butt along with a Pachmayr White Line rifle pad. The
wood rates near excellent and has a few light dings and small handling marks. The pistolgrip is marked with the same number
as is found on the triggerguard and a composite handstop is affixed to the forearm rail. There are no sights present, a set of
target blocks have been mounted to the barrel. A very good example with lots of potential that would be worth restoring.
(48873-641) {C&R}
(200/300)
2422 SIG SAUER MODEL 1911-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F170407, 22 LR, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original matte blue finish that has a few light handling marks along the slide. The stippled rosewood grips rate excellent. The original three-dot sights remain intact and included are a single magazine and a Blackhawk
size 04 black nylon belt holster. An excellent condition example. (48850-4) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2423 MOSSBERG 500ATP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J128306, 12 ga, 20" ventilated rib barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish that has light wear, light specks of oxidation and a few small
scratches. The original hardwood buttstock and forend rate excellent, both have a few light handling marks and small dings.
The barrel is threaded for chokes and included is a full Win-Choke. The barrel is equipped with a brass bead front sight. The
ideal choice for turkey and deer hunting in shotgun only areas. (48970-5) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2424 NAGOYA TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #(series 27)92186, 257 Roberts, 22” Winchester Model 54
barrel with an excellent bore. The receiver retains most of its arsenal finish and the markings are mostly visible, the mum has
been lightly filed but is still mostly visible. The barrel is mostly a mottled gray and has some speckled light surface oxidation.
The bolt has been modified and the handle been swept back. The military hardwood stock has been modified for sporting
use and has some light dings and is fitted with an Iver Johnson hard rubber buttplate. The barrel has its original ramp style
front sight and a Lyman adjustable rear sight is mounted to the receiver. (48970-4) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2425 SAVAGE MODEL 19 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
plus original blue with only a couple tiny nicks and impact marks, the bolt remains bright. The plain hardwood pistolgrip fingergroove stock rates very good plus to near excellent with light scratches. Rifle is sighted with a standard front sight,
adjustable aperture rear sight and a single factory magazine is included. (58995-3) {C&R}
(175/275)
2426 SAVAGE MODEL 19 NRA BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #45309, 22 LR, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
retains 99% original blue with the triggerguard toning to brown with traces of original blue; the bolt body remains bright with
light operational wear, the handle showing fine staining. The plain hardwood pistolgrip military style stock rates excellent with
a thin scratch at the left heel and a couple light blemishes. Rifle is sighted with standard front sight, adjustable aperture rear
sight and a single factory magazine is included. (58995-2) {C&R}
(175/275)
2427 RUGER MODEL 10/22 INTERNATIONAL SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #241-86009, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with only a tiny thin scratch in the left side of the receiver. The checkered birch Mannlicher style stock rates near excellent with a few light blemishes. Rifle is equipped with standard sight and a Bushnell Sportview 3-9x32 mm scope with duplex reticle and clear optics has been installed. Single factory
magazine is included. (58994-1) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2428 MARLIN MODEL 989 M2 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE 22 LR, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original with some scattered fine staining and edge wear on the receiver, the adjustable rear sight shows tiny dings
from being adjusted. The plain walnut pistolgrip stock and carbine style handguard rate excellent. A single factory magazine
is included. (58986-2) {MODERN}
(50/100)
2429 RUGER MODEL 77/22 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #700-44160, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue, the bolt body remains bright and is numbered to the gun on the underside. The
checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good plus to near excellent with light handling marks. Equipped with standard
sights and an integral scope base receiver, a single factory magazine is included. (58986-5) {MODERN}
(400/600)
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2430 RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #126-53099, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with scattered fine oxidation and light edge wear along the receiver. The plain
pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good with light handling marks and a spot of flaking on the right side of the forearm.
A single factory magazine is included. (58986-3) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2431 BROWNING AUTO-5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #117038. 16 ga., 23 1/2" matte rib barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore marked 2 9/16" but chambered to 2 3/4". The metal surfaces retain 92-95% evenly thinning original
blue toning to brown with some scattered fine staining and light edge wear. The trigger and front mounted safety retain
most of their gold plate toning to bright silver along the spines. The barrel is numbered to another gun. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate about very good with a 2" crack in the rear of the forearm and minor handling
marks in an added light varnish. The front of the forearm is marked "BROWNING / 3 / SHOT”. A very good 1938 pre-war
Auto-5. (59051-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
2432 BERETTA MODEL 412 FOLDING SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #C23587, 20 ga., 27 1/2" barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue, the loss due to contact wear on the
frame hinge and the triggerguard toning to pewter. The top flat of the octagonal breech is engraved with huntress Diana.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good plus with light handling marks, the buttstock fitted
with a grooved steel buttplate. (58986-7) {MODERN}
(175/275)
2433 DAKIN MODEL 100 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #99206, 20 ga., 27 1/2" barrels choked modified and full
with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue, the edges of the breech, forearm iron and triggerguard have light scroll engraving. The silver coined frame has mellowed only slightly and is engraved with decorative
foliate scroll. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and beavertail forearm rate excellent with a few very light blemishes. Equipped with dual triggers, extractors and an automatic sliding safety, the lockup remains tight and the top lever
rests at center. (59048-17) {MODERN}
(200/400)

2434 COLT STAGECOACH
SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 16" barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine
tube retain about 95-98% original blue with scattered spots of light
oxidation, more prevalent on the hooded front sight. The alloy receiver retains 99%
applied black enamel over remnants of scattered fine pitting, the stagecoach scene no longer present. The plain pistolgrip hardwood stock and forend rate excellent and a leather military style sling is in place.
(59033-4) {MODERN} [John Williams Collection]
(100/200)

2435 COLT COLTEER 4-22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 19 1/2" barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine retain 98% original
blue with sparsely scattered oxidation. The alloy receiver retains 97-98% original black
anodized finish with light nicks and scratches. The plain hardwood pistolgrip stock rates
near excellent with light handling marks. (59033-3) {MODERN} [John Williams Collection]
(150/250)

2436 COLT STAGECOACH SEMI-AUTO SADDLE RING CARBINE
22 LR, 16" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine retain
98% original blue with sparse specks of light oxidation. The anodized receiver retains 98% original black anodized finish with a couple tiny thin scratches. The left side of the receiver retains about 95% gold fill in the roll
engraved stagecoach holdup scene and all the gold fill on the right side.
The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent
with a couple light handling marks. Leather thong and saddle ring are
in place, the saddle ring has spots of very light oxidation. (59033-5) {MODERN} [John Williams Collection]
(200/300)

2437 COLT COLTEER 1-22 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 LR,
22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-98%
thinning original blue with scattered fine oxidation and light silvering along the edges and muzzle. The plain hardwood pistolgrip stock rates about very good with a few light handling and
scattered flaking along the belly of the stock. Installed on the receiver is a Coltmaster Jr. 4X scope with
crosshair reticle and clear optics. (59033-2) {C&R} [John Williams Collection]
(200/300)
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2438 BROWNING BAR-22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #00713RT166, 22 LR, 20 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% plus original blue. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent retaining
all their original gloss finish. The front sight has been replaced with Marbles orange blade but the brass bead dovetail front
sight is included. (58979-4) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2439 COLT COLTSMAN SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #62738, 16 ga., 28" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% original blue with scattered specks of light oxidation. The aluminum receiver retains 9798% original black anodized finish with some scattered fine oxidation. The plain walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forearm
rate very good with light handling marks and spots of very light flaking.
(59033-1) {C&R}
[John Williams Collection]
(150/250)
2440 CVA OPTIMA V2 INLINE MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial .50 cal., 209 ignition, 26" fluted stainless steel barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The matte stainless steel barrel and frame rate excellent with some sparse light staining. The
checkered Realtree Xtra Green thumbhole synthetic stock and forend rate excellent. Included is a factory installed
KonusPro 3-9x40 mm scope equipped with a ballistic crosshair reticle and clear optics and a Palmsaver aluminum ramrod.
(58950-29S21587) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2441 REMINGTON MODEL 870LH WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #S399020V, 12 ga., 20" smoothbore slug barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this left-handed shotgun retain about 98% original
blue with light contact wear on the magazine tube. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate excellent.
Shotgun is sighted with standard open sporting sights. (58941-39) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2442 RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #235-66013, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces rate near excellent with some tiny impact marks and light edge wear along the receiver. The
checkered black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with light handling marks. The solid scope base is in place,
there is no magazine present. (58950-9S21576) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2443 HENRY GOLDEN BOY LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #GB229591, 22 S,L,LR, 20" octagon barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The iron surfaces retain 99% plus original blue with barrel marking retaining all its original gilt. The frame, barrel
band and buttplate retaining all their polished mirror gloss finish. The plain straight grip walnut buttstock and forend rate
excellent. The rifle is sighted with a gold bead front sight and adjustable sporting rear sight. Included is the original factory cardboard box with test target, manual and catalog. (58979-5) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2444 MARLIN MODEL 336 RC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #AD68727, 35 Rem., 20" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces on this JM marked carbine retain about 95-98% evenly thinning original blue with light edge wear
and a couple light scratches and impact marks; the trigger retaining much original gold plate. The plain walnut buttstock
and forend rate excellent with a couple light handling marks. Carbine is sighted with a standard hooded front sight and
adjustable sporting rear sight and an extra long solid scope base and swivel studs have been installed. (59034-2) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2445 REMINGTON MODEL 742 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #35585, 30-06, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue, the loss due to light carry wear on the underside of the barrel, triggerguard
and edge wear. The plain walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forearm rate good to about very good with light handling
marks and areas of moderately flaking added varnish also present on the sides of the metal buttplate. Equipped with standard sights, two-piece bases have been installed and included are two factory magazines and a pair of Leupold Detacho
scope rings. (59034-3) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2446 WESTERNFIELD MODEL 550ABR SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #G151329, 12 ga., 26" ventilated rib C-Lect
choke equipped barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine retain 95-98% original blue with a few thin
scratches and spots of light oxidation. The roll engraved alloy receiver retains 98% anodized finish with scattered tiny nicks
and scratches. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate near excellent with a few light handling marks.
(59021-2) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2447 SPRINGFIELD MODEL 15 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 22" barrel with a very good bright bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation and light muzzle and bolt
contact wear. The plain checkered hardwood pistolgrip stock rates good to very good with handling marks, flaking varnish
and the buttplate no longer present. (59002-2) {MODERN}
(50/100)

2448 WINCHESTER MODEL 54 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #43718A, 30-06, 20" barrel with a good bore with moderate pitting and oxidation
the entire length still showing defined rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 85%
original blue, the loss primarily silver wear along the barrel, most of the triggerguard and floorplate, edge wear and scattered light scratches and a patch of cleaned pitting on the bolt knob. The bolt is
DC-penciled to the arm and the receiver is drilled and tapped with filler screws present. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates fair to good with a 4" thin crack in the wrist starting at the upper tang and continuing down the right
side, numerous dings, handling marks, scratches and flaking finish. The stock has been fitted with a Hawkins ventilated
rubber recoil pad and the rifle is sighted with a standard brass bead front sight (minus the hood) and sporting rear sight,
sling swivels are in place. (58856-30) {C&R}
(400/600)
2449 SAVAGE MODEL 6A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
90-92% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation staining; the aluminum triggerguard has
toned to dark pewter.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent with light handling marks.
(59002-9) {C&R}
(50/100)
2450 MOSSBERG MODEL 695 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #M012421, 12 ga, 22" ported rifled bore barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original matte finish with scattered light scratches and rubs.
The pistolgrip black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent with light handling marks. Equipped with open sights and a
single factory magazine, a Simmons Prohunter 2-7x32 scope with duplex reticle and clear optics has been mounted on seethrough mounts. (58950-13S21584) {MODERN}
(150/250)
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2451 WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 90-95% original blue thinning to brown with scattered spots of oxidation and light muzzle and edge wear. The
plain walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good with light handling marks. (58958-55) {C&R}
(100/250)
2452 RUGER M77 FLAT BOLT RIFLE serial #70-03426, 308 Win., 22" single line pre-warning barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original finish, loss due to light wear along the edges. The body has been nicely
jeweled and the handle polished bright with faint traces of original blue in the protected edges; the handle is electric penciled
to the gun on the underside. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with light handling marks and spots
of staining along the left side of the butt. Mounted in the factory rings is a Weaver K4 scope equipped with a crosshair reticle
and clear optics. (58947-10D34324) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2453 MARLIN ORIGINAL GOLDEN 39A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #72023411, 24" microgroove barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original blue with some scattered spots of light oxidation, light scratches
and muzzle wear. The "ORIGINAL GOLDEN-39A" markings showing traces of gold gilt and the trigger retains most of its
gold plate flaking lightly on the left rear edge. The plain walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with light
handling marks and spots of flaking. Rifle is equipped with a gold bead front sight (minus the hood) and standard sporting
rear, a scope base and swivel studs have been installed. (58950-7S21574) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2454 NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER SB1 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #NH487411, 20 ga., 25 1/2" plain
barrel choked full with a very good showing some light staining. The barrel retains about 95-97% original blue with scattered
spots of oxidation and light muzzle wear. The frame retains about 98% original case colors muting lightly on the belly with
scattered fine oxidation. The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and schnabel forend rate very good plus with light edge
wear and handling marks. (58947-7D34317) {MODERN}
(40/60)
2455 WINCHESTER MODEL 04 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,EL, 21" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95-98% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown, loss due primarily to fading along the triggerguard, light scratches and muzzle wear and sparsely scattered fine oxidation staining. The plain straight grip gumwood stock with schnabel
forend rates very good with light handling marks, edge wear and flaking original varnish. (58865-73) {C&R}
(350/550)
2456 THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #490320, .50 cal., 28" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel retains about 98% original blue with some light edge wear and light surface oxidation
particularly. The lock retains 95% original case colors with light fading and oxidation on the hammer; The patchbox, buttplate
and other brass hardware have a nicely tarnished brass patina. The walnut stock rates very good with light handling marks.
The rifle is sighted with standard sights and what appears to be a proper composite ramrod is in place. (59034-8)
{ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2457 REMINGTON MODEL 1100 MAGNUM SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M555594M, 12 ga., 30" ventilated rib barrel
choked full with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light oxidation. The checked
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate excellent retaining all their original satin finish and butt is fitted with a factory
ventilated rubber recoil pad. (59034-4) {MODERN}
(350/500)
2458 ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #922793, 20 ga., 26" Simmons ventilated rib
barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue toning to brown with
scattered light oxidation and gray fading from contact wear along the magazine tube and muzzle and edge wear. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate good overall with handling marks and patches of flaking finish; the buttstock
is fitted with a slightly compressed factory ventilated rubber recoil pad. (59035-6) {C&R}
(100/200)
2459 BROWNING AUTO-5 SWEET SIXTEEN SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #X65500, 16 ga., 27 1/2" plain barrel choked
full with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered light scratches and impact marks,
majority of loss due to wear along the belly of the receiver, muzzle and edge wear; the hammer retains most of its gold plate
toning to silver along the front. The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forearm rate about very good with
a few deep scratches in the buttstock, handling marks and worn finish on the rear left side of the forearm from case storage.
The horn buttplate shows light edge wear and sling swivels have been installed. (58950-16S20688) {C&R}
(400/600)
2460 CUSTOM SAVAGE MODEL 10 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #C620368, 308 Win., 20" shortened bull barrel with with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel has been shortened and reinstalled and the detachable box magazine replaced with a magazine box and follower from a different arm. The metal surfaces retain 99% added blue, most likely applied at the time of customizing. The aftermarket walnut Monte Carlo style stock rates about very good with flaking added finish and has been fitted
with an undersized gripcap and a solid rubber buttplate with lightly worn edges. The barrel has no provision for sights and
the bolt is no longer present. (58950-5S11572) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2461 SAVAGE MODEL 19H BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #206271, 22 Hornet, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95-98% original blue, loss due to light fading and oxidation on the triggerguard and light wear along the
muzzle. The plain walnut pistolgrip military stock rates near excellent with light handling marks. The front and rear sights
have been removed but are included and installed is a Weaver V 4.5-II 1.5-4.5 scope with duplex reticle and clear optics in
Weaver two-piece rings and bases. Included are the previously mention Lyman 77R globe style front sight with inserts,
adjustable aperture rear sight with mounting screws and four factory magazines. (59035-4) {C&R}
(150/300)
2462 MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #16318873, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue, loss due to light nicks and edge wear along the receiver. The plain hardwood pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with light handling marks. The original sights are in place and mounted on the receiver is a
Simmons 3-9x40 mm scope with duplex reticle and clear optics. (59002-5) {MODERN}
(50/100 )
2463 FOREHAND ARMS TAKEDOWN SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #78609, 12 ga., 30" plain decarbonized steel
barrel with an about very good lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are an overall brown and gray patina with sparsely
scattered spots of oxidation and a few light impact marks. The plain walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
good overall with thin cracks through the top and bottom of the wrist, a tiny hole in the left side of the wrist along with worn
splintered edges and handling marks, the buttplate is no longer present. The lockup is a bit loose and there is some considerable space between the barrel and frame. (59036-10) {C&R}
(20/40)
2464 WINCHESTER MODEL 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #140855, 22 LR, 22" barrel with tubular magazine and a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original blue with a couple tiny light surface nicks and some sparse very
fine staining on the receiver. The plain walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent with some light dents and handling marks.
(59004-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2465 WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial
#2408412, 30-30 Win., 20 barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% original blue, the loss due to light toning on the
underside of the frame, a couple light scratches and edge wear and a spot of oxidation
on the lower left rear corner and upper right rear corner of the frame. The plain walnut stock and forend rate
near excellent with a small dent in the top right side of the wrist and a couple other light handling marks. Carbine is
sighted with a standard hooded front sight, sporting rear sight and a checkered steel shotgun style buttplate. A near excellent
pre '64 94 carbine all-in-all. (59004-4) {C&R}
(400/600)
2466 IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION TOP SNAP SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #69482, 12 ga., 27 1/2" plain twist steel
barrel with an about very good bore remaining bright but showing pitting and oxidation. The barrel is toning to an overall
brown and gray patina with scattered spots of oxidation and perhaps 80% damascus scene remaining. The frame retains
about 95-98% dull original nickel with scattered light oxidation, thin scratches and flaking along the edges; the forearm iron
retains about 90% matching nickel flaking to dark brown. The plain walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate fair
with a 3 1/2" flexing crack in the bottom of the wrist from the lower tang through the grip, smaller on either side of the upper
tang and numerous light dents and handling marks. The forearm is in place but is a bit loose, the lockup remains tight.
(59036-7) {C&R}
(40/85)
2467 BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO. MODEL 12/15 SINGLE SHOT TARGET RIFLE serial #P71075, 22 LR, 29" heavy
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 70% reapplied blue finish that has mostly faded to smoky gray
with the lever and triggerguard thinned to brown, high edge wear, oxidation blemishes on the barrel and strongly thinning finish on most surfaces. There are strong case-hardened colors present on the breech block. The smooth pistolgrip cheekpiece
buttstock rates excellent as refinished. The length of pull has been reduced to 13 5/8" and the BSA marked hard rubber
buttplate is proud of the stock in several areas but rates excellent. The wide smooth factory forend rates about excellent as
refinished and modified with a few light dings and dents. The hand stop rail has been removed and an aluminum filler added
with several holes professionally plugged and blended. The front sight is missing but an unmarked folding receiver sight is
present on the upper tang, it has an overtravel stop on the triggerguard and a pair of sling studs are present. This gun only
needs a front sight to get it ready for the range. The BSA small bore rifles had a reputation for accuracy and this should provide years of service. (86520-1076) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(150/400)
2468 GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #23558701, 22 LR, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light high edge wear, a few scratches and other
handling marks. The impressed checkered one-piece hardwood Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates about very good plus as
lightly re-varnished with scattered light handling marks. The checkered synthetic buttplate rates near excellent. The rifle features a post front sight, step adjustable rear sight, receiver grooved for scope and tubular magazine. (88873-580) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2469 J. STEVENS MODEL 37 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN, 410 Bore, 24" barrel choked full with scattered
light oxidation and pitting in the bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with the receiver starting to thin,
muzzle wear and other handling marks. The smooth one-piece pistolgrip hardwood stock rates near excellent as lightly sanded and refinished with fine sanding lines and a few handling marks. The steel buttplate rates about excellent with 95% finish
remaining. (88865-6) {C&R}
(50/100)
2470 SAVAGE-ANSCHUTZ MARK 10B BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT TARGET RIFLE serial #837571A, 22 LR, 26" heavy
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue with most of the loss at the muzzle, receiver
and triggerguard. Additionally, the blue finish on the barrel shows considerable thinning under strong light plus scattered
handling marks. The one-piece pistolgrip hardwood stock with cheekpiece rates about very good as lightly refinished showing scattered light dents and dings. The grooved synthetic buttplate rates about very good with light handling wear. The rifle
has a number of desirable features for the target shooter such as: seven position hand stop rail, sling swivel on the butt,
grooved receiver, globe front sight and micro adjustable receiver sight with target knobs. The iron sights are easily removed
and scope substituted. The trigger is typical Anschutz target quality. A great upstart gun for the aspiring target shooter.
(86520-2753) {MODERN} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
2471 WINCHESTER MODEL 75 BOLT ACTION TARGET RIFLE serial #45285, 22 LR, 28" heavy barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1999-made rifle retain about 40-50% original blue that has been moderately cleaned over most of
the surfaces. They are now a mix of pewter and blue with oxidation stains, fine scratches and other handling marks. The onepiece pistolgrip walnut factory stock rates about very good as refinished and repaired. There is a repair to a small crack on
the right side of the stock below the safety in addition to scattered light dents and dings. The checkered steel buttplate rates
near excellent with light handling marks. The rifle features a six-position hand stop rail, Lyman Model 58E receiver sight and
globe front sight. It includes a single five-round magazine and leather sling. It will make a fine shooter or nice project rifle.
(88865-51) {C&R}
(150/300)
2472 HOWA MODEL 1500 BOLT ACTION LIGHTNING COMBINATION RIFLE serial #B127230, 204 Ruger, 22" barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish with a few scratches. The raised panel coarse
checkered one-piece synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent. The rifle features a factory mounted Norinco ZJ 3-9X 40mm
rubber armor coated scope with clear optics and four plex reticle. The rifle includes a factory box correctly end-labeled and
numbered to the gun, manual, pair of scope covers and a hang tag on the triggerguard. This rifle does not appear to have
seen a lot of use and should be a fun shooter and great varmint gun. (88873-648) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2473 SWEDISH MODEL 1896 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS (SPORTERIZED) serial #323804, 6.5x55mm
Swedish, 26" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% arsenal blue with light high edge wear,
scratches and a few oxidation blemishes. The replacement one-piece skip line checkered pistolgrip synthetic stock rates
excellent. There is no buttplate or recoil pad but an unmarked leather slip-on recoil pad was installed. A long Williams style
front sight base is installed but the front sight is missing. The original rear sight base is present but the sight leaf is gone.
There is a set of split mounts installed but one screw is missing on the rear base. The bolt parts and bolt release are numbered to the gun but the magazine floorplate is not.
The rifle also includes a second two-piece scope
mount set. (88799-29) {MODERN}
(150/350)
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2474 STEVENS MODEL 940C BREAK-OPEN SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN, 20 ga., 19 1/2" cut down barrel with an oxidized
and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel and triggerguard are covered in oxidation with the occasional spot of original blue showing. The black enamel finish of the receiver rates about very good with about 90% remaining the rest having
oxidized. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip buttstock rates good as lightly sanded with a chip missing from the toe. The
hard rubber buttplate rates fair with light wear but the toe is chipped. The smooth hardwood forend rates about very good
as lightly sanded with a long shallow gouge along the bottom. The hammer is stuck in the cocked position, the barrel
release is frozen and the gun will not close and lock. (88832-15) {MODERN}
(5/15)
2475 LAURONA OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #58223, 12 ga., 28" ventilated rib barrels choked full and modified with
excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with most of the loss due to handling wear on the
receiver and a few oxidation stains, however the barrel finish is thinning when viewed under strong light. The skip-line
checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates near excellent with a few light handling marks. The ventilated rubber recoil pad
appears later added with a length of pull of 14 1/2" and rates about excellent. The skip-line checkered walnut forend rates
excellent. The shotgun is equipped with double triggers, extractors and tang mounted safety. (86520-3498) {MODERN}
[Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
2476 REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #X195068M, 12 ga., 20" fully rifled barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 2 3/4" chambered shotgun retain about 97% original blue finish with scattered light handling marks, hints of brown mixed with the finish on the matte receiver, a few minor oxidation stains and light
operational wear. The factory buttstock has been changed to a side folding pistolgrip metal and polymer constructed stock
by Choate Machine & Tool with a Choate marked rubber recoil pad. The replacement buttstock and recoil pad rates excellent as does the replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr forend. The shotgun features factory ramp mounted post and
bead front sight, fully adjustable "U" notch rear sight, Choate Machine & Tool magazine extension with tube brace / sling
swivel and a sling swivel mounted on the top of the buttstock. This gun should be capable of fine accuracy with modern
slug loads designed for fully rifled barrels. (88926-63) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2477 AMERICAN ARMS BREAK OPEN SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #0206437, 10 ga., 26 5/8" plain barrel with and
excellent bore and screw-in choke. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original matte blue finish with scattered light
scratches and other handling marks. The grooved pistolgrip hardwood buttstock rates near excellent with a few light handling marks, a "run" in the original finish on the toe and a poor fit at the receiver. It appears an attempt was made by either
the factory or later owner to fill this gap with a hard lacquer-like substance. The buttplate was replaced with an excellent
condition Browning marked ventilated recoil pad providing a 14 7/8" length of pull. The grooved hardwood forend is quite
hand filling and rates excellent. The front bead is missing but should be easily replaced, the gun features a crossbolt safety
and is provided with a single screw in full choke. (88926-64) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2478 CUSTOM REMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #343358, 12 ga., 19 7/8" shortened solid rib barrel with an excellent bore choked cylinder. This gun has had its barrel cut back plus the stocks have been refinished and
painted black. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue finish with moderate edge wear, heavy wear on the tangs,
receiver toning to a purplish gray plus assembly marks and other handling wear. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock rates
fair to good as refinished with scattered light handling marks, a chip in the black paint and a 3/4" wide X 2 1/2" long chip
of walnut missing from the toe. The black hard rubber buttplate with Remington logo rates fair with very light wear but the
bottom is broken off, obviously done when the toe was chipped. The checkered forend rates about very good as refinished
with light handling marks and a few light chips at the receiver juncture which occurred prior to the refurbish. The shotgun
has a build-up of an unidentified synthetic material in lieu of a bead, it is equipped with sling swivel studs and the magazine
spring retainer is missing having been replaced with a wood plug. This gun was obviously set up for defensive use and a
few minutes work on the butt will have it "up and running" as is or a more professional repair of the stock could be sought.
(88926-50) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2479 ROCK RIVER ARMS MODEL LAR-15 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #KT1003725, 5.56x45mm NATO, 20" fluted heavy
barrel with an excellent bore. This A2 style rifle is missing a number of parts. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original
Parkerized finish with the only loss found on the barrel section under the forend and a few handling marks. The A2 style
buttstock is complete and rates excellent as does the A2 style pistolgrip. The upper is not maker marked but the forge
mark is "FK" (FNMI/Kaiser Aluminum) and is possibly a Bushmaster. The Bushmaster barrel is marked "B MP 5.56 NATO
1/9 H BAR". There is no handguard present and it is also missing the trigger assembly, safety assembly, bolt and bolt
carrier. This would be a good project rifle for your first time AR build or into a precision rifle.
(88926-42) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2480 COLT WOODSMAN MATCH TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #108460-S, 22 LR, 6" full lug heavy barrel with an
excellent bore. This 1952-produced second series pistol retains about 60% original blue with moderate to heavy high edge
and handling wear, scattered light scratches and the remainder of the finish thinning to a blue-gray tone. The checkered
thumb rest synthetic factory grips with Rampant Colt logo on the right panel rates very good to excellent with light handling
marks. This pistol features an undercut Patridge front sight, Coltmaster adjustable rear sight and browning-style frame
mounted magazine release. The gun includes a single factory magazine. If you want a Match Target for range use, this is
it. (88841-1) {C&R}
(300/500 )
2481 SMITH & WESSON K-38 TARGET MASTERPIECE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #K238112, 38 Special, 6"
factory replacement barrel with an excellent bore. This 1955-made five-screw pre-model 14 revolver retains about 99%
original and non-factory reapplied blue finish with a faint turn ring on the cylinder, old pitting under the new finish and a
few handling marks. The barrel is a replacement with original finish but all other parts have been re-blued. The .500" target hammer has rich case-hardened colors but the service trigger has been light polished and remains in-the-white with
light marks on the right side. The diamond checkered walnut factory grips with silver S&W medallions rate about very good
to excellent as modified. The frontstrap section of both panels have later added non-factory checkering that rates fair in
execution. The revolver features a Patridge front sight with red insert and a factory black blade micro adjustable rear sight.
The gun still times and locks up correctly, all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun with the exception of the
un-numbered later added barrel and there are no factory rework marks. This should be a fine shooter and if your eyes "are
getting a little long in the tooth" you will appreciate the red insert post front sight. (88904-34) {C&R}
(300/500)
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2482 ITHACA MODEL 37 D.S. POLICE SPECIAL SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371725651, 12 ga., 20" deer slayer
barrel with an excellent bore. The deer slayer barrels were straight bored to within a few thousands of an inch of the standard factory slugs for greater accuracy. The metal surfaces of this 1981-made shotgun retain about 90% original Pakerized
finish with fine freckling covering the metal fairly evenly in addition to light pitting, scratches and operational wear. The
smooth walnut factory pistolgrip buttstock rates about excellent with few minor blemishes. The Ithaca marked hard rubber
buttplate rates very good plus with light scuffing on the heel. The "corn cob" grooved walnut factory forend rates excellent.
The shotgun features a fiber optic front sight on a ramp, step adjustable factory rear sight missing the step adjustment.
The receiver has been drilled and tapped with a set of see-thru "Kwik Site" mounts holding a Redfield "Widefield" 4X36mm scope with fine crosshair and clear optics. The barrel is marked "D.S. POLICE SPECIAL", there is a sling swivel
mount in the front and flush mount sling swivel on the buttstock. The smoothbore Deer Slayers had a reputation for fine
accuracy due to their tight bore dimensions. (88945-6) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2483 REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE, 22 LR, 19 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of this 1963-made gun retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with most of the loss to the non-ferrous front
sight plus a few light handling marks on the barrel. The checkered one-piece Zytel pistolgrip stock rates good to very good
with a few light scuffs, scratches and other handling marks plus a roughly 1/2" triangular chip missing from the top handguard in front of the rear sight. (88944-30) {C&R}
(200/400)
2484 SMITH & WESSON REGULATION POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #31583, 38 S&W, 4" barrel with a
frosted bore. This pre-war Regulation Police retains about 80% original blue with the grip frame toned to brown, moderate
edge wear, scratches, freckling and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service trigger and hammer are toning to gray showing
a few strong case-hardened colors with light operational wear and freckling. The diamond checkered stepped factory grips
rate about fair to good with light wear on the left panel but heavy wear on the right plus there is a small check on the left
panel backstrap extending from the cut for the step. The hammer and mainspring have been removed and the gun will
need professional attention. (88544-27D32568) {C&R}
(150/250)
2485 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON "22 SPECIAL" TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #563845, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this fourth variation retain about 99% original blue with a light turn ring on the "safety" cylinder and a few handling marks. The latch and hammer retain strong case-hardened colors with light operational
wear. The checkered hardwood factory grips rate about good to very good with scattered light scuffs on the surface of
the finish. The barrel-to-frame fit has slight play, it still times and locks up but mainspring has been removed but is provided. This gun will probably need the attention of a professional. (88107-2) {C&R}
(100/200)
2486 COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #481767, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a
lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this 1928-made pistol have been professionally hard chromed with about 99%
remaining with a few light handling marks. The unmarked replacement mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent. The pistol has
been partially disassembled but all parts are present and will need professional attention. The pistol includes a single hard
chromed magazine. (88002-23) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2487 FM HI-POWER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY INDUSTRIA ARGENTINA serial #326023, 9mm, 4 3/4" barrel with an
excellent bore. This pistol retains about 99% original black finish. The checkered black synthetic factory grips rate excellent. The pistol is partially disassembled and will require the services of a professional. All parts removed are included
with the gun. The pistol includes the original factory box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, magazine,
brass cleaning rod, manual and paperwork. The gun does not appear to have seen much use if any. (86240-220) {MODERN}
(150/350)
2488 STEVENS OFFHAND TARGET NO. 35 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #23688, 22 RF, 10" part octagon part round
barrel showing scattered light pitting. The metal surfaces of the frame retain about 90% original nickel plate with most of
the loss due to flaking on the backstrap in addition to light oxidation. The barrel has about 50% remaining original blue
with most of the surfaces toning to a mix of light pewter gray patina in addition to handling and operational marks. The
checkered walnut factory grips rate about excellent and are numbered to the gun. The gun will need the services of a professional as the mainspring and hammer have been removed but they are provided and barrel-to-frame fit is tight. (8587136) {C&R}
(50/150)
2489 PHOENIX ARMS MODEL HP 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #4195874, 22 LR, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces have mostly toned to a dull gray with some original black finish remaining on the barrel. The checkered synthetic grips rate about good to very good with light handling wear. The gun is partially disassembled but all parts are present and will need the services of a professional. No magazine is provided. (88443-47) {MODERN}
(10/20)
2490 UNMARKED GERMAN RING TRIGGER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #18, 22 RF, 1 3/4" octagon barrel
with an oxidized and pitted bore. The revolver retains about 40% original blue in the protected areas of the frame the rest
toned to brown with light oxidation, pitting and handling marks. The smooth walnut grips rate about very good with scattered light handling marks and they are numbered to the gun. The hammer is gray with a hint of straw color and the ring
trigger is pewter. The front sight is missing and the center pin stubbornly refuses to move. The gun still functions and is
marked with the "[crown] / U" final proof. (84892-31) {C&R}
(50/150)
2491 REMINGTON MODEL 740 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #119496, 30-06 Springfield, 22" barrel with
an excellent bore. This rifle retains about 98% original blue finish with scattered light edge wear, thinning finish on the
lower parts of the receiver and a few handling marks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good as revarnished with scattered light scuffs, scratches and dents. The finger groove smooth walnut factory forend rates very good
plus as lightly re-varnished with scattered light handling marks. The anodized serrated metal buttplate with Remington
markings rates about very good with sides in-the-white and light overruns of varnish. The rifle features a folding rear sight,
silver bead front sight, sling swivel studs and is drilled and tapped for scope mounts. The rifle includes a pair of Remington
magazines, unmarked "see-through" 1-inch scope rings and mounts, manual and a 1" leather sling with quick detachable
swivels. A classic woods rifle for deer and other large game. (88955-56) {C&R}
(300/500)
2492 REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #D579627M, 12 ga., 18 1/2" replacement
plain "riot or police style" barrel with an excellent bore choked cylinder manufactured by Mossberg for Model 870s. The
metal surfaces retain about 96% original matte and polished blue finish with most of the loss due to edge wear on the
receiver, a few light oxidation blemishes and scattered light handling marks. The replacement pistolgrip pebble grain
Hogue "OverMolded" rubber buttstock rates excellent and features an excellent condition Hogue marked recoil pad. The
buttstock is a youth model with a 11 3/4" length of pull. The pebble grain Hogue "OverMolded" rubber forend rates about
excellent. The gun still functions well. (88959-4D34332) {MODERN}
(175/275)
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2493 REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS TACTICAL SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #RS60523A, 12 ga., 18 1/2"
plain "riot or police" style barrel with an excellent bore choked cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original black
oxide finish with scattered light scratches, wear marks from where the magazine extension brace was placed (no brace provided) and minor edge wear. The smooth pistolgrip synthetic factory buttstock with stippling rates excellent and is equipped
with a sling swivel stud. The recoil pad with Remington logo rates excellent as does the grooved synthetic factory forend.
The shotgun has a magazine extension tube, "Mesa Tactical" rail and side saddle shell holder combination mounted to the
receiver. The gun still functions, is optics ready although the barrel bead is still usable and has the capability to hold eight
extra shotshells in the side saddle shell holder. The only thing this gun needs is a magazine tube brace / sling swivel to
complete the package. A great home defense gun. (88959-2D34330) {MODERN}
(150/350)
2494 RUGER 50TH ANNIVERSARY 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #828-79962, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. This rifle retains about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a few light handling marks. The one-piece smooth
hardwood pistolgrip factory stock with curved hard plastic buttplate rates excellent. The rifle has a bead front sight and
folding rear sight. The bolt is marked with a large "50" with inside of the "O" marked "Ruger 10/22 / 1964-2014". It features several after-market add-on parts including a replacement barrel band with built in sling ring, side mounted single slot
rail and bottom mounted two-slot rail. Also included is an unmarked 6-9" folding bipod, unmarked 3-9X40mm scope with
clear optics and duplex crosshairs, lens covers, a Smith & Wesson M&P nylon soft case in about very good condition and a
single factory ten-round magazine. A great all-around rifle for a variety of shooting requirement. (88961-1S21635) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2495 SEARS MODEL 101.1120 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 410 bore, 24" barrel with an excellent bore
choked improved modified. The metal surfaces retain about 65-70% original blue the rest covered in a fairly even coat of
scattered light freckling plus a few handling marks. The one-piece hardwood stock rates about very good with scattered
light soiling, scuffs, scratches and other handling marks. The unmarked serrated hard rubber buttplate rates very good plus
with light scratches. It should make a good shed gun. (88966-2) {MODERN}
(25/75)
2496 STEVENS MODEL 62 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #L291297, 22 LR, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 97% original blue but the barrel is starting to thin to a purplish hue under strong light and shows scattered light
scratches and handling marks. The one-piece checkered synthetic pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with scattered light
scratches and scuffs. The unmarked checkered hard rubber buttplate rates very good to excellent. The rifle features a bead
front sight, step adjustable rear sight and comes equipped with a Bushnell 3-7X 20mm widefield scope with clear optics and
duplex reticles. No magazine is provided but they are available. (88950-27S21586) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2497 THOMPSON CENTER PERCUSSION HAWKEN RIFLE serial #402547, .50 cal., 28" octagon barrel with and excellent
bright bore. This lovely rifle retains about 99% original blue finish on the barrel with light scratches. The polished brass
buttplate, patch box, thimbles, triggerguard and other hardware rate excellent. The case-hardened colors on the lock and
hammer rate excellent. The rifle features double acting set triggers, adjustable rear sight, bead front sight and wooden ramrod with brass hardware. The gun also includes a T/C box but for a different model of muzzleloader. The condition of the
rifle indicates little use. (88940-99) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2498 REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #AB054334M, 12 ga., 20" fully rifled barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original Parkerized finish with scattered light scratches, oxidation stains and other handling or operational marks. The checkered pistolgrip factory hardwood buttstock with Remington
marked recoil pad rates about very good with scattered light scratches and other handling marks. The recoil pad rates
excellent. The checkered hardwood factory forend rates about very good with scattered light scratches and handling marks.
The rifled deer barrel features white bead front sight on a ramp, fully adjustable "V" notch rear sight with white inverted "V"
and an unmarked receiver mount with Weaver style rail mounting a functioning Simmons 30mm electronic dot sight with
clear optics. The shotgun includes a buttstock shell holder. (88950-28S21587) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2499 MOSSBERG MODEL 535 ATS SLIDE ACTION TURKEY/WATERFOWL SHOTGUN TWO-BARREL SET serial
#AT081448, 12 ga., 22" plain barrel with an excellent bore and screw-in Accu-Choke. The extra barrel is a 28" ventilated
rib barrel with an excellent bore and screw-in Accu-Choke. Both barrels will accept up to 3 1/2" shotshells. The metal surfaces and stock are covered in Mossy Oak Break Up camouflage with 99% remaining on all surfaces (including the extra
barrel) showing a few oxidation stains on the trigger and removable comb screw. The smooth pistolgrip factory buttstock
rates excellent. The ventilated unmarked recoil pad rates excellent. The buttstock features a removable black comb with the
high one installed. The checkered forend rates excellent. The shotgun is set up for turkey hunting and features a cantilever
scope mount, sling swivel stud on the buttstock and tang mounted safety. It includes a standard comb insert for use with
the waterfowl barrel; (3) screw in "Accu-Chokes" with an extra-extra full choke installed on the turkey barrel, modified
choke installed in the waterfowl barrel plus an improved cylinder and a slightly damaged full choke provided. Also included
are a nylon sling, Allen wrench and screw bushing. This shotgun is ready for your next hunting foray afield. (8895032S18080) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2500 MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J880513, 12 ga., 24" "Slugster" barrel with an excellent bore choked cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with a few scattered
scratches, handling marks and operational wear. The shotgun is equipped with a checkered synthetic finger groove pistolgrip and serrated synthetic forend both rate excellent. The gun features a post and bead front sight, folding adjustable rear
sight and sling swivel on the pistolgrip. (88950-33S18081) {FIREARM}
(100/200)
2501 WINCHESTER MODEL 94 CLASSIC LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #3030666, 30-30 W.C.F., 26" octagon barrel with
a near excellent bore showing very light oxidation at the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 90% plus original blue finish with most of the loss due to oxidation blemishes and pitting on the barrel, full-length magazine tube and other areas in
addition to scattered light scratches. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock rates near excellent showing a few light
handling marks. The checkered steel shotgun style buttplate rates good to very good with scattered light oxidation. The
smooth walnut forend rates good to very good with strong flaking and bubbling finish on the right side plus a few handling
marks. This rifle has a post and bead front sight, step adjustable rear sight and gold-plated loading gate. (88966-1) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2502 REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #741311W, 16 ga., 28" plain barrel with
an excellent bore choked improved modified. The metal surfaces of this 1961-made shotgun are gray with anodized original
finish still on the triggerguard assembly plus oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The smooth pistolgrip factory walnut
buttstock rates about excellent as refinished. The Remington-marked hard rubber buttplate rates about very good with scattered handling marks. The grooved factory walnut forend also rates excellent as refinished. This salty shotgun may not have
much finish but it still functions and is ready for many more years afield. (88940-94) {C&R}
(50/150)
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2503 REMINGTON MODEL 11-48 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #5508108, 16 ga., 28" plain barrel with an excellent bore
choked full. The metal surfaces of this 1950-made shotgun retain about 80% original blue with most of the loss on the
receiver showing thinning finish, high edge wear, scratches, oxidation and pitting. The checkered walnut pistolgrip factory
buttstock rates about good with scattered dents, dings and scratches plus moderate flaking of the finish. The serrated hard
rubber buttplate with Remington logo rates about very good with light handling wear. The replacement checkered walnut
factory forend comes from a higher-grade Model 11-48 and rates about very good as lightly re-varnished with a few handling blemishes and a small check on the left rear. It should be a good field gun. (88940-93) {C&R}
(100/200)
2504 REMINGTON MODEL 11-48 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #5576726, 16 ga., 28" plain barrel with an excellent bore
choked full. The metal surfaces of this 1961-made shotgun retain about 97% original blue finish with several scattered small
scratches and light edge wear. The checkered walnut pistolgrip factory buttstock rates about very good plus as re-varnished with a few scattered dents and dings plus several scuffs along the wrist and comb showing light flaking on the edges.
The grooved hard rubber buttplate with Remington logo rates about very good with light handling wear. The checkered walnut factory forend rates about very good as re-varnished with a few handling blemishes and areas of flaking finish. The shotgun includes an original factory information packet containing a Remington shotshell pamphlet, manual and other paperwork. Overall, a very nice condition model 11-48. (88940-92) {C&R}
(200/300)
2505 ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #606056, 16 ga., 26" plain barrel with an
excellent bore choked improved cylinder. The metal surfaces of this 1956-produced shotgun retain roughly 50% original
blue with most areas toned to gray or brown under strong light in addition to scattered freckling, oxidation stains, handling
marks and operational wear. The smooth walnut factory buttstock rates about very good as lightly refinished with several
dents and dings plus there is a fine check in the lower wrist area. The buttstock does show some very nice figure. The
grooved buttplate with company markings rates about very good with light handling marks. The grooved forend rates about
very good with light handling marks and original finish.
A great weather resistant gun for the field.
(88856-9) {C&R}
(100/200)
2506 MOSSBERG MODEL 46B BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 LR, 26" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% plus original blue that has faded to a plum color under strong light in addition to oxidation blemishes on the magazine tube and other handling marks. The one-piece pistolgrip walnut stock with cheekpiece rates about good with scattered light dents, dings and scratches plus scattered discolored finish on the right side, screw hole on the forend with the
beginnings of a small chip on the edges. The unmarked grooved buttplate is a replacement with the wood proud of the
plate and out of square, a small crack is present at the toe along with scattered dents and dings. The plastic triggerguard
has finger grooves extending down the forend. The rifle features sling swivel base, no rear sight, front sight with pivoting
bead or circle blade and the magazine tube is present. The rifle has a Weaver model K-10 60-B 10X-36mm rifle scope with
clear optics and standard crosshairs. The bolt has been removed and disassembled (but is provided) and the rifle will need
professional attention. (87711-23) {C&R}
(50/150)
2507 BROWNING AUTO 5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #X30951, 16 ga., 25 1/2" plain barrel with an excellent bore
choked improved cylinder. The metal surfaces of this 1949-made standard 16-gauge shotgun retain about 75% original blue
with most of the loss on the receiver showing moderate to heavy edge wear, thinning finish, oxidation stains and handling
marks. The checkered pistolgrip walnut factory buttstock rates about good to very good with scattered light handling marks,
thinning finish and a 1 1/2" check on the left toe. The Browning / FN marked hard rubber buttplate rates good with light
handling wear. The checkered walnut factory forend rates about very good with a few handling marks. The shotgun features
a magazine cut off, 2 3/4" chambers and the barrel is correctly numbered to the gun. It should make a good shooter or
upland game gun. (88950-18S20690) {C&R}
(150/250)
2508 MOSSBERG MODEL 88 MAVERICK SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV52832G, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel with an
excellent bore choked modified. The buttstock, trigger assembly and bolt assembly are missing. The metals surfaces retain
about 96% original blue and anodized finishes with most of the loss to scratches on the receiver. The grooved synthetic
forend is present and rates very good. The magazine tube is complete with spring and follower. (88950-34S18082)
{FIREARM}
(50/100)
2509 RUGER 10/22 SPORTER SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #0003-05267, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
This lovely sporter retains about 99% original blue and anodized finishes. The one-piece checkered factory American walnut
sporter style pistolgrip stock rates excellent. The thin solid rubber recoil pad with Ruger Phoenix rates excellent. The rifle
features the original factory iron sights, sling swivels and is equipped with a Nikon Prostaff Rimfire 3-9X 42mm with Ballistic
Drop Compensator reticle and clear optics. Included with the rifle are a single 10-round rotary magazine, lens covers and
a Cobra style nylon sling. The rifle does not appear to have seen much use. (88958-62) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2510 RUGER MODEL 77/22 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #700-02249, 22 LR, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. This firstyear production rifle (1984) retains about 85% original blue finish with scattered light oxidation and pitting. The checkered
one-piece walnut factory stock rates about very good with scattered gumming and blistering around the wrist possibly from
chemical contact in addition to a few minor handling marks. The serrated synthetic buttplate with Ruger logo rates very
good plus with light scuffing. The rifle features a bead front sight, folding adjustable leaf rear sight, Ruger integral scope
mount base and sling swivel studs. The rifle includes a ten-round rotary factory magazine. The rifle has seen some use but
has plenty of squirrel hunts left in it. (88958-131) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2511 RUGER MODEL 77/22 VARMINT "ALL WEATHER" BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #702-80236, 22 LR, 24" varmint
weight barrel with an excellent bore. The bolt assembly is not present with this rifle. The "target gray" finish on the stainless
steel surfaces rates excellent with a few minor handling marks. The one-piece smooth pistolgrip varmint style laminated
wood factory stock rates near excellent with few light handling marks. The smooth thin solid rubber recoil pad with Ruger
logo rates excellent with very light scuffing. The rifle has no sights but the excellent Ruger integral scope mount bases are
built in. A single factory ten-round rotary magazine is provided. (88950-6S21573) {MODERN}
(100/300)
2512 RUGER MODEL 77/44 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #740-10492, 44 Magnum, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
The bolt assembly is missing from this rifle. The stainless steel surfaces rate about very good to excellent with light handling
wear and marks. The one-piece checkered black pistolgrip synthetic factory stock rates near excellent with a few light handling marks. The gun features sling swivel studs and factory front sight is present but the rear sight is not. The gun is
equipped with factory integral scope mount bases built into the receiver. There is no magazine provided. It should be a
good woods gun after the bolt is replaced. (88950-10S21577) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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2513 RUGER MODEL 77/357 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #740-20802, 357 Magnum, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
The bolt assembly is not included with this rifle. The stainless steel surfaces rate very good to excellent with light handling
wear and scratches. The one-piece checkered black pistolgrip synthetic factory stock rates near excellent with a few light
handling marks. The factory front sight is present but the rear sight is not. The gun is equipped with sling swivel studs
and integral scope mount bases built into the receiver. There is no magazine provided. It should be a good woods & range
gun after the bolt is replaced. (88950-11S21578) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2514 REMINGTON MODEL 700VS BOLT ACTION VARMINT RIFLE serial #G6632125, 223 Remington, 26" heavy barrel
with an excellent bore. This rifle is missing the bolt assembly. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original Parkerized finish with scattered light scratches. The smooth one-piece textured black and gray synthetic factory stock rates excellent.
The thin solid rubber recoil pad with Remington logo rates excellent. The rifle features a set of Weaver style split scope
bases, two position safety, hinged magazine floor plate and sling swivel studs. This rifle should have some fine accuracy
potential after the bolt is replaced. (88950-4S21571) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2515 REMINGTON MODEL 700 BDL BOLT ACTION VARMINT RIFLE serial #308109, 22-250 Remington, 24" heavy barrel with an excellent bore. This rifle started life as a 700 BDL varmint special and was later restocked also it is missing its
bolt assembly. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue finish with scattered light scratches and edge wear. The
smooth one-piece textured black and gray "varmint synthetic" replacement factory stock rates excellent. The thin solid
rubber recoil pad with Remington logo rates excellent. The rifle features a set of Weaver style split scope bases, two position safety, hinged magazine floor plate and sling swivel studs. A nice hot cartridge for varmints or predators. (889508S21575) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2516 STEVENS MODEL 320 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #142515G, 12 ga., 18 1/2" plain barrel with an excellent
bore choked cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 97% Parkerized and anodized finishes with most of the loss due to
scratches on the barrel. The black synthetic factory buttstock has a pistolgrip and is slotted on the slide for a sling featuring a solid rubber recoil pad and both rate excellent. The grooved synthetic forend rates excellent. This gun should make
a great home defense gun. (88950-43S21607) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2517 COLT WOODSMAN SPORT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #170085-S, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. This 1956-made third series pistol has seen some use over the years but still retains about 90% plus original blue
finish with the front and backstraps thinning to a mix of blue and pewter, high edge wear and scratches. The checkered
walnut thumb rest factory grips rate about fair to good with scattered wear to the finish, dents and a 3/4" long shallow chip
missing on the shelf for the thumb rest. The pistol features serrated semi-ramp front sight and Colt Accro rear sight. It
includes an aftermarket craft box and a single factory marked magazine. It should be a great field or range gun. (8894036) {C&R}
(300/500)
2518 COLT SINGLE ACTION BUNTLINE SCOUT REVOLVER serial #184073F, 22 LR, 9 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1965-made revolver retain about 50% original blue and anodized finishes with the barrel toned
to brown, light to moderate high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder, scratches and thinning finish on the frame. The sides
of the hammer are stained from oxidation. The checkered synthetic factory grips with a Rampant Colt in an oval rate near
excellent with a few light handling marks. The gun still times and locks up correctly. It should make a fun shooter. (888639) {C&R}
(150/250)
2519 COLT CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL MODEL SINGLE
SHOT PISTOL, 22 short, 6" barrel with a lightly pitted
bore. The blue and anodized finishes of the barrel and
chamber (faux cylinder) retain about 98% original finish
with light wear marks on both sides of the "cylinder" from storage.
The gold colored plate on the frame rates excellent. The smooth walnut factory grips
rate excellent. The trigger return spring requires professional attention. This 1961 commemorative
was a pre-production gun and lacks the serial number of the Commemorative Series that ended with
a "W". Mr. Williams was a long-time employee of Colt and supervised the Model Department. An interesting addition for the Colt collector. (89033-8)
{C&R} [John Williams Collection]
(200/400)
2520 MODE L ROOM PROTOTYPE OF A COLT
CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL MODEL SINGLE
SHOT PISTOL, 22 Short, 6" barrel with a near excellent bore showing scattered light pits. This tool room prototype is unfinished and remains in-the-white. The metal surfaces show some light staining from handling and storage plus a few handling marks. The base pin / ejector is present and also remains
in-the-white. The faux cylinder which contains the chamber is made of a non-ferrous alloy (later
models were steel). The smooth walnut factory grips rate excellent, the frame lacks the grip pin
but the holes are drilled in the grip panels to accommodate them. This is another interesting find from
the Williams collection and is an example of an early prototype for the Civil War Centennial. Mr. Williams had
access to, and helped develop, many of Colts innovative products during his 49-year tenure with the company.
(89033-7) {C&R} [John Williams Collection]
(300/500)
2521 HOOD FIREARMS CO. ROBIN HOOD NO. 3 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8468, 32 RF, 2
1/2" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The gun features about 50% scroll engraving with punch-dot shading.
The metal surfaces retain about 40-50% original nickel plate with most of the loss to the left side of the frame, cylinder and
barrel. The flaked areas are mostly a pewter/brown mix with scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and handling marks.
The grips are a beautiful set of antique ivory with a moderate check on the right panel that rate about very good. The barrel, cylinder and base pin are numbered to the gun. The gun no longer functions the cylinder stop and the trigger return
spring requiring attention. (89033-10) {C&R} [John Williams Collection]
(50/150)
2522 GABILONDO Y URRESTI BUFFALO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #13306, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a near excellent
bore showing slight frosting. The metal surfaces of this partially disassembled pistol retain about 85% original dull blue finish with light to moderate high edge wear, scattered light oxidation blemishes, numerous light to moderate dents and dings,
scratches and a few pits. The smooth walnut factory grips with gold "Buffalo" medallions rate fair to good as lightly sanded
with moderate to heavy dents and dings. The pistol includes a single magazine. The manual safety requires attention.
(88950-42S21607) {C&R}
(25/50)
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2523 RUGER MK II STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #18-00029, 22 LR, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent
bore. This 1982-made Mk II retains about 99% original blue finish with a few light scratches. The checkered Delrin factory
grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallion rate excellent. The pistol includes a red factory box that is end-labeled to a 4
3/4" Standard Model and numbered to another gun.
Also included is a single Ruger magazine
and paperwork.(88958-153) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2524 COLT AUTOMATIC 25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #OD85999, 25 ACP, 2 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and anodized finishes. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Rampant Colt
medallion rate excellent. The pistol includes a factory woodgrain box correctly end-labeled to the gun but it is numbered
to another. Also included is a single factory magazine, manual and paperwork. (88873-3) {MODERN}
(250/350)
2525 RUGER LCP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #371-97350, 380 ACP, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal parts
retain about 99% original blue finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features a factory Crimson Trace
laser sight that is fully functional, manual slide stop and rudimentary fixed sights. The pistol includes an original factory
box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, a single magazine, fired case, soft case, Crimson trace nylon
pouch, manual and paperwork. (888926-23) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2526 RUGER MK IV 22/45 LITE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #401013537, 22 LR, 4 3/8" barrel with ventilated shroud and
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original anodized finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The
double diamond checkered rubber factory grips with Ruger Phoenix logo rate excellent. The pistol features a Patridge front
sight, adjustable rear sight, Picatinny style rail, non-ambidextrous thumb safety (the off-side safety is provided) and threaded muzzle with thread cap. It includes the original factory box correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, (3) magazines, magazine loader, cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This gun has only seen light use. (8891619) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2527 CHARTER ARMS UNDERCOVER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #142565, 38 Special, 1 7/8" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a light rotational ring on the
cylinder and the steel frame toned to plum. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Charter Arms medallions rate excellent. It includes a factory box correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun. (89021-14) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2528 CUSTOM RUGER VAQUERO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #56-38926, 357 Magnum, 5 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. This 1997-made revolver was converted from a standard Vaquero to a Bisley model. The polished stainless
steel surfaces rate about very good with edge wear, scratches, turn ring on the cylinder and slight dulling of the high polish
from holster and handling wear. The sides of the Bisley style hammer and trigger have been engine turned. The smooth
rosewood factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate about good to very good with light handling wear but the escutcheon
on the left panel is starting to pull through the backside. In addition to the custom work already mentioned the gun has
had trigger and action work and was obviously done for S.A.S.S. shooting. It includes the original factory hard case that
is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun plus the original parts including the grip frame, (2) grip frame screws,
hammer and trigger. If you are gearing up for S.A.S.S. and need a pair of revolvers this one and its companion will fill the
bill nicely. Its companion piece follows. (88941-3) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2529 CUSTOM RUGER VAQUERO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #56-53730, 357 Magnum, 5 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. This 1997-made revolver was converted from a standard Vaquero to a Bisley model. The polished stainless
steel surfaces rate about very good with edge wear, scratches, turn ring on the cylinder and slight dulling of the high polish
from holster and handling wear. The sides of the Bisley style hammer and trigger have been engine turned. The smooth
rosewood factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate about very good to excellent with light handling. In addition to the
custom work already mentioned the gun has had trigger and action work and was geared toward S.A.S.S. shooting. It
includes the original factory hard case that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, plus some of the original
parts including the grip frame, a grip frame screw, hammer, trigger and a factory padlock with a pair of keys. If you are
gearing up for S.A.S.S. and need a pair of revolvers this one and its companion will fill the bill nicely. Its companion piece
precedes this gun. (88941-4) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2530 CUSTOM RUGER SPECIAL EDITION VAQUERO CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5809278, 38-40 W.C.F. / 40 S&W, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This Vaquero has been converted from a standard
Vaquero to a Bisley Vaquero. The polished stainless steel surfaces rate about very good with edge wear, scratches, turn
ring on both cylinders and slight dulling of the high polish from holster and handling wear. The spare cylinder rates excellent. The unmarked diamond checkered faux ivory grips rate very good with light handling wear, soiling and have taken on
a nice yellowish patina. In addition to the conversion to a Bisley Model the Bisley style hammer and trigger have been
engine turned, the action tuned and a trigger job done. The gun includes the original factory hard case that is correctly
end-labeled and numbered to the gun with the exterior of the case marked "Special Edition", spare 40 S&W cylinder numbered to the gun, fired case, cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This paperwork indicates the gun was
sent back in 2002 to open the "ball end" of the chamber of the 38-40 cylinder to .403-.404" diameter. This gun was obviously set up for Cowboy action shooting and has the ability to shoot ole timey 38 WCF ammunition or more economical 40
S&W. A limited-edition gun with some nice enhancements.
Its companion piece follows this gun.
(88941-6) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2531 CUSTOM RUGER SPECIAL EDITION VAQUERO CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5809941, 38-40 W.C.F. / 40 S&W, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This Vaquero has been converted from a standard
Vaquero to a Bisley Vaquero. The polished stainless steel surfaces rate about very good with edge wear, scratches, turn
ring on both cylinders and slight dulling of the high polish from holster and handling wear. The spare cylinder rates excellent. The unmarked diamond checkered faux ivory grips rate fair to good with light handling wear, soiling and have taken
on a nice yellowish patina. There is a repaired crack extending across the right panel through the escutcheon. In addition
to the conversion to a Bisley Model the Bisley style hammer and trigger have been engine turned, the action tuned and a
trigger job done. The gun includes the original factory hard case that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun
with the exterior of the case marked "Special Edition", spare 40 S&W cylinder numbered to the gun, fired case, cable lock
with a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. There is also a bag with a few spare parts such as springs, original Vaquero
hammer, screws, etc. plus an invoice from Ruger on the parts the owner purchased to convert this gun and the proceeding
one to a Bisley. There is paperwork indicating this gun was sent back in 2002 to open the "ball end" of the chamber of
the 38-40 cylinder to .403-.404" diameter. This gun was obviously set up for Cowboy action shooting and has the ability
to shoot ole timey 38 WCF ammunition or more economical 40 S&W. A limited-edition gun with some nice enhancements.
Its companion piece precedes this gun. (88941-12) {MODERN}
(400/600)
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2532 RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER serial #265-03873, 17 HMR, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. This gun appears to have seen little if any use and retains about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a faint
turn ring on the unfluted cylinder. The checkered Delrin grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. It features a serrated ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight and internal lock. The revolver includes the original factory hard
case that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, factory padlock with a pair of keys, an internal lock key, manual
and paperwork. This model is purported to have very low production numbers. (88940-74) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2533 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #J707552, 38 Special, 1 7/8" pinned barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original nickel plate with about half of the surfaces clouding in
addition to scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened colors
with light freckling and minor operational wear. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate excellent. The gun includes an original factory box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered
to the gun, cleaning kit, manual, paperwork and a spare set of checkered finger groove Bianchi "Lightning" hammer shroud
rubber grips that rate very good plus. The gun should make a good concealed carry gun.
(88943-1) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2534 RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #51210, 22 LR, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1953-made gun retain about 97% original blue with a light wear mark on the upper left receiver, light
to moderate scuffs on the foregrip and few other scratches. The checkered Delrin factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix
rate near excellent with a few light dings on the right panel in the front. The pistol features a Patridge style front sight and
drift adjustable rear sight. The gun includes an original red hinged factory box with black Ruger Phoenix and a single magazine. The box rates fair to good with generally little wear but the cover has separated at the hinge and it shows some fading in the same area. (88990-3) {C&R}
(150/250)
2535 COLT MODEL 1903 NEW ARMY AND NAVY DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #242591, 41 Long Colt, 6" barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this 1905-made revolver retain about 20% original blue in
the protected areas and flutes with the remainder brown. There is scattered light oxidation blemishes, pitting, a light turn
ring and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber grips with a Colt in an oval rate very good with a few dings, scratches
and light wear to the diamond points. The gun still functions, all appropriate parts, including the grips, are correctly assembly numbered to the gun and the last patent date is March 5, 1895. It also includes a Doskocil hard case.
(88940-49) {C&R}
(100/200)
2536 IVER JOHNSON SUPERSHOT MODEL 844 TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #A2691, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this third model retain about 98% original blue finish with a few light oxidation blemishes,
turn ring on the unfluted cylinder showing an assembly ring around the edge. The trigger and hammer retain bold casehardened colors with light to moderate operational wear. The checkered one-piece walnut factory extended target grips
rate excellent. The revolver features a windage adjustable rear sight, elevation adjustable Patridge front sight and automatic ejection. The original hinged leatherette covered box with "Iver Johnson" in gold print is included and is correctly endlabeled and numbered to the gun. It rates about very good to excellent with some peeling on the front edge. A very nice
Iver with a hint of play in the barrel-to-frame fit and shows very little use. (89035-14) {C&R}
(200/400)
2537 IVER JOHNSON ARMSWORTH MODEL 855 SINGLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #B879, 22 LR, 6"
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original finish on the barrel and non-factory reapplied
blue finish on the other surfaces. They show a few light oxidation blemishes, turn ring on the unfluted cylinder, thinning
finish on the barrel and the grip adapter, scratches and even pinprick pitting on both sides of the frame under the new finish. The trigger and hammer remain bright with light handling marks. The checkered one-piece walnut factory extended
target grips rate very good with light dents and dings plus a shallow chip on the base. The revolver features a windage
adjustable rear sight, elevation adjustable Patridge front sight and automatic ejection. A very nice Iver with light play in the
barrel-to-frame fit. (89035-35) {C&R}
(100/200)
2538 IVER JOHNSON MODEL 822 I.J. CHAMPION SINGLE ACTION TARGET TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #1622,
22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue finish with moderate to heavy
wear on the barrel, grip frame thinning to purple, high edge wear, turn ring and separate assembly ring on the fluted cylinder and scratches. The one-piece checkered extended target grips rate very good with scattered light dents and dings.
This gun has a number of features including windage adjustable rear sight, elevation adjustable Patridge front sight with
later added red insert, single action only, barrel-to-frame fit has a hint of play and built in metal factory grip adapter. It
includes a factory box that is correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, manual and a factory "The Care of a Revolver"
leaflet. The box rates fair with repairs to the four corners of the cover, several repairs on the base, flaking paper on the
cover and staining. (89035-28) {C&R}
(100/200)
2539 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SPORTSMAN MODEL 199 SINGLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial
#S3407, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this second variation retain about 90% original blue
with the front strap and triggerguard toned to brown, high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder, scratches, a few stray pits,
oxidation blemishes and dings. The one-piece checkered extended walnut factory target grips rate very good to excellent
with light handling marks. The revolver features an elevation adjustable Patridge front sight, windage adjustable rear sight,
single action only and barrel-to-frame fit has slight play. It includes a factory box that is correctly end-labeled but numbered to another gun. The box rates good with one corner repaired some of the printed fabric covering missing due to
past removal of adhesive tape. (89035-33) {C&R}
(150/350)
2540 HOPKINS & ALLEN TRIPLE ACTION SAFETY POLICE TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #9165, 32 S&W, 4" barrel
with an oxidized and pitted bore. The revolver is not functioning and will require professional attention. The metal surfaces
retain about 10% original blue mostly in the protected areas with the balance toned to brown showing scattered light oxidation, pitting and handling marks. The hammer and trigger have surprisingly strong case-hardened colors with the trigger
and spur mostly pewter. The smooth walnut saw-handle grips are numbered to the gun and rate about very good with
scattered light dents and dings. (88840-112) {C&R} [Roy Jinks Collection]
(75/150)
2541 RUGER MK II STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #18-75433, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1983-made pistol retain about 95% original blue with high edge wear, thinning finish on the grip
frame and scratches. The checkered Delrin factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallion rate about very good showing
light diamond point wear and a few handling marks. The pistol features a pinned Patridge front sight and drift adjustable
rear sight. It includes a single magazine. (88998-36) {MODERN}
(100/200)
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2542 RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER SINGLE-SIX CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #65-01593, 22 LR / 22 Magnum, 6
1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces of this 1977-made gun rate about excellent with some high
edge wear, scratches and a turn ring on both cylinders. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate
excellent. The revolver includes an un-numbered hinged red factory box that is correctly end-labeled to the gun, spare 22
Magnum cylinder, red cylinder pouch and manual. (88873-8) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2543 SMITH & WESSON K-22 MASTERPIECE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #K50221, 22 LR, 5" barrel with an
excellent bore. This 1948-made revolver has had the barrel shortened and the metal surfaces are brown from oxidation
with some original and non-factory reapplied blue in the protected areas along with pitting, handling marks and a light turn
ring on the cylinder. The service style trigger and hammer are brown. The grips are replacement faux stag Franzite stocks
that rate good with left panel showing only light wear but moderate wear on the right. All appropriate parts have correctmatching numbers. The front sight is a poorly installed bead and the factory adjustable rear sight has been modified into
a "V" notch, the gun still functions but timing will require attention and the crown needs to be trued up. (88873-385)
{MODERN}
(100/300)
2544 HIGH STANDARD FIRST MODEL OLYMPIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #330985, 22 Short, 4 1/2" heavy barrel
with an excellent bore. This first model Olympic retains about 90% plus original anodized finish and non-factory reapplied
blue with the anodized slide toned to purple showing moderate high edge wear. The other surfaces show light edge wear,
freckling, stains from oxidation, scratches and old pitting under the new finish. The unmarked replacement checkered walnut thumb rest grips rate near excellent with scattered light dents and dings. The pistol features a Patridge front sight,
Davis adjustable rear sight and lever barrel takedown. The pistol includes a single original curved magazine with hump on
the back. This gun should make a good shooter. (88873-138) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2545 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 766 SMALL FRAME TARGET TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial
#497684, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish with light high
edge wear, a few scratches, turn ring on the seven-shot cylinder and thinning finish on the blued trigger. The case-hardened colors on the hammer and barrel latch remain bold. The checkered walnut saw handle target grips rate about very
good with scattered light dents, dings and scratches. The gun still times and locks up correctly, the barrel-to-frame fit has
a hint of play and it features a half-moon strawed front sight with a fixed rear sight. (89035-32) {C&R}
(175/375)
2546 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SPORTSMAN MODEL 199 SINGLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial
#S3464, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this second variation retain about 99% original blue
with light high edge wear and a few scratches. The one-piece checkered extended walnut factory target grips rate about
excellent with light handling marks. The revolver features an elevation adjustable Patridge front sight, windage adjustable
rear sight, single action only and barrel-to-frame fit is tight. The firing pin appears to be an ad hoc replacement. (8903534) {C&R}
(400/600)
2547 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ULTRA SPORTSMAN MODEL 777 TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #U18, 6
1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with light high edge wear, lightly
cleaned areas of oxidized pitting on the cylinder and barrel, toe of the front strap toned to pewter, rotational mark on the
cylinder and handling marks. The checkered one-piece extended walnut factory target grips rate very good to excellent
with light dents, dings and scratches. The revolver features a elevation adjustable Patridge front sight, windage adjustable
rear sight, single action mechanism and removable spring steel "protective ears" for the front sight. The protective ears
are toning to gray. Timing and lock up are excellent and the barrel-to-frame fit is tight. A very nice example of a Model
777. (89035-30) {C&R}
(400/600)
2548 RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #130267, 22 LR, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1957-made gun retain about 90% original blue with light edge wear, scratches and thinning grip
frame. The checkered Delrin factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix rate very good with scattered light dings and slight
compression to some of the diamond points. The pistol features a Patridge style front sight and drift adjustable rear sight.
The gun includes a single factory magazine. (88986-31) {C&R}
(100/200)
2549 BERETTA MODEL 950BS JETFIRE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BT46883V, 25 ACP, 2 3/8" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with some very light handling marks and
edge wear. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Beretta logo rate excellent. This pistol features a tip-up barrel and
manual thumb safety. The pistol includes a single magazine. (88986-19) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2550 SMITH & WESSON 32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #617480, 32 S&W Long, 3" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this pre-model 30 early style flat latch revolver retain about 95-96% original blue with scattered oxidation stains, a few stray pits, high edge wear and a turn ring on the cylinder. The trigger and hammer retain bold casehardened colors with light operational wear. The diamond checkered walnut grips with silver S&W medallions rate very
good to excellent with light handling marks. The gun still functions properly and all appropriate parts, including the grips,
are correctly numbered to the gun. (88986-33) {C&R}
(250/350)
2551 RUGER OLD MODEL BEARCAT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #93602, 22 LR, 4" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1967-made gun retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a few scratches,
a turn ring on the cylinder and a scuff on the forward edge of the ejector rod housing. The smooth walnut factory grips
with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The little revolver still functions and transfer bar safety update has not
been done. (88986-24) {C&R}
(250/350)
2552 HY-HUNTER FIREARMS SINGLE SHOT TIP-UP PISTOL serial #04721, 22LR, 8" part round part octagon barrel
with an excellent bore. This gun is loosely fashioned after the Stevens Offhand pistol and retains about 99% original nickel
plate finish on the receiver but the Zamak barrel with steel liner has been cleaned to in-the-white resulting in a very light
blue-gray color, but there is a trace of original blue finish at the base of the front sight. The checkered white faux ivory
factory grips rate about good with little wear, very light soiling but both panels have a small check adjacent to the rear triggerguard bow. The pistol has a round globe bead front sight and step adjustable "V" notch rear sight. Barrel-to-frame fit
has a hint of play and the mechanism still works. (88955-30) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2553 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 905 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AX160205, 22 LR, 4" heavy
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original electroless nickel finish with scattered light
handling marks and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The smooth hardwood grips with H&R medallions rate excellent. This
gun features a dovetailed Patridge front sight, fully adjustable rear sight, raised rib on the barrel and nine-shot capacity.
(89035-31) {MODERN}
(175/375)
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2554 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 642 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AX208925, 22 Magnum, 2
1/2" barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a short tool mark about 1" from the muzzle, around the circumference of
the bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and dull blue finishes with scattered light scratches and a turn
ring on the cylinder. The checkered synthetic factory grips with H&R logo rate excellent. The gun features fixed sights,
loading port on the right recoil shield and removable base pin used to eject spent cartridges from
the cylinder. (89035-18) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2555 SMITH & WESSON 38 MILITARY & POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #C338563, 38 Special, 4" tapered
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pre-model 10 retain about 98% original blue finish with light edge
wear, scuffing at the muzzle, turn ring on the cylinder and freckling. The service hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors and minor operational wear. The diamond checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions
rate very good to excellent with little wear but there is a small shallow chip on the base of the right panel. All the appropriate parts on this five-screw revolver are correctly numbered to the gun and it still times and locks up correctly. This gun
has seen only light use. (88958-151) {C&R}
(300/500)
2556 S M ITH & WE S SON MODE L 10-5 M I LITARY & POLICE R EVOLVE R WITH U.S. AN D JOR DAN IAN
MARKINGS serial #D204727, 38 Special, 4" tapered barrel with a near excellent bore showing a few areas of light pitting.
This gun is a reimported gun from Jordan that appears to have started life with the U.S. military and was probably given to
that country as part of a military aid package. The metal surfaces retain about 20 to perhaps 30% original blue finish with
the rest worn to pewter showing scattered scratches, pitting, oxidation blemishes, dings and a turn ring on the cylinder.
The service hammer and trigger are worn to gray with freckling. The checkered walnut factory round butt Magna grips
with worn S&W medallions are correctly numbered to the gun and rate poor to fair with heavy wear to the diamond points,
dings and a check on the upper left panel. There is virtually no checkering left on the left panel and the right panel shows
moderate wear. The gun still times and locks up correctly, the left side of the barrel is importer stamped "WSS / Quincy,
Il" (Williams Shooters Supply), the back of both grip panels is stamped KRD, "AA375" is stamped on the frame forward of
the triggerguard, the left side of the frame below the window is marked "AA 420" and the backstrap is marked "U.S.".
(88952-16) {C&R}
(75/125)
2557 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 299 NEW DEFENDER TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #D5249, 22 LR,
2" barrel with an excellent bore. This large frame top-break retains about 96% original blue with the front strap toning to
brown, high edge wear, light scratches, freckling and a turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered one-piece walnut factory
grips rate very good to excellent with some light dents and other handling marks. This interesting little revolver features
an elevation adjustable gold bead blade front sight, windage adjustable rear sight, rebounding hammer, frame mounted firing pin and it still functions mechanically. (89035-16) {C&R}
(200/400)
2558 HOPKINS & ALLEN NEW MODEL SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL serial #1371, 22 LR, 10" barrel with a light oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue finish with the front strap worn to pewter, side
of the frame a mottled mix of purple, blue and pewter; scattered areas of pitting, oxidation stains and scratches. The hammer has strong case-hardened colors but the trigger is mostly pewter. The smooth extended saw handle hardwood factory
target grips with gold H&A logo medallions rate excellent. The pistol is equipped with a bead front sight, windage
adjustable rear sight, the same barrel latch system as the Triple Action Safety Police revolver plus the barrel and ejector are
numbered to the gun. There is slight play in the barrel-to-frame fit and the front sight leans slightly to the right. (8903524A) {C&R}
(75/175)
2559 SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION SECOND MODEL TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #93868, 38 S&W, 3
1/4" barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original nickel plate and blue finishes with scattered light oxidation blemishes, flaking finish, bubbling, scratches, dings and a turn ring on the cylinder. The
hammer and trigger have strong but slightly subdued case-hardened colors with the trigger face worn to pewter. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W logos rate about excellent. All appropriate parts and the grips are numbered
to the gun, barrel-to-frame fit is tight and it still functions mechanically. (89027-17) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2560 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTOMATIC EJECTING SECOND MODEL TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial
#85185, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this black powder frame
revolver retain about 85% original nickel plate and blue finishes with oxidation blemishes, flaking finish, bubbling, light
scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good to excellent with light handling
marks. Barrel-to-frame fit is tight but the mechanism does not function and the barrel latch is an ad hoc replacement.
(89006-21) {C&R}
(5/25)
2561 CZECHOSLOVAKIAN MODEL 52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CESKA ZBROJOVKA serial M12359, 7.62x25mm
Tokarev, 4 3/4" barrel with a lightly pitted bore. This 1953-dated importer-marked pistol retains about 97% arsenal grade
reapplied Parkerized finish with wear at the front of the dust cover and scattered high edge wear. The grips are later
replacement checkered hardwood stocks that rate about excellent. There are no refurbish dates and the new finish and
grips are probably from the importer.
The gun remains functional but no magazine is provided.
(88926-65) {MODERN}
(175/375)
2562 SCARCE MARLIN FIRST MODEL DERINGER serial #12511, 22 RF, 2 1/16" barrel with a dark oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 40% original finish. The barrel has about 85% original nickel plate with scattered
lightly cleaned oxidation stains, bubbling, scratches and a few small dings. The frame is worn to brass with a fairly consistent ochre tone showing scattered light dents, dings and scratches. The smooth rosewood factory grips are numbered to
the gun and rate about very good with light handling marks. The mechanism still functions but the spring-loaded barrel
detent is weak and the grip screw has heavy slot damage. (89027-19) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2563 HIGH STANDARD FLITE KING LW-100 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #434853, 22 Short, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this first model Flite King retain about 97% original anodized and blue finishes with the
grip frame thinning to purple, high edge wear, scratches, oxidation blemishes and a few light dings. The unmarked smooth
replacement walnut thumb and finger rest grips rate about very good plus with scattered light dents and dings. This gun
features a serrated ramp front sight, drift adjustable rear sight and push button barrel take down. The manual safety lever's
front portion that bears on the sideplate has broken off but the remaining lever is provided. The firing pin, firing pin spring
and firing pin retention pin are not in the slide but are included.
The pistol includes a single
factory magazine.(88873-362) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2564 RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER SINGLE SIX CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #64-64373, 22 LR / 22 Magnum, 6
1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with light high
edge wear, turn ring on both cylinders, handling marks a slight thinning of the grip frame. The smooth walnut factory grips
with silver Ruger Phoenix rate about good to very good with no real wear but the right panel escutcheon is starting to pull
through the rear. The revolver includes the 22 Magnum cylinder, cylinder pouch, cylinder carton and manual. (88871-14)
{MANUAL}
(200/400)
2565 RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #32-82777, 357 Magnum / 9mm, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light
scratches, light high edge wear, a few oxidation blemishes and a turn ring on both cylinders. The smooth walnut factory
grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate very good with light handling marks and a small shallow chip missing from
the base of the right panel. Includes the spare 9mm cylinder, cylinder bag (missing the closure string), cylinder box, manual and paperwork. (88871-13) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2566 HIGH STANDARD MODEL DM-101 DERINGER serial #D77650, 22 Magnum, 3 1/2" barrels with excellent bores.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a few light handling marks. The smooth synthetic factory grips rate excellent. It includes a Safariland Model 257 conventional pocket holster with two cartridge loops
and an MTM hard case. (88840-93) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2567 BROWNING NOMAD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #64154P6, 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1966-made gun retain about 95% original blue finish with the front strap and knuckle areas starting to thin
to pewter, high edge wear and scratches. The checkered synthetic factory wrap-around grips with Browning logo and
flared base rate about very good with light handling marks and flattened diamond points. The gun features a Patridge front sight,
adjustable rear sight and steel frame. It includes a single factory
magazine. (89034-15) {C&R}
(300/500)
2568 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 59 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial
#A545885, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this lovely pistol retain about 98% original nickel plate with
a small spot of oxidation on the left front slide, areas of flaking and
pitting on the dust cover and scattered light scratches. The checkered synthetic factory grips with S&W logo rate excellent with a few
handling marks. The pistol features a nickel plate serrated ramp
front sight, windage adjustable rear sight and slide mounted
decocker / safety. The pistol includes a pair of magazines, manual
and paperwork. (88871-1) {MODERN}
(500/700)
2568
2569 REISING ARMS COMPANY TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL
serial #1155, 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue finish with light high edge
wear, scattered light scratches and a few minor oxidation stains.
The hammer retains bright Nitre blue color with operational wear. The checkered synthetic faux replacement "It’s a Bear"
Reising grips rate excellent. The pistol includes the original grips that rate about good overall showing light handling wear
but a section of the bottom of the left panel below the grip screw hole is chipped off. It also includes a two-tone factory
magazine that rates about good. (89035-10) {C&R}
(300/500)

2570 DARNE TYPE 10 SLIDING BREECH SHOTGUN serial
#G863, 16 ga., 25 3/4” barrels choked about modified and full with about
very good bores which show some scattered light pitting, the left tube with a
number of tiny dings. The barrels are primarily a deep plum brown and faded gray-blue patina
with some scattered light oxidation. The frame and sliding breech are similar, showing a number of
minor impact marks on the sharp edge of the barrel frame proper, there are a couple sprays of very light
engraving. The straight grip walnut buttstock and splinter forend rate about very good with the overall minor
dings and handling marks that come from the years and the checkering worn flat-top. The arm seems to work
properly and is a Spartan example of these quality-made French shotguns. (38726-25) {C&R} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr.
Collection]
(400/600)
2571 U.S. MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #311033, 45-70, 32 5/8" barrel with a
very good plus bore that shows a couple light pits. The barrel and bands retain 85% original blue with scattered flaking to
brown and some light oxidation. The breechblock is turning to gray patina with generous traces of the original case colors
and some oxidation spots. The lock and hammer retain 85% original blue with scattered flaking to brown, while the bottom
metal retains much of its blue with some fading and oxidation staining. The walnut stock rates very good as-cleaned long
ago with a crisp 1885 dated cartouche, a crisp circled "P" firing proof, some black stains in front of the triggerguard, a few
dings and handling marks. The rifle has the 1879 style breechblock, a Buffington rear sight and a correct ramrod. The lock
functions well, the gun has a hooded front sight and a rubber cap on the underside of the wrist. A solid Trapdoor that will
likely make a good shooter. (208735-20) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2572 CUSTOM U.S. MODEL 1903A3 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #4037691, 30-06, 24" 5-44 dated 4groove barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal parkerized finish
with some minor oxidation staining on the rear of the receiver. The two-bolt walnut stock rates very good plus as lightly
cleaned with a few dings and handling marks. The bolt handle was polished bright and turned down, the safety is a replacement made to accommodate a scope and there are two added holes on the rear of the receiver for a peep sight. There are
no sights present, the front sight base is an aftermarket replacement, there are three added holes on top of the receiver
for scope mounting and two scope bases are included. A solid 1903A3 that will be great to build a sniper rifle clone on.
(209021-12) {MODERN}
(400/600)
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2573 CUSTOM RUGER NO. 3 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #130-52076, 45-70, 25 1/2" heavy unmarked octagon barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The barrel is a dull gray patina with a few sparsely scattered areas of light oxidation. The action
retains 98% original blue finish with a couple minor handling marks. The walnut stock and forend rate very good plus with
an added varnish, a few minor dings and handling marks. The barrel has four vacant holes for sights and the rifle is
equipped with a Tasco 3-9x40 scope. The scope has a duplex crosshair reticle with clear optics and it includes a set of bikini covers. A neat custom Ruger rifle that likely shoots well. (208950-12S21579) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2574 PERSIAN M98/29 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #P5323, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are bright overall and they were cleaned of their blue finish with a small spot of light pitting on the barrel.
The walnut stock rates very good with a rack number "70" on the right side of the butt, scattered dings and handling marks.
The bolt is matching, the stock is mismatched and there is a Samco import marking on the barrel. A solid example that may
prove to be a good shooter. (209029-28) {C&R}
(400/600)
2575 U.S. MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #301851, 45-70, 32 5/8" barrel with a
very good bore that shows some pitting and frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 80% of an older reapplied
blue with scattered flaking to brown, a few spots of light oxidation and some silvering at muzzle. The walnut stock rates
very good as-cleaned long ago with a tiny crack behind the lockplate and a few handling marks. The lock is functioning
well, the rifle is equipped with a Buffington rear sight and a correct ramrod is included. A solid Trapdoor that will likely make
a great shooter. (208944-16) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2576 INTERESTING FRENCH BOLT ACTION SPORTING RIFLE 11mm, 28 1/2" octagon barrel with a very good bore that
shows some oxidation and pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The European hardwood stock features a left side cheekpiece, it rates very good as-cleaned long ago with a repair at
the toe and a few handling marks. This rifle appears to have been converted from a French military rifle, the action is similar
to the Gras and there is a bayonet lug on the right side of the barrel. The barrel is marked "GENSDARMERIE COBURG"
and there do not appear to be any other markings. An interesting arm that may benefit from further research. (207879-8)
{ANTIQUE} [Craig Brown Collection]
(300/500)
2577 REMINGTON MODEL 81 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #45674, 35 Rem, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 93% original blue with some oxidation on top of the receiver, scattered light freckling and flaking to brown. The
pistolgrip stock rates very good with a deep scratch on the right side of upper tang, a few handling marks and some scattered flaking. The rifle is equipped with its original sights, there are eight added holes on the left side of the receiver and
two added holes for sling hardware on the stock with the rear one being vacant. A solid Remington 81 that will likely be
great for the November woods. (209048-26) {C&R}
(300/500)
2578 SAVAGE FOX MODEL B BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 20 GA, 28" solid rib barrels choked improved modified and
improved cylinder with excellent bores. The barrels retain 90% original blue with some scattered oxidation, varnish stains
and flaking to brown. The frame retains 75% original blue with scattered fading to gray and a couple spots
of oxidation staining. The checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with an added varnish, scattered
flaking and handling marks.The lever locks up a bit to the rear and this is a solid Model B shotgun overall.
(209049-25) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2579 STEVENS FEATHERWEIGHT NO. 101 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #796, 410 Bore, 26" plain barrel with a fair
bore that shows scattered pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray patina with some machine tool
marks ahead of the forend, some light pitting near muzzle and a few spots of oxidation. The hardwood stock and forend
rate good as-cleaned with an added oil finish, a few repairs on the butt and some handling marks. This shotgun was converted from 44 shot to 410 at some point, the barrel has a small gold blade front sight and the frame has a slot for a rear
sight but no sight is present. As with any converted arm no thought should be given to the loading or firing of this shotgun
until it has been inspected by a competent gunsmith. An interesting arm overall. (208992-7) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2580 U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #163553, 30-40 Krag, 30"
barrel with a fair bore that shows overall oxidation but visible rifling. The barrel shows a fading arsenal blue finish with scattered light to moderate pitting and some light oxidation. The receiver, magazine box and sideplate show faded oil quenching with a couple spots of light pitting, a few spots of oxidation staining and traces of fire blue on the extractor. The cutdown walnut stock rates very good with a crisp circled "P" firing proof, a few dings and handling marks. The rifle is
equipped with a 1902 rear sight and its original military front blade sight. A good candidate for restoration to full military
configuration. (209021-5) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2581 JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #80613, 6.5 Arisaka, 31" barrel with a very
good plus bore that shows a minor pit. The metal surfaces of this 28th series rifle are a silvery-gray pewter with a few spots
of oxidation staining. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good with an added varnish, a crisp Kanji stamp on the underside of pistolgrip, overall dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is ground, the front band is matching but the
other visible parts are mismatched. A dustcover is included that is numbered to a different gun and the bolt operation is
stiff. A solid Nagoya Type 38 Arisaka overall. (208998-34) {C&R}
(200/400)
2582 BRITISH NO. 4 MK 1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE serial #41C8694, 303 British, 25" barrel with a very good
plus bore that shows some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1943 production rifle are mostly a silvery-gray patina
with the bands retaining generous traces of an arsenal Suncorite finish. The hardwood stock rates very good plus ascleaned with a couple dings and a few handling marks. The bolt is numbered matching and the other parts are un-numbered. The rifle has a flip-up 300/600 meter rear sight and an oiler is included. A solid midwar Savage Enfield rifle.
(209029-27) {C&R}
(350/550)
2583 BRITISH NO. 5 MK 1 BOLT ACTION "JUNGLE CARBINE" BY BSA serial #BF1484, 303 British, 19" barrel with a
very good bore that shows some light pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 40% original Suncorite with
overall flaking. The hardwood stock rates very good with a thickly added oil finish, a few dings and handling marks. The
stock is un-numbered, the bolt and magazine are matching. The barrel is marked with British proofs and the rear sight is
the correct 800-meter type. A solid BSA-produced Jungle Carbine for the military collector. (209040-2) {C&R} (300/500)
2584 FRENCH M16 BERTHIER BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY CONTINSOUZA serial #AD22882, 8mm Lebel, 18" barrel
with a very good bore that shows some light pitting toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this 1918 vintage carbine
retain 90% arsenal blue with scattered flaking to brown, oxidation staining on buttplate and a couple small spots of light
oxidation. The beech stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a few dings and handling marks. All serialized parts
are matching, the receiver is "N" marked indicating update to the “Balle N” cartridge and the stock has a filled-in slot for
the clearing rod. A fine M16 Berthier carbine overall. (209040-14) {C&R}
(300/400)
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2585 SWISS K11 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #178542, 7.5x55 Swiss, 23" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows
some light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 98% later arsenal blue with some fading to brown on the exposed edges. The
walnut stock rates very good with a thickly added varnish, a strong Swiss cross cartouche, scattered dings and handling
marks. The front sight and bolt are matching to the receiver, the magazine is mismatched, there is an electropenciled name
that appears to read "S. Kinstutz 3654 Gunten" on the left side of the receiver. There is a Century Arms import marking on
the left side of the receiver. A very good arsenal refurbished K11 carbine. (208998-18) {C&R}
(300/500)
2586 CZECH CZ-52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #V11258, 7.62x25 Tokarev, 4 3/4" barrel with a very good bore that shows
some frosting. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal parkerrized finish with some silvering on the exposed edges and a
couple handling marks. The brown bakelite grips rate very good with some light flaking and some handling marks. All serialized parts are matching, the pistol is 1953-dated and marked "VOZ 77". There is a Century Arms import marking on the
frame and a single magazine is included with this pistol. A fine example of these Cold War
Czech pistols.(208926-60) {C&R}
(200/300)
2587 RUSSIAN 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSK serial #TT334/PH08280, 7.62x54R, 29"
barrel with a good bore that shows scattered oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1942 dated rifle retain
95% arsenal refurbished blue with some fading along the barrel. The birch stock rates very good as-refinished with a thickly
added varnish, a few dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and no cleaning rod is present. There
is a TG I import marking on the barrel. A very good arsenal refurbished 91/30 Mosin Nagant rifle.
(208959-1D34329) {C&R}
(150/250)
2588 CZECH CZ-52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #M08007, 7.62x25 Tokarev, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% of a black enamel finish. The smooth walnut replacement grips rate very good plus with a couple light
handling marks. The pistol has a ramped aftermarket rear sight and a ramped aftermarket front sight. No magazine is
included with this pistol. An interesting modified CZ-52 pistol overall. (208926-31) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2589 CHINESE SKS SEMI-AUTO "PARATROOPER" CARBINE serial #1715400, 7.62x39mm, 16" barrel with an excellent
bore. The triggerguard and bottom metal show a flaking reapplied enamel finish with the assembly being proud of the
stock. The other parts retain 97% arsenal blue with a few spots of freckling and some flaking to brown. The aftermarket
black synthetic folding stock and the metal heatshield rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. The gun is
equipped with a blade bayonet, there are three added holes on the left side of the receiver and no magazine is present.
The bolt and topcover are matching but the triggerguard appears un-numbered and the safety is loose but functional. There
is a small Navy Arms import marking on the right side of the receiver. An interesting take on a Cold War classic. (20892655) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2590 REMINGTON 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #D811888M, 12 Ga, 18 1/2" plain barrel
choked cylinder with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original phosphate finish with a couple light handling marks. The black synthetic stock rates very good plus with a few light handling marks. The shotgun is equipped with
a full-length magazine tube and a gray bead front sight. An excellent home defense-style shotgun. (208937-163) {MODERN} [Cletus Klein Collection]
(200/400)
2591 U.S. MODEL 1873 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 45-70, 32 5/8" barrel with a good bore that
shows scattered oxidation and pitting but strong rifling. The hammer, barrel and bands were cleaned to bright showing a
few spots of oxidation staining. The breechblock and upper tang are a gray patina with a few dings on the front. The lock
and lower tang are a silvery-gray patina with a couple spots of light pitting and scattered oxidation staining. The walnut
stock rates very good as-refinished with scattered dings and handling marks. This rifle has mixed parts with the lockplate
and Buffington rear sight being later, while the stock and breechblock appear to be the correct early 1873 style. The serial
number is indiscernible and the action is functional. A cleaning rod that appears to be a replacement and a barrel plug are
both included with this rifle. A good Trapdoor that may be a good shooter. (208864-41) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2592 U.S. MODEL 1896 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #53602,
30-40 Krag, 25" shortened barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered frosting. The barreled action retains 90%
reapplied blue with scattered flaking to brown. The sideplate and magazine box retain generous traces of their arsenal oil
quenching, while the triggerguard shows a balance between flaking to brown and arsenal blue. The shortened walnut stock
rates very good as-refinished with added checkering on grip and forestock, a faint circled "P" firing proof, a few handling
marks and a couple patches of flaking. The rifle is sighted with a Lyman peep rear sight and a ramped front sight that is
missing its blade. A very good sporterized Krag rifle overall. (209002-6) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2593 WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #3117348, 32 WS, 20" barrel with an about very good
bore that shows scattered oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The walnut stocks
rates very good plus with a light chip above the right side of lower tang and a couple light handling marks. The carbine is
equipped with a sporting rear and a hooded bead front sight. (208950-19S20691) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2594 REMINGTON MODEL 17 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #27480, 20 Ga, 26" solid rib barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with operational wear on magazine tube,
some spots of light pitting on receiver and action bar, scattered freckling and flaking to brown. The walnut stock and
grooved forend rate very good plus as lightly refinished with an added varnish, some light flaking at rear of forend and a
few handling marks. A very good Remington Model 17 shotgun overall. (208737-274) {C&R} [Dr. Louis C. March Jr.
Collection]
(300/500)
2595 REMINGTON 1100 MAGNUM SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #L835395N, 20 Ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel choked
full with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock
and forend rate excellent with a couple spots of flaking. The gun is fitted with a black Remington recoil pad giving it a 14"
length of pull. An excellent Remington 1100 shotgun overall. (208998-58) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2596 VENEZUELAN 24/30 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY FN serial #9668, 7mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The in-the-white receiver and bolt show scattered oxidation staining and dried cosmoline. The blued parts retain 50% original finish with some light dings on front band, light freckling on barrel and scattered fading to gray. The walnut stock rates
very good with an armory dark oil finish, scattered dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and no
cleaning
rod
is
included.
A
solid
example
of
these
interwar
South
American
rifles.
(206520-1798) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
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2597 ITALIAN M38 TS CARCANO BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY BRESCIA serial #RA03069, 6.5 Carcano, 18" barrel with
a very good plus bore that shows some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1942-dated carbine show an arsenal blue
finish that is fading to brown with a few small spots of light pitting and a few spots of oxidation staining. The beech stock
rates good as lightly refinished with an added varnish, a faint cartouche on the left side of butt, a couple cracks on the
handguard, a crack near the magazine, a few dings and handling marks. The stock is numbered matching to the barrel and
there do not appear to be any import markings on this carbine. A solid M38 Truppe Special Carcano carbine.
(208986-6) {C&R}
(200/300)
2598 WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1602766, 30 WCF, 20" barrel with a very good plus
bore that shows a couple light pits. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with some light freckling on the action, fading to gray along the bottom of the receiver and scattered flaking to brown. The walnut stock rates very good with an added
varnish, scattered flaking and handling marks. The right side of the stock has a compass that has been inletted, the carbine
is sighted with a receiver mounted Redfield peep sight and the factory rear sight has been replaced with a Redfield M294
scope base. A very good Pre '64 1894 carbine that will likely make a great "Scout" rifle.
(206520-1520) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
2599 WINCHESTER MODEL 190 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #B1850799, 22 S, L, LR, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 93% original blue and black enamel with some light flaking on receiver and light freckling along the
barrel and magazine tube. The hardwood stock rates very good plus with a couple light dings and some scattered handling
marks. The buttplate shows scattered white staining and no magazine tube assembly is present.
(208873-644) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2600 U.S. PROPERTY MARKED MOSSBERG 42 M(B) BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #35318, 22 LR, 23" barrel that has
a light ring toward the muzzle but otherwise rates very good plus. The metal surfaces retain around 30% original blue with
the balance being a dull brown patina and a few spots of oxidation staining. The walnut stock rates very good with an
added oil finish, a chipped area at toe, the outline of a sticker on the front underside, scattered dings and handling marks.
The receiver is marked with U.S. Property markings, the barrel bears British proofs and with a date of 1949. The rifle is
sighted with a Parker Hale PH160 rear sight and a folding front sight. A single magazine is included. A good example of
these interesting training rifles. (208809-87) {C&R}
(100/200)
2601 WINCHESTER 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #519339, 12 Ga, 20 1/2" plain barrel choked cylinder with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this solid frame shotgun retain 95% of a reapplied parkerized finish with some operational wear on magazine tube, a couple tiny spots of light oxidation and some minor silvering on the front of barrel. The
walnut stock and grooved forend rate about very good with an added varnish on the butt, a 1 1/2" crack on either side of
wrist, some flaking around the buttplate, a few dings and some handling marks. This shotgun appears to be an assembled
riot type but the barrel is indeed marked "CYL". The action is a bit sluggish and it may require mechanical attention to fix.
An interesting shotgun that may be good for cowboy action. (206520-1812) {MODERN} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
(200/400)
2602 WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #362215, 16 Ga, 25" plain barrel with added poly-choke
and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a dull gray patina with the magazine tube retaining strong traces of
original blue, moderate oxidation staining on the receiver and a few spots of light oxidation on the barrel and magazine
tube. The pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good with a few handling marks, light scratches and minor dings. The barrel is
numbered matching to the receiver and this is a good restoration candidate. (206520-3634) {MODERN} [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]
(100/250)
2603 WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #926357, 12 Ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a gray patina with some scattered light oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock
and grooved forend rate very good with a few light dings and scattered handling marks. (206520-1069) {C&R} (100/200)
2604 COLUMBIAN MAUSER MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE serial #F24894, 30-06, 23" barrel with a very good bore that
shows some frosting and a couple light pits but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1952 dated rifle retain 90% arsenal
blue with the rear of the receiver having been polished bright, a couple spots of blued-over pitting on the bolt stop, some
freckling on barrel and scattered fading. The stock appears to be a military stock that was modified into Monte Carlo configuration with the overall appearance being thinner. The stock rates very good plus as refinished with an added oil finish,
a small chip behind upper tang and some light handling marks. The rifle lacks military sights, the receiver has four added
holes and there is a Midwest Optical Co. Precision 4x32 scope mounted on it. The scope has a fine crosshair reticle and
the optics are clear. An interesting sporterized Columbian Mauser rifle. (208873-586) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2605 WINCHESTER MODEL 72 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S, L, LR, 25" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some
minor frosting toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces are mostly a dull gray patina with light oxidation throughout and scattered traces of original blue. The walnut stock rates very good with a lightly added varnish, a few spots of flaking, scattered
dings and handling marks. A solid Winchester Model 72 rifle overall. (208873-570) {C&R}
(75/200)
2606 REMINGTON MODEL 742 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #52242, 308 Win, 18" barrel with a very good bore that
shows some light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 65% original blue with some silvering on the receiver and magazine, a
couple small spots of light oxidation on receiver and overall fading to gray. The walnut stock rates very good with an added
varnish, a small chip at the left rear of forend and scattered handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a scope mount on
the receiver. A solid 742 carbine that may still be good for the November woods. (208856-16) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2607 BRITISH NO. 4 MK 1 ENFIELD BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #MK407404, 303 British, 25" barrel with a very good
bore that shows some scattered frosting. The metal surfaces retain 98% reapplied gray parkerized finish with a few spots
of parkerized over-pitting. The hardwood stock rates very good plus as-cleaned with a couple small chips, a few dings and
scattered handling marks. The bolt number is not matching, the rifle is equipped with a reproduction No. 4 Mk 1 T style
cheek piece and reproduction No. 4 Mk 1 T style scope bases. There is a Century Arms import mark on the left side of the
receiver. A great candidate to build a sniper clone. (208873-695) {C&R}
(300/500)
2608 CHILEAN MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LUDWIG LOEWE (SPORTERIZED) serial #F7511, 7mm
Mauser, 20" shortened barrel with an about very good bore that shows some light pitting and scattered frosting but strong
rifling. The metal surfaces retain 99% reapplied blue finish. The checkered Monte Carlo stock rates excellent with a couple
light handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a Bushnell Sportview 3-9x power scope that has a fine crosshair reticle and
clear optics. The bolt has been modified for scope mounting and all visible serialized parts are matching. A very good
sporterized Chilean Mauser rifle. (208873-636) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
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2609 COLT UMAREX M4 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #BP040370, 22 LR, 16" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this Umarex made carbine retain 99% original phosphate with a minor handling mark or two on barrel.
The M4 stock and handguard rate excellent with a couple light handling marks. This rifle includes two factory magazines,
a cable lock, manual, hang tags and factory box correctly end-labeled to the gun. An excellent rimfire AR style rifle.
(208873-610) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2610 WALTHER SPORTMODELL V BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #22058, 22 LR, 26" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90-93% original blue with some light oxidation on rear of receiver, scattered light freckling and flaking to
brown. The checkered pistolgrip stock rates very good with "06443" neatly stamped on underside of pistolgrip, some flaking around butt, scattered dings and handling marks. The rifle has a retailer marking "Karl Kormes Leipzig" on the barrel,
it retains its factory sights and there are two added scope blocks on the barrel. A very good Walther Sportmodell that will
likely shoot well. (206520-3736) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
2611 SAVAGE MODEL 99 EG LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #528868, 300 Savage, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this postwar rifle retain 98% original blue with a few light scratches and handling marks on the frame.
The lever retains most of its original vivid case-hardened finish. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and checkered
forend rate very good plus with a few handling marks and light scratches. The rifle is sighted with a sporting rear sight and
a gold bead front sight. There are two added holes on the front of the receiver and the wood has added sling hardware
with the front sling hardware being absent. A solid Savage 99 that will likely be great for the November woods. (20895017S20689) {C&R}
(200/400)
2612 U.S. MODEL 1888 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #542029, 45-70, 24" shortened barrel
with a good bore that shows scattered patches of pitting but evident rifling. The breechblock, barrel and bands retain 75%
of an older reapplied blue finish with scattered flaking to brown. The lock is a mottled gray patina with a couple large areas
of oxidation staining. The lower tang and triggerguard retain 98% of an older reapplied blue with some blued-over light pitting and light flaking to brown. The cutdown walnut stock rates good as lightly cleaned with an added oil finish, a black
rack number "30/17" on the right side of butt, a partially faded circled "P" firing proof, a repaired 4 1/2" crack on underside, a couple small drying cracks on right side of butt and a few handling marks. The rifle has been shortened overall but
it still resembles a standard 1888 Trapdoor in appearance. The rifle has a Buffington rifle rear sight and a ramrod bayonet.
An interesting take on a late Model 1888 Trapdoor rifle. (208809-148) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2613 U.S. MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #492208, 45-70, 32 5/8" barrel with a
very good bore that shows a few pits toward the muzzle but strong rifling. The barrel and bands are drifting to a dull brown
patina with some light dings and light oxidation. The breechblock and upper tang retain 93% of an older reapplied blue
with some dings under the finish and light fading. The lockplate and hammer retain 85% arsenal blue with some light freckling and flaking to brown. The lower tang and triggerguard retain 90% arsenal blue with light freckling and flaking to brown.
The walnut stock rates very good with an older added varnish, a small crack behind lockplate, scattered dings and handling
marks. The rifle is equipped with a Buffington rear sight and a correct ramrod. A solid Trapdoor that may make a good
shooter. (208809-162) {ANTIQUE}
(300/550)
2614 WINCHESTER MODEL 1912 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #82587, 12 Ga, 30" solid rib barrel choked full with
an excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube retain about 75% original blue with some light freckling, operational wear
and scattered fading to gray. The receiver retains 30% original blue with a few small spots of light oxidation staining and
overall fading to gray. The pistolgrip walnut stock and grooved forend rate very good with a lightly added varnish, a few
spots of flaking mostly around the butt, scattered handling marks and light scratches. A solid early Model 1912 that may
still prove to be a good shooter. (206520-2381) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(200/400 )
2615 WINCHESTER MODEL 1903 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #37590, 22 Winchester Auto, 20" barrel with an about very
good bore that shows a few patches of pitting but strong rifling. The barrel retains 80% original blue with scattered flaking
to brown and light oxidation along its length, while the nosecap and charging handle are a dull gray patina with oxidation
staining. The action retains 50% original blue with overall flaking to brown and some scattered freckling. The walnut stock
rates very good with an older added varnish, scattered handling marks and dings from the years. A solid example of these
early self-loading rifles. (208873-589) {C&R}
(200/300)
2616 MAUSER ES340N BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #25766, 22 LR, 25 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 93% original blue with some light freckling on lower tang and a few areas of light flaking to brown. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good with an older added oil finish, a crisp Mauser roundel, a 1 1/2" crack behind
the bolt cutout, scattered dings and handling marks. All visible serialized parts are matching and there is an added hex nut
on the underside of stock in front of the forward sling swivel. A very good prewar Mauser rimfire rifle. (206520-1776)
{C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(350/550)
2617 WINCHESTER MODEL 90 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #481376, 22 Short, 24" octagon barrel with a very good bore
that shows a few pits and some oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this third model rifle are an overall dull
brown patina with a few light dings on the barrel, scattered freckling and oxidation. The walnut stock and grooved forend
rate good with the remnants of an added varnish on the butt, scattered dings and handling marks. The lower tang is numbered differently than the receiver and the arm appears to be functional. (206520-602) {C&R} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy
Collection]
(200/300)
2618 RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #125-44669, 22 LR, 18" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 93% original blue with some light oxidation toward the front of barrel and some light flaking on the anodized parts.
The birch stock rates excellent with a couple minor handling marks. The rifle retains its factory sights and it is equipped
with a Simmons 3-9x32 scope that has a duplex crosshair reticle and clear optics. The scope mount is loose and the rear
screw is missing. A fine 10/22 that will likely be a fun plinker. (208873-573) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2619 U.S. MODEL 1879 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 45-70, 32 5/8" barrel with an about very good
bore that shows light to moderate pitting for much of its length but strong rifling. The barrel and bands retain 65% arsenal
blue with scattered fading to gray and flaking to brown. The breechblock is turning to a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining, while the upper tang shows some oxidation and light pitting that has made the serial number indiscernible.
The lock and hammer retain 75% arsenal blue with scattered fading to gray and oxidation staining. The lower tang and triggerguard retain 50% arsenal blue with scattered flaking to brown. The walnut stock rates very good as-refinished with an
added varnish, a couple small chips, a small crack on left side near recoil bolt, some light flaking and handling marks. The
rifle is equipped with a Buffington rear sight and a correct ramrod. A solid Trapdoor that may be a good shooter.
(206520-518) {ANTIQUE} [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
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2620 U.S. MARKED REMINGTON 541X BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A1065279, 22 LR, 27" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light flaking to brown on the barrel. The birch stock rates near excellent with some light flaking on butt and a few minor handling marks. The receiver is marked "U.S.", the rifle is equipped
with a receiver mounted Williams peep sight and a hooded front sight. This rifle includes a single magazine and five front
sight inserts. A nice Remington training rifle that likely shoots well. (208873-660) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2621 ERMA SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION TRAINING RIFLE serial #23741, 22 LR, 26" barrel with a near excellent bore
that has a minor pit toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces are a gray patina with some light freckling on the triggerguard
and scattered traces of original blue. The checkered walnut stock rates very good plus as lightly cleaned with a few minor
handling marks. The bolt is matching to the receiver, there is a brass plate on the left side of the stock that is numbered
"25741" and the rifle is equipped with sling swivels. An interesting German training rifle overall.
(208050-846) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2622 WINCHESTER MODEL 69 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S, L, LR, 25" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 50% original blue with overall flaking to brown and fading to gray. The pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good with
an added oil finish, a repaired 1" crack at the front underside, a small plugged hole and a few handling marks. The rifle is
equipped with a receiver mounted peep sight, a hooded white bead front sight and a mounting bracket on the left rear of
barrel. A single factory magazine is included with this rifle. (208873-596) {C&R}
(100/200)
2623 BRITISH MKIII SMLE BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY RSAF ENFIELD serial #M8757, 303 British, 25" barrel with a very
good bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1915-dated rifle retain 95% arsenal quality parkerized
finish with some spots of parkerized-over pitting, oxidation staining on bolt body and scattered light silvering. The beech
stock rates very good plus as lightly-refinished with a couple armorer repairs on handguard and a few handling marks. The
receiver is un-numbered, the other parts are mismatched, some parts appear to be of Australian manufacture and there is
a number "3111" at the left rear of the receiver. The top of the bolt is marked "D.P." for “drill purpose”, therefore no thought
should be given to the loading or firing of this arm with this bolt until a competent gunsmith has inspected it. A good example of a popular military rifle. (208495-9) {C&R}
(200/400)
2624 JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #24487, 7.7 Arisaka, 25" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this fourth series rifle retain 60% original blue with overall fading to gray, a few
areas of freckling and light oxidation. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good with a crisp Kanji stamp on the underside
of the wrist, scattered dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching, the rifle retains its anti-aircraft sights
and the Chrysanthemum is ground. A very good example of Japan's World War Two battle rifle.
(209029-12) {C&R}
(200/400)
2625 JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #15198, 6.5 Arisaka, 31" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 26th series rifle retain 95% original blue with a couple spots of light surface
oxidation, some freckling and fading to gray on the bottom metal. The bolt stop and rear sight base retain nearly all of their
original straw color. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good with two crisp Kanji stamps on underside of wrist, scattered
dings and handling marks. All of the visible parts are numbered matching either by serial number or assembly number and
the Chrysanthemum was ground. A cleaning rod is included that may be a reproduction. An excellent Type 38 Arisaka that
appears to have seen little use. (209029-11) {C&R}
(300/500)
2626 ITALIAN 1891 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TERNI serial #I1611, 6.5 Carcano, 31" barrel with a very good
bore that shows scattered frosting and light pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1893-dated rifle are an
overall dull brown patina with light oxidation and pinprick pitting. The European hardwood stock rates very good with a few
dings and scattered handling marks. The stock was arsenal renumbered and this is a very good early Carcano rifle overall.
(208998-28) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2627 CZECH MARKED AUSTRIAN MODEL 95/30 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY STEYR serial #8727S, 8x56
Mannlicher, 19" barrel with an about very good bore that shows some pitting and scattered oxidation but strong rifling. The
metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal refurbished blue with some light flaking to brown on the exposed edges. The European
hardwood stock rates very good as lightly refinished with a thickly added varnish, scattered handling marks and light dings.
The barrel is "S" marked indicating update to the 8x56 cartridge and there appear to be a Czech lion marking on the right
side of the receiver. The barrel is matching to the receiver, the stock and bolt handle were renumbered to match and there
is a Century Arms import marking on the barrel. An interesting Mannlicher carbine that likely saw use in both World Wars.
(209040-4) {C&R}
(200/400)
2628 CZECH VZ-24 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A5315, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with an about very good bore that shows
overall frosting and light pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces are a silvery-gray patina with a few light dings on the
bottom metal and bands. The hardwood stock rates about very good with overall dings, handling marks and a 3" crack on
the handguard. The lion crest is intact, there is a "E4 (Lion) 37" acceptance stamp and the serial numbers are mismatched.
There is a TGI import marking on the barrel and an original VZ-24 sling is included. A solid example with an intact crest.
(208998-8) {C&R}
(200/400)
2629 ITALIAN M41 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TERNI serial #AE6086, 6.5 Carcano, 27" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this "FAT 42" coded rifle retain 98% arsenal refurbished blue. The beech stock rates
very good plus with a crisp "MADE IN ITALY" stamp on the right side of butt, a few dings and handling marks. The stock
is numbered matching to the barrel and there is no sling hardware present in the left sling cut. A very good example of a
World War Two Carcano rifle. (208998-64) {C&R}
(200/400)
2630 ITALIAN M41 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ARMGUERRA serial #Q08976, 6.5 Carcano, 27" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal blue with some light freckling on magazine and barrel. The
beech stock has an unrepaired duffel cut at the rear band but otherwise rates very good with a couple prominent scratches
below the action, a few dings and handling marks. The stock is numbered to a different gun and there do not appear to be
any import markings. A very good late Carcano that was likely used by German forces. (209029-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
2631 AUSTRIAN M95 MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY STEYR serial #4520M, 8x56 Mannlicher, 30" barrel with
a very good plus bore that shows some light pitting. The metal surfaces are a dull gray pewter with scattered traces of arsenal blue. The elm stock rates very good as arsenal refinished with an old repair to the left side of wrist, a couple chips, a
few dings and handling marks. The barrel is "S" marked indicating conversion to 8x56, handguard is mismatched but the
other parts are matching with a couple appearing renumbered. A solid example of an updated Steyr long rifle.
(208998-31) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2632 CANADIAN NO. 4 MK. 1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH serial #81L9189, 303 British, 25" barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1944-dated rifle retain 75% original blue with overall fading to brown.
The Canadian walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, strong Canadian markings on the underside, a few
abrasions, scattered dings and handling marks. The rear sight is marked "MKII", the bolt is matching and the other parts
appear un-numbered. The barrel is marked with British export proofs and the receiver is marked "ENGLAND". A very good
example of a Canadian No. 4 Enfield rifle. (208998-65) {C&R}
(300/500)
2633 PORTUGUESE MODEL 1904/39 VERGUEIRO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM serial #G9009, 8mm Mauser, 24"
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal blue with the barrel and rear band showing moderate pitting, the bottom metal being a gray patina with light pitting and a few spots of light freckling. The hardwood stock
rates about very good with a tight 3" crack on the right side of wrist, a couple old added holes on the left side between
the bands, an added slot on the underside, scattered dings and handling marks. All visible serialized numbers are matching
to the receiver and this is a very good example of an updated Vergueiro rifle. (208998-83) {C&R}
(300/500)
2634 AUSTRALIAN MKIII LEE ENFIELD BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LITHGOW serial #D59923, 303 British, 25" barrel
with a very good plus bore that shows some light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1942-dated rifle are a
gray pewter with a few spots of oxidation staining. The hardwood stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a strong
"AUSTRALIA" marking on the underside of the pistolgrip, a strong 1943 date, a name "BULLEN" carved on the left side
of butt, scattered dings and handling marks. All of the parts are matching to the receiver and this is a solid example of an
Aussie Enfield. (208998-5) {C&R}
(300/500)
2635 BRITISH MKIII LEE ENFIELD BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BSA serial #V76766, 303 British, 25" BSA barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1914-dated rifle retain 95% arsenal refurbished Suncorite finish with scattered light flaking. The beech stock rates very good as-lightly cleaned with a couple abrasions and scattered handling
marks. All serialized parts are matching, the rear band is marked "FR/'38" and the left side of the receiver is marked "F.T.R.
1953", both indicating arsenal overhauls. A fine arsenal reconditioned Enfield that surely saw its share of use defending
the realm. (208998-7) {C&R}
(300/500)
2636 FINNISH MARKED M38 CARCANO BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY TERNI serial #Q7556, 7.35 Carcano, 21" barrel
with a good bore that shows a ring near muzzle and scattered light pitting. The front band and buttplate retain 90% of a
reapplied black enamel finish with some flaking and some light oxidation on magazine body. The other parts retain 85%
original blue with scattered flaking to brown. The beech stock rates very good with a partially faded Terni cartouche on the
left side, the beginnings of a small crack behind upper tang, a few dings and handling marks. The stock is numbered
matching to the barrel and the gun is Finnish Army "SA" marked. A very good Finnish Army Carcano carbine. (208998-74)
{C&R}
(200/300)
2637 FINNISH M91 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #440868, 7.62x54R, 31" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this "B" marked and 1942-dated rifle retain 95% arsenal blue with some light oxidation on the
magazine box and light fading on the exposed edges. The two-piece Finnish stock rates very good with a small crack on
the rear of handguard, a few dings and handling marks. The bolt is Finn-matching to the barrel shank and the other parts
are un-numbered or mismatched as-is typical for Finnish-used Mosin Nagants. The B marking on the barrel indicates that
this rifle has a Belgian made barrel. There is a Century import marking on the right side of the barrel. A very good example
of these uncommon Finnish Mosin Nagant rifles. (208998-6) {C&R}
(300/500)
2638 FINNISH MARKED SOVIET 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TULA serial #DB2320, 7.62x54R,
29" counterbored barrel with a very good bore that shows frosting throughout but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this
1939-dated rifle retain 95% Finnish arsenal blue with some blued-over pitting on the magazine body, some light freckling
and fading on barrel and receiver. The two-piece Finnish stock rates very good plus with a crisp Finnish cartouche on the
left side, a plug armorer repair near magazine and a few light handling marks. The bolt is mismatched, the other parts are
un-numbered and there is a Finnish Army "SA" marking on the barrel shank. The gun has wire hanger swivels, no cleaning
rod is present and there is a Samco import marking on the barrel. A very good example of a Finnish used 91/30 Mosin
Nagant rifle. (209029-10) {C&R}
(200/400)
2639 SWEDISH M96 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #156914, 6.5x55 Swedish, 29" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1905-dated rifle retain 90% arsenal blue with some fading to gray on the bottom
metal, silvering on barrel and scattered light fading. The walnut stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a pair of
faint crown markings on underside of wrist, a crisp "(Crown)/CG" on wrist, scattered dings and handling marks. The
buttplate is stamped matching, the bolt parts are electropenciled matching and the other parts are mismatched or un-numbered. The stock disc has a "2" for bore condition and this rifle will likely make a great shooter.
(208998-69) {C&R}
(200/400)
2640 JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #15187, 6.5 Arisaka, 31" barrel with a very
good bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 28th series rifle retain 85% original blue with overall
toning to a deep plum and a few spots of light pitting. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good as lightly refinished with
an added varnish, chipping at the nose of handguard, a chip on the right grasping groove, scattered dings and handling
marks. The dustcover is mismatched but all the numbered parts are matching and the Chrysanthemum is present. The
buttplate appears to be an incorrect replacement, the handguard is loose and a short cleaning rod is included with this
rifle. A very good Nagoya Type 38 Arisaka rifle. (208998-86) {C&R}
(300/500)
2641 ITALIAN M38 CARCANO BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY TERNI serial #BM8488, 6.5 Carcano, 21" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1941-dated carbine retain 90% arsenal blue with some pitting on the barrel, light
oxidation on magazine body and scattered flaking to brown. The beech stock rates very good as lightly-cleaned with a partially faded cartouche, a few dings and handling marks. The stock is matching to the barrel shank and a reproduction folding bayonet is included. A fine World War Two Carcano carbine. (208998-23) {C&R}
(250/450)
2642 BRAZILIAN MODEL 1908 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM serial #190801463/B6114, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel with
a very good bore that shows scattered pitting and frosting but strong rifling. The blued parts are a dull gray patina with
some light pitting on the bottom metal and scattered oxidation staining. The in-the-white receiver and bolt are a dull gray
patina with a couple small spots of light pitting and some oxidation staining. The walnut stock rates very good with overall
dings and handling marks. The cocking piece and safety are mismatched but the remaining visible parts are matching and
there is Brazilian police marking on the receiver that reads "PM 04232.6". The front sight has a Czech style protector and
there is a Century import mark on the barrel. A solid example of these South American rifles.
(208998-56) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2643 CZECH VZ-24 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRNO serial #E5 9253, 8mm Mauser, 24" counterbored barrel with a very
good bore that shows scattered frosting and light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 80% importer applied blue with scattered flaking to brown, some fading to gray and the remnants of light pitting on receiver. The European hardwood stock
rates very good as-refinished with an added varnish, a couple small patch repairs at the rear of handguard and a few handling marks. The Czech lion crest is intact and there is a "(Czech Lion) 37" acceptance stamp on the receiver. The parts
are unnumbered and the triggerguard is German and marked with a "WaaA280" Waffenamt. There is a small KFS import
marking on the underside of the barrel. A very good VZ-24 rifle overall. (208998-77) {C&R}
(200/400)
2644 BRITISH MKIII LEE ENFIELD BY STANDARD SMALL ARMS serial #W33798, 303 British, 25" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1917-dated rifle are an overall silvery-gray patina with a couple spots of oxidation
staining and some light pitting on nosecap. The hardwood stock rates very good as-cleaned with a pair of cracks on the
rear of handguard and some handling marks. The bolt is matching to the receiver, the nosecap is mismatched and the other
parts are un-numbered. The barrel and rear sight are of Australian manufacture, so this rifle assuredly saw service down
under. A solid example of a "Peddle Scheme" Lee Enfield rifle. (209029-17) {C&R}
(300/500)
2645 CANADIAN NO. 4 MK I BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH serial #82L0329, 303 British, 25" barrel with a
very good bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1944-dated rifle retain 95% arsenal reapplied
Suncorite finish with scattered light fading. The hardwood stock rates very good as-refinished with a few handling marks.
There are faint "FTR" rebuild markings on the receiver and the bolt was renumbered to match during the rebuild but the
other parts appear un-numbered. There are British proof markings on the barrel near the muzzle and this is a very good
Canadian No. 4 Enfield overall. (209029-26) {C&R}
(300/500)
2646 ARGENTINE MODEL 1891 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LUDWIG LOEWE serial #D5640, 7.65 Argentine, 29" barrel
with a very good plus bore that shows some light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 95% arsenal blue with
some scattered fading on the exposed edges. The European walnut stock rates very good as lightly cleaned with a strong
Argentine cartouche, the beginnings of two small cracks at the upper tang, a small abrasion on the right side of butt, a few
dings and handling marks. The Argentine crest is scrubbed as-is typical, the stock has a recoil bolt in the wrist and all serial
numbers are matching including the cleaning rod. A fine example of these early Mauser rifles.
(209029-20) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2647 BRITISH NO. 5 MK 1 BOLT ACTION "JUNGLE CARBINE" BY ROF FAZAKERLEY serial #T5430, 303 British, 19"
barrel with a very good plus bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 2/45 dated carbine retain 40%
original Suncorite with overall flaking and a couple spots of oxidation staining. The hardwood stock rates very good with a
white paint rack number "C/08" on the left side of butt, a couple abrasions, a few dings and handling marks. The rear band
and magazine are matching, the bolt is mismatched and the stock is un-numbered. The front sight is of BSA manufacture
and the barrel is marked with British proofs. A solid Jungle Carbine for the military collector.
(209029-16) {C&R}
(300/500)
2648 JAPANESE TYPE I BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #J6353, 6.5 Arisaka, 31" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces are primarily a dull brown patina with scattered traces of original blue most notably on the floorplate and a few
spots of oxidation. The beech stock rates very good plus with a few dings and handling marks. A solid example of these
Italian-made and Japanese Navy-used military rifles. (209029-6) {C&R}
(300/400)
2649 SIAMESE TYPE 46 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO ARSENAL serial #4060, 8x52 Siamese, 29" barrel with a very
good bore that shows some scattered pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 80% arsenal blue with scattered
fading to gray, a couple spots of pitting and a couple spots of oxidation staining. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good
as-refinished with an added varnish, the grip having been altered to a thinner appearance, a repaired crack on rear of handguard and a few handling marks. The rear sight has been altered for the 8x52 cartridge, the rifle has a brass tipped cleaning
rod and the receiver has an importer added electropenciled serial number. The tang is proud of wood and the dust cover
is a bit loose. A solid example of these interesting Mauser style rifles. (209029-13) {C&R}
(200/300)
2650 RUSSIAN 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TULA serial #9130348767/17513, 7.62x54R, 29" barrel
with a very good bore that shows scattered oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1934-dated hex receiver
rifle retain 98% arsenal refurbished blue finish. The birch stock rates very good plus with a few spots of flaking and some
handling marks. The serialized parts are all matching having been arsenal renumbered and there is a Century Arms import
mark on the receiver. A fine arsenal reconditioned 91/30 Mosin. (209029-8) {C&R}
(200/300)
2651 BULGARIAN M95/34 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY STEYR serial #ML5634D/5643D, 8x56 Mannlicher, 20" barrel
with an about very good bore that shows scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal refurbished blue finish. The hardwood stock rates near excellent as arsenal refinished with the rear sling slot being filled in and
a few handling marks. The carbine is "S" marked, the left side of the receiver is marked "STEYR 1903" and the receiver
bears the Bulgarian crest. The handguard is numbered "53, the other numbered parts are matching, with the stock being
renumbered to match, and the bolt being electropenciled matching. The barrel has a TGI import marking on the underside.
An interesting Steyr M95 carbine with an intact Bulgarian crest. (209029-5) {C&R}
(200/400)
2652 AUSTRALIAN MKIII LEE ENFIELD BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LITHGOW serial #D48313, 303 British, 25" barrel with
a very good bore that shows some frosting and a few pits. The metal surfaces of this 1942-dated rifle retain 70% arsenal
parkerized finish the loss mostly due to overall fading. The hardwood stock rates very good plus with a crisp "SLAZ 42"
marking on the underside of the forestock, a strong "AUSTRALIA" marking on underside of pistolgrip, a couple dings and
a few handling marks. The parts appear to be all of Australian manufacture but the parts are un-numbered and this rifle
includes an oiler. A very good Aussie Enfield rifle. (209029-2) {C&R}
(300/500)
2653 FINNISH MARKED M38 CARCANO BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY TERNI serial #T7490, 7.35 Carcano, 21" barrel
with a very good plus bore that shows some minor oxidation near muzzle. The metal surfaces of this 1939-dated carbine
retain 95% original blue with a couple spots of light oxidation and some fading on the exposed edges. The beech stock
rates very good as lightly cleaned with a strong Terni cartouche, a few dings and handling marks. The stock is numbered
to a different carbine and there is a Finnish Army "SA" marking on the barrel. A very good Finn-used Carcano carbine.
(209029-1) {C&R}
(200/300)
2654 INDIAN 2A1 LEE ENFIELD BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ISHAPORE serial #E3354, 7.62 NATO, 25" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1965-dated rifle retain 95% arsenal black enamel with a few spots of flaking. The
hardwood stock rates very good with an added varnish, a strong Ishapore cartouche, a 1" crack at the rear of the handguard, scattered dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and this is a very good Indian Enfield in a modern caliber. (209029-18) {C&R}
(300/400)
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2655 YUGOSLAVIAN M24/47 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ZASTAVA serial #G898, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a very
good bore that shows a couple patches of oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces retain 50% arsenal blue with overall
fading to gray. The elm stock rates very good with some scarring from band removal on the underside, a few dings and handling marks. The floorplate is matching, while the other parts are mismatched and there is a Samco import mark on the barrel. A solid Yugo Mauser that will likely make a good shooter. (209029-23) {C&R}
(200/400)
2656 TURKISH M38 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ANKARA ARSENAL serial #1F16285/16285, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with
a very good bore that shows scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1940-dated rifle retain 60% arsenal blue with
some light pitting on the bolt and scattered fading to gray. The hardwood stock rates very good with scattered dings and
handling marks. The rear sight is matching but the other parts appear un-numbered or mismatched and there is a Century
Arms import mark on the barrel. A very good Turkish Mauser rifle. (209029-4) {C&R}
(200/300)
2657 POLISH MODEL 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #51100, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a very good bore that shows
scattered frosting and a couple pits but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 70% arsenal refurbished blue with overall
fading to gray, a couple small spots of light pitting and some light freckling. The beech stock rates very good with a small
crack behind on each side of the stock disc, scattered dings and handling marks. The serial numbers are mismatched and
the markings were scrubbed, indicating that this arm was used in the Spanish Civil War by the Republicans. There is no
cleaning rod present and there is a small importer "8mm" marking on the barrel. A solid example of a Polish Mauser that
was used in the Spanish Civil War. (209021-6) {C&R}
(300/500)
2658 YUGOSLAVIAN M48 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ZASTAVA serial #T5975, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a very good
bore that shows scattered pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal blue with some oxidation staining
on the buttplate. The elm stock rates very good with a few dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and
there is a PW Arms import marking on the barrel. A fine Yugo M48 Mauser rifle overall. (209029-25) {C&R}
(200/400)
2659 RUSSIAN 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSK serial #9130348107/MT6997, 7.62x54R,
29" counterbored barrel with a good bore that shows light pitting and frosting throughout The metal surfaces of this 1943dated rifle retain 97% arsenal blue with some oxidation on the triggerguard. The birch stock rates very good as arsenal
refinished, with an armorer patch repair behind the triggerguard, some flaking shellac and a few handling marks. The parts
are all matching and there is a Century import mark on the receiver. A very good arsenal reconditioned World War Two
Mosin Nagant. (209029-9) {C&R}
(200/300)
2660 POLISH MAG-98 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY RADOM serial #B01127, 9mm, 4 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97% original phosphate and enamel finishes with some high edge and operational wear. The hardplastic grips rate very good plus with some dirt staining. All serialized parts are matching and the pistol was imported by
Century Arms. Two magazines and an aftermarket nylon holster are included. An excellent example a modern Polish pistol.
(208998-104) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2661 YUGOSLAVIAN M59/66A1 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY ZASTAVA serial #N-546455, 7.62x39mm, 20" barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% arsenal blue with cosmoline remnants throughout. The elm stock
rates excellent with minor handling marks. All serialized parts are matching and there is a PW Arms import marking on the
left side of the receiver. A nice arsenal reconditioned Yugo SKS. (208998-55) {C&R}
(300/500)
2662 YUGOSLAVIAN M24/47 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ZASTAVA serial #B7153, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% importer blue with some light handling marks. The elm stock rates very good
plus as neatly refinished with a strong "T.R.Z." rebuild stamp on right side of butt, an armorer repair to the right of bolt and
a few handling marks. The cocking piece is mismatched but the other parts were renumbered to match. There is a Samco
import marking on the barrel. A very good Yugo M24/47 Mauser rifle overall. (208998-54) {C&R}
(200/400)
2663 ITALIAN 1891 CARCANO CAVALRY CARBINE serial #08487, 6.5 Carcano, 18" barrel with a good bore that shows
scattered oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1937-vintage carbine are mostly a silvery-gray patina with
scattered traces of arsenal blue, a couple spots of light pitting and a few spots of oxidation staining. The beech stock rates
good with a couple chips, scattered dings and handling marks. The stock is mismatched, the front band screw is missing
and there is a Century Arms import marking on the barrel. A well-used Carcano carbine. (209002-1) {C&R} (150/250 )
2664 TURKISH 1893 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #31636, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows
minor frosting. The metal surfaces are a silvery-gray patina with some dings on the triggerguard. The hardwood stock rates
very good with a chip below the bolt handle, a few dings and handling marks. The rear sight is matching to the receiver,
the other parts are mismatched and there is a Century Arms import mark on the barrel. A solid example of an updated 1893
Turkish Mauser rifle. (209002-11) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2665 U.S. MODEL 1903 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #810337, 30-06,
24" barrel with a bright near excellent bore that shows some minor oxidation near muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 98%
reapplied blue with some light freckling on the floorplate. The raised cheekpiece Monte Carlo stock rates excellent with an
added cutout for the magazine cutoff and a couple minor handling marks. The bolt was polished to bright and the safety
replaced to accommodate a scope. The rifle is sighted with a Williams open rear sight and an ivory bead front sight. The
rifle is also equipped with a Bushnell Sportview 3-9x power scope that has a duplex reticle, bikini cover and clear optics.
A very fine sporterized 1903 Springfield that will likely be great in the November woods. (208992-5) {MODERN}(200/500)
2666 U.S. MODEL 1879 TRAPDOOR RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #251457, 45-70, 32 5/8" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are an overall cleaned silver pewter with strong traces of the original case colors
on the upper tang and a few scattered spots of oxidation staining. The walnut stock rates about very good with an added
varnish, a crisp 1883 dated cartouche, a crisp circled "P" firing proof, a crisp "177" rack number on right side of butt, scattered flaking, dings and handling marks. The rifle is sighted with a correct 1879 rear sight, a correct ramrod and the lock
is functional. A solid Trapdoor that may be a good shooter. (208853-8) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2667 RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 MOSIN NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSK serial #IM2801/9130276451,
7.62x54R, 29" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1939-dated rifle retain
98% arsenal refurbished blue finish. The birch stock rates very good as arsenal refinished with a few handling marks and
spots of flaking shellac. The parts are all matching with the floorplate being line-out renumbered and there is a Century
Arms import mark on the receiver. This rifle includes two ammo pouches, a bayonet that is numbered to a different gun, a
Doskocil hardcase, an oiler and tools. A very fine arsenal refurbished Mosin Nagant rifle.
(208950-35S18083) {C&R}
(200/300)
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2668 YUGOSLAVIAN M48 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ZASTAVA serial #M26547, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a very good
bore that shows a couple pits and scattered frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal blue finish.
The elm stock rates very good with a couple small chips, a few dings and handling marks. The stock and floorplate are
matching but the bolt is mismatched and there is a Mitchell's Mausers import mark on the barrel. This rifle includes its original Mitchell's box correctly-end-labeled to the gun, a bore snake, a bayonet numbered to a different rifle and a bayonet
scabbard. A very good Yugo M48 that likely will be a good shooter. (208947-11D34290) {C&R}
(200/400)
2669 BRITISH NO. 5 MK 1 BOLT ACTION "JUNGLE CARBINE" BY ROF FAZAKERLEY serial #T3638, 303 British, 19"
barrel with a very good plus bore that shows some light pitting. The metal surfaces of this 12/45-dated carbine retain 80%
original Suncorite finish with several patches of pitting on the magazine and scattered flaking. The hardwood stock rates
very good with an added oil finish, scattered dings and handling marks. The bolt is matching and the other parts appear to
be un-numbered. The bayonet lug was ground at some point and the magazine is a 5 round type. There are British proof
markings on the barrel and this carbine will make a good addition to the budding military collector's battery. (208993-21)
{MODERN}
(250/450)
2670 JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO (SPORTERIZED) serial #10701, 7.7
Arisaka, 24" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 93% reapplied blue with some flaking to brown on the
barrel, fading to gray on the upper tang, some dings on front sight base and a couple spots of light oxidation. The aftermarket Monte Carlo stock rates very good with some added checkering on the forend and pistolgrip, a few dings and scattered handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is ground, the bolt was turned down, there are two added holes at the rear of
receiver for a peep sight, there is no rear sight present and the front sight is a ramped silver bead. An interesting take on
a Japanese military rifle. (209021-3) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2671 JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA "LAST DITCH" BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA (SPORTERIZED) serial
#61792, 7.7 Arisaka, 25" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 8th series rifle retain 80% original blue
with some light oxidation on the barrel, silvering and scattered fading. The cutdown Asian hardwood stock rates very good
plus as-cleaned with a few dings and handling marks. The Chrysanthemum is ground, the military sights are intact, the bolt
is mismatched and there is no buttplate present. A good restoration candidate. (209021-4) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2672 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 151 "LEATHERNECK" SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #1469, 22 LR, 23"
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some oxidation on the sling swivels, light
freckling and flaking to brown on the barreled action. The walnut stock rates very good with a few dings and handling
marks. There are two added holes on the receiver, the rifle is equipped with a Redfield peep sight and a blade front sight.
A single magazine is included with this rifle. A very good Reising style rimfire rifle. (209022-56) {C&R}
(200/400)
2673 WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #3640718, 30 WCF, 20" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some minor oxidation specks on the magazine tube. The plain walnut
stock rates very good with some flaking on the butt and a few handling marks. The carbine is equipped with sling swivels,
a sporting rear sight and a hooded silver bead front sight. A solid 94 that will likely make a good brush gun. (208992-2)
{MODERN}
(200/400)
2674 CHINESE SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #11053715, 7.62x39mm, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97% arsenal blue with some light silvering along the exposed edges. The Dragunov style stock rates very
good plus with a few handling marks. The topcover is mismatched, the bolt and triggerguard are matching and there is no
magazine assembly present. There is a small CIA import marking on the right side of the receiver and this is a neat "Tactical"
SKS rifle. (208926-57) {MODERN}
(300/400)
2675 RUGER PC4 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #480-04428, 40 S&W, 16" threaded barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original phosphate with a small spot of surface oxidation on barrel and some light handling
marks. The black synthetic stock rates very good plus with a few handling marks. The carbine is equipped with a Weaver
style scope base mounted on the receiver and an open rear sight but no front sight assembly is present, it appears to be
have been removed when the muzzle was threaded. There is no pistolgrip cap or magazine present on this carbine. A very
fine pistol caliber Ruger carbine. (209034-9) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2676 COMMERCIAL M1 CARBINE BY PLAINFIELD serial #U014, 30 Carbine, 18" barrel with a bright very good bore that
shows some oxidation near throat. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with a couple patches of moderate pitting
on top of bayonet lug, scattered light oxidation on barrel and some light handling marks. The hardwood stock rates very
good plus with a few dings and handling marks. A single 15 round Inland-made magazine is included that is marked "KI".
A very good commercial M1 Carbine. (208940-90) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2677 CHINESE SKS-M SPORTER SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #93 05961, 7.62x39mm, 16" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish. The aftermarket black synthetic folding stock rates excellent overall. The bolt is numbered matching to the receiver and the other parts are un-numbered. This is the post-ban SKS model
that takes AK-47 style magazines, there is no bayonet assembly present and the bolt lacks a stripper clip groove. There is
a Labanu import marking on the left side of the receiver and a single 30 round magazine is included. A very good SKS style
rifle that takes AK-47 magazines. (208926-111) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2678 CHINESE SKS "PARATROOPER" SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #19423155, 7.62x39mm, 16" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal blue with a couple spots of surface oxidation on the front end and
bottom metal. The aftermarket black synthetic folding stock and metal heatshield rate excellent overall. The carbine is
equipped with a spike bayonet and an aftermarket muzzle brake. The bottom metal is proud of the stock, all of the numbered parts are matching, there is a CIA import marking on the left side of the receiver and no magazine assembly is present. A fine "Paratrooper" style SKS carbine overall. (208926-56) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2679 YUGOSLAVIAN M59 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #C-25512, 7.62x39m, 20" barrel with a good bore that shows
scattered pitting and oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal blue with some oxidation staining
on the bolt carrier, scattered thinning and fading along the exposed edges. The European hardwood stock rates very good
with an added varnish, scattered dings and handling marks. The stock is stamped matching, while the bolt and triggerguard
are electropenciled matching and the other parts have Yugo assembly numbers. There is a small Samco import marking on
the barrel. A solid early Yugoslavian SKS rifle. (208959-3D34331) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2680 ITALIAN 91/38 CARCANO BOLT ACTION CAVALRY CARBINE BY GARDONE, serial #CB3072, 6.5 Carcano, 18"
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1940-dated carbine retain 75% arsenal blue with flaking to brown
along the barrel and scattered light oxidation. The beech stock rates very good with the faded outline of a cartouche, a
couple hairline cracks near the left slide cut, scattered dings and handling marks. The stock is numbered matching to the
barrel, the folding bayonet is loose and the bolt is stuck to the rear and will require mechanical attention to fix. A good project Carcano carbine. (209040-7) {C&R}
(100/200)
2681 MARLIN MODEL 101 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
93% original blue with some light oxidation and flaking to brown on the edges. The hardwood stock rates very good with
a few handling marks and the wedge between the grip cap and stock displaying a large piece missing. A solid Marlin rimfire
rifle. (209049-34) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2682 WINCHESTER MODEL 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #27185, 22 LR, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this magazine fed rifle retain 90% original blue with a few light scratches, specks of light oxidation and scattered
flaking to brown. The walnut stock rates very good with scattered handling marks and a few light dings. A single magazine
is included. (208958-45) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2683 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #A20351, 410 Bore, 26" plain barrel choked
improved cylinder with a very good bore that shows a few pits. The barrel retains 60% original blue with overall flaking to
brown. The frame is a gray patina with some scattered oxidation staining and traces of the original case colors. The hardwood stock rates very good with a 1" crack behind the upper tang and a few handling marks. The barrel is a bit loose and
it is marked "410-44 CAL.". An interesting H&R shotgun overall. (209021-9) {C&R}
(75/150)
2684 WINCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original blue with a couple minor dings on rear of barrel, the triggerguard having toned to plum, the bolt and
triggerguard retaining all of their original nickel, some light oxidation and flaking to brown. The walnut stock rates very
good with minor dings and handling marks from the years. The rifle is equipped with a professionally mounted Unertl 4x
power scope serial #18623. The scope has a fine crosshair reticle and clear optics, the tube shows some flaking to brown
and light freckling. A very good Winchester 68 with a classic scope setup. (208998-61) {C&R}
(200/400)
2685 MOSSBERG 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J861711, 410 Bore, 26" plain barrel choked full with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The checkered pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with no
discernable dings. This shotgun includes a black synthetic pistolgrip, sling and a box for a Model 535 12 gauge shotgun.
A great starter shotgun for youth. (208940-100) {MODERN}
(200/400 )
2686 MARLIN MODEL 90 OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #4090, 12 Ga, 30" matted barrels choked cylinder and
improved modified with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with a small dent on the right
side of the barrel, some flaking to brown and scattered light oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate good
with an added varnish, a repaired crack along the right side of the forend, scattered dings and handling marks from the
years. The stock is fitted with a Noshoc recoil pad that shows crazing and wear from the years and it gives the gun a 14
1/2" length of pull. A solid Marlin 90 shotgun overall. (209049-24) {C&R}
(150/300)
2687 HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOPPER BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #BB451411, 12 Ga, 27 1/2" plain barrel choked modified with a fair bore that shows scattered oxidation. The barrel shows oxidation over the original blue finish.
The frame retains much of its original case colors with a speck or two of minor oxidation. The hardwood stock rates very
good plus with a few minor dings. A good restoration candidate. (209049-21) {MODERN}
(25/50)
2688 STEVENS 5100 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 20 Ga, 28" solid rib barrels choked cylinder and improved cylinder
with one barrel having an excellent bore and the other having some patchy oxidation at rear. The metal surfaces are a dull
gray patina with some light oxidation here and there. The hardwood stock rates very good with a few dings and handling
marks from the years. The lever locks up to the left and this shotgun will make a good restoration candidate. (209049-33)
{MODERN}
(50/100)
2689 STEVENS TIP UP SHOTGUN serial #9210, 12 Ga, 25" plain barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are a dull
gray patina with scattered oxidation from the years. The hardwood stock rates fair with a couple repaired long cracks, some
staining, dings and handling marks. A few screws are missing, the wedge is missing, the barrel is loose, the buttstock is
loose and the barrel nut is a modern replacement. A good project gun overall. (209049-23) {ANTIQUE}
(15/30)
2690 MARLIN MODEL 88C SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial .22 LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. This promotional rifle
retains about 85% original blue with thinning and handling marks across the metal surfaces. The walnut stock is about
good and has two repaired cracks on each side of the receiver and light scratches and handling marks throughout. There
is a hooded gold bead front sight and the rear sight is adjustable. (228873-668) {C&R}
(50/100)
2691 REMINGTON MODEL 550-1 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE .22 RF, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. This rifles metal surfaces
retain about 65% factory finish with minor pitting and spots that have thinned to a slightly brown color. The stock is about
good with dings and areas of missing finish scattered about. (228873-606) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2692 WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 RF, 25” barrel with an excellent bore. The blued surfaces still
retain about 96% factory finish with light handling marks and minor thinning toward the muzzle. The walnut stock is in
about very good condition with normal signs of handling. This rifle is equipped with an aperture rear sight and hooded front
sight and comes with a single factory magazine. (228873-681) {C&R}
(150/300)
2693 MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #14309954, .22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. This rifle retains
about 98% factory finish with scattered handling marks and small scratches on the aluminum receiver. The walnut stock is
about very good with handling marks commensurate with use in the field. A nice entry level rifle for the budding hunter.
(228929-2) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2694 SAVAGE MODEL 24 COMBINATION GUN .22 LRx.410 ga., 24” barrels with excellent bores. The steel surfaces of this
gun retain about 85% finish with spots of oxidation, thinning and freckling throughout. The walnut buttstock and forend are
about fair with large chips and scuffs scattered on both. Also, the wood of the buttstock shows several cracks where it
meets the receiver on the left and right side. The top lever sits just right of center and the lock-up feels tight, this rifle
appears to be mechanically sound. (228873-652) {C&R}
(100/200)
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2695 WINCHESTER MODEL 1200 STAINLESS POLICE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L2043025, 12 ga., 18” barrel, unchoked, with an excellent bore. The stainless steel and chromed finishes of this shotgun rate about excellent with
only slight signs of handling and operational use. The smooth walnut buttstock and ribbed forend are also about excellent,
this is a very attractive shotgun. Completing the package is a flip up rear sight and a silver bead front sight.
(228865-31) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2697 WINCHESTER MODEL 74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #328836A, .22 LR, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% factory blue finish with minimal signs of handling. The walnut stock rates excellent with scattered handling marks that you would expect to find on a rifle of this age. Side mounted to the receiver is a Weaver G4 with a fine
crosshair and slightly cloudy optics. An excellent example that appears to have been manufactured in 1953.
(228873-674) {C&R}
(200/400)
2698 SPECIAL WEAPONS MODEL SW760 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #B0121, 9mm, 16 1/4” barrel with an excellent
bore. The grey metal surfaces retain about 98% finish with light handling marks concentrated mostly around the magazine
well and a handful of small oxidation spots on the trigger guard and bottom of the frame. The half shrouded barrel retains
about 99% factory finish. The pistolgrip is partially checkered black composite and is in about excellent condition as is the
plastic coated wire buttstock. These carbines were fashioned after the famous Smith & Wesson M76 submachine gun and
are said to have only been manufactured in 2002. (228873-600) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2699 SQUIRES BINGHAM MODEL 16 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A152156, .22 LR, 17 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The barrel and receiver retain about 95% original finish with thinning and freckling covering most of the surface. The hardwood stock rates about excellent with slight signs of handling. The hard rubber buttplate is about very good and shows
signs of use and disassembly. The magazine well/trigger housing with checkered black plastic pistolgrip and carrying handle appear to be aluminum and are in very good condition showing some high edge wear and scattered handling marks.
This rifle sports an A2 style front sight and peep rear sight. This model later became the Armscor M1600. There is no magazine included. (228873-599) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2700 WESTERN FIELD MODEL 550ABD SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H592193, 12 ga., 28” C-Lect-Choke barrel
with and an excellent bore. This shotgun’s metal surfaces retain about 90% factory finish with signs of thinning, oxidation
and what appears to finish loss due to blood protein on the top of the barrel. The walnut buttstock with hard rubber
buttplate and ribbed forend are about very good with signs of handling scattered throughout.
(228873-563) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2701 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 916A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #36B033, 12 ga., 30” barrel choked modified
with an excellent bore. The barrel and receiver retain about 95% original finish with freckling, thinning, handling marks and
operational wear on the magazine tube. The finger groove forend and smooth finish buttstock are about very good.
(226520-1373) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(75/150)
2702 SAVAGE MODEL 6D DELUXE SEMI-AUTO RIFLE, .22 LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The rifle retains about
85% factory finish with freckling on the receiver and scattered areas of oxidation on the barrel. The smooth hardwood stock
is about excellent with light scuffs here and there. The grooved receiver has a Weaver B6 scope attached to a 22 Tip Off
scope mount with good optics and a slightly warped crosshair. (228873-665) {C&R}
(75/150)
2703 WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #2387688, 30-30, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces still retain about 97% finish with light signs of use, a small area of freckling on the left side of the receiver,
lever and on the barrel. The walnut buttstock and forend are about very good with signs of handling and operational use.
There is an aftermarket Redhead recoil pad that doesn’t quite fit flush with the stock. Affixed to the barrel is a Redfield
mount and Redfield 2x scope with clear optics and a post crosshair reticle. (226520-122) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
2704 WINCHESTER MODEL 1911S SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #73696, 12 ga., 25” Poly-Choke barrel with an excellent bore. The receiver retains about 50% factory finish and the barrel about 75%. The smooth forend has cracked and been
repaired several times with some of the filler falling out near the receiver. The buttstock with Winchester hard rubber
buttplate rates about good with dings, scratches and handling marks covering the surface. (226520-1711) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(75/150)
2705 REMINGTON MODEL 513T MATCHMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #126916, .22 RF, 27” barrel with an
excellent bore, The blued surfaces of this rifle retain about 98% finish with slight signs of freckling on the triggerguard and
receiver. The smooth walnut target stock rates excellent with very minimal sign of use and a couple small marks on the bottom of the stock near the buttplate, this is a sharp looking rifle. The rear sight is a Redfield adjustable aperture and the
front is a hooded black pin. This sharpshooter also features a raked bolt handle, palm rest rail, swivel studs and a single
factory magazine. (228873-579) {C&R}
(200/400)
2706 SAVAGE MODEL 220 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 16 ga., 28” barrel with a bright bore with what appears to be hardened oil in several spots. The barrel and receiver retain very little factory finish and shows signs of oxidation, pitting and
handling. The walnut buttstock is cracked in two places right of the tang and one to the left. The forend is quite loose and
has dings and scratches across the surface. The action still locks tight and the top lever hangs to the left. The trigger guard
has snapped at the front where it attaches to the receiver but all the pieces are present. (226519-540) {C&R} [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(10/20)
2707 WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #791180, 12 ga., 26” barrel choked modified with an
excellent bore. The barrel retains about 98% factory blue and the magazine tube shows signs of operational use. The receiver shows some light freckling and still retains about 75% finish with loss due to moderate oxidation. The walnut buttstock
with Winchester buttplate rates excellent as does the ribbed walnut forend. Included is a two section soft case.
(228853-17) {C&R}
(200/400)
2708 PLAINFIELD MACHINE M1 CARBINE serial #23556, .30 Carbine, 18” barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel and
receiver retain about 98% finish with a handful of marks on the barrel. This carbine has a cast aluminum Thompson-style
black wrinkle-painted stock with finger groove pistolgrips on the front and back, rating about very good condition with
small dings and handling marks. There is a screw hole at rear of stock, likely to attach a butt-stock. The left side of this one
piece stock reads “Commando Mark I Pat. Pend.”. A single magazine is included. Note: Transfers as a “firearm”.
(228873-624) {MODERN}
(200/400)
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2709 WINCHESTER MODEL 1912 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #53617, 12 ga., 23 3/4” barrel choked full with an
excellent bore. The barrel retains about 95% re-blued finish and the receiver has been completely stripped, leaving it with
a stainless steel like finish. The smooth walnut buttstock with Pachmayr recoil pad has two small cracks, one on the left
side at the receiver and the other at the triggerguard screw on the bottom. The ribbed walnut forend is about very good
with a couple small handling marks and what looks like an attempt at refinishing. (226520-2646) {C&R}
(75/150)
2710 WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial 486737, 12 ga., 27 1/4” solid rib barrel choked modified
with an excellent bore. This metal surfaces retain about 65% original finish with operational wear, some thinning on the
barrel and finish loss on the receiver. The walnut buttstock and ribbed forend are about good with dings and scratches
throughout. The buttstock has a small crack leading to the triggerguard screw and the replacement Redhead recoil pad is
exhibiting some dry cracking. (226520-1130) {C&R}
(75/150)
2711 WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE .22 RF, 25” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95% original blue finish with slight freckling turning to scattered small areas of oxidation toward the muzzle. The smooth
walnut stock rates about excellent with scarce handling marks. This model is equipped with a grooved receiver, Lyman
aperture rear sight, hooded front sight and a single factory magazine. (8873-682) {C&R}
(200/400)
2712 REMINGTON MODEL 11-48 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #4016195, 28 ga., 25” ventilated rib barrel choked skeet
with a shiny excellent bore. This metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with small signs of oxidation and freckling
on the receiver and handling marks on the barrel. The checkered walnut stocks are about good with handling marks, flaking
at the buttplate and a general dulling of the finish throughout. This gun appears to have been manufactured in August of
1953. (226520-3619) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(550/750)
2713 BROWNING AUTO-5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #A14414, 16 ga., 28” Polychoked barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% factory finish with some high edge wear on the receiver, some light scratches on the
barrel and a small mark on the top left of the receiver. The walnut buttstock is about good with some dings, scratches and
a small chip in the bottom of the buttplate. This model’s receiver is lightly engraved with some simple scroll work on the
right and the Browning trademark on the left. (228865-68) {C&R}
(350/550)
2714 WINCHESTER MODEL 59 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #82501, 12 ga., 26” Win-Lite barrel Versalite screw choked
modified with an excellent bore. This shotgun retains about 99% factory finish with sparse signs of handling. The receiver’s
engraving shows three ducks flying low over water on the right side and a woodland scene showing a dog on point and a
pheasant in flight on the left. The checkered buttstock and forend are about excellent with just a small amount of handling
marks. (228865-58) {C&R}
(350/550)
2715 CASED COLT LORD DERRINGER SINGLE SHOT PISTOLS serial #6185DER and serial #6186DER, both guns fire
.22 Short and have 2 1/2” barrels with excellent bores. This cased set of Lord Derringers are identical in make and finish,
both have blued barrels and hammers showing 99% finish and frames retaining all their gold plating. These lovely Fourth
Models come in a display case in about very good condition, it shows Lord Derringer on the cover.
(228955-66,67) {C&R}
(300/500)
2716 CASED COLT LADY DERRINGER SINGLE SHOT PISTOLS serial #32977DER and serial #32978DER, both guns are
chambered in .22 Short and have 2 1/2” barrels with excellent bores. Both have been gold-tone plated and retain about
99% finish with some light freckling. The faux pearl grips are excellent except for a missing piece from the bottom of the
left panel on serial #32978DER. Included is an about excellent condition display case with Lady Derringer on the cover.
(228976-137,138) {C&R}
(300/500)
2717 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 915 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #VYA6973, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
aluminum alloy frame and blued slide retain about 99% finish with scarce handling marks. The checkered Delrin straight
back grips are excellent. The sights are drift adjustable. Included are two factory magazines and a blue factory hard case.
(228873-29) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2718 SPRINGFIELD XD9 TACTICAL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #US821872, 9mm, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The
blue steel slide retains 99% factory finish while the polymer frame with stippled grips is about excellent. There is a threedot sight system, a lower picatinny accessory rail and an ambidextrous magazine release. Two extra magazines, double mag
pouch, right hand holster and magazine loader are included in a factory hard case. (228873-211) {MODERN} (250/450)
2719 COLT GOVERNMENT MODEL 1911A1-22 serial #LK004574 22lr, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The matte surfaces
retain about 99% factory finish. The grips are checkered black composite double diamonds, they rate excellent. This gun
appears to be in unfired condition. Included is a single magazine still in its package inside a factory hard case.
(228873-250) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2720 SPRINGFIELD XDS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #S3924112, 9mm, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The matte
black slide retains about 99% finish while the polymer frame with textured grips is excellent. There is a red fiber optic front
sight and an ambidextrous magazine release. A fitted Kydex DeSantis holster and a single magazine are included.
(228916-31) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2721 ITHACA NEW ITHACA DOUBLE GRADE 1 BOXLOCK DOUBLE EJECTORGUN serial #457816, 12 ga, 30” barrels
choked modified and improved modified with excellent bores. The steel barrels and triggerguard retain about 85% blue finish with thinning toward the muzzle, handling marks and freckling throughout. The frame shows typical loose open Ithaca
scroll and case hardened colors that are still present but, they have become slightly faded and dull from the years, perhaps
85% remain. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock is a quality replacement from the period of use, it is about very
good with some scattered handling marks and features a Westernfield recoil pad, this pad makes the overall length of pull
14 1/2”. The original checkered splinter forend is about excellent and shows matching serial numbers on the inside. The
gun locks up tight with a lever just right of center. (229020-4) {C&R}
(300/500)
2722 GLOCK MODEL 23 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #XPH245, 40 S&W, 5” ported extended barrel with an excellent bore.
The extended two-hole ported barrel is made by Lone Wolf Distributors. The matte black finished slide retains 99% factory
finish and the polymer 4th generation frame is excellent. Included are three factory magazines, four backstraps of
varying sizes, cleaning tools, paperwork and original barrel all enclosed in a factory hard case.
(229034-16) {MODERN}
(350/550)
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2723 GLOCK MODEL 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #GEP092, .40 S&W, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The black finished
slide retains about 99% finish and the polymer 3rd generation frame is excellent. There is a white outline drift adjustable rear
sight and a single dot front sight. There is no magazine present. (228926-110) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2724 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 5906 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TFC7043, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces are about excellent with light signs of handling throughout. The checkered Delrin hump back grips are
about good with compressed checkering and handling marks mostly segregated to the right side. There is a Novak Lo-Mount
rear sight and a drift adjustable front sight. The gun sports an ambidextrous slide mounted safety and comes with a single magazine. (228873-1) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2725 BERSA THUNDER 380 COMBAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F91736, .380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The steel slide and alloy frame retain about 99% matte black finish with just a couple small marks on the slide. The checkered
olive color rubber combat grips rate about excellent. The pistol features combat sights and a decocker. Included are two factory
magazines in a factory hard case. (229034-14) {MODERN}
(50/275)
2726 SIG SAUER MOSQUITO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A010140, .22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The matte black
slide retains about 99% factory finish and the polymer frame is excellent. The stippled grips also rate excellent. There is an
adjustable rear sight, ambidextrous decocker and a lower Picatinny rail. Included is a factory hard case with paperwork, bottle
of lubricant, extra recoil spring and a lock. (228873-257) {MODERN}
(175/275)
2727 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 469 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A859271, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
steel slide and alloy frame retain about 98% finish with handling marks throughout. The checkered Pachmayr grips wrap around
the frontstrap and rate about excellent. This Smith has a slide mounted safety/decocker and comes with two factory magazines.
(229002-12) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2728 PARA ORDNANCE P12-45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #QF1954, .45 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces are about good, there are scratches and signs of handling throughout. The checkered composite grips are
excellent. The sight picture consists of three white dots, the rear is drift adjustable. There is no magazine present. (228926-26)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
2729 BERETTA MODEL 92 SB SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #C16505Z, 9mm, 4 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The steel slide
and barrel retain about 75% blue finish with edge wear, large areas thinned to a pewter gray and handling marks scattered about.
The alloy frame fares better and retains about 98% finish with signs of handling. The wraparound Pachmayr grips are about excellent. The sights are fixed, there is an ambidextrous slide mounted safety/decocker and a single magazine is included. (22898629) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2730 RUGER MARK III HUNTER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #229-52950, .22 LR, 6 7/8” crowned, fluted barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces are excellent, as are the checkered factory grips with Ruger Phoenix medallions, this pistol
appears to be in as-new condition. There is an adjustable v-notch rear sight, a red fiber optic front sight and the receiver has
been drilled and tapped to accommodate the included Ruger accessory rail. The pistol comes in a green factory hard case with
paperwork, extra green and red fiber optic inserts, gun lock and an extra magazine. (228940-72) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2731 RUGER MARK III TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #227-83776, .22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with no blemishes to speak of. The checkered black factory grips with Ruger Phoenix
medallions are also excellent, this gun appears to be in like-new condition. There is a fixed front sight and an adjustable rear
sight. Included is a gray factory hard case, manual, extra magazine, gun lock and an accessory rail for the drilled and tapped
receiver. (228940-76) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2732 RUGER MARK III TARGET GOVERNMENT COMPETITION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #270-31905, .22 LR, 6 7/8”
slab side barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with no real signs of handling to speak of. The
brown laminate cocobolo target grips rate excellent. The rear sight is adjustable, the front sight is fixed and the receiver has been
drilled and tapped. Accompanying this like-new gun is a factory hard case, gun lock, accessory rail for the receiver, manual and
an extra magazine. (228940-73) {MODERN}
(250/550)
2733 WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L310312, .22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The matte black slide
retains about 99% factory blue and the polymer frame with stippled and grooved grips is excellent. There is a Walther P22 red
laser sight affixed to the lower tactical rail. The rear sight is adjustable and the front sight is fixed. Included is a factory hard case
with manual, lock, extra backstrap and take-down tools. (228940-83) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2734 BERSA THUNDER 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F08947, .22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The matte black
slide and satin nickel frame retain 99% finish with very slight signs of handling. The checkered composite grips are excellent. The
rear sight is adjustable, there is a slide mounted safety/decocker and there are three factory magazines and a manual included.
(228916-21) {MODERN}
(100/250)
2735 RUGER LCP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #323-54001, 9mm, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The steel slide retains about
99% factory finish with the beginnings of some holster wear on the slide’s high edges. The polymer frame is excellent and features a Crimson Trace Laserguard sight, the button is directly below the triggerguard on the frontstrap. Included is a right handed
DeSantis “Mini Scabbard”, zippered Ruger pouch, gun lock, manual and related accessories in a hinge top factory box. (22900215) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2736 RUGER SP101 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #572-59866, .357 Magnum, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces are excellent with scattered light handling marks. The rubber grips with serrated black inserts are excellent. The rear sight is integral to the frame and the front sight is fixed. Included is a factory hard case with related paperwork.
(229017-2) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2737 COLT WOODSMAN MATCH TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #168624-S, .22 LR, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The steel surfaces retain about 60% blue finish with scratches, dings, handling marks and thinned to pewter gray areas. The
checkered molded thumb rest grips are about very good with signs of operational use and handling. The sights are a Patridge
front blade and an Accro adjustable rear. (228940-63) {C&R}
(200/500)
2738 COLT OFFICIAL POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #833705, .38 Special, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The
gun retains about 90% blue finish with thinning on both sides of the muzzle, handling marks, high edge wear on the frame and
a turn ring and edge wear on the cylinder. The checkered walnut grips are about excellent with small signs of handling, they display silver Rampant Colt medallions. The revolver’s timing and lock-up appear to function as they should.
(228940-65) {C&R}
(250/500)
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2739 COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #363002, .32 ACP, 3 3/4” replacement barrel
with an excellent bore. The steel surfaces retain about 99% reblued matte finish with a few signs of handling. The black checkered replacement Colt grips are excellent, they show Colt with a scalloped border at the top of the panel and a circled Rampant
Colt toward the bottom. Included is a single re-blued magazine with the correct “CAL 32 COLT” baseplate and a two piece reproduction wood grain box. (228940-60) {MODERN}
(150/350)
2740 COLT POLICE POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #212020, .32 Police, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
steel surfaces retain about 99% factory quality reblued finish although there are no marks denoting that this was factory done.
The checkered square butt walnut grips are about excellent, with silver Rampant Colt medallions. The revolver locks up tight and
appears mechanically sound. Included is an original box with torn corners and missing pieces in about good condition. (22894061) {C&R}
(200/300)
2741 HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2430656, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
pistol’s surfaces retain about 98% polished and matte nickel finish with some tarnished spots on the frame and underside of the
barrel with handling marks throughout. The checkered black composite grips with silver medallions are about very good with
slight signs of handling and a small chip missing from the bottom of the right panel. A single magazine is included. (228873-270)
{MODERN}
(150/250)
2742 HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1896828, .22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
steel surfaces retain about 98% blue finish with a small thinned area on the right of the slide and a couple minor handling marks.
The serrated trigger shows the beginnings of some oxidation. The checkered brown composite grips with gold medallions are
about excellent with a couple light handling marks. A factory magazine is present. (228940-84) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2743 HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1020980, .22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
steel surfaces retain about 99% blue finish with a few spots of freckling scattered about. The checkered brown plastic grips are
about very good with some signs of handling. A single “Hi-Standard” magazine is present. (228940-86) {C&R}
(250/350)
2744 RAVEN ARMS P-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #062996, .25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol retains
about 99% chrome finish with handling marks throughout. The smooth walnut grips are about very good. The sights are integral
to the slide and there is a single magazine present. (228926-81) {MODERN}
(25/75)
2745 KEL-TECH P-11 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #91289, 9mm, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The matte black slide retains
99% factory finish while the polymer frame with checkered grips rates excellent. This gun is DAO and features fixed sights. There
is no magazine included. (228926-24) {MODERN}
(100/200)
2746 HUNGARIAN FEG/TGI P9M SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #G48531 9mm, 4 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue. The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent. The sights are fixed and
there is a frame mounted thumb safety. A single magazine is included. (228998-101) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2747 RUGER REDHAWK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #500-74585, .44 Magnum, 5 1/2” Mag-Na-Port barrel with an
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces are about very good with the exception of the right hand side of the barrel, the factory
warning that appears above “Sturm Ruger & Co.” has been obliterated, leaving just small pieces of individual letters here and
there. The checkered black rubber Pachmayr combat grips are about excellent but have a slightly loose fit at the frontstrap.
There is an adjustable rear sight, orange insert front sight and the barrel has been Mag-Na-Ported.
(228852-68) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2748 BERETTA MODEL 71 JAGUAR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A14357U, .22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% blue finish with scratches, a couple dings and some edge wear. The checkered/serrated black
plastic grips are about good with scratches and signs of handling throughout. Three extra finger rest magazines, an extra firing
pin spring and a “Sticky” brand holster are included. (228916-25) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2749 INTRATEC TEC-22T SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #066059, .22 LR, 4” threaded barrel with an excellent bore. The matte finished barrel and receiver retain about 99% finish with the rear end of the receiver starting to lightly freckle. The polymer frame
with serrated grips is about excellent. The sights are adjustable and there is a single 30-round magazine included. (229002-14)
{MODERN}
(175/300)
2750 COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #299225, .25 ACP, 2” barrel with a
slightly frosty bore. The steel surfaces retain about 85% blue finish with areas thinning to brown, handling marks and areas of
light freckling. The black checkered hard rubber Colt grips are about good, they show handling marks and compressed points.
A single factory magazine is included. (228940-46) {C&R}
(200/400)
2751 VINCENZO BERNARDELLI BABY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #543, .22 Short, 2” barrel with an about excellent bore. The
pistol retains about 99% blue finish with some slight signs of operational use and areas of light freckling. The brown Bakelite
grips are about excellent and a single magazine is included. (228940-67) {C&R}
(50/100)
2752 RUGER SILVER EAGLE STANDARD EDITION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #142806, .22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent
barrel. The steel surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish. The checkered black plastic grips are about excellent, a silver
Ruger medallion can be seen on the left panel. The sights are fixed and there are two factory magazines included.
(228940-68) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2753 COLT WOODSMAN SPORT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #146055,
.22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The steel surfaces retain about
70% original blue finish with thinning and handling marks covering most of
the pistol. The checkered walnut grips are about very good with a few scattered signs of handling. This first series has a windage adjustable rear sight
and comes with a single factory magazine. (8968-2) {C&R}
(200/400)
2754 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 30-1 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER
serial #H62276, .32 S&W Long, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. This nice
.32 hand ejector retains about 99% original nickel finish with a very very
light turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered walnut grips with S&W
medallions are excellent. The rear sight is integral to the frame and the
2754
front sight is a serrated ramp. Included is a set of Pachmayr replacement
grips in excellent condition, related paperwork and a period correct factory box. (229013-2) {MODERN}
(400/600)
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2755 COLT WOODSMAN TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #184189-S, .22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The
steel surfaces retains about 95% blue finish with wear at the muzzle and thin areas on the slide and barrel. The checkered
black plastic thumb rest grips are about very good with the right panel showing a couple blemishes toward the top. The
rear sight is adjustable, the front sight is missing the rear pin and the front pin looks to be an ad hoc replacement. Three
extra magazines are included. (228940-30) {C&R}
(300/500)
2756 HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SH28185, .22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The satin nickel finish is about excellent and shows a few signs of handling. The checkered black painted military style grips
are about very good with some handling marks and loss of finish. A single magazine is present.
(228873-447) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2757 COLT MAINE SESQUICENTENNIAL FRONTIER SCOUT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2067MES, .22LR,
4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel, ejector rod housing, frame, cylinder pin and trigger on this 1970-issued
commemorative revolver retain 99% original gold plate. The unfluted cylinder, frame and hammer all retain about 99% nickel
finish with a light turn ring on the cylinder. The grips are excellent, they are faux mother of pearl with gold Colt medallions.
The left side of the barrel has a roll mark stating “1820-Maine Sesquicentennial-1970”. The pistol comes in blue felt lined
pine presentation case with an outline of the state of Maine, Colt logo and “Maine Sesquicentennial” on the inside and outside of the lid. This case also includes a 3 1/2” gold plated lobster. (228976-131) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2758 COLT MAINE SESQUICENTENNIAL FRONTIER SCOUT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2069MES, .22LR,
4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel, cylinder pin, ejector rod housing, frame, and trigger retain 99% original
gold plate. The unfluted cylinder, frame and hammer all retain 99% nickel finish with no visible turn ring on the cylinder.
The grips are faux mother of pearl with gold Colt medallions, they are about excellent. The left side of the barrel has a roll
mark stating “1820-Maine Sesquicentennial-1970”. This 1970 commemorative comes in blue felt lined pine presentation
case with a 3 1/2” gold plated lobster and an outline of the state of Maine, Colt logo and “Maine Sesquicentennial” on the
inside and outside of the lid. (228976-132) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2759 CUSTOM GLOCK MODEL 35 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #YWP044, .40 S&W, 5 1/4” Bar-Sto barrel with an excellent
bore. The slide retains about 99% Tenifer finish and the Gen 4
polymer frame is excellent. This pistol features a red fiber optic
front sight, custom trigger and slide stop, an adjustable rear sight
and an oversize reversible magazine release. Included are a facto2760
ry hard case, four various size backstraps, an extra magazine,
cleaning tools and the original barrel in what appears to be
unfired condition. (228941-22) {MODERN}
(350/550)
2760 CHARTER ARMS SESQUICENTENNIAL UNDERCOVER
DOUBLE ACTION PISTOL serial #PP227, .38 Special, 1 7/8”
barrel with an excellent bore. The “silk” finished stainless steel
finish is about excellent with a light turn ring on the cylinder,
“1833- Sesquicentennial-1983” can be seen inscribed in gold on
the backstrap. The grips are smooth jade mounted on 1/8” thick
walnut, they are excellent. This commemorative comes in a custom case made to look like a thick hard cover book typically seen
on a library shelf. Inside is a smaller book detailing the history of
Charter Arms and underneath, a custom cut out area for the pistol. (228955-16) {MODERN}
(500/700)
2761 C L A R I D G E H I-TEC L-9 S E M I-A UTO P I STO L serial
#901370, 9mm, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The bolt,
barrel shroud and barrel retain about 99% original finish and the matte silver aluminum receiver with horizontal and vertical
serrations is excellent. The rear sight and hooded front sight are adjustable. Included is the original factory box and a single
magazine. (229038-5) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2762 SIG SAUER P226 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #U358033, 9mm, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The steel slide
retains about 95% matte black Nitron finish with wear at the muzzle, handling marks and edge wear on most of the sharp
points. The alloy frame retains about 99% black factory finish. The checkered black hard rubber grips are about very good
with handling marks throughout. The pistol’s sights are drift adjustable and there are three magazines included.
(338873-92) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2763 HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2449988, .22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
The steel surfaces retain about 90% original finish with signs of freckling and small areas starting to oxidize scattered about.
The checkered black plastic grips are about very good with signs of handling. The front sight is fixed and the rear sight is
drift adjustable. (228873-406) {MODERN}
(125/250)
2764 RUGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #225-28016, .22 LR, 5 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
steel surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish. The checkered black plastic grips with red and silver medallions are
about excellent. The rear sight is adjustable and the front is an undercut Patridge blade. Included is a factory hard case
with cable lock, related paperwork and an extra magazine. (228871-6) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2765 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 64 M&P DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #7D09545, .38 Special, 4” barrel with an
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces are about very good with some freckling on the barrel, handling marks and a
faint turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered walnut grips with gold medallions are about very good with handling marks
throughout. A correctly labeled factory box is included. (228873-383) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2766 HIGH STANDARD MODEL R-101 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #753543, .22 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with an
excellent bore. The frame retains about 80% pink anodized finish with loss of finish due to scratches and handling throughout. The trigger, hammer and cylinder retain 99% nickel finish. The one-piece white synthetic faux ivory grip remains in
about very good condition showing some light staining, one tiny hairline crack and one larger crack traveling toward the
grip screw. The gun comes with the original mahogany finished case, it is in about fair condition with dings and scratches,
a broken hinge and torn inner lining. (228873-72) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2767 SAVAGE MODEL 116 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G419273, .270 Win., 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces are about very good with some light freckling, mostly segregated to the muzzle end of the barrel. The
checkered black synthetic stock is about very good with handling marks commensurate with time in the field. There is no
magazine included and the receiver has been drilled for a scope mount. (228991-1) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2768 SAVAGE MODEL 45 SUPER SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #12661, .30-06, 24” barrel with an excellent
bore. The rifle retains about 99% original blue finish with a few handling marks commensurate use. The checkered walnut
stock with Pachmayr recoil pad is about very good with some dings, scuffs and handling marks scattered about the surface.
The receiver has been drilled and tapped, the bolt and magazine have been nicely machine turned, the front sight is a gold
bead and the rear sight is missing. (228803-37) {C&R}
(350/550)
2769 IVER JOHNSON SEALED 8 MODEL 68S DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #N44694, .22 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with
an excellent bore. The steel surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with some freckling on the cylinder and handling marks
throughout. The trigger and hammer show slightly dull case hardened colors. The smooth walnut grips are excellent with
very minor signs of handling. Included is an original factory box in about good condition. The lock up is a bit loose.
(228873-210) {C&R}
(100/200)
2770 ERMA EP-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #67675, .22 LR, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% re-applied enamel finish with some freckling and signs of handling. The checkered walnut grips are about very
good with some handling marks and compressed points. The sights are fixed and the pistol appears to function well
mechanically. (228873-252) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2771 RUGER MODEL 77 MARK II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #780-03095, .223, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The
steel surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish with very few signs of handling. The stainless bolt and bolt handle are
excellent and the receiver features integral scope bases. The checkered walnut stock is excellent with just a few minor
signs of use. (228958-118) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2772 STEVENS MODEL 41 POCKET PISTOL serial #28608, .22 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with an oxidized slightly pitted bore. The
half octagon barrel retains about 95% original blue with high edge wear and handling marks. The frame retains about 85%
nickel finish with signs of light oxidation, edge wear and signs of operational use. The smooth walnut grips are very good,
they show minor signs of use. (228940-79) {C&R}
(150/250)
2773 HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL MARK III DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H31540, .357 Magnum, 2 3/8” barrel with an about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish with scattered light oxidation, a
turn ring on the cylinder, handling marks and an impact mark on the left of the barrel. The checkered one-piece walnut
grips are about good with handling marks and small dings throughout. The front sight is a serrated ramp, the rear is an
adjustable blade. (228873-367) {MODERN}
(200/300)
2774 HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL DELUXE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1989188, .22 RF, 6” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% nickel finish with some scattered light freckling and signs of handling.
The checkered walnut grips are about excellent. The pistol only functions in single action.
(228873-357) {MODERN}
(125/225)
2775 VINCENZO BERNARDELLI MODEL 69 TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #31368, .22 LR, 5 7/8” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% blue finish with scattered handling marks. The checkered one-piece
walnut thumb rest grips are excellent. This single action pistol sports a full rib with an adjustable rear sight and comes with
a single finger rest magazine. (228873-14) {MODERN}
(200/450)
2776 HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #478322, .22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The pistol retains about 99% original blue finish with just a couple handling marks. The checkered brown plastic thumb rest
grips are about very good with a couple small scuffs and handling marks. The rear sight is adjustable, the front is a fixed
blade. A single magazine is present. (228873-165) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2777 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 422 TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TBE5866, .22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent
bore. The aluminum frame and steel slide retain about 99% original blue finish with very minor signs of handling. The checkered walnut grips with gold medallions are excellent. The rear sight is an adjustable blade, the front is a serrated ramp. Two
factory magazines are included. (228873-287) {MODERN}
(250/450)
2778 F.I.E. CORP BUFFALO SCOUT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #20217, .22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an about very
good bore. The blue steel barrel retains about 70% finish, the cylinder appears to have been cleaned of almost all its finish
and the frame is a dull gray color with some scattered areas of original finish. The grips are checkered black plastic and
are about excellent. (228873-126) {MODERN}
(25/50)
2779 HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING LIGHTWEIGHT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #506608, .22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with
an excellent bore. The steel barrel and slide retain about 98% original finish with thinning at the muzzle and areas of high
edge wear while the alloy frame retains 99% factory finish. The checkered brown plastic grips are about very good with
signs of handling. There is no magazine present. (228873-117) {C&R}
(200/400)
2780 HIGH STANDARD DURA-MATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2104270, .22 LR, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The pistol retains about 98% factory finish with freckling and handling marks throughout. The checkered brown plastic
grips are about very good with signs of use. A single “Hi-Standard” magazine is included.
(228873-423) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2781 COLT SERVICE MODEL ACE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #6034, .22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide has been coated with a hard enamel finish, it is heavily pitted and the coating has been poorly done. The frame and
adjustable rear sight have been re-blued, the signs of oxidation beneath can be clearly seen. The checkered black painted
grips with silver medallions are about very good with signs of handling. A single original Ace magazine is included.
(228873-236) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2782 RG INDUSTRIES MODEL 14 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #L645167, .22 LR, 3 1/8” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original finish with spots of oxidation, turn ring on the cylinder and thinned areas
throughout. The checkered brown plastic grips are about excellent. (228863-24) {MODERN}
(20/50)
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2783 STOEGER INDUSTRIES COACH GUN BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #294092, 12 Ga., 20” barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with excellent bores. The steel surfaces retain about 90% original blue finish with thinning at the
breech and muzzle on both barrels and signs of handling scattered about. The checkered walnut buttstock with leather butt
tamer and forend are about very good with signs of handling and use. There is a small silver bead rear sight and a slightly
larger gold bead front sight. (228941-32) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2784 CIMARRON TTN MODEL 1878 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #P-06056, 12 Ga., 20” barrels choked cylinder and improved cylinder with excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with thinning at
the breeches and muzzles and signs of handling. The smooth walnut buttstock and forend are about very good with slight
signs of handling. There is a single large gold bead front sight. (228941-37) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2785 REMINGTON MODEL 1100 TRAP SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M853904V, 12 Ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel
choked full with an excellent bore. The steel surfaces retain about 99% factory blue finish with a couple areas of freckling,
light scratches and handling marks. The receiver shows light foliate scroll engraving on both sides. The checkered select
walnut stock is about excellent with just a few small blemishes. (229037-4) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2786 LLAMA SMALL FRAME 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #265338, .22 LR, 3 11/16” barrel with an about excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% factory finish with some loss at the ejection port, light freckling and handling
marks throughout. The checkered walnut grips are about very good. A single magazine is present. (228986-21) {MODERN}
(100/225)
2787 HELWAN BRIGADIER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1120552, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This gun
retains very little finish with most of the surfaces toning to a pewter gray. The black plastic grips with horizontal serrations
are about good with handling marks and scratches covering the majority of the surfaces. The sights are fixed and a single
finger rest magazine is present. (228986-20) {MODERN}
(125/300)
2788 LLAMA MODEL IIIA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #602821, .380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The steel
surfaces retain about 98% factory finish with signs of handling and disassembly as well as some light edge wear. The
checkered brown plastic grips are about very good with small handling marks. (228986-10) {MODERN}
(150/300)
2789 CENTURY ARMS CZ 82 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #115879, 9mm Makarov, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
The steel surfaces hold about 98% enamel finish with some handling marks and high edge wear. The checkered black plastic grips are about very good, they show marks typical of operational use and handling.
(228986-8) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2790 BERETTA MODEL 1935 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #791881, .32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol’s metal surfaces retain about 97% blue finish with most of the loss coming from handling marks, operational wear on the
barrel and loss of finish on the sharp edges. The steel-backed monogram grips are about very good, there are a few blemishes and handling marks. A single magazine is included. (228986-9) {C&R}
(200/400)
2791 BERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F87171, .380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an about excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 96% original blue with signs of operational wear, light freckling, thinning on the gripstraps
and scattered handling marks. The steel-backed monogram grips are about excellent. The right side of the frame behind
the grips shows “IVU”, the right shows a crown over “RE”. An original magazine is present. (228986-25) {C&R}(300/500)
2792 BERETTA MODEL 951 BRIGADIER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #34599, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The pistol’s steel surfaces retain about 98% original blue with handling marks throughout. The composite grips with horizontal serrations are about very good. There is a single factory magazine included. (228986-12) {MODERN} (200/500)
2793 LLAMA SMALL FRAME 380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #44994, .380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue finish with some light scratches and handling marks. The checkered brown
painted double diamond grips are about excellent. The sights are fixed and there is a single factory magazine included.
(228986-23) {MODERN}
(150/400)
2794 STAR MODEL F TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #341202, .22 LR, 7” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol
retains about 95% original finish with thinning on the barrel, scratches and handling marks. The checkered brown plastic
target grips are about excellent. The rear and front sights are adjustable. A single magazine is present. (228986-30) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2795 BERETTA MODEL 948 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #046700N, .22 LR, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The gun
retains about 98% factory blue finish with slight signs of handling and operational wear. The checkered black plastic grips
are about very good. A single finger rest magazine is included. (228986-16) {MODERN}
(75/150)
2796 KNIGHT WOLVERINE MUZZLELOADER PACKAGE serial #349233, .50 Cal., 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The
gun is still sealed in a large blister pack and appears to be untouched. The rifle has been drilled and tapped for a scope.
Some of the accessories included are 20 Knight Saboted bullets, powder measure, capper, cleaning patches and breech
plug grease. (228952-39) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2797 STAR MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #211767, 9mm, 4 7/8” barrel with an about excellent bore. The steel surfaces retain about 95% blue finish with areas of freckling, thinning, high edge wear and handling marks. The checkered
double diamond grips are about very good with some compressed points and signs of handling. A single magazine is
included. (228986-26) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2798 CZ 70 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #707766, .32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The steel surfaces retain
about 99% blue finish with slight wear at the muzzle and on some of the sharp edges. The checkered/serrated black
plastic grips are about very good with just a couple handling marks and a small ding on the right side panel. The sights are
fixed and there is a single finger rest magazine included. (228986-17) {MODERN}
(150/250)
2799 BERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F87738, .380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an about very good bore
showing signs of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with some scattered light freckling and
scattered handling marks. The steel-backed monogram grips are about excellent showing just a couple small blemishes.
The right side of the frame behind the grips shows “IVU”, the right shows a crown over “RE”. Included is an original finger
rest magazine. (228986-22) {C&R}
(250/450)
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2800 BERETTA MODEL 1935 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #845877, .32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The steel
surfaces retain about 97% blue finish with some pinprick oxidation on the right of the slide and slight thinning on the left.
The checkered black plastic grips are about very good with a few minor handling marks. A single magazine is present.
(228986-11) {C&R}
(200/400)
2801 COLT JUNIOR POCKET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #39981CC, .25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent
bore. The steel surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish with a few minor handling marks. The checkered walnut grips
with silver medallions are excellent. The pistol comes with the original two-piece box and manual.
(228986-18) {C&R}
(200/300)
2802 REMINGTON MODEL 1863 POCKET REVOLVER BY F.LLI PIETTA serial #H004747, .31 Cal., 3 1/2” octagon barrel
with an excellent bore. This pistol’s steel surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish with minor handling marks and a
light turn ring on the unfluted cylinder. The smooth walnut grips are about very good with handling marks throughout. The
hammer and spur trigger show nice case hardened colors. (228986-13) {C&R}
(150/300)
2803 W & C SCOTT AND SON MONTE CARLO B SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #70818, 12 Ga., 26” Damascus
barrels choked improved cylinder and improved modified with about good slightly oxidized bores. The Damascus pattern is
strong at the muzzle and slowly fades as it reaches the breech area. There are handling marks throughout, areas of light
oxidation, slight thinning and a handful of impact marks on the left barrel. The round body action has been engraved in a
foliate scroll pattern, each side shows a partridge in flight. There are still very small remnants of case hardened color. The
round butt pistolgrip buttstock has cracked at the wrist with the bottom tang likely the only thing keeping the two pieces
together. The splinter forend is about good with compressed points and handling marks throughout. (228950-20S20692)
{C&R}
(400/600)
2804 H&R 32 TOP-BREAK “BICYCLE” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #313887, .32 S&W, 2” barrel with an excellent
bore. The revolver’s steel surfaces retain about 90% original blue finish with areas thinned to brown, handling marks and
scattered freckling/oxidation. The checkered grips are about very good with handling marks and one tiny crack in the bottom of the right panel. (228926-83) {C&R}
(50/100)
2805 IVER JOHNSON SECRET SERVICE SPECIAL TOP-BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #16310, .38
S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a slightly pitted and oxidized bore. The pistol retains about 90% nickel finish with areas of oxidation,
freckling and handling marks. The right grip panel appears to have been melted, leaving a rough texture behind while the
left panel shows damage from the same heat source, it is in fair condition. (228990-2) {C&R}
(40/80)
2806 ERL SVENDSEN 4-ACES DERRINGER PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #1539, .22 Short, 1 3/4” barrels with about
excellent bores. The blued steel barrels retain about 99% finish while the bronze frame is completely tarnished at the gripstraps becoming less tarnished toward the barrels. This pepperbox features a rotating firing pin and spur trigger.
(228931-67) {ANT}
(75/150)
2807 BERETTA MODEL 92FS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #J62633Z, 9mm, 4 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol
retains about 99% Bruniton finish with light handling marks throughout. The checkered black plastic grips are about excellent with minor signs of handling. The pistol features a lanyard loop and a slide mounted ambidextrous safety. There is no
magazine present. (228926-25) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2808 BERETTA MODEL 92F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D52640Z, 9mm, 5 1/8” threaded chrome barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% Bruniton finish with minor signs of handling. The checkered black plastic grips
are about excellent. Mounted on the threaded barrel is a bird cage style flash hider, no magazine is included. (228926-13)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
2809 BERETTA MODEL 92F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #C86977Z, 9mm, 4 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This gun’s
metal surfaces retain about 99% Bruniton finish with minor signs of operational use. The checkered black plastic monogram
grips are about excellent. Included is a single magazine, factory hard case and original shipping sleeve. (228998-98)
{MODERN}
(300/500)
2810 BERETTA MODEL 1952 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10784C, .25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with an about excellent bore.
The steel slide retains about 85% original blue with scattered areas of oxidation. The frame has toned to a bronze color
with the slightest hint of blue near the slide. The grips are checkered black plastic, they are about very good. A single magazine showing light pin prick oxidation is included. (228873-87) {C&R}
(100/200)
2811 STEVENS MODEL 43 DIAMOND TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial 16993, .22 RF, 7” barrel with a slightly oxidized bore. The barrel has been refinished, it retains about 80% blue with signs of thinning and freckling throughout. The
frame retains about 97% nickel finish with handling marks and small areas of lost finish. The smooth walnut grips are about
very good. (228940-81) {C&R}
(40/150 )
2812 STEVENS MODEL 41 POCKET PISTOL serial #46137, .22 Short, 3 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore. The half octagon/half round barrel retains about 50% original blue with most of the surface taking on a brownish hue. The nickel plated
frame retains about 95% finish with loss on the high edges and near the spur trigger. The smooth walnut grips are about
good with small dings and handling marks. (228940-80) {C&R}
(50/200)
2813 SAVAGE MODEL 19 NRA RIFLE WITH WINCHESTER TELESCOPIC SIGHT serial #46054, 22 LR, 25 1/2” barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this vintage targeter retain about 99% excellent quality later hot immersion blue which was very nicely polished, not highly-buffed. The bolt as well was nicely polished bright and remains so
with only a few remnants of very light oxidation on the bolt knob. The Savage marksman-style stock rates very good plus
to perhaps near excellent and is un-refinished showing the expected very light minor dings, dents and handling marks from
the years, but they are sparse in nature. The arm has its original dovetailed 1/16” square blade front sight, no rear present,
and the barrel and receiver are neatly drilled and tapped for steel target blocks. The target blocks support a Winchester
8-X telescopic sight with adjustable objective. The scope is mounted in Winchester-style rings with external adjustments
and rates very good, having toned primarily to an overall pewter patina showing a crosshair reticle and lightly hazy optics
which are still serviceable. The gun seems to function well mechanically and includes a single blued Savage magazine
marked “Mod.23AA/Mod.1933NRA” on its right side with “Savage/22 LR” on its bottom. Overall a lovely vintage targeter,
very nicely refinished. (38320-96) {C&R}
(500/700)
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2814 UNMARKED SWEDISH PERCUSSION MUSKET About .74 cal, 41” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The barrel is
an overall plum and pewter patina with scattered oxidation staining and moderate pitting in the flash area around the nipple. A Belgian-style conversion to percussion, the lock and hammer are a similar pewter gray and oxidized brown patina.
There are three heavy barrel bands of brass with heavy triggerguard and buttplate, all brass is a dull ochre patina. The
hardwood European stock rates about good as moderately sanded retaining some light dings and handling marks from the
years, with a few sparsely scattered cracks here or there, there are no markings evident on the stock. A number can be
made out of the lockplate “363” as well as a capital letter “H”. What is likely the original trumpet-shaped ramrod is present
and the lock does function. (38888-5) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2815 UNMARKED BRITISH SINGLE BARREL FOWLER About 12 bore, 29 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel
is an overall plum brown patina showing some remnants of light damascus pattern with a short medial rib nearer the breech
which culminates in a lightly incise-engraved star. The back action lockplate shows some very light engraving and is a deep
gray-brown patina, the skirt of the hammer lightly chipped out. The English walnut stock rates about very good showing
much original varnish but the overall dings and handling marks that come from the years, showing coarsely checkered wrist
and forearm. There is a simple German silver nosecap, lightly engraved triggerguard and a long tang steel buttplate, also
lightly engraved. There is a 1 1/2 chip at the nose of the stock with a crack running from the nosecap to wedge
escutcheon. The lock seems to function and an antique ramrod is present. A quality-made, somewhat spartan single barrel
British fowler. (38620-5) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
2816 PENNSYLVANIA FULLSTOCK PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE BY MORRISON .36 cal, 39” octagon barrel with
an oxidized bore. The barrel is an overall soft plum brown patina with light oxidation and wear to pewter on the high edges
and contact points. It features a simple copper blade front sight with flat-top v-notch rear. Top-flat is marked “S Morrison
Milton PA”. There is moderate oxidation and pitting on the barrel around the percussion nipple. The back action lock and
hammer are plain and are a brown oxidized patina, the hammer skirt showing some chipping. There is a simple brass nosecap, faceted ramrod thimbles and a lightly dovetailed tailpipe. The dual spur brass triggerguard, indeed all the hardware,
is a dull goldenrod patina. There is a simple crescent buttplate with unadorned toeplate and the arm is equipped with double set triggers and a single-acting lock. The stock rates very good as lightly cleaned many years ago, it is constructed of
cherry and has a scant left-side cheekpiece with the expected minor dings and handling marks with a few lengthy repaired
cracks. An interesting Pennsylvania fullstock squirrel rifle. (38735-23) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2817 REMINGTON MODEL 37 TARGET RIFLE serial #07546, 22 LR, 25 1/4” Eric Johnson five-star barrel with a very good
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85-90% original blue, the loss is due to even fading, primarily on the bottom metal
which is now a dull gray patina; the bolt body being mostly bright showing light staining, it is numbered 7402 on its underside. The marksman style stock has been refinished and narrowed behind the pistolgrip, with the buttplate slightly refitted.
It now rates about very good with the rear swivel base inletting filled, as well as the front hand stop rail recess inletting
filled (length of pull is 13”). The bottom metal has been stippled ahead of the triggerguard and there is a single shot
adapter in place. The barrel is drilled and tapped for steel target blocks which are present and the bolt is currently disassembled, the gun may need mechanical attention. (38476-15) {MODERN}
(150/350)
2818 REMINGTON MODEL 37 TARGET RIFLE serial #12217, 22 LR, 28” barrel with a very good plus bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85-90% original blue, the loss is due primarily to even fading, showing some light dings, scratches and
handling marks lightly scattered about its surface, also with scattered light oxidation. The bolt body remains mostly bright,
it is currently disassembled but is numbered to the gun. The smooth marksman style stock rates very good with the expected minor dings and handling marks that come from the years, with a steel hand stop rail and a generous black plastic pistolgrip. Front has a Lyman globe style sight with the rear a Redfield aperture sight mounted on the factory target base.
There is a factory single shot adapter present and the factory drilled and tapped holes on the barrel are blank. There are
no safety parts present. (36520-3554) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/300)
2819 UNMARKED FLINTLOCK FULLSTOCK SPORTING RIFLE About 38 cal, 47” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore.
The barrel is a bright silvery gunmetal patina showing a cleaning its full-length which has left behind remnants of oxidation
staining and light pitting, any makers markings lost. There is a scant German silver blade front sight and flattop v-notch
rear and there are remnants of some tool marks and moderate pitting in the area around the re-converted touchole. The
flat lockplate has a pronounced teat at its rear and is marked “H.Elwell/Warranted” and shows some light engraving at its
rear and on the hammer. The arm is as-mentioned, a re-conversion, which was well-done and features a bridled roller
frizzen, which was resurfaced during the period of use. A “po-boy” rifle, there is no nosecap, simple faceted iron thimbles,
no tailpipe and a simple iron triggerguard. The stock rates about good-fair, as cleaned many years ago, also showing
numerous antique repairs and cracks, most of which utilized pins or brads, some re-opening. The stock appears very much
to be butternut, showing some remnants of shimmering grain in the forend, which shows a few spots of some figure which
have cracked-through with the years (these are where the period repairs were effected). The grain through the wrist and
butt is very straight and plain showing a very simple left side cheekpiece and no evidence of a butt or toe plate ever having
been affixed. The wood to the right side of the tang shows a good deal of scorching which was later replaced-repaired
with synthetic filler. The lock is single-acting and the arm is equipped with double set triggers. There is an antique ramrod
in place. (38721-1) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2820 UNMARKED FLINTLOCK FULLSTOCK “RIFLE” About .52 cal. smooth-bore, 43” octagon barrel with an oxidized
bore. The barrel is a mix of soft plum brown and pewter patina showing scattered oxidation and light pitting with some
moderate tool marks and moderate to heavy pitting in the area of the re-converted touchole. There is a pronounced gap
between the breech and the hand-made tang extension which is affixed with a modern screw. Affixed to the arm is a modern lock with a gooseneck cock and faceted pan which bridles the frizzen, it shows some light oxidation in an attempt to
neatly age the lock. The arm has been restocked at some point in the 20th century, likely 50s-60s, in curly maple, the stock
rating about very good showing a light cleaning, some dark varnish, numerous repaired old length-wise cracks and some
shrinking around some of the metal inletting. It appears as though some antique metal hardware may have been re-used
including ramrod thimbles and tailpipe, the triggerguard is very rudimentary and is likely a more modern replacement, asis the buttplate. The stock shows some heavy varnish and a repaired crack at the toe, and the butt area is very generous
in construction. The rifle is equipped with double set triggers and single-acting lock and a ramrod which is contemporary
to the period of the restocking. An attractive display piece for over the mantel. (39021-7) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
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2821LARGE MEDITERRANEAN MIQUELET FLINTLOCK PISTOL about .80 cal, 10 5/8" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. This is a very large and impressive pistol featuring German silver hardware, extensive wire embellishments on the stock and silver foliate inlay along the barrel. The metal surfaces of the
barrel and patilla-style lock are mostly a dark brown patina showing some scattered old pitting and oxidation staining.
There is a deeply-struck starburst stamp on the lockplate. The silver inlay along the barrel is intact and mostly bright
while the German silver wire along the stock is mostly intact showing scattered verdigris staining and small areas separating. The bulky walnut stock remains in very good plus to near excellent condition showing strong remnants of old varnish and some minor handling marks. An antique ramrod is included and the lock is functional although the hammer gets
caught on the main sear and does not release properly. Really a rather attractive example overall.
(137535-73) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2822 UNMARKED BACK ACTION PERCUSSION TARGET PISTOL .30 cal, 9 1/2" part round part octagon barrel with a
lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled gray-brown patina showing scattered light tool marks and
minor oxidation staining. The hammer shows some old brazing repairs near the screw. The lockplate, upper tang and
breech are embellished with good quality foliate scrollwork that remains clearly visible also showing the initials "JH" in
script on the top barrel flat. The smooth walnut stock has a very short grip and a wide hole near the heel very likely intended for a shoulder stock of some kind that is not present. The stock remains in very good plus condition retaining a healthy
amount of varnish and showing some scattered dings, a few thin drying cracks and handling marks. There is a small German
silver monogram plate along the backstrap and a replacement ramrod is present. The pistol is sighted with a semi-buckhorn
rear sight, thin brass blade front and will require mechanical attention as the hammer cocks but the mainspring is broken.
(138433-62) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2823 SHARPS MODEL 4C PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #10984, 32 RF, 3" four-barrel cluster with fair bores showing moderate oxidation and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% reapplied matte blue finish
showing spots of cleaned heavy pitting scattered throughout. The Sharps patent markings on the right side frame are still
remarkably clear. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good condition showing mostly worn finish, a thin crack at the
forward edge of the right panel and minor handling marks. The barrel cluster is numbered to the frame and the action
seems to function well mechanically with properly rotating hammer nose. (138931-51) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2824 UNMARKED GERMAN DOUBLE BARREL BOXLOCK PERCUSSION PISTOL .43 cal, 4" barrels with oxidized
bores. The over/under barrels show strong circumferential geometric engraving and the metal surfaces have mostly toned
to brown patina. The nipples and breech areas show heavy pitting and the right sides of the barrels and frame are stamped
with German "(Crown) / (Crown) / U" proofs. There appear to be additional proofs on the left sides of the barrels that are
very deeply-struck or cancelled out as they are impossible to discern. The smooth hardwood grip remains in very good condition showing some remnants of old black varnish, a faint gold ink emblem on the butt and scattered handling marks. The
right hammer is functional but the left does not hold. An interesting percussion pistol for the antique collector.
(138547-49) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2825 WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2552375, 30-30, 20" round barrel with full magazine
and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this carbine retain about 80-85% original blue showing scattered freckling and light oxidation staining throughout, spots of moderate pitting on the right side frame and the lever has been
dressed into the white. The plain walnut stocks remain in about very good plus condition retaining a healthy amount of original finish lightly flaking throughout with small dings and handling marks. The forend is not quite perfectly fitted where it
meets the frame and shows a moderate ding on the left edge. The carbine is sighted with standard sporting rear sight, silver bead front missing its hood and seems to function well mechanically. (138139-46D32174) {C&R}
(300/500)
2826 WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #792323, 22 S,L,LR, 20" round barrel with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle are mostly toned to a dark gray-brown patina showing some high edge wear,
scattered light oxidation staining and strong remnants of blue in the protected areas of the barrel and magazine. The
smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and grooved forend remain in about very good condition as cleaned and refinished
long ago showing a moderate 4 1/4" scratch on the left side butt, scattered dings and handling marks. The original
Winchester black hard rubber buttplate is present but a little proud of the stock, the screw heads show some slot wear and
all of the markings are still clearly visible. The rifle retains its original sights although the rear sight shows some moderate
dings and is missing its elevation screw. The action still seems to function well mechanically and this may make for a good
shooter with its nice bore. (138047-34D31925) {C&R}
(300/500)
2827 WALTHER PPK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #366710k, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered frosting and some light pitting. The metal surfaces are a dull gray patina with a couple spots of pitting on the right
side of slide and scattered oxidation staining. The gray Walther banner grips rate good plus with the beginnings of a couple
cracks around the screw hole, a few dings and handling marks. The slide is numbered matching to the frame, both the
frame and slide are marked with an "(Eagle)/WaA359" Waffenamt. The grip screw is an aftermarket replacement, the grips
are loose and the trigger is sluggish in single action. A single Walther Banner-marked magazine is included. A well-used
army-marked PPK for the budding military collector. (209020-15) {C&R}
(300/500)
2828 SPANISH M1916 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #R2854, 7mm Mauser, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 60% arsenal blue with some light pitting on bolt, scattered fading to gray and oxidation spots. The
hardwood stock rates good as-refinished with the metal being proud of wood, the intials "LC" lightly carved behind the
upper tang, a 3" crack running from the right side of floorplate to under bolt handle, a few dings and handling marks. The
floorplate and bolt are matching to the receiver, the safety is mismatched, the other parts are un-numbered and the trigger
is aftermarket. (208868-6) {C&R}
(200/300)
2829 REMINGTON GENESIS 209 IGNITION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #14-13-039881-06, .50 cal., 28" round
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The matte stainless steel barrel rates near excellent with a couple light rubs and the
frame retains nearly all of its black anodized finish with a couple tiny nicks and a few specks of fine oxidation on the breech
cover. The black synthetic pistolgrip stock with gray soft-grip wrist and forearm panels rate very good plus with light handling marks. The front sight has been removed and installed is a T/C Hawken 1.5-5x32 mm black powder scope with
duplex reticle and crisp optics. The scope retains about 95-98% original blue with light nicks on the ocular bell and the
rubber ring no longer present.
What appears to be a proper aluminum ramrod is included.
(59058-1) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
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2830 RUGER VAQUERO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #57-33286, 45 Colt, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
blue surfaces retain about 99% original finish with a light turn ring on the cylinder, the frame retains a little less than half
of the case-hardened colors, the rest are lightly stained from sparse oxidation. The grips have been replaced with a lovely
set of Ajax #31 Sambar Stag grips that rate excellent. The gun still times and locks up correctly and should be a good
shooter. The Vaqueros are a great gun for cowboy action shooting. The Sambar Stag grips command strong interest by
themselves and add a nice touch of western panache to the gun. (89034-12) {MODERN}
(300/500)
2831 BROWNING BUCK MARK FIELD TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655NV21016, 22 LR, 5 1/2" target barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original anodized and Pakerized finishes, the backstrap wearing to a mix of blue and pewter, thinning finish on the right top of the triggerguard (from good trigger finger discipline) and a few scratches. The smooth walnut thumb and finger groove grips with a laser etched "Buck Mark" rate
excellent. The pistol has a full length Picatinny rail, factory Patridge front sight, fully adjustable rear sight and gold trigger.
The gun also has a Tasco Pro Point Plus dot sight that still functions but will need a couple of batteries. Overall, the optics
are clear but there appears to be a small fracture mark or imperfection at the 8 o'clock edge about half way down the tube
but there are no obvious impact marks on the outer tube. Aside from the annoyance of seeing it on the edge the sight
appears to still function. It also includes a single factory magazine. (88873-289) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2832 SMITH & WESSON 32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #544511, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this pre-model 30 revolver retain about 90% plus original blue with the grip frame thinning to
pewter, high edge wear, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service hammer and trigger retain lightly subdued
case-hardened colors with operational wear and the trigger face worn to pewter. The diamond checkered walnut factory
grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate excellent. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered
to the gun and it still functions mechanically. (88936-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
2833 COLT POLICE POSITIVE TARGET REVOLVER serial #33258, 22 LR, 4" shortened barrel with an excellent bore. This
1927-made "C" model retains about 70% original blue finish with the grip frame wearing to gray, high edge and contact
point wear, minor freckling and perhaps a scattered pinprick pit here and there. The un-numbered checkered walnut factory grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate very good with light scattered diamond point wear and other light handling marks. The revolver features a windage adjustable rear sight and smooth ramp front sight soldered onto a shortened
6" target barrel. The barrel has the correct markings and address for the year of manufacture but the front sight lists to
the left. The gun still times and locks up correctly. (88986-28) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2834 SPANISH “KENTUCKY” PERCUSSION SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #898, 45 cal., 10" smooth bore octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel has a scroll and leaf engraving the length of the top flat with the two upper side flats
punch-dot and shaded their entire length. The lock has the same scroll and leaf engraving with a zig-zag border. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue and the brass triggerguard, nosecap and sideplate rate excellent overall with light
tarnish. The one-piece hardwood stock with checkered pistolgrip rates excellent. The rear sight is a raised fixed "U" notch
and the front is a dovetailed brass blade. The pistol includes a wood ramrod with brass mounted hardware. Its companion
piece follows. (88908-2) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2835 SPANISH “KENTUCKY” PERCUSSION SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #1236, 45 cal., 10" smooth bore octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel has a scroll and leaf engraving the length of the top flat with the two upper side flats
punch-dot and shaded their entire length. The lock has the same scroll and leaf engraving with a zig-zag border. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue and the brass triggerguard, nosecap and sideplate rate excellent overall with light
tarnish. The one-piece hardwood stock with checkered pistolgrip rates about good to very good. There is a ding on the
butt of the pistolgrip and a crack just forward of the nipple drum. The rear sight is a raised fixed "U" notch and the front
is a dovetailed brass blade. The pistol includes a wood ramrod with brass mounted hardware that has the end broken off
and stubbornly refuses to move from the ramrod ferrules. Also, the piece will not fire on full cock without first pulling the
hammer back slightly and relieving pressure on the sear.
Its companion piece precedes this gun.
(88908-1) {ANTIQUE}
(25/100)
2836 AMERICAN INDUSTRIES CALICO M-100P SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G006838, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original black finish with scattered light scratches and wear marks. The
black synthetic factory grips rate about excellent. The pistol includes a 100-round helical feed magazine. The front sight
has an inverted "V" with a windage adjustment. The rear sight is missing as is the muzzle brake.
(88873-500) {MODERN}
(200/400)
2837 A.A. ARMS INC. MODEL AP-9/11 SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #026477, 9mm, 11" barrel with an excellent
bore. This scarce target version of the AP-9 series retains about 99% original blue and painted surfaces showing scattered
light scratches and limited edge wear. The grooved synthetic forend rates excellent but there are no grip panels as it is a
one-piece integral unit and part of the separate lower receiver. The gun features a post front sight with protective ring, a
fixed square notch rear sight with protective ears, manual safety and blowback action. No magazine is included. (8887339) {MODERN}
(400/600)
2838 HIGH STANDARD MODEL DM-101 DERINGER serial #2135281, 22 Magnum, 3 1/2" barrels with excellent bores.
This little over/under double action only deringer retains about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a few light
scratches. The smooth faux ivory factory grips rate excellent. It includes a French fit maroon jewelry style hard case with
red flocking interior and white satin on the inside cover. The leatherette covered exterior rates about very good with light
scuffing on the edges and light ding on the left side. (88963-196) {MODERN}
(200/400
2839 UNMARKED MEDITERRANEAN FLINTLOCK PISTOL .58 cal., 9" smooth bore plain barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces have been cleaned to pewter with scattered light to heavy scratches, dings, oxidation blemishes, pitting and remnants of engraving on the barrel. The buttcap has fine engraved rope borders adorning the facets.
The brass triggerguard, ferrules, sideplates and buttcap rate about good to very good with light handling marks and light
tarnish plus they show signs of past cleaning. The one-piece hardwood stock rates about good and is adorned with various
light carvings and borders. There is light to moderate chipping around the rear of the lock along with numerous light
scratches, dings, dents and other handling marks. The backstrap has a silver engraved shield with a semi-precious red
stone embedded in the center. We cannot guarantee how precious, if at all, this stone is. The buttcap is pulling away from
the wood, the faux cleaning rod is carved as part of the stock and the full cock notch is worn.
(87535-86) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
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2840 BRITISH BRASS BARRELED FLINTLOCK COAT PISTOL .60 cal., 8" plain smooth bore brass barrel with a lightly
oxidized and pitted bore. The brass barrel is a pleasing ochre with a light wedge of engraving, British proof marks and
minor handling marks. The brass triggerguard, buttcap and shield on the backstrap rate about very good overall with a
darker tarnish and handling marks. The iron lock is brown with handling marks, oxidation blemishes and pitting. The side
of the lock has an engraved rosette and sprig of foliate engraving at the rear. The one-piece hardwood stock rates poor
as lightly refinished with a piece of wood broken off the length of the barrel on the right side plus scattered light scratches,
dings and small chips around the lock. The lock no longer functions, the barrel pin is missing allowing the barrel to move
in the stock, the ramrod and ramrod ferrule are missing and triggerguard and buttcap are loose.
(88699-4) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2841 BELGIAN CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION COAT PISTOL, .40 cal., 2 1/2" smooth bore octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The brass barrel and lock are tarnished and toned to ochre with scattered light handling marks. The steel
triggerguard and hammer are brown with oxidation stains and pitting. The smooth walnut bag grips rate near excellent as
re-varnished and exhibit a few light handling marks. The left side of the barrel has a Belgian proof mark, the right side is
stamped "SP" and the locks still functions. (88963-166) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2842 UNMARKED FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL, .44 cal., 2 3/4" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The triggerguard,
ferrule, buttcap and sideplate are all ferrous metal with a left-hand lock. The metal surfaces remain in-the-white with scattered freckling, oxidation stains, pitting and evidence of some past light cleaning on the barrel and sideplate. The onepiece walnut stock rates about fair to good with a repaired crack at the left forend above the ferrule and about 1/3rd of
the wood chipped around the rear of the lock and more chips starting to form under the frizzen section plus there are scattered light handling marks on the stock. The stock is decorated with a relief carved rose around the tang and light borders
around the lock, sideplate and other iron mountings. The lock and frizzen still function crisply. A nice little pocket pistol
that was probably once a brace of pistols for a gentleman or a lady. (86020-209) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
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2843 FRENCH BERTHIER M1892 BAYONET serial #E71527, 20 1/2" overall length with 16" fullered blade. The blade
retains about 98% arsenal-reapplied dark gray Parkerized finish showing some minor thinning and a few small dings scattered about the top edges. The hooked quillion crosspiece and bird’s beak pommel are a dark gray patina. The walnut grip
panels remain in very good condition having darkened from the years, showing some minor dings scattered about. The
scabbard is numbered to the bayonet and retains about 95% arsenal black enamel finish showing some light flaking and
minor oxidation staining scattered about. (139040-14A)
2844 GERMAN OFFICERS PARADE SWORD BY PUMA 30 1/2’’ plain, unstopped fuller blade with Puma over Solingen
maker mark on the reverse ricasso and ‘‘No 9’’ on the obverse ricasso. The blade retains all its bright polished finish with
only some tiny marks from scabbard removal. The aluminum hilt has a P-shaped guard with dual langets, single circular
quillon and a dove head shaped pommel with wraparound ears and ferrule and a black plastic covered wood grip wrapped
in double braided aluminum wire. The bright metal surfaces have mellowed lightly with scattered fine staining and flaking,
the grip has a large crack on either side of the guard at the pommel. The steel scabbard retains about 90% flaking black
enamel with some sparse fine oxidation. (1X58585-143)
(50/100)
2845 U.S. MODEL 1902 OFFICER'S SWORD WITH BANNERMAN RETAILER MARKING 32" slightly curved blade with
arched "FRANCIS BANNERMAN" above "MILITARY GOODS / NEW-YORK" retailer markings on the reverse ricasso. The
blade is nicely etched with scroll, panoply of arms and Federal Eagle with "E Pluribus Unum" riband on the reverse side
and "U.S.", stand of flags with shield and similar scroll on the obverse side. The blade retains 97-98% original polished
nickel with some faint staining and scabbard marks on the foible. The hilt has a German silver guard and fingergroove
black bone grip. The metal surfaces are muting to pale gray and the grip rates excellent with a tiny scratch on the obverse
side. The steel scabbard retains about 90% flaking nickel with scattered spots of oxidation, staining and a couple shallow
dents. (58752-133)
(200/400
2846 U.S. MODEL 1902 OFFICERS SWORD BY HORSTMANN 31 3/4" slightly curved blade with circular WMH. Horstmann
maker mark on the reverse ricasso and small circular proved mark on the obverse ricasso. The blade is nicely etched with
scroll, "U.S.", panoply of arms and "S.B. Ritchie" in rectangle on the reverse side and Federal eagle with "E Pluribus Unum",
panoplies of arms and similar
scroll on the obverse side.
The blade retains all its original mirror polish nickel with
some very light rub marks
along the foible. The hilt has
a German silver guard and a
black plastic finger groove
grip. The metal surfaces
remain bright overall with
some very light age staining
and tiny storage marks and
the grip rates excellent as
well with a tiny chip along the reverse edge of the pommel. The leather buffer washer is in place. The steel scabbard retain
97-98% original with some scattered fine staining, a couple thin scratches and spots of flaking on the drag. Attached to the
scabbard is a nickel plated suspension chain with belt clip marked "FRANCE". The chain retains 98% original bright nickel
with light flaking on the clip lightly exposing the brass surfaces. A nice imported 1902 sword. (58568-16)
(200/400)
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2847 JAPANESE PATTERN 1899 REGULATION ARMY SABER 32 5/8" single edge nearly full-length fuller blade. The blade
has been cleaned and sharpened most likely at the arsenal with remnants of pitting and oxidation along the foible and tiny
nicks along the main edge, the reverse ricasso is numbered "72219". The iron hilt with checkered backstrap is a brown gray
patina with scattered fine oxidation staining, the leather finger strap is separated at the rivet but present. The checkered
Asian hardwood grip rates excellent with light wear at the pommel. The steel scabbard retains about 40% original nickel toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation, light dents and is numbered to the saber on the drag. (58563-11)
(200/400)
2848 REPRODUCTION HEAVY CAVALRY SABER 33 1/2" flat single edge blade equipped with a 7" false edge and marked
"INDIA" on the obverse ricasso. The blade retains nearly all of its bright polished finish with scattered light scratches and a
couple specks of flaking. The hilt has a brass triple branch guard, ferrule and Phrygian style pommel and a black leather covered grip wrapped with braided brass wire. The leather buffer washer is in place and the brass is a bright goldenrod with a
couple light impact marks and spots of tarnish. The leather covering rates excellent and the wire wrapping tight and intact.
The steel scabbard remains bright with sparse specks of light oxidation. (58735-44)
2849 UNMARKED U.S. 1860 STAFF & FIELD OFFICERS sword 29 1/2" diamond shaped double edged blade etched with
scroll, "U.S.", panoplies of arms and Federal eagle, the ricasso is unmarked. The blade has toned to an even smoky gray patina with some sparse fine oxidation staining. The hilt has a brass floral decorated knucklebow ending with a plain oval quillon,
single static guard with Federal eagle in front of flags, floral pommel with eagle and shield and a leather covered wood grip
wrapped with smooth brass wire. The brass has a lightly mellowed patina with a couple spots of light verdigris and the leather
covering shows moderate to heavy flaking exposing the wood grip and loosening the wire wrappings. The tubular steel scabbard retains about 95% original nickel with scattered fine flaking and oxidation staining and the brass mounts have a lightly
tarnished patina. (58737-649) [Dr. Louis March Jr. Collection]
(200/400)
2850 U.S. MODEL 1840 LIGHT ARTILLERY SABER BY AMES 32" curved single fuller blade marked "U.S. / N.W.P." on the
obverse ricasso and "N.P. AMES / CABOTVILLE / 1846" on the reverse ricasso. The blade is an overall smoky gray patina
with areas of light oxidation towards the guard and some tiny minute nicks along the main edge. The hilt has a brass guard
that ends in a round downward quillon and a domed pommel, the grip is covered in black leather and wrapped with braided
brass wire. The brass is a lightly mellowed goldenrod with a few spots of light tarnish and impact marks. The center of the
obverse guard has been scratch engraved "CHA" and the center of the crossguard "VX XXX". The leather covering rates
very good showing minimal wear and the wire wrapping shows a soldered copper repair and a couple other soldered connections. Attached to the guard is a dried white soft leather knot and tassel showing modest age staining but remaining
intact. The leather buffer washer is missing and there is no scabbard present. (58737-685)
(300/500)
2851 U.S. MODEL 1840 LIGHT ARTILLERY SABER BY AMES 32" curved single fuller blade marked "U.S. / N.W.P." on the
obverse ricasso and "N.P. AMES / CABOTVILLE / 184_" on the reverse ricasso. The blade has faded to a pale gray patina
with scattered fine pitting particularly along the foible and tiny nicks along the main edge. There are also four nicks that
appear to have been purposely placed along the rear obverse side of the forte. The hilt has a brass guard that ends in a round
downward quillon and a domed pommel and the grip is covered in black leather. The brass is a lightly mellowed goldenrod
with tiny impact marks and a few spots of light tarnish. The center of the obverse guard is engraved "C H A XXXXI". The
textured leather covering shows moderate flaking and is just about worn smooth with only two strands of braided wire wrap
under the pommel. Attached to the guard is a dried white, soft leather knot and tassel showing modest age staining but
remain intact. The leather buffer washer is missing and there is no scabbard present. (58737-684)
(300/500)
2852 KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS OFFICERS SABER BY
KLEIN & BROTHERS Similar to a U.S. Model 1872
Calvary saber this sword has a 30" slightly curved
blade with single unstopped fuller and angled "D.
KLEIN / & BRO. / PHILA / -PA" on the reverse ricasso. The blade is nicely etched with rococo and
geometric scroll, Pythian coat of arms and shields,
"Oliver Co. No. 38." on the obverse side and
standing knight on the reverse side. The blade
retains all of its bright mirror polish with only some
faint scabbards marks, the etching crisp. The hilt
has a triple branch guard with counterguard decorated with sunburst on one side and knight's crest, Pythian symbols and lily flower on the other and a lion's head pommel
with shield and black leather covered wood grip wrapped with braided brass wire. The brass is a mellowed goldenrod with
spots of tarnish and verdigris, the covering and wrapping remains tight and the leather buffer washer is present. The steel
scabbard is nickel plated and decorated with ornate society iconic brass mounts. The nickel retains all of its bright mirror polish and the brass retains much original gold wash with patches of light tarnish and verdigris. Included with the sword is a
soft leather carry case with adjustable strap and carry handle. The case shows a couple light tears and stains but remains
soft and intact. (58368-12)
(150/250)
2853 GERMAN FIRST WORLD WAR LION HEAD OFFICER'S SABER BY CLEMEN & JUNG 31 7/8" slightly curved
stopped fuller blade with Clemen & Jung "Z" inside of crown top shield on the reverse ricasso. The blade is nicely etched
with flowing scroll and remains overall bright appearing to be lightly sharpened with scattered light scratches along the foible
and a few sparse spots of light oxidation. The hilt has a brass P-shaped guard with dual langets having crossed cannons and
scroll on the obverse side and floral scroll on the reverse side. The bow of the guard has oak leaves on a stippled background
and the rear has wraparound ears and is decorated with scroll and a lionhead pommel with red glass eyes and a shagreen
covered grip wrapped with braided German silver wire. The brass has a pleasing mellowed patina and the covering shows
moderate flaking exposing the wood grip, the wire wrapping remains tight and intact. The rolled steel scabbard retains most
of its bright nickel with light dents, a soldered repair along the bottom edge and collar and one of the retaining screws are
no longer present. (58737-648)
(200/400)
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2854 IMPERIAL GERMAN LIONHEAD QUILLBACK OFFICERS SWORD BY KAISER 36 1/8" overall length with a 30
5/8" shortened blade featuring a quillback that travels from the hilt to the point of the tip. The blade remains overall bright
with scattered light scratches, some fine pinprick staining along the foible, a tiny nick in the main edge and some light scuffing
along the first 3" of the the quills and main edge where the tip was shortened and reshaped. The obverse ricasso has the Carl
Kaiser & Co. maker mark showing crossed sabers superimposed over initials surmounted by a crown. The hilt has a brass Pshaped guard with dual langets, having crossed pikes with flags and sabers behind wreath on the obverse side and a foliate
decorated shield on the reverse side and ending with a lionhead quillon. The bow of the guard has oak leaves on a stippled
background and the rear has wraparound ears and is decorated with scroll and a lionhead pommel and a checkered hard rubber grip wrapped with braided German silver wire. The brass has mellowed slightly with light oxidation along some of the
protected edges and the checkering on the grip shows wear and a small tiny crack. The red glass eyes are missing and the
guard is slightly loose. The steel scabbard retains about 75% flaking applied black enamel with spots of fine oxidation.
(58737-644)
(200/400)
2855 LIGUE DES PATRIOTES FRATERNAL SWORD Similar to a U.S. 1850 era militia NCO sword This sword has a 27 1/4"
double edge blade, 33" overall length. The blade has an even pewter patina with some scattered fine oxidation becoming
more active along the foible and tip. The blade is etched with a light but visible "Ligue Des Patriotes" in the center of the
obverse side and "Fall River Mass" in the center of the reverse side. The hilt has a nickel silver double guard with dual
langets, ferrule, knights head pommel and a grooved bone grip. The metal surfaces have a tarnished pewter patina and the
bone grip has darkened nicely with age and shows no cracks. The leather buffer washer and knucklebow chain are no longer
present and the quillon that the chain would attach to has a slight bend. The tubular steel scabbard retains about 80% pale
flaking nickel toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation and is etched in brown "L.D.P. / F.R. Mass.". The tip chape and
frog stud are missing, the stud hole partially filled with lead. (58621-26)
(200/400)
2856 UNMARKED 1850-1870 MILITIA SWORD 27" plain unfullered double edge blade, 33 1/4" overall length. The blade
has an overall brown patina with some scattered fine staining and more active oxidation at the guard. The hilt has a brass
double guard with dual langets, ferrule, knights head pommel and a grooved bone grip. The brass has a lightly tarnished patina and the bone grip has a thin crack along one of the ribs. The leather buffer washer is missing and there is no scabbard
present. (58621-21)
(200/400)
2857 U.S. MODEL 1852 REGULATION NAVAL OFFICERS SWORD BY HORTSMANN 30" single unstopped fuller blade
with circular Hortsmann maker mark on the reverse ricasso and star of damascus proof on the obverse ricasso. The blade
retains about 85% original bright finish with some scattered light and modest flaking that has turned to brown oxidation along
the edges and tip and pale gray on the name plate. The blade is etched with scroll, intertwined rope, eagle, anchors, panoply
of arms, shields and "U.S.N." in riband. The hilt has a brass guard with basket and "U.S.N." cast amongst leaves and acorns,
a serpent head quillon and pommel with leaves and eagle and a shagreen covered wood grip wrapped with brass wire. The
brass has a mellowed patina with scattered oxidation and verdigris starting to form and the covering and wire wrap remains
tight and intact. Attached to the guard is a gold colored knot and tassel that has lightly darkened with age but remains fully
intact. The black synthetic scabbard rates very good with a couple light dents and handling marks and the brass intertwined
rope mounts and serpent drag have mellowed slightly with light oxidation and tarnish. Included with the sword is a tan canvas
carry case and size 34 black leather belt with brass eagle belt plate and hardware. The case shows light age staining and
previous owner’s name written in ink on the interior of the flaps. The leather belt is dried and cracking with moderate to heavy
oxidation and light verdigris on the leather and brass. (58873-735)
(300/500
2858 UNMARKED U.S. MODEL 1902 OFFICER'S SWORD 29 3/4" slightly curved blade with three-quarter length
unstopped fullers. The blade is nicely etched with scroll, panoply of arms and Federal Eagle and unmarked name plate on the
obverse side and "U.S.", panoplies of arms and similar scroll on the reverse side. The blade retains about 95% original polished nickel with light staining and scratches on the ricassos and foible and a couple tiny nicks along the main edge. The hilt
has a nickel plated guard and fingergroove black plastic grip and attached to the guard is a lightly worn but intact leather tassel. The metal surfaces retain about 90% polished nickel with exposed brass along the edges of the backstrap and quillon,
the grip shows light minimal wear and staining. The steel scabbard retains 60% flaking nickel with patches of light and moderate oxidation. (58032-1)
(100/200)
2859 IMPERIAL GERMAN MODEL 89 DEGEN 32 3/4" unmarked blade equipped with double unstopped fullers. The blade
retains nearly all its bright finish with some sparse light scabbard scratches and a couple specks of light flaking along the
edges, the ricassos are unmarked. The hilt has a three branch pierced basket static guard with flat top Phrygian style pommel
and ferrule and a shagreen covered grip wrapped in double bordered brass wire. The basket features a crowned Prussian
Eagle and is marked "K.S.250", the obverse side of the grip is decorated with a brass Prussian crown set above the Kaiser's
cypher "WR2". The brass has a pleasing patina and the shagreen covering shows some light edge wear and remnants of a
finger loop remain between the ferrule and guard. The steel scabbard has toned to a pale brown patina with scattered fine
oxidation, a couple light dents and is numbered to the sword at the throat. (57884-24)
(200/400)
2860 JAPANESE PATTERN 1899 REGULATION ARMY SABER 32 1/2" single edge blade equipped with nearly full-length
fullers. The blade shows a bright arsenal cleaning with scattered fine pitting and oxidation staining. The blade has been lightly sharpened and is numbered "12115" on the reverse ricasso. The iron hilt with checkered backstrap bears a brown and
gray patina with patches of light oxidation. The factory markings are still present on the bow and the finger strap shows modest crazing and oxidation but remains intact. The checkered Asian hardwood grips rate very good plus with light flattening
to some of the points. The steel scabbard has a gray brown patina with scattered fine oxidation and is numbered to a different
saber on the drag. (58621-29)
(200/400)
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2861 RELIC MEDIEVAL SINGLE HAND BROAD SWORD This is a rather interesting sword that now measures 39 5/8" overall
with a 33 5/8" double edge blade, 6 5/8" straight guard with tapered quillons and a 2 1/8" bi-conical wheel pommel.
The blade has a flat angular tip and jagged edges, the pommel has small crosses lightly engraved in each flat and
along the outer edge. Purportedly
this sword was recovered from the
bottom of the Thames river and
shows corrosion and oxidation
associated with a submerged sword. Although we cannot be certain of the origin, this sword appears to be
an original relic condition example of a single hand sword and would make a nice wall display. (58315-211LTS556)
[Lewis T. Steadman Collection]
2862 EUROPEAN ARM SWORD This sword measures 36 3/8" overall with a 30 1/2" unfullered double edged blade. The blade
has toned to pewter with scattered fine oxidation and more modest oxidation and pitting along the tip and foible. The
tip is slightly rounded and there are a few tiny nicks along the edges, the fortes are lightly etched with simple scroll
and lettering.
The cruciform
shaped hilt is composed of an iron
guard with tapered forward facing
quillons, a wheel shaped pommel
and a grooved leather wrapped grip. The guard has a smoky gray patina with scattered light pitting while the pommel shows similar gray with reddish-brown highlights and modest dents and chips. The leather remains intact with
light scuffing. The guard is slightly loose and there is no scabbard present. A neat single hand arm sword.
(58315-210LTS555) [Lewis T. Steadman Collection]
2863 MEDIEVAL BASTARD LONG SWORD 42" diamond shaped double edge blade, 52 1/8" overall length. The blade has faded
to pale gray with scattered fine staining and tiny dents, 1" patch of tiny impact marks along the forte on the
reverse side of the blade and light pitting on the ricasso. There are light bends the first 12" of the foible and
a few tiny nicks along the edges. The cruciform shaped hilt consists of an iron guard with dual langets, flat
round quillons with ball shaped finals, a spiral pommel
and a leather covered
wood grip with raised
medial rings in the center and at the collar and pommel. The guard is decorated with simple scroll engraving and along with the pommel has a pale gray patina with scattered fine pitting and oxidation staining. The leather covering shows moderate scuffing and flaking with the exposed wood showing light chips and cracks and a wider 2 5/8" crack
along the rear of the grip. A good to very good condition hand-and-a-half long sword. (58315-209LTS554)
{Lewis T. Steadman Collection]
2864 CONTEMPORARY 1850-1870 MILITIA SWORD 27" plain unfullered double edge blade, 33 1/4" overall length. The blade
shows horizontal brush marks from an older light cleaning and is now pale gray with scattered fine oxidation staining and patches
of light freckling. The hilt has a cast brass double guard with dual langets, ferrule, knights head pommel and a grooved bone
grip. The brass surfaces retain about 98% bright nickel with light wear along the edges of the pommel. The guard shows rough
casting on the interior of the langets, is loose fitting to grip and appears to be a newer replacement. The bone grips rate excellent, having a nice cream color. The tubular steel scabbard retains 98% bright polished nickel with scattered light scratches and
a couple spots of light oxidation. (58943-4)
(100/200)
2865 U.S. MODEL 1850 FOOT OFFICERS SWORD 31 1/4" blade equipped with wide and narrow fullers. The blade is an overall
smoky gray patina with scattered light oxidation and patches of more moderate oxidation and pitting along the foible. The blade
is etched with typical scroll, panoplies of arms, "U.S.", "E Pluribus Unum" in riband, the etching has faded with age remaining
only faintly visible and the obverse ricasso is faintly maker marked "NIRC_ _ _ RIC_", the remaining letters lost to oxidation and
time. The hilt shows typical pierced floral decoration with a downward facing quillon, Phrygian style pommel with laurel leaves
and a shagreen covered grip wrapped in braided brass wire; the brass now a dark tarnished patina with sparsely scattered oxidation and verdigris forming where the buffer washer was once present. The covering shows moderate wear and flaking exposing the wood grip and the single strand wire wrapping has loosened slightly but remains intact. There is no scabbard. (58737643) [Dr. Louis March Jr. Collection]
(150/250)
2866 IMPERIAL GERMAN GERMAN NCO SWORD WITH INSCRIPTION 30 1/8" plain, stopped fuller blade with no maker
mark on the ricassos. The blade remains overall bright with scattered fine staining, scratches and a few sparse patches of light
oxidation. The hilt has a brass P-shaped guard with dual langets, single circular quillon, ferrule, dove head pommel with wraparound ears and a dark shagreen covered grip wrapped in braided brass wire. The brass surfaces have a pleasing reddish-ocher
patina, the obverse langet has an affixed Medal of the Order of the Black Eagle emblem used by the German Military Police while
the reverse langet is engraved "Ostmark / 1919", the shagreen covering shows minor wear and along with the wire wrapping
remains tight and intact. The tubular steel scabbard has an overall brown patina with scattered patches of original blue and a
few light scratches. (57884-23)
(200/400)
2867 BROWNING 1886 LIMITED EDITION KNIFE One of only 2500 knives produced as a fitting compliment to the Browning
Limited Edition 1886 rifle and carbine. The knife measures 8 3/8" overall with a 4" full tang 440C stainless steel hollow ground
skinning blade. The hilt is composed of a beautiful etched nickel silver single finger guard and a lanyard hole equipped cocobolo
grips fastened by bright nickel silver rivets. Included with the knife is an embossed factory leather sheath, protective suede
pouch, factory cardboard box and instruction sheets. A perfect knife to accompany the Limited Edition 1886 rifles in the live auction. (59049-17)
2868 BROWNING 1886 LIMITED EDITION KNIFE ONE of only 2500 knives produced as a fitting compliment to the Browning
Limited Edition 1886 rifle and carbine. The knife measures 8 3/8" overall with a 4" full tang 440C stainless steel hollow ground
skinning blade. The hilt is composed of a beautiful etched nickel silver single finger guard and lanyard hole equipped cocobolo
grips fastened by bright nickel silver rivets. Included with the knife is an embossed factory leather sheath, protective suede
pouch, factory cardboard box and instruction sheets. A perfect knife to accompany the Limited Edition 1886 rifles in the live
auction. (59049-18)
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2869 KA-BAR U.S.M.C. SECOND MARINE DIVISION COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE This attractive Ka-bar measures 11 7/8"
overall with a 7" clip point blade. The blade retains 98% original high luster blue decorated with gold gilt etched Marine emblem
centered between "SECOND MARINE DIVISION" and "SECOND TO NONE" in ribands with smaller campaign ribands on either
side, the ricasso is marked "USMC". The reverse ricasso is KA-BAR maker marked and the blade numbered "1514". The
stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is decorated with inlaid 2nd Division lapel in the center of the obverse side
and is centered between a gold gilt crossguard and grooved pommel, the lapel pin shows some light oxidation. Knife is housed
in a Plexiglas covered red baize lined stained wood presentation case showing light storage marks.(56907-3A)
2870 KA-BAR U.S.M.C. FIFTH MARINE DIVISION COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE This attractive Ka-bar measures 11 7/8"
overall with a 7" clip point blade. The blade retains 98% original high luster blue decorated with gold gilt etched Marine emblem
centered between "FIFTH MARINE DIVISON" and "THE SPEARHEAD" in ribands with smaller "IWO JIMA" ribs on either side,
the ricasso is marked "USMC". The reverse ricasso is KA-BAR maker marked and the blade is numbered "1514". The stacked
leather washer handle rates excellent and is decorated with an inlaid 5th Division lapel in the center of the obverse side and is
centered between a gold gilt crossguard and grooved pommel, the lapel pin shows some light oxidation. Knife is housed in a
Plexiglas covered red baize lined stained wood presentation case. (56907-3B)
2871 KA-BAR U.S.M.C. THIRD MARINE DIVISON COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE This attractive Ka-bar measures 11 7/8"
overall with a 7" clip point blade. The blade retains 98% original high luster blue decorated with gold gilt etched Marine emblem
centered between "THIRD MARINE DIVISION" and "HONOR FIDELITY VALOR" in ribands with smaller campaign ribands on
either side, the ricasso is marked "USMC". The reverse ricasso is KA-BAR maker marked and the blade is numbered "1514".
The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is decorated with inlaid 3rd Division lapel in the center of the obverse
side and is centered between a gold gilt crossguard and grooved pommel, the lapel shows light oxidation. Knife is housed in a
Plexiglas covered red baize lined stained wood presentation case. (56907-3C)
2872 KA-BAR U.S.M.C. SIXTH MARINE DIVISION COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE This attractive Ka-bar measures 11 7/8"
overall with a 7" clip point blade. The blade retains 98% original high luster blue decorated with gold gilt etched Marine emblem
centered between "SIXTH MARINE DIVISION" and "MICCROMESIA MELANESIA ORIENT" in ribands with smaller "GUAM"
and "OKINAWA" ribands on either side, the ricasso is marked "USMC". The reverse ricasso is KA-BAR maker marked and the
blade is numbered "1514". The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is decorated with inlaid 6th Division lapel in
the center of the obverse side and is centered between a gold gilt crossguard and grooved pommel, the lapel showing light oxidation. Knife is housed in a Plexiglas covered red baize lined stained wood presentation case. (56907-3D)
2873 KA-BAR U.S.M.C. FIRST MARINE DIVISION COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE This attractive Ka-bar measures 11 7/8"
overall with a 7" clip point blade. The blade retains 98% original high luster blue decorated with gold gilt etched Marine emblem
centered between "FIRST MARINE DIVISION" and " WORLD WAR II KOREA VIETNAM" in ribands with smaller campaign
ribands on either side, the ricasso is marked "USMC". The reverse ricasso is KA-BAR maker marked and the blade is numbered
"1514". The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is decorated with inlaid 1st Division lapel in the center of the
obverse side and is centered between a gold gilt crossguard and grooved pommel, the lapel showing light oxidation. Knife is
housed in a Plexiglas covered red baize lined stained wood presentation case. (56907-3E)
2874 KA-BAR U.S.M.C. FOURTH MARINE DIVISION COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE This attractive Ka-bar measures 11 7/8"
overall with a 7" clip point blade. The blade retains 98% original high luster blue decorated with gold gilt etched Marine emblem
centered between "FOURTH MARINE DIVISION" and "THE FIGHTING FOURTH" in ribands with smaller campaign ribands on
either side, the ricasso is marked "USMC". The reverse is KA-BAR maker marked and the blade is numbered "1514". The
stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is decorated with inlaid 4th Division lapel in the center of the obverse side
and is centered between a gold gilt crossguard and grooved pommel, the lapel showing some very light oxidation. Knife is
housed in a Plexiglas covered red baize lined stained wood presentation case. (56907-3F)
2875 WILKINSON SWORD CO. COMMEMORATIVE FAIRBAIRN SYKES FIGHTING KNIFE THE DESERT WAR WARNORTH AFRICA, one of The World War II Victory Collection limited edition knives issued by the American Historical
Foundation. Knife measures 12" overall with a 7" double edged blade, the obverse side shows gold gilt intertwined ribands honoring the campaign and its countries while the reverse side shows similar ribands with quotes by Roosevelt and Churchill, the
rear of the blade has Wilkinson maker mark and is numbered "2450". The blade remains overall bright with scattered light oxidation. The hilt is composed of an oval brass guard, ferrule and bulbous pommel and a commando shaped hardwood grip. The
brass retains nearly all its mirror polish finish with light tarnish on the front of the guard and the grip retains about 85% flaking
black enamel. The knife is housed in a beige velvet presentation case with gold printed white baize lid interior.(56907-3G)
2876 H.G. LONG & CO. COMMEMORATIVE FAIRBAIRN SYKES FIGHTING KNIFE THE INVASION OF THE
SOLOMONS, one of the World War II Victory Collection limited edition knives issued by the American Historical Foundation.
Knife measures 12" overall with a 7" double edged blade, the obverse side shows gilt spiral riband honoring the date of the invasion while the reverse side shows smaller campaign ribands, square H.G. Long maker mark and is numbered "2450". The blade
retains about 80% flaking original blue with scattered fine oxidation and most of the gold gilt still remains. The hilt is composed
of a long grooved ebony grip centered between a brass oval guard and small round buttcap. The grip rates excellent and the
brass retains all its mirror polished finish. The knife is housed in a dark green velvet presentation case with gold printed white
baize lid interior. (56907-3H)
2877 H.G. LONG & CO. COMMEMORATIVE FAIRBAIRN SYKES FIGHTING KNIFE THE BATTLE OF THE PHILIPPINES,
one of The World War II Victory Collection limited edition knives issued by the American Historical Foundation. Knife measures
12" overall with a 7" double edged blade, the obverse side shows gold gilt large "I SHALL RETURN" in riband with pipe and
stars and battle and dates on either side while the reverse side shows spiral ribands listing the campaigns with square H.G. Long
maker mark and is numbered "2450". The blade has toned to pale gray with moderate oxidation, traces of gilt and number partially visible. The hilt is composed of a commando shaped grooved brass alloy grip centered between a polished brass guard
and button pommel cap. The grip has a nice patina and the guard and pommel remain bright. Knife is housed in a brown velvet
presentation case with gold printed white baize lid interior. (56907-3I)
2878 H.G. LONG & CO. COMMEMORATIVE FAIRBAIRN SYKES FIGHTING KNIFE THE BATTLE FOR OKINAWA, one of
the World War II Victory Collection limited edition knives issued by the American Historical Foundation. Knife measures 12" overall with a 7" double edged blade, the obverse side shows gold gilt naval scene with angled ribands listing battle and dates while
the reverse side shows island scene with H.G. Long maker mark and is numbered "2450". The blade remains bright and retains
all its gold gilt. The hilt is composed of a gold plated brass guard with long tapered grip and small domed shaped pommel retaining all its mirror polished finish. The knife is housed in a fuchsia velvet presentation case with gold printed white baize lid interior.
(56907-3J)
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2879 WILKINSON SWORD CO. COMMEMORATIVE
FAIRBAIRN SYKES FIGHTING KNIFE VICTORY
I N E U R O P E, one of the World War I I Victory
Collection limited edition knives issued by the
American Historical Foundation. Knife measures 12"
overall with a 7" double edged blade, the obverse side
shows gold gilt "IN HONOR OF / WORLD WAR II /
VICTORY I N E U ROPE / 8 MAY 1845" centered
between attractive etched scroll while the reverse side
has gold gilt "MISSION ACCOMPLISHED / GENERAL
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER" centered between similar scroll, Wilkinson maker mark and is numbered "2450". The blade
remains bright and the etching crisp. The hilt is composed of a gold plated guard, ferrule, bulbous shaped pommel and a
commando shaped walnut grip. The grip rates excellent and the gold plate retains all its mirror polished finish. The knife
is housed in a black velvet presentation case with gold
printed black baize lid interior. (56907-3K)
2880 WILKINSON SWORD CO. COMMEMORATIVE
FAI R BAI R N SYKE S FIG HTI NG KN I FE
TH E
BATTLE OF THE BULGE, one of the Word War II
Victory Collection Limited Edition knives issued by the
American Historical Foundation. Knife measures 12"
overall with a 7" double edged blade, the obverse side
shows gold gilt scroll with the battle and dates while
the reverse side has etched Wilkinson maker mark and
is numbered "2450". The blade retains all its bright
fire temper blue, the gold etching crisp and clean. The hilt is composed of a gold plated guard and one-piece checkered
brass grip with bulbous shaped pommel. The hilt retains all its mirror polish and the checkering sharp. The knife is housed
in a blue velvet presentation case with gold printed white baize interior lid interior. (56907-3L)
2881 IMPERIAL COMMEMORATIVE U.S. M7 Manufactured by Imperial for the American Historical Foundation, this bayonet is 1 of 2500 made for each branch of the military to commemorate the Vietnam War. The bayonet measures 11 1/2"
overall with a 6 5/8" bright nickel plated blade. The blade is engraved on the obverse side with a dragon and snake on a
black background and gold wash "UNITED STATES ARMY / VIETNAM", the reverse side is numbered "1513". The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent, are secured by gold plated screws and have an Army insignia inlay on the obverse
panel. The guard is properly marked and along with the pommel retains all its gold plate. Bayonet is housed in a dark
green velvet presentation case with campaign ribbon on the interior of the lid. The ribbon has detached on one end and
the lower interior covering has separated but remains present. (56907-3M)
2882 IMPERIAL COMMEMORATIVE U.S. M7 Manufactured by Imperial for the American Historical Foundation, this bayonet is 1 of 2500 made for each branch of the military to commemorate the Vietnam War. The bayonet measures 11 1/2"
overall with a 6 5/8" bright nickel plated blade. The blade is engraved on the obverse side with a dragon and snake on a
black background and gold wash "UNITED STATES MARINES / VIETNAM", the reverse side is numbered "1513"; there
are a few spots of light flaking along the edges on both sides and the beginning of the number on the reverse side. The
checkered black plastic grips rate excellent, are secured by gold plated screws and have a Marine insignia inlay on the
obverse panel. The guard is properly marked and along with the pommel retains all its gold plate. Bayonet is housed in a
red velvet presentation case with campaign ribbon on the interior of the lid. (56907-3N)
2883 IMPERIAL COMMEMORATIVE U.S. M7 Manufactured by Imperial for the American Historical Foundation, this bayonet is 1 of 2500 made for each branch of the military to commemorate the Vietnam War. The bayonet measures 11 1/2"
overall with a 6 5/8" bright nickel plated blade. The blade is engraved on the obverse side with a dragon and snake on a
black background and gold wash "UNITED STATES AIR FORCE / VIETNAM", the reverse side is numbered "1513"; there
are a couple specks of light flaking along the rear edge of the obverse side. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent, are secured by gold plated screws and have an Air Force insignia inlay on the obverse panel. The guard is properly
marked and along with the pommel retains all its gold plate. Bayonet is housed in a light blue velvet presentation case with
campaign ribbon on the interior of the lid. (56907-3O)
2884 I M P E R I A L
C O M M E M O R ATI V E
U.S.
M7
Manufactured by Imperial for the American Historical
Foundation this bayonet is 1 of 2500 made for each
branch of the military to commemorate the Vietnam War.
The bayonet measures 11 1/2" overall with a 6 5/8"
bright nickel plated blade. The blade is engraved on the
obverse side with a dragon and snake on a black background and gold wash "UNITED STATES NAVY / VIETNAM", the reverse side is numbered "1513". The
checkered black plastic grips rate excellent, are secured
by gold plated screws and have a Navy insignia inlay on
the obverse panel. The guard is properly marked and along with the pommel retains all its gold plate. Bayonet is housed
in a dark blue velvet presentation case with campaign ribbon on the interior of the lid. (56907-3P)
2885 MURPHY KNIFE CO. COMMEMORATIVE SOG FIGHTING KNIFE Manufactured by the Murphy Combat Knife Co
for the American Historical Foundation of the original SOG fighting knife used in Vietnam to honor each branch of the U.S.
military during the war. The knife measures 10 7/8" overall with a 6" bowie style clip point blade. The highly polished blade
is decorated with gold gilt "IN HONOR OF THE U.S. MARINES-VIETNAM" in riband above aircraft and Marines on the
ground on the obverse side while the reverse side is Murphy Combat maker marked and is numbered "0009" on the ricasso. The hilt is composed of a stacked leather washer fingergroove grip handle centered between red spacers and a gold
plated brass guard and pommel. The grip rates excellent and is equipped with a Marine insignia inlay on the obverse side
and the guard and pommel retain all their gold plate with attractive scroll engraving. Attached to the pommel is a red nylon
thong. Knife is housed in a walnut presentation case with Vietnam Service logo on the lid and a GI camo pattern interior
with campaign ribbon. A U.S.M.C. lapel pin is included. (56907-3Q)
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2886 MURPHY KNIFE CO. COMMEMORATIVE SOG FIGHTING KNIFE Manufactured by the Murphy Combat Knife Co
for the American Historical Foundation of the original SOG fighting knife used in Vietnam to honor each branch of the U.S.
military during the war. The knife measures 10 7/8" overall with a 6" bowie style clip point blade. The highly polished blade
is decorated with gold gilt "IN HONOR OF THE U.S. NAVY-VIETNAM" in riband above Naval jets and ships on the obverse
side while the reverse side is Murphy Combat maker marked and is numbered "0009" on the ricasso. The hilt is composed
of a stacked leather washer fingergroove grip handle centered between white spacers and a gold plated brass guard and
pommel. The grip rates about very good with dark staining from case storage and is equipped with a Navy insignia inlay
on the obverse side; the guard and pommel retain most of their gold wash with attractive scroll engraving and light tarnish
on the butt of the pommel. Attached to the pommel is a stained white nylon thong. Knife is housed in a walnut presentation case with Vietnam Service logo on the lid and a GI camo pattern interior with campaign ribbon. (56907-3R)
2887 MURPHY KNIFE CO. COMMEMORATIVE SOG FIGHTING KNIFE Manufactured by the Murphy Combat Knife Co
for the American Historical Foundation of the original SOG fighting knife used in Vietnam to honor each branch of the U.S.
military during the war. The knife measures 10 7/8" overall with a 6" bowie style clip point blade. The highly polished blade
is decorated with gold gilt "IN HONOR OF THE U.S. ARMY-VIETNAM" in riband above helicopters dropping of soldiers on
the obverse side while the reverse side is Murphy Combat maker marked and is numbered "0009" on the ricasso. The hilt
is composed of a stacked leather washer fingergroove grip handle centered between black spacers and a gold plated brass
guard and pommel. The grip rates about very good with dark staining from case storage and is equipped with a worn Army
insignia inlay on the obverse side; the guard and pommel retain most of their gold wash with attractive scroll engraving and
light tarnish on the pommel. Attached to the pommel is a black nylon thong. Knife is housed in a walnut presentation case
with Vietnam Service logo on the lid and a GI camo pattern interior with campaign ribbon. (56907-3S)
2888 MURPHY KNIFE CO. COMMEMORATIVE SOG
FIGHTING KNIFE Manufactured by the Murphy
Combat Knife Co for the American Historical Foundation
of the original SOG fighting knife used in Vietnam to
honor each branch of the U.S. military during the war.
The knife measures 10 7/8" overall with a 6" bowie style
clip point blade. The highly polished blade is decorated
with gold gilt "IN HONOR OF THE U.S. Air Force-VIETNAM" in riband above aircraft and crewmen with dog
on the obverse side while the reverse side is Murphy
Combat maker marked and is numbered "0009" on the
ricasso. The hilt is composed of a stacked leather
washer fingergroove grip handle centered between
gray spacers and a gold plated brass guard and pommel. The grip rates excellent and is equipped with an Air Force insignia inlay on the obverse side; the guard and pommel
retain all of their gold wash with attractive scroll engraving. Attached to the pommel is a gray nylon thong. Knife is housed
in a walnut presentation case with Vietnam Service logo on the lid and a GI camo pattern interior with campaign ribbon.
An U.S. Air Force lapel pin is included. (56907-3T)
2889 COLLINS & CO. COMMEMORATIVE GUNG HO BOWIE One of only 2500 Bowies manufactured by Collins after the
original No. 18 WWII bowie. This knife measures 14" overall with a 9 1/4" bowie style clip point blade equipped with a 3
3/4" sharpened false edge and thin double fullers. The blade remains bright and is decorated on the obverse side with
gold gilt skull with crossed knife and lightning bolt centered between arched "UNITED STATES MARINE RAIDERS / 16
FEB 1942 GUNG HO 1 FEB 1944" and smaller battalion ribands and oak leaf scroll while the reverse side has gilt Collins
Legitimus No. 18 maker mark and is numbered "1236". The hilt is composed of a cast oak leaf pewter guard retaining all
its gold gilt and horse head hardwood grips fastened by nine brass rivets. The grips rate excellent and have a loose Marine
Raiders Gung Ho inlay in the obverse grip. The knife is housed in a walnut presentation case with red baize interior with
skull and star cloth inlay on the interior lid. The lid lining has become loose and needs to be reglued. (56907-4)
2890 EK COMMANDO ELITE FORCES COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE Manufactured by EK for the American Historical
Foundation to commemorate American Elite Forces. This limited edition Model 4 knife measures 12 1/2" overall with a 6
1/2" extended full tang double edge blade. The blade retains all its mirror polish with gilt Airborne All The Way insignia in
center with fighters and scroll "IN HONOR OF…" and
"U.S. AIRBORNE FORCES" ribands on either side on
the obverse side while the reverse side has Ek
Richmond, VA maker marks and is numbered "0373".
The hilt has a gold plated crossguard and grooved dark
brown hardwood grips fastened with gold plated X-nut
screws and an etched lanyard hole equipped extended
tang. Knife is housed in a stained hardwood presentation case with slide-out Plexiglas lid. (56907-3U)
2891 E K
COMMANDO
E LITE
FORCES
COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE Manufactured by EK for
the American Historical Foundation to commemorate
American Elite Forces. This limited edition Model 2
knife measures 12 3/8" overall with a 6 5/8" extended
full tang double edge blade and serrated thumb and finger rests. The blade retains all its mirror polish with gilt Trident
insignia in center with frogmen and scroll "IN HONOR
OF…" and "U.S. NAVY S EALS / U DT" ribands on
either side on the obverse side while the reverse side
has Ek Richmond, VA maker marks and is numbered
"0020". The grooved Westinghouse micarta grips rate
excellent and are fastened with gold plated X-nut
screws and an etched lanyard hole equipped extended tang. (56907-5A)
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2892 EK COMMANDO ELITE FORCES COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE Manufactured by EK for the American Historical
Foundation to commemorate American Elite Forces. This limited edition Model 4 knife measures 12 1/2" overall with a 6
1/2" extended full tang double edge blade. The blade retains all its mirror polish with gilt Force Reconnaissance Swift,
Silent, Deadly insignia in center of sniper and paddling Marines with scroll "IN HONOR OF…" and "U.S. MARINE RECON"
ribands on either side on the obverse side while the reverse side has Ek Richmond, VA maker marks and is numbered
"0020". The hilt has a gold plated crossguard and grooved brown hardwood grips fastened with gold plated X-nut screws
and an etched lanyard hole equipped extended tang. (56907-5B)
2893 EK COMMANDO ELITE FORCES COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE Manufactured by EK for the American Historical
Foundation to commemorate American Elite Forces. This limited edition Model 1 knife measures 12 1/2" overall with a 6
3/4" extended full tang edge-and-a-half blade and serrated thumb rest. The blade retains all its mirror polish with gilt Air
Force Vietnam 1st Special Operations Wing insignia in center of machine gunner and aircraft with scroll "IN HONOR OF…
" and "AIR SPECIAL OPERATIONS" ribands on either side on the obverse side while the reverse side has Ek Richmond,
VA maker marks and is numbered "0020". The hilt has a gold plated crossguard and grooved green hardwood grips fastened with gold plated X-nut screws and an etched lanyard hole equipped extended tang. (56907-5C)
2894 EK COMMANDO ELITE FORCES COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE Manufactured by EK for the American Historical
Foundation to commemorate American Elite Forces. This limited edition Model 4 knife measures 12 1/2" overall with a 6
1/2" extended full tang double edge blade. The blade retains all its mirror polish with gilt Airborne All The Way insignia in
center with fighters and scroll "IN HONOR OF…" and "U.S. AIRBORNE FORCES" ribands on either side on the obverse
side while the reverse side has Ek Richmond, VA maker marks and is numbered "0020". The hilt has a gold plated crossguard and grooved dark brown hardwood grips fastened with gold plated X-nut screws and an etched lanyard hole
equipped extended tang. (56907-5D)
2895 EK COMMANDO ELITE FORCES COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE Manufactured by EK for the American Historical
Foundation to commemorate American Elite Forces. This limited edition Model 4 knife measures 12 1/2" overall with a 6
1/2" extended full tang double edge blade. The blade retains all its mirror polish with gilt Army Special Forces Deopresso
Liber insignia in center with fighters and scroll "IN HONOR OF…" and "U.S. ARMY SPECIAL FORCES" ribands on either
side on the obverse side while the reverse side has Ek Richmond, VA maker marks and is numbered "0020". The hilt has
a gold plated crossguard and grooved olive green hardwood grips fastened with gold plated X-nut screws and an etched
lanyard hole equipped extended tang. (56907-5E)
2896 EK COMMANDO ELITE FORCES COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE Manufactured by EK for the American Historical
Foundation to commemorate American Elite Forces. This limited edition Model 4 knife measures 12 1/2" overall with a 6
1/2" extended full tang double edge blade. The blade retains all its mirror polish with gilt Army RANGER Lead The Way
insignia in center of helicopter and Rangers and scroll "IN HONOR OF…" and "U.S. ARMY RANGERS" ribands on either
side on the obverse side while the reverse side has Ek Richmond, VA maker marks and is numbered "0020". The hilt has
a gold plated crossguard and grooved black micarta grips fastened with gold plated X-nut screws and an etched lanyard
hole equipped extended tang. (56907-5F)
2897 U.S. MODEL 1855 ANGULAR BAYONET This bayonet has an approximately 18" long blade that is 3/4" wide and 3/8"
thick, 3" socket, .781" bore diameter, L shaped mortise, 1 3/16" shank and a narrow rotating clasp with stop pin and shoulder. The in-the-white blade has about 40% of the metal surfaces toning to brown along with oxidation blemishes and light
handling marks. The face of the blade above the flute is marked with a large "US". (88840-49)
2898 DIMINUTIVE NAVAL DIRK This is a rather nice
ivory or bone-handled naval dirk with etched blade.
The double-edged blade is 4 7/8” overall length and is
now a dull gunmetal gray patina showing remnants of
light oxidation and some scattered pinprick pitting,
beneath-which remnants of the original martial and foliate etch can be seen. The brass guard has a dual
eaglehead cast motif with some strong remnants of
original gold wash and there is a gold washed ribbed
ferrule to its rear. The handle is two-piece and is antique turned bone or ivory showing the expected light age striations
or minor drying cracks, it is a light cream-color with toffee in-toning. No scabbard is present, the overall length is about
8”. A very nice little 18th-19th century naval dirk. (38814-2)
(400/600)
2899 JOHN M. BROWNING COMMEMORATIVE BOWIE BY MARBLES This unique tribute is a very sharp stainless steel
bowie knife showing “Marbles” on the tang and on the blade itself is a laser etched portrait of Browning along with “John
M. Browning 1855-1926”. The knife measures 10” from tip to brass
fingerguard with an overall length of 15 1/2”. The grip is stacked
leather with a stag pommel. This knife sits on a ledge in front of several pictures of Browning, some men with rifles and his firearms with
a background made up of rifle schematics. The Bowie is held on display by a strong magnet located on the left side of the display.
(228955-64)
2900 AUSTRALIAN P1907 BAYONET This is an Australian P1907 bayonet, scabbard and frog. The blade is dated 4-44 on one side, it is
marked "MA 907" and with "OA" on the other side. The blade, crossguard and pommel retain much of their arsenal refurbished blue finish with some light silvering. The leather scabbard shows overall flaking and crazing from the years. The tan canvas frog shows some light
staining, it is marked with a broad arrow and what appear to be the
numbers "309". (208998-50A)
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2901 RAF MARKED BRITISH P1907 BAYONET This is a Wilkinson made British P1907 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is
primarily a gray patina with some sparsely scattered light oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel are a dull gray
patina with some light dings. The pommel is marked "RAF/TC/9798" on one side and "1 SD/5 21" on the other. The hardwood handles have strong crown markings, a few dings and handling marks. The scabbard is marked "MANGROVE", it
shows some dust staining, crazing and flaking. (208998-50B)
2902 REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK M1897 BAYONET This is a Remington M1897 Rolling Block bayonet, steel frog and
scabbard. The blade appears unmarked, it remains mostly bright with a couple small spots of oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel are dulling to a gray patina with more oxidation staining. The hardwood handles show a few dings and
handling marks from the years. The steel frog and parts of the scabbard retain much of their original blue with some light
oxidation. The leather scabbard body shows scattered flaking and crazing. (209009-30A)
2903 GERMAN FIGHTING KNIFE This is a World War One era German fighting knife and scabbard. The blade is maker
marked "DEMAG/DUISBURG", there is a crown proof on the opposite die and the blade shows some scattered light oxidation staining. The crossguard shows oxidation staining throughout much of its length. The ribbed handles show a few
light chips, some dings and handling marks. The scabbard has a black enamel finish that shows scattered light flaking and
the leather frog shows crazing, dirt staining and crackling. An interesting item for the military collector. (207884-18A)
[Craig Brown Collection]
2904 GERMAN FIGHTING KNIFE This is a World War One era German fighting knife and scabbard. The blade is marker
marked "ERNST BUSCH/SOLINGEN" with the "SOLIGEN" appearing a bit soft and there is a crown marking on the opposite side. The blade appears lightly cleaned and it shows scattered oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel show
scattered oxidation staining and a few spots of light pitting. The grooved handles appear lightly refinished and shows a few
handling marks. The scabbard is a gray patina with overall oxidation staining and traces of original enamel. The leather frog
shows overall crazing, some flaking and dirt staining. (207884-18B) [Craig Brown Collection]
2905 GERMAN COMBINATION KNIFE This is a World War One era German combination knife and scabbard. The blade is
marked "PUMA/SOLINGEN", it shows some scratches from light sharpening, oxidation staining, a couple spots of light pitting and a couple large areas fading to gray due to scabbard insertion. The crossguard, pommel and other tools retain much
of their original blue with some light freckling and silvering. The hardwood handles show some handling marks and light
scratches. The scabbard retains much of its black enamel finish with scattered flaking. A seldom seen and neat item for the
militaria collector. (207884-18C) [Craig Brown Collection]
2906 GERMAN FIGHTING KNIFE This is what is likely a World War One era German fighting knife and scabbard. The blade
appears to be unmarked, it shows some wear from scabbard insertion and sparse oxidation staining. The pommel is turning
to a gray patina with heavier oxidation staining. The grooved handles show a couple light chips, scratches and handling
marks. The scabbard shows scattered flaking, while the leather frog shows scattered crazing and some dust staining. A
neat lot for the blade or military collector. (207884-18D) [Craig Brown Collection]
2907 GERMAN FIGHTING KNIFE This is what is likely a World War Two era German fighting knife and scabbard. The blade
is marked with what appears to be an "S" inside a pyramid-like structure, it is beginning to drift to a gray patina and it
shows scattered light oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The smooth beech handles appear to have an older added oil finish with a few dings and some handling marks. The
scabbard may have been repainted at some point and it shows some light flaking. There is no leather frog included with
this knife. A solid representative example for the military collector. (207884-18E) [Craig Brown Collection]
2908 GERMAN FIGHTING KNIFE This is what is likely a World War Two era German fighting knife and scabbard. The blade
is marked with what appears to be a number "6" inside a pyramid like structure, it shows some light freckling and minor
oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel are turning to a gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The smooth
beech handles show a few minor handling marks. The scabbard may have been repainted and it shows some moderate flaking under the belt clip and sparsely scattered minor flaking. A neat item for the World War Two collector. (207884-18F)
[Craig Brown Collection]
2909 WEST GERMAN KNIFE This is a West German issue combination knife. The knife appears similar to a Swiss Army knife,
it has green handles with one side having a West German eagle emblem. The knife features the following tools: a blade
knife, corkscrew, wood saw, can opener and what appears to be a flathead screwdriver. The handles show a small crack
and some handling marks, while the metal shows some sparse light oxidation. (207884-18G) [Craig Brown Collection]
2910 GERMAN M1914 BAYONET This is a German M1914 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker marked by Samson
Werk and there is a crown marking on the ricasso. The metal parts of the bayonet are a dull gray patina with a few spots
of light pitting and oxidation staining throughout. The hardwood handles show a few dings and some handling marks from
the years. The scabbard shows oxidation staining throughout and some silvering. (207884-19A) [Craig Brown Collection]
2911 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The bayonet is coded
"cof 43" and it is numbered "0097c". The blade retains much of its blue finish with some scabbard wear and a couple minor
dings. The pommel and crossguard show a thinning blue finish with some oxidation blemishes. The hardwood handles show
a few handling marks from the years. The leather frog is marked "gfg/1943", it has a torn retaining tab, a couple other small
tears, some crazing and light flaking from the years. The scabbard is an oxidized patina and the markings are illegible.
(207884-19B) [Craig Brown Collection]
2912 GERMAN MODIFIED VZ-24 BAYONET This is a German modified VZ-24 bayonet, frog and scabbard. The blade is
marked "dot", it is serialized "9506f" and the ricasso is dated "42". The blade, pommel and crossguard show some silvering
and sparsely scattered light oxidation. The hardwood handles show some dings and handling marks. The leather retaining
tab is broken, the frog shows some crazing and flaking. The scabbard has a Brunn "(Eagle)/63" Waffenamt and it appears
unnumbered. The scabbard shows some minor dings, light freckling and oxidation. (207884-19C) [Craig Brown Collection]
2913 LATE WAR M1884/98 BAYONET This is a late war M1884/98 bayonet, canvas frog and a scabbard. The blade is coded
"cof 44" and it is serialized "6028x", it retains much of its dull blue finish with some light scabbard wear. The pommel and
crossguard show silvering and some light oxidation. The brown Bakelite handles show minor handling marks from the years.
The green canvas frog shows some light soiling from the years. The steel scabbard is numbered matching to the bayonet,
it has a phosphate finish that shows scattered light silvering. (207884-19D) [Craig Brown Collection]
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2914 GERMAN MODIFIED VZ-24 BAYONET This is a Czech made VZ-24 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is
marked "E(Czech Lion)26" on one side and the other side is marked "CSZ/L". There does not appear to be any German
markings but the muzzle ring has been removed which is a known trait of German bayonets. The blade shows notable scabbard wear, a few spots of light pitting and scattered oxidation blemishes. The pommel and crossguard are drifting to a gray
patina with some freckling, silvering and light dings. The hardwood handles show a couple chips, some dings and handling
marks. The leather frog shows a couple small tears, some flaking, dirt staining and crazing. The steel scabbard is marked
"(Czech Lion)27", it is a silver pewter with scattered oxidation and some light dings. (207884-19E) [Craig Brown Collection]
2915 GERMAN M1914 BAYONET This is a German M1914 bayonet, leather frog and a scabbard. The blade is marked "SD",
the left side of the crossguard is marked "1528" and the ricasso is marked with a crown. The blade, crossguard and pommel show some sparsely scattered light pitting and some light oxidation staining. The hardwood grip panels show some
flaking, the letters "JM" are carved on the left panel and there are some scattered handling marks. The leather frog has a
faint maker's marking, the frog shows scattered flaking and some dirt staining. The steel scabbard show some dents, flaking
and oxidation. (207884-19F) [Craig Brown Collection]
2916 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is marked
"W.K.C.", it appears to be unnumbered and it shows some light to moderate scabbard wear. The pommel and crossguard
show some silvering and light oxidation. The dark brown Bakelite handles show some handling marks, minor dings and a
couple light chips around the screw holes. The leather frog has a black ink German name written on the back that is illegible. The frog shows scattered crazing and flaking. The scabbard appears to be unnumbered, it shows a few minor dings,
scattered light oxidation and minor silvering. (207884-19G) [Craig Brown Collection]
2917 KRIEGSMARINE MARKED GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet and scabbard. The
blade is maker marked by Carl Eickhorn and it is serialized "3837n". The blade retains much of its blue with some silvering
near the tip and dried cosmoline. The pommel and crossguard show a fading blue finish with some oxidation staining. The
black Bakelite handles show some light handling marks and the grip screws show moderate slot damage. The scabbard is
numbered matching to the bayonet, it is marked "CARL EICKHORN/1938", both the scabbard and bayonet have a unit
marking that reads "0.11255k" likely for a Kriegsmarine unit. The scabbard appears to have had a plum finish, it is mostly
a brown patina with scattered oxidation and some pitting. There is no frog included with this bayonet. A neat bayonet for
the military collector. (207884-19H) [Craig Brown Collection]
2918 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is maker
marked by Paul Weyersberg & Co and the other side is marked "4067/R.P.". The blade retains much of its blue finish with
some light oxidation specks and scabbard wear. The pommel and crossguard show a fading blue finish with scattered oxidation and freckling. The dark Bakelite handles show some handling marks from the years. The leather frog appears to be
unmarked, there is no retaining strap present, it shows crazing and light flaking. The steel scabbard appears to be unnumbered, it shows some flaking to brown, light oxidation staining and freckling. (207884-19I) [Craig Brown Collection]
2919 GERMAN MODIFIED VZ-24 BAYONET This is a German modified Czech VZ-24 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is
marked "CSZ", it is dated 1942 and the cross guard has a unit marking that is likely German that reads
"I.G.E.Kp.mot.128.83". The muzzle ring was removed which is a trait of German modified bayonets. The blade, pommel and
crossguard retain much of their blue finish with some silvering on the exposed edges and freckling on the pommel. The
hardwood handles have a small chip on one side, a few dings and some handling marks. The scabbard has a Czech "E3
(Czech Lion) 37" marking, it is dated 1942 and it has the same unit marking as the pommel. The scabbard shows a thinning
blue finish with some silvering and freckling. (207884-19J) [Craig Brown Collection]
2920 UNMARKED GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is an unmarked German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The metal parts of the bayonet appear to be completely unmarked, there are no Waffenamts or maker's markings present. The blade, pommel and crossguard retain much of their arsenal blue finish with some scabbard wear on blade and
scattered light oxidation. The dark brown Bakelite handles show a few light handling marks. The leather frog is marked
"RFNC/C0494/0003", it shows some light flaking and crazing. The gray steel scabbard shows some silvering and light oxidation. This bayonet may have been made for export or the commercial market but it is also possible that it is an arsenal
refurbished standard bayonet. (207884-19K) [Craig Brown Collection]
2921 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is coded
"44asw" and it is serialized "9495ff". The blade retains much of its original phosphate with some light oxidation staining
and light scabbard wear. The crossguard and pommel are turning to a gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The
dark brown Bakelite handles show some handling marks and light dings. The leather frog appears unmarked, it shows a
couple chips, small tears, scattered dirt staining, flaking and crazing. The steel scabbard is serialized matching to the bayonet, it shows a couple dents and scattered flaking of its black enamel finish. (207884-19L) [Craig Brown Collection]
2922 GERMAN M1898 BAYONET This is a shortened German M1898 bayonet and scabbard. The bayonet measures 16"
overall with an 11" blade. The blade is maker marked by C.G. Haenel and it shows scattered oxidation staining. The pommel
and crossguard are turning to a dull gray patina with overall oxidation staining. The grooved handles show some light flaking and handling marks. The scabbard is mostly a gray patina with generous traces of blue, some dings, oxidation staining
throughout and a few spots of light pitting. (207884-19M) [Craig Brown Collection]
2923 GERMAN MODIFIED VZ-24 BAYONET This is a German modified VZ-24 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker
marked "CSZ/Z", the crossguard is dated 1942, it is unit marked "1./E.3046" likely a German unit marking. There is no
muzzle ring present, which is a trait of German modified bayonets. The blade, pommel and scabbard retain much of their
arsenal blue finish with some silvering on the exposed edges and light oxidation on the pommel. The hardwood handles
show some light chipping, dings and handling marks. The steel scabbard has the same unit marking as the crossguard, it
shows an arsenal blue finish that is flaking to brown with some light dings, oxidation staining and silvering.
(207884-19N) [Craig Brown Collection]
2924 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is maker
marked "S/176G" and serialized "3080g". The blade, pommel and crossguard retain much of their arsenal blue with some
light scabbard wear on blade and a few spots of light oxidation. The hardwood handles show a couple dings and some handling marks. The leather frog has a maker's marking that is illegible, it shows crazing and a tear around the scabbard. The
steel scabbard is numbered to a different bayonet, it shows scattered freckling and some light dents.
(207884-19O) [Craig Brown Collection]
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2925 GERMAN MODIFIED VZ-24 BAYONET This is a German modified VZ-24 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The
blade is marked "CSZ/L", there do not appear to be any German markings but the muzzle ring has been removed, which
is a trait of German modified bayonets. The blade retains strong arsenal blue with scattered scabbard wear on the edges
and is fading to gray. The pommel and crossguard show some silvering and minor dings. The hardwood grips show dings
and handling marks. The leather frog appears unmarked, it shows scattered flaking and crazing. The scabbard is marked
"CSZ" and "E (Czech Lion) 25", it shows scattered freckling and oxidation. (207884-19P) [Craig Brown Collection]
2926 KRIEGSMARINE MARKED M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard.
The blade is maker marked "JOS. CORTSSN", the ricasso is marked "38" and the blade is numbered "6140k". The blade
shows some scabbard wear, light freckling and oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel are a gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The crossguard is marked "N12820k", which appears to be a Kriegsmarine Nordsee marking. The
leather frog has an indiscernible 1939 maker's marking, a Kriegsmarine "(Eagle)/M" marking, some crazing and flaking.
The scabbard is numbered matching to the bayonet and it shows scattered light oxidation.
(207884-19Q) [Craig Brown Collection]
2927 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is marked
"41dd" and serialized "2358k". The blade shows a small chip on the bottom and scattered scabbard wear. The pommel and
crossguard show silvering and scattered freckling. The dark brown Bakelite handles show some light dings and handling
marks. The leather frog is marked with a circled "Ki" and "RBN 0/1001/0045". The frog shows scattered crazing and light
flaking. The blued steel scabbard is numbered matching to the bayonet, it shows scattered freckling and flaking to brown.
(207884-19R) [Craig Brown Collection]
2928 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade does not
appear to have a maker's marking and it is serialized "445". The blade retains strong traces of arsenal blue with overall fading to gray, some scabbard wear and oxidation staining. The other metal parts are a silvery-gray patina with several impact
marks on the back side of the mortise, a few other dings, a few spots of light pitting and scattered oxidation staining. The
hardwood handles show some dings and scattered handling marks. The leather frog is marked with an upside down "9C"
on the bottom rear, the frog shows overall crazing, some dirt staining and scattered flaking. The scabbard is numbered
matching to the bayonet, it is a dull gray patina with overall oxidation staining. (207884-19S) [Craig Brown Collection]
2929 CZECH VZ-24 BAYONET This is a Czech VZ-24 bayonet and scabbard. The bayonet appears to be unmarked, it was
likely made for export and the muzzle ring is intact. The blade, crossguard and pommel remain partially bright with scattered light pitting and oxidation staining. The hardwood handles show scattered dings and handling marks. The scabbard
is a brown patina with some light pitting and scattered oxidation staining. (207884-19T) [Craig Brown Collection]
2930 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked "44 asw" and
serialized "691ek. The blade appears to have been sharpened at some point with silvering throughout, a couple spots of
light pitting and some spots of oxidation. The pommel and crossguard are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. One of the grip panels appears to be dark Bakelite and the other wood. The panels show a few handling marks and
light dings. The steel scabbard is numbered and coded matching to the bayonet, it is mostly a brown patina with scattered
oxidation. There is no frog included with this bayonet. (207884-19U) [Craig Brown Collection]
2931 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is marked
"44 fnh" and serialized "7058". The blade retains most of its blue finish with some light to moderate scabbard wear. The
pommel and crossguard show some silvering and light fading to gray. The hardwood handles show a few dings and handling marks. The leather frog has a faint maker's marking that is indiscernible, scattered crazing, dust staining and some
flaking. The scabbard is numbered to a different bayonet, it shows scattered oxidation and oxidation staining. (207884-19V)
[Craig Brown Collection]
2932 GERMAN MODIFIED 1894 KRAG BAYONET This is a Norwegian made 1894 Krag bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is marked with a Norwegian "(Crown)/K" and the crossguard is marked with a German "(Eagle)/WaA84"
Waffenamt. The blade was shortened by the Germans, it shows a few spots of scattered oxidation staining. The pommel
and crossguard are turning to a gray patina with oxidation staining throughout. The hardwood handles show a few handling
marks from the years. The leather frog appears to be unmarked, it shows scattered crazing and some flaking. The steel
scabbard shows scattered freckling, light oxidation staining and silvering. (207884-19X) [Craig Brown Collection]
2933 GERMAN M1914 SAWBACK BAYONET This is a German M1914 Sawback bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The
blade is maker marked by Samson Werk and there is a crown marking on the ricasso. The blade remains mostly bright with
some scattered fine oxidation staining. The pommel and crossguard are a dull gray patina with scattered pitting and oxidation staining. The hardwood handles show a few handling marks, some soiling and light dings. The leather frog appears to
be unmarked, it shows a couple tears, some crazing and flaking. The scabbard shows scattered flaking, a few light dents
and some oxidation, most prominent at the tip. (207884-19Y) [Craig Brown Collection]
2934 GERMAN M1914 SAWBACK BAYONET This is a German M1914 Sawback bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker
marked with a circled "B.K." and there is a crown marking on the ricasso. The blade is turning to a gray patina with light
oxidation staining throughout. The pommel and crossguard are also turning to a gray patina with light to moderate oxidation
staining throughout and some adhesive residue on one side of pommel. The hardwood panels show a few dings and scattered handling marks. The steel scabbard is a dull gray patina with overall oxidation staining. There is no leather frog included with this bayonet. (207884-19Z) [Craig Brown Collection]
2935 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked "43asw" and
it is serialized "4718b". The blade retains much of its blue finish with scabbard wear and some light oxidation. The pommel
and crossguard retain much of their blue finish with silvering and scattered light oxidation. The hardwood handles show a
few abrasions, dings and handling marks. The scabbard is numbered matching to the bayonet, it retains much of its phosphate finish with a couple light dents, scattered silvering and light oxidation. There is no frog included with this bayonet.
(207884-19AA) [Craig Brown Collection]
2936 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker marked by
"E&F HORSTER" and it is serialized "457". The front of the blade appears to have been sharpened and the blade shows
overall moderate scabbard wear. The pommel and crossguard are a dull gray patina with scattered freckling and a few light
dings. The hardwood handles show a couple small chips, a few dings and handling marks. The scabbard is numbered
matching to the bayonet, it is an overall gray patina with scattered oxidation staining and a couple small dents. No frog is
included with this bayonet. (207884-19AB) [Craig Brown Collection]
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2937 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, canvas frog and scabbard. The blade is marked
with an ASW "Balance scale" logo, it appears to be undated and unnumbered. The blade retains nearly all of its blue finish
with light scabbard wear. The pommel and crossguard show some light silvering and a couple spots of light oxidation staining. The hardwood handles show a few handling marks from the years. The green canvas frog is missing a small button at
rear, it has a couple small tears around the missing button and some light dirt staining. The front of the scabbard is black
leather, it shows some flaking and overall crazing. The steel scabbard retains much of its phosphate finish with scattered
silvering and light oxidation. (207884-19AC) [Craig Brown Collection]
2938 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is marked
"W.u.K", the ricasso "27", there is a Weimar eagle on the crossguard and a unit marking on the other side of the crossguard
that appears to read "3.R. 4. 81.". The blade shows notable scabbard wear throughout, some scratches and fine oxidation
spots. The crossguard and pommel are a silver pewter with some dings and scattered oxidation staining. The hardwood
grips show a couple dings and some handling marks. The leather frog has an indiscernible maker's marking, it shows overall crazing, some flaking and crackling. The steel scabbard is a silver pewter with overall oxidation staining and freckling.
(207884-19AD) [Craig Brown Collection]
2939 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is marked
"W.K.C.", it appears unnumbered and undated. The blade shows heavy scabbard wear with scattered oxidation staining and
a few line pits. The crossguard is mostly a silver pewter with oxidation staining, while the pommel retains generous original
blue with overall freckling. The hardwood grips show a prominent old chip on the right panel, a few dings and some handling marks. The leather frog appears unmarked, it shows a small chip on the backside, a few light tears, scattered crazing
and flaking. The scabbard is turning to a dull gray patina with scattered freckling, oxidation staining and a couple dents.
(207884-19AE) [Craig Brown Collection]
2940 GERMAN MODIFIED VZ-24 BAYONET This is a Czech made VZ-24 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is
marked "CSZ/D", the back of the pommel is marked "30P/8973" and the muzzle ring was removed, which is a trait of
German used bayonets. The blade retains much of its arsenal blue finish with some light scabbard wear and a few spots of
light oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel show scattered fading to gray and some oxidation staining. The hardwood handles show a couple light chips, some dings and handling marks. The leather frog appears to be unmarked, it
shows overall flaking and some crazing. The steel scabbard has Czech markings, it is a silver pewter with scattered oxidation staining. (207884-19AF) [Craig Brown Collection]
2941 GERMAN ERSATZ "CRANK HANDLE" BAYONET This is an Imperial German ersatz "Crank handle" bayonet, leather
frog and a scabbard. The blade is marked "DRGM" on one side and has a circled "DEMAG DUISBURG" on the other. The
blade remains partially bright with scattered light oxidation staining. The crossguard is a gray patina with scattered pitting
and oxidation staining. The green Bakelite handles show scattered flaking and oxidation. The leather frog shows scattered
crazing and flaking. The steel scabbard shows some flaking and a few light dents. (207884-19AG) [Craig Brown Collection]
2942 UNIT MARKED GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The
blade appears to be unmarked and the crossguard has a unit marking that reads "Bz.15.B.14 1". The blade retains much
of its blue finish with some moderate scabbard wear. The crossguard and pommel are turning to a gray patina with some
silvering, traces of blue and oxidation staining. The hardwood handles show some scattered handling marks. The leather
frog has a faint maker's marking, it appears to be dated 1935, there is scattered dust staining, flaking and crazing. The steel
scabbard is a gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. (207884-19AH) [Craig Brown Collection]
2943 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is maker
marked "F.W. HOLLER" and numbered "7242j". The blade shows light scabbard wear and some minor oxidation staining.
The pommel and crossguard are turning to a gray patina with strong traces of original blue, silvering and freckling. The dark
Bakelite handles show some handling marks and a couple light chips. The black leather frog is marked "St.Leichte FlakAbt.71", it shows scattered crazing, dirt staining and flaking. The scabbard is numbered matching to the bayonet, it shows
scattered light oxidation, scratches and overall flaking. (207884-19AI) [Craig Brown Collection]
2944 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked "FICHTEL &
SACHS", both the blade and crossguard are numbered "379". The blade shows some light scabbard wear and a few spots
of dried grease. The crossguard and pommel are turning to a gray patina with scattered light oxidation. The grooved wood
handles show a couple light chips and some handling marks. The steel scabbard is numbered matching to the bayonet, it
shows scattered oxidation and some pitting. There is no frog included with this bayonet. (207884-19AJ) [Craig Brown
Collection]
2945 GERMAN ERSATZ "CRANK HANDLE" BAYONET This is an Imperial German ersatz "Crank handle" bayonet, leather
frog and scabbard. The blade is marked "GESETZLICH/GESSCHUTZT" and with a circled "DEMAG/DUISBURG". The
blade shows overall moderate oxidation staining and a few patches of light pitting. The crossguard is a dull gray patina with
oxidation staining throughout. The metal handles show overall flaking and some oxidation on the base metal. The leather
frog shows scattered flaking and crazing. The steel scabbard shows scattered flaking and oxidation on the base metal.
(207884-19AK) [Craig Brown Collection]
2946 GERMAN M1914 SAWBACK BAYONET This is a German M1914 sawback bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker
marked by Samson Werk, the blade shows light scabbard wear and a few tiny specks of light oxidation staining. The pommel and crossguard are a dull gray patina with some fine pitting and oxidation staining. The hardwood handles show some
flaking and handling marks from the years. The scabbard shows scattered flaking with oxidation on the base metal and a
few light dents. There is no frog included with this bayonet. (207884-19AL) [Craig Brown Collection]
2947 LATE WAR GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, canvas frog and scabbard. The blade
is marked "44a" and it is serialized "533g". The blade retains most of its phosphate finish with some scabbard wear and
light oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel retain strong amounts of phosphate with some dings, silvering and oxidation staining. The grooved brown Bakelite handles show some handling marks. The tan canvas frog shows some light soiling from the years and the tab for the button is broken. The scabbard is numbered matching to the bayonet, it shows oxidation staining and traces of original phosphate. (207884-19AM) [Craig Brown Collection]
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2948 REICHSBAHN MARKED GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet leather frog and
scabbard. The pommel is marked "RBD KL7.5", the blade is marked "W.K.C." and it appears to be unnumbered. The RBD
unit marking indicates use by the Reichsbahn German railways. The blade retains much of its blue finish with some light
scabbard wear and dried grease. The crossguard is toning to a silver pewter, while the pommel retains much of its blue
with scattered light oxidation and some silvering. The leather frog is marked "gfg/1942" and "R.B.D. Kl 75". The frog shows
some scattered crazing, some flaking and dirt staining. The steel scabbard appears to be unmarked and it shows scattered
light oxidation. (207884-19AN) [Craig Brown Collection]
2949 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is marked
"44cqh" and it is numbered "4949b". The blade shows moderate scabbard wear and some light freckling. The crossguard
shows silvering around its edges, while the pommel shows scattered light oxidation. The grooved brown Bakelite grips
show a few dings and handling marks. The black leather frog appears to be unmarked, it shows scattered crazing and flaking. The scabbard is numbered matching to the bayonet, it retains much original blue with some scattered light oxidation.
(207884-19AO) [Craig Brown Collection]
2950 KRIEGSMARINE MARKED M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is
marked "W.U.K." and the pommel is marked "0.4705" indicating ownership by the Ostsee fleet. The blade has some moderate scabbard wear most notably at the tip. The pommel and crossguard are turning to a gray patina with silvering on the
crossguard, traces of blue and scattered freckling. The hardwood handles show a couple small cracks around one the
screws, scattered light dings and handling marks. The steel scabbard is also marked "Wuk/O.4705", the scabbard is mostly
a gray patina with a few light dents, some silvering and scattered freckling. There is no leather frog present. (207884-19AP)
[Craig Brown Collection]
2951 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade lacks a
maker's marking and it is numbered "4166k". The blade retains much of its original blue with some moderate scabbard
wear and a few specks of fine freckling. The crossguard and pommel retain much of their original blue with some pitting
on the rear, scattered freckling and light oxidation. The grooved dark Bakelite handles show some light dings and handling
marks. The black leather frog has an RBN number that is undiscernible, the frog shows scattered crazing and flaking. The
steel scabbard is numbered "4165", it retains much original blue with scattered flaking to brown and freckling. (20788419AQ) [Craig Brown Collection]
2952 GERMAN MODIFIED 1894 KRAG BAYONET This is a Norweigan 1894 Krag bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The
blade is marked with a "(Crown)/K" on one side and the crossguard is marked with an "(Eagle)/WaA84" Waffenamt. This
bayonet was modified by the Germans by shortening it. The blade remains partially bright with some scabbard wear and
light oxidation staining. The pommel and crossguard are a gray patina with oxidation staining throughout. The hardwood
handles show scattered handling marks a couple dings and a couple minor chips. The leather frog is in tender condition
with overall crazing and some flaking. The steel scabbard shows some silvering and light flaking. (207884-19AR) [Craig
Brown Collection]
2953 LATE WAR GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, canvas frog and scabbard. The
blade is marked "44sgx" and it is serialized "3933hh". The blade retains much of its phosphate finish with some moderate
scabbard wear and a couple tiny specks of oxidation staining. The pommel and crossguard retain much of their phosphate
finish with some silvering on crossguard and fading on the pommel. The grooved brown Bakelite grips show some handling
marks from the years. The tan canvas scabbard shows some light soiling and staining. The scabbard is numbered matching
to the bayonet, it retains much of its phosphate finish with some flaking and light oxidation. (207884-19AS) [Craig Brown
Collection]
2954 UNIT MARKED GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet and scabbard. The blade
appears unnumbered, it is marked "W.u.K.", the ricasso has a Weimar eagle over the number "28" and the crossguard has
a unit marking that reads "VII.A.K.19". The blade retains nearly all of its bluing with some minor scabbard wear. The pommel and crossguard show some silvering, light freckling and flaking to brown. The hardwood grip panels show some chipping around one of the screw holes and handling marks. The scabbard is numbered "7000", it is marked "S/155G". it shows
some scattered oxidation and silvering. No frog is included with this bayonet. (207884-19AT) [Craig Brown Collection]
2955 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The blade is marked
"44 crs" and it is numbered "8751d". The blade retains strong amounts of original blue with scabbard wear and scattered
oxidation staining. The pommel and crossguard are mostly a gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The grooved
brown Bakelite handles show a few handling marks and light dirt staining. The leather frog appears unmarked, it shows
scattered crazing and flaking. The scabbard is numbered to a different bayonet, it shows some freckling and flaking.
(207884-19AU) [Craig Brown Collection]
2956 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked "44 crs" and
it is numbered "8013e". The blade retains most of its blue finish with some light scabbard wear and minor freckling specks.
The crossguard and pommel are fading to gray with some light oxidation and silvering. The grooved brown Bakelite handles
show some handling marks. The scabbard is numbered to a different bayonet but it is also marked "44 crs" like the bayonet.
The scabbard is turning to a gray patina with scattered oxidation staining and some silvering. No frog is included with this
bayonet. (207884-19AV) [Craig Brown Collection]
2957 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet, frog and scabbard. The blade is marked "44asw"
and it is numbered "2451dd". The blade retains most of its blue finish with some moderate scabbard wear. The crossguard
and pommel are turning to a gray patina with silvering and scattered oxidation. The leather frog has an RBN number on it,
it shows some flaking and crazing. The grooved brown Bakelite handles show some handling marks. The scabbard is numbered matching to the bayonet, it shows a few spots of light oxidation and scattered silvering. (207884-19AX) [Craig Brown
Collection]
2958 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker marked by J.A.
Henckels and the crossguard is marked “1920”, likely a Weimar property marking. The blade shows scabbard wear, it
appears arsenal refinished with pitting below the bluing. The pommel and crossguard retain much of their arsenal blue finish with some light oxidation and silvering. The hardwood handles have a couple small cracks, some dings and handling
marks. The scabbard appears unnumbered, it shows scattered freckling, light pitting and flaking to brown. There is no frog
included with this bayonet. (207884-19AY) [Craig Brown Collection]
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2959 GERMAN M1914 SAWBACK BAYONET This is a German M1914 sawback bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker
marked by Samson Werk, it remains mostly bright with some scattered light oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel
remain partially bright with some areas fading to gray and some light oxidation staining. The hardwood handles show a couple
dings and some handling marks. The scabbard appears unnumbered, it shows some light oxidation and scattered flaking. There
is no frog included with this bayonet. (207884-19Z) [Craig Brown Collection]
2960 UNIT MARKED GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet and scabbard. The blade appears
to be unmarked, the crossguard is marked "54" on one side and the other side has a unit marking that reads "1942/5./Pz.E.A.".
The blade shows a couple areas that have turned gray at the front, a few smaller spots that have turned gray and some oxidation
staining. The pommel and crossguard are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The hardwood handles have a small
crack, scattered dings and handling marks. The scabbard appears to be unnumbered, it shows scattered freckling and light oxidation. There is no frog included with this bayonet. (207884-19BA) [Craig Brown Collection]
2961 GERMAN M1914 SAWBACK BAYONET This is a German M1914 sawback bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker
marked by Samson Werk, it remains mostly bright with some sparse light oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel are
turning to a gray patina with some scattered oxidation staining. The hardwood handles show some staining, handling marks and
light dings. The scabbard has mostly turned to a gray patina with overall flaking and scattered oxidation staining. There is no frog
included with this bayonet. (207884-19BB) [Craig Brown Collection]
2962 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet. The blade is marked "WuK' and it is numbered 4362".
The blade shows some scabbard wear and scattered light oxidation. The pommel and crossguard have Weimar eagle markings,
they retain most of their blue finish with some silvering, light dings and minor freckling. The hardwood handles show scattered
light handling marks. There is no frog or scabbard included with this bayonet. (207884-19BC) [Craig Brown Collection]
2963 GERMAN M1915/18 ERSATZ BAYONET This is a German M1915/18 ersatz bayonet. The blade is marked "D.R.G.M." on
one side and with a faded "DEMAG/DUISBURG" roundel on the other. The blade shows scattered oxidation staining from the
years and a couple light dings. The crossguard and pommel are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. One of the
grip panels has a crack running from the crossguard into the middle, the other has a chip, both panels show a few dings and
handling marks. There is no scabbard included with this bayonet. (207884-19BD) [Craig Brown Collection]
2964 GERMAN M1884/98 BAYONET This is a German M1884/98 bayonet and scabbard. The blade lacks both a serial number
and a maker's marking, it is finished brightly and it remains bright with some dried grease spots. The pommel and crossguard
remain mostly bright with some minor oxidation staining. The hardwood grip handles show a couple minor dings and some handling marks. The blued scabbard has a couple minor dents, some light scratches and light oxidation. There is no frog included
with this bayonet. (207884-19BE) [Craig Brown Collection]
2965 GERMAN FIGHTING KNIFE This is a World War Two era German fighting knife and scabbard. The blade is marked
"GUSSTAHL/PUMA/SOLINGEN", it remains partially bright with some scattered oxidation staining. The crossguard is a gray
patina with scattered oxidation staining. The brown Bakelite handles show some light handling marks from the years. The black
enamel scabbard shows some scattered light to moderate flaking. (207884-19BF) [Craig Brown Collection]
2966 UNMARKED GERMAN FIGHTING KNIFE This is a large unmarked German fighting knife and a scabbard. The blade and
crossguard remain partially bright with scattered oxidation and oxidation staining. The beech handles show a couple light chips,
a small crack near one of the rivets and some minor handling marks. The black enamel scabbard shows some minor flaking here
and there. (207884-19BG) [Craig Brown Collection]
2967 U.S. M1855 BAYONET LOT This is a U.S. M1855 bayonet, scabbard and frog. The bayonet remains mostly bright with a strong
"US" marking on the face flute, a few sparse spots of light pitting and minor oxidation staining. The leather scabbard shows some
light flaking and dirt staining, while its brass tip is a dull yellow patina with some oxidation staining. The felt frog shows some dirt
staining and light flaking. (208817-37A)
2968 U.S. M1873 BAYONET LOT This is a U.S. M1873 Trapdoor bayonet. The bayonet retains nearly all of its original blue finish
with some light flaking to brown on the exposed edges and a couple small spots of light freckling. The face flute is marked with
a clear "U.S." stamping and no scabbard is included with this bayonet. An excellent Trapdoor bayonet for the military collector.
(208944-16A)
2969 BRITISH P1888 BAYONET LOT This is a British Pattern 1888 bayonet for the Lee Metford family and New Zealand Enfield
carbine. The blade remains mostly bright, it bears several British markings and shows some sparse small spots of light oxidation
staining. The crossguard and pommel are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The hardwood handles show a few
dings and handling marks from the years. No scabbard is included. (208019-1A)
2970 U.S. M1917 BAYONET LOT This is a U.S. M1917 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker marked by Remington, it is an
overall dull gray patina with some fine oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel are a dull gray patina with the remnants
of an added black enamel. The grooved walnut handles show dings and handling marks from the years. The metal parts of the
scabbard are mostly a silver pewter with oxidation staining. The black leather scabbard shows some flaking and crazing.
(208930-2)
2971 U.S. MODEL 1873 BAYONET LOT This is a U.S. 1873 bayonet, leather frog and scabbard. The bayonet is marked "U.S.", it
retains generous traces of original blue with some scattered oxidation spots. The leather frog has a brass "US" disc on the front
and the rear is marked "J.B. A.A. SMITH". The frog shows overall flaking and crazing. The scabbard retains much of its original
blue finish with a few spots of oxidation. (208853-8A)
2972 SOVIET 91/30 BAYONET This is a Soviet 91/30 Mosin Nagant bayonet. The bayonet is unnumbered and it bears an Izhevsk
triangle marking. The blade shows some silvering along the edges and scattered light oxidation. (208998-6A)
2973 U.S. MODEL 1860 LIGHT CAVALRY SABEr reproduction scabbard About 38” overall length from throat to tip of drag, this
is a reproduction steel scabbard for U.S. Model 1860 light cavalry saber. It is an overall lightly oxidized patina with a dull gray
gunmetal beneath and actually appears to have some nice age. Both suspension rings are lighter in gauge than one would normally see on the genuine examples. It is completely unmarked but has a nice antique look and would be a good accompaniment
to your scabbard-less 1860 saber. (The width of the throat would suggest it may also fit an 1840 “wrist breaker”) (38935-39)
2974 VICTORIAN HALBERD HEAD This a Victorian-era decorative halberd head,
rather fancy and pierced. The metal surfaces are an overall oxidized brown patina
with a small chip near the tip. The blade measures 13 1/2", the overall length
is 18 3/4" and the crossguard measures 6 3/4". A neat item for the antique
arms enthusiast. (208903-66)
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2975 JAPANESE TYPE 30 BAYONET This is a Japanese Type 30 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker marked by Kanaashiy
Sakugan subcontractor of Nagoya, marked with a five-pointed star that has a "K" in the center. The blade retains much of its
original blue with some silvering along the edges from scabbard insertion. The pommel and straight crossguard are turning to a
dull gray patina with a few spots of oxidation and oxidation staining. The Asian hardwood handles show a few dings and light
chips from the years. The scabbard retains much original blue with some fading to gray, light oxidation and
silvering. (209012-8A)
2976 CZECH VZ-24 BAYONET This is a Czech VZ-24 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked "CSZ/I", it is a dull gray patina
with some scattered oxidation staining and some light pitting. The pommel and crossguard are a dull gray patina with some oxidation staining. The hardwood grips show dings and handling marks. The scabbard is marked "CSZ", it is a dull gray patina with
some silvering and oxidation blemishes. (209012-8B)
2977 JAPANESE TYPE 30 BAYONET This is a Japanese Type 30 bayonet. The blade is maker marked by Kokura, the blade is an
overall dull gray patina with scattered light pitting and overall oxidation staining. The pommel and hooked crossguard are a dull
gray patina with overall oxidation staining and some light pitting. The Asian hardwood handles show a few dings and handling
marks. No scabbard is included. (209012-8C)
2978 SWISS M1918/55 BAYONET This lot consists of a Swiss M1918/55 bayonet, scabbard and frog. The blade is maker marked
by Waffenfabrik Neuhausen, it remains mostly bright with some sparsely scattered light oxidation. The crossguard and pommel
also remain mostly bright with some light dings and sparse oxidation blemishes. The hardwood handles show a few dings and
handling marks. The steel scabbard shows some light silvering and minor scratches. The tan leather frog is marked "H. SCHEIDEGGER/82/BURGDORF" and it is in excellent condition with some sparsely scattered light dirt staining. (209012-8D)
2979 U.S. M1 BAYONET This lot consists of an original U.S. M1 bayonet and a reproduction scabbard. The bayonet is maker marked
by American Fork & Hoe, it is an overall dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The pommel and crossguard are a dull
gray patina with some light dings and scattered oxidations staining. The grooved hard plastic handles show overall flattening,
some dings and scratches. The scabbard is in excellent overall condition with light handling wear. (209012-8E)
2980 FINNISH M39 BAYONET This lot consists of a reproduction M39 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked "SKY", it
retains 99% of its original blue finish. The pommel and crossguard retain 95% original blue with some flaking to brown. The hardwood handles rate excellent with a couple light handling marks. The scabbard is unmarked and shows some staining and light
handling wear. (209012-8F)
2981 U.S. M4 BAYONET This lot consists of an original wood handled M4 bayonet, M8 scabbard and canvas frog. The bayonet is
maker marked by Kinfolks, the blade is a gray patina with silvering from sharpening and some light oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The handles show a couple light chips and a few
dings. The M8 scabbard is maker marked by B.M. Co., it shows some light pitting and oxidation staining on the metal and the
body shows some scuffing and dings. The frog shows dirt and dust staining. (209012-8G)
2982 U.S. M4 BAYONET This lot consists of an original wood handled M4 bayonet, M8A1 scabbard and canvas frog. The bayonet
is maker marked by Camillus, the tip of the blade appears to have been dulled, the blade is a gray patina with evidence of sharpening along the edges. The pommel and crossguard are a dull gray patina with some light oxidation. The wooden handles show
a few dings and some handling wear. The M8A1 scabbard is maker by B.M. Co., it shows some added green paint with flaking,
dings and scuffing. The frog shows some dirt staining and crazing. (209012-8H)
2983 FINNISH M39 BAYONET This lot consists of a reproduction M39 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked "SKY" and it
retains 99% original blue. The pommel and crossguard retain 93% original blue with a couple spots of oxidation and some silvering. The hardwood grips show some dings and handling marks. The leather scabbard shows crazing and scuffing. (2090128I)
2984 U.S. M1905 BAYONET This lot consists of a reproduction U.S. M1905 bayonet and scabbard. The bayonet resembles the
World War Two model and it is marked "S.W.I./U. (Flaming Bomb) S./1942". The metal parts are in excellent condition retaining
98-99% original blue. The grooved plastic handles show a minor handling mark or two. The scabbard is in excellent condition
with a couple light handling marks. (209012-8J)
2985 U.S. M1 BAYONET This lot consists of a reproduction U.S. M1 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked "S.W.I./(U.(Flaming
Bomb)S./1943", it shows some oxidation around the tip and edges. The pommel and crossguard retain nearly all of their original
blue finish. The grooved plastic grips show a small chip and some handling marks. The scabbard is in excellent condition with
some light handling marks. (209012-8K)
2986 SWEDISH M96 BAYONET This lot consists of a Swedish M96 bayonet, scabbard and leather frog. The bayonet is marked
with Swedish crowns and is numbered "838". The bayonet shows scattered oxidation staining and some dried grease. The scabbard is turning to a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation stain spots and traces of original blue. The leather frog shows scattered crazing and flaking from the years. (209012-8L)
2987 B.G.I. KNIFE This lot consists of a B.G.I. Co fixed blade fighting knife. The knife measures 10-1/2” long overall with a 6-1/2”
spear point blade. The blade is mostly bright and has some areas of light gray patina and some light pitting toward the ricasso.
The ricasso is marked “ B.G.I. Co, / BRIDGEPORT, CONN”. The knife features a nickeled guard and has gutta percha checkered
grip panels that rate excellent, one panel has some slight insect damage along its edge. The guard has some light bubbling and
flaking, the tang is a rich mottled gray. An original tan leather No.521 sheath is included. A lovely example that is circa 1880
and is in near excellent overall condition. (48466-6)
2988 IMPERIAL USM3 U.S. ARMY COMMEMORATIVE TRENCH KNIFE Manufactured by Imperial, this limited edition
knife measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 5/8" single edge blade equipped with a 3 1/4" unsharpened false edge. The blade
retains 98% original high luster blue and is decorated
with gold gilt 1 OLD IRONSIDES patch centered
between foliate flowing "1st ARMORED DIVISION"
and "WORLD WAR II" ribands on the obverse side
while the reverse side is numbered "0009". The
stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is
decorated with a United States Army lapel in the center of the obverse side and is centered between a
properly marked guard and pommel retaining all their
original gold plate with some specks of light verdigris forming on the lapel and on the guard along the edges of the blade.
(56907-5H)
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2989 IMPERIAL USM3 U.S. ARMY COMMEMORATIVE TRENCH KNIFE Manufactured by Imperial, this limited edition
knife measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 5/8" single edge blade equipped with a 3 1/4" unsharpened false edge. The blade
retains 98% original high luster blue and is decorated with gold gilt “3 SPEARHEAD” patch centered between foliate flowing
"3rd ARMORED DIVISION" and "WORLD WAR II" ribands on the obverse side while the reverse side is numbered "0009".
The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is decorated with a United States Army lapel in the center of the
obverse side and is centered between a properly marked guard and pommel retaining all their original gold plate with some
specks of light verdigris forming on the lapel and on the guard along the edges of the blade. (56907-5I)
2990 IMPERIAL USM3 U.S. ARMY COMMEMORATIVE TRENCH KNIFE Manufactured by Imperial, this limited edition
knife measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 5/8" single edge blade equipped with a 3 1/4" unsharpened false edge. The blade
retains about 98% original high luster blue with some sparse fine oxidation along the main edges. The blade is decorated
with gold gilt “1 THE BIG RED ONE” patch centered between foliate flowing "1st INFANTRY DIVISION" and "WORLD WAR
I WORLD WAR II VIETNAM" ribands on the obverse side while the reverse side is numbered "0009". The stacked leather
washer handle rates excellent and is decorated with a United States Army lapel in the center of the obverse side and is centered between a properly marked guard and pommel retaining all their original gold plate with some specks of light verdigris
forming on the lapel. (56907-5J)
2991 IMPERIAL USM3 U.S. ARMY COMMEMORATIVE TRENCH KNIFE Manufactured by Imperial, this limited edition
knife measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 5/8" single edge blade equipped with a 3 1/4" unsharpened false edge. The blade
retains about 98% original high luster blue with a speck of fine oxidation along the top reverse edge. The blade is decorated
with gold gilt “INDIAN HEAD” patch centered between foliate flowing "2nd INFANTRY DIVISION" and "WORLD WAR I
WORLD WAR II KOREA" ribands on the obverse side while the reverse side is numbered "0009". The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is decorated with a United States Army lapel in the center of the obverse side and is centered
between a properly marked guard and pommel retaining all their original gold plate with some specks of light staining on
the lapel. (56907-5K)
2992 IMPERIAL USM3 U.S. ARMY COMMEMORATIVE TRENCH KNIFE Manufactured by Imperial, this limited edition
knife measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 5/8" single edge blade equipped with a 3 1/4" unsharpened false edge. The blade
retains about 95-98% original high luster blue with scattered light oxidation. The blade is decorated with gold gilt “HOURGLASS DIVISION” patch centered between foliate flowing "7th INFANTRY DIVISION" and "WORLD WAR I WORLD WAR
II KOREA" ribands on the obverse side while the reverse side is numbered "0009". The stacked leather washer handle rates
excellent and is decorated with a United States Army lapel in the center of the obverse side and is centered between a properly marked guard and pommel retaining all their original gold plate with some specks of light verdigris forming on the lapel.
(56907-5L)
2993 IMPERIAL USM3 U.S. ARMY COMMEMORATIVE TRENCH KNIFE Manufactured by Imperial, this limited edition
knife measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 5/8" single edge blade equipped with a 3 1/4" unsharpened false edge. The blade
retains about 98% original high luster blue with some scattered fine oxidation along the obverse side. The blade is decorated with gold gilt “8 GOLDEN ARROW” patch centered between foliate flowing "8th INFANTRY DIVISION" and "WORLD
WAR I WORLD WAR II" ribands on the obverse side while the reverse side is numbered "0009". The stacked leather washer
handle rates excellent and is decorated with a United States Army lapel in the center of the obverse side and is centered
between a properly marked guard and pommel retaining all their original gold plate with some specks of light verdigris forming on the lapel and very light staining on the guard. (56907-5M)
2994 IMPERIAL USM3 U.S. ARMY COMMEMORATIVE TRENCH KNIFE Manufactured by Imperial, this limited edition
knife measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 5/8" single edge blade equipped with a 3 1/4" unsharpened false edge. The blade
retains about 98% original high luster blue with some scattered fine oxidation along the obverse side. The blade is decorated with gold gilt “VARSITY DIVISION” patch centered between foliate flowing "9th INFANTRY DIVISION" and "WORLD
WAR II VIETNAM" ribands on the obverse side while the reverse side is numbered "0009". The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is decorated with a United States Army lapel in the center of the obverse side and is centered
between a properly marked guard and pommel retaining all their original gold plate with some specks of light staining on
the lapel. (56907-5N)
2995 IMPERIAL USM3 U.S. ARMY COMMEMORATIVE TRENCH KNIFE Manufactured by Imperial, this limited edition
knife measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 5/8" single edge blade equipped with a 3 1/4" unsharpened false edge. The blade
retains about 98% original high luster blue with some scattered fine oxidation along the obverse side. The blade is decorated with gold gilt “MOUNTAINEERS” patch centered between foliate flowing "10th MOUNTAIN DIVISION" and "WORLD
WAR II" ribands on the obverse side while the reverse side is numbered "0009". The stacked leather washer handle rates
excellent and is decorated with a United States Army lapel in the center of the obverse side and is centered between a properly marked guard and pommel retaining all their original gold plate with some specks of light verdigris forming on the lapel
and very light staining on the guard. (56907-5P)
2996 MURPHY KNIFE CO. COMMEMORATIVE SOG FIGHTING KNIFE Manufactured by the Murphy Combat Knife Co
for the American Historical Foundation of the original SOG fighting knife used in Vietnam to honor each branch of the U.S.
military during the war. The knife measures 10 7/8" overall with a 6" bowie style clip point blade. The highly polished blade
is decorated with gold gilt "IN HONOR OF THE U.S. AIR FORCE-VIETNAM" in riband above aircraft and crewmen with dog
on the obverse side while the reverse side is Murphy Combat maker marked and is numbered "0073" on the ricasso. The
hilt is composed of a stacked leather washer fingergroove grip handle centered between gray spacers and a gold plated
brass guard and pommel. The grip rates excellent and is equipped with an Air Force insignia inlay on the obverse side; the
guard and pommel retain all of their gold wash with attractive scroll engraving. Attached to the pommel is a gray nylon
thong. (56907-5Q)
2997 MURPHY KNIFE CO. COMMEMORATIVE SOG FIGHTING KNIFE MANUFACTURED BY THE MURPHY COMBAT
KNIFE CO for the American Historical Foundation of the original SOG fighting knife used in Vietnam to honor each branch
of the U.S. military during the war. The knife measures 10 7/8" overall with a 6" bowie style clip point blade. The highly polished blade is decorated with gold gilt "IN HONOR OF THE U.S. ARMY-VIETNAM" in riband above helicopters dropping off
soldiers on the obverse side while the reverse side is Murphy Combat maker marked and is numbered "0020" on the ricasso.
The hilt is composed of a stacked leather washer fingergroove grip handle centered between black spacers and a gold plated brass guard and pommel. The grip rates about very good with dark staining from case storage and is equipped with a
worn Army insignia inlay on the obverse side; the guard and pommel retain most of their gold wash with attractive scroll
engraving and light tarnish on the pommel. Attached to the pommel is a black nylon thong. (56907-5R)
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2998 MURPHY KNIFE CO. COMMEMORATIVE SOG FIGHTING KNIFE Manufactured by the Murphy Combat Knife Co
for the American Historical Foundation of the original SOG fighting knife used in Vietnam to honor each branch of the U.S.
military during the war. The knife measures 10 7/8" overall with a 6" bowie style clip point blade. The highly polished blade
is decorated with gold gilt "IN HONOR OF THE U.S. MARINES-VIETNAM" in riband above aircraft and Marines on the
ground on the obverse side while the reverse side is Murphy Combat maker marked and is numbered "0073" on the ricasso. The hilt is composed of a stacked leather washer fingergroove grip handle centered between red spacers and a gold
plated brass guard and pommel. The grip rates excellent and is equipped with a Marine insignia inlay on the obverse side
and the guard and pommel retain all their gold plate with attractive scroll engraving. Attached to the pommel is a red nylon
thong. (56907-5S)
2999 KA-BAR U.S.M.C. THIRD MARINE AIR WING COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE This attractive Ka-bar measures 11
7/8" overall with a 7" clip point blade. The blade retains 98% original high luster blue decorated with gold gilt etched
Marine emblem centered between wings and "UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS " and "THIRD MARINE III AIR WING"
in ribands above and below, the ricasso is marked "USMC". The reverse ricasso is KA-BAR maker-marked and the blade
is numbered "0273". The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is decorated with inlaid 3rd Air Wing lapel in
the center of the obverse side and is centered between a gold gilt crossguard and grooved pommel, the lapel showing
some light tarnish. (56907-5T)
3000 KA-BAR U.S.M.C. SECOND MARINE AIR WING COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE This attractive Ka-bar measures 11
7/8" overall with a 7" clip point blade. The blade retains 98% original high luster blue with some sparse very fine oxidation
and is decorated with gold gilt etched Marine emblem centered between wings and "UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
" and "SECOND MARINE II AIR WING" in ribands above and below, the ricasso is marked "USMC". The reverse ricasso
is KA-BAR maker-marked and the blade is numbered "0273". The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is
decorated with inlaid 2nd Air Wing lapel in the center of the obverse side and is centered between a gold gilt crossguard
and grooved pommel, the lapel showing some light tarnish. (56907-5U)
3001 KA-BAR U.S.M.C. FOURTH MARINE AIR WING COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE This attractive Ka-bar measures 11
7/8" overall with a 7" clip point blade. The blade retains 98% original high luster blue with some sparse very fine oxidation
and is decorated with gold gilt etched Marine emblem centered between wings and "UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
" and "FOURTH MARINE IV AIR WING" in ribands above and below, the ricasso is marked "USMC". The reverse ricasso
is KA-BAR maker-marked and the blade is numbered "0273". The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is
decorated with inlaid 4th Air Wing lapel in the center of the obverse side and is centered between a gold gilt crossguard
and grooved pommel, the lapel and guard show light tarnish. (56907-5U)
3002 KA-BAR U.S.M.C. FIRST MARINE AIR WING COMMEMORATIVE KNIFE This attractive Ka-bar measures 11
7/8" overall with a 7" clip point blade. The blade retains 95-98% original high luster blue with light verdigris and staining
on the ricasso and is decorated with gold gilt etched Marine emblem centered between wings and "UNITED STATES
MARINE CORPS " and "FIRST MARINE I AIR WING" in ribands above and below, the ricasso is marked "USMC". The
reverse ricasso is KA-BAR maker-marked and the blade is numbered "0273". The stacked leather washer handle rates
excellent and is decorated with inlaid 1st Air Wing lapel in the center of the obverse side and is centered between a gold
gilt crossguard and grooved pommel, the lapel and guard show light verdigris starting to form. (56907-5W)
3003 WILKINSON SWORD CO. COMMEMORATIVE FAIRBAIRN SYKES FIGHTING KNIFE The Invasion Of Italy, one
of the World War II Victory Collection limited edition knives issued by the American Historical Foundation. Knife measures
12" overall with a 7" double edged blade, the obverse side shows gold gilt intertwined ribands honoring the campaign and
its countries while the reverse side shows similar ribands with quotes by Roosevelt and Churchill, the rear of the blade has
Wilkinson maker mark. The blade retains about 90-95% original black enamel, loss due to flaking along the edges and
patches of oxidation towards the rear of the blade mainly on the obverse side, the numbering lost to the oxidation. The hilt
is composed of a brass guard and one-piece checkered brass grip with bulbous shaped pommel. The hilt retains all its
black enamel finish and the checkering sharp. (56907-5X)
3004 WILKINSON SWORD CO. COMMEMORATIVE FAIRBAIRN SYKES FIGHTING KNIFE The Battle Of The
Rhineland, one of the Word War II Victory Collection Limited Edition knives issued by the American Historical Foundation.
Knife measures 12" overall with a 7" double edged blade, the obverse side shows frosted squares with the battle and dates
while the reverse side has etched bridge at Remagen river scene, Wilkinson maker mark and is numbered "2450". The
blade retains all its bright finish with specks of flaking along the reverse top edge, the etching crisp and clean. The hilt is
composed of a silver plated guard and one-piece checkered brass grip with bulbous shaped pommel. The surfaces having
a nicely tarnished patina and the checkering is sharp. (56907-5Y)
3005 KA-BAR U.S.M.C. FIGHTING KNIFE The American Legend manufactured in the early 2000's measures 12" overall with
a 7" carbon steel blade. The blade, guard and pommel retain 99% original powder coated black epoxy finish. The staked
leather washer handle rates excellent as unused. Included is a white and black factory box, embossed U.S.M.C. leather
sheath and papers. (57467-9A)
3006 U.S. M6 BAYONET BY MILPAR COL. This is a U.S. M6 bayonet by Columbus Milpar & MFG Co. with scabbard. The
bayonet measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 5/8" blade equipped with a 3 1/2" false edge. The blade retains about 90%
original parkerized finish with light silvering and oxidation along the edges and scabbard marks along the blade flats. The
checkered black plastic grips rate near excellent showing minimal wear. The M8A1 scabbard has a green composite body,
steel tip and throat and canvas frog with light handling marks and oxidation on the metal. (57467-9A)
3007 U.S. M6 BAYONET BY IMPERIAL This is a U.S. M6 bayonet by Imperial Knife Co. with scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 5/8" blade equipped with a 3 1/2" false edge. The blade retains about 98% original parkerized finish with loss due to light scratches from years of scabbard removal. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent
with a couple tiny storage marks. The M8A1 scabbard has a green plastic body with steel throat and green canvas frog
and rates excellent with green lace cord intact. (57467-9B)
3008 U.S. M7 BAYONET BY GENERAL CUTLERY This bayonet measures 11 1/2" overall with a 6 1/2" blade equipped
with a 3" false edge. The metal surfaces retain 98% original gray parkerized finish with some very thin silvering along the
edges. The checkered black plastic grips rates excellent with sharp points. There is no scabbard. (57467-9C)
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3009 U.S. MODEL 1942 BAYONET by AFH This is a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet by American Fork & Hoe with scabbard. The
bayonet measures 20 1/4" overall with a 15 3/4", 1942-dated unstopped fuller blade. The blade retains about 70% original
parkerized finish toning to pale gray with scattered fine oxidation, the guard and pommel have toned to brown with some
very fine oxidation staining. The grooved black plastic grips rate very good with a few light handling marks. The M3 green
bodied scabbard with steel throat rates very very good with flaking green enamel on the body and light oxidation on the
throat. (57467-9D)
3010 U.S. MODEL 1892 KRAG BAYONET This is a bayonet for the 1892-1898 Krag rifle with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 1/4" overall with a 11 3/4" stopped fuller blade. The 1898-dated blade remains overall bright with some light
scratches and fine oxidation staining primarily at the tip, the "U.S." mark has lightly faded over the years. The guard and
pommel have toned to brown with some sparse fine staining and silvering along the edges. The walnut grips rate excellent
with a couple tiny handling marks. The scabbard is of the second type with close spring belt hook and has toned to gray
with scattered fine oxidation, the belt hook retaining generous amounts of original blue. (57467-9E)
3011 U.S. MODEL 1917 BOLO KNIFE This is a Model 1917 bolo knife by Plumb with scabbard. the knife measures 15" overall with a 10 3/8" full tang blade. The blade retains about 80% original blue toning to gray with the majority of loss along
the blade flats and edges and is marked "U.S. / MOD 1917" on the obverse side while the reverse side is marked "PLUMB
/ PHILA / 1918". The walnut grips rate very good showing light wear. The scabbard is of the first type with brass type
with wire hook attachment, tan canvas covering and a Brauer Bros. 1918-marked leather tip. (57467-9F)
3012 U.S. MODEL 1873 RIFLE BAYONET This is an U.S. 1873 bayonet with scabbard commonly used on the trapdoor rifle.
The bayonet measures 21" overall with a 18" blade that is 3/4" wide and has a 3" socket and 1 3/16" shank. The bayonet
retains about 80% original blue with scattered fine oxidation and light edge wear, the socket shows more moderate oxidation. The face is U.S.-marked and the clasp rotates but binds slightly in one area. Included is a type III scabbard equipped
with a drain hole in the tip and a leather frog with brass U.S. escutcheon belt hook. The scabbard has toned to brawn and
gray with scattered light oxidation, the frog shows moderate to heavy crazing and flaking and the belt hook has a tarnished
patina with spots of oxidation. (57467-9G)
3013 U.S. MODEL 1873 RIFLE BAYONET This is an U.S. 1873 bayonet with scabbard for the trapdoor rifle. The bayonet
measures 21" overall with an 18" blade that is 3/4" wide and has a 3" socket and 1 3/16" shank. The bayonet has toned
to gray overall with scattered light oxidation and an area of more moderate oxidation and pitting on the back flutes about
5" from the tip. The socket shows good traces of original blue, the face is U.S.-marked and the clasp rotates freely. The
steel scabbard (body only) equipped with a drain hole in the tip retaining about 65% original blue toning to brown with
scattered light oxidation. (57467-9H)
3014 GLOCK MODEL 78 SURVIVAL KNIFE This is a Glock Model 78 Austrian survival knife with scabbard. The knife measures 11 3/8" overall with a 6 3/8" HRC55 spring steel blade. The blade and guard retain 95-98% original black phosphate-treated finish with scattered spots of light staining. The sand-grip black polymer handle rates excellent. The black
polymer sliding belt clip scabbard rates excellent and its special locking features enable the knife to be carried upsidedown if necessary. (59058-2)
3015 BRITISH PATTERN 1913 BAYONET BY REMINGTON This is a British P.1913 bayonet and scabbard for the P-14 rifle
made for England. The bayonet measures 21 1/2" overall with a 16 3/4" unstopped fuller blade. The blade has faded to a
smoky gray with patches of moderate oxidation and pitting on the reverse side of the blade at the front of the fuller; the
obverse ricasso is marked "1913 / 2 17 / REMINGTON [in circle]" and the reverse ricasso has broad arrow markings. The
guard and pommel have toned to pale gray and brown with tiny impact marks and the grooved walnut grips rate very good
showing light chips and handling marks. The scabbard rates very good, the leather body showing light scuffs with an intact
seam and the steel mounts retaining about 90% flaking black enamel with light scratches and edge wear. (57467-9I)
3016 JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONET This is a Japanese type 30 bayonet with scabbard made under Kokura
supervision. The bayonet measures 20" overall with a 15 3/4" blade equipped with fullers and arsenal-marked on the ricasso. The bayonet features a straight birds head pommel and retains about 98% original blue with edge and scabbard
wear. The wraparound hardwood grips rate excellent with a few light dents and handling marks. The scabbard has toned
to pale brown with scattered light oxidation, the leather frog rates excellent and may be a later addition. (57467-9J)
3017 SWISS MODEL 1957 BAYONET This is a model 1957 bayonet with scabbard measuring 14 1/2" overall with a 9 3/8"
double edge steel blade. The blade remains overall bright with light scabbards marks, a lightly bent tip and Waffenfabrik
Bern FW in circle maker mark on the the obverse ricasso. The grooved black plastic handle rates about very good with
light chips and handling marks. The black plastic scabbard and the maker-marked leather frog rate very good with light
handling marks. (57467-9K)
3018 RUSSIAN AKM BAYONET This is a type I bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 11" overall with a 5 3/4" clip
point blade equipped with partially serrated top edge and hole as wire cutting provision. The blade remains overall bright
with light marks from scabbard removal. The guard retains 98% plus black enamel with light silvering along the edges. The
brown plastic grips rate excellent and the leather handle thong is in place. The steel scabbard retains 99% original black
enamel and is equipped with a stud as wire cutter provision, protected buff colored rubber grip and leather handle strap.
(57467-9L)
3019 LOT OF SPANISH MODEL 1969 CETME BAYONETS This lot contains two Model 1969 CETME bayonets with scabbards. The bayonets measure 13 1/4" with 8 3/4" bolo-style blades and checkered black plastic grips. The first bayonet
retains about 90% original blue with light edge and scabbard wear along the top flat of the blade. The guard and pommel
are a dark gray with traces of original blue and light wear along the edges. The grips rate very good plus with light wear.
The metal surfaces of the second bayonet retain 98% arsenal added parkerized finish with some very light edge and scabbard wear. The scabbards are equipped with green plastic bodies with steel throats and green canvas frogs and rate very
good plus showing minor wear, staining and flaking black enamel. (57467-9M)
3020 LOT OF BRITISH BAYONETS Two total: (1) No.4 MK II "spike bayonet" measuring 9 3/4" overall with a 7 7/8" blade
that is machined at the socket, the blade has toned to pewter with scattered fine staining and the socket is gray and brown
with moderate oxidation; (1) No.9 MK I "blade" bayonet measuring 10 1/8" overall with a 8" clip point style blade equipped
with stopped fullers, the blade remains bright and the socket and ricasso retain 98% original black finish with some specks
of fine oxidation along the edges. No scabbards are present. (57467-9N)
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3021 LOT OF BRITISH NO.9 MK I BAYONETS This lot contains two No. 9 MKI bayonets for the No.4 rifle with scabbards.
The bayonets measure 10 1/8" overall with 8" clip point blades. The blade on one bayonet retains all its bright finish while
the socket and ricasso retains all its original black finish; the blade on the other bayonet remains overall bright with some
sparse staining and scratches from years of scabbard removal and the socket and ricasso retains about 95% evenly thinning original black finish with light silvering along the edges. The scabbards both rate excellent retaining nearly all their
original black finish. (59012-8AA)
3022 U.S. M5A1 BAYONET BY IMPERIAL This bayonet measures 11 1/4 " overall with a 6 5/8" blade equipped with a 3
1/4" false edge. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original parkerized finish with light scratches on the blade. The
checkered black plastic grips rate excellent. There is no scabbard. (59012-8AB)
3023 U.S. M5A1 BAYONET BY MILPAR CO. This bayonet measures 11 1/4 " overall with a 6 5/8" blade equipped with a
3 1/4" false edge. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original parkerized finish with light scratches and edge wear. The
checkered black plastic grips rate about very good showing wear and the guard is a bit loose. There is no scabbard.
(59012-8AC)

Ammunition

3024 FIOCCHI 30 LUGER LOt This lot consists of four total boxes (two partial and two full) of Fiocchi 30 Luger / 7.65
Parabellum ammunition loaded in brass cases with 93 grain bullets. Included are one full 50-round box and one box containing 23 rounds loaded with semi-jacketed soft point bullets and one full 50-round box and one box containing 22 rounds
loaded with full metal jacket bullets. All are in near excellent condition. (138942-19)
3025 GERMAN 8MM MAUSER on Links Included are about 250 +/- rounds of World War Two-era 8mm Mauser all on
MG34/42 links. The cartridges are steel-cased with a lacquer coating, most are loaded with cupro-nickel jacketed bullets
with a few copper-jacketed bullets scattered about and most are marked with avu headstamps and 1944-dated while the
few copper-jacketed cases are marked with hhw headstamps and 1943-dated. The pull tab is marked "B / 9 4C / (Eagle)
/ WaA642" along with a boxed "SA" Finnish capture stamp. The ammo is housed in what appears to be an original can
showing moderately flaking black paint finish. (138998-52)
3026 LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six, 25 rd. boxes of Sears Xtra Range 12 ga., 2 3/4": (4) full of 5 shot; (1)
full and (1) tattered box containing 11 rds. of 7 1/2 shot including one shell with moderate oxidation. The overall condition
of the lot is very good to excellent. (77152-9A)
3027 LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 14 boxes of 12 ga., including the first ten that are 2 3/4": (1) full 25 rd. of
Winchester Super-X Long Range 4 shot; (1) full of Federal Hi-Power 2 shot; (4) full 5 rd. of Sears Magnum 00 Buck; (2)
full 5 rd. of Sears Xtra-Range rifled slug; (2) full 5 rd. of Winchester Western Super X rifled slug; (3) full 25 rd. and (1)
containing 3 rds. of mixed 12 ga. including several with paper hulls. The overall condition is very good plus. (77152-9B)
3028 LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of seven boxes of 2 1/2": (1) full 25 rd. of Remington Express 410 bore, 4 shot;
(1) containing 12 rds. of Winchester Western Super X 410 bore, 4 shot; (4) full 25 rd. of Sears Sportload 20 ga., 7 1/2";
(1) containing 12 mixed rds. of 20 ga. The first six boxes in this lot rate excellent while the last box rates very good with
darkening occurring on some. (77152-9C)
3029 LOT OF 30-06 This lot consists of five 20 rd. size boxes of Remington Core-Lokt pointed soft point: (3) full of ManagedRecoil 125 gr.; (1) full of Express 150 gr.; (1) containing 17 rds. of High Velocity 150 gr. The overall condition is very good
to excellent with some showing mild tarnish and/or mildly oxidized tips. (78963-221A)
3030 LOT OF 30-06 This lot consists of five 20 rd. size boxes: (1) full of Winchester Supreme Fail Safe 180 gr., FS; (1) full of
Federal Premium 165 gr., trophy bonded; (1) full of Peters 220 gr., inner belted soft point; (1) containing 15 rds. of Western
Super X Silvertip 220 gr., expanding bullet; (1) containing 18 rds. and two fired casings of Imperial 180 gr. KKSP. The conditions range from very good to excellent with mild oxidation evident on some and the ammunition is housed is a green
plastic carry case by Cabelas. (78963-221B)
3031 LOT OF 30-06 This lot consists of five boxes of 180 gr. soft point: (1) full 20 rd. of PMC; (1) containing 17 rds. of
Remington High Velocity Core Lokt SP; (1) containing ten rds. of Remington Express Core-Lokt; (1) containing 14 rds. of
Federal Classic Hi-Shok and ten rds. of Winchester; (1) containing eight rds. of Federal Hi-Shok, seven rds. of PMC, three
rds. of Remington, three rds. of Winchester with moderate verdigris and two rds. of Federal. The overall condition is very
good plus. (78963-221C)
3032 LOT OF 30 CARBINE This lot consists of six full fifty rd. boxes: (4) of U.S. military surplus manufactured in 1942 at
Lake City Ordnance Plant and housed in tan boxes with lot stamp 12018; (1) of UMC 110 gr., metal case; (1) containing
36 rds. of Remington High Velocity 110 gr., soft point and 14 rds. of PMC 110 gr., metal case. The condition rating is very
good to excellent with mild tarnish on some of the PMC. (78963-221D)
3033 LOT OF 30 CARBINE This lot consists of seven boxes of Lake City manufactured military surplus in tan boxes with black
print: (6) full 50 rd. with 1942 dated headstamps and boxes marked “Ammunition Lot 12018”; (1) containing 36 rds. with
1943 dated headstamps and box stamped as lot 12344. The ammunition rates very good to excellent and comes in a metal
military carry can. (78963-221E)
3034 LOT OF 7MM REM. MAG. This is a lot of three full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity Core Lokt. PSP: (2) of 175
gr.; (1) of 150 gr. This is a very good to excellent condition lot with mild tarnish on a very few cases. (78963-221F)
3035 LOT OF 7MM REM. MAG. This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes: (1) of Winchester Super-X 175 gr., (1) of
Winchester Super-X 150 gr.; (1) DWM manufactured in Holland for Speer, 175 gr., expanding soft point. This is excellent
condition ammunition that comes with a metal U.S. issued carry can. (78963-221G)
3036 LOT OF 357 MAGNUM This lot consists of six 50 rd. size boxes: (1) full of CCI Blazer 158 gr., JHP; (1) containing 26
rds. of CCI Blazer 158 gr., JHP and 24 rds. of mixed manufacturer and tips; (1) full and (1) containing 49 rds. of Winchester
“USA” WinClean 125 gr., JSP; (1) containing 35 rds. of Winchester Super-X 145 gr., Silvertip H.P. and one rd. of Winchester
metal case; (1) full of Remington Kleanbore, Hi-Speed, 158 gr., M.P. bullet. The conditions range from very good to excellent. (78963-221H)
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3037 LOT OF 38 SPECIAL This lot consist of six, 50 rd. size boxes: (1) full of Winchester Super X 125 gr., JHP; (1) full of
Israeli manufactured Samson 148 gr. hollow based wadcutter; (1) full of American Eagle 158 gr., lead round nose; (1) full
of Federal high velocity 158 gr., semi-wadcutter lead bullet; (1) containing 45 rds. of UMC 130 gr., metal case; (1) Peters
box containing 26 rds. of Remington nickel case, lead bullet and 22 rds. of 1967 dated military surplus FMJ manufactured
by Remington. The condition rating is very good to excellent and the lot comes in a metal military ammunition
can. (78963-221I)
3038 LOT OF 300 SAVAGE This is a lot of four boxes: (2) full 20 rd. of Winchester Super Speed Silvertip 150 gr., expanding
bullet; (1) containing 12 rds. of Remington Kleanbore 180 gr., SP; (1) Remington Kleanbore box containing nine rds. of
Winchester-Western SP. The condition rating is very good to excellent and the lot is housed in a metal military ammo can.
(78963-221J)
3039 LOT OF 8X57 JRS This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Czech manufactured Sellier & Bellot 196 gr., hollow point
capped in bright excellent condition. (78963-221T)
3040 LOT OF 8X57 IRS This is a lot of five full 20 rd. boxes of Serbian manufactured PPU 196 gr., soft point in bright excellent
condition. (78963-221K)
3041 LOT OF 30-30 WIN. This lot consists of three, 20 rd. size boxes of Hornady Lever Revolution 160 gr. in bright excellent
condition: (2) full; (1) containing 11 rds. (78963-221L)
3042 LOT OF 30-30 WIN. This lot consists of seven, 20 rd. size boxes: (2) full and (1) containing 14 rds. of Remington
Managed Recoil 125 gr., Core-Lokt, SP; (1) containing 16 rds. of Winchester Super Speed 170 gr., SP and four mixed rds.
of SP; (1) containing ten rds. of Western Super X 170 gr., SP and ten rds. of mixed manufacturer and tips; (2) boxes containing a total of 36 rds. of mixed manufacturer and bullet types and weights. The conditions of the cartridges in this lot
range from very good with mild tarnish and/or oxidized tips to excellent. Included with the lot is a metal military ammunition
can. (78963-221M)
3043 LOT OF 6.5X54 MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Graf & Sons commercially reloaded 140 gr., SP. in excellent condition. (78963-221N)
3044 LOT OF 6.5X54 MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER This is a lot of three full 20 rd. boxes of Serbian manufactured PPU
156 gr., SP, RN in bright excellent condition. (78693-221O)
3045 LOT OF 6.5X54 MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER This lot consists of three, 20 rd. size boxes: (1) full of Swedish manufactured Norma 6.5x54 139 gr., SPPBT; (1) full of Graf & Sons commercially reloaded 140 gr., SP; (1) containing 15 rds.
and three fired casings of Serbian manufactured PPU 156 gr., SP, RN. The overall condition is excellent and the lot comes
in a metal military ammunition can. (78963-221P)
3046 LOT OF 9.3X74R This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Serbian manufactured PPU 285 gr., SP. Each box contains
(4) five rd. packets of bright excellent ammunition. (78963-221Q)
3047 LOT OF 9.3X74R This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Serbian manufactured PPU 285 gr., SP. Each box contains (4)
five rd. packets of bright excellent condition cartridges. (78963-221R)
3048 LOT OF 9.3X74R This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Serbian manufactured PPU 285 gr., SP. Each box contains (4)
five rd. packets of bright excellent condition ammunition. Included is a metal military ammunition can. (78963-221S)
3049 LOT OF 8X57 JRS This is a lot of eight boxes: (2) full 20 rd. of Czech manufactured Sellier & Bellot 196 gr., HPC; (5)
ten rd. size boxes containing a total of 38 rds. of German manufactured 195 gr. round nose. The last box in this lot is a
plastic Case Guard RM-50 actually containing 8x57 IRS in the amount of 17 PPU cartridges and 17 fired casings. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent. (78963-221U)
3050 LOT OF 8X68S MAGNUM This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Old Western Scrounger 220 gr. SP. in excellent
condition. (78963-221V)
3051 LOT OF 8X68S MAGNUM This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Old Western Scrounger 220 gr., SP in excellent
condition. (78963-221W)
3052 LOT OF 8X68S MAGNUM This lot consists of four, 20 rd. size boxes of Old Western Scrounger 220 gr., SP: (3) full;
(1) containing 13 rds. The ammunition is in excellent condition and is housed in a green plastic carry case by Herter’s.
(78963-221X)
3053 LOT OF 243 WINCHESTER This lot consists of five, 20 rd. size boxes of Power-Point: (2) full and (1) containing six
rds. of Western Super-X of 100 gr., soft point; (1) full of Winchester Super-Speed 100 gr., soft point; (1) full of Winchester
Super Speed 80 gr., soft point. The ammunition is in very good to excellent condition. (78963-221Y)
3054 LOT OF 243 WINCHESTER This is a lot of four, 20 rd. size boxes of 100 gr., SP: (1) containing 19 rds. of Winchester
Super-X Power Point; (1) full of Western Super-X Power Point; (1) containing 14 rds. and six fired casings of WinchesterWestern Power-Point; (1) containing 15 rds. and five fired casings. of Remington High Velocity Core-Lokt. The condition
rating of the lot is very good to excellent and included is a green plastic carry case by Cabela’s. (78963-221Z)
3055 LOT OF 257 WEATHERBY MAGNUM This lot consists of four, 20 rd. size boxes of Weatherby Ultra-Velocity: (1) full
of 100 gr., soft point; (1) containing 15 rds. and two fired casings of 120 gr., soft point Nosler; (1) containing 12 rds. and
8 fired casings of 117 gr., SP; (1) containing 4 rds. and 7 fired casings of 100 gr., Spire Point; (78963-221AA)
3056 LOT OF 300 WEATHERBY MAGNUM
This is a lot of three, 20 rd. size boxes of Weatherby Ultra-Velocity 180 gr.:
(1) full of Nosler; (1) full and (1) containing 7 rds. of soft point. The ammunition is in very good to excellent condition and
comes in a U.S. issued metal carry can. (78693-221AB)
3057 LOT OF 300 WEATHERBY MAGNUM This lot consists of two, 20 rd. size boxes of Remington Express 180 gr., CoreLokt PSP: (1) full in excellent condition; (1) containing 19 rds. rating very good plus with minor tarnish on some. (78963221AC)
3058 LOT OF 300 WEATHERBY MAGNUM This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Weatherby 180 gr., Spitzer in excellent
condition. (78963-221AD)
3059 LOT OF 375 H&H MAGNUM This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 270 gr., S.P. with bright
cases showing scattered small spots of tarnish. (78963-221AE)
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3060 LOT OF 375 H&H MAGNUM This is a lot of three containers: (1) full 20 rd. box of Winchester Super Speed Power-Point
270 gr., SP; (1) Western box coded 375H2 containing 14 rds. from various manufacturers with a variety of bullet types and
three fired casings; (1) bag containing ten rds. of Remington 270 gr., SP. The overall condition is very good to excellent
with light tarnish on some. (78963-221AF)
3061 LOT OF 375 H&H MAGNUM This lot consists of two 20 rd. size boxes: (1) containing 14 rds. of Winchester Super-X
300 gr., FMC; (1) full Case-Gard large rifle size box of PPU 300 gr. FMC. This is an excellent condition lot that is housed
in a U.S. issued ammunition can with bold yellow stencil that reads “800 CRTG 5.56MM/4 BALL M855 1 TRACER M855/1
TRACER M856/M27 LINK/LC-04L693L140”. (78963-221AG)
3062 LOT OF 220 SWIFT This lot consists of four 20 rd. size boxes of Remington High Velocity 50 gr., pointed soft point: (2)
full; (1) containing 13 rds. and 7 fired casings; (1) containing 20 fired casings. The condition rating is very good to excellent. (78963-221AG)
3063 LOT OF 220 SWIFT This is a lot of four 20 rd. size boxes: (1) full and (1) containing ten rds. of Hornady VX Varmint
Express 40 gr., Varmint Express and ten fired casings; (1) Hornady box containing 11 rds. of Remington 50 gr., PSP and
nine fired casings; (1) containing 19 rds. of Winchester Super Speed 48 gr., PSP. The ammunition rates very good to excellent and comes in a metal military carry can. (78963-221AH)
3064 LOT OF 270 WIN. This lot consists of four 20 rd. size boxes of Remington Core-Lokt: (1) full of High Velocity 150 gr.,
soft point; (1) containing 14 rds. of Express 150 gr., soft point; (1) full and (1) containing 16 rds. of Express 130 gr., pointed soft point and four fired casings. (78963-221AI)
3065 LOT OF 270 WIN. This lot consists of six, 20 rd. size boxes: (1) full of Remington High Velocity 130 gr., Core-Lokt PSP;
(1) containing 16 rds. of Remington Express Core-Lokt 130 gr., PSP that is stored in a black nylon cartridge holder; (1)
containing 18 rds. of Winchester Supreme 140 gr., Silvertip BT; (1) full of Winchester Super-X 130 gr., Silvertip; (2) full of
mixed manufacturer and type including six excellent rds. of Winchester Ballistic Silvertip 130 gr., rapid controlled expansion
polymer tip. Also included are nine fired casings. The conditions range from very good with mild tarnish to excellent and
all are housed in a metal military ammunition can. (78963-221AJ)
3066 LOT OF 30 CARBINE This is a lot of approximately 600 rds. of mainly 1943 and 1944 dated Lake City military surplus
FMJ. Also included is a bag containing about 50 rds. of Georgia Arms 110 gr. SP with Remington headstamps and factory
identified as new ammunition. The lot rates very good to excellent and all is contained in a U.S. military ammunition can.
(78963-221AK)
3067 LOT OF 8MM MAUSER This lot consists of four, 20 rd. size boxes of 170 gr., soft point: (1) full of Winchester Super-X
Power-Point; (1) containing 16 rds. of Winchester Super Speed; (1) full and (1) containing 16 rds. of Federal Hi-Shok. The
lot rates very good to excellent and comes in a metal military ammunition can. (78963-221AL)
3068 LOT OF 7MM MAUSER This is a lot of three containers: (1) full 20 rd. box of Hornady Superformance 139 gr. SST;
(1) full 20 rd. and (1) bag containing 16 rds. of PPU 139 gr., SP. Also included is a single rd. of Winchester Super Speed
round nose. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (78963-221AM)
3069 LOT OF 44 MAGNUM This lot consists of three, 20 rd. size boxes: (1) of Winchester Super-X 210 gr., Silvertip HP; (1)
of Western Super-X 240 gr., hollow soft point; (1) containing 8 rds. and 11 fired casings of Black Hills 240 gr. JHP. The
overall condition is very good to excellent and the lot comes in a metal military ammunition can. (78963-221AN)
3070 LOT OF 7X64MM This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Swedish manufactured Norma: (2) of 154 gr., SP, Spire
Point; (1) of 150 gr., SP, semi-pointed boat tail. The overall condition is very good with the Spire Point examples having cartridges showing varying levels of light to moderate tarnish. (78963-221AO)
3071 LOT OF 7X64MM This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Serbian manufactured PPU 140 gr., PSP BT in excellent
condition. (78963-221AP)
3072 LOT OF 7X64MM This lot consists of two full boxes: (1) 50 rd. Case-Gard hinged plastic box of Serbian manufactured
PPU 140 gr., PSP BT; (1) 20 rd. of Winchester Super-X 162 gr., Power-Point. This is an overall excellent condition lot of
ammunition. (78963-221AR)
3073 LOT OF 7X64MM This lot consists of five containers of Serbian manufactured PPU 140 gr., PSP BT: (1) full 50 rd. CaseGard hinged plastic box of Serbian manufactured PPU 140 gr., PSP BT; (3) 10 rd. zip-lock bags; (1) zip-lock bag containing
7 rds. This is an excellent condition lot that is housed in a metal military carry can. (78963-221AS)
3074 LOT OF 338 WINCHESTER MAGNUM This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Western Super-X: (1) of 250 gr.,
expanding bullet rating excellent; (1) of 300 gr. soft point rating very good to excellent with some darkening to the cartridges occurring on several. (78963-221AT)
3075 LOT OF 30-06 This is a lot of U.S military surplus: (6) full eight rd. en-bloc clips of 1957 dated St. Louis Ordnance Plant
manufactured, with original cardboard sleeves and filling an excellent condition bandolier stamped “37656”; (2) full eight
rd. en-bloc clips with 1943 dated St. Louis headstamps; (2) full eight rd. en-bloc clips with 1954 dated Twin Cities headstamps; (1) full 20 rd. box of 1961 dated Frankford Arsenal Match rating excellent with box missing its top and a strip of
tape used for ID purposes. The ammunition in the clips rates about good plus with moderate oxidation occurring on several
cartridges. There is also nine additional empty en-bloc clips included which like the filled ones rate near very good overall
with oxidation staining on some. The lot comes in a green plastic ammunition case. (78963-221AU)
3076 LOT OF 338 WINCHESTER MAGNUM This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes of Western Super-X: (1) full, mismatched, Western Power-Point box now containing Silvertip; (1) full of Silvertip 250 gr., expanding bullet; (1) containing
eight rds. and two fired casings of 200 gr. SP. The overall condition is vey good to excellent and the lot comes with a metal
military ammunition can. (78963-221AV)
3077 LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 20 rd. size boxes: (1) full of Winchester Super-X 35 Remington 200
gr., Power-Point (S.P.); (1) containing 17 rds. of Remington High Velocity 35 Rem. 200 gr., Core-Lokt SP; (1) containing 10
rds. of Remington Express Core-Lokt 300 Win. Mag. 150 gr., PSP and 9 rds. of Federal 300 Win. Mag., PSP; (1) containing
5 rds. and 7 fired casings of Winchester Super-X 257 Roberts +P, 117 gr., Power-Point (S.P.). Also included with the lot
are four mixed rds. of 45 auto and ten fired casings of 300 Win. Mag. The lot rates very good to excellent and the lot comes
in a metal military ammunition can. (78963-221AW)
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3078 LOT OF 264 WIN. MAG. This lot consists of three, 20 rd. size boxes of High Velocity, 140 gr., Core-Lokt, PSP: (2) full of
Peters; (1) containing 11 rds. of Remington. The conditions range from very good to excellent with varying levels of tarnish
on some. Included is a green metal military storage can. (78963-221AX)
3079 LOT OF 22-250 REM. This lot consists of three, 20 rd. size boxes of Remington High Velocity 55 gr., Power-Lokt H.P.:
(2) full; (1) containing ten rds. and ten fired casings. Most of the cartridges rate about near excellent with a sparse amount
showing tarnish or verdigris. (78963-221AY)
3080 LOT OF 22-250 REM. This lot consists of four containers of 22-250 Remington 55 gr., SP: (1) full 50 rd. box of
Hornady; (2) full 20 rd. boxes and (1) bag containing 11 rds. of Serbian manufactured PPU. The condition rating is very
good to excellent and the lot comes in a metal military ammunition can. (78963-221AZ)
3081 LOT O F 9M M
This lot consists of six full 50 rd. boxes of Speer Lawman 115 gr., TMJ in excellent
condition. (78801-5A)
3082 LOT OF 9MM This is a lot of six, 50 rd. size boxes: (3) full and (1) containing 28 rds. of Speer Lawman 115 gr., TMJ;
(1) full of Utramax remanufactured 115 gr., full metal jacket; (1) containing 37 rds. of American Eagle 124 gr., metal case
bullet. This is an excellent condition lot of ammunition. (78801-5B)
3083 LOT OF 9MM This is a lot of seven, 50 rd. size boxes of Blazer FMJ: (2) full and (1) containing 17 rds. of 124 gr.; (2)
full of 124 gr.; (1) full and (1) containing 29 rds. of 115 gr. The ammunition is in excellent condition. (78801-5C)
3084 LOT OF 9MM This lot consists of four full 50 rd. size boxes of Winchester 147 gr., JHP in excellent condition. (788015D)
3085 LOT OF 9MM This lot consists of seven, 50 rd. size boxes of Czech manufactured Sellier & Bellot FMJ: (3) full and (1)
containing 29 rds. of 124 gr.; (3) full of 115 gr. The ammunition rates bright excellent. (78801-5E)
3086 LOT OF 9MM This lot consists of five boxes: (2) full 25 rd. and (1) containing 20 rds. of Hornady 147 gr. TAP CQ, (JHP);
(1) full 50 rd. and (1) containing 17 rds. of Winchester 147 gr. JHP. This lot rates excellent. (78801-5F)
3087 LOT OF 9MM This lot consists of four boxes: (1) 100 rd. size box containing approximately 80 rds. of Winchester 115
gr., FMJ; (1) full 50 rd. and (1) containing 31 rds. of German manufactured Geco 115 gr., JHP; (1) full 25 rd. of Federal
147 gr., Sub-Sonic Hydra-Shok JHP. The ammunition is in excellent condition. (78801-5G)
3088 LOT OF 9MM This is a lot of five 50 rd. size boxes of Fiocchi FMJ: (2) full of 115 gr.: (1) full and (1) containing 35 rds.
of 147 gr.; (1) containing 43 rds. of 158 gr. This is an excellent condition lot. (78801-5H)
3089 LOT OF 45 AUTO This is a full 20 rd. box of Winchester Supreme, Black Talon DP, 230 gr., SXT in bright excellent condition. (78801-5I)
3090 LOT OF 22 LR This is a lot of two full 500 rd. bricks of German manufactured Wolf Match Target 40 gr., solid bullet, noncorrosive, each consisting of ten, 50 rd. size boxes. The lot rates excellent. (78801-2A)
3091 LOT OF 22 LR This lot consists of two full 500 rd. bricks of German manufactured Wolf Match Target 40 gr., solid bullet,
non-corrosive. The excellent condition ammunition comes in 50 rd. boxes. (78801-2B)
3092 LOT OF 22 LR This lot consists of two full 500 rd. bricks of excellent condition, German manufactured Wolf Match 40
gr., solid bullet, non-corrosive and comes in 50 rd. size boxes. (78801-2C)
3093 LOT OF 22 LR This lot consists of two full 500 rd. bricks of German manufactured SK Rifle Match, 40 gr., lead round
nose and comes in 50 rd. size boxes. This is an excellent condition lot. (78801-2D)
3094 LOT OF 22 LR This is a lot of two, 500 rd. size bricks of Mexican manufacture: (1) full, containing ten, 50 rd. boxes of
PMC Match, target velocity, 40 gr., solid; (1) containing eight full 50 rd. boxes of Aguila SE (Super Extra) 40 gr., lead bullet.
This is an excellent condition lot of ammunition. (78801-2E)
3095 LOT OF .22 LR This is a lot of two factory sealed 500 rd. cans of German manufactured Wolf Match Target, 40 gr., solid,
non-corrosive. (78801-2F)
3096 LOT OF .22 LR This is a lot of two 500 rd. size containers of 40 gr. lead round nose: (1) factory sealed can of Wolf Match
Target; (1) brick containing eight full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition Winchester Wildcat 22 high velocity. (78801-2G)
3097 LOT OF 6.5X55MM SWEDISH This is a lot of three full 20 rd. boxes of Herter’s International Match Grade, 154 gr.,
soft point banana peel rating very good to excellent. (78801-1A)
3098 LOT OF 6.5X55MM SWEDISH This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Herter’s International Match Grade, 154
gr., soft point banana peel in very good to excellent condition. (78801-1B)
3099 LOT OF 6.5X55MM SWEDISH This is a lot of three full 20 rd. boxes of very good to excellent condition Herter’s
International Grade, 154 gr., soft point banana peel. (78801-1C)
3100 LOT OF 6.5X55MM SWEDISH This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Herter’s International Grade, 154 gr., soft
point banana peel. The ammunition is in very good to excellent condition. (78801-1D)
3101 LOT OF 6.5X55MM SWEDISH
This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of very good to excellent Herter’s
International Match Grade, 154 gr., soft point banana peel. (78801-1E)
3102 LOT OF 6.5X55MM SWEDISH This is a lot of three full 20 rd. boxes of Herter’s International Match Grade, 154 gr.,
soft point banana peel rating very good to excellent. (78801-1F)
3103 LOT OF 6.5X55MM SWEDISH This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Herter’s International Match Grade, 154
gr., soft point banana peel in very good to excellent condition. (78801-1G)
3104 LOT OF 6.5X55MM SWEDISH This lot consists of four 20 rd. size boxes: (3) of Herter’s International Match Grade,
154 gr., soft point banana peel; (1) containing 13 rds. and 7 fired casings of Federal Premium, 140 gr., Nosler Partition. The
lot is in very good to excellent condition. (78001-1H)
3105 LOT OF 6.5X55MM SWEDISH This lot consists of four 20 rd. size boxes of Herter’s International Match Grade, 154
gr., soft point banana peel in very good to excellent condition: (3) full and (1) containing 12 rds. and 8
fired casings. (78801-1I)
3106 LOT OF 6.5X55MM SWEDISH This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Herter’s International Match Grade, 154
gr., soft point banana peel. The ammunition rates very good to excellent. (78801-1J)
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3107 LOT OF 6MM REM. This is a lot of two full ten rd. trays of Federal: (1) identified as 100 gr., Nosler Partition; (1) identified as 80 gr. SP. The condition rating is excellent. (78801-1K)
3108 LOT OF .22 LR This lot consists of four boxes: (1) full 50 rd. and (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of Remington
Standard Velocity Kleanbore; (1) containing approximately 25 rds. of Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore shot; (1) plastic CCI
100 rd. size box containing 56 rds. of CCI Mini-Mag High Velocity copper-plated round nose, 29 gr. and 18 rds. of
Remington lead bullet. The condition rating is excellent with the exception of the shot which has somewhat darkened casings. (78887-7A)
3109 LOT OF 12 GA. SHOTGUN SHELLS This lot consists of five 25 rd. size boxes of 2 3/4”: (1) full and (1) containing 12
rds. of Winchester AA Plus Trap Loads, Light, 8 shot; (1) full of Winchester AA Plus Skeet Loads, Light, 9 shot: (1) full of
Winchester Super-X Long Range, 7 1/2 shot; (1) containing 21 rds. of Sears Target Load, 6 shot. The last box has plastic
hulls, the others are paper and the condition rating of all is excellent. Also included with the lot is a brown leather shotgun
shell belt suitable for 12 ga. and rates very good plus with creasing and light wear and currently holds 12 rds. of Remington
12. ga. rating about good with moderate verdigris and oxidation. (78887-7C)
3110 LOT OF 7MM MAUSER
This lot consists of approximately 100 loose rds. of Chilean manufactured 7mm Mauser
(7x57mm) with 1971, 1972 and 1976 dated headstamps which also indicate that these were from the Fabricas Maestranzas
del Ejercito Santiago Chile. The condition rating is very good with a very light coating of white oxidation powder forming
on the brass. (78917-5A)
3111 LOT OF .303 BRITISH This lot consists of three, 32 rd. size boxes of 1967 dated ammunition manufactured at the
Pakistan Ordnance Factories, Wah Cantt, Pakistan: (2) full and (1) containing nine rds. and rating very good plus with a
barely detectable film of oxidation beginning.
The original buff boxes rate very good under the applied
clear tape. (78917-5B)
3112 LOT OF 7MM MAUSER This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Finnish manufactured Lapua 170 gr., SP in excellent
condition. (76519-80A)
3113 LOT OF 7MM MAUSER This is a lot of four full 20 rd. boxes of Finnish manufactured Lapua 170 gr., SP rating excellent.
(76519-80B)
3114 LOT OF 7MM MAUSER This is a lot of four full 20 rd. boxes of Finnish manufactured Lapua 170 gr., SP in excellent
condition. (76519-80C)
3115 LOT OF 7MM MAUSER This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Finnish manufactured Lapua 170 gr., SP in excellent
condition. (76519-80D)
3116 LOT OF 7MM MAUSER This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes: (2) of Finnish manufactured Lapua 170 gr., SP; (1)
of Czech manufactured Sellier & Bellot 173 gr., SPCE. The ammunition rates excellent. (76519-80E)
3117 LOT OF 7MM MAUSER This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Czech manufactured 173 gr., SPCE in excellent
condition. (76519-80F)
3118 LOT OF 45 AUTO This is a factory sealed spam can with an OD green exterior with lid that reads in black stencil: “11,43
cartridge pistol/ball brass case”. The identification does not state the enclosed quantity but this is likely a 450 rd. size can
that retains nearly all of its finish and there is a small dent at the bottom edge. The key is included. (76519-22)
3119 LOT OF 30-30 WIN. This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super-X, Power-Point, 170 gr. The condition
rating is excellent. (76519-222A)
3120 LOT OF 30-30 WIN. This is a lot of four full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super-X, Power-Point, 150 gr. in very good to
excellent condition. Included is a metal military ammunition can. (76519-222B)
3121 LOT OF 30-30 WIN. This lot consists of five, 20 rd. size boxes: (1) full and (1) containing six rds. of Western Super-X,
Power-Point, 150 gr., SP; (1) containing 16 rds. of Western Super-X, Power Point, 170 gr., SP; (1) full of Winchester SuperX, Power Point, 150 gr., SP; (1) containing 18 rds. of Remington Kleanbore, 170 gr., SP Core-Lokt. The ammunition rates
very good to excellent. (76519-222C)
3122 LOT OF 30-30 WIN. This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Core-Lokt, 170 gr. SP: (3) of Hi-Speed in
the old-style green box with red and white graphics (Index 1430); (1) of Express. The overall condition is very good to
excellent with a small amount below that and showing spots of moderate verdigris. (76519-222D).
3123 LOT OF 41 SHORT RIM FIRE This lot consists of four, 50 rd. size boxes of Remington in the plain white box with black
print: (2) full and (2) containing approximately 45 rds. each. Three of the boxes contain excellent condition ammunition
while one of the partials contains several cartridges that are showing the onset of oxidation. (76519-183A)
3124 LOT OF 32 SHORT RIM FIRE This is a lot of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington Kleanbore with very clean and excellent
condition cartridges. The code 8432 boxes also rate excellent with crisp edges and vibrant graphics, the only blemish
being a separation and tear at one end of the inner tray. (76519-183B)
3125 LOT OF 32 SHORT RIM FIRE This lot consists of three, 50 rd. size boxes of Remington Kleanbore: (1) full with excellent condition cartridges and (1) containing 16 rds. rating very good to excellent and housed in code 8432 boxes, one with
a strip of tape attached, the other with an unglued panel; (1) containing 30 rds. with mild oxidation forming on the lead
and housed in the dog-bone style, code 3140 box with minor edge wear. (76519-183C)
3126 LOT OF 32 LONG RIM FIRE This lot consists of two 50 rd. size boxes of Canuck 80 gr. bullet, plated rating near excellent with just the faintest onset of oxidation film: (1) full and (1) containing approximately 45 rds. The full box itself rates
excellent with the partial showing a couple of small tears and minor bruises. (76519-183D)
3127 LOT OF 32 LONG RIM FIRE This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes: (1) of Winchester 89 gr., lead in the red, yellow
and white box coded W32L; (1) of Remington UMC shot in the maroon box coded 142-S. The ammunition rates very good
to excellent with just a trace of oxidation film occurring and the boxes remain excellent with crisp edges
and graphics. (76519-183E)
3128 LOT OF 32 LONG RIM FIRE This is a lot of two 50 rd. size boxes: (1) full of excellent condition Peters, lead, in the
box coded 3206 showing a small tear; (1) containing 49 rds. of very good to excellent condition Remington UMC shot with
very minor oxidation on some and in the maroon box 142-S showing a penciled in note and light tape repair residue and
an end flap with a missing top portion. (76519-183F)
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3129 LOT OF 32 LONG RIM FIRE This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes: (1) of Winchester 89 gr. lead in the red, yellow
and white box coded W32L; (1) of Remington UMC shot in the maroon box with code 142-S. The ammunition rates near
excellent with light oxidation on some, the boxes excellent. (76519-183G)
3130 LOT OF 25 LONG STEVENS RIM FIRE This is a lot of two full 50 rd. boxes of 65 gr.: (1) of CIL Canuck lead bullet
with a handwritten price on the top panel; (1) of Western Lubaloy bullet in the 25ST box. This is an excellent condition lot.
(76519-183H)
3131 LOT OF 25 LONG STEVENS RIM FIRE This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes: (1) of CIL Canuck 65 gr., lead bullet
and with a price written on the top panel; (1) of Remington Kleanbore in the code 8125 box and with one rd. having an
impression from a centerfire gun. This is an excellent condition lot. (76519-183I)
3132 LOT OF 25 LONG STEVENS RIM FIRE This is a lot of two full 50 rd. boxes: (1) of CIL 65 gr., lead bullet; (1) of
Remington Kleanbore lead bullet in the box coded 8125. The overall condition is excellent. (76519-183J)
3133 LOT OF 25 SHORT STEVENS This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes: (1) of CIL Canuck 65 gr. lead bullet with a price
written on the top panel; (1) of Peters lead bullet in the box coded 2502. The ammunition and boxes rate excellent.
(76519-183K)
3134 LOT OF 25 SHORT STEVENS This is a lot of two full 50 rd. boxes: (1) of excellent CIL Canuck 65 gr. bullet with a price
written on the top panel; (1) of Peters in the box coded 2502 and with a very thin layer of white powder beginning to form
on the lead. The boxes exhibit crisp edges and bold graphics with a small faded portion on the Peters top
panel. (76519-183L)
3135 LOT OF 25 SHORT STEVENS This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes: (1) of CIL Canuck 65 gr., lead bullet with box
showing contact wear; (1) of Peters, lead bullet in box code 2502. This is an excellent condition lot. (76519-183M)
3136 LOT OF 25 SHORT STEVENS This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes: (1) of excellent CIL Canuck 65 gr., lead bullet;
(1) of Peters in box coded 2502 and rating very good with white powder forming on the lead tips. The boxes rate about
excellent with minor wear. (76519-183N)
3137 LOT OF 25 SHORT STEVENS This is a lot of two 50 rd. size boxes: (1) full of CIL Canuck 65 gr., plated bullet with box
showing an old retail sticker on the top panel; (1) containing 42 rds. of Winchester 65 gr., lead bullet in the K2552R coded
box with a bright orange label with a couple of strips of cellophane tape applied. The ammunition rates excellent. (76519183O)
3138 LOT OF 25 SHORT STEVENS This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of 65 gr., lead bullet: (1) of CIL Canuck; (1) of
Winchester with box code K2552R and bright orange label showing minor contact wear. The ammunition rates excellent.
(76519-183P)
3139 LOT OF 25 SHORT STEVENS This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes: (1) of CIL Canuck 65 gr., cased with a price
written on top panel; (1) of Remington Kleanbore lead bullet with box coded 8025 showing minor edge wear. This is an
excellent condition lot. (76519-183Q)
3140 LOT OF 25 SHORT STEVENS This is a lot of three full 50 rd. boxes: (1) of CIL Canuck 65 gr. cased bullet with a price
written on top panel (1) of CIL Canuck 65 gr. lead bullet in a faded box with a scuffed bottom panel and edge wear; (1)
of Peters lead bullet in box coded 2502. Unless otherwise noted the lot rates excellent. (76519-183R)
3141 LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington: (1) of Kleanbore 38 Win. (38-40) 180
gr., SP in box coded 8138 with crisp edges and graphics; (1) of Express 38 S&W 146 gr., lead round nose. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (76519-238A)
3142 LOT OF 44 S&W RUSSIAN This is a full 50 rd. box of Remington Kleanbore 246 gr., lead bullet in excellent condition.
The 5244 coded box shows scattered scuffing and storage wear. (76519-238B)
3143 LOT OF 44 S&W RUSSIAN This is a full 50 rd. box of Remington Kleanbore 246 gr., lead bullet rating excellent. The
box coded 5244 is fully intact with handling marks along the edges and a small hole on a side panel. (76519-238C)
3144 LOT OF .380 2Z This lot consists of 19 full 12 rd. boxes of .380/200 a.k.a. 38 S&W, 178 gr. FMJ and manufactured by
Charter Industries of Singapore. The headstamps are marked “CIS .380 2Z GC” and the buff boxes are stamped
“Revolver/0.380 2Z/12 Rounds/CIS”. The excellent condition ammunition comes in its original green metal tin with label
that includes “Lot No. RD 69 Date 15 Oct. 1973”. The tin is housed in a military can stenciled for 5.56MM. (76519-238D)
3145 LOT OF .380 2Z
This is a full 240 rd. tin marked “CIS (Charter Industries of Singapore) Lot No. RD 69 Date 15 Oct.
1973” and containing 20 full 12 rd. boxes of 380/200 (38 S&W), 178 gr. FMJ in excellent condition with head stamps
marked “CIS .380 2Z GC”. (76519-238E)
3146 LOT OF 380 2Z This is a full 240 rd. tin with label that reads “Revolver/0.380 2Z/240 Rounds/CIS/Lot No.: RD 69 Date
15 Oct. 1973” and was factory sealed until the time of this inspection, revealing excellent condition 178 gr., FMJ cartridges
packed in 12 rd. boxes and manufactured at Charter Industries of Singapore. (76519-238F)
3147 LOT OF 380 2Z This lot consists of six full 30 rd. clear plastic boxes of .380/200 (38 S&W), FMJ with headstamps
marked “FN 380 2Z” manufactured by Fabrique Nationale in Herstal Belgium. The conditions range from very good to
excellent with mild tarnish and/or onset of light, white powder on some. (76519-190A)
3148 LOT OF 380 2Z This lot consists of 180 rds. housed in six FN marked, clear plastic 30 rd. containers of .380/200 (38
S&W), FMJ with headstamps marked “FN 380 2Z” and manufactured by Fabrique Nationale in Herstal Belgium. The condition rating is about very good plus with some showing faint evidence of oxidation. (76519-190B)
3149 LOT OF 380 2Z This is a lot of six full 30 rd. FN factory two piece plastic trays with headstamps “FN 380 2Z” of .380/200
(38 S&W), FMJ, manufactured by Fabrique Nationale in Herstal Belgium. The condition rating is about very good plus with
some darkening and minor evidence of oxidation. The lot comes in a metal military ammunition can. (764519-190C)
3150 LOT OF 380 2Z This is a lot of six full 30 rd. Fabrique Nationale factory trays of 380/200 (38 S&W), FMJ. The conditions
range from very good to excellent with darkening and tarnish evident on some and the lot includes a metal military ammunition can. (76519-190D)
3151 LOT OF 9.3X72R
This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 193 gr., SP in excellent
condition. (79022-76A)
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3152 LOT OF 9.3X72R This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 193 gr., SP in excellent condition. (79022-76B)
3153 LOT O F 9.3X72R
This is a full 20 rd. box of excellent condition Sellier & Bellot 193 gr., S P in
excellent condition. (79022-76C)
3154 LOT OF 30-40 KRAG This is a full 20 rd. box of Winchester Super-X 180 gr., Power-Point in excellent
condition. (79022-78)
3155 LOT OF 8X57 IR This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of German manufactured Sinoxid 196 gr., round nose in excellent condition. (79022-77)
3156 MIXED AMMUNITION This lot contains five full and or partial boxes of 9mm and 22 LR cartridges. First are two full
50 round boxes of Remington UMC 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges. Second is a partial 50 round box (17) of PMC Bronze
9mm 115 gr., FMJ cartridges. Third are two boxes of Remington 22 Thunderbolt Rimfire cartridges on full one partial. All
cartridges have bright brass and remain in excellent condition. (108950-30S21588A)
3157 8X56R BATTLE PACK This lot includes a partial bag containing 60 rounds of Austrian surplus ammunition. There are
six 10 round boxes of 1935 dated ammo in five round M95 stripper clips. Also included in this lot are 20 rounds of Austrian
8x50R ball cartridges in five round stripper clips. (108998-47H)
3158 8X56R BATTLE PACK This lot includes a sealed bag containing 80 rounds of Austrian surplus ammunition. There are
eight 10 round boxes of ball ammo in five round M95 stripper clips. (108998-47J)
3159 8X56R BATTLE PACK This lot includes a sealed bag containing 80 rounds of Austrian surplus ammunition. There are
eight 10 round boxes of ball ammo in five round M95 stripper clips. (108998-47K)
3160 8X56R BATTLE PACK This lot includes a sealed bag containing 80 rounds of Austrian surplus ammunition. Includes
eight 10 round boxes of ball ammo in five round M95 stripper clips. (108998-47D)
3161 8X56R BATTLE PACK This lot includes a sealed bag containing 80 rounds of Austrian surplus ammunition. There are
eight 10 round boxes of ball ammo in five round M95 stripper clips. (108998-47F)
3162 8X56R BATTLE PACK This lot includes a sealed bag containing 80 rounds of Austrian surplus ammunition. There are
eight ten round boxes of ball ammo in five round M95 stripper clips. (108998-47E)
3163 8X56R BATTLE PACK This lot includes a sealed bag containing 80 rounds of Austrian surplus ammunition. There are
eight ten round boxes of ball ammo in five round M95 stripper clips. (108998-47G)
3164 8X56R BATTLE PACK This lot includes a sealed bag containing 80 rounds of Austrian surplus ammunition. There are
eight ten round boxes of ball ammo in five round M95 stripper clips. (108998-47I)
3165 303 BRITISH This lot includes a sealed can of 303 ball ammo in a wooden crate that reads “303 Ball Mk7 CTN” along
the top and “288 Cart / 303 Ball / Mk7 CTN / HN-135.45” on the sides. This appears to be South African Surplus and it
states not to be used in the Browning Machine gun in red as well. Item remains in very good to excellent condition.
(108998-51)
3166 LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 70 rd. size boxes of 7.62 x 25mm Tokarev FMJ with 1955 dated headstamps and in excellent condition: (3) factory sealed; (1) full and opened at the time of this inspection; (1) containing 43
rds. The buff boxes have white labels with blue print that includes ‘‘104 70 Kom./Metaka TT-7.62mm’’. (1X78001-16B)
3167 LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four full 50 rd. boxes of collectible .22 LR: (1) Remington box 1522 with red backdrop to green stripe that reads ‘‘Hi-Speed Kleanbore’’; (1) Remington R21 that includes ‘‘Kleanbore’’ in red with ‘‘HiSpeed’’ below it; (1) Remington R19 that includes ‘‘New and Improved’’; (1) Winchester LD22LR that exhibits ‘‘Leader’’
over the trademark ‘‘W’’. The lot rates excellent with crisp edges, bold graphics and clean, bright cartridges. (1X7800113AA)
3168 7.62X54 AMMO LOT This lot consists of six boxes of various 7.62x54 ammunition in 20 round boxes. 40 rounds are brass
FMJ surplus of unknown origin, 19 rounds are Seller & Belliot brass softpoint and 59 rounds are surplus steel FMJ.
(1X208879-26)
3169 AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three full boxes of Prvi Partizan (PPU) 25-06 90 grain HP. Each box contains 20
rounds and all are in excellent condition. (2X47696-1A)
3170 LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of nine full 15 rd. boxes of Syrian manufactured 7.5 French in near excellent condition with some minor darkening occurring to the brass. (2X76557-4C)
3171 LOT OF 7.62X39 AMMUNITION This lot is 15 full boxes of Yugoslavian made ‘‘7.62mm Koma M67’’. These rounds have
corrosive berdan primers and show slight signs of oxidation and are in very good condition. (2X228825-168D)
3172 NOSLER CUSTOM AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 20 round boxes of Trophy Grade 6.25x284 Norma. The first
box contains 130 gr., AccuBond cartridges with bright brass and white tipped bullets. The second box contains 120 gr.,
Ballistic tip cartridges with overall bright brass and brown tipped bullets. The cartridges in this lot are in excellent condition.
(1X108912-4)
3173 HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 20 round boxes of Hornady Custom 338 RCM, 225 gr., SST (Super
Shock Tip) cartridges. The brass remains bright and the bullets have red tips with the boxes remaining in excellent condition. (1X108912-3)
3174 HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot contains three full and/or partial boxes of Superformance Varmint 17 Hornet, 20 gr.,
V-Max cartridges. There are two full 25 round boxes with overall bright brass and red tipped bullets and a partial containing
18 cartridges and six fired casings, all in excellent condition. (1X108912-1)
3175 HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 20 round boxes of Hornady Custom 300 RCM, 165 gr., SST (Super
Shock Tip) cartridges. The brass remains bright and the bullets have red tips with the boxes remaining in excellent condition. (1X108912-2)
3176 LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of eleven full 25 rd. boxes and one bag of 16 ga., 2 3/4’’: (3) of Remington
Mohawk Long Range 6 shot; (2) of Remington Express Magnum 6 shot; (2) of Peters Long Range Game Loads 6 shot; (1)
of Peters High Velocity 6 shot; (1) of Peters Victor 5 shot; (1) of CIL Imperial Special Long Range 4 shot; (1) of mixed
Remington. The bag contains 60 rds. of mixed Remington and one rd. of Canuck. The overall condition of the lot is very
good to excellent. (1X77891-2C)
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3177 LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of nine full 25 rd. boxes of Remington 16 ga. Duck/Pheasant Load, 2 3/4’’, 6 shot
in excellent condition. (1X77891-2A)
3178 LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of seven full 25 rd. boxes of Remington 12 ga., 2 3/4’’: (6) of Duck/Pheasant Load
4 shot; (1) containing 24 rds. of Express 4 shot and one rd. of Express 6 shot. One of the Duck/Pheasant Load boxes has
an affixed label that reads ‘‘Slightly Imperfect/Not For Resale’’ due to some shells exhibiting slightly concave crimps and a
couple of the boxes show moderate tarnish to some of the shells but otherwise the lot rates excellent. (1X77891-1E)
3179 LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a lot of ten full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Express 16 ga., 2 3/4’’: (4) 5 shot; (4) 6 shot;
(2) 4 shot. Five of the boxes in this lot are stamped ‘‘Slightly Imperfect’’ (four on inside flap, one on exterior) presumably
due to the mild tarnish that is observed. The balance is in excellent condition. (1X77891-2B)
3180 LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 17 boxes of 22 LR: (1) Remington Golden Bullet Value Pack containing
approximately 300 rds. of brass-plated HP; (1) factory sealed 325 rd. and (1) opened containing approximately 300 rds. of
Federal Target Grade Performance 40 gr. solid; (3) factory sealed 100 rd. plastic cases of Remington 22 Target standard
velocity; (2) factory sealed 100 rd. plastic cases of Winchester Super X 40 gr., Super Speed round nose, copper plated; (1)
factory sealed 100 rd. and (1) containing 44 rds. of CCI Mini-Mag 40 gr., copper plated round nose; (2) full 50 rd. of CCI
standard velocity lead round nose 40 gr.; (2) full 50 rd. and (2) containing a total of approximately 90 rds. of Remington
Kleanbore standard velocity; (1) full 50 rd. of American Eagle high velocity 38 gr., copper-plated HP. Also included is a 22
LR Winchester model 77 factory magazine with strong spring and retaining about 97% original blue. The lot is in excellent
condition and comes in a U.S. issued .50 cal. metal ammo can. (1X78900-28S21458C)
3181 LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of eight full five rd. boxes including the first seven of 12 ga.: (1) of Hornady Heavy
Mag H2K, 2 3/4’’, 300 gr. XTP Mag; (1) of Federal 3’’, Magnum Buckshot, 00 buckshot; (1) of Federal 3’’ Magnum Hi-Shok
slug; (1) of Winchester Supreme 2 3/4’’ copper plated lead shot, 00 buck, 12 pellets; (1) of Rottweil Brenneke 2 3/4’’, rifled
slug, magnum load; (2) of Rottweil Brenneke, 3’’ magnum, rifled slug; (1) of Federal Classic .410 bore, 2 1/2’’, rifled slug,
88 gr. HP. The overall condition is near excellent and the shotgun shells come in a metal military ammunition can.
(2X76654-19Q)
3182 LOT OF SHOTSHELLs This lot consists of eleven full 25 rd. boxes of Peters 12 ga., 2 3/4’’: (5) of Victor 5 shot; (5) of
Long Range Game Loads 4 shot; (1) of High Velocity 5 shot. This is an excellent condition lot. (1X77891-1D)
3183 LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of ten full 25 rd. size boxes of Remington 12 ga. including the first nine that are
2 3/4’’: (2) of Express Magnum 4 shot; (2) of Mohawk Long Range 4 shot; (1) of Shur Shot 6 shot; (2) of Express Extra
Long Range 4 shot; (2) of Express Extra Long Range 6 shot; (1) Remington UMC 3’’, 5 shot. The lot rates very good to
excellent overall. (1X77891-1C)
3184 VINTAGE 405 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes total: one full 20-round box and one empty
box. The cartridges are brass-cased with 300 grain cupro-nickel soft points remaining in very good plus condition showing
some light tarnishing and oxidation staining throughout. The buff box with orange Winchester label rates about good showing some tears and blow-outs on the bottom surface, light staining, scuffs and a few torn labels. Most of the labels are still
intact and entirely visible. The empty buff box with orange labels appears to have a mismatched lid but remains in about
very good condition showing some old tape residue, minor scuffs, a few small tears and light staining. The labels on the lid
and body are still mostly clear. (1X137761-2A)
3185 LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot contains two boxes. First is an empty two-piece natural colored box with
green and orange affixed labels that read: ‘‘Winchester .32 Caliber Cartridges’’. The box is in near very good condition with
some light scuffing and a small tear along the top edge and two seam separations at the corners. Second is a two-piece
box of Peters .32 S&W cartridges containing 41 mixed manufacture cartridges ranging in condition from good to very good,
showing varying levels of discoloration and oxidation. The natural color box rates poor having been crudely tape repaired
with several small tears, missing sections and split seams. (2X108825-167L)
3186 COLLECTIBLE REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot contains two items. First is a full 50 round box of .32 Automatic
that is of mixed manufacture. The cartridges range in condition from good to very good with varying levels of oxidation. The
two-piece plaid pattern box rates about very good with scattered scuffing, light ingrained dirt staining, and the labels are
mostly complete. Second is a two-piece black box with red label of .38 Colt Police Positive. The cartridges are of mixed
manufacture and they range in condition from good to very good with varying levels of discoloration and oxidation. The box
has scuffing along its edges and flats, with separated seam along the top half corner. The red labels are mostly complete
with one missing a 2’’ section on the top half and it has started to separate from the box. (2X108825-167M)
3187 MIXED AMMUNITION LOT This lot consist of (12) rounds of Concorde 12-gauge, 2 3/4", 1 ounce, #6 shotshells that
rate about good to very good showing light oxidation on some of the heads. Also included are (10) rounds of Remington
12-gauge 2 3/4" hollow point "rifled" slug shotshells of unknown projectile weight that also rate good to very good with
scattered oxidation on some the heads. (88950-42A)
3188 LOT OF AMMUNITION. This lot contains one box containing (19) .223 Remington Norinco ball, one box containing (14)
Remington .308 Winchester 150 PSP, and a bag of approximately (30) .38 Colt lead round nose cartridges. One full vintage
box of (50) Western Super Match 45 ACP, in the blue and yellow colors, 185 grain lead wadcutter, rating about excellent.
One box of 30+/- 38 Special Mighty Midget grenade launching cartridges from the Lake Erie Chemical Co. Also included
is one vintage blue and white Winchester box for .32 Auto Colt (ACP) with 4 cartridges in it. (3A8935-1B)
3189 LOT OF 7.62 TRACER This lot consists of two cardboard boxes in cloth bandoliers, of loose 7.62x51 NATO orange-tipped
tracer ammunition. Each has roughly 75 +/- rounds with Lake City headstamps dated 86-90, they are mostly bright showing perhaps a bit of very light tarnish. (37304-2)
3190 CASE OF 12 GA. SHOTSHELLS A single sealed case of RST 12 ga. 2 3/4” 1200 velocity 1 1/4 oz 6 shot shotshells.
There are 10 boxes containing 25 shells each for a total of 250 shells. (227521-1A)
3191 SHOTSHELL LOT Eight total boxes, six full boxes of (25) RST 12 ga. 2” 15/16 oz 6 shot, one full box of (25) RST 16 ga.
2 1/2” 1 oz 6 shot and one full box of (25) Eley 12 ga. 2” 6 shot. (227521-1B)
3192 FEDERAL AMERICAN EAGLE 45 ACP Five brand new boxes of 230 gr .45 ACP ammo, 50 rounds to a box for a total
of 250 rounds. (227521-1E)
3193 FEDERAL AMERICAN EAGLE 45 ACP Five brand new boxes of 230 gr .45 ACP ammo, 50 rounds to a box for a total
of 250 rounds. (227521-1F)
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3194 FEDERAL AMERICAN EAGLE 45 ACP Five brand new boxes of 230 gr .45 ACP ammo, 50 rounds to a box for a total
of 250 rounds. (227521-1G)
3195 FEDERAL AMERICAN EAGLE 45 ACP Five brand new boxes of 230 gr .45 ACP ammo, 50 rounds to a box for a total
of 250 rounds. (227521-1H)
3196 12 GA. SHOTSHELL LOT Ten full boxes, (25) shells each, seven boxes of Estate Cartridge 12 ga. 2 3/4” 1 oz 7 1/2 shot
and three boxes of RST 12 ga. 2 1/2” 1 oz 6 shot paper cartridges, all in excellent condition. (227521-1C)
3197 9MM STEYR AMMO LOT This lot consists of five 25 round boxes of FN made 9mm Steyr FMJ ammunition. The first box
is a partial box that contains 16 rounds and the rounds show some tarnish. The other four boxes are full and they are
sealed. The boxes show scattered flaking of the labels and some minor soiling. (207884-59T) [Craig Brown Collection]
3198 7.92X33 KURZ AMMO LOT This lot consists of four full 15 round boxes of Nazi 7.92x33 Kurz ammunition. The ammo
appears to be mostly dated 1944 and headstamped "aux" for Polte Armaturen. The rounds are steel cased and they show
some dirt staining from the years. The boxes are in fair to good overall condition with tears, worn edges and scattered soiling. The labels read "15 Pistolen-Patr.43m.E./1944 aux 86". A neat find for the military collector. (207884-59U) [Craig
Brown Collection]
3199 7.92X33 KURZ AMMO LOT Total of five boxes. The first box is a partial box that contains 10 rounds on stripper clips.
The other four boxes are full 15 round boxes of loose ammunition. Most of the rounds appear to be 1944 dated and headstamped "aux" for Polte Armaturen. The rounds are steel cased and some show dirt staining from the years. The boxes
show soiling, tears, some crazing and missing pieces of the labels. A great lot for the cartridge collector. (207884-59V)
[Craig Brown Collection]
3200 11MM MAUSER DUMMY CARTRIDGES This lot consists of 10 inert rounds of 11mm Mauser ammunition. The
rounds retain their original paper patched led bullets, they have been made inert by adding a hole in the case and removing
the primers. The rounds show scattered tarnish and oxidation spots. (207884-59X) [Craig Brown Collection]
3201 LOT OF 12 GA. BLACKPOWDER SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of eight boxes, quantity of 10 each box, 12 ga. #6
shot, 2 3/4” blackpowder shotshells, 2 3/4 dram “field load” from Navy Arms. Shells are RWS and Rottweil marked and are
overall very good to perhaps very good plus, the brass showing some tarnish, a few of the heads a bit more moderate with
light oxidation, they would clean easily with steel wool. A good lot of ammunition for your antique 12 bore from a quality
maker. (38935-1D)
3202 U.S. MILITARY SURPLUS 45 ACP Three assorted full and partial 50-round boxes. First is a 27-round box of Remington
Arms Co. Ball-Match Grade Lot 5031. The brass cases and copper jacketed bullets all show moderate tarnishing and oxidation. Next is a full 50-round box of Remington Arms Co. regular ball ammo in near excellent condition showing some mild
tarnish. Finally there is a 49-round box of Remington Arms Co. regular ball ammo in near excellent condition showing some
mild tarnish. (138318-15)
3203 ASSORTED AMMUNITION LOT 45-70 and 30-40 Krag. First is a full 20-round box of Western Super X Silvertip 30-40
Krag loaded with 180 grain expanding bullets in brass cases. The cases remain in near excellent condition showing some
mild tarnishing. Next are 22 rounds of assorted factory 45-70 including five older cartridges loaded with lead bullets with
headstamps as follows: 1 "U.S.C.CO", 3 "W.R.A. CO.", 1 "REM-UMC" and 1 "R / W/ 16 / 6". The remaining cartridges are
Winchester 405 grain jacketed soft points that include their original yellow Winchester box. (138318-15A)
3204 ASSORTED AMMUNITION LOT Winchester Wildcat 22 LR and Spanish surplus 9mm. Included are three full 50-round
boxes of Winchester Wildcat 22 LR cartridges loaded with 40 grain lead bullets in brass cases remaining in near excellent
condition showing perhaps some mild tarnishing. Next are two full 25-round boxes of Spanish Toledo Arsenal 9mm
Parabellum loaded in brass cases with non-magnetic bullets showing some light to moderate scattered tarnishing.
(138318-15B)
3205 CENTURY ARMS SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot includes ten sealed boxes of Yugoslavian made, 184 gr.,
7.62X54R, FMJ cartridges. There are 15 cartridges per box and all boxes remain in excellent condition. (108998-47A1)
3206 CENTURY ARMS SURPLUS AMMUNITION This lot includes ten sealed boxes of Yugoslavian made, 184 gr.,
7.62X54R, FMJ cartridges. There are 15 cartridges per box and all boxes remain in excellent condition. (108998-47)
3207 HUNGARIAN SURPLUS 7.62X54R This lot includes five full 20-round boxes of steel case, Berdan primed, 148 gr.,
FMJ cartridges in plain boxes without labels and remain in excellent condition. (108998-47C3)
3208 HUNGARIAN SURPLUS 7.62X54R This lot includes five full 20-round boxes of steel case, Berdan primed, 148 gr.,
FMJ cartridges in plain boxes without labels and remain in excellent condition. (108998-47C1)
3209 HUNGARIAN SURPLUS 7.62X54R This lot includes six full 20-round boxes of steel case, Berdan primed, 148 gr.,
FMJ cartridges in plain boxes without labels and remain in excellent condition. (108998-47C)
3210 HUNGARIAN SURPLUS 7.62X54R This lot includes six full 20-round boxes of steel case, Berdan primed, 148 gr.,
FMJ cartridges in plain boxes without labels and remain in excellent condition. (108998-47C2)
3211 CHINESE SURPLUS 7.62X39MM This lot includes 200 rounds of steel case 123 gr., FMJ ball cartridges in ten-round
stripper clips in excellent condition. (108998-47A3)
3212 CHINESE SURPLUS 7.62X39MM This lot includes 200 rounds of steel case 123 gr., FMJ ball cartridges in ten-round
stripper clips in excellent condition. (108998-47A2)
3213 ROMANIAN SURPLUS 7.62X25MM TOKAREV This lot includes 432 rounds of 22 / 83 head stamped cartridges in
plain cardboard boxes. The cartridges are brass cased, ball ammo and remain mostly bright in overall excellent condition.
(108998-47B1)
3214 ROMANIAN SURPLUS 7.62X25MM TOKAREV This lot includes 432 rounds of 22 / 83 head stamped cartridges in
plain cardboard boxes. The cartridges are brass cased, ball ammo and remain mostly bright in overall excellent condition.
(108998-47B2)
3215 ROMANIAN SURPLUS 7.62X25MM TOKAREV This lot includes 360 rounds of 22 / 83 head stamped cartridges in
plain cardboard boxes.
The cartridges are brass cased, ball ammo and remain mostly bright in overall
excellent condition. (108998-47B)
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3216 WINCHESTER AMMUNITION A full 20 round box of Super-X 348 Win., 200 gr., silvertip cartridges. The cartridges
show light tarnish and come in the black, white, and orange labeled box listed as “Commemorative Ammunition for the
Browning Model 71” with picture of rifle on the box. (107833-1)
3217 SELLIER & BELLOT 5.6X52R This lot includes five full and partial 20-round boxes. There are three full boxes of 70 gr.,
SP cartridges with mostly bright brass. One partial box containing 16, 70 gr., SP cartridges and four fired cases with lightly
tarnished brass and one full box of fired cases all in very good to excellent condition. (107833-1A)
3218 250 SAVAGE This lot includes four 20 round boxes. There are two full Remington Express 250 Savage, 100 gr., PSP
with mostly bright brass, one partial Remington Express 250 Savage, 100 gr., PSP containing 16 cartridges and four fired
cases showing light tarnish and one partial Winchester Super-X 250 Savage 100 gr., Silver Tip containing 6 cartridges and
14 fired casings with tarnished brass all ranging in good to very good condition. (107833-1B)
3219 COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of 38 antique and collectible cartridges. Each cartridge is individually packaged and labeled. Included are: one 5mm Sturtevant, two 5mm Clement, two .220 Russian (5.6x39), three
7mm Nambu, one 7mm Pinfire, one 25-21 Stevens, five 44 Flat RF, one 44 XL Ballard, two 40-70 S.S., three 40-110, one
450 Nitro 3 1/4, one 450/348, one 46 RF, one 50 RF pistol, one 50-70 IP, one 50-110, one 56-56 Spencer, four 56-50 RF,
three 56-56 RF, one 577 Snyder Shot, one 577/450, and one 58 CF Musket round. All are in very good to excellent condition with tarnished brass and some have light oxidation to the heads. (48667-1)
3220 12 GA. SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT six full boxes of (25) RST 12 ga. 2 3/4” Lite 1 oz 6 shot and 1 full box of (25)
and a partial box of (24) RST 12 ga 2 3/4” 1 oz 8 shot, all in excellent condition. (227521-1D)
3221 28 GA. SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT 10 full boxes of Remington 28 ga. 2 3/4” 3/4 oz 9 shot with (25) shells each.
The boxes and shells are in excellent condition. (227521-1E)
3222 20 GA. SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT One unopened case of RST 20 ga 2 3/4” 7/8 oz 7 shot. The case consists of
10 boxes with (25) shells each for a total of 250 shells. (227521-1F)
3223 28 GA. SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT seven full boxes of (25) and one partial box of (24) Kent Cartridge Velocity
Diamond Shot 28 ga 2 3/4” 3/4 oz 8 shot shotshells. All boxes and shells appear to be in excellent condition. (227521-1G)
3224 28 GA. SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT eight full boxes of (25) Winchester 28 ga 2 3/4” 3/4 oz 9 shot and one partial
box of (14) Gamebore Cartridge Co. 28 ga 2 3/4” 1 oz 6 shot, all shells are in excellent condition. (227521-1H)
3225 SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT This is a mixed lot, nine boxes total. Included are (50) RST 12 ga 2 3/4” 1 oz 6 shot,
(37) Remington 16 ga 2 3/4” 1 oz 7 1/2 shot, (25) Federal Heavy Field 16 ga 2 3/4” 1 1/8 oz 7 1/2 shot, (25) Remington
20 ga 2 3/4” 7/8 oz 8 shot, (25) mixed RST 20 ga 2 3/4” shells, (14) RST 16 ga 2 1/2” 1 oz 6 shot and (16) mixed
Winchester 20 ga 2 3/4” shells. (227521-1I)
3226 COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT One “brick” of Remington Hi-Speed 22 long rifle ammunition. The outer box is red,
white and green box with “Kleanbore” and “Golden Bullet on the side, the box is in about very good condition with minor
signs of wear on the corners and edges of the flaps. Contained inside are 10 boxes with 50 rounds each for a total of 500
rounds. (227521-1J)
3227 AMMUNITION LOT Three full 25-round boxes of Winchester Deer & Black Bear 44 Remington Magnum 240 gr hollow
soft point. All boxes and rounds appear to be in like-new condition. (229012-5A)
3228 AMMUNITION LOT THREE FULL 25-ROUND BOXES OF WINCHESTER DEER & BLACK BEAR 44 REMINGTON
MAGNUM 240 gr hollow soft point. All boxes and rounds appear to be in like-new condition. (229012-5B)
3229 AMMUNITION LOT FOUR 25-ROUND BOXES OF WINCHESTER DEER & BLACK BEAR 44 REMINGTON MAGNUM
240 gr hollow soft point. All boxes and rounds appear to be in like-new condition. (229012-5C)
3230 AMMUNITION LOT Five plastic “egg crates” containing (30) rounds of Fabrique Nationale 380 2z (.38 S&W) 178 gr FMJ
revolver ammunition. This is the British military loading. (229012-10A)
3231 AMMUNITION LOT FIVE PLASTIC “EGG CRATES” containing (30) rounds of Fabrique Nationale 380 2z (.38 S&W) 178
gr FMJ revolver ammunition. This is the British military loading. (229012-10B)
3232 AMMUNITION LOT FOUR PLASTIC “EGG CRATES” containing (30) rounds of Fabrique Nationale 380 2z (.38 S&W) 178
gr FMJ revolver ammunition. This is the British military loading. (229012-10C)
3233 AMMUNITION LOT 14 BOXES, each box containing (36) rounds Syrian-made 9mm ammo. The boxes are blue and pink
and have Arabic writing on the labels. The visible rounds look lightly tarnished but are in overall about excellent shape.
(229012-10D)
3234 AMMUNITION LOT 12 BOXES, each box containing (36) rounds Syrian-made 9mm ammo. The boxes are blue and pink
and have Arabic writing on the labels. The visible rounds look lightly tarnished but are in overall about excellent shape.
(229012-10E)
3235 AMMUNITION LOT 12 BOXES, each containing (15) rounds of Czech 7.62x45 rifle ammunition. Each light green box
contains three stripper clips with five rounds each. These cartridges are steel cased, have corrosive Berdan primers and
are in about excellent condition. (229012-10F)
3236 AMMUNITION LOT 12 BOXES, each containing (15) rounds of Czech 7.62x45 rifle ammunition. Each light green box
contains three stripper clips with five rounds each. These cartridges are steel cased, have corrosive Berdan primers and
are in about excellent condition. (229012-10G)
3237 AMMUNITION LOT 12 BOXES, each containing (15) rounds of Czech 7.62x45 rifle ammunition. Each light green box
contains three stripper clips with five rounds each. These cartridges are steel cased, have corrosive Berdan primers and
are in about excellent condition. (229012-10H)
3238 AMMUNITION LOT 12 BOXES, each containing (15) rounds of Czech 7.62x45 rifle ammunition. Each light green box
contains three stripper clips with five rounds each. These cartridges are steel cased, have corrosive Berdan primers and
are in about excellent condition. (229012-10I)
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3239 AMMUNITION LOT 12 boxes, each containing (15) rounds of Czech 7.62x45 rifle ammunition. Each light green box contains three stripper clips with five rounds each. These cartridges are steel cased, have corrosive Berdan primers and are in
about excellent condition. (229012-10J)
3240 AMMUNITION LOT Five boxes, each containing (20) rounds of Sellier & Bellot 6.5x55mm Swedish 140 gr JSP. The boxes
and cartridges appear to be in like-new condition. (229012-11A)
3241 AMMUNITION LOT Five boxes, each containing (20) rounds of Sellier & Bellot 6.5x55mm Swedish 140 gr JSP. The boxes
and cartridges appear to be in like-new condition. (229012-11B)
3242 AMMUNITION LOT Five boxes, each containing (20) rounds of Sellier & Bellot 6.5x55mm Swedish 140 gr JSP. The boxes
and cartridges appear to be in like-new condition. (229012-11C)
3243 AMMUNITION LOT FIVE BOXES, each containing (20) rounds of Sellier & Bellot 6.5x55mm Swedish 140 gr JSP. The
boxes and cartridges appear to be in like-new condition. (229012-11D)
3244 7.62 NATO BELT FED AMMUNITION One cloth-linked belt with approximately (265) rounds of 7.62 Nato ammunition
in excellent condition. The cloth belt is white with identical metal ends, all brass and bullets are shiny
and untarnished. (229012-2)
3245 VINTAGE 1911 AMMUNITION LOT Six boxes total, five full boxes with (50) rounds each marked “Pistol Ball/Caliber
.45 M1911”, one partial box with (49) rounds marked “Ball/Caliber .45 M1911”. These boxes are in about excellent condition
and
are
likely
unissued
military
ammunition
with
corrosive
primers,
they
are
headstamp-dated 1943. (229012-7A)
3246 VINTAGE 1911 AMMUNITION LOT Six boxes total, five full boxes with (50) rounds each marked “Pistol Ball/Caliber
.45 M1911”. These boxes are in about excellent condition and are likely unissued military ammunition with corrosive
primers, they are headstamp-dated 1943. (229012-7B)
3247 AMMUNITION LOT Five full boxes, each with (50) rounds of PMC .30 Carbine 110 gr FMJ. All boxes and cartridges
appear to be like-new condition. (229012-19A)
3248 AMMUNITION LOT Five full boxes, each with (50) rounds of PMC .30 Carbine 110 gr FMJ. All boxes and cartridges
appear to be like-new condition. (229012-19B)
3249 AMMUNITION LOT Five full boxes, each with (50) rounds of PMC .30 Carbine 110 gr FMJ. All boxes and cartridges
appear to be like-new condition. (229012-19C)
3250 AMMUNITION LOT Five full boxes, each with (50) rounds of PMC .30 Carbine 110 gr FMJ. All boxes and cartridges
appear to be like-new condition. (229012-19D)
3251 AMMUNITION LOT Five full boxes, each containing (32) cartridges of .303 British 174 gr FMJ rifle and machinegun
ammunition. The box label has “.303 Inch/Mk 7/” with a British broad arrow and “I.S.A.A.” Four of the boxes are sealed in
cellophane, one is open, the visible cartridges are in about excellent condition with shiny brass and
corrosive Berdan primers. (229012-11E)
3252 AMMUNITION LOT Three full boxes with (50) rounds of Federal .45 ACP 230 gr FMJ, one full box with (20) rounds of
Winchester .45 Colt 255 gr LRN. All boxes and rounds are in about excellent condition. (229012-17)
3253 AMMUNITION LOT Six boxes total, five full boxes with (50) and one partial box with (38) rounds of Sellier & Bellot 9mm
Makarov 95 gr FMJ and one partial box with (48) rounds of Norinco 9mm Makarov non-corrosive steel cased ammunition.
All boxes and ammunition appears to be in about excellent condition. (229012-16)
3254 AMMUNITION LOT Three full boxes, two boxes with (20) cartridges each of Remington 30-40 Krag 180 gr Core-Lokt
soft point and one box with (20) cartridges of Dominion 30-40 Krag 180 gr KKSP, all boxes and cartridges are in about
excellent condition. (229012-1A)
3255 AMMUNITION LOT Four full boxes, two boxes with (20) cartridges each of Remington 30-40 Krag 180 gr Core-Lokt soft
point and two full boxes with (10) cartridges of 8mmx56 Mannlicher loaded on two stripper clips, (5) cartridges each. The
8mm boxes are Nazi-marked with “8mm M. 30 Scharfe/S-Patronen” All boxes and cartridges are in about excellent condition. (229012-1B)
3256 SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT Two boxes, one full with (25), one partial with (21) of Remington 20 ga 3” 1 1/4 oz
6 shot Express Magnum shotshells. The brass is slightly tarnished but the shells are in overall about excellent condition.
(229012-1D)
3257 AMMUNITION LOT Mixed lot, six full sealed boxes with (36) rounds each of Syrian-made 9mm ammunition, three full
boxes with (50) PMC .30 Carbine ball ammunition. All boxes and visible ammunition are in about
excellent shape. (229012-1E)
3258 7.62 NATO BELT FED AMMUNITION Linked 7.62 NATO ammunition typically used in an M60 machinegun. This belt is
approximately 25’ long with every fifth round being an orange-tipped tracer, there are approximately (550) total rounds
attached to the belt. The cartridges are slightly tarnished but are in overall excellent condition. The belt is contained in a
tall OD green ammo can. (228802-21)
3259 7.62 NATO BELT FED AMMUNITION One linked belt with approximately (110) rounds of 7.62 NATO ball ammo
attached with approximately 40 empty links, belt and ammo are in about excellent condition. Approximately (30) rounds of
orange tip 7.62x51mm tracers on five round stripper clips, two bandoliers containing (60) rounds of 7.62x51mm individually
separated on five round stripper clips. This lot is contained in a 7.62 NATO OD green ammo can. (229012-14B)
3260 AMMUNITION LOT Six cloth bandoliers, five with (60) rounds of 7.62 NATO individually separated on five round stripper
clips, One with (45) rounds of 7.62 NATO individually separated on five round stripper clips all items appear to be in about
excellent condition and are contained in a 7.62 NATO OD green ammo can. (229012-14A)
3261 AMMUNITION LOT Two light green cloth bandoliers with seven pouches, each containing (70) rounds of Turkish 8mm
Mauser ammunition on five-round stripper clips. The bandoliers and ammunition are in about excellent
condition. (229012-15A)
3262 AMMUNITION LOT Approximately (235) loose Remington 30-40 Krag rifle cartridges headstamp-dated 1917 showing
lightly tarnished brass. The cartridges come in an OD green ammo can. (229012-15B)
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3263 AMMUNITION LOT One bag of approximately (120) cartridges of mixed .30-06 ammunition. The bag contains mostly
standard ball ammunition with a couple red-tipped tracers mixed in. The brass shows slight signs of tarnish but are in overall about excellent condition. (229012-18A)
3264 AMMUNITION LOT One bag of approximately (120) cartridges of mixed .30-06 ammunition. The bag contains mostly
standard ball ammunition with a couple red-tipped tracers mixed in. The brass shows slight signs of tarnish but are in overall about excellent condition. (229012-18B)
3265 AMMUNITION LOT Two OD green cloth bandoliers with six pouches, each containing (8) .30-06 Springfield black
tipped cartridges held in M1 Garand enbloc clips. Also included are seven full M1 Garand enbloc Clips, each containing
(8) .30-06 Springfield cartridges with a mixed batch of black tip, red tip, orange tip and standard ball ammunition. All cartridges appear to be in about excellent condition with slightly tarnished brass. (229012-18A)
3266 AMMUNITION LOT 11 mixed maker boxes all containing Lake City .30-06 ball ammunition. Each box contains (20) cartridges in about excellent condition. Also included are (14) Frankford Arsenal .30-06 tracer rounds headstamp dated 1941
and 1943, they are about very good with some dirty tarnished brass. (229012-18B)
3267 AMMUNITION LOT Three OD green cloth bandoliers with 7 pockets, each containing (140) rounds of what appears to
be Lake City 5.56 M193 55 gr ball ammo separated on two 10-round stripper clips. The brass is shiny, the entire lot is in
about excellent condition, the ammo comes in an OD green metal ammo can. (229012-13A)
3268 AMMUNITION LOT Three OD green cloth bandoliers with 7 pockets, each containing (140) rounds of what appears to
be Lake City 5.56 M193 55 gr ball ammo separated on two 10-round stripper clips. The brass is shiny, the entire lot is in
about excellent condition, the ammo comes in an OD green metal ammo can. (229012-13B)
3269 AMMUNITION LOT One bag of approximately (240) Russian-made 7.62x54r 148 gr rifle cartridges in about excellent
condition. This bag comes in a slightly oxidized OD green ammo can. (229012-12A)
3270 AMMUNITION LOT One OD green ammo can containing approximately (400) rounds of Finnish-made 7.62x54r ammunition. The cartridges are tarnished and show signs of age, many of the headstamps range between 1932-1940, there could
be some older or newer dates mixed in. (229012-12B)
3271 AMMUNITION LOT MIXED LOT, one OD green cloth bandolier with six pockets, each containing (20) rounds of .30
Carbine separated on two 10-round stripper clips and one full box with (20) Norma 7.5x55 180 gr soft point rifle cartridges.
All ammunition in this lot is in about excellent condition. (229012-1F)
3272 AMMUNITION LOT One box with (50) rounds of Remington .38 Special (+P) 125 gr semi-JHP. These are nickel cased
rounds in about excellent condition. (229012-20)

Magazines

3273 SWEDISH M40 LAHTI MAGAZINES This lot consists of six original Swedish M40 Lahti 8-round 9mm magazines and
one magazine loader. All are stamped with Swedish crown inspection marks and are in very good plus condition showing
some moderate operational wear overall and the springs all seem to be quite strong. A nice lot to accompany your Lahti
pistol. (138942-16)
3274 JAPANESE TYPE 14 MAGAZINE This lot consists of one Japanese Type 14 magazine serial #203 with a “dot”. This is
an early example without the additional retainer notch on the front of the body. The metal surfaces have been moderately
cleaned into the white and are mostly bright showing some remnants of light pitting scattered about, a few small spots of
oxidation staining, a small dent at the bottom right side and the markings still quite clear. The follower spring is very weak
and will likely need to be replaced in order for the magazine to function reliably. (138942-17)
3275 JAPANESE TYPE 14 MAGAZINE This lot consists of one Japanese Type 14 magazine serial #673 with a “dot”. This is
a later example with the additional retainer notch present on the front of the body. The body retains about 90% original
blue showing some minor operational wear and freckling. The aluminum base is mostly a light gray patina, all of the markings are crisp and the spring is robust. A very good condition magazine to accompany your mid to late-war Type 14.
(138942-18)
3276 J. P. SAUER 38H MAGAZINE This lot consists of one original 32 ACP magazine for the 38H pistol retaining about 85%
original blue showing some overall operational wear and the spring seems robust. This is an earlier variant with the floorplate featuring the "SuS" logo and grooved forward edge. (138050-588A)
3277 GERMAN LUGER MAGAZINE This lot consists of one original Luger magazine serial #2077u with a crisp "(Eagle) / 63"
Waffenamt on the base. The body retains about 90% original blue showing some operational wear, a couple minor freckles
and some toning to gray patina. The aluminum base shows a couple moderate dings on the left side and the spring seems
strong. (138944-10E)
3278 GERMAN LUGER MAGAZINE This lot consists of one original Luger magazine with a blank base. The body retains perhaps 60% original nickel finish that is blending with areas of smooth gray patina also showing some spots of light oxidation
staining and freckling. The unmarked aluminum base is mostly a light gray patina showing just a few tiny dings and appears
to have had its original number removed long ago and the spring still seems to be quite strong. (138944-10F)
3279 MAUSER HSC MAGAZINES This lot consists of two original Nazi-era 32 ACP magazines for the Mauser HSc pistol.
Both magazines remain in very good plus condition with strong springs and one magazine body shows some remnants of
older reapplied blue while the other is still in-the-white. The floorplates are unmarked and both magazines show some light
operational wear. (138050-522A)
3280 JAPANESE TYPE 99 MACHINE GUN MAGAZINE This is an original magazine that appears to be un-numbered and
retains about 90% dull arsenal blue with some spots of light pitting, oxidation staining and areas toning to gray patina. The
spring seems to be serviceable. A very good condition and rare magazine. (138998-2A)
3281 BRITISH BREN GUN FULL MAGAZINE BOX This box contains 12 Bren magazines all in very good plus to near excel-
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lent condition showing some minor operational wear. Two of the magazine floorplates are maker-marked "TMS" and the
rest are of Inglis manufacture. The box has an intact carry handle and latch and is stenciled in white paint on the front "BOX
MAG BREN 303 / MK I". The box retains about 90% arsenal green paint with minor scattered flaking and small dings.
(138998-50)
BRITISH BREN GUN MAGAZINES Four total, assorted manufacturers with two Inglis-marked, one un-marked and the
last one marked "S123" on the floorplate. All are in very good plus condition, one showing some more moderate dings on
the floorplate. The magazines will need to be thoroughly cleaned as they are all packed with cosmoline. (138998-3A)
CZ VZ-58 MAGAZINES Two total. These original Czech military 30-round aluminum magazines both retain about 90%
original light gray enamel finish showing some operational wear and flaking at the high edges throughout. The springs in
both magazines are still strong. (138998-48)
ISRAELI GALIL MAGAZINE One total. 35-round Israeli-made magazine retaining about 98% arsenal phosphate finish
showing some scratches and minor operational wear.(138998-48A)
GERMAN K43 MAGAZINE ONE total. This original gcb-coded magazine retains about 45% original black enamel finish
with the balance flaked to gray-brown patina. The left side body is stamped with two "(Eagle) / WaA892" Waffenamts, the
gcb code and "K43". The spring is still strong making for a very nice and desirable K43 magazine. (138998-48B)
GERMAN K43 MAGAZINE ONE total. This original gcb-coded magazine retains about 25-30% original black enamel
finish with the balance flaked to gray-brown patina also showing some light oxidation staining. The left side body is
stamped with two "(Eagle) / WaA892" Waffenamts, the gcb code and "K43".The spring is still strong making for a nice
original K43 magazine. (138998-48C)
PPSH-41 MAGAZINES Two total. Box magazines with flat un-ribbed bodies. The first magazine has "2242" crossed out
on the floorplate and retains about 90% arsenal dull blue showing some light oxidation staining on the left side, minor operational wear and scratches. The second magazine is un-numbered and retains about 95% arsenal dull blue showing some
light scratches, handling marks and has a faint Soviet arsenal stamp on the body. Both magazines retain strong springs.
(138998-48D)
PPSH-41 MAGAZINES Two total. Box magazines with flat un-ribbed bodies. The first magazine is un-numbered and
retains about 98% arsenal dull blue showing some minor handling marks, scratches and dried cosmoline. The right side
body is stamped with a faint Soviet arsenal mark. The second magazine retains about 95% arsenal dull blue showing some
scattered light scratches and minor operational wear and is stamped with the same faint Soviet arsenal mark on the right
side. Both magazines retain strong springs. (138998-48E)
PPSH-41 MAGAZINES Two total. Box magazines with flat un-ribbed bodies. Both magazines are un-numbered and
stamped with faint Soviet arsenal marks on the right side. Both retain about 95% arsenal dull blue showing scattered
scratches, light operational wear and have strong springs. (138998-48F)
PPSH-41 MAGAZINES Two total. Box magazines with flat un-ribbed bodies. Both magazines are un-numbered and
stamped with faint Soviet arsenal marks on the right side. Both retain about 95% arsenal dull blue showing scattered
scratches, light operational wear and have strong springs. (138998-48G)
PPSH-41 MAGAZINES Two total. Box magazines with flat un-ribbed bodies. One magazine has a crossed out number
"8485" on the floorplate, the other is scratch-numbered "9343" on the body and both are stamped with faint Soviet arsenal
marks on the right side. Both retain about 95% arsenal dull blue showing scattered scratches, light operational wear and
have strong springs. (138998-48H)
RUGER MINI-14 MAGAZINES Two 30-round blued magazines. Both are in excellent like-new condition still packaged
in their original factory boxes. (138999-2A)
RUGER MINI-14 MAGAZINES Three 30-round blued magazines. All are in excellent like-new condition still packaged
in their original factory boxes. (138999-2B)
MAC-10 MAGAZINES Four 32-round National Cartridge brand blued magazines. Three are like new in their original
packaging and one is in very good plus condition showing some light operational wear and handling marks. (138999-1D)
MAC-10 MAGAZINES Four 32-round blued magazines. Three are Cobray brand with the logo stamped on the front and
one is an unmarked aftermarket magazine. One of the Cobray magazines shows some more wear overall with a worn locking notch and feed lips. The remainder rate very good plus showing some light operational wear. (138999-1C)
MAC-10 MAGAZINES Four 32-round blued magazines. Two are National Cartridge brand like new in their original packaging, one is Cobray brand with logo in like new condition and the last is a National Cartridge brand in very good plus condition showing some light operational wear and handling marks. (138999-1E)
MAC-10 MAGAZINES Four 32-round Cobray brand blued magazines. All are stamped with the Cobray logo on the front
and remain in very good plus condition showing some operational wear throughout. (138999-1B)
MAC-10 MAGAZINES Four 32-round Cobray brand blued magazines. All are stamped with the Cobray logo on the front
and remain in very good plus condition showing some operational wear throughout. (138999-1A)
SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1940 LIGHT RIFLE MAGAZINE One total. 20-round box magazine retaining about 98%
original blue showing some light scratches and minor operational wear. An excellent condition and rare magazine for these
ill-fated rifles. (138845-4)
SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1940 LIGHT RIFLE MAGAZINE One total. 20-round box magazine retaining about 95%
original blue showing light operational wear most noticeable on the left side of the body. (138845-4A)
SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1940 LIGHT RIFLE MAGAZINE One total. 20-round box magazine retaining about 99%
original blue showing some scattered dried cosmoline and minor handling marks. The magazine is still housed in an
unmarked cardboard sleeve. (138845-4B)
M&P 40 MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory 10-round magazines for the M&P 40c pistol that have light use
marks and remain in very good to excellent condition. (108950-1S212990)
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3303 1911 MAGAZINES WITH MILLS POUCH This lot contains a Mills two pocket September 1917dated canvas pouch with two Colt two-tone magazines. The first magazine retains most of its blue finish
with a definitive line showing some scattered light fine oxidation staining and minor operational
wear marks and is unmarked with a pinned base. The second magazine shows slightly faded blue
with some light oxidation staining and is unmarked with a pinned base as well. Two very
fine condition magazines overall. The pouch shows moderate ingrained dirt staining
and all stitching remains tight with unmarked brown colored snaps. (108945-18)
3304 1911 MAGAZINES WITH MILLS POUCH This lot contains a Mills two
pocket pouch dated March 1918 with January 1916 patent date. The pouch
shows ingrained dirt staining with all seams remaining tight and has unmarked
brown colored snaps. The first magazine is a two-tone pinned base lanyard loop
magazine that retains strong blue with a very definitive line. The magazine shows some minor fine oxidation staining and light operational marks. The second two-tone lanyard loop with welded bottom magazine has a smaller section of blue with overall light scratches, operational wear marks and fine oxidation
staining. These magazines are unmarked and remain in very good to excellent condition. (108945-18A)
3305 SMITH & WESSON MAGAZINES This lot consist of two bright-bodied seven-round magazines
in 45 ACP likely for a model 457 Semi-pistol with plastic bases and remain in excellent condition.
(108950-37S18085A)
3306 LOT OF AK MAGAZINES This lot consists of two steel 20 round AK style magazines. The magazines are blued-over and
unmarked with some light wear but remain in excellent condition. Also included are three stripper clips and a loading tool.
(1X48579-8E)
3307 LOT OF LUGER MAGAZINES This lot consists two unmarked magazines for the Luger P.08 and similar pistols. The magazines each have a black polymer base and are likely newer reproductions that are in excellent condition. An unmarked combination tool is included. (1X48579-2)
3308 RUGER MAGAZINE This lot consists of a single Ruger factory ten round magazine for the P series 9mm pistols. The magazine will fit the later P89 through the P95 series pistols and will also fit the PC9 Carbine. An excellent condition example
overall. (1X48627-3B)
3309 LOT OF AK MAGAZINES This lot consists of four East German ribbed back AK magazines. The magazines are unmarked
and are in excellent condition. They are housed is an East German canvas military magazine pouch. (1X48579-9B)
3310 LOT OF MAGAZINES Eight total: (4) HK aluminum 20 round magazines for the HK 91 and similar rifles. All are in excellent
condition and are dated ‘‘4/67’’; (4) unmarked steel bodied 20 round magazines for the HK G3 or Spanish Cetme rifle. They
are two G3 style magazines with parkerized finish and two Cetme style with parkerized finish, all in very good to excellent
condition. (3X106247-49B)
3311 LOT OF HECKLER & KOCH MAGAZINES Six total: (4) 20 round alloy magazines for the H&K G3 and similar 308 Win
caliber rifles. One is marked ‘‘G3 HK/5/76’’, the others are unmarked; (2) 20 round steel magazines for the H&K 91 and similar 308 Win caliber rifles. One is marked ‘‘7.62x51/IA’’, the other is marked ‘‘7.62x51/IB’’. Both are in excellent condition.
(3X46850-9L
3312 LOT OF M1A/M14 MAGAZINES This lot consists of six assorted magazines for the M1a and M14 series rifles. Included
are: four unmarked Tapco steel 30 round magazines, one Springfield Armory 20 round magazine, and one Springfield Armory
ten round magazine. All are in excellent to as-new condition. (1X47524-13)
3313 RUGER MINI-30 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two Ruger Mini-30 five round magazines. Both are likely aftermarket magazines and are in excellent condition, they are marked “Ruger / Mini-14” on the baseplate with the Ruger Logo,
they are Mini-30 magazines however. (48579-12B)
3314 HECKLER & KOCH MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two factory H&K 9mm magazines for the SP89 and MP5 series
arms. The magazines are marked “9mmx19 / IJ” and are excellent to near-new condition magazines with only some light
wear noted along the top edges. (48578-14A)
3315 HECKLER & KOCH MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two factory H&K 9mm magazines for the SP89 and MP5 series
arms. The magazines are marked “9mmx19 / IJ” and are excellent to near-new condition magazines with only some light
wear noted along the top edges. (48578-14B)
3316 HECKLER & KOCH MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two factory H&K 9mm magazines for the SP89 and MP5 series
arms. The magazines are marked “9mmx19 / IJ” and are excellent to near-new condition magazines with only some light
wear noted along the top edges. (48578-14C)
3317 HECKLER & KOCH MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two factory H&K 9mm magazines for the SP89 and MP5 series
arms. The magazines are marked “9mmx19 / IJ” and are excellent to near-new condition magazines with only some light
wear noted along the top edges. (48578-14D)
3318 RUGER MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four factory 20-round magazines for the Mini-14 series rifles. All are in asnew condition and are in their original packaging. Two are in the white boxes, two are in plastic clam packaging. (4884124A)
3319 RUGER MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three factory 30-round magazines for the Mini-14 series rifles. All are in
as-new condition and are housed in their white boxes. (48841-24B)
3320 RUGER MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three factory 10-round magazines for the Mini-14 series rifles. All are in
as-new condition and are housed in their white boxes. (48841-24C)
3321 U.S.A. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two U.S.A. brand magazines for the Ruger Mini-14 series rifles. Included are
one 20-round and one 30-round magazine, each in their original packaging. Both are in as-new condition. (48841-24D)
3322 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three magazines for the Ruger Mini-14 series rifles. Included are two Thermold 30round synthetic magazines and one factory five round. All are in excellent condition. (48609-2A)
3323 HIGH STANDARD MAGAZINE This lot consists of a High Standard military style grip magazine. The blued magazine is
not marked and is in near excellent condition with some areas of light wear and a few specks of light oxidation. (48970-2)
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3324 AR MAGAZINE This lot consists of an unmarked 25-round 9mm magazine for the AR-15 style carbines. The magazine
has a matte parkerized finish and is in excellent condition. (48970-1B)
3325 UZI MAGAZINE This lot consists of an IMI 32-round magazine for the 9mm UZI. The blued magazine has some scattered
light oxidation but is in very good overall condition. Most of the original box is included. (48970-1A)
3326 COLT 38 SPECIAL MID-RANGE WADCUTTER MAGAZINE This magazine is in excellent condition with a few light
handling marks and the base is marked "COLT 38 SPEC.". (88904-15A)
3327 COLT 38 SPECIAL MID-RANGE WADCUTTER MAGAZINE This magazine is in excellent condition with a few light
handling marks and the base is marked "COLT 38 SPEC.". (88904-15B)
3328 COLT FIRST SERIES WOODSMAN MAGAZINE This two-tone Colt-marked magazine remains in excellent condition
with only light handling wear. The base is marked "COLT WOODSMAN / CAL. 22 LR". (88963-207A)
3329 RUGER STANDARD MODEL AND MK I MAGAZINES This lot consist of (4) magazines. There are (3) factory nineround magazines with double slots and removable follower button allowing the use in older (A54 frame) and newer Standard
Models and Mark I target models (A100 frames). The fourth magazine is a Ramline MAK1210 plastic magazine with the button on the left side functions in the Mk II. All magazines rate very good to excellent. (89035-43A)
3330 LOT OF M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES This is a lot of six magazines including the first five that are fifteen rd.: (1) Irwin
Pederson; (1) Saginaw; (1) Inland; (1) Quality Hardware; (1) National Postal Meter. The first four of these rate about near
very good while retaining an average of maybe 50% original blue with contact marks and light oxidation on a couple. With
the exception of the Irwin Pederson magazine the springs remain quite strong. The National Postal Meter example rates
about very good, retaining about 90% original blue with light isolated oxidation. The last magazine in this lot has a 30-round
capacity and is manufactured by Inland; it is hand scratched “WCC6774” and rates about very good with strong spring and
about 90% retention of original blue. A nice variety for the M1 magazine collector or shooter. (78963-221B)
3331 MAGAZINE LOT This lot is four magazines and includes: (2) 30-round CAA-Command Arms AR-15 synthetic magazines;
(1) 30 round Magpul PMAG 30 AR/M4 magazine in original packaging; (2) Colt-marked 20 round AR-15 magazines
(metal); assorted bag of 30 +/- unmarked chrome stripper clips for 9mm ammunition, all dated ’51 and most likely communist bloc. All come in a wooden ammunition box marked “Small Arms Ammunition Cal .30 Carbine Ball M1 1000 Rds Net Wt:
28 Pounds, Gross Wt: 33 Pounds . Manufactured in Korea”. (3A8935-31)
3332 AUTO ORDNANCE 50 ROUND L DRUM FOR THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN This Auto Ordnance Corp. drum
features the New York and "Registered in the U.S. Patent Office" marking as well as "For 1928 Model Wind to 9 or 11 Clicks"
marking, along with the Thompson trademark arrowhead. The magazine retains 99% original blue and has a few very light
spots of oxidation on the rear face of the body, and appears to have been in a gun perhaps once or twice but does not
appear to have been used much if at all. (38873-733)
(200/400)
3333 AUTO ORDNANCE 10 ROUND X DRUM FOR THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN This Auto Ordnance Corp. drum
features the New York and "Registered in the U.S. Patent Office" marking as well as " Wind to 4 or 6 Clicks" marking. The
magazine retains 99% original blue and appears to have been in a gun perhaps once or twice but does not appear to have
been used much if at all. (38873-733A)
(25/45)
3334 LOT OF GREASE GUN MAC MAGAZINES This lot includes four 30-round “grease gun” magazines for the 45 caliber
Mac M-10 pistol or submachine gun. One is an original G.I. phosphated magazine with milled magazine catch on its right
side near the top, the other three are blue steel commercially-made magazines for the 45 caliber Mac 10 and will not fit a
grease gun. The commercial mags all shows some moderate oxidation which will leave pitting when cleaned, but will not
affect the function of the magazines, the phosphated magazine shows light handling marks. Magazines ride in a green canvas carry case with Cobray logo. (39028-5)
3335 SUOMI MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 36-round surplus Suomi submachine gun magazines and a pouch. The
four-magazine pouch has a boxed "SA" marking on the rear, it shows scattered scuffing, crazing
and dust staining. (208998-76A)
3336 SOLOTHURN MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two magazines for the Solothurn Anti-tank rifle. The magazines show
oxidation, silvering and wear from the years. (208098-32B)
3337 WINCHESTER MODEL 100 MAGAZINE Lot This lot consists of a single .308 Winchester 100 magazine. The magazine
is marked with a convex arrow on the bottom and it shows some minor silvering. (208952-31A)
3338 RUGER 10/22 MAGAZINES 2 magazines total, the first is a Ram-Line 30-round magazine in about very good condition.
The second is an Eagle international 10-round magazine in excellent condition contained in what looks like after-market
packaging. (228702-1H)
3339 SMITH & WESSON MAGAZINES Two stainless steel 15-round 9mm magazines most likely for the 5900 series pistol.
The magazines have black plastic S&W floorplates and are in excellent condition. (228702-1B)
3340 KEL-TEC MAGAZINES Two 10-round “Made In Italy” Mec-Gar magazines for the Kel-Tec P11 9mm pistol. The magazines
retain about 99% blue finish and show few signs of operational use. (228702-1E)
3341 SMITH & WESSON Magazines Two stainless 12-round 40 S&W magazines most likely for the 5900 series pistol. Both
magazines have black plastic S&W floorplates and are in about excellent condition. Also included is a Precision Gunsprings
10% extra power S&W magazine spring still in the original packaging. (228702-1A)
3342 KEL-TEC MAGAZINES Three blue steel Mec-Gar magazines retaining 99% finish with minor signs of use. These look to
be 7-round magazines for the Kel-Tec P32 32 ACP pistol. All three have plastic floorplates with “KelTec” stamped on
the bottom. (228702-1D)
3343 AR-7 MAGAZINES Two magazines, the first is a Ram-Line 10-round magazine for the Charter Arms AR-7 and the
Explorer II, still in the original packaging in excellent condition. The second is a standard 10-round blue steel magazine
retaining 99% original finish in about very good condition. (228702-1K)
3344 SKS MAGAZINES Two magazines, the first is a standard 30-round unmarked blue steel magazine retaining 99% blue finish with a couple light scratches and signs of operational use. The second is a 20-round blue steel star magazine retaining
99% finish, this is used as a replacement for the standard 10-round factory magazine. (228702-1J)
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3345 RUGER RIFLE MAGAZINES Two magazines total, the first is a semi-clear 30-round Ram-Line magazine, it is in about
excellent shape. The second is a clear MWG Company 50-round tear drop magazine with original paperwork, also in about
excellent condition. Both will purportedly work in a Ruger 10/22 or 77/22 rifle. (228702-1M)
3346 SMITH & WESSON MAGAZINES Two magazines for what look to be 5900 series S&W pistols, the first is a stainless
15-round 40 S&W with black plastic floor plate in about very good condition. The second is a 15-round 9mm magazine with
unmarked black plastic floorplate retaining about 99% blue finish with “S&W 9mm” stamped on the right side. (228702-1C)
3347 UNMARKED 45 MAGAZINES Two identical blue steel magazines retaining 99% finish with black plastic floorplates.
Upon inspection these single-stack magazines would appear to fit a compact 1911 style pistol, each magazine
holds 6-rounds. (228702-1L)
3348 AR-7 MAGAZINES two blue steel magazines retaining 99% finish with moderate signs of operational use. Both are
unmarked and appear to hold 15-rounds. (228702-1F)
3349 KEL-TEC P40 MAGAZINES Two blue steel 9-round Mec-Gar magazines retaining 99% finish, one still in original packaging with flat steel floorplate, the other with a black plastic finger rest floorplate. (228702-1G)
3350 MAGAZINE LOT This lot is for five total magazines, the first is an unmarked steel magazine retaining about 98% finish
with two large observation slots in each side, it appears to be .45. Second is what appears to be a .380 magazine for a
Walther pistol, it retains about 99% blue finish. Next are two North American Arms 6-round .32 ACP magazines, most likely
for their Guardian pistol. Last is an unmarked 12-round stainless steel double stack magazine with finger rest floorplate in
about excellent condition, it looks very similar to a S&W 6900 series magazine. (228702-1Q)
3351 CANADIAN INGLIS HI POWER MAGAZINE The metal surfaces of this magazine retain about 80% smooth gray arsenal Parkerized finish showing some moderate operational wear and scattered freckling. Both the floorplate and front of the
magazine body are marked with the Inglis "JI" stamp; the markings are rather soft but visible. The spring seems to be serviceable and the aluminum follower is in good shape. A nice original magazine to accompany your
Inglis pistol. (138998-102A)
3352 GERMAN P.08 LUGER MAGAZINE One total. This original 8-round P.08 Luger magazine is a bright-bodied aluminum
base magazine with a scrubbed base. The body retains perhaps 85% original nickel finish flaking and blending with gunmetal-gray patina showing some small spots of pinprick pitting and operational wear and the base shows a few minor
dings. The spring seems to be serviceable. (138942-36)
3353 GERMAN P.08 LUGER MAGAZINE One total. This original 8-round P.08 magazine is a blue-bodied aluminum base
magazine with a scrubbed base. The body retains about 94% arsenal-quality blue showing some light operational wear and
a few scattered light pits. The base shows a few tiny dings and the spring is strong. (138942-37)
3354 GERMAN P.08 LUGER MAGAZINE One total. This original 8-round Imperial-era P.08 magazine is a bright-bodied
wood base magazine numbered “2265” with a “+”, a faint suffix that appears to be a “q” and a faint Imperial inspection
mark. The body retains about 60% original nickel finish blending smoothly with pewter-gunmetal patina and some brown
freckling. The areas around the base pin show some dents and tool marks, the wood base has a flexing crack at the back
and will need some professional attention. The spring still seems to be serviceable. (138942-38)
3355 BRITISH ENFIELD RIFLE MAGAZINES Two total. These are original 10-round magazines both retaining about 98%
arsenal blue showing some light edge wear and remnants of cosmoline. Both are stamped along the spine with faint but
visible Enfield arsenal inspection marks and they appear to be un-issued. (139012-4A)
3356 BRITISH ENFIELD RIFLE MAGAZINES Two total. These are original 10-round magazines, one retaining about 95%
arsenal-reapplied dark gray Parkerized finish showing light scuffs and edge wear and the second retaining about 95% arsenal blue showing some edge wear and areas toning to gray patina. The Parkerized magazine has an Enfield arsenal inspection mark on the spine and the blue magazine has a "(Broad Arrow) / (Crown) / V / M6". The magazines appear to have
seen very little use. (139012-4B)
3357 BRITISH ENFIELD RIFLE MAGAZINES Two total. These are original 10-round magazines both retaining about 95%
arsenal blue showing minor edge wear and handling marks. One is stamped with an Enfield arsenal inspection mark on the
spine and the other with "(Broad Arrow) / (Crown) / L5 / B". The magazines appear to have seen very
little use. (139012-4C)
3358 M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES Five total of varying capacities including: two original 15-round, two "M2"-marked 30round and one Numrich Arms 5-round. One 15-round magazine is marked "KI" (Inland) and the other "R-C" (Rock-Ola)
and they show some moderate operational wear throughout. The M2 magazines both retain about 94% dull blue showing
high edge and operational wear. The Numrich magazine is mostly toned to plum patina showing some operational wear. All
of the springs seem to be serviceable. (139012-4D)
3359 BERETTA M38 SUB-MACHINEGUN MAGAZINE This lot consists of one original 40-round M38 sub-machinegun
magazine. The metal surfaces are mostly a pewter-gray patina showing some scattered remnants of original blue, small
dings and spots toned to brown patina. The spine is stamped with a "G" and small arsenal inspection stamp below the "40"
indicator. The spring seems to function well and the interior is packed with cosmoline. (139012-4E)
3360 AK MAGAZINES Four total. This lot consists of two unmarked steel 40-round magazines and two polymer 30-round
magazines. The steel magazines have three-rib bodies with faint "2" stamps on the bottom right side. The metal surfaces
are mostly a mottled dark gray-gunmetal patina showing light pitting and small dings scattered throughout. The springs
seem to be serviceable. One polymer magazine is a black Master Molder brand in very good plus condition showing some
light operational wear and the other is a gray opaque "waffle" magazine by Promag in excellent condition. (139012-4F)
3361 SOLOTHURN ANTI-TANK RIFLE MAGAZINE This is a 10-round magazine for the 20mm Solothurn anti-tank rifle. The
magazine shows some silvering and light oxidation spots and it is housed in wax paper. A great lot for the military collector.
(208084-1A)
3362 VALMET MAGAZINE One magazine for Valmet rifles chambered in .223. This appears to be an original 30-round magazine in about excellent condition showing signs of handling and retaining about 99% original blue finish (229012-3A)
3363 VALMET MAGAZINE One magazine for Valmet rifles chambered in .223. This appears to be an original 30-round magazine in about excellent condition showing signs of handling and retaining about 99% original blue finish (229012-3B)
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3364 VALMET MAGAZINE One magazine for Valmet rifles chambered in .223. This appears to be an original 30-round magazine in about excellent condition showing signs of handling and retaining about 99% original blue finish (229012-3C)
3365 VALMET MAGAZINE One magazine for Valmet rifles chambered in .223. This appears to be an original 30-round magazine in about excellent condition showing signs of handling and retaining about 99% original blue finish (229012-3D)
3366 VALMET MAGAZINE One magazine for Valmet rifles chambered in .223. This appears to be an original 30-round magazine in about excellent condition showing signs of handling and retaining about 99% original blue finish (229012-3E)
3367 VALMET MAGAZINE One magazine for Valmet rifles chambered in .223. This appears to be an original 30-round magazine in about excellent condition showing signs of handling and retaining about 99% original blue finish. (229012-3F)
3368 VALMET MAGAZINE One magazine for Valmet rifles chambered in .223. This is a 40-round magazine in about excellent
condition showing signs of handling and operational use retaining about 99% original blue finish. (229012-3G)
3369 M14/M1A MAGAZINE LOT Five all-steel matte gray 20-round magazines retaining about 99% original finish with handling marks and signs of use, they are in overall about excellent condition. (339012-3H)
3370 M14/M1A MAGAZINE LOT Five all-steel matte gray 20-round magazines retaining about 99% original finish with handling marks and signs of use, they are in overall about excellent condition. (339012-3I)
3371 M14/M1A MAGAZINE LOT Five all-steel matte gray 20-round magazines retaining about 99% original finish with handling marks and signs of use, they are in overall about excellent condition. (339012-3J)
3372 H&K MAGAZINE LOT Three 20-round magazines for the HKG3 or HK91 in about excellent condition retaining 99% original black finish and showing signs of handling and operational use. (229012-4D)
3373 COLT 1911 MAGAZINE Lot Two magazines with “Colt/45 Auto” marked floorplates in about very good condition showing areas of light freckling/oxidation and signs of operational use retaining about 97% original blue finish. (229012-3K)
3374 AR-15 MAGAZINE LOT Three matte black ASC 10-round magazines with orange “5.56” marked followers still in the factory packaging in about excellent condition and two unmarked 30-round magazines in about excellent condition retaining
about 99% original finish with minor signs of handling and operational use. (229012-4E)
3375 AR-15 MAGAZINE LOT Three matte black ASC 10-round magazines with orange “5.56” marked followers, two still in
the factory packaging and one loose in about excellent condition. Also included are two 30-round magazines, one is
unmarked and one is a Cooper Industries still in the plastic packaging, both are in about excellent condition. (229012-4F)
3376 AR-15 MAGAZINE LOT One matte black Sterling 40-round magazine in about excellent condition retaining 99% finish
with handling marks and signs of operational use and two Simmons Precision 20-round magazines in about excellent condition. (229012-4G)
3377 AR-15 MAGAZINE LOT One matte black Sterling 40-round magazine in about excellent condition retaining 99% finish
with handling marks and signs of operational use. Also included are a Simmons Precision 20-round magazine and a Colt
20-round magazine, both in about excellent condition. (229012-4H)
3378 FAL MAGAZINE LOT Two metric pattern 20-round .308 magazines. The magazines retain about 99% black finish with
one looking slightly more worn than the other, both are in about excellent condition. (229012-4I)
3379 FAL MAGAZINE LOT Three metric pattern 20-round .308 magazines. Two magazines are black and one is gray, all retain
about 99% original finish are in about excellent condition. (229012-4J)
3380 LAHTI MAGAZINE LOT Two 8-round magazines for the Lahti M40 pistol in about excellent condition retaining 99% original finish. (229012-3L)
3381 BERETTA 92 MAGAZINE One 15-round 9mm magazine for the Beretta Model 92 pistol in about excellent condition
retaining 99% original finish with minor signs of operational use. (229012-3M)
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3382 WEAVER KV60 RIFLESCOPE This vintage El Paso-made scope retains about 85% original blue with areas toning and
flaking to brown patina throughout, scattered scratches, freckling and some mounting marks. This scope can adjust
between 3X and 5X and features a fine crosshair reticle and moderately clouding optics. (138942-31)
3383 WEAVER K4 RIFLESCOPE This vintage El Paso-made scope retains about 92% original blue showing some areas thinning to gray-brown patina, high edge wear, scratches and light freckling. The scope features a fine crosshair reticle and
slightly cloudy but serviceable optics. (138942-32)
3384 WEAVER K4 RIFLESCOPE This vintage El Paso-made scope retains about 94% original blue showing some areas thinning to gray patina, minor mounting marks and scattered scratches. The optics are quite clear but one of the crosshair reticle strands is broken. (138942-33)
3385 REDFIELD LO-PRO 3-9X RIFLE SCOPE measuring 13 1/2” overall with range finding reticle and clear optics. There
are a few specks of dust inside one of the lenses casting small dark spots however they do not impede on the overall sight
picture. The scope has a matte black finish with ring marks along the 1” diameter tube and a few scattered light handling
marks along its length. Included are a set of Butler Creek Lens covers. (108902-6A)
3386 LEUPOLD 3X9 VARI-XIIC RIFLE SCOPE measuring 12 1/4" overall with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The
scope has a matte silver finish with 1” diameter tube shows wear marks along the bottom of the tube forward of the power
ring. The scope remains in near excellent condition with lots of serviceable life left in it. (109002-10A)
3387 BUSHNELL BANNER 1.75-4.5X RIFLE SCOPE measuring 10 1/4” overall with duplex reticle and crisp optics. The
scope has a gloss black finish showing ring marks along the 1” diameter tube with spots of finish loss. There is adhesive
residue along the focusing ring and the scope remains in good overall condition. (109010-64A)
3388 AR SCOPE This lot consists of a NcStar 4X22 scope to fit the carry handle of an AR platform rifle. The scope features a
mil-dot style tactical reticle and has very good optics. Lens covers are included. (1X47524-6C)
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3389 BRITISH ARTILLERY SCOPE The scope measures 11 1/4’’ overall with a 1’’ tube and is equipped with a brass covered
objective. The steel retains about 90% thinning original blue toning to brown with a few scattered nicks, sparse very fine
oxidation staining and a tiny ding along the edge of the ocular bell. The scope is marked ‘‘TEL. STG. No. 42 MK 1 / H.H.S.
O.S. 817. G.A. / REGd No. 5260’’ and is equipped with a fine crosshair reticle, the optics are mainly clear with a couple tiny
nicks, scratches and specks of dirt. An original three placement leather scope cover is included. (1X57118-15)
3390 WEATHERBY SCOPE This lot consists of a Weatherby Premier 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle
with excellent optics and has a adjustable focus eye piece. There are light ring marks from mounting, but overall the scope
remains in excellent condition. (1X48873-701A)
3391 BUSHNELL SCOPE This lot consists of a Bushnell Scope Chief VI 2.5-8X32 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle with excellent optics. The scope includes a set of Weaver rings and is in near excellent
overall condition. (1X48821-147F)
3392 LOT OF SCOPES Three total: (1) Pronghorn series 3-9X40 riflescope, this matte finished scope features a duplex reticle
and has excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent overall condition; (1) Silver Antler SA4x40 Riflescope, the scope includes a set of 1’’ Weaver rings and does show some minor chipped
finish and mounting ring marks but overall retains 98% of its all black finish. The scope has a duplex reticle and shows crisp
optics; (1) unmarked Chinese manufactured 4X28 Riflescope, the scope does not show any marks from being mounted or
any other miscellaneous scratches, overall the scope retains around 99% of its all black finish. The scope has a Firedot
duplex reticle with crisp optics. (6519-263K)
3393 REDFIELD SCOPE Vintage Redfield 4X Master riflescope. The scope features a post and crosshair reticle and has
excellent optics.
There are light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in overall
excellent condition. (48856-17A)
3394 SIMMONS SCOPE Simmons 44 Mag 6.5-20X44 wide angle riflescope. This matte finish scope features an adjustable
objective and a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but scope remains in
excellent overall condition. A set of factory lens covers are included. (48873-652A)
3395 LYMAN SCOPE Lyman All-American 2-1/2X riflescope. The vintage scope features a crosshair reticle and has excellent
optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent overall condition. Included are a set
of Western lens covers. (48853-6A)
3396 BURRIS SCOPE Burris Fullfield II 3-9X40 riflescope. This matte finished scope features a duplex reticle with bullet drop
and has excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent overall condition. A
set of factory lens covers are included. (48873-686A)
3397 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold M8 6X riflescope. This scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. There are
a few light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48955-59A)
3398 SIMMONS SCOPE Matte finish Simmons 4X32 .22 Mag series riflescope that features a duplex reticle and has excellent
optics. The tube has some light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. A set of
factory lens covers are included. (48955-44A)
3399 NIKON SCOPE Nikon ProStaff 2-7X33 Shotgun Hunter riflescope. This matte finished scope features a duplex reticle
and has bright excellent optics. The tube has light ring marks from mounting, but overall the scope remains in excellent
condition. Included is the original box with paperwork. (48979-3A)
3400 REDFIELD SCOPE Vintage Redfield Widefield Lo-Profile series rifle scope. The scope features a Widefield duplex “tvview” type reticle and has excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition overall. (48958-90A)
3401 BRUNTON SCOPE Brunton Lite-Tech 6-24X50 adjustable objective riflescope. The matte finish scope features a mil-dot
reticle and has excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but the scope remains in excellent condition
overall. A set of factory lens covers are included. (48852-75)
3402 SIMMONS SCOPE Simmons Blaser 8-32X44 adjustable objective riflescope. This matte finish scope features a duplex
reticle and has excellent optics. The scope is mounted to a Leatherwood style AR-15 mount to fit the A2 carry handle and
included are a set of factory lens covers. An excellent example overall. (48852-76)
3403 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold VX-II 6-18X40 adjustable objective riflescope. This matte finish riflescope features a fine
duplex reticle and has excellent optics, a 2 1/4” sunshade and target turrets. The tube has some light ring marks from
mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48963-102A)
3404 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold 12X 12X40 adjustable objective riflescope. This scope features a duplex reticle and has
excellent optics.
The tube has some light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in
excellent condition. (48963-106A)
3405 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold M8 6X riflescope. This gloss finish scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics.
The tube has ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48958-141A)
3406 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold M8 6X riflescope. This gloss finish scope features a crosshair with target dot reticle and has
excellent optics.
The tube has ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in
excellent condition. (48958-102A)
3407 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold VARI-XII 2-7X33 riflescope. This gloss finish scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. There are light ring marks on the tube from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition.
(48947-2D34305A)
3408 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold 12X 12X40 adjustable objective riflescope. This gloss finish scope features a duplex reticle
and has excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition.
(48958-100A)
3409 ZEISS SCOPE Zeiss Diavari-D 2.5-10X52 riflescope. The scope features a rail type mount and German #4 reticle with
excellent optics. The claw style rings and factory lens covers are included. An excellent example of these top-quality
German manufactured optics. (48963-113A)
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3410 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold Vari-XIII 3.5-10X40 riflescope with adjustable objective. The scope features a duplex reticle
and has excellent optics. The gloss blue finish is toning to a rich plum color and there are light ring marks from mounting.
An excellent example overall. (48937-164A)
3411 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold M8 6X riflescope. This gloss finish scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics.
The body has light ring marks and a few light handling marks, the blue is toning to a plum brown hue. A near excellent
example overall. (48963-110A)
3412 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold Vari-X 3-9 Compact series riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent
optics. The gloss blue body has a few light rings marks from mounting but is in excellent overall condition. (48963-97A)
3413 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold 24X riflescope with an adjustable objective. This gloss blue fixed power target riflescope
features a fine crosshair reticle and has target knobs and excellent optics. A 2 1/2” sunshade is included. There are light
ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48963-99A)
3414 ZEISS SCOPE Zeiss Diavari-C 3-9X36 riflescope. This gloss finished, German-manufactured scope features a duplex
reticle and has excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from mounting and included are a set of factory lens covers. An excellent example overall. (48963-125A)
3415 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold M8 6X riflescope. This gloss finished scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent
optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. Included
are a set of lens covers. (48963-111A)
3416 BURRIS SCOPE Burris 3-9X40 Fullfield series riflescope. This vintage gloss blue scope features a duplex reticle and
has excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but overall it remains in excellent condition. A set of lens
covers are included. (48963-135A)
3417 KASSNAR SCOPE Kassnar 3-9X40 riflescope. This Japanese-made scope features a crosshair reticle and has excellent
optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48963-98A)
3418 MEOPTA SCOPE MeOpta Artemis 2000 3-9X42 riflescope. This quality Czech-made scope features a duplex reticle
and has bright, excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope is in excellent condition.
(48963-118A)
3419 WEATHERBY SCOPE Weatherby Variable 2.75-10X riflescope. This German-made scope features a crosshair reticle and
has excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. A set
of factory lens covers are included. (48963-109A)
3420 WEATHERBY SCOPE Weatherby Premier 3-9X40 riflescope. This gloss finish scope features a duplex “T.V. view” reticle
and has excellent optics. There are some light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. A set of lens covers are included. (48963-116A)
3421 REDFIELD SCOPE Redfield Widefield Lo-Profile 2-7X riflescope. The scope features Redfield’s wide-view duplex reticle
with bullet drop and has excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48865-20A)
3422 BROWNING SCOPE Browning 2.5-8X riflescope. Similar in appearance to the Redfield Lo-Profile series scope this
example features a duplex “T.V. view” reticle and has excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but the
scope remains in excellent condition overall. (48963-104A)
3423 BAUSCH & LOMB SCOPE Bausch & Lomb Balfor A series fixed power riflescope. Scope features a tapered crosshair
reticle with excellent optics. Included are a set of adjustable mounts for a pre-64 Model 70 rifle. An excellent example of
these vintage riflescopes. (48865-44A)
3424 BUSHNELL SCOPE Bushnell Trophy XLT 3-9X40 illuminated reticle riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and
has excellent optics. The illuminated reticle functions correctly. There are light ring marks from mounting but overall the
scope remains in excellent condition. (49022-70A)
3425 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold Vari-XIII 1.5-5X riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics.
There are light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope is in excellent condition. A set of bikini eye
covers is included. (49022-73A)
3426 REDFIELD SCOPE Redfield Widefield 6-18X40 adjustable objective riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and
has excellent optics. The scope has light ring marks from mounting but is in excellent condition. (48960-128A)
3427 WEAVER SCOPE Weaver V7-II 2.5-7X riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has near excellent optics. A
set of Weaver scope rings are included and the scope is in excellent condition. (49022-11A)
3428 WEAVER SCOPE Weaver K4 60-B 4X riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has near excellent optics.
The scope is in excellent condition but has a few light ring marks from mounting. A set of lens covers are included.
(49019-3A)
3429 LEUPOLD SCOPE Leupold Vari-XIII 4.5-14X40 adjustable objective riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and
has excellent optics. The matte finish tube has some light ring marks from mounting but is otherwise in excellent condition.
(49002-4A)
3430 REDFIELD SCOPE Redfield Widefield 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has excellent optics.
There are light ring marks from mounting but scope is in excellent condition. (48963-107A)
3431 LEUPOLD RIFLE SCOPE Vari-X II 1-4x20 mm scope equipped with duplex reticle and crisp optics. The scope measures
9 5/8" overall and retains about 95-98% original gloss blue with light scratches and edge wear, the ocular
bell toning to plum. (58950-7S21574A)
3432 LEUPOLD RIFLE SCOPE M7 4x28 mm scope equipped with fine center-dot crosshair reticle with clear optics showing
a little dust along the bottom edge. The scope measures 11 5/8" overall and retains 95% original gloss blue with horizontal
ring wear along the top edge and the objective rim toning to plum. (59034-2A)
3433 LEUPOLD RIFLE SCOPE M8 4x28 mm scope equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics. Scope measures 11 3/4"
overall and retains about 98% original gloss blue with minor light ring wear and both bells toning to plum. (58963-114A)
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3434 REDFIELD RIFLE SCOPE 2 3/4x38 mm scope equipped with wide view duplex reticle and crisp optics. The scope measures 10 1/2" overall and retains about 98% original gloss blue with minor light ring marks. (59034-3A)
3435 WEAVER RIFLE SCOPE K-3 60-B 20 mm scope equipped with a crosshair reticle and clear optics. Scope measures 10
1/2" overall and retains 98% plus original blue with a couple tiny scratches at the edges. A pair of Weaver detachable rings
are included. (59004-3A)
3436 LEUPOLD RIFLE SCOPE VX-III 3.5-10x50 mm scope equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics. The scope measures 12 3/8" overall and retains about 98% plus original gloss blue with a couple tiny handling marks. (58937-160A)
3437 LEUPOLD RIFLE SCOPE Vari-X III 6.5-20x40 mm E.F.R. scope equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics. The
scope measures 14 3/8" overall and retains 99% original matte blue finish. (58937-158A)
3438 LEUPOLD RIFLE SCOPE M8 6X Compact scope equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics. The scope measures
10 3/4" overall and retains 97-98% original gloss blue with light ring marks. (58937-241A)
343 LYMAN RIFLE SCOPE All-American 6x36 mm scope equipped with a crosshair reticle and clear optics. The scope measures 13 3/4" overall and retains 98% original blue with very light ring marks. (58937-246A)
3440 ZEISS RIFLE SCOPE Diavari-C 3-9x36 mm scope equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics. The scope measures
11 1/8" overall and retains about 95-97% original gloss blue with light ring marks and wear. (58937-159A)
3441 UNERTL ULTRA VARMINT SCOPE 15 power scope equipped with a calibrated head, posa mounts, recoil spring,
threaded lens caps and a crosshair reticle with clear optics. The scope measures 24" overall and retains about 95% thinning original blue with some sparsely scattered fine oxidation staining, ring and edge wear.
The ocular
bell has toned to plum. (58958-15A)
3442 J.W. FECKER TARGET TELESCOPIC SIGHT 1 1/8" scope equipped with a 3/4" tube, target mounts, Pope Rib with
micrometer focusing scale and mid-tube sliding erector lens and a crosshair reticle and clear optics. The scope retains
about 90% thinning original blue with light edge and ring wear, some sparse fine oxidation staining and a patch of wear
and oxidation on the objective lens. (59010-69A)
3443 STEVENS TELESCOPIC SIGHT No. 475 Ideal 6X scope equipped with No. 2 mountings and fine crosshair reticle with
clear optics. The scope measures 16 1/4" overall and retains about 80% evenly thinning original blue toning to gray and
brown patina with light edge and mount wear. (58799-32A)
3444 BUSHNELL ELITE 3200 RIFLE SCOPE 7-21x40 mm scope equipped with RainGuard HD coated lens, 5" threaded
sunshield and a Mil-Dot crosshair reticle with crisp optics. The scope measures 19 1/8" overall and retains 99% original
matte finish. (59034-11A)
3445 LEUPOLD SCOPE This Leupold Model M8-4X, 4X-28mm rifle scope has duplex reticle and clear optics. The gloss black
anodized 1" scope tube has a few minor handling and mounting marks but rates excellent overall. A great all-around optic.
(88955-56A)
3446 ADCO MIRAGE TACTICAL red dot sight This red dot sight is in excellent condition. The sight features red and green
dot with 5 different intensity levels, windage and elevation sight adjustments, clear optics, 30mm tube and 3 M.O.A. dot.
The sight also includes a picatinny sight mount and lens covers. The sight is fully functional and ready to mount on your
favorite carbine or rifle. (88961-2S21636A)
3447 J. STEVENS NO. 475 scope belonging to Townsend Whelen This is a Stevens No. 475 7X telescopic sight with fine
crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy optics. The scope rates very good showing some minor finish loss. The scope purportedly belonged to Townsend Whelen and was consigned with the Savage Model 1899 Niedner- Griffin & Howe rifle, lot number 435 in the live auction in this sale. (38799-32A)
3448 WEAVER K3 SCOPE A Weaver “K3-F USA” marked rifle scope with post and crosshair reticle and clear, crisp optics.
The scope measures 10 3/8” overall and retains nearly all its original blue finish. A clean and very
usable scope. (3A8935-14)
3449 J. UNERTL 14X SCOPE 1 1/2” target scope, 25 1/2” overall length, serial #19754. The scope retains about 97% original
blue finish with some freckling, light oxidation and signs of operational use. The scope features a target dot reticle with
clear optics, screw-in dust covers, recoil spring, scope mounts and eye cup. (229018-4A)
3450 J. UNERTL 14X SCOPE 1 1/4” target scope, 25” overall length, serial #73195. This scope retains about 99% original
blue finish with some minor signs of operational use. The scope features a fine crosshair reticle with clear optics, recoil
spring, screw-in dust covers and scope mounts. (228821-123A)
3451 HENSOLDT Z-24 SCOPE This lot consists of a Hensoldt Z-24 scope, G3 claw mount, carrying case, two sets of optics
covers and a cleaning kit. The scope tube retains 99% original phosphate, the scope has a post reticle and the optics are
clear. All of the parts of the kit are in excellent condition and this scope will be great for an
H&K-91 style rifle. (208998-24A)
3452 REDFIELD SCOPE This is a Redfield 2-7x power Frontier scope. The scope tube retains 98% original blue with a couple
small spots of light oxidation, the scope has a duplex crosshair reticle and clear optics. (208992-4A)
3453 WEAVER K25 SCOPE This lot consists of a Weaver K25 2.5x power scope and rings. The scope tube retains 98% original
blue with a scratch on the front left, the scope has a duplex crosshair reticle and clear optics. The 1" rings show moderate
silvering on the top and they are maker marked by Weaver. (208856-16A)
3454 WEAVER K4 SCOPE This lot consists of a Weaver K4 4x power scope and rings. The scope tube retains 99% original
blue with some fine oxidation specks on the front, the scope has a fine crosshair reticle and clear optics. The detachable
Weaver rings are complete and in excellent condition. (209020-1A)
3455 VORTEX VIPER SCOPE This lot consists of a Vortex Viper 2.5-10x power scope and bikini covers. The scope tube retains
97% of an added tan camoflauge paint with some light flaking, it has a mildot crosshair reticle and clear optics. (20854142S20852A)
3456 HK LASER SIGHT Heckler & Koch Model 100 pulse beam laser sight. The sight is in its original box with battery, adjustment wrenches and instruction manual and is in near-new overall condition. (48578-14)
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3457 CRIMSON TRACE SIGHT Crimson Trace LG-637 laser grip for the Glock 17/22 and similar series Gen 3-5 pistols.
Included are the installation and adjustment tools and warranty card. The CR2032 batteries are not present and the sight
has not been tested for function. (48850-2A)
3458 WEAVER SIGHT Weaver R-1 Qwik-Point fiber optic sight. This vintage sight was made to mount a top Weaver style
bases and is in very good condition overall. (48873-642A)
3459 WEAVER KV60 RIFLESCOPE This vintage El Paso-made scope retains about 96% original blue showing some scattered
light scratches, a few small dings and faint mounting marks. This scope can adjust between 3X and 5X and features a fine
crosshair reticle with small center dot and crisp mostly clear optics showing just a few minor imperfections. A fine scope
to accompany your vintage sporting rifle. (138942-34)
3460 OPTICS LOT This lot includes three items. First is a TruGlo Tru-Brite Reflex Red / Green four pattern reticle sight. The
sight has a Weaver style quick mount base and all settings work. Second is an Aim Sports RT4-01 Tactical Red Dot
Holographic 1x reflex sight with multi reticle that will fit any Picatinny style rail and all settings work properly. Third is an
Aim Sports tactical light with quick release base designed for ease of use that seems to function well. (1089617S21640A3)
3461 BARSKA SPOTTING SCOPE This 20-60X spotting scope has a drab green finish with scattered light scratches and
measures 13 1/2" overall with 10” tall tri-pod. The scope has clear crisp optics and included are rubber lens covers, carry
bag, manual, tripod and lens wipe. (108961-7S21640A4)
3462 ISRAELI-MARKED TRILUX SCOPE This is a Trilux scope for the FAL rifle with the markings in Hebrew. The scope tube
and mount show some flaking with heavier flaking towards the front of mount. The scope has a single post-reticle and clear
optics. A light assembly with two O-rings are included with this scope. A neat item for the military collector. (207467-3C)
3463 UNERTL SCOPE J. Unertl 12X riflescope. Scope features an adjustable objective with a crosshair reticle and has excellent optics. The body has most of its original blue with areas of light surface oxidation scattered throughout. A set of
screw-on lens covers are included. A very good example overall. (48873-641A)
3464 WEAVER SCOPE This is a K4-1 4x scope retaining about 99% original finish and clear optics. It is 11 3/4” long and features Micro-Trac adjustment and a duplex reticle. (228855-6A)
3465 REDFIELD SCOPE 2 3/4x scope retaining 99% original finish and a target dot reticle. This is a 1” tube measuring 10 1/4”
long with clear optics. (228856-25A)
3466 WEAVER SCOPE 2.5-7x32 scope retaining about 99% matte black finish with small scope ring mounting marks. The
scope measures about 11” long, comes in the original factory box with related paperwork and has a duplex reticle with
bright, clear optics. (229012-9)
3467 PROMINAR SCOPE 4x scope retaining about 99% black finish with a couple small handling marks.
The scope is mounted on an M14 rifle scope mount, is about 11 1/2” long and has clear optics with
a fine crosshair reticle. (227467-3B)
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3468 PM CLOCK CO. WINCHESTER ADVERTISING CLOCK This is a very nice-quality reproduction of the Baird Clock Company of Plattsburgh New York’s advertising clock, this example
a Winchester advertising clock. The face of the clock in a red milk paint, with roughly 11 1/2”
face, Roman-numeraled, and marked with a facsimile “Baird Clock Co./Plattsburgh NY/USA” face
marking. The “Winchester/Big-Game Rifles and Ammunition” is cast-in-relief and accented in goldbronze paint, its major diameter 18 1/2”, the lower circular panel 11 3/4” reading “Winchester
Repeating Arms/the Kind That Gets ‘Em/Sold Here”. The interior has an instructional label from the
PM Clock & Watch Company of Bath Pennsylvania, for mounting and running the clock, and the clock
is made right here in the good old U.S. of A. The key to wind the clock is included and there is a
neat spirit level affixed to the interior panel. Overall height is roughly 32”. The clock seems to operate well for the most part, it will occasionally stop, likely needing only a cleaning and oiling.
[Due to Fragility and Packing--Extra Shipping Will Apply] (39019-18)
(400/600)
3469 ANTIQUE LEATHER RIFLEMAN’S CARTRIDGE BOX This is a leather-covered rifle or cavalryman’s cartridge box with softwood insert containing 24 drilled holes of roughly .60 diameter. The body
is trapezoidal, the base slightly curved to fit the hip. Dimensionally roughly 7 1/2” with a 5 3/4” face, the
side billets roughly 2 1/4” and about 3 1/4” tall. Construction of the body is four-piece, being the body billet proper,
two tombstone-shaped end billets and a flat cover flap. There is a simple stamped iron closure at the
front base affixed with two iron brads with a small slot at its base, the closure billet or strap
is no longer affixed to the cover, there is merely a stamped brass floral button in place
on the flap of the pouch. There are two simple belt billets attached to the rear, these
show the remnants of a suspension belt. All of the leather is moderately dried showing
near overall flaking and is only partially flexible at this juncture; the seam stitching
remains perhaps 90% intact. The interior softwood, perhaps yellow pine,
cartridge block is a somewhat oil
soaked and is a tobacco-russet
patina. A respectable cartridge box
overall still in a very good-fine
state of condition. (38746-11)
(500/800)
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3470 CONTEMPORARY FORT NIAGARA POWDERHORN This is a
rather nice 14 3/4” Horn with a semi-bulbous hardwood plug retained by
eight tiny softwood brads. The body of the horn is cream-colored for
most of its length toning to a chocolate brown at the area of reduction.
There is an engrailed edge at the point of reduction where there is a
decagonal section behind a raised medial and tulip-shaped spout base.
The spout runs to a semi-bulbous nozzle and there is a small wooden
stopper present. The horn features a raised lobe with two holes as
hanger provision, the decagonal section the forward suspension point.
There is a geometric carved border running around the circumference of
the horn, with a nice map of Fort Niagara on the body, showing Lake
Ontario and the “Iste River” as well as the surrounding countryside, with
a date in field at bottom “July 25, 1759”, the day before the siege of Fort Niagara would end in a British victory. The horn is very well
done and signed “LAL ’96”. A small bamboo powder measure accompanies the horn.
(39019-7)
(500/700)
3471 TINNED STEEL MESS CUP FROM U.S. 14TH INFANTRY This is a 6” diameter
tin-steel mess cup 4 3/8” deep with lead soldered seams and ribbed handle. It shows
evidence of having been tin plated and the body is overall in very fine-excellent condition showing a couple very small spots of light oxidation but otherwise un-dinged,
undamaged, showing a very small period repair using a tiny bolt to what was likely a very
small hole in the bottom front of the cup proper. The handle is neatly stamped during the
period of use, no-doubt using official U.S. mess kit marking characters, “U.S./14th” on the top bow
of the handle. The 14th Infantry Regiment was organized on 3 May 1861 at Fort Trumbull,
Connecticut. The 14th U.S. Colored Infantry was organized at Camp Stanton in Gallatin, Tennessee
3471
beginning November 16, 1863 and mustered in for three-year service under the command of Colonel
Thomas Jefferson Morgan. Really a very nice mess cup overall, further research may prove fruitful as
to the identity of which 14th Regiment the cup was associated with. (38746-13)
3472 CUSTOM RW WILSON TEXAS RANGER COMMEMORATIVE TOMAHAWK This is a fabulous 150th anniversary Texas Rangers tomahawk, personally built one-at-a-time by RW. This example
is number 89 of 500 made by Wilson. The head is 7 3/4” in length from face of blade to rear of spike
and is 1 1/16” tall at the pole, the eye being somewhat teardrop-shaped. The curly maple haft is 18”
overall length and shows nice fiddle back figure it’s full-length with some light scalloping accents on
its face. It features commemorative Texas Ranger star medallion with “1823-1973” date, at center of
butt, head, and left and right of the haft. Additionally there are a dozen small brass tacks affixed as
decoration and a small piece of rawhide leather latigo with red beads just below the head; additionally
there are small triangles of brass tacks at the butt of the haft. The head itself shows light foliate engraving on the spike with a Texas flag at the pole and Texas
Rangers star engraved on each side of the blade with the
same “1823/1973” date. The head is silver plated and
shows a half-dozen very tiny flakes, they are unobtrusive
and likely could be polished to blend better. The tomahawk
comes cased in a hardwood Texas Ranger Commemorative
case with the red baize lining. It features the Texas Ranger
star badge-facsimile on its interior along with the maker’s
mark of RW Wilson and comes with a certificate of authenticity signed by Wilson. Wilson’s tomahawks were so wellmade he actually had to stop making them for a while as
orders were so overwhelming, this is a very fine and very
limited edition example. (38909-69)
(500/700)

3473 INTERESTING FOLK ART CARVED “RIFLE” This is a lightweight, likely balsa wood,
carved model of a rifle, replete with telescope and bayonet. Purportedly a Canadian art student’s
“project”, this stylized “rifle” features a generous butt with pronounced pistolgrip, rather large
awkwardly curved triggerguard and an exposed spur hammer. Mounted atop the “barrel” we find an interesting “telescopic sight”, the barrel and forestock with four brass bands. There is a rather large half-moon blade front sight and a flaring
muzzle à la “Pilgrim” and blunderbuss-style, with a 14” bayonet affixed. our artist has affixed a brass chain to the underside of
barrel and toeline as a sling for the “weapon”. A very interesting, endearing and folky “rifle” the hand-made product of someone who had at least a vague idea of what a long-arm looks like, perhaps purposefully “stylized” in its intriguing configuration.
(39019-10)
3474 LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of two leather holsters for medium frame revolvers. The first is a nice handtooled dual loop JH Heiser style number 753. It is a brown russet color with floral hand tooling on its front and a
latigo double loop running stitch around its entire periphery, both the holster proper and its backing. The rear is
maker marked along with the style number and brass Heiser Denver snaps. The holster will fit Colt Single Action
Army revolvers in the 5 1/2” and shorter barrel length. It rates very fine overall with only a bit of flaking on the suspension billet. Second holster is a Von Lengerke and Antoine, “VL & A/Chicago” marked “Mexican jockstrap” single
loop holster for a medium frame revolver of likely 4” length. It features a very light embossing and is of a one-piece
construction. The seam stitching is mostly intact with perhaps the last 1 1/2” of stitching separated at the muzzle. It
rates good showing some minor flaking and light drying. A nice selection of Western holsters overall (38944-6A,7A)
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3475 LOT OF CHAMBER ADAPTERS This lot consists of two sub-caliber chamber adapters for 12 ga.-size bores. The first unmarked
blued steel adapter will fit a 12 ga. chamber and has a front bore-fitting arbor with rubber o-ring as tightener, it is 6 5/8” overall length
and is 22 long rifle chambered. The bore rates very good plus, is bright and shows perhaps one or two small spots of oxidation but
strong rifling. The second is a blued steel chamber only adapter from “National Cartridge” a Firearms Management Company. It is 12
ga./.357 Magnum and is 2 1/2” in overall length. The six-groove rifling rates excellent and the unit appears unused, unfired. (390351A)
3476 LOT OF THE CIVIL WAR TIMED FUZES This lot consists of eight 5-second fuzes for artillery shells. One package of five is still
enclosed in its paper wrapping with light twine closure, showing some light flaking along its top edge with a light seam separation and
“5S” neatly stenciled in black ink . There is a second package of two, while unmarked they are likely the same delay, it is closed with
a small loop of a blue twine. The last is un-wrapped, was singularly packed, with a “5” stenciled on the paper wrap. The interior fuse
shows a nice wrap with good lacquer coating and is stenciled “5 second fuze” in black ink . The last item in the lot is a friction ignitor
for cannon, it is brass and appears to be live as-are the fuzes. A very good Civil War-era fuze and ignitor lot, please note that extra
shipping will apply due to hazmat constraints. (35623-6F)
3477 LOT OF 3 PISTOL BOXES. The first is for a High Standard Victor which includes the Styrofoam insert, plastic bag, parts schematic
and 1-year warranty card; the end has the original label with serial number and information. This box is stained but intact and sturdy
with a tear in the end flap and some light handling marks. The second is a Smith & Wesson box; the two-piece box with metal reinforced
corners includes an original grooved, aluminum handled sight adjustment screwdriver; there is also an instructional pamphlet for a .357
Magnum Revolver what appears to be the original wax paper is also inside the box. The box has a Smith & Wesson inventory sticker
on one end for a Model No. 27-2, with a 3 1/2” barrel and is in very fine shape with some signs of storage wear. The third box is a
Beretta box for a 92S. This box includes an instructional pamphlet for the 92S, an Italian serial number tag as well as a multi-language
safety tag. There is a 10 round magazine in the box marked “PB cal. 9 Para Made in Italy” There are also two unused cleaning brushes
and the liner is still intact. There is an information label on the end of the box with serial no. This box is in excellent condition with only
minor signs of use. (3A8935-17)
3478 LOT OF 3 HOLSTERS. The first holster is for a Berretta 92 and is marked “Roy’s Original Pancake Holsters”, Magnolia, ARK; this holster is black leather, unlined and features a basket-weave pattern. It appears to have other markings that may include a number of 011
and other unreadable markings. It is in overall very good condition. The second holster is for a Kirkpatrick
holster out of Laredo Texas, marked R24. This holster most likely fits a 4” barrel revolver. It is russet colored
leather with cream colored liner that is slightly dirty with age and use, and features a basket-weave pattern. It is in overall very good condition. The third is a basic canvas holster appears to have been made to
sling across the body and wear under the left arm. It seems to be for a medium frame gun of some sort;
in good condition. (3A8935-12)
3479 US FORCES REPRODUCTION METAL SIGN. This sign states: HALT 1 KILOMETER TO GERMAN
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC (EAST GERMAN) DO NOT PORCEED WITHOUT AUTHORITY. The background is light yellow and the writing is either black or red. The sign measures 17 1/2” x 11 1/2” It is still
wrapped in plastic and is in excellent condition. (3A8935-28)
3480 WESTERN DISPLAY LOT. This lot includes a case with die-cast metal and plastic replicas of both a
Colt Single Action Army Peacemaker and Winchester 1873 carbine, “The Gun That Won the West”. Also
in the display box are three modern badges; one has just “Sheriff” on it, the second is a US Marshal
Tombstone AT marked badge, and the third is marked Lincoln County Sheriff and is made of a much heavier metal more typical of the original badge. The wooden and glass display case is of a light wood and
has a black felt lining that the pieces rest in. (3A8935-34)
3481 RELOADING PRESS This lot consists of a Lyman T-Mag reloading press with
a six position turret. It is in good solid used condition and does not include any
accessories, does show oxidation on the handle and soiling; it does however
have the operating instruction manual. (3A8935-15)
3482 LOT OF RELOADING TOOLS This lot includes on Lyman Universal Case
Trimmer that is in new, never been used condition. The pilot pack is intact and
there is a set of primer pocket deburring tools and a packet of 10 decapping
pins also included. The box is complete, with the reloading and cast bullet
guide and information. (3A8935-16)
3483 LOT OF POWDER MEASURES This lot contains one RCBS Uniflow Powder
measure with second rotor and box. One RCBS ‘Little Dandy’ pistol powder
3480
measure is also included, with a second rotor and box. Both are in very good
used condition. (3A8935-22)
3484 LOT OF RELOADING TOOLS This lot includes one Lyman D-7 Reloading
Scale in gently used condition. This does include the box. There is one Lee
auto-primer with 2 pans and has a spare spring and instruction manual as well as the box. This also is in gently used condition.
(3A8935-23)
3485 LOT OF ASSORTED RELOADING SUPPLIES This lot contains primers which include: one box of CCI 200 large rifle primers
approximately half full, one box of CCI 300 large pistol primers approximately full, one box of CCI 400 small rifle primers approximately
1/4 full, one box CCI 500 small pistol primers approximately half full. There are two bags of Supreme Products Company primer powered rubber bullets; one is full and unopened, the other has been opened but appears almost full. A bag of miscellaneous primers. Two
allen wrenches in unopened bag. One small tin of Remington Arms percussion caps approximately half full. (6) factory Smith & Wesson
44 Remington cartridges. Two boxes of speer empty shot capsules for reloading 44 cal. shotshell with approximately 75 capsules.
Included in this lot are also varying vintage primers; one box of Remington Arms No. 8 1/2 nickeled primers; two boxes of Western
No. 8 1/2 Improved Non-Mercuric, Non-Corrosive Primers in the blue and yellow boxes and one box of Western No. 7 Improved NonMercuric, Non-Corrosive Primers in a grey box with blue print; and one box of Winchester No. 111 stayless primers in a red, blue and
yellow box and one box of Winchester No. 120 stayless primers in a grey box with blue printing. (3A8935-1C).
3486 LOT OF RELOADING BRASS. This lot contains an assortment of fired brass; approximately (170) .357 Magnum, approximately (90) 30-30 Winchester, (35) .38 spcl. cal., approximately (40) 44-40 Winchester, approximately (50) 44 Remington magnum,
approximately (145) .38 special, approximately (50) 9mm Luger, approximately (50) .38 Smith & Wesson, approximately (52) .44
Remington magnum, approximately (10) 30.06 Springfield, approximately (40) .308 Winchester, and a bag of varying loose brass.
There are also 2 plastic reloading trays for multi-caliber included. (3A8935-1A)
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3487 PRACTICE MORTAR ROUND One practice-dummy mortar round roughly 75mm. It is 15” long and 9 1/2” in circumference,
about 3” in diameter. Body is gray painted steel with plastic nose cone and tail section. About very good
with flaking paint. (3A8935-30)
3488 WINCHESTER MODEL 450 AIR RIFLE serial #71257697, .177 cal, 18 1/2" barrel with an bright rifled bore. The metal surfaces of this German-made air rifle retain about 97% original blue showing some light high edge wear, a few small dings and
handling marks. The press-checkered pistolgrip hardwood Monte Carlo stock remains in very good plus condition showing a
few small dings, scratches and small areas of the checkering worn down. The rifle is fitted with a red hard rubber buttplate,
fully adjustable rear notch sight and a diopter front sight with large post. The pellet loading chamber is very stiff with hardened
grease
and
could
probably
use
a
good
cleaning
but
the
rifle
appears
to
have
seen
very little use. (138865-52) {NON-GUN}
3489 EAST GERMAN INTERFLUG PILOT CAP This lot consists of one original East German Interflug commercial airline pilot's
visor cap size 56 with date code “N” (1989). The cap is constructed of navy blue gabardine and features brass chinstrap buttons, a gold wire chinstrap and an embroidered emblem featuring oak leaves and the East German emblem. The black leather
sweatband, synthetic silk lining and sweat shield remain in excellent condition and the cap is still lined with tissue paper. An
excellent example that appears to be unissued. (138942-20)
3490 SOVIET GENERAL OFFICER CAP This lot consists of one original Soviet General officer's cap size 56 and undated made
by the “43 TsZPK” factory of Moscow. The cap is constructed of olive drab gabardine with a red woolen band and piping indicating use for all general officers outside of the tank and artillery corps. The cap features brass buttons with Soviet state
emblem, gold wire chinstrap, gold bullion thread embroidered foliate motif and the proper two-piece gold emblem with red
enamel star. The visor is of black patent leather and the interior lining is gray rayon. The leather sweatband features an
adjustable black silk thread and the leather sweat shield remains in excellent condition. This cap was likely manufactured close
to the collapse of the Soviet Union and appears to be unissued. An excellent example overall for the Cold War enthusiast.
(138942-21)
3491 EAST GERMAN CAP LOT This lot consists of three original East German caps, two winter caps and one garrison cap. The
two winter caps are the typical “Russian-style” with folding ear flaps and are constructed of dark blue faux fur. One is not
marked for size but is definitely rather small and is missing its leather sweatband. The maker's markings are clearly visible in
gold ink on the interior “VEB / Arnstaedter / Muetzenfabrik”. The second winter cap is size 56 with brown leather sweatband
intact and maker's markings that read “VEB Vereinigte / Dresdner Hutfabriken”. The final cap is a garrison cap sized small. This
appears to be a fire department cap and is constructed of dark blue wool fabric with magenta piping and an embroidered East
German emblem. The gray interior lining shows some light staining, a few small tears and a name written in pen “Ruehs”. All of
the caps remain in very good to very good plus overall condition. (138942-22)
3492 EAST GERMAN AIR FORCE OFFICER CAP This lot consists of one original East German Air Force officer's visor cap size
57 with date code “I” (1982). The cap is constructed of gray gabardine with a darker gray woolen band and sky blue piping.
The alloy buttons hold a silver wire chinstrap and the alloy propeller emblem and East German oak leaf and emblem badge are
intact although there is enamel missing from the main emblem. The visor is of black plastic and the interior features a gray lining, brown vinyl sweatband and sweat shield with the usual manufacturing information. The wire stiffener is not present but the
cap is in otherwise very good plus to near excellent condition. (138942-23)
3493 EUROPEAN MILITARY CAP Lot This lot consists of two caps, one West German Air Force officer's visor cap and a more
modern Italian army officer's visor cap. The West German cap is size 57 “Alkero” brand made by Albert Kempf KG in 1991. It
is constructed of dark blue gabardine and features silver wire piping, oak leaf and wings embroidered motif, junior officer's
embroidered scalloping on the visor and a German tricolor cockade that shows some overall tarnish of the gold wire. The black
chinstrap is missing but the buttons are present. The interior is lined with gray imitation silk, the gray leather sweatband is in
excellent condition and the maker's information is clearly visible in gold ink. The Italian cap is size 58 with maker’s marking that
reads “CONFEZIONI / CO. MI.” along with some other information. It is constructed of khaki gabardine with brass buttons,
brown leather chinstrap and brown leather visor. The khaki fabric shows a few light stains and areas of small moth bites scattered about. The interior is lined with olive imitation silk and shows a number of large tears, the wire stiffener is missing and
the brown leather sweatband remains in near excellent condition. (138942-24)
3494 SOVIET MILITARIZED GUARD CAP This lot consists of one original Soviet militarized guard (VOKhR) visor cap size 56
made in 1978. The gold maker's markings on the interior shield are difficult to decipher but “MOSCOW” is visible. The cap is
constructed of dark blue gabardine with green woolen band. The brass buttons with Soviet emblem are present along with a
gold wire chinstrap and red enamel badge that appears to be an incorrect Army NCO badge. The visor is constructed of black
fiberboard and the interior is lined with gray fabric and a gray vinyl sweatband that shows some light cracking throughout. The
cap otherwise remains in near excellent condition overall. (138942-25)
3495 SOVIET AIR FORCE OFFICER CAP This lot consists of one original Soviet Air Force officer's visor cap size 54 made by
“KRUG-DEKOR”. The cap is constructed of olive drab gabardine with sky blue woolen band and piping. The brass buttons with
Soviet emblem are present along with a gold wire chinstrap, officer's cockade with red enamel star and alloy wing badge at the
crown. Curiously the star of the wing badge has been broken off. The visor is constructed of black patent leather and the interior is lined with gray rayon along with a tan vinyl sweatband and shield with a rather attractive maker's logo featuring a stylized
cap. A near excellent example likely produced at the very end of the Soviet Union or perhaps even by a newly privatized firm
just after the collapse. (138942-26)
3496SOVIET AIR FORCE OFFICER CAP This lot consists of one original Soviet Air Force officer's parade cap size 58 made by
the Yunost company of Borovichi, Russia in 1991. The cap is constructed of dark blue gabardine with sky blue woolen band and
piping. The brass buttons with Soviet emblem are present along with an incorrect or later post-Soviet yellow nylon thread chinstrap. The appropriate officer's cockade and winged star badge are present. The visor is constructed of black plastic and the
interior lined with gray fabric along with a gray vinyl sweatband and maker's shield. An excellent example that appears unissued.
(138942-27)
3497 SOVIET NAVY OFFICER CAP This lot consists of one original Soviet Navy officer's visor cap size 54 made by the Ladoga
company of Leningrad, Russia. The date is smudged and the maker markings are rather difficult to decipher. The cap is constructed of white gabardine with black silk band. The brass buttons with anchors are present along with an incorrect or later
post-Soviet yellow nylon thread chinstrap. The correct Navy officer cockade is present. The visor is constructed of black plastic
and the interior lined with white fabric along with a gray vinyl sweatband showing some minor crackling. The white fabric surfaces show some spots of light staining and overall discoloration but the cap remains in otherwise very good plus condition.
(138942-28)
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3498 U.S. ARMY OFFICER SERVICE CAP This lot consists of one original U.S. Army junior officer's service cap size 7 3/8 made
by Bancroft of Framingham, Massachusetts. The cap is constructed of dark blue fur felt and features the scarlet and white band
of the Army Corps of Engineers along with the correct Corps of Engineers brass chinstrap buttons. The leather-backed yellow
thread chinstrap is present along with brass Federal Eagle badge. The visor is constructed of black leather and the interior lined
with quilted gold rayon, clear vinyl sweat shield along with a brown leather ventilated sweatband. The sweatband is supple and
the cap remains in excellent condition overall. (138942-29)
3499 U.S. ARMY OFFICER SERVICE CAP This lot consists of one original U.S. Army junior officer's service cap size 6 5/8 made
by Kingform Cap of New York. The cap is the now obsolete style constructed of dark green felt. The cap is equipped with Army
Corps of Engineers brass chinstrap buttons, leather-backed yellow thread chinstrap and brass Federal Eagle badge. The visor
is constructed of black faux leather and the interior lined with gold rayon, clear vinyl sweat shield along with a brown faux
leather ventilated sweatband. An excellent condition example. (138942-30)
3500 REPRODUCTION LP.08 ARTILLERY LUGER STOCK This lot consists of a quality reproduction board stock for the LP.08
Luger pistol. The stock rates very good plus showing some scattered scratches, small dings and handling marks. None of the
leather components are present but the strap slots are cut out and there are some small holes on the left side where the other
leather components would normally be riveted on. The metal hardware is intact showing some light oxidation staining and scattered small dings and the lever seems to function well. (138944-10C)
3501 GERMAN LUGER DOUBLE MAGAZINE POUCH This is an original double magazine pouch for a Luger pistol. The pouch
is dark brown leather with leather closure strap, brass stud and a single vertical belt loop. The leather is still fairly soft and
shows some moderate scuffing scattered about, a small crack forming on one of the pouches, evident impressions from magazine storage and the stitching in still strong except for one small thread that has been lost from the closure strap. The inside
flap is unit marked in black ink that is rather faded but appears to read "FA II 16". A very nice original accessory for your
Imperial Luger pistol. (138944-10D)
3502 FINNISH REWORKED LUGER HOLSTER This brown leather holster is stamped with a Finnish SA property stamp on the
flap and remains in about very good condition overall showing some moderate scuffs, creases and handling marks. The holster
is equipped with extra magazine pouch, exterior cleaning rod slot and interior loading tool pouch. The pistol pull tab and belt
loops are of grayish green leather and the buckle is intact. Also included is a reproduction
loading tool. (138998-103A)
3503 SWEDISH AG42 LJUNGMAN CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE KIT Included are three oilers, chamber cleaner, combination chamber tool / spanner and small tin containing a number of spare small parts, springs and pins. All are housed in a
canvas pouch showing some light staining and identification disc "Ag m/42B". (138998-3C)
3504 INGLIS BREN GUN MKI BARREL 303 BRITISH, 25" barrel with flash hider and a mostly bright very good plus bore
showing some light frosting and strong rifling. The flash hider is a pewter-gray patina showing moderate scratches and handling marks scattered throughout. The remaining metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal phosphate finish showing areas toning to gray patina and scattered scuffs. The smooth walnut handle remains in very good plus condition having darkened from
the years with some light chips, minor handling marks and a painted inventory number "37". The front sight assembly and gas
regulator are intact. The barrel appears to have been renumbered a few times while in military service and there are Canadian
military proofs as well as commercial British proof marks present. (138998-49B)
3505 ENFIELD BREN GUN MKI BARREL 303 BRITISH, 25" barrel with flash hider and a very good bore showing some darkness and light frosting in the grooves and strong rifling throughout. The flash hider is a pewter-gray patina with scattered moderate scuffs and a faint importer mark on the bottom. The remaining metal surfaces retain about 80% British Suncorite enamel
finish flaking to gray patina throughout. The smooth walnut handle remains in very good condition showing some light dings
and handling marks throughout. The front sight assembly and gas regulator are intact. The barrel appears to have been renumbered a few times while in military service and there are British military and commercial proof marks present. (138998-49A)
3506 INGLIS BREN GUN MKII BARREL 303 BRITISH, 25" barrel with flash hider and a mostly bright very good bore showing
some light frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal-reapplied phosphate and blue
finishes showing some scattered scuffs, scratches, areas toning to plum and some dings on the flash hider. There is moderate
cosmoline still packed around the front sight and gas regulator and most of the markings are no longer present due to refurbishment. The smooth walnut handle remains in very good condition showing a moderate chip at the top edge, some smaller
dings and handling marks. The only remaining visible markings on the shank are "7T133" and "ARS" with remnants of Canadian proofs and visible Inglis stamps on the handle assembly. (138998-49)
3507 BRITISH BREN GUN SUSTAINED FIRE TRIPOD The metal surfaces of this 1942dated tripod retain about 80% arsenal dark green paint showing moderate flaking to
gray-brown patina, scratches and light oxidation staining. The anti-aircraft leg is not
present but the traverse / elevation assembly is intact with both stops present and all
of the clamps tighten securely. The front attachment point is marked "(Broad Arrow) /
J3128 / (Broad Arrow) 42". (138998-49C)
3508 BRITISH BREN GUNNER'S LOT Included are two British military pouches con3507
sisting of a number of gauges, cleaning kits and tools. The first pouch appears to be
the standard WWII section spares kit and contains a multi-tool, oiler, cleaning kit
and tin containing some small tools, shell extractor, springs and wire gauze. The
accessories are in good to very good condition showing some use and light staining while the pouch
shows oil soaking and moderate staining. The next pouch is larger containing a number of spanners, cleaning rods, springs and other small tools. The contents rate very good overall and the canvas case shows
some moderate staining. Finally included is an un-marked elevation adjustable monopod foot that does not
appear to be for a Bren gun but seems similar to a Vickers-Berthier rear monopod or perhaps another similar
machine gun model showing some flaking black enamel finish throughout. The large foot shows a slight bend and the leg
screws out for elevation with hash marks 0 - 11 (presumably up to 1100 yards). (138998-3B)
3509 JAPANESE TYPE 99 MACHINE GUN BARREL 7.7 Arisaka, 21 3/4" barrel with a mostly bright very good plus bore showing some rough rifling machine marks near the breech and muzzle. This barrel appears to have been originally deactivated and
the chamber welds have been rather crudely removed. The chamber is not serviceable in its current state. The barrel retains
about 90% arsenal dull blue showing scattered dings, spots of light pitting and some areas worn to gray patina. The barrel is
dated June 1944 and is serial #1466; the front sight assembly and gas regulator are both mismatched. The carry handle is missing and the left sight protector is broken off. Still a fine item for the Japanese military collector or for display. (138998-49I)
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3510 GERMAN MG-34 BARREL 8mm Mauser, 24 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90%
original blue showing some scattered moderate oxidation staining and handling marks while the breech area is a smooth gray patina.
The breech is marked with eagle proof and bore diameter and the main body is marked "Pi14 / 36 / 66E40" over three "(Eagle) /
WaA808" Waffenamts and an eagle proof. (138998-49G)
3511 GERMAN MG-34 BARREL 8mm Mauser, 24 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. THe metal surfaces retain about 85%
original blue showing some moderate scuffs, scratches, minor dings and the breech area has toned to a smooth gray patina. The breech
is marked with a faint Waffenamt and eagle proof along with a visible code 279 and bore diameter. The main body is marked "bys / 728
/ avk 41" over four "(Eagle) / 13" Waffenamts and an eagle proof. (138998-49H)
3512 GERMAN MG-34 BARREL 8mm Mauser, 24 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing just a few tiny spots of minor
frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue showing some operational wear, scratches and scattered freckling. The
breech area is a mottled gray patina showing light oxidation staining and is stamped with a faint Waffenamt and eagle proof as well as
a visible boxed "cyq" and bore diameter. The main body is marked "Do / 658 40 / cyq" over four "(Eagle) / 26" Waffenamts, an asterisk
and eagle proof. Additional markings below these read "S / 780 / 6". (138998-49D)
3513 GERMAN MG-34 BARREL 8mm Mauser, 24 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original
blue showing some moderate operational wear and areas toning to gunmetal-gray patina. The breech area is mostly bright showing
some scattered gray freckling. The Waffenamts and eagle proofs have been mostly obliterated but the main barrel markings are still
clearly legible reading "Ru / 721 / cyq 41". Additionally electro-penciled near the breech is "S / 6418 / 5". (138998-49F)
3514 GERMAN MG-34 BARREL, 8mm Mauser, 24 1/2" barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing some light scattered pinprick
pitting and strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue showing some light operational wear throughout and light
pitting near the muzzle. The breech area is mostly bright showing some remnants of pinprick pitting. The breech is marked with faint
Waffenamts and eagle proof and the bore diameter marking is clearly visible. The main body is marked "dfb / BB / dfb-40" over four
"(Eagle) / 4" Waffenamts and an eagle proof. Additionally electro-penciled near the breech is "S / 4299 / 5". (138998-49E)
3515 GERMAN MG-34 PARTS KIT This is a partial kit including a ghg-coded broken shell extractor, oil bottle, dual-prong spanner, antiaircraft sight, a number of old cleaning swabs and a complete bolt assembly. Part of the shell extractor has broken off at the tip and the
accessories otherwise remain in very good plus condition. The bolt head and body are both electro-penciled "6810", stamped at the
back "H3592" and with visible "(Eagle) / 26" Waffenamts. The items are housed in an fuq-coded 1945-dated ersatz container showing
some flaking along the strap and scattered light staining. (138998-4A)
3516 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1940 LIGHT RIFLE ACCESSORY Lot Included is one original sling and a barrel spanner. The
brown leather sling remains in near excellent condition showing some minor scuffs. The quick-detach hardware shows some light oxidation staining. The spanner retains about 90% dull blue finish showing a few spots of oxidation staining and areas thinning to silvery
gray patina. One side of the handle is marked "MORSE TWIST DRILL & MCH.CO." and the other side "NO.27". (138845-4C)
3517 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1940 LIGHT RIFLE BARREL SPANNER One total. This barrel removal spanner retains about 90%
dull blue finish showing some scattered light oxidation staining and areas toning to silvery gray patina. One side of the handle is marked
"MORSE TWIST DRILL & MCH.CO." and the other side "NO.27". (138845-4D)
3518 BRITISH NO. 1 MKII WIRE CUTTER The metal surfaces of this wire cutter are mostly a mottled dull gray and gunmetal patina
showing spots of old moderate oxidation and pitting throughout. The body is clearly maker-marked "DECIMALS LTD / SELLY OAK /
No I MK II / 1917" on one side and the same marking is present on the other side but more obscured by pitting. These wire cutters
were attached to the muzzles of SMLE rifles and all of the hardware appears to be present. An informational printout is included detailing the history of these military tools. The consignor indicates that this example is likely recovered from the battlefield and the "look" of
it certainly seems to suggest that. An interesting piece for the collector of British arms. (138919-4)
3519 BRITISH NO. 1 DISCHARGER CUP AND DUMMY NO. 36 GRENADE The discharger cup retains about 85% arsenal black
enamel finish showing flaking to gray-brown patina throughout. The head is marked "S&B" and all of the hardware is present. The dummy grenade retains about 90% green paint with a yellow stripe showing some
minor flaking throughout. An informational printout regarding the various marks and use of these dischargers is included. A nice lot for the collector of British militaria. (138919-3)
3519
3520 GERMAN MODEL 1894 FLARE PISTOL FRAME serial #2601. No barrel assembly is present on
this flare gun, the barrel pivot locking screw is missing and the lanyard ring has broken off. The metal
surfaces are mostly a blue-gray patina showing some remnants of lightly cleaned pinprick pitting
throughout. The imperial proof marks have softened a little but are still mostly visible. The smooth walnut
grips remain in very good plus condition showing some spots of oil soaking and minor scattered dings.
The hammer functions crisply. (138976-139)
3521 SMITH & WESSON N FRAME TARGET GRIPS These checkered square butt Goncalo Alves grips
with silver S&W medallions rate excellent aside from a couple of very minor light handling marks. They
are dated January 14, 1991 on the inside of the right panel. (109039-7A)
3522 CROSSMAN AIR PISTOLS THIS LOT INCLUDES two air pistols. First is a Repeater .177 caliber
pistol that retains near all of its black enamel finish with some light high edge wear and handling marks.
It appears to function properly. Second is a 357 Revolver with
metal surfaces retaining near all of their matte black finish. The
plastic grips remain in excellent condition and included is one 10
round circular magazine. (108950-24S20692D, 25S20692E)
3523
3523 BAIKAL MODEL IZH-46M AIR PISTOL serial #04462068, .177
Cal., 11” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue
and matte finishes with some spots of scattered fine oxidation staining, light handling marks and operational and high edge wear. The pistol features, adjustable trigger, a modified post front sight with
adjustable black blade rear sight and the fully adjustable smooth hardwood target grips rate excellent. A fine
example ready for the next competition shoot. (108945-13)
(300/500)
3524 TAU BRNO TAU-7 JUNIOR AIR PISTOL serial #MK40008, .177 Cal., 8 3/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with spots of oxidation staining, high edge wear, and light handling marks.
The air pistol features an adjustable trigger, wide post front sight, adjustable black blade rear sight and the walnut stocks with stippled
grip and finger rests rate near excellent with some very minor handling marks and light soiling. Included are the following: air cylinder,
seal kit, 3 assorted adapters with tool, manual, pointed dowel and factory case. (108945-14)
(200/400)
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3525 PAIR OF COLT 4TH MODEL NON-FIRING DERINGERS These lovely two-tone replicas appear
authentic in every way. The barrels, hammer, and trigger show matte finishes with some light handling
marks and spots of flaking around the muzzle. The frames are a bright goldenrod patina and the smooth
walnut bird’s head grips rate excellent. These would make great display pieces. (108931-35, 49)
3526 COMMEMORATIVE CIVIL WAR PLATE This 10 3/4” diameter, Oxford Bone China plate is part of The
Confederacy Collection, and was a limited edition series issued in 1971 titled The Confederacy Collection by
Trustees of the White House of the Confederacy and Lenox and this one is titled Blockade Runner. The
Confederate steam vessel image is from a hand painted picture and bordered in 24kt gold and includes a
hanging bracket and box. (108205-14)
3527 COMMEMORATIVE CIVIL WAR PLATE This 10 3/4” diameter Oxford Bone China plate is part of a 3526
limited edition series issued in 1971 by Trustees of the White House of the Confederacy and Lenox titled The
General. This is a hand painted image transferred to the plate of a Confederate locomotive and is bordered
in 24kt gold and remains in excellent condition with original box. (108205-14A)
3528 COMMEMORATIVE CIVIL WAR PLATE This 10 3/4" diameter Oxford Bone China plate is part of The
Confederacy Collection. A limited series issued in 1971 by Trustees of the White House of the Confederacy
made by Lenox. The image of the Merrimac from a painting by Charles Stuart in 1880 is bordered in 24kt
gold and includes its original box and note card. (108205-14B)
3529 COMMEMORATIVE CIVIL WAR PLATE This 10 3/4" diameter Oxford Bone China plate is part of the
Confederacy Collection. This 1971 limited edition series was offered by Trustees of the White House of the
Confederacy and made by Lenox. The image is from a painting by Conrad Wise Chapman with a confed- 3527
erate soldier standing under the Southern flag overlooking the water and is bordered in 24kt gold. Included
are the box, note card and hanging bracket. (108205-14C)
3530 CSS ROBERT E. LEE PLATE This 10 3/4” diameter Syracuse China plate has a black
and white image of a Confederate steam ship bordered in gold and gray and remains in
excellent condition. (108205-14D)
3531 LOT OF 1911 GRIPS This lot consists of two grips for Colt 1911 Government Modelstyle pistols. First are a pair of Colt factory checkered walnut grips with gold Rampant
Colt medallions. Grips are as-new. Second is a pair of Pachmayr Signature Model wraparound grips. Stock number GM-45 and are new in original box. (1X3A8935-5B)
3532 ANTIQUE SLIM JIM HOLSTER This is an antique leather holster which will accom3528
3532
modate a Colt 1860 Army or similar-sized revolver. The leather is slightly dry but still supple and shows mild crazing overall with fraying along the very top edges of the holster’s
throat. The seam stitching is mostly intact showing old restored stitching and a section
along the rear edge which has separated. There are light stamped decorations around
the periphery of the face of the holster. There is a single suspension billet attached to the
rear which is a later replacement from the period of use, it is attached with iron rivets.
This is a very nice vintage percussion revolver-era holster. (1X38864-30A)
3533 RELOADING LOT This lot consists of (1) box of appx. 40 Sierra Game King Spitzer Boat
Tail 7mm .284 DIA 140 GR in very good condition, (1) box of appx. 20 Sierra Pro-Hunter
Spitzer 7mm CAL. .284 DIA 140 GR in very good condition, and (2) boxes of full Sierra
Pro-Hunter Spitzer 7mm CAL. .284 DIA 140 GR in very good condition. (1X3A8935-2B)
3529
3534 RELOADING LOT This lot consists of (3) boxes appx. full of Sierra Pro-Hunter Spitzer 7mm CAL. .284 DIA
140 GR. very good overall. (1X3A8935-2A)
3535 FRAMED WATERFOWL PRINT This lot consists of a framed waterfowl print entitled ‘‘SUNSET AND CANADA GEESE’’. This print was done by Liz Mitten Ryan in
1989 and it shows three Canada geese on a lake shore with hues of light and dark
purple and a light section depicting the rays of the sun on the water. The frame measures 15 1/4’’ by 12 1/4’’ and the viewing area measures 7 3/4’’ by 5 1/2’’. The frame
shows some marks with separation on the bottom of the frame, and the back framers
paper has been torn at the top and down one side. The sticker indicates it was framed
by The Framer’s Market in Bedford, NH. Overall a lovely and warm print for any bird
enthusiast. (1X3A8935-27)
3536 LOT OF LEAD PROJECTILES This lot consists of two boxes of lead muzzleloader
projectiles. First is a full box of 100 Hornady .451 round balls. Next is a box with 20
.54 caliber sabot rounds, each with a .45 caliber lead hollow point projectile. All are in
excellent condition. (1X47524-10C)
3537 LOT OF PRIMERS This is a lot of two full 1000 pc. boxes of CCI 500 small pistol
primers contained in 100 pc. trays and in excellent condition. (1X78001-10B)
3538 DECORATIVE PISTOL LOT This lot consists of a decorative reproduction non-working percussion center hammer style pistol. This
is a Spanish made replica and comes in its original box. The pistol is ornate and has a wood grip that has some light dings and other
handling marks. The action functions correctly. This is a cast metal pistol that cannot be loaded or fired. (1X48795-3A)
3539 AR-15 LOT This lot consists of an adjustable carry handle mount by Midwest Industries. The mount attaches to the carry handle and
has a picatinny type forward rail that can be adjusted for height. An excellent example of these milled accessories. (1X48916-11A)
3540 AR-15 LOT This lot consists of a two items for the AR-15 platform rifles. First is an unmarked aluminum alloy foregrip that mounts to
a picatinny rail and secures by turning the screw base. Second is an unmarked scope base to fit the A2 style carry handle or detachable
carry handle for A3 style rifles. Both are in excellent condition. (1X48873-577B)
3541 BAVARIAN HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a pigskin Bavarian Steyr 1912 holster. There are no discernable markings on this holster and it features a double magazine pouch. There is the onset of a tear on front of flap, scattered crazing,
scuffing and flaking. (208980-1)
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3542 LOT OF PRINTS This is a lot of four lithographic prints of scenes from the
1961 Grand American World Trapshooting Championship held in Vedallia,
Ohio. These are prints from original watercolors and signed by American
artist John Groth (1902-1988) who was commissioned by WinchesterWestern to attend and paint scenes at the event. This is a complete set of a
limited edition that was issued to the company’s primary dealers. The
Vedallia location was used from 1924-2005 and the artist’s themes are
Trader Camp, Scoreboard, Firing Range and Western Pavillion. Examples of
Groth’s work are displayed at prominent museums such as The National Art
Museum of Sport, Inc., The U.S. Dept. of the Interior Museum and The
National Portrait Gallery. The 14’’x10 1/2’’ prints with 12’’x8 1/2’’ full color
scenes are enclosed in individual clear plastic covers affixed to cardboard
backings and remain in excellent condition. (77541-5A,B,C,D)
3543 RAM-LINE FOLDING STOCK This lot includes a black colored polymer
folding stock and handguard for a Ruger 10/22 rifle. The stock rates very
good with a weak latch on the shoulder piece that allows it to fall forward
when shouldering the stock and a torn end on the barrel strap. (3X108570-6A) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3544 SCOPE RINGS AND BASES This lot includes four packages of Weaver top mount bases, other various mounting parts, one
brand new package of Leupold Remington 700 scope mounts and one brand new package of Leupold super high scope rings.
(1X228821-146E) [Stuart Floam Collection]
3545 AMMUNITION POUCH LOT This lot includes two ammunition pouches for carrying 8x50R/8x56R rifle cartridges attached
to en bloc clips. The first pouch is light green canvas with leather straps, one of the straps has a broken back rivet, this pouch
shows light stains and signs of wear. The second pouch is brown leather, in excellent condition and with cosmetic signs of use.
(2X228789-19T,U)
3546 LOT OF M1 CARBINE ACCESSORIES This lot includes four items. First is an M15 grenade sight without mounting disc
that is wrapped in cosmoline, in excellent condition and includes a range chart and instruction sheet. Second is an unmarked
carry case for the aforementioned item that has light mildew staining and in good overall condition. Third are two OD green
canvas magazine pouches, one U.S. marked, both with light to perhaps moderate mildew staining and in overall good condition.
(3X108570-10B)
3547 H&R TOPPER STOCK This lot includes a hardwood pistolgrip buttstock for a Topper single barrel shotgun. The stock has a
red russet color with scattered light handling marks and a ventilated red rubber recoil pad with company logo and it remains
in excellent condition. (3X108570-6E) [Calhoun L.H. Howard Collection]
3548 LOT OF BRASS This lot includes a 50 count mixture of brass and nickel brass fired casings and 47 primed assorted commercial brass casings, all remaining in very good condition. (2X108345-24)
3549 CIVIL WAR BELT LOT This lot consists of a reproduction black leather gun belt with ‘‘US’’ bronze buckle. The belt holds a
Cabela’s black flap holster to fit an Army style percussion revolver and has two Triple K musket cap pouches. The belt is
unmarked but appears to be a size medium. All are in excellent condition. (1X47524-16)
3550 GERMAN LUFTSCHUTZ HELMET This lot consists of a German beaded Luftschutz helmet. The helmet has a gray Feldgrau
paint that is turning to a gray oxidized patina with scattered dust staining and some light flaking. The interior has the same dark
gray Feldgrau that is an overall oxidized patina with some heavy flaking at the top of dome giving way to oxidation underneath
and scattered dust staining. The left side is marked ‘‘Q64’’ and there do not appear to be any other stampings inside the helmet.
The liner is coming loose on the sides, it shows scattered crazing and dirt staining. There is no chinstrap present. The front of
the helmet has a white Luftschutz decal with scattered light flaking and dirt staining. (2X208621-39)
3551 LUFTSCHUTZ ADRIAN HELMET This lot consists of a French M26 Adrian helmet that has an apfelgrun paint. The paint is
fading to a brown patina, the paint shows some light oxidation, scuffs and minor flaking. The interior has the same apefelgrun
paint with scattered light oxidation, scuffing and some runs in the paint. The liner is mostly separate from the helmet, it shows
some crazing and dust staining. There is no chinstrap present on this helmet. The front has a white paint eagle over swastika
Luftschutz insignia and it shows some light flaking. An interesting helmet that may benefit from further research. (1X207879440CL) [Craig Brown Collection]
3552 HUNGARIAN HELMET LOT This lot consists of a Hungarian M38 steel helmet. The helmet is unmarked and painted a dull
battleship gray with areas of minor to moderate flaking. The chinstrap and most of the interior are intact. A very good example
overall. (1X47094-5)
3553 FRENCH M26 ADRIAN HELMET WITH LUFTSCHUTZ STENCIl This is a French M26 Adrian helmet with an apfelgrun
paint. The exterior shows scattered flaking, some oxidation and a couple light chips in the rim. The interior has the same apfelgrun paint with a few chips around the rim, some oxidation spots and some flaking. The liner is loose, it shows several tears,
flaking, crazing and is in tender condition overall. The chinstrap is broken at one end, it shows overall crazing, some crackling
and dust staining. The front of the helmet has a faint NSDAP eagle decal that has a large patch of oxidation on the front with
a few other spots of oxidation on the base metal and some flaking. An interesting repurposed helmet. (207879-440CU) [Craig
Brown Collection]
3554 GUN SLEEVES/HARD CASE This lot consists of 12 gun sleeves approx. 52’’ in length. Seven sleeves are padded and zippered while the remaining five are open-ended. Sleeve materials are leather and nylon. This lot also includes a 49’’ x 9’’ hard
case and a zippered leather case of the same size. The overall condition of the lot is very good with slight cosmetic damage on
2 of the sleeves. [extra shipping cost applies] (2X228726-37)
3555 SCOPED RIFLE HARD CASE 50’’ Plano AirGlide scoped rifle hard case in good condition. Comes with foam blocks for vertical rifle travel. Case also includes a small Plano accessory tray. [extra shipping cost applies] (2X226070-54)
3556 LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of two hard cases. The first case is a very good plus brown Protecto Kaddy measuring
32 1/2’’ x 14 1/2’’ x 3’’ with a gray foam interior. The exterior has light scratches and handling marks and is secured with three
latches and it has two plastic handles. The second case is a very good plus brown Gun Guard case measuring 47’’ x 8 3/4’’ x
4’’ with gray foam interior. The exterior has light scratches and handling marks and secured with four latches and the case has
two plastic handles. (3X95464-2C)
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3557 RIFLE HARD CASE ORANGE HARD CASE, size is 52’’ x 13.5’’. Case and padding are in good condition, one of four latches is missing. (2X226292-6)
3558 LEATHER TRIMMED CANVAS COVERED TAKEDOWN SHOTGUN PRESENTATION CASE This case measures 30
1/2’’ x 7 3/4’’ and is 3’’ high when closed and has leather reinforced corners with two leather closing straps and a leather carrying handle. This case features a brass combination lock on the front face of the case and is currently set up to accept up to
29’’ barrels and has compartments for accessories and is completely lined with green felt. Overall excellent condition with some
minor dirt stains on the top and bottom face of this case. (1X27147-167)
3559 GUN CASE LOT This is a custom wood case measuring 54’’x11’’x7’’ and suitable for displaying and transporting a long arm. This impressively constructed maple case is marked ‘‘Handcrafted by Gerald
Jones, Hartford, NY’’ and exhibits a thin application of light brown stain and is accented
with brass hardware in the form of two closure latches, reinforced corners and three rear
hinges along with four protective plastic feet. The interior shows a less even finish and
would benefit from a fabric insert that could enhance the presentation aspect. The case
rates excellent with very minor contact marks and features two fully intact carry handles.
(2X74764-5)
3560 RIFLE HARD CASE BLACK HARD CASE 53’’ x 13’’. Interior and exterior of case
are
in
excellent
condition.
The
latches
are
lockable
and
the
keys are present. (2X224040-1)
3561 RIFLE HARD CASE LOT OF TWO HARD CASES both are 53’’ x 13.5’’. Exterior and
interiors are in very good condition. (2X227342-2,3)
3562 GUN CASE LOT This is a hard plastic case by Gun Guard measuring 26’’x13’’x5’’ with
three layers of interior foam making it ideal for multiple hand guns or a take-down long arm
and showing minimal wear and a couple of minor stains. The tan exterior shows minor
scratches, metal reinforced edges, dual carry handles and metal latches. (3X76031-15B)
3563 RIFLE HARD CASES LOT OF FIVE HARD CASES three are 48’’ and the remaining two
are 53’’. All five cases are black and range from fair to good condition. [extra shipping cost
applies] (2X227023-26)
3564 UNMARKED SADDLE This lot includes an unmarked gaited western style saddle with 6’’
gullet, 15’’ seat, high cantle and wrapped pommel without horn. The leather is somewhat dry
but still supple and the stitching remains tight with most of the attaching metal showing either
oxidation or oxidation staining. The fender, stirrups, and tread covers are all complete showing some light ingrained staining and spots of light crazing. The skirt
is fleece lined and this is a lovely rustic looking saddle that would look fantastic
hanging in any western décor or could be freshened up for riding. (1X10778535) [please note: extra shipping will apply]
3565 LOT OF COMPOUND BOWS Two totals: (1) Darton Viper compound bow.
The bow features a gray camo finish and has an adjustable draw weight of 65-70
lbs with a 65% let off at full draw. A pin sight, quiver, wrist strap, counter weight
and trigger release are all included. A near excellent example that should perform quite well after being looked at and evaluated by a qualified pro-shop; (1)
Martin Cougar 11 MT-6 vintage compound bow. The bow is equipped with pin
sights and a quiver mount and is in very good overall condition. (1X48020-6,7)
3566 ADVERTISEMENT LOT This is a store advertisement for Lefever guns and
measures 25 1/2’’x22’’ and shows striking, actual size and vibrant color illustrations of the center portion of three models and includes their prices in bold red:
Nitro Special Double, Long Range Single Barrel Field and Trap Gun and New
Single Barrel Trap Gun. The poster also shows ‘‘Levefer Guns’’ in red above the
images and below them resides ‘‘Lefever Arms Company,
Incorporated/1929 Ithaca, New York 1929’’. There is also a small cut-away
diagram for the double and the sheet is equipped with reinforced corners.
There is minor soiling evident in isolated areas and there are creases from
having been folded. (1X77541-11K)
3567 LOT OF RETAIL ADS This is a lot of two advertisements issued by
Winchester for store owners to display on their walls. The first poster which
measures 34’’x15 1/2’’ was produced to announce the introduction of the
Big Bore 94, 375 Winchester in 1978 for the XTR and the full color poster
features at its center, a close-up view of the rifle along with text that
includes in red at the upper left: ‘‘See It Now’’ and below that in white: ‘‘An
American classic in a brand new caliber…’’. To the right of all that resides
the new trademark logo: ‘‘Winchester XTR/Big Bore 94/375 Winchester.
Below the photo of the gun resides in black print: “and New 375
Winchester caliber ammunition…” with a photo to its right of the box
and a couple of cartridges displayed as well. The second one measures 34’’x22’’ with a black backdrop to light gray text serving as the
top section that reads ‘‘Winchester Announces The New Model 23
XTR/Pigeon Grade Double Shotgun’’ (with the model name cleverly
set within a straight-on view of its muzzle end) and ‘‘in the tradition
of Model 21 elegance and excellence’’. The photo of the gun, which
was introduced in 1979, is presented against a bright blue backdrop
forming the lower portion of the layout. This is an excellent condition
lot with each poster protected by a clear plastic sleeve that is taped
to a cardboard backing. (77541-11E,Z)
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3568 CABELA’S OUTFITTER THUMBHOLE BREAK ACTION AIR RIFLE serial #4D9X00244, .22 Cal, 22-1/2” barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of the original nickel finish. The checkered hardwood thumbhole
Monte Carlo stock rates excellent and features a vented recoil pad and “Cabela’s” signature along the belly of the forearm.
Mounted to the grooved receiver is a 3-9X50 adjustable objective scope that features an illuminated mil-dot reticle and has
excellent optics. There is no battery present, a set of flip-up lens covers are included. Also included are the manual, tools
and a small package of pellets. Cabela’s lists this model as being capable of firing up to 950 ft/sec when using Raptor pellets.
Manufactured by Crosman this a well-made air rifle that has had positive reviews and would be perfect for varmint or predator
control. (48944-28) {NON-GUN}
(75/150)
3569 GAMO HUNTER 890 AIR RIFLE .177 cal., 18 1/2" single pump break action barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple tiny light scratches. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo style stock rates very
good with light scratches and a spot of flaking in the left wrist. Mounted is a BSA 3-12 x 44 mm Air Rifle scope with duplex
reticle and clear optics. (59002-3)
3570 PLANO HARD GUN CASE This Plano Gun Guard hard case has a Henry Repeating Arms decal on the interior. The case
is designed to hold four rifles and features four separated and cushioned slots to hold them in an upright position. The interior
is purple velvet lined with a separate matching velvet cloth to lay over the rifles to add more protection. The velvet lined cushioned cover has a Henry Repeating Arms decal. The case has five latches to ensure secure transport and the two outer front
latches are equipped with locks but no key is provided. The case can be secured using padlocks if necessary. See the four
special edition Henry Repeating Arms Golden Boy rifles in our live auction that would fit this case nicely. (88931-175A)
3571 WALNUT PRESENTATION CASE FOR WINCHESTER MODEL 94 STYLE RIFLE This Winchester marked walnut presentation case includes two accessories. The French fit presentation case has three brass latches with the center latch capable of locking. The interior is red velvet lined with a small 7 3/4" X 3 3/4" compartment with walnut cover. The French cut
interior appears to be sized to fit a Winchester model 94 carbine with curved buttplate. The interior of the cover has
"Winchester" stamped on a piece of leather and made to look like and unfurling scroll affixed to the lid. Overall, the case
rates excellent with a few handling marks. Also included are the shipping carton and key for the presentation case lock.
(8865-41A)
3572 GRIP POD SYSTEMS BIPOD This Grip Pod System 02 Military Model grip forward bipod is designed to attach to a picatinny rail and act as a forward grip but with a push of a button the bipod legs extend, adding approximately 8 3/4" to the height
of the rifle. The pod remains in excellent condition. (88961-1S21635A)
3573 HARRIS MODEL 1A2-BR BIPOD This excellent condition Harris 1A2-BR 6-9" Ultralight bipod has a knurled locking knob
allowing infinite adjustment between 6" & 9" with a notch that locks leg in the fully open position and a push button release.
The unit attaches to a sling swivel stud on the rifle with provisions on it to attach a sling to the unit. It has spring loaded legs
that allow it to fold up and out of the way. (87711-23A)
3574 MOTHER-OF-PEARL GRIPS These mother-of-pearl grips are for a Colt Model 1911 or similar gun. They are unmarked
but rate excellent. A lovely set of grips to "spruce up" your 1911. (89010-122A)
3575 CARVED AND JEWEL LADEN MOTHER-OF-PEARL GRIPS These grips fit
a Smith & Wesson 44 Hand Ejector or similar revolver and have a manila tag that 3575
identifies them as "Genuine Tex-Mex Borderline, Del Rio Pimp Grips From Another
Time & Place". Although, we cannot confirm the authenticity of the gems on the
grips they do not appear precious. The right panel has a carved steer head with
gold tipped horns and faceted red ruby eyes. There are three faceted jewels, redblue-red, along the butt, another red one above the steer head and a smooth red
stone on the top of the panel. The left panel has the number "13" engraved on the
side, a Mexican "Dos Pesos" imbedded in the heel, a copper banner with faceted
jewels engraved with "Doc Calhoun" along the backstrap and a smooth red stone
at the top matching the other grip. There are two holes on the left panel that held
something at one time but is now gone. There is also a repaired 5/8" chip on the
toe of the left panel and the roman numeral "XVIIII" (19) is carved on the back of
each panel. What can we say other than the description on the tag probably
describes them best! (88840-66A)
3576 COLT 1911 BOX This box is a brown hinged period box that is end labeled for a
Colt Super 38 Automatic. The cover has a gold "Colt" and the left side has a later added tag that has the following typed on
it: "SPECIAL OFFICERS NIC. / SCREW SACK". It is not known what this refers to. The box rates about good to very good
with surprisingly strong condition. The edges are lightly scuffed with portions of the side flap torn off but provided. (89010122A)
3577 PERIOD POWDER FLASK This lovely flask measures approximately 3 3/8" X 6 1/8" X 1 1/4" with a secret spring screwoff fireproof top and adjustable charger with stepped sliding outer sleeve but there are no graduations or capacity marked.
The brass flask body has a running dog with flushing game bird in a woodland scene surrounded scroll border. There are the
remnants of what appears to be "TT" on the top but the second letter is to faint to be certain. Overall, the flask rates very
good to excellent with a few minor dents and dings, one side showing heavier tarnish than the other and one of the hanger
loops is missing but the spring-loaded cutter remains functional. (88840-48)
3578 DAISY NO.177 TARGET SPECIAL SPRING AIR PISTOL This pistol retains about 95% original gray paint showing light
to moderate operational marks from cocking. The checkered thumb rest synthetic factory grips are reminiscent of the 2nd
and 3rd Woodsman series. They rate fair with both panels showing light handling wear and moderate to heavy warping on
both panels. The gun still functions and the main spring seems to have sufficient strength but the seals may require replacement as there is little compression. This gun features an adjustable rear sight and bead front sight. (88840-109)
3579 CROSSMAN C40 CO2 PISTOL This single shot pistol rates about excellent with a few handling marks. The checkered
black plastic grips rate excellent. The right-side panel is removable to insert the CO2 cartridge but the clip that retains the
panel needs to be adjusted. The front sight is a Patridge and rear is adjustable. The styling of the pistol is reminiscent of the
S&W Model 59. (89035-15) {NON-GUN}
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3580 LOT OF DISPLAYS This is a lot of five Winchester black and white cutaway drawing display posters, each measuring
35”x15” and each with their lower right sections bearing print that reads “Winchester-Western Division/Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corporation/New Haven 4, Connecticut”. The first two feature close-ups of their action areas with the first one
reading “Winchester Model 12 Repeating Shotgun” and the other “Winchester Model 70 Bolt Action Rifle”. The remaining
three depict the entire length of the arm and include cutaway views of not only the actions but also areas of the stocks. The
first of these reads “Winchester Model 88 Lever Action Rifle”; next is “Winchester Model 77 Automatic (Self-Loading) Clip
Magazine” and the last one is identified as “Winchester Model 50 Auto Loading Shotgun”. The posters remain in excellent
condition with very isolated minor spots of dirt and fading and are housed in one clear plastic sleeve with a cardboard backing. (77541-3A, BC, FB, EC, DC)
3581 LOT OF DISPLAYS This is a lot of four
black and white wall posters by Johnson
Automatics, each measuring 42”x28” and
dated 1944. The first one is titled “Military
Small Arms Chart No. 1: Rifles, Pistols,
Revolvers and Submachine Guns” with the
header bordered by photos of the Johnson
Model 1944 Light Machine Gun and below
are accurate drawings of 62 different arms of
the period. Each is identified by caliber, number of shots, type of action, length, weight
and country. Next is “Military Small Arms
Chart No. 2: Light and Heavy Machine Guns”
which consists of 36 drawings and identification of arms of these categories. The images
of this chart are scale 1/8 actual size as are
the long arms of chart no. 1 with the pistols
being 1/4. The bottom section of the first
chart also includes extensive text on the
development of each category of both charts.
“Military Ammunition Chart No. 1: Small Arms
Ammunition” is next and also features two
photos of the Model 1944 and this one consists of actual size drawings of 50 different
cartridges along with detailed data and the
lower section consists of a lengthy area of
text on the development of these cartridges and also those that are the subject of the last poster in this lot which is titled
“Military Ammunition Chart No. 2: A;-A-A; & A.T. Ammunition 50 Cal. to 40 MM” and consists of actual size images of 29 cartridges and their data. All of the drawings are by E. H. Pratt and the overall condition is near excellent as these sheets have
been well cared for showing very few isolated small tears, mild fading and insignificant spots of dirt. The posters are enclosed
in a single clear plastic sleeve with a cardboard backing. (77541-8)
3582 LOT OF DISPLAYS This is a lot of four black and white wall posters, each measuring 42”x28” and dated 1944. The first
one is dated “Military Small Arms Chart No. 1: Rifles, Pistols, Revolvers and Submachine Guns” with the header area bordered
by photos of the Johnson Model 1944, with and without the magazine in place. The main section of the chart consists of
drawings of 62 different arms of the WWII period. Each of the images includes a table of data stating the caliber, number of
shots, type of action, length, and country. Depicted at the lower section of the sheet is information on the development of
these arms as well as those of the second chart which completes this set and is subtitled “Light and Heavy Machine Guns”
and consists of 36 drawings and identifications of arms of these categories. The images of this chart are to scale 1/8 actual
size as are the long arms of the first chart in this set with the pistols being 1/4. The third poster in this lot is titled “Military
Ammunition Chart No. 1: Small Arms Ammunition” also featuring photos of the Model 1944 and with actual size drawings of
50 different cartridges along with detailed data on each and the lower section of this poster provides information on not only
these cartridges but also those of the next item in this lot which completes this set and is subtitled “A;-A-A;-T; & A.T.
Ammunition 50 Cal. to 40 MM” and consists of actual size drawings of 29 cartridges along with their data. All of the drawings
are by E. H. Pratt and three of the sheets rate excellent with minor fading and soiling while the first sheet described has some
loss from contact at the lower left. The lot incudes a single clear plastic sleeve affixed to a cardboard backing. (77541-10)
3583 LOT OF DISPLAYS This lot consists of three items beginning with the first two being a 1944 dated set of black and white
charts by Johnson Automatics, each measuring 42”x28” and titled “Military Small Arms” with the first one subtitled “Rifles,
Pistols, Revolvers and Submachine Guns” with the header section bordered by photos of the Johnson Model 1944 Light
Machine Gun. The main body of the chart consists of 62 drawings of WWII era arms accompanied by identification of caliber,
number of shots, type of action, length, weight and country. The lower section consists of text on the development of these
arms and the ones that are the subject of the other chart subtitled “Light and Heavy Machine Guns” which consists of 36
drawings and identifications of arms of these categories. The drawings are of scale 1/8 actual size as are the long arms of
the first chart with the pistols scaled at 1/4. The set rates very good plus with minor fraying along some edges, isolated small
tears, soiling and fading. The last item is a 1945 dated map of occupied Tokyo, a 28”x20” black and white, pre-war tourist
map that was repurposed for the occupation and is marked in small font at the bottom right: “Reprinted by BMP No. 1, GHQ,
AFPAC, U. S. Army, August 1945”. The upper right corner consists of an identification section that includes “Tokyo/City
Proper/XII/Japan Magazine Company”. The map includes a layout of principal streets and transportation lines and features
drawings of prominent buildings with a location index. The condition rating is near excellent with a folding crease at the center, light soiling and fading. (77541-9A,B,C)
3584 MILITARY LOT This is a U.S. issued Trunk Locker, commonly referred to as a “foot locker” as they would sit at the foot of a
barracks bed. The OD green painted wood trunk measuring 32”x16”x13” retains a bold black stencil on the inside lid that
reads “Omaha Fixture & Supply Co./No. C. Q. D. 61-B/1943” and the outside lid stencil reads “Box 2 of 98 Boxes/ASF OCO/U.
S./Safety & Security Div./Chgo./Ill.”. The trunk retains about 98% original enamel with scattered handling marks, and a few
small slivers missing along the edges. The box also retains both wood carry handles and all hardware consisting of a single
lockable front latch, three rear hinges and edge reinforcement straps. Also included is what appears to be the original interior
wood tray that sits perfectly on the side shelves. This is a near excellent condition Trunk Locker overall. (73634-B9A)
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3585 MILITARY LOT This is a U.S. issued Trunk Locker, commonly referred to as a “foot locker”, measuring 32”x16”x13” and constructed of wood which on this example is painted OD green with the majority of the lid exterior having been repainted a
brighter green apparently in preparation for the re-stenciling which reads “From T.O. FT. G.G. Meade, MD./To Trans.
Officer/Fort Eustis, VA./For SFC. Robert A. Jardine, Jr./RA-11171908/9224TH-TO TC TNG Comd.”. The bottom panel has also
been repainted and stenciled The box exterior retains about 90% OD green paint with several chips and slivers of wood missing. The wood handles are present with the right one slightly loose; the interior shelves, fully secure, as is all hardware including three front latches. The interior has been repainted brown and shows moderate white stains and handling marks. An
about good to very good condition Trunk Locker overall. (73634-B9B)
3586 GUN CASE LOT This is a hard case suitable for a takedown shotgun with an extra set of barrels. The unmarked case has
a black faux leather exterior with a couple of minor handling marks and a red faux fur interior with areas of dark grime, very
light wear and the lid showing impression marks from a previously stored gun. The barrel compartments are 28” and 29” long
with an original and two aftermarket spacers included. All three front latches are fully intact as is the carry handle. A very
good takedown case overall. (77960-19A)
3587 LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This is a lot of five padded and zippered soft sleeves for long guns including four that are suitable
for scoped guns. Manufacturers include Black Sheep, Red Head and Allen. The lengths range from 47” to 54” and all have
fully functional zippers and carry handles.
This is an excellent condition lot overall with minor wear and
soiling on a couple. (78889-1A, 2A, 4A, 6A, 7A)
3588 GUN CASE LOT This is an extremely heavy-duty case suitable for long guns. This SKB “I Series” black plastic waterproof
case has exterior dimensions of 53”x18”x7” and features four molded-in hinges, four latches with “trigger release system”,
snap-down handle with rubber coated molded cushion grip and additional handles at each end including one with two wheels
making this an ideal choice for airline travel. The interior is designed to hold multiple items as it has a length of 50” and is
14” wide and with four layers of foam consisting of a convoluted top, (2) 2” thick middle layers and a thinner bottom one.
The
overall
condition
is
excellent
showing
the
most
minimal
of
internal
use
and
minor
contact marks to the exterior. (78963-222A)
3589 LOT OF GUN LOCKS This lot consists of eight trigger locks: (5) Master Lock Set-Your-Own Combination with a single three
digit combination that unlocks both sides; (2) Shot Lock, each with single lock and two keys; (1) factory sealed GunLok with
two keys. All of the locks feature rubber pads to protect against scratching and the overall condition is excellent. (788877B)
3590 LOT OF PISTOL RUGS This lot consists of 19: (10) zippered and padded with lengths ranging from 12” to 19”; (9) with
Velcro closure and faux fur interior with lengths ranging from 7” to 14”. The manufacturers include Bore Stores, Ace Cases,
Randall and Brauer Bros. and the overall condition is near excellent with several showing very minimal use. (78864-63A)
3591 LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of five items beginning with an aluminum framed pistol case with corrugated silver panels
and measuring 11 1/2"x9”x3 1/2" with a comfort handle and single latch with three-digit combination lock. The interior has
three layers of high-density foam showing virtually no wear. An excellent condition quality pistol case showing a couple of
small scratches. The second item is also a hard pistol case, this one of black plastic, measuring 13”x10”x3” and by
Doskosport with insignificant indications of usage, with two wide plastic latches and two layers of foam. Next is a black nylon
shooter’s bag by Case Logic with shoulder strap and zippered access via either side of the thinly padded 13”x5”X8” case
showing only a few tiny spots and no wear worth mentioning. Next is a zippered, maroon vinyl shooter’s case/pistol rug with
dual plastic carry handles and faux fur interior showing light soiling and wear and with a couple of pockets for supplies; the
exterior rating excellent. The last item is a padded vinyl long gun sleeve by Black Sheep, measuring 41” in length and configured for a scoped. The brown and tan outer shell shows light soiling and less wear and it is outfitted with a reinforced muzzle end, carry handle and fully functional zipper and the interior rates excellent. (78864-63B)
3592 LOT OF HOLSTERS This is a lot of four leather holsters including three by Berns-Martin and beginning with a black one
that remains very strong and supportive for a short barreled revolver and shows a few small scuffs and some contact wear,
the stitching is fully intact and the company stamp indicating it was manufactured in Elberton Georgia remains crisp. It is
attached to a 34” dark brown belt with fraying and cracking occurring and it features a brass buckle with cross and eagle’s
ahead with crown above. Also attached is a two- pocket black nylon Uncle Mike’s Sidekick accessory pouch. The next
Berns-Martin is marked “682”, a handsome light brown example featuring basket weave design; it shows minor wear and a
repaired muzzle end and comes attached to a rugged size 40 waist belt of brown leather which features a decorative outer
leather strap with buckle. A very good plus condition rig overall. The last Berns-Martin is a russet brown tooled leather example suitable for a medium length revolver with a crisp stamp indicating that it was manufactured in Calhoun City Miss. The
outer surfaces show minor contact wear along the decorative area with the back and interior showing greater wear. The last
one in this lot is a Lawrence marked “36 FS” and “8 (sunburst logo) 6”, a light brown tooled leather holster in excellent condition. (78801-8)
3593 LOT OF BRAS S
This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of R WS unfired and unprimed 9.3x74R in
excellent condition. (76519-88A)
3594 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of six, 20 rd. size boxes of 9.3x74R: (4) full and (1) containing 19 rds. of RWS unfired
and unprimed with an overall condition of excellent with a very small amount showing some darkening; (1)
full of RWS primed fired cases rating very good to excellent with very light tarnish. (76519-88B)
3595 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of unfired and unprimed RWS 9.3x72R rating very good with mild
tarnish evident on some. (76519-88C)
3596 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of unfired and unprimed RWS 8x68S in very good to excellent
condition. (76519-88D)
3597 LOT OF BRASS This is a lot of five full 20 rd. boxes of RWS unfired and unprimed 7x65R in excellent condition. (7651988E)
3598 LOT OF BRASS This is a lot of five, 20 rd. size boxes of RWS .404: (3) full and (1) containing ten rds. of excellent condition
unfired
and
unprimed
cases;
(1)
containing
18
fired
casings
rating
very
good
with
mild
tarnish on some. (76519-88F)
3599 LOT OF BRAS S
This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of unfired and unprimed R WS 6.5x57 in
excellent condition. (76519-88G)
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3600 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of unfired and unprimed RWS 10.75x68 rating very good with
mild tarnish and general darkening on several. The boxes themselves show some bruising from storage. (76519-88H)
3601 LOT OF BRASS This is a lot of eight full 20 rd. boxes of RWS unfired and unprimed 7x57R (7mm Mauser) in very good condition with varying amounts of tarnish on most. (76519-88I)
3602 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of eight full 20 rd. boxes of unfired and unprimed RWS 7x57R (7mm Mauser) rating very
good with incidents of varying degrees of tarnish observed on most. (76519-88J)
3603 LOT OF BRASS This is a lot of six full 20 rd. boxes of unfired and unprimed RWS 7x64 in very good condition with mild
tarnish noticeable on several. (76519-88K)
3604 LOT OF BRASS This is a lot of five full 20 rd. boxes of unfired and unprimed RWS 7x64 in very condition with mild tarnish
on some. (76519-88L)
3605 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of unfired and unprimed RWS 7x64 in very good plus overall condition with mild tarnish on a small amount. (76519-88M)
3606 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of unfired and unprimed Winchester-Western 348 Win. in excellent
condition. (76519-88N)
3607 LOT OF BRASS This is a lot of five full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester-Western unfired and unprimed 348 Win. in excellent
condition. (76519-88O)
3608 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of eight full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester-Western 25-06 unfired and unprimed 25-06 Rem.
in excellent condition. (76519-88P)
3609 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of seven full 20 rd. boxes of unfired 25-35 Win.: (5) of Winchester-Western primed; (2)
of Remington unprimed. The lot is in excellent overall condition. (76519-88Q)
3610 LOT OF BRASS This is a lot of five full 20 rd. boxes of primed and unfired Winchester-Western 32 Rem. in excellent condition overall with a small amount showing some darkening. (76519-88R)
3611 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester-Western primed and unfired 32 Rem. rating excellent. (76519-88S)
3612 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of seven full 20 rd. boxes of Remington unprimed and unfired 303 Savage in very good
to excellent condition. (76519-88T)
3613 LOT OF BRASS This is a lot of seven full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester-Western unprimed and unfired 303 British in excellent
condition. (76519-88U)
3614 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of eight, 20 rd. size boxes of unprimed and unfired 22-250 Rem.: (5) full and (1) containing 17 rds. of Winchester-Western; (2) full of Federal. The lot rates excellent. (76519-88V)
3615 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of eight full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester-Western unfired and unprimed 220 Swift in excellent condition. (76519-88W)
3616 LOT OF BRASS This is a lot of eight, 20 rd. size boxes of Winchester-Western unfired and unprimed 220 Swift: (7) full and
(1) containing 19 rds. (76519-88X)
3617 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of eight, 20 rd. size boxes of Norma 6.5x54 MS: (4) unfired and unprimed rating excellent;
(3) full and (1) containing 18 with fired primers and rating very good with mild tarnish on some. (76519-88Y)
3618 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of eight full 20 rd. boxes of unfired Winchester-Western: (3) of primed 358 Win.; (3) of
unprimed 32-40; (2) of unprimed 3855 Win. (76519-88Z)
3619 LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of five containers including the first four which are 20 rd.: (1) full box of WinchesterWestern unprimed and unfired 300 H&H Magnum; (1) full box of Winchester-Western unprimed and unfired 375 Win.; (1) full
box of 219 Zipper, formed brass; (1) plastic tray containing 18 rds. of RWS 404 Jeffrey with fired primers; (1) full 50 rd. of
unfired Remington 44-40 Win. with primers. The fired cases rate very good with some darkening while the balance rates
excellent. (76519-88AA)
3620 LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of three hard shelled and foam lined cases for long guns beginning with a Gun Guard
suitable for a takedown, short barreled rifle or even several handguns as it measures 38”x11 1/2". The tan exterior exhibits
a few scratches and handling marks, the interior shows little indication of use and the three metal latches and dual plastic
handles are fully intact. The next case is unmarked with a 48”x9 1/2” black outer shell with molded handles and wildlife
scenes and showing minor contact wear. The four sliding latches are fully functional and the interior shows mild soiling. The
last case is by Protect-A-Case with a ribbed brown outer shell measuring 49”x12” showing minor handling marks, three fully
functional metal latches, dual carry handles including one that is cracked and tape repaired and an interior showing mild wear
and soiling. (78903-70A)
3621 LOT OF BASES This is a lot of Redfield two-piece scope mount bases, unused and in the original box with instruction sheet
and with the following quantities and Redfield part numbers: (13) of 513112/FR-70 A; (5) of 515115/WS 70 MAG with integral rings; (3) of 517115/IR 70AM with integral rings; (5) of 53117/FR-99 R; (1) of 513113 FH70AH; (5) of 513117/FR-99 R;
(1) of 517113/IR70AH with integral rings; (2) of 517118/IR BG with integral rings; (2) of 515114/WS 70 AM; (1) of
517136/IR HC; (3) of 551006. (76519-469A)
3622 LOT OF BASES This is a lot of Redfield two-piece scope mount bases, unused and in the original box with instruction sheet
and with the following quantities and Redfield part numbers: (24) of 513123/FR-336R; (5) of 513120/FR-110 LA SA; (2) of
336-R; (8) of 513126/FR-700 LA; (2) of 517124/IR 800 with integral rings; (3) of 517125/IR 300 with integral rings; (3) of
517132/IR 317 with integral bases; (1) of 517127/IR M77 with integral bases; (5) of 517122/IR H&R with integral bases; (2)
of 515148/WS 317 with integral bases; (1) of QS-721; (1) of DL-DS. (76519-469B)
3623 LOT OF SCOPE MOUNT BASES AND RINGS This is a lot of Redfield scope mount bases and rings, unused and in the
original box with instruction sheet, most with allen wrench and with the following quantities and Redfield part numbers: (15)
of 513127/FR 700 SA two-piece bases; (1) of 515022/WS RTM 2-piece base with integral rings; (1) of 760 quick-switch
mount with rings; (1) of 515137/WS M 2 piece base with integral rings; (1) 522616/F 1” split (one ring only); (1) 70-A quickswitch mount 1” rings; (1) additional quick-switch 1” rings; (1) of 511167/JR 3000 RH one-piece base; (2) of 511148/JR 317
one-piece base; (2) of 511145/JR BH one-piece base; (1) of 521027 Swing-Over FSSG one piece base; (1) of JH. 43 onepiece base; (6) 513500/FR-SG one-piece mount. Also included is a Redfield RE-22 receiver sight. (76519-469C)
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3624 DAISY MODEL AIR RIFLE serial B187267, .177 BB, 17 1/4” barrel. The steel receiver and barrel retain about 97% finish
with a couple small dings and scratches. The smooth wooden buttstock and checkered brown schnabel style Tenite forend
are about very good with some small scuffs and dings. The mechanism cocks and fires as
it should. (228872-2) {NON-GUN}
3625 DAISY POWERLINE 880 AIR RIFLE .177 Cal., 21 1/2” barrel. This rifle’s barrel retains about 98% finish with a small
scratch on the right side of the barrel. The plastic Monte Carlo style stock rates excellent however the receiver has diagonal
cracks on the left and right sides. The pump action and firing mechanism still work as they should, this rifle is designed to
shoot pellets and BBs. (228872-1) {NON-GUN}
3626 FIRST SERIES COLT WOODSMAN CUSTOM WALNUT CASE This is a customized walnut case with “secret” push
button release latch, a dovetail shaped button can be found on the left hand side of the lid. This case has been custom cut
for the Colt Woodsman First Series Match Target pistol, it includes an oil bottle, cleaning cloths and cleaning tools.
(228963-197A)
3627 LASER DEVICES RED DOT SIGHT This stainless steel red dot sight clamps to the front of Smith & Wesson model 4506
and 6906 pistols. There is a left side mounted toggle switch and the windage and elevation can be adjusted on the front
of the sight. (229038-6A)
3628 BROWNING HI POWER NICKEL PLATED SLIDE This slide retains about 99% original nickel finish with just a couple
light scratches. The slide features an adjustable rear sight and a serrated blade front sight. The right slide flat states “Made
In Belgium”. (228976-133A)
3629 HIGH STANDARD FLITE-KING BARREL The heavy barrel is 4 1/2” and has an excellent bore. The surfaces retain
about 95% original finish with scattered signs of oxidation and handling and the front sight is not present. (228873-165A)
3630 HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING BARREL This barrel is 6 3/4” long with an excellent bore and retains about 95% original blue finish with areas of pin prick oxidation, slight thinning and handling marks. The barrel is outfitted with a fixed blade
front sight. (228873-165B)
3631 BERETTA 92 22 LR CONVERSION KIT This kit looks to be in as-new condition. Included is a lightweight slide with
adjustable rear sight retaining 99% Bruniton finish, a barrel with serial #K07365U also retaining 99% Bruniton finish, two
factory .22 LR conversion magazines and a recoil spring and guide. These items are contained in a Tactical Tailor green soft
case. (228916-33A)
3632 INSULATING LINEMAN GLOVES A pair of black gloves used by linemen while working electrical lines. The gloves are
stamped “Nynex/Maximum Use 17,000 Volts/Tested & Passed 20 KVAC” and appear to have come from the New York State
Lineman’s safety training. The gloves come in a green canvas bag with “Insulating Gloves” stamped on the outside.
(228702-1I)
3633 CHINESE SKS 10 POCKET CHEST HARNESSES Three chest rigs are designed to carry 7.62 ammo in the field with
two shoulder straps and two straps for securing the harness around your waist. Each pouch has a wooden toggle closure
system. Two of the rigs are OD green, the other is a slightly more brown color. (228702-1N)
3634 GEAR LOT Total of four items, the first is a small suede pouch akin to a child’s marble pouch, it is in about excellent condition. The second item is a pair of size large duty gloves by Sidekick Professionals, they appear to be in like-new condition
still enclosed in factory packaging. Third is a GI style canvas sling in excellent condition. The last item is an 11-pocket US
Army VB Grenade Bandolier dated 1918, it does not appear to have been issued. (228702-1P)
3635 REMINGTON CLAY PIGEONS One full 90 target case of “Blue Rock” pigeons. The case has never been opened and
displays a warning sign “Fragile As Eggs!”. (227521-9A)
3636 RELOADING LOT This is a .50 ammo box containing one sealed box of 500 Denver Bullet Inc 230 gr. .45 bullets, three
plastic 100-count containers with Speer 225 gr. .45 JHP bullets and one plastic 100-count container with Speer 200 gr. .45
JHP bullets. (227521-3A)
3637 GRACE 17 PC GUN CARE TOOL SET These tools are contained in a zippered Nukaf case, each tool is held in place
by heavy knit elastic strap. Included are 8 hollow ground screwdrivers of varying sizes, an 8 oz custom designed brass hammer and 8 brass punches sizes 1/16", 3/32", 1/8", 5/32", 3/16", 7/32", 1/4" and 5/16". The set appears to have been very
lightly used, it is in overall about excellent condition with just a couple marks on the exterior from storage. (227521-9B)
3638 DULUTH TRADING 11 PC TOOL SET These “dental tools” are held in a zippered nylon case with a separate sleeve for
each tool. “Dr. Klick’s Kit” comes with seven “dental picks” of varying size and angle as well as four tweezers, two are
angled and two are straight. While these tools mimic a dentist’s pain inflicting tools, they were designed to help with more
intricate jobs, like cleaning firearms. (227521-9C)
3639 REMINGTON “FIRST IN THE FIELD” THERMOMETER This is an oak framed glass front thermometer measuring 9
3/4” wide and 20 3/4” high. This interesting piece doubles as an advertisement and features a mallard in flight, “Remington
Arms And Ammunition” and “Hammerless/Smokeless” in gold lettering above and to the sides of the thermometer. It is in
about very good condition, there are two areas on the frame where knots in the wood have created small blemishes.
(227521-9D)
3640 FOLSTAF WADING STAFF This is a collapsible staff sold by Orvis, it features a 6 1/2” cork handle, a pointed steel tip,
a leather belt holster and a waist belt with tether in case the user loses their grip. The staff deploys almost instantly and
has an overall length of 57”. (227521-9E)
3641 STAINLESS STEEL CONTAINERS 12 total containers measuring 2 3/4” tall with a diameter of just under 2”. The removable lids have clear plastic inserts so the items held within can be easily identified. The containers appear to be brand new
and un-used. (227521-9F)
3642 MICROMETER LOT TWO MICROMETERS, One is a “PhaseII” 0-1” .0001” made in China with a padded hinged pine
box with spanner wrench, the other appears to be a Hornady 0/1” .0001” inside a hinged pine box. Both tools appear to
be used but are in about excellent condition. (227521-9G)
3643 LEM LOC-ON TREE STAND This stand features a carpeted weatherproof polyolefin platform that measures 20” at the
widest point, gray aluminum fold up frame with fold out Trebark camouflage seat and a Speed Hitch Rope hook-up system
(a chain can be easily added for more support). When mounted to a tree the stand juts out about 27”. The stand appears
to have seen very little use with no visible signs of exposure to the elements. (227521-9H)
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3644 BUCKLICK CREEK FRAME PACK The main compartment is roughly 26” high x 14” wide x 10” deep. The pack is OD
green ripstop nylon material and has padded adjustable shoulder straps and hip belt, an interior pocket that looks to have
been designed for a water bladder, two smaller zipper pockets on the back of the pack, two longer zipper pockets on the
side of the pack and an integral rain cap that covers the bag’s main body. The pack frame is black aluminum tube and features a freighter shelf. This bag appears to be in like-new condition. (227521-9I)
3645 DILLON PRECISION SHOOTING MAT This mat is approximately 68” long x 27” wide and is made of ballistic-weave
nylon fabric, with a large skid-resistant surface with a textured elbow area for prone shooting. The ground side is moisture
resistant. The mat is made from closed-cell foam and is about 1/2” thick and features a carry handle and two straps with
snap release buckles to keep the mat closed when rolled up. It is in about excellent condition. (227521-9J)
3646 VINTAGE CLUBS TWO VINTAGE “BILLY CLUBS”, the first is black leather with some scuffs and cracks, it measures
10 1/2” and has a broken leather wrist strap. The second is brown leather showing cracks and flaking and what appears
to be a string-wrapped wooden handle, this club is 12” long with a 9” leather wrist strap. (227521-9K)
3648
3647 VINTAGE CLUBS TWO VINTAGE “BILLY CLUBS”, the first is made
of wood, measures about 10”, it is dark brown with a few dings and
scratches, has a grooved handle and what looks to be a newer brown
leather 9” wrist strap. The second is completely wrapped in brown leather,
measures about 11”, it shows some dings and scuffs and has a 5” leather
wrist strap. (227521-9L)
3648 LEMAT REVOLVER SCHEMATIC PRINT This is a framed schematic
print of the Lemat revolver. The print shows the small parts of the revolver
and there is a note explaining the different revisions of the revolver from
1859 until 1865. The print measures 12 1/2" in length and 8 1/2" in width,
while the frame measures 19" in length and 15" in width. A neat display
item for the Civil War buff. (208205-5A)
3649 VZ-58 RUBBER TRAINING GUN This lot consists of an inert Czech
VZ-58 training rifle. The rifle appears to be made of Bakelite and metal.
The metal parts are finished gray and show a few spots of flaking. The
Bakelite parts show some handling wear. The left side of the rear base is
marked "she 63/64578r" and there is no magazine present. The safety,
rear sight and magazine release are all moveable but the charging handle
does not move. An interesting piece of military history. (208998-97)
{NON-GUN}
3650 CONFEDERATE BLOCKADE RUNNER PAPER MODEL This is a 3D paper model of the Confederate blockade runner
P.S. Hope. The model is on a cardboard display stand
that measures 7" in width and 17" in length. The front
of the cardboard display stand lists the ship's statistics and the back provides a brief history of it. The
display stand and ship show light wear from the years
but they are in very good plus overall condition.
(208205-10)
3651 ANTIQUE WATER KEG This is an antique water
keg that appears to have been naval used. The keg
measures 11" in height and 6" in diameter and it has
a wooden handle. The iron mountings show old pitting, some chipping and one of the bands is loose.
There are several old drying cracks in the wood and
there is a plug present in the hole that is a bit loose.
3650
A neat item for the antique collector. (208205-12)
3652 BATTLE OF MOBILE BAY PRINT This is a framed print of the Battle of Mobile Bay. There is a caption that reads "THE
GREAT NAVAL VICTORY IN MOBILE BAY, AUG 5th 1864" and "The vessels comprising Admiral Farragut's Fleet, having
silenced Fort Morgan and the Water-batteries by their terrible broadsides reached Mobil Bay, when they were attacked by
the great rebel Iron Clad Ram Tennessee, aided by several Gunboats, the others being run ashore or destroyed. Fort Gaines
surrendered with all its Guns, Munitions and Garrison; and Fort Powell was blown up and evacuated by the Rebels, completing this great triumph of our gallant Union, tars and their glorious commander Farragut." The print appears to be a
cutout from a publication, it measures 12" in length and 9" in width. The frame measures 18 1/2" in length and 15 1/2" in
width and there is a tag on the back from the Boston art center. A neat display item for the Civil War buff. (208205-7A)
3653 CONFEDERATE BLOCKADE RUNNER PRINT LOT This lot consists of two framed prints relating to Confederate
blockade runners. The first is a drawing of the Confederate blockade runner P.S. Colonel Lamb and it has a brief description
of the ship that reads "A very successful Confederacy blockade runer, the Colonel Lamb was one of the largest built. Its
low silhouette and shallow draught gave her high speed and good handling. The first all steel hull to cross an ocean. Length
296' schooner-rigged. Speed 17 knots." This print measures 20 1/2" in length and 12 1/2" in width. The second print is a
picture of a scale model of the Blockade Runner Fergus, the picture measures 13 1/2" in length and 10" in width, while the
frame measures 18" in length and a 14 1/2" in width. Both of the prints have tags on the back from the Fenway art center.
A neat set of prints for the Naval enthusiast. (208205-7B)
3654 CIVIL WAR MAP LOT This lot consists of two framed Civil War naval maps. The first is a map of the Cape Fear river and
the coast of Brunswick County North Carolina. This map shows various forts, plantations and wrecks of blockade runners.
This print measures 17 1/2" in length and 13 1/2" in width and there is a note written from the artist to Clifford Young dated
1981. The other print is titled "A Chart of Wrecks of Vessels Sunk or Captured Near Wilmington, N.C. Circa 1861-1865", it
lists several known naval incidents of the Civil War in that area. The print measures 17 1/2" in length and 21" in width. A
neat item for the naval or Civil War historian. (208205-7C)
3655 CONFEDERATE BLOCKADE RUNNER PRINT LOT This lot consists of two drawings of the Confederate blockade runner Hope. The drawings appear to be identical to each other, one is on white paper and the other black. Both of the prints
measure 24" in length and 16" in width. A neat lot for the Civil War or naval enthusiast. (208205-5C)
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3656 CONFEDERATE BLOCKADE RUNNER WOOD CARVING This
is a framed wood carving of the Confederate blockade runner
Advance. This oil painted carving was signed by the artist "A Schmid"
and the base is marked "The Blockade Runner Advance". The carving
is made of oak, there are two lengthwise stress cracks on the base,
the length of the carving is 28" and the width 17". A neat display item
for the Civil War buff. (208205-9)
3657CONFEDERATE BLOCKADE RUNNER HULL MODEL This a
model of the hull from the Confederate blockade runner Presto. The hull
is gray and red in color and it
shows overall light crazing from
the years. The hull is mounted on a
wooden display stand and there is
a brass plaque that reads "THE
CON FE DE RATE
BLOCK ADE
RUNNER/PRESTO (Fergus) 186364/ MODE L
SCALE
1/64
(3/16)/BUILT BY/ALOIS SCHMID
QU I NCY MA I N 1977/ FOR / M.
CLIFFORD YOUNG OF BOSTON". A neat item for the naval or Civil War enthusiast. (208205-8)
3658 LEMAT SCHEMATIC LOT This lot consists of 14 assorted prints of Lemat revolvers. Most are schematic drawings of
Lemat variants including a Lemat carbine and one is an old paper on Civil War weapons which mentions the Lemat amongst
other weapons. One of the schematic drawings is housed in a hard plastic shell and the remainder are in soft plastic shells.
The drawings vary in size from 12" in length by 9 1/2" in width to 28" in length by 22" in width. A great item for the antique
arms collector. (208205-5B)
3659 STEAM TRAIN MODEL This is a 1970's era reproduction of a brass Victorian era steam train called the "Birmingham
Dribbler". This working model was made by Maxwell Hemmens, the model has a brown patina with dust staining and a few
tarnishing areas from the years. The original Styrofoam box, label and a steam engine advertisement are included with this
model. A neat item for the railroad enthusiast. (208205-11A)
3660 ASSORTED AUTOMOTIVE AND RAILROAD MODEL LOT This lot consists of six assorted automotive and railroad
models. The first item is a Mamod Minor 2 steam engine. The engine shows some flaking on the brass parts with tarnish
and some dust staining. A funnel and the original box are included with the box showing a large tear on the front window.
The next item is a Natick Federal Savings brass steam car model. The model shows some tarnishing from the years and
light dirt staining. The third item is a John Weitz wooden antique pickup truck model. The pickup truck shows a couple
small cracks on the frame, some dust staining and handling wear. The next item is a wooden passanger car model, showing
faint markings that appear to read "SAN FRANCISCO/CAR" and "CALIFORNIA RAILROAD". The next item is a black plastic front end of a train engine. The last item is a wooden display stand that is marked only "GENUINE" in black ink on the
side it measures 8 1/2" in length and 6" in width. The last two items are in very good to excellent condition. (208205-11D)
3661 MAMOD STEAM TRACTOR This is a working Mamod steam tractor model. The model shows some dust staining, handling wear and light tarnish from the years. This model includes an instruction sheet, the original box, a funnel and a burner
tray. A very neat item for the steam model enthusiast. (208205-11B)
3662 WILESCO OLD SMOKY D36 STEAM ENGINE This is a working Wilesco Old-Smoky D36 steam engine model. The
model has a label at the rear which is torn, the model shows some tarnish in spots and handling wear. The original box,
instructions, five packets of dry fuel, a funnel and wrench are all included with this model. Really a neat model for the automotive enthusiast. (208205-11C)
3663 CONFEDERATE GREAT SEAL COIN This is a postwar copper electrotype coin of the Great Seal of the Confederacy.
The front of the coin features the George Washignton monument in Richmond surrounded by a wreath and the words "THE
CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA: 22 FEBRUARY 1862 DEO VINDICE". The coin shows some light tarnish and it
measures 3 1/2" in diameter. A neat item for the Civil War enthusiast. (208205-15A)
3664 CONFEDERATE GREAT SEAL COIN This is a postwar gilt copper electrotype coin of the Great Seal of the Confederacy.
The coin features the Washington monument in Richmond on the front surrounded by a wreath and the words "THE CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA: 22 FEBRUARY 1862 DEO VINDICE". There is
no backing present and the back of the coin shows a few flaking spots. A neat
memento of the CSA. (208205-15B)
3665 CONFEDERATE GREAT SEAL COIN This is a postwar gilt copper electrotype
coin of the Great Seal of the Confederacy. The coin features the Washington
monument in Richmond on the front surrounded by a wreath and the words "THE
CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA: 22 FEBRUARY 1862 DEO VINDCIE".
The coin has an overall dull brown appearance and it is housed in an old leather
case with felt lining. A neat item for the Civil War collector. (208205-15C)
3666 ENTRENCHING TOOL This lot consists of an unmarked entrenching tool and
a military tan canvas cover. The shovel blade has been painted red, it shows
some bubbling paint and light flaking. The hardwood handle shows some dings and handling marks from the years. The tan
canvas cover is marked "U.S." on the front and "B.B.S. Coc/1942" on the back, it shows some minor staining from the
years. (208205-13)
3667 U.S. M1874 MCKEEVER CARTRIDGE BOX this lot consists of an M1874 McKeever cartridge box. The box is in about
good condition with the "U.S." marking being faint, overall crazing, some flaking mostly on the back side and dirt staining.
The strap on the back is torn on one side, one of the brass loops is damaged and there is a white tag that reads "Pillsbury".
The inside has a Watervilt arsenal stamping and a faint penciled name "Clemens". A neat item for the
militaria collector. (208864-41A)
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3668 GERMAN TROPHY This lot consists of a copper zinc German trophy that appears of be of World War Two era
vintage. The trophy features an Imperial German officer that appears to be leading a charge. The officer is holding a sword in his left hand, his right hand has a hole but there is no object present. The officer is wearing a
Pickelhaube and he has a Reichsrevolver on his belt. The trophy has an overall dull brown patina, it shows
scattered dirt staining and some spots of oxidation. The officer's feet were re-glued at some point to the
base, the sword was bent and straightened out. The officer is mounted on a black base that has several
plaques, one of which reads "WAN DE R PR E I S / I.NAS S J N F. R EGT.87.U.KR.TR.TE I LE / K AM E RSCHAFTSBUND/ORTSGR.WIESBADEN". There are 7 brass plaques on the rear that appear to be
awards for various completions. The dates on the plaques range from 1937 until 1943, they have different
names on them, they appear to be mostly for wrestling with some marked "Patronen" possibly for shooting
competition. There is one empty spot on the back side of the base, likely where another brass plate once was.
An interesting item for the German collector. (207884-44C) [Craig Brown Collection]
3669 IMPERIAL GERMAN BRASS SCULPTURE This is a cast brass sculpture of a pre-WW1 German soldier.
The soldier is wielding a Gew 88 rifle, engineer bayonet and he is wearing a shako. The sculpture has an
overall dull yellow appearance, it shows some minor flaking and scattered tarnish. The sculpture is mounted
a wooden base that shows some light flaking. A neat item for the military collector.
(207884-44A) [Craig Brown Collection]
3670 IMPERIAL GERMAN BRASS SCULPTURE This is a cast brass sculpture of an 1890's German soldier.
The soldier is holding a 71/84 rifle, he is equipped with a pack, bayonet and a Pickelhaube. His shoulder boards
are numbered "40" likely denoting his unit, the sculpture shows scattered light tarnish and minor flaking. The
soldier is mounted on a brass round base that is marked "Kaiser-Manover 1893" for the large Imperial military maneuvers of that year. A great item for the Imperial German collector.
(207884-44B) [Craig Brown Collection]
3671 GERMAN CAVALRY SCULPTURE This is a sculpture of a German cavalryman on a horse. The sculpture appears to be made from cast brass, it has an overall dark appearance with some dirt staining from
the years, a few spots of flaking and oxidation. The rider appears to be a Hussar, he is carrying a lance
with one hand, the reins with the other and he has a sword behind the left leg. One of the reins is loose
and it appears to be missing a part. An interesting item for the military or antique collector.
(207884-44D) [Craig Brown Collection]
3672 SOLOTHURN CRATE This is a crate for the Solothurn anti-tank rifle and two magazines. The crate measures 52" in length, 12" in height and 18 1/2" in width. One end of the crate shows a large chip, the metal
parts are oxidized, an old shipping label is present and the crates shows the expected wear from the
years. One of the magazines has been disassembled but the follower, spring and floorplate are all present.
The magazines show oxidation, silvering and wear from the years. Please note extra shipping will apply.
(208098-32C)
3673 SLOUCH HAT This is an unmarked light green slouch hat. The exterior of the hat shows some stain
spots and dust staining. The hat has a tan band that shows a few spots of light staining. The interior shows
scattered soiling and dust staining from the years. The interior band shows some sweat and dirt staining from
the years. There is no chinstrap or chinstrap hardware present. The hat features two vent holes on each side
and it appears to be Australian and not Colonial German. An interesting hat that may benefit from further
research. (207879-442H) [Craig Brown Collection]
3674 STEYR M1912 HOLSTER This a brown sheepskin German issue Steyr M1912 holster. The holster has a
maker's mark on the tab that appears to read "EUGEN HUBER/MILITAR-EFekten/Munchen". The holster
features a dual stripper clip pouch, it shows scattered crazing, light flaking and wear. (207884-47AF)
[Craig Brown Collection]
3675 STEYR M1912 HOLSTER This is a brown sheepskin German issue Steyr M1912 holster. The holster
appears unmarked and it has a dual stripper clip pouch. The holster shows overall dust staining, some crazing and flaking. (207884-47AG) [Craig Brown Collection]
3676 STEYR M1912 HOLSTER This is a brown leather German issue Steyr M1912 holster. The holster appears
unmarked and it has a single large stripper clip pouch on the front. There is some indiscernible writing on
the front flap, the holster shows scattered scuffing, dust staining, crazing and flaking. (207884-AI) [Craig
Brown Collection]
3677 STEYR M1912 HOLSTER This is a brown sheepskin German issue Steyr holster. The holster
appears unmarked and it has a dual stripper clip pouch on the front. The holster shows scattered
dust staining, flaking and crazing. (207884-AJ) [Craig Brown Collection]
3678 IMPERIAL GERMAN HOLSTER LOT Total of two World War One era holsters for .32 ACP style
3671
pistols. The first holster is a sheepskin holster that appears to be maker marked "HERMANN
CLEMENS" and it is dated 1917. The interior has "FRITZ" written on the inside, it shows some flaking and dirt staining from the years. The second holster is a brown leather holster that is dated 1917
and it appears to be maker marked "R. PAUL SCHUTZE" and there are two ink markings that are
hard to read. The holster shows scattered crazing and flaking. (207884-47AE) [Craig Brown
Collection]
3679 GERMAN HOLSTER This is a tan leather World War One era German holster for a .32 ACP pistol.
It appears to be for a Walther Model 4, the inside is marked "B.A.XI" and "MADE IN GERMANY".
The holster has a single magazine pouch on the front, it shows scattered crazing, light flaking and
scuffing. (207884-47AH) [Craig Brown Collection]
3680 GERMAN HIGH POWER HOLSTER This is a tan leather holster for the German 640(B)/High
Power pistol. The front of the holster is marked "dla/44" and "(Eagle)/(Swastika)/WaA195". The holster shows some light crazing, minor flaking and scuffs from the years.
(207884-47AD) [Craig Brown Collection]
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3681 1903 DUMMY TRAINING RIFLE This lot consists of a dummy 1903 Springfield style training rifle. The rifle appears unmarked
and it retains 93% of a black enamel finish with some scattered flaking. The hardwood stock rates good with an added varnish, what
appears to be a lightly carved "R" on the right side of the butt, some indiscernible initials on the left side of
3684
butt, a 1 1/2" crack at front left edge, scattered flaking and handling marks. The bolt and trigger operate similar to a real 1903 and a GI canvas sling is included. (208809-8) {NON-GUN}
3682 RARE DAISY MODEL 21 DOUBLE BARREL BB GUN .177 cal, 12" barrels with mostly bright near
excellent bores. The metal surfaces of this shotgun-style Daisy retain about 90% original black paint finish
with most of the loss due to scattered moderate scratches and flaking along the barrels, handling marks
and light oxidation staining on the triggerguard. The frame is embellished with rudimentary game dog
vignettes on either side and simple foliate motifs. The checkered brown plastic buttstock and forend remain
in very good condition showing scattered moderate scratches, scuffs and handling marks. The forend is a noticeably darker tone than the buttstock and there are added holes, presumably for sling swivels, at the lower right side butt and at the
forend tip. The frame lockup shows a little play and the original sights are intact. A very nice example of these hard-findfind BB guns. (138612-49)
(400/600)
3683 RARE GERMAN WORLD WAR ONE TRENCH PERISCOPE This is a German World War One Trench
Periscope for the German Gew-98 rifle. The green enamel finish shows scattered light flaking, scuffing and oxidation on the base metal. The buttstock shows a couple light chips, scattered dings and handling marks. The unit is
maker marked "E LEITZ WETZLAR" in white stencil and the mirrors are a bit cloudy but remain mostly clear. The
buttstock will not fully seat into the rearward position on this particular specimen. This periscope was designed
to allow a German soldier to fire his rifle over a trench without exposing himself. A rifle would be mounted in this
device, the mirrors allowed a soldier to see and a string allowed a soldier to pull the trigger. Really a neat item for
the military collector. (207884-66) [Craig Brown Collection]
3684 GERMAN M42 STAHLHELM WITH SNOW CAMOUFLAGE COVER This is a German M42 stahlhelm with
a gray feldgrau paint and a white snow camouflage cover. The exterior of the helmet shows some light scuffing,
light flaking and some minor oxidation. The interior has a similar feldgrau paint with some light oxidation on top
3685
of the dome, scattered light scratches, scuffing and minor flaking. The rear of the helmet is marked
"NS64/L298" indicating manufacture by Vereinigte Nikelwerke. The M31 liner shows some light soiling and
dirt staining. The chinstrap has a couple tears, some flaking and dirt staining. The snow cover appears to be
unmarked, it shows a couple small tears and some light soiling from the years. An interesting helmet for the
militaria collector. (207879-440DC) [Craig Brown Collection]
3685 PRUSSIAN JAGER SHAKO The black leather dome shows a couple dings, dust staining and some flaking. The body shows some crazing, a couple dings and dust staining. The visors show overall crazing and
some dirt staining. The leather chinstrap shows some flaking, overall crackling and crazing. The Wappen features a Prussian Eagle that is turning to a brown patina with some scattered tarnish. The black and white
Prussian Feldzeichen shows dust staining from the years. The left side has a black and white Prussian cockade, while the right has the black, white and red Deutches Reich cockade, both of which show dirt staining
and some crackling. The interior shows dirt staining and crazing from the years. The top of the inside of the
dome is marked "TB9/1875" and the rear left is marked "20 1/2". A neat Shako for the militaria collector. (207879-441BC) [Craig Brown Collection]
3686 SAXON INFANTRY SHAKO The black leather dome shows scattered crazing, some flaking and
crackling. The black felt shows some light dust staining, a torn area where a Feldzeichen likely once
was and a couple tiny tears. The leather chinstrap shows overall crazing, some crackling and some
3686
light flaking. The Wappen features a Saxony emblem with a trumpet and the brass shows some
light tarnish. The visor shows overall crazing, some crackling and light flaking. There are no cockades present on this shako. The interior shows scattered crazing, dirt staining and some light
flaking. The top interior of the dome shows crackling with one deep crack across the center. The
front of the visor is marked "108.R.", which Mr. Brown states is for the 108th Saxon Infantry
Regiment. A neat Shako for the militaria collector. (207879-441BD) [Craig Brown Collection]
3687 IMPERIAL GERMAN M1916 CUIRASSIER METALHELME This all steel helmet has a
brightly finished body with a couple moderate dents on the rear, a few scattered smaller dents and spots of light oxidation staining.
The brown leather chinstrap shows overall crazing and some flaking. The Wappen features a line eagle that is turning to a gray patina
with some minor tarnishing. The right side of the helmet has a white, red and black Deutches Reich cockade
that shows some moderate flaking and there is no left side cockade present. The front interior of the visor has
a dark green paint that shows scattered flaking and dirt staining. The interior of the dome and rear visor have
a dark black paint with scattered flaking, dirt staining, oxidation on the base metal and a few white paint
3688
spots. The black leather liner has a few small tears, some crazing and light flaking. An interesting helmet for
the militaria collector. (207879-441BE) [Craig Brown Collection]
3688 PRUSSIAN M1905/06 PICKELHAUBE The green felt dome shows some light flaking and dust
staining from the years. The black leather visors show overall crazing, some spiderwebbing and flaking. The brown chinstrap shows some staining from the years and flaking. The right side of the helmet has a black, white and red Deutches Reich cockade and the left, a black and white Prussian
cockade both of which show minor flaking. The Wappen features a brass line eagle that is loose, it
shows some light flaking and minor tarnish. Mr. Brown notes that the cockades were added and the
eagle was replaced. The interior leather appears to be in tender condition, there is a head shaped
Styrofoam insert present, there are several tears, scattered crazing and some flaking. A good example
for the military collector. (207879-441BF) [Craig Brown Collection]
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3689 PRUSSIAN STEEL PICKELHAUBE The black painted exterior shows some flaking, oxidation spots on the
base metal and a few dents. The black leather chinstrap shows crazing and light flaking from the years. The right
side of the helmet has a black, white and red Deutches Reich cockade and the left, a black and white Prussian
3689
cockade both of which show some light flaking. The Wappen features a brass line eagle that is loose; it shows
some minor tarnishing on the high edges. The spike is missing a tie causing it to be loose; it shows some light
flaking and oxidation staining. The liner is in fair condition, it is loose with some torn sections, a few smaller tears, overall crackling and flaking. An interesting helmet for the military collector. (207879-441BG)
[Craig Brown Collection]
3690 GERMAN POLICE NCO DEGEN BY RATH 32 3/4" single fuller blade, 38" overall. The blade
remains overall bright with sparse light scabbard marks and scattered patches of light freckling and
staining particularly along the foible and is marked with oval "HERM RATH / SOLINGEN" on the
reverse ricasso. The iron hilt has a D-shaped guard ending with a teardrop quillon and a plain flat
oval button cap pommel, a decorative ferrule showing six standing oak leaves separated by acorns
and an unwrapped grooved wood grip with inlaid party eagle on the obverse side. There is no buffer
washer present. The guard and pommel retain about 95% original nickel with scattered light oxidation
staining and specks of freckling, the ferrule has a pale silver patina with very light oxidation staining and the
party eagle emblem has a darker old silver finish. The grip rates very good plus with a couple light handling marks and a couple
light gaps along the periphery of the emblem. The tubular steel scabbard retains about 90% flaking black enamel and is equipped
with a plain matching drag and hanger. The throat of the scabbard is decorated with a pale German silver Woton Knot mount. A
very good plus Police NCO Degen. (58737-650) [Dr. Louis C. March Jr. Collection]
(400/600)
3691 RARE COLT 9MM/45 CONVERSION KIT The 9mm conversion kit was only made for a short period of time by Colt and is a
rare find. This kit retains about 99% original blue finish and appears to have seen little if any use. The kit consists of a Series 80
slide assembly with Patridge front sight and Accro rear sight. Includes a 5" Series 70 style heavily tapered barrel marked "CAL.
9mm LUGER / -PARABELLUM-" with an excellent bore, Series 70 collect bushing, 9mm ejector, slide stop, recoil spring and Colt
factory magazine. The kit also includes the original woodgrain box with Styrofoam insert that rate very good with edge scuffing.
The end label has fallen off but is provided. A rare find for the 1911 enthusiast. (88891-44)
3692 COLT 22/45 CONVERSION KIT This kit consists of a complete slide assembly with Patridge front sight and Accro adjustable
rear sight, 5" barrel with floating chamber and excellent bore, ejector, slide stop, recoil spring and Colt marked magazine. The slide
retains about 95% original blue with edge wear, scratches and a blemish on the left side of the slide that appears to be a lightly
cleaned then cold blued. Also included is a two-piece factory woodgrain box that is correctly end labeled to the kit. A great aid
to marksmanship training at a reduced cost. (88873-71)
3693 MOSSBERG 500 BARREL This lot consists of a plain 18 1/2" 410 bore Mossberg 500 barrel choked cylinder.
The bore is bright and excellent, the barrel retains 99% original blue and it has a fixed brass bead front sight.
(208940-100A)
3694 REMINGTON 870 BARREL This lot consists of a 12 Gauge 28" ventilated rib Remchoke barrel that is chambered for 3" shells. The bore is bright and excellent, the barrel retains 97% original phosphate with some silvering and light oxidation. The included choke tube is modified. (208937-163A)
3695 CIVIL WAR SCULPTURE: WOUNDED TO THE REAR ONE MORE SHOT This is a rather heavy, likely
plaster or resin-cast, depiction of a standing union soldier withdrawing one more cartridge from his box, musket
at the ready, while a comrad kneels at his left side tending a wounded foot or leg. The base of the sculpture
reads “Wounded to the Rear/One More Shot” originally the work of John Rogers, New York. The sculpture has
an overall dull tan primer coating and shows numerous small flakes or chips revealing the white resin or plaster
beneath, they obviously would go away once one painted. None are major in character and none effect the
integrity of the piece itself or the subject matter; our heroes head appears to have been glued on, and the sculpture shows signs of repair, again you miss it at first glance it would be invisible once properly painted with appropriate colors (I for one would probably paint the piece in a metallic bronze color). 24” overall height. John
Rogers American sculptor, Salem, Massachusetts 1829–1904, originally cast and went on sale in 1864,
Rogers own description: “Two wounded soldiers have been ordered to the rear during a battle, but one of
them is taking out a cartridge to load up again, determined to have one more shot before leaving." [Extra
Shipping Will Apply] (38935-38)
3696 MISCELLANEOUS LOT OF G.I. GEAR This lot consists of miscellaneous 50s-60s-era G.I. web gear. The first
item is a U.S.-marked a G.I. web belt, OD green, unmarked but with brass buckle closure with the male head being the “mushroom”
style (post WW II). There are two dual magazine pouches for U.S. G.I. M14/M1A magazines with loops on each side for grenades.
They are both “U.S.” marked and show some flaking black enamel to the hardware. Attached to the web belt is a U.S. G.I. “MX991/U” flashlight from GM Price. It appears to be in very good condition and has an assortment of filters in the butt compartment
(its function cannot be ascertained but there is no internal corrosion and the spare bulb is present). The last item is an unmarked
pistol holster for a medium frame auto pistol, likely European, there is an external magazine pocket present, it is over all lightly flaked
with the hardware showing oxidation. A very good G.I. lot overall. (38935-18,19)
3697 SIG SAUER P320 FULL SIZE CONVERSION KIT 9mm, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excel3698
lent bore. The metal surfaces of the slide and barrel retain about 99% original Nitron finish
showing some very minor operational wear. The polymer “frame” remains in excellent condition
perhaps showing a minor handling mark or two. This is a complete conversion kit including the
“frame”, slide, barrel and recoil spring. The slide is sighted with standard white three-dot sights
and no magazine is included. (138942-35)
3698 LOT OF STEVENS ARMS EPHEMERA FIVE ASSORTED DOCUMENTS. Two are correspondences dated from the early 1930s and addressed to a Mr. Eldred Eade. One letter informs
the addressee that they no longer do work on the No. 235 shotgun and the other letter is informing Mr. Eade of a new Stevens rifles. The first letter is torn on the right side but the text is intact
and the second is very good with clear J. Stevens letterhead and some minor foxing. Next is a
small sheet dated 1933 illustrating and listing the components of Ideal Rifles Nos. 44 and 414 on
one side, and Visible Loading rifle on the other. The document is in very good plus condition
showing some very minor staining. Next is a components parts catalog penciled "Before 1/37" on the cover. The booklet is 11 pages
of illustrations and parts lists of various Stevens products and remains in near excellent condition showing some minor staining. Finally
included is a vintage Stevens mailing envelope addressed to Mr. Eade showing some light tears and stains throughout. (138320-163I)
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3699 LOT OF STEVENS ARMS EPHEMERA THREE ASSORTED DOCUMENTS.
One is a Stevens catalog mailing envelop penciled "1937". It is addressed to Mr.
Eldred Eade and shows some moderate stains and scuffs. Next is a 1937 Stevens
component parts booklet. The pages appear to have been re-stapled at some point.
The 19-page booklet shows complete parts illustrations and lists for various Stevens
firearms. Finally included is an 88-page booklet missing its covers and rebound long
ago. The cover is marked in pencil only "Steven's Catalog #54 / 1912?" The first
page is stamped with Mr. Eade's address and the catalog details all of the salient
features of the available Steven's long arms, accessories and parts with illustrations
and prices listed. (138320-163)
3700 STEVENS ARMS COMPONENT PARTS BOOKLET This is a lovely Stevens cat- 3699
alog with light buff covers and vibrant cover markings. Interestingly, the corners of
the cover border features decorative swastikas, obviously this is a pre-war catalog.
The cover is marked in ink with Mr. Eldred Eade's information. This 12-page booklet
shows complete parts illustrations and lists for various Stevens firearms and remains
in very good plus condition showing some light scattered staining and handling
marks. (138320-163F)
3701 LOT OF STEVENS ARMS EPHEMERA SIX ASSORTED DOCUMENTS. First
is a Stevens Arms brown shipping envelope addressed to Mr. Eldred Eade showing
some moderate tattering and scuffs. Second is a full catalog effective January 2,
1937 showing some moderate staining, a few torn pages and handling marks. The
20-page catalog details all of the available Stevens products along with illustrations
and a complete price list. Next is a wholesale price list effective January 3, 1938 in
near excellent condition showing some minor spots of staining. The 23-page catalog
3700
details all of the available Stevens products along with illustrations, suggested
wholesale and retail prices. Finally there are three smaller documents one detailing
the Stevens Armory and Semi-Military models of target rifles, a small unused shooting score target and a small booklet on the Stevens Junior 22 rifle that shows some
folds and humorously describes the destructive nature of red squirrels ("in spite of
his good looks"). A nice lot of vintage Stevens material. (138320-163A)
3702 PERCUSSION CAPS Included are three full Remington tins of 100 No. 11 pistol
percussion caps. Two tins are still sealed. Finally included is a nearly full Alcan
Company tin of 100 4-wing musket caps made in France. (138318-15C)
3703 SAFARILAND BERETTA 92 DUTY RIG This lot consists of a black leather buckle-less Velcro-backed 2 1/4" wide duty belt with holster and dual magazine pouch.
The belt shows some minor scuffs and edge wear but remains in very good plus
condition, the magazine pouch is excellent and the holster is near excellent showing
some minor use and features a thumb release retention strap. (139012-6)
3704 SHOOTERS LOT This lot is made up of the following items: ammunition, targets,
shooting glasses and a holster. First are two pairs of shooting glasses, one
Remington with clear lenses, the other Browning with dark amber and both are in 3701
very good condition. Second is an Elite in-the-pants holster for a small frame automatic in excellent condition. Third are 50 +/- targets that include 6” Glow Shot and Improved M4 / AR15 25M Zero Targets
all in excellent condition. Fourth are four full and or partial boxes of Rimfire and centerfire cartridges to include: one full
20 round Federal 5.56mm, M193 Ball cartridges, one partial (46 rounds) PMC Bronze, 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges, one
full 50 round box Blazer Brass, 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ, and one partial 325 round that is near half full of Federal Target Grade
Performance 22 LR cartridges. All remain in near excellent condition. (108961-7S21640A1)
3705 SHOOTERS LOT This lot contains five items. First is a Golden Future Laser Bore Sight Collimator For 22 to 50 caliber
firearms. The kit appears complete with manual. Second are a Glock factory loading tool and Pearce Grip extension for a
Glock magazine both in excellent to as-near-new in the package condition. Third is a Uplula loading tool for 9mm and 45
ACP cartridges that remains in excellent condition. Fourth is a C.A.T. M-4 multi tool in original packaging in excellent condition. Fifth is a small assortment of what appear to be Glock parts to include safety, assortment of sights, safety, guide
rod and cover plate all used in good condition. (108961-7S21640A2)
3706 LOT OF PISTOL & KNIFE RUGS There are seven assorted rugs. First are three zippered knife rugs measuring 17” overall. Second are two zippered pistol rugs for 6” barreled guns. Third is a suede rug and leather pouch. All items remain in
very good to excellent condition. (108205-4G)
3707 ALLEN RANGE BAG This black canvas range bag measures roughly 24”x15” with five external zippered pockets and
water bottle pocket. The inside has two internal pockets and two padded pistol rugs with able storage. Includes an
adjustable shoulder strap and remains in excellent condition. (108961-7S21640A)
3708 COUNTER TOP DISPLAY CASE This glass case with sliding doors measures 34”x15 3/4"x24” overall with brass plated
finish. There is a single glass shelf located roughly at the halfway point in the case with a white colored laminate floor. The
brass plated trim is worn in a few spots showing bright metal underneath. The door trim has been machined in the lower
left corner to accept a small diameter keyhole style tumbler and the case remains in excellent condition. (109010-183) [Dr.
Jess P. Lewis Collection] [Shipping is not available for this item][or will be very expensive]
3709 COUNTER TOP DISPLAY CASE This glass case with sliding doors measures 34”x15 3/4"x24” overall with brass plated
finish. There is a single glass shelf located roughly at the halfway point in the case with a white colored laminate floor. The
brass plated trim is worn in a few spots showing bright metal underneath. The door trim has been machined in the bottom
left corner of the outside door to accept a small diameter keyhole style tumbler and the case remains in excellent condition.
(109010-184) [Dr. Jess P. Lewis Collection] [Shipping is not available for this item][or will be very expensive]
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3710 STEVENS CATALOGS This lot includes a components parts and arms and tool catalog. The component parts catalog
appears complete in excellent condition and comes with its original shipping envelope. The arms and tool catalog is missing its cover and has
some tape repairs with scattered markings in pencil along the interior
pages with an expanded section for Machinist tools. A neat collection of
vintage gun catalogs. (108320-163M)
3711 LOT OF FOUR POCKET CATALOGS First is a 1924 dated 29 page
Stevens Firearms Company catalog that has a couple of pencil marks and
some light ingrained dirt staining. Second is a 32 page Stevens Firearms
catalog that isn’t dated and is stamped on the front cover “E.K. Eade / 3710
3711
Firearms / 2414 Hartray Ave, Evanston, Ill.”, in red. Third is a Stevens
Telescope Sights catalog with “E.K. Eade / Firearms / 2414 Hartray Ave, Evanston, Ill.”, in red stamped on the front cover.
Fourth is a Pope Rifle Barrels catalog and price list dated March 1, 1899. These items remain in excellent condition.
(108320-163L)
3712 STEVENS GENERAL CATALOG NO. 55 This original catalog remains complete with some light
ingrained dirt staining, foxing along some of the pages, a crease in the corner and is marked in ink 3712
along the front cover but otherwise remains in excellent condition. Included is a 1922 dated revised
price list. (108320-163J)
3713 STEVENS GENERAL CATALOG NO. 52 This original 160 page catalog remains complete with
ingrained dirt staining, foxing on the pages, several light wrinkles, scuff, and repaired splits. The
art work is slightly faded in color, with numerous pencil marks and the book remains in good to near
very good condition. (108320-163C)
3714 STEVENS CATALOGS This lot includes two. First is a 1925 Shotgun / Rifle / Pistol catalog with
1926 date in pencil on the front cover. The catalog has a couple of tape repairs to the cover, with 3713
light ingrained dirt staining and spots of foxing throughout. Second is a blue catalog with flying
geese marked Stevens Shotguns-Rifles-and Pistols dated 1929 and No.57 on the inside cover.
There are a few pencil markings and some light scuffing along the seam with minor ingrained dirt
staining. Included is an updated price sheet effective date Jan 2, 1930. Items in this lot remain in
very good to excellent condition. (108320-163K)
3715 STEVENS 1903 CATALOG This green and red colored catalog appears complete with some
light scuffs, creases and spots of light foxing and ingrained dirt staining. A lovely example in very
good overall condition. (108320-163B)
3716 STEVENS NO. 58 CATALOG This 1930-dated catalog has a blue cover with flying geese and
remains in very good to excellent condition showing some light scuffing along the spine and minor
foxing along the edges of the pages. Included are three additional price sheets and the original
envelope from mailing. (108320-163H)
3717 STEVENS NO. 59 CATALOG This 1934-dated catalog has a brown cover with flying geese and
remains in excellent condition showing only minor scuffing along the spine and some very light foxing along some of the pages. Included is the original mailing envelope. (108320163H)
3714
3718 STEVENS EPHEMERA This lot includes a reproduction 1888 dated J. Stevens
Arms and Tool Co., catalog that remains in excellent condition and 12 laminated
8 1/2"x11” “expanded firearm listings”, blown up catalog illustrations, complete
with pricing from various catalogs; suitable for framing. (108320-163E)
3719 STEVENS / SAVAGE EPHEMERA This lot includes three advertisements likely from the 1930’s. First is a pamphlet for the Savage Model 19 N.R.A. Target rifle
that shows some light foxing and scuffing along the edges with an ink stamp that
reads “On Sale at Dewey’s 852 N. Plankinton Ave.” and remains in very good condition. Second is a Stevens pamphlet for the Ideal Marksman Rifles that has
three fold lines and some scattered spots of light foxing in very good condition.
Third is a blue 1929 dated Stevens Shotguns-Rifles and Pistol catalog with flying
geese on the cover. The catalog remains in
excellent condition and includes and updated
price sheet. (108320-163D)
3720 W I N C H E STE R E P H E M E R A
This lot
3720
includes two items. First is a small paper
bound sampling of some of the guns at the
Winchester Gun Museum. The pages have
black and white photos featuring guns from
the Winchester and Pugsley Collections.
Second is a paper bound fourth edition copy
of Winchester Ammunition Handbook with
brown cover and a variety of game animals.
The booklet shows light scuffing along its
edges and includes a fold out trajectory chart
3719
at the rear. (108205-4)
3721 M A R ITI M E P U B LI CATI O N S
This lot
includes eight issues of The American Neptune quarterly journal. The issues include: July 1948, January 1949, October
1951, January, April, July 1952, April 1955, and July 1964. The books remain in very good to excellent condition with lightly
scuffed and tattered edges and spots of light foxing. (108205-4A)
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3722 MARITIME PUBLICATIONS This lot includes nine items. First are three soft cover titles Civil War Naval Chronology
1861-1865, Part I, Part II and part IV. The books remain in very good condition showing light foxing, some mildly scuffed
edges and one with light creases on the front cover. Second is a spring 1976 dated copy of Steamboat Bill, that shows
light foxing around its edges. Third is a summer 1962 dated copy of the Iron Worker, that has some light fading on the
cover with minor scuffs along the edges. Fourth is a 1988 dated copy of Steam Boating, this full color print vacation planner remains in excellent condition. Fifth is a Bern C. Ritchie and Company soft cover brochure. Sixth is a 161 page soft
cover title Marine Engineering, by H.P. Sprat, this Science Museum reprint remains in excellent condition. Seventh is a
June, 13, 1990 dated Robert A. Siegel auction catalog. Items in this lot are in very good to excellent condition. (1082054B)
3723 CIVIL WAR PUBLICATIONS This lot includes nine copies of North South Trader’s CIVIL WAR. The magazines range in
dates from 1990-2008 and all remain in excellent condition. (108205-4C)
3724 CIVIL WAR PUBLICATIONS This lot includes a collection of 20 issues dating from 1962-1986 of Civil War Times
Illustrated. These magazines range in condition from good to excellent with some copies showing light scuffing, minor
creases, and light ingrained dirt staining. (108205-4D)
3725 ERMA FLARE GUN serial #5721f, 26.5mm, 6" barrel with a very good bore that shows a couple pits near muzzle. The
metal surfaces of this "ayf/41" coded pistol retain 85% black enamel with some silvering on the high edges and scattered
oxidation mostly on the left side. The checkered black plastic grips rate very good with the left panel showing scattered dirt
staining. The barrel is matching to the frame, the gun is marked with "(Eagle)/280" Waffenamts and the hammer does not
appear to function. (208051-6) {NON-GUN}
3726 WALTHER FLARE GUN serial #42834L, 26.5mm, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% reapplied black enamel with some oxidation on barrel and scattered flaking. The brown plastic grips rate good with flattening
points, dirt staining and some light chips. The barrel is matching to frame, the gun is marked with "(Eagle)/359" Waffenamts
and the hammer does not appear to work. (208051-5) {NON-GUN}
3727 GERMAN LP-42 FLARE GUN serial #178415, 26.5mm, 6" barrel with a very good plus bore that shows scattered light
oxidation. The metal surfaces remain partially bright with scattered light dings and oxidation staining. The brown phenolic
resin grips show scattered handling marks from the years. The left side of the frame is marked "wa" and the gun is functional. A neat item for the militaria collector. (208051-8) {NON-GUN}
3728 GERMAN M1934 FLARE GUN serial #349, 26.5mm, 6" barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered oxidation
and light pitting. The metal surfaces have been cleaned to bright with scattered light pitting and some oxidation staining.
The checkered grips show some dings and handling marks. The pistol is coded "ayf/40" and the barrel is numbered matching to the frame. (208051-7) {NON-GUN}

3729 BERETTA MODEL 38/42 DUMMY GUN This is a Beretta
Model 1938/42 dummy gun that was assembled using original and new parts. The barrel and dummy receiver retain nearly all of their later applied gray phosphate finish with
some light handling marks. The front sling swivel has been cleaned to a silver pewter and it is loose.
The original beech stock shows a repaired crack in the wrist, a few dings and handling marks. There is no bolt assembly
present and a single 40 round magazine is included. A neat display gun for the military collector. (208051-25) {NON-GUN}

3730 MP-40 DUMMY GUN This is an MP-40
dummy gun that was assembled using original and new
parts. The original barrel, triggerguard, stock and magazine well assembly are
mostly a dull gray patina with scattered traces of original blue with some oxidation
staining on the barrel. The upper receiver is a modern plastic dummy replacement,
the charging handle is fixed and it is not the correct type for an MP-40. The phenolic resin lower receiver and
pistolgrip show a few dings, handling marks and a couple light chips. The stock folds and the magazine release is
functional. The original parts are mixed with the rear assembly being coded "bnz/42" and an original magazine coded
"kur 43" is included. A neat display item for the military collector. (208051-24C) {NON-GUN}
3731 MP-40 DUMMY GUN This is an MP-40 dummy gun that was assembled using original and new parts. The original barrel
and magazine well assembly retain much of a reapplied phosphate finish with some silvering and fading. The dummy upper
receiver has a dull gray finish with some pitting under the finish and the charging handle having been broken off. The brown
phenolic resin lower receiver and pistolgrip show some dings and handling marks. The military parts are mixed with the rear
assembly being renumbered and devoid of an ordnance coded and an original magazine is included that is coded "kur 44".
A neat item for the military collector. (208051-24A) {NON-GUN}
3732 MP-40 DUMMY GUN This an MP-40 dummy gun that was assembled using original and new parts. The original barrel
retains much of its reapplied blue finish, while rear assembly shows a fading original blue. The unmarked magazine well
shows a fading phosphate finish with some light pitting. The dummy upper receiver retains much of its dull gray phosphate
with some light freckling and handling marks. The brown phenolic resin lower receiver and pistolgrip show dings and handling marks from the years. There is no rear sight assembly present, the bolt carrier is made from wood and the charging
handling was broken off at some point. The military parts are mixed with the rear assembly being coded "bnz 43" and an
original magazine is included that is coded "fxo 41". A great display gun overall. (208051-24D) {NON-GUN}
3733 MP-40 DUMMY GUN This an MP-40 dummy gun that was assembled using original and new parts. The original barrel,
magazine well and rear assembly retain much original blue with silvering, light fading, a few dings and a few spots of light
oxidation. The dummy upper receiver shows some handling marks and dings. The phenolic resin lower receiver and pistolgrip have a repaired crack on the right side, some dings and handling marks. The military parts are mixed with the rear
assembly being coded "ayf 43". The barrel is loose and there is no magazine present. A good project dummy gun overall.
(208051-24B) {NON-GUN}
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3734 CIVIL WAR ENVELOPE LOT This lot consists of three Civil War envelopes all from Union Blockading Squadron Ships.
Two of the envelopes are to Dr. T.M. Coan on the USS Sebago, one from New Orleans in 1864 and the other from Mobile
Bay in 1865. One of the envelopes is from the Adriatic Fire Insurance Company and the other from Sheldon & Co. Publishers
both from New York City. The last envelope is from the USS Richmond in Baton Rouge to New Orleans dated 1863 and it
is addressed to Miss Kate Slavin. The envelopes show varying degrees of wear with some staining and paper loss. A very
neat lot for the maritime or Civil War Collector. (208205-5G)
3735 CIVIL WAR SCRAPBOOK This is a large black spiral bound book that has clippings from Civil War era news publications. They include Harper's Weekly, Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper and The Illustrated London News. The clippings
relate to naval operations, campaigns in the Carolinas, blockade runners and English ship building for the Confederates. A
neat item for the Civil War and maritime collector. (208205-4AA)
3736 CIVIL WAR SCRAPBOOK This is a large black spiral bound book that has several photos and clippings relating to Civil
War naval battles and blockade runners. Also included is correspondence between Cliff Young and the Royal Scottish
Museum in regards to a Confederate blockade runner and a couple articles on stamp collecting. (208205-4AB)
3737 BATTLE OF FORT FISHER PAINTING This is a framed painting of the Battle of Fort Fisher. The painting shows
Confederate forces on a hill defending against landing Union marines. The bottom left of the painting is signed by the artist
"DAVIDSON" and the back of the frame has a Boston Art center tag. The print measures 21" in length by 14" in width while
the frame measures 27" in length by 22" in width. A great painting of a pivotal Civil War battle that will make a great display
piece. (208205-7H)
3738 U.S. IRON CLAD LITHOGRAPH This is a lithograph of the U.S.S. Dictator ironclad, it is dated 1868 and marked "UNITED STATES IRON CLAD RAM/DICTATOR/DESIGNED BY J ERICSSON/Built at the Delamater Iron Works New York". The
lithograph was published by Endicott & Co. of New York and it lists the ship's statistics. The lithograph measures 27" in
length and 16" in width, while the frame measures 34 1/2" in length and 24" in width. The painting shows a few large tears
that were professionally repaired. A nice lithograph that will make a great display for the Civil War collector. (208205-7G)
3739 CONFEDERATE BLOCKADE RUNNER PRINT LOT This lot consists of two prints of Confederate blockade runners.
The first is a framed print of the blockade runner Hope that was captured off of Cape Fear in 1864 by the U.S.S. Eolus. The
painting was done by Robert E. Spring of the American Society of Marine artists and the backing shows a few tears. The
painting measures 10" in length and 7" in width, while its frame measures 15" in length by 13" in width. The other print is
a drawing of the blockade runner Hope and it is backed by Matboard. The print measures 24" in length by 13" in width,
while the Matboard frame measures 28" in length by 17 1/2" in width. A neat display for the Civil War buff. (208205-7D)
3740 CIVIL WAR MAP LOT This lot consists of six assorted Civil War map prints. Three of the maps show the area of
Wilmington North Carolina with associated naval incidents and forts. Two of the maps are specifically of Fort Fisher and the
battles there. The last map is of Charleston from the Confederate official records and it shows the defenses of the city. The
maps vary in size with the smallest being 17" in length by 11 1/2" in width with the largest being 28" in length by 22 1/2"
in width. A neat lot for the Civil War collector. (208205-7E)
3741 CONFEDERATE BLOCKADE RUNNER SCHEMATIC LOT This lot consists of 10 assorted Confederate blockade runner blueprints. The majority of the blueprints appear be for the blockade runner Hope, one is for the Fergus and some lack
an identifying label. The ships show various parts of ships and their designs, two are on white paper and the remaining
blueprints are on black paper. The smallest blueprint measures 17" in length by 15" in width and the largest is 23 1/2" in
length by 15 1/2" in width. All of the blueprints are housed in clear plastic and this lot will make a great addition to any
naval collection. (208205-5E)
3742 CONFEDERATE WHITWORTH CANNON SCHEMATIC LOT This lot consists of two Confederate Whitworth
breechloading cannon schematics. Two prints are both the same showing the parts of the cannon and the projectile. One
is two sided and has a Lemat revolver schematic on the reverse side. One of the prints is on matboard, it measures 33" in
length by 24" width, the other is on paper housed in a clear plastic sleeve, it measures 30" in length by 24" in width. A
neat display item for the Civil War collector. (208205-5F)
3743 CIVIL WAR MAP LOT This lot consists of five Civil War maps detailing battles near Wilmington North Carolina. The maps
were originally printed by Bowen & Co. of Philadelphia for the Secretary of the Navy's annual report to the 39th Congress.
These old copies are titled as follows: Plan of the attack by gun-boats on Forts Strong and Lee, Line of Rebel Works Smith's
Island N.C., Plan of Fort Anderson Cape Fear River N.C., Part of Federal Point Entrance to Cape Fear River and First Attack
on Fort Fisher. The maps vary in size with the smallest being 11 1/2" in length 9 1/2" in width and the largest being 21" in
length and 19" in width. A great lot for the Civil War collector. (208205-7F)
3744 HARRIS BIPOD This lot consists of a 1A Ultralight bipod. The legs extend from 12” – 19” and overall the bipod is in
excellent condition. (48958-15B)
3745 BRASS CANNON This lot consists of a small, solid brass unmarked model field cannon. The cannon’s tube measures
11” long to the end of the cascabel and the bore measures about .60 caliber. The cannon is mounted to a brass carriage
with 6 1/2” diameter wheels. The brass has a mild tarnish and there are some light handling marks throughout. An excellent decorative cannon for a display or the study. (48466-1)
3746 5.11 GUN CASE This lot consists of a coyote brown 5.11 VTAC series single rifle case. The case measures 42” long and
has an exterior zippered pocket with MOLLE attachments. A MOLLE dual magazine pouch is included. Case is in excellent
condition. (48805-25C)
3747 U.S. HOLSTER This lot consists of a as-new black leather U.S. flap holster for the 1911 series pistols. The holster is
made by Bolen Leather Products and is sealed in its original wrap. (48667-2)
3748 LOT OF WEAVER BASES This lot consists of an assortment of Weaver factory scope bases, most in their original packaging and with screws. There are 95 bases included with model #’s: 1, 3, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 24, 27, 35,
36, 39, 40A, 45, 47, 48, 49A, 54, 55, 57, 59, 61, 62, 63A, 66, 67, 70, 71, 72, 75, 76, 79, 159, and M. All are in very good to
as-new condition and are housed is a metal Weaver countertop display. (48868-8)
3749 GERMAN MILITARY PATCH This lot consists of a black and white Heer German World War II military patch. The halfcircle shaped patch features an eagle over swastika and measures about 9 1/2” X 5”. It is mounted to a white linen backing
and was likely from an athletic vest. There is some light staining present but otherwise the patch is in overall excellent condition. (48293-10A)
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3750 GERMAN MARKSMAN’S BADGE This lot consists of a World War II German military marksman’s badge. The badge features an
eagle over crossed swords and shield with a wreath border and has a braided silver chord. An excellent example overall. (48293-10)
3751 GERMAN HAT BADGE This lot consists of a German post-War veteran’s hat badge. The badge depicts an eagle with wings outstretched above a wreathed swastika. The eagle’s breast has an iron cross with crossed swords. An excellent example. (48293-7)
3752 GERMAN PARTY BADGE This lot consists of a German “1937” dated Reichsparteitag or “party badge”. The circular badge is
marked “Fr. Zimmerman / Stuttgart” on the reverse and the front depicts three figures holding a platform of party emblems. There is
some light oxidation around the edges and the badge remains in very good condition. (48293-8)
3753 GERMAN BELT BUCKLE This lot consists of a World War II German Heer aluminum officer’s belt buckle. The buckle depicts a
German eagle over swastika with wreath border and is marked only with a gothic style “A” on the reverse. An excellent
example overall. (48293-6)
3754 GERMAN ARM BAND This lot consists of a National Socialist German Workers Party (NSDAP) World War II-era arm band. The
arm band is in excellent condition and is red with a white patch and black swastika. (48293-5A)
3755 GERMAN FLAG This lot consists of a World War II German Kriegsmarine flag that measures 50” x 31”. The flag is red with swastika
in center over the marine jack and has an iron cross in the upper corner. The end is marked “Kr FL 80x135, the reverse is marked
“Lorenz Somma Sohne / Oberkotzau”. There are a few very small moth holes but overall the flag remains in near
excellent condition. (48293-5)
3756 SHOOTER’S LOT This lot consists of a grouping of assorted leather and canvas shooting related items. Included are: one brown
leather belt holster for a 22 pistol that is marked “****DARD Co. / Concord NH” on the back, one German military canvas utility pouch
that has a stitch repair on the flap, two canvas long gun cases (one full size and one takedown), one small black nylon travel pouch
with strap, one Levy’s brown and green leather sporting sling, one white leather military style sling and two straps (one green canvas
and one leather. All are in very good condition. (45601-6C)
3757 RANDALL ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of assorted Randall Knife Company accessory items. First are two Randall Knife
Society style belt buckles in their original boxes and blue bags, one is numbered “377” on the reverse. The buckles are oval shaped
and appear to be pewter style with a single Bowie style knife in center and “THE RANDALL KNIFE SOCIETY OF AMERICA” is marked
around the edge. Second is a Randall marked brown leather belt (without buckle) that features a basket- weave pattern and appears
to be a six medium. Next are three bronze Randall label pins or hat badges that feature an oval with knife in center and are marked
“Randall Made Knives / Orlando, Florida” around the border. The pins are in their original white display boxes. Fourth are three Randall
knife tie clasps that are bright silver in color and feature a Randall fighting knife. These are sealed in their original packaging. Lastly
are four small button style pins that are brown in color and feature the Randall Knife company logo. All are in excellent to new-in-box condition. (46020-K299)
3759
3758 AMMUNITION CASE LOT A total of 19 ammunition cases made by Case-Guard,
Dillon Precision and Midway in various colors and cartridge sizes, all in excellent
shape, some with old reloading stickers still attached. (227521-9M)
3759 RARE EARLY RUGER NO.1 RINGS This is a pair of vertically-split Ruger factory 1" rings. These rings are of identical height and therefore for a Ruger No. 1 or
any Ruger rifle equipped with a quarter rib. They rate near excellent with only some
very light handling marks, a couple of the screw slots show very light slot wear, one
ring screw is missing. The attachment thumb-rings rate excellent with very light
silvering along the edges. A nice set of early Ruger rings. (58821-146D2)
3760 G5 MONTEC BROADHEADS This lot contains (5) 100 gr. heads, (2) 100 gr.
practice heads and (3) 85 gr. heads. The 100 grain heads show some very light
wear and marks from being lightly sharpened, the 85 gr. heads remain unused.
The heads are housed in two factory hard plastic cases. All in near excellent
condition. (59058-3)
3761 LOT OF TURKEY DECOYS Two total: (1) Primos Killer B Tom soft plastic decoy and (1) female soft plastic
decoy. Both unused and include stakes and a Primos mesh carry bag. (59058-4)
3762 LOT OF FLY RODS This lot contains two Eagle Claw Black Eagle 8 1/2 ft., size 8 fly rods with cork handles. The rods are in near
excellent unused condition with original factory tags and old price labels still on rods, the reel seat cap is missing from
one of the rods. (59058-5)
3763 REPLICA NON-GUN WALTHER PPK This Japanese made non-gun replica of a WWII era Walther PPK is made of a Zamac-like
material and does not fire. Pulling the trigger would cycle the gun like the real deal, plus it could be field stripped and the magazine
removed like the authentic Walther. It rates about good to very good with the surfaces a mottled gray finish with edge wear, scratches
and other handling marks. The checkered synthetic wrap around grips have a Nazi Party symbol and show a crack on the left side that
runs from the escutcheon to the top of the grip. The trigger no longer functions the slide, but the rest of the mechanism appears functional. It includes a removable magazine. (88534-3)
3764 SMITH & WESSON TARGET GRIP LOT This lot consist of a pair of Smith & Wesson goncalo alves K-frame target grips with silver
S&W medallions that rate very good to excellent showing a few light scuffs and scratches around the butt. This is the later style with
the speed loader cut out. (88873-740)
3765 LUGER GRIP LOT This lot consist of (2) pair of unmarked walnut grips for a P08 Luger pistol. The first pair is Swiss style with
uncheckered borders and the other is a standard pair that has full checkering. Both rate about very good to excellent with light diamond point wear and a few handling marks. (86519-656A)
3766 COLT MUSTANG 380 ACP GRIPS This factory blister pack of Colt Mustang 380 faux ivory grips with gold Rampant Colt medallions
rates excellent. The package was only partially open and grips are like new. (86519-656B)
3767 COLT 1ST SERIES WOODSMAN GRIP LOT This lot consist of (3) pair of grips for a Colt Woodsman Target pistol or similar. The
first pairs are in wonderful condition, they are wrapped in VCI paper and include the escutcheons and screw. The second pair are in
very good plus condition with light handling marks, very light scuff on the right panel and include the escutcheon and screw. Neither
set of grips are marked but appear to be factory or at least factory quality. The third set of grips are of the type supplied to the U.S.
Army on the Match Target they purchased and consist of checkered Coltwood with circled Rampant Colt on each panel. The right panel
remains in excellent condition but the left was damaged in the past with a 1" X 3/4" section broken off and filed to clean up the edges.
No screw is included with this set but the escutcheons are present. (86519-656C)
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3768 SIG-SAUER P226 WOOD GRIPS These grips are unmarked two-piece wrap around checkered walnut that remain
in excellent condition. (6519-656D)
3769 LOT OF S&W MODEL 41 GRIPS The first pair of grips appear to be original checkered finger rest factory walnut grips that rate
excellent but no screws are present. The second set are unmarked checkered thumb and palm rest walnut grips that rate near excellent
with a few light scratches and other handling marks. They include a pair of screws. (86519-656E)
3770 BULLET LOT Four full boxes, two with (50) Nosler 7mm 140 gr ballistic hunting tip bullets and two with (50) 7mm 120 gr ballistic
hunting tip bullets, all boxes and bullets appear to be in like-new condition. (229012-1C)

Books

3771 LOT OF SIX BOOKS First is a 132 page hardcover titled American Military Button Makers and
Dealers; their backmarks & dates, by William F. McGuinn and Bruce S. Bazelon, copyright 1984. The
book features some scattered illustrations and remains in excellent condition. Second is a 511 page
illustrated hardcover titled Record of American Uniform and Historical Buttons Bicentennial Edition, by
Alphaeus H. Albert, copyright 1977 eight edition print. The book shows light scuffing along the edges
but remains in near excellent condition. Third is a two volume hardcover set titled Uniform Buttons, by
David F. Johnson, copyright 1948. The books show light foxing along the edges and some of the pages
with light scuff marks along the edges of the covers and remain in very good condition. Fourth are two
hard cover copies titled Uniform and Dress of the Army and Navy of the Confederate States, one with
introduction by Richard Harwell, copyright Ray Riling 1960. The first book is a revised edition with color
illustrations and the second copy is without introduction by Harwell and copyright dated 1952 by Riling.
Both books remain in very good to excellent condition. (108005-2)
3772 LOT OF FIVE BOOKS First is a 256 page illustrated hardcover titled Civil War In Pictures, arranged
by Fletcher Pratt, copyright 1955. The book remains in excellent condition aside from the dustcover
missing a small section at the top of the spine and the bottom back corner. Second is 249 page illustrated hardcover titled The Civil War Strange & Fascinating Facts, by Burke Davis, copyright 1940. This
1982 edition print remains in excellent condition. Third is a 184 soft cover Guernsey’s auction catalog
titled Civil War the John M. Bracken Collection, printed for Auction held January 25, 2001. Fourth is a
192 page illustrated hardcover titled Civil War Railroads, by George B. Abdill, copyright 1961, aside
from a couple of minor light scratches is the dust jacket this book remains in excellent condition. Fifth
is a 477 page illustrated hardcover titled Civil War Naval Chronology 1861-1865, compiled by the Naval
History Division dated 1971. The book remains in good condition with some light foxing along the edges
of the pages, light dirt staining and the spine is starting to weaken but all pages remain intact. (1082052A)
3773 LOT OF SIX BOOKS First is a 326 page hardcover titled From Sail to Seam, by A.T. Mahan, copyright
1907. The book remains in very good condition with some light fox on the pages and spots of ingrained
dirt staining on the cover. The spine remains tight. Second is a 196 page illustrated hardcover titled
Echoes of Old Clyde Paddle-Wheels, by Andrew McQueen, copyright 1924. The book remains in good
condition with a tape repaired dustjacket and light foxing along the edges and most of the pages. Third
is a 97 page illustrated soft cover titled Famous Paddle Steamers, by F.C. Hambleton, copyright 1971.
The book remains in fair to good condition with several pages free from the glued spine. It appears all
of the pages are present. Fourth is a 154 page illustrated soft cover titled Merchant Steamers and
Motor Ships, by H.P. Spratt, and is a reprint of a 1949 dated publication and it remains in very good condition. Fifth is a 145 page illustrated hardcover titled Seacoast Fortifications of the United States: an
introductory history, by Emanuel Raymond Lewis, copyright 1970. Aside from a few scuffs and a tape
repaired tear in the dust jacket this book remains in excellent condition. Sixth is a 314 page illustrated
hardcover titled Charleston’s Maritime Heritage 1670-1865, by P.C. Coker III, copyright 1987. The book
remains in excellent condition with personal presentation to Cliff Young by the author. (108205-2B)
3774 BOOK LOT A 304 page hardcover titled Derelicts, by James Sprunt, copyright 1920. The book shows
some light scuffing along its edges and ends of spine. The pages show varying amounts of light foxing
and the inside cover is signed “With compliments of the author” “Wilmington N.C. August 30th 1920”
by the author. This copy without dustjacket was published by the Lord Baltimore Press and remains in
very good condition. (108205-2C)
3775 BOOK LOT A 304 page hardcover titled Derelicts, by James Sprunt, copyright 1920. The book
remains in about very good condition with some light scuffing along the edges, minor wear at the ends
of the spine, a cracked edge along the top of the front cover, with some scattered spots of light to perhaps moderate foxing. The inside cover is personally inscribed by the author and reads “To my good
friend Charles E. Taylor with sentiments of high regard – James Sprunt 24 April 1920”. This copy does
not include a dust jacket but does include an additional illustration attached to the inside cover of a
vessel at sea by Steven Pope. (108205-2D)
3776 BOOK LOT A 732 page illustrated second edition print hardcover titled Chronicles of the Cape Fear
River 1660-1916, by James Sprunt copyright 1917. The black morocco and green cloth covered book
remains in very good condition with light scuffing along its edges, spots of foxing and light mildew
staining. The binding remains tight and the inside cover is signed by the author. There is a name written in ink along the inside flap but it is hard to discern and likely is a previous owner. (108205-2E)
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3777 LOT OF FIVE BOOKS First is a 134 page soft cover titled Tales of the Cape Fear Blockade, by Cornellius M.D. Thomas,
copyright 1960. The book has a tape repair on the top of the spine with mostly scuffed and lightly tattered edges. The
pages show light foxing and mildew staining and the book remains in good overall condition. Second is a 340 page hardcover titled The Rivers of America The Cape Fear, by Malcom Ross, copyright 1965. The books blue cloth cover is slightly
faded along the lower edge with some light scuffing at the corners. The pages remain bright with some light foxing
throughout and the book remains in very good condition. Third is a 261 page illustrated hardcover titled Stories Old and
New of the Cape Fear Region as told by Louis T. Moore, by Louis T. Moore, copyright 1968. The book remains in very good
condition with some light scuffing along the dustjacket. Fourth is a 453 page hardcover titled from Cape Charles to Cape
Fear, by Robert M. Browning Jr., copyright 1993. The Book is complete with dustjacket and remains in excellent condition.
Included is a newspaper article pertaining to the book. Fifth is an illustrated 143 page hardcover titled Bald Head, by David
Stick, copyright 1985. The book is complete with dust jacket and remains in excellent condition. (108205-2F)
3778 LOT OF FIVE BOOKS First is a 384 page illustrated hardcover titled With Lee in Virginia, by G.A. Henty. The book shows
light scuffing and spots of ingrained dirt staining along its illustrated cover. The pages are dressed with a lacquer finish
around three edges and stitched to the binding. The spine has started to loosen and it appears all pages are in place.
Second is a 285 hardcover titled Admiral Franklin Buchanan Fearless Man of Action, by Charles Lee Lewis, copyright 1929.
The book shows minor foxing, light scuffs along its edges with some minor crushing along the front cover lower edge.
There are some pages that are starting to separate from the binding but all remain intact. Third is a 408 page hardcover
titled Woman With A Sword, by Hollister Noble, copyright 1948. The book remains in good condition with some light tattering of the page edges, minor scuffing along its exterior corners and foxing along the edges and some of the pages.
Fourth is a 294 page hardcover titled Rebel Rose, by Ishbel Ross, copyright 1954. The book is complete with dust jacket
that has overall scuffing and tattered edges however the book remains in very good condition. Fifth is a 327 page hardcover titled Swords and Roses, by Joseph Hergesheimer, copyright 1929. The book remains in very good condition with
complete dustcover and 1954 dated newspaper obituary for the author. (108205-2G)
3779 LOT OF FOUR BOOKS First is a 297 page illustrated soft cover titled Where They Lie, by Mel Young, copyright 1991.
The book remains in excellent condition and includes an article from a newspaper clipping written George Bradley discussing the story and the author. Second is a 263 page illustrated soft cover titled Raiders and Blockaders, by co-authors
William N. Still Jr., John M. Taylor, and Norman C. Delaney, copyright 1998. The book remains in near excellent condition
aside from a small dirt stain along the edge of some of the pages and some very minor scuffing on the front cover. Third
is a 334 illustrated hardcover titled Down to the Sea, by George Blake, copyright 1937. The book shows unsquared page
edges, light fading in the color of the cloth cover and light scuffing along its edges. It remains complete in very good overall
condition. Fourth is a 238 page hardcover titled Clyde Built, by Eric J. Graham, copyright 2006. This book is in as-nearnew condition. (108205-2H)
3780 BOOK LOT A 269 page illustrated hardcover titled Following the Greek Cross or Memories of he Sixth Army Corps, by
Gen. T.W. Hyde copyright 1894. The book shows minor scuffing along the edges with light foxing on the pages and has a
slightly cocked spine. (108205-2I)
3781 LOT OF FOUR BOOKS First is a 335 page hardcover titled Mr. Lincolns Admirals, by Clarence Edward Macartney, copyright 1956. The dust jacket shows light scuffing and some tattered edges but remains complete and the book is in very
good condition. Second is a 136 page hardcover titled Behind the Lines in the Southern Confederacy, by Charles W.
Ramsdell, copyright 1944. This burgundy colored book appears to have spent most of its life on the shelf as it has a like
new stiffness when opening and remains in excellent condition. Third is a 150 page hardcover titled The Confederate Field
Manual, prepared by the Ordnance Bureau. This reprinted edition includes a photographic supplement not in the original
printing. There is a small tear and some light scuffing on the dustjacket and the book remains in excellent condition. Fourth
is a 373 page hardcover titled The Romantic Flag of Texas, by Mamie Wynne Cox, copyright 1936. The book has a cocked
spine that remains intact, some light scuffing at the edges and minor foxing along some of the pages. (108205-2J)
3782 LOT OF FOUR BOOKS First is a 265 page hardcover titled Texas, C.S.A., by James Farber, copyright 1947. This author’s
edition print remains in excellent condition aside from some very light scuffing along the bottom edges. Second is a 282
page illustrated hardcover titled 5th Virginia Calvary, by Robert J. Driver Jr., copyright 1997. This personally inscribed and
signed copy remains in excellent condition complete with dustjacket. Third is a 435 page hardcover titled The Story of the
Eleventh Maine Regiment, compiled by a committee of the Regimental Association, copyright 1896. The book has a slightly
cocked spine that is torn in the upper side with light foxing throughout the pages. The edges of the cover show light scuffing and included at the end of the book is a roster. Fourth is a 366 page hardcover titled History of Norfolk County Virginia
1861-1865, by John W.H. Porter. The spine is separating from the cover and split in several sections with all pages intact.
The cover shows light scuffing and ingrained dirt staining and the book remains in fair condition. (108205-2K)
3783 LOT OF FOUR BOOKS First is a 312 page hardcover titled Letters From Lee’s Army, compiled by Susan Leigh Blackford,
copyright 1947. The pages show light foxing around the edges with a few scattered light stains throughout the book and
some light scuffing around the cover. It remains in near very good condition. Second is a 572 page hardcover titled A Diary
From Dixie, by Mary Boykin Chestnut, edited by Ben Ames Williams copyright 1949. This second edition print remains in
very good condition showing some light scuffs along the edges of the cover and spots of light foxing on the pages throughout. Third is a 112 page hardcover titled Judah Benjamin Unsung Rebel Prince, by Martin Rywell, copyright 1948. The
binding remains tight but is separating from the cover with all pages intact. There are light scuffs around the edges and
spots of ingrained dirt staining. The book remains in good overall condition. Fourth is a 617 page hardcover titled King
Cotton Diplomacy, by Frank Lawrence Owsley, copyright 1931. The book remains in very good condition with some light
scuffing along its exterior, spots of foxing throughout and has several pages with hand written notes likely from a previous
owner highlighting points of interest. (108205-2L)
3784 LOT OF FIVE BOOKS First is a 235 page hardcover titled Nelson the Sailor, by Captain Russell Grenfell R.N., copyright
1949. The book remains in fair condition with overall scuffing along its exterior with light staining foxing on the pages
throughout. Second is a 426 page hardcover titled Marching On, by James Boyd, copyright 1927. The book is in good overall condition with light scuffing and faded lettering along its cover, foxing and light dirt staining throughout the pages and
has its spine starting to separate. Third is 194 page soft cover titled Bull Run Remembers, by Joseph Mills Hanson, copyright 1953. The book remains in very good condition showing light scuffing along the spine with some light ingrained dirt
staining along the edges. Fourth is a 362 page hardcover titled Their Tattered Flags, by Frank E. Vandiver, copyright 1970.
The book is in near excellent condition complete with dust jacket. Fifth is a 137 page illustrated hardcover titled Fort
Caswell in War and Peace, by co-authors Ethel Herring and Carolee Williams, copyright 1983. This book remains
in excellent condition. (108205-2M)
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3785 LOT OF FIVE BOOKS First is a 215 page illustrated hardcover titled Guide to Charleston Illustrated, compiled by Arthur
Mazyck Esq. The book remains in fair condition with a tooled cover and gold lettering that shows numerous scuffs, some
loss on the ends of the cocked spine. The pages show ingrained dirt staining and foxing throughout. Second is a 126 page
hardcover titled the 26th Regiment N.C. Troops Pattigrew’s Brigade Heth’s Division, Hill’s Corps, A.N.V. 1861-1865, by,
George C. Underwood, reprinted 1978. The book has some light scuffs along the edges and remains in otherwise very
good to near excellent condition. Third is a 601 page illustrated soft cover titled North Carolina the WPA Guide to the Old
North State, compiled by The Federal Writer’s Project of the Federal Works Agency Works Projects Administration, copyright
1988. This book remains in as-near-new condition. Fourth is a 237 page hardcover titled the History of a Brigade of South
Carolina know first as “Gregg’s” and subsequently as “McGowan’s Brigade”, by J.F.J. Caldwell, reprinted 1951 by
Continental Book Company Marietta, Ga. The book remains in good overall condition with light foxing on some of the
pages, torn binding that still holds all pages together and light scuffing on some of the exterior edges. Fifth is a 513 page
hardcover titled South Carolina a guide to the Palmetto State, compiled by Workers of the Writer’s Program of the Work
Project administration in the state of South Carolina. Aside from a few light scuffs and a slightly rounded corner the book
remains in excellent condition. (108205-2N)
3786 LOT OF FOUR BOOKS First is a 313 page hardcover titled The Beleaguered City, by Alfred Hoyt Bill, copyright 1946 first
edition print. The book remains in very good condition with some light fading and a slightly cocked spine that remains tight
with some light foxing scattered throughout the book. Second is a 345 page hardcover titled P.G.T. Beauregard Napoleon
in Gray, by T. Harry Williams, copyright 1955, reprinted 1985. The book remains in excellent condition with a few light
scuffs along the edges of the dust jacket. Third is a 336 page hardcover titled John Brown’s Body, by Stephen Vincent
Benet, copyright 1928. Fourth is a 566 page hardcover titled Foreigners in the Confederacy, by Ella Lonn, copyright 1940,
reprinted 1965. This book is lacking only its dustjacket and remains in excellent condition. (108205-2P)
3787 LOT OF FOUR BOOKS First is a 292 page hardcover titled The Canterbury Poets, by Thomas Chatterton dated 1886.
The book remains in fair condition with a cocked spine that has pages separating from the binding with all present. The
exterior shows scuffing and fraying along the edges and spines with most pages showing light foxing. Second is a 378
page illustrated hardcover titled The Game of Draughts Gould’s Book of Problems and Critical Positions and Games, by J.
Richards Penzance. This third edition print remains in very good condition with some light scuffing along the edges. Third
is a 178 page illustrated hardcover titled The American Checker Player enlarged edition including championship games
Baker vs. Martins, by Charles Francis Baker, copyright 1880. The book remains in very good condition with light foxing on
the pages throughout, and has spots of scuffing and fraying along the edges and spine. Fourth is a 267 page hardcover
titled The Red Badge of Courage, by Stephen Crane, copyright 1925. The book remains in very good condition with near
complete dustjacket that is missing a small section from the back cover and the pages have yellowed slightly
along their edges. (108205-2Q)
3788 LOT OF FOUR BOOKS First is a 370 page illustrated hardcover titled A Tour Guide to the Civil War, by Alice Hamilton
Cromie, copyright 1964. The book remains in good condition complete with lightly tattered dustjacket and some scuffing
along the edges of the cover. Second is a 262 page illustrated hardcover titled Cities and Camps of the Confederate States,
by Fitzgerald Ross, copyright 1958. The book remains in very good condition with some lightly scuffed edges and dustjacket that shows minor tears and wrinkles along its edges. Third is a 293 page illustrated hardcover titled Charleston
Historic and Romantic, by Harriette Kershaw Leiding, copyright 1931. This first edition print remains in near excellent condition having some light scuffs along its edges and slight discoloration along the edges of the pages. Included are two
newspaper clippings that have discolored the last page and interior of the back cover one is dated 1949 and the other is
likely of the same time frame. Fourth is a 214 page soft cover titled Prisoners of Twilight, by Don Robertson, copyright
1989. This soft cover book remains in good condition with a creased front cover that has a hand written 447 circled in the
upper right hand corner. (108205-2R)
3789 BOOK LOT A 476 page hardcover titled The Burkmyer Letters 1863-1865, by The State Company Columbia, SC, copyright
1926. The book has a preface written by Charlotte R. Holmes, granddaughter of the Burkmyers acknowledging the authenticity of the letters depicted in the book. The red cloth cover with gold lettering remains in near excellent condition with
some light scuffing and a few minor handling marks along its edges and surfaces. The pages show light foxing along the
edges and on the inside covers as well. A nicely preserved copy that should make a fine edition to one’s
Civil War library. (108205-2S)
3790 LOT OF FIVE BOOKS First is a 104 page hardcover titled The Plain People of the Confederacy, by bell Irvin Wiley, copyright 1943. Aside from some light yellowing of the pages and a few minor scuffs along the edges this book remains in
excellent condition. Second is a 229 page hardcover titled Guide to Louisiana Confederate Military Units 1861-1865, by
Arthur W. Bergeron Jr., copyright 1989. The book remains in excellent condition aside from a small tear in the dustjacket.
Third is a 56 page illustrated soft cover titled “Little David”, compiled by Robert S. Solomon M.D., copyright 1970. This
bicentennial edition print remains in excellent condition. Fourth is a soft cover The Journal of Southern History quarterly
print dated November, 1940. Its volume VI, No. 4 and has tattered edges but remains in overall good condition. Fifth is a
320 page illustrated hardcover titled The Photographic History of the Civil War, Volume Six, by James Barnes, copyright
1911. The book is missing the spine cover and is starting to pull apart however all pages appear complete. There are remnants of gilding as well as scuffing and dirt staining along the edges and the book is filled with
historical photographs. (108205-2T)
3791 LOT OF BOOKS TOTAL OF NINE. Famous Guns from the Harolds Club Collection, by Hank Wieand Bowman; c. 1962
Fawcett Publications Inc. 144 pages hardcover with jacket and protective clear cover. Famous Guns From the Winchester
Collection, by Hank Wieand Bowman; c. 1958 Fawcett Publications. 144 pages softcover. Famous Guns from the
Smithsonian Collection: The story of firearms patents between the years 1836 and 1880,by Hank Wieand Bowman; c. 1966
Fawcett Publications. 112 pages softcover. Famous Guns From Famous Collections, by Hank Wieand Bowman; c. 1957
Fawcett Publications. 144 pages softcover. How-To’s For the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle Shooter, by Paul A. Mathews; c.
1995 Wolfe Publishing Co. 134 pages softcover. Muzzle Loading ‘‘…to begin with’’, by Don Davis; c. 1982 Friendship
Publishing Co., Inc. 75 pages softcover. Modern Gunsmithing, by Clyde Baker; c. 1933. Second edition. 528 pages hardcover with jacket, protective sleeve and illustrated frontispiece. The Gunsmith’s Manual, by J. P. Stelle and Wm. B. Harrison;
republished 1945 Thomas Samworth. 376 pages hardcover with jacket, protective sleeve and illustrated frontispiece.
Advanced Gunsmithing, by W. F. Vickery; c. 1940 Thomas Samworth. 429 pages hardcover with tattered jacket, protective
sleeve, separation at spine and several ink notations on front end paper. The overall condition is very good with most
exhibiting mild fading and wear. (1X78313-15)
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3792 LOT OF BOOKS TOTAL OF FIVE. Walther Pistols and Rifles, by W. H. B. Smith; second edition c. 1962 The Stackpole
Company. 198 pages hardcover. Book of Pistols and Revolvers, by W. H. B. Smith, completely updated by Kent Bellah; c.
1965 The Stackpole Company. 752 pages hardcover. History of Smith & Wesson, by Roy G. Jinks; c. 1977 Beinfeld
Publishing. 290 pages hardcover with jacket. Handguns of the World: Military Revolvers and Self-Loaders from 1870 to
1945, by Edward C. Ezell; c. 1981 Edward C. Ezell. 704 pages hardcover with jacket. Das grosse Buch der Sig-Pistolen, by
Lorenz Vetter; c. 1995 Verlag Stocker-Schmid AG. 240 pages excellent condition identification based hardcover with jacket
and written entirely in German. The overall condition of the first four books in this lot is very good with foxing, fading, soiling
and mild wear evident. (1X78001-15D)
3793 LOT OF BOOKS TOTAL OF FIVE HARDCOVERS. The Gun-Founders of England: With a List of English and Continental
Gun-Founders from the XIV to the XIX Centuries, by Charles Ffoulkes; c. 1937, 1969 Charles Ffoulkes; 133 pages. The
Crossbow, by Sir Ralph Payne-Gallway. c. 1953 Holland Press. 375 pages. European Firearms, by J.F. Hayward; c. 1955
Philosophical Library, Inc. 53 pages text with extensive photo plate section. The first three books in this lot include the original jackets affixed to the back covers and rate near excellent with a previous owner’s name written and embossed. Gun
Collecting, by Charles Edward Chapel; c. 1939, by Coward-McCann, Inc. 232 pages with separated jacket that is missing a
large section of the front and extensive white staining to the back cover. An Introduction to European Swords, by Anthony
North; c. 1982 Anthony North. 48 pages and rating near excellent. (2X73762-1B)
3794 LOT OF BOOKS EIGHT TOTAL. Japanese Arms and Armour, introduction by H. Russell Robinson; c. 1969 Arms and
Armour Press. Approximately 150 pages hardcover with jacket affixed to inside back cover and ID label attached to inside
front cover. British and Foreign Arms and Armour by Charles Henry Ashdown; published 1909 T. C. & E. C. Jack. 384 pages
hardcover depicting armoured soldier on horseback and with gilt top edge and deckled front and bottom edges and the
front and rear covers are separating at the spine. The Journal of the Arms and Armour Society, Vol. I, 1953-1955, second
edition c. 1970 Lionel Leventhal Ltd., 400 copies. 230 pages near excellent condition hardcover with jacket and showing
light edge wear. Arms and Armor, by Stephen V. Grancsay; c. 1964 Odyssey Press, Inc. 46 pages small sized hardcover rating near excellent. The Armoury Hall Guide to the Royal Danish Arsenal Museum, Copenhagen 1953. First edition 200
copies. 124 pages softcover. Arms and Armour, by Howard L. Blackmore; c. 1965 Howard L. Blackmore. 160 pages softcover. European Armour, by J. F. Hayward; published 1951. 58 pages illustrated softcover booklet sold at the Victoria &
Albert Museum. Exhibition of Spanish Royal Armour in H. M. Tower of London; published 1960. 26 pages illustrated softcover booklet. The last four items in the lot rate very good with instances of foxing, soiling and wear. (1X78313-6)
3795 LOT OF BOOKS TOTAL OF SIX HARDCOVERS. The Handgun, By Geoffrey Boothroyd; c. 1970 Geoffrey Boothroyd.
577 pages and with jacket. The Lure of Antique Arms, by Merrill Lindsay; c. 1976 Merrill Lindsay. 146 pages. The Gun
Collector’s Handbook of Values, c. 1940, 1947, 1951, 1955, 1958, 1960, 1963 Charles Edward Chappel. 398 pages and with
jacket. Antique Weapons: for pleasure and investment, by Richard Akehurst; c. 1969 Richard Akehurst. 174 pages and with
jacket. Antique Pistols: An illustrated Reference Guide for Collectors, by F. Wilkinson; 1985 F. Wilkinson. 84 pages and with
jacket. Small Arms by Frederick Wilkinson; c. 1965 Frederick Wilkinson. 256 pages and with jacket. The overall condition of
the lot is very good plus with examples of dirt stains, edge wear and jacket fading and small tears. (1X77813-5)
3796 LOT OF BOOKS 7 TOTAL – The Foxes of the Desert, By Paul Carell, translated from German by Mervyn Savill; first published in the German language as Die Wüstenfüchse by Henry Nannen Verlag 1958, this version published by Bantam in
1962. 355 pages paperback, with tearing at the bottom of the binding and yellowing of the pages. Moltke on the Art of
War, edited by Daniel J. Hughes, translated by Harry Bell and Daniel J. Hughes; C. 1993 by Daniel J. Hughes. 269 pages,
hardcover with dust jacket in near excellent condition and appears to be unused. No Margin for Error The Making of the
Israeli Air Force by Ehud Yonay; C. 1993 by Ehud Yonay. 395 page, hardcover with dust jacket in excellent condition and
appears to have never been used. Daring to Win, Special Forces at War by David Eshel; C. 1992 by David Eshel. 210 pages,
hardcover with dust jacket in near excellent condition with only slight signs of use. Lost Victories, The Military Genius of
Stonewall Jackson by Bevin Alexander; C. 1992 by Bevin Alexander. 336 pages hardcover with dust jacket in near excellent
condition with only slight signs of use. Chairman John J. McCloy The Making of the American Establishment By Kai Bird;
C. 1992 by Kai Bird. 776 pages hardcover with dust jacket in near excellent condition with slight signs of use. Napoleon’s
Soldiers The Grande Armée of 1807 as Depicted in the Paintings of the Otto Manuscript, By Guy C. Dempsey, Jr.; C. 1994
by Guy C. Dempsey, Jr. 250 pages hardcover with dust jacket in near excellent condition with slight signs of use on the
bottom of binding and jacket. This book contains paintings of French soldiers with detailed descriptions and thoughts from
the author on each painting. (3A8935-26)
3797 LOT OF BOOKS TOTAL OF TEN. Antique Guns and Gun Collecting, by Frederick Wilkinson; c. 1974 Hamlyn Publishing
Group Limited. 96 pages hardcover. A Century of Guns, by H. J. Blanch; published 1909 John Blanch & Son. 160 pages
hardcover with separation occurring at spine, moderate foxing particularly at inside covers and end papers, an ID label on
inside front cover and handling marks at the corners. Firearms, by Howard Rickets; c. 1962 Howard Rickets. 128 pages
hardcover from the Pleasures and Treasures series and housed in its original cardboard sleeve with matching graphics. Gun:
A Visual History, edited by Dr. Chris McNab; c. 2007 Dorling Kindersley Limited. 360 pages excellent condition hardcover
with jacket. The Miniature Firearms of David Kucer, by K. Corey Keeble. 64 pages hardcover rating excellent with an ID label
affixed to inside cover, a cut-out attached to the inside back cover and a previous owner’s name written in ink on front end
paper. Famous Guns that Won the West, by James Wyckoff; c. 1967 Fawcett Publications. 112 pages softcover. Collectors’
Guns, by Don Myrus; c. 1961 Maco Magazine Corp. 128 pages softcover. Hand Guns of the World, by Hy Hunter; c. 1956
Trend Books Inc. 128 pages softcover. Complete Guide to Handguns, by Charles M. Heard; c. 1960 Trend Books. 128 pages
softcover. Famous Guns From the Harolds Club Collection, by Hank Wieand Bowman; c. 1962 Fawcett Publications. The last
five books rate very good with minor fading, creasing and wear. (1X78313-14)
3798 LOT OF BOOKS 21 TOTAL: Official Records of the Union and Confederate Navies in the War of The Rebellion, 20 volumes plus index.
The set is incomplete but includes the following volumes: Series I vols:
5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22, Series II vols: 1 parts 1-4, 2 and general index. Blue hardcovers with gold
gilt embossed spines. Books are in very good condition overall with light age staining, minor edge wear and light darkening
to some of the pages. (58205-1)
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3799 TOTAL OF SIX The Complete World Encyclopedia of Guns: Pistols, Rifles, Revolvers, Machine and Submachine Guns
through History in 1100 Photograhs, by Will Fowler, Anthony North, Charles Stronge & Patrick Sweeney; c. 2009, 2011
Anness Publishing Ltd. 512 pages hardcover with jacket. Advanced Gunsmithing, by W. F. Vickery; c. 1940 Thomas G.
Samworth, this printing 1955. Small portion of title page missing with no text affected. Small Arms of the World: A Basic
Manual of Military Small Arms, by W.H.B. Smith; c. 1943, 1945 and 1948 W.H.B. Smith, this fifth printing 1953. 500 pages
with previous owner’s name written in ink on front end paper and ID sticker on inside front cover. The Book of Guns and
Gunsmiths, by Anthony North and Ian V. Hogg; c. 1977 Quarto Limited. 255 pages hardcover with jacket. The Great Guns,
by Harold L. Peterson and Robert Elman; c. 1971 Grosset & Dunlap Inc. 252 pages hardcover with jacket. Guns and Rifles
of the World, by Howard L. Blackmore; c. 1965 Howard L. Blackmore. 134 pages hardcover with jacket serving as an excellent identification source with strong emphasis on matchlocks, wheellocks and flintlocks. The overall condition is near
excellent with incidents of light dirt staining and wear. (77668-1A)
3800 TOTAL OF EIGHT Small Arms, by Frederick Wilkinson; c. 1965 Frederick Wilkinson, this first American edition, 1966. 256
pages hardcover with jacket and providing coverage of development up to and including percussion. Early Percussion
Firearms: A History of Early Percussion Firearms Ignition-from Forsyth to Winchester .44/40, by Lewis Winant; c. 1959 Lewis
Winant. 292 pages hardcover with jacket. Firearms Curiosa, by Lewis Winant; c. 1955 Lewis Winant, this reissue of 1500
copies, 1961. 281 pages hardcover with jacket and appears to have seen little if any use. Antique Arms and Armor, by
Frederick Wilkinson; c. 1972 Frederick Wilkinson. 192 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent. Weird and
Wonderful Weaponry, by Major Eric N. Hebden; c. 1975 Enterprise Books. 48 pages illustration-based hardcover. The
Collecting of Guns, edited by James E. Serven; c. 1964 The Stackpole Company. 272 pages hardcover with jacket.
Underhammer Guns, by Herschel C. Logan; c. 1960 Herschel C. Logan. 249 pages hardcover with jacket. Pistols of the
World, by Claude Blair; c. 1968 Claude Blair. 206 pages hardcover with jacket. Most of the books in this lot show minimal
wear and crisp edges with some incidents of isolated dirt and are in excellent condition, particularly taking into consideration their age. (77668-1B)
3801 TOTAL OF SIX Gunsmith Kinks, edited and compiled by Frank Brownell; c. 1969 F. Brownell & Son, this sixteenth printing, 1980. 496 pages hardcover with jacket. The Gun and its Development, ninth edition, by W.W. Greener; originally
dated 1910, this edition undated and published by Bonanza Books. 832 pages hardcover with jacket. Encyclopedia of
Firearms, edited by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1964 George Rainbird Ltd. 367 pages hardcover with jacket and a small section
missing from front end paper. The Modern Gunsmith, complete two volume hardcover set with jackets by James V. Howe;
c. 1934, 1937 and 1941 Funk & Wagnalls Company. Vol. 1, c. 1934, 1937 and 1941, 426 pages; Vol. 2, c. 1941 and 1954,
492 pages. Gas, Air and Spring Guns of the World, by W.H.B. Smith; c. 1957 W.H.B. Smith. 279 pages hardcover with jacket and an ID sticker on front end paper. The books in this lot have been well maintained, showing minimal wear, isolated
dirt and some fading. (77668-1C)
3802 TOTAL OF SIX HARDCOVERS WITH JACKETS. Pistolsmithing, by George C. Nonte, Jr.; c. 1974 George C. Nonte, Jr.,
this sixth printing 1980. 560 pages with a note of gifting written in ink on the front end paper. Firearms Encyclopedia, by
George C. Nonte, Jr.; c. 1973 George C. Nonte, Jr. 341 pages with isolated mild foxing. Cartridges-a pictorial digest of
small arms ammunition, by Herschel C. Logan; c. 1959 The Stackpole Company. 199 pages. The Complete Handloader:
for Rifles, Handguns & Shotguns, by John Wooters; c. 1988 John Wooters. 214 pages with some mild black staining along
the page edges. Centerfire Metric Pistol and Revolver Cartridges, by Henry P. White and Burton D. Munhall; c. 1948 by
the authors. 97 pages of information including data on uncommon calibers such as 5.6mm Velo-dog, 7mm Charola and
5.2mm Picket. Also included is an appendix with valuable charts such as a gram to grains conversion chart. Small Arms
of the World, by W.H.B. Smith; this sixth edition, c. 1960. 711 pages with a tape repaired jacket. The overall condition is
very good to excellent with only light wear along the covers of most. (77668-1D)
3803 TOTAL OF SEVEN HARDCOVERS The Amateur Guncraftsman, by James Virgil Howe; c. 1938 and 1953 Funk &
Wagnalls Company. 306 pages. Professional Gunsmithing, by Walter Howe; c. 1946 Thomas G. Samworth. 524 pages and
with jacket. Textbook of Automatic Pistols, by R. K. Wilson; c. 1943 Thomas G. Samworth. 349 pages. Hand Cannon to
Automatic- a pictorial parade of hand arms, by Herschel C. Logan; c. 1944 Standard Publications, Inc. 172 pages. Jane’s
Directory of Military Small Arms Ammunition, by Ian V. Hogg; c. 1985 Ian V. Hogg. 124 pages and with jacket. Small Arms
of the World, by W.H.B. Smith; this edition c. 1969, The Stackpole Company. 768 pages and with jacket showing tears.
Pistol and Revolver Cartridges, by H.P. White, B.D. Munhall and Ray Bearse; this revised edition that combines vols. one
and two, c. 1967. The conditions range from very good to excellent with some showing varying levels of wear and ingrained
dirt. (77668-1E)
3804 TOTAL OF EIGHT HARDCOVERS Why Not Load Your Own!: Basic Handloading for Everyone, by Colonel Townsend
Whelen; c. 1953 Townsend Whelen. 224 pages with front end paper missing. Gunsmithing, by Roy F. Dunlap; c. 1950,
1963 Thomas G. Samworth. 742 pages and with jacket. Cartridges for Collectors, three volume set by Fred A. Datig. All
c. by the author. vol. 1, c. 1956, 175 pages; vol. 2, c. 1958, 176 pages; vol. 3, c. 1967, 176 pages and with jacket. Cartridge
Headstamp Guide, by Henry P. White and Burton D. Munhall; c. 1963 by the authors. 264 pages. Complete Guide to
Handloading, by Philip B. Sharpe; this edition c. 1953 Funk & Wagnalls Co. 727 pages and with worn and torn jacket and
small missing section of front end paper. The Bullet’s Flight: The Ballistics of Small Arms, by Franklin W. Mann; this edition,
c. 1942. 384 pages and with jacket showing tears. The overall condition is very good plus with light dirt and some showing
yellowing of the page edges. (77668-1F)
3805 TOTAL OF EIGHT. Springfield Armory-Pointless Sacrifice, by C.L. Dvarecka; c. 1968 C.L. Dvarecka. 177 pages softcover.
Modern Breech-Loaders: Sporting & Military, by W.W. Greener; originally published in the early 1870’s, this edition c. 1971
Don Mclean. 256 pages softcover. Birthplace of an Army: A Study of the Valley Forge Encampment, by John B.B. Trussell,
Jr.; this third printing 1983 Penn. Historical and Museum Commission. 145 pages softcover. Centerfire American Rifle
Cartridges 1892-1963 by Ray Bearse; c. 1966 by A.S. Barnes and Co., Inc. 198 pages hardcover with jacket. The Rifle in
America, by Philip B. Sharpe; this fourth edition, c. 1958 Funk & Wagnalls Co. 833 pages hardcover with jacket. United
States Firearms The First Century 1776-1875, by David F. Butler; c. 1971 David F. Butler. 253 pages hardcover with jacket.
Modern Rifles, Shotguns and Pistols, by Ian V. Hogg; (no c. info. provided). 112 pages hardcover with jacket. The
Collecting of Guns, edited by James E. Serven; c. 1964 The Stackpole Co. 272 pages excellent condition hardcover in original cardboard sleeve also rating excellent. The overall rating of the lot is very good to excellent with some showing minor
dirt spots and wear. (77668-1G)
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3806 TOTAL OF NINE Early American Firearms, by Robert Abels; c. 1950 The World Publishing Co. 63 pages hardcover.
Metallic Cartridge Conversions: The History of the Guns & Modern Reproductions, by Dennis Adler; c. 2002 Krause
Publications. 208 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket and featuring high resolution color photography. A
History of the Colt Revolver: and the Other Arms made by Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company from 1836 to
1940, by Charles T. Haven and Frank A. Belden. C. 1940 by the authors. 711 pages excellent condition hardcover with
jacket. The Plains Rifle, by Charles E. Hanson, Jr.; c. 1960 Charles E. Hanson, Jr. 171 pages hardcover with jacket. United
States Firearms The First Century 1776-1875, by David F. Butler; c. 1971 David F. Butler. 253 pages hardcover with jacket.
The Rifled Musket, by Claud E. Fuller; c. 1958 Claud E. Fuller. 302 pages hardcover with jacket. The last three books in
this lot are hardcovers of The American Gun series, published quarterly and are identified as Spring, Summer and Winter
of 1961 and rate very good to excellent with minor stains. The first six books in the lot rate excellent. (77668-1H)
3807 SIX TOTAL Best Photos of the Civil War, by Hirst Dillon Milhollen and James Ralph Johnson; c. 1961 Fawcett Publications,
Inc. 144 pages hardcover with jacket. 58’s Are the Greatest, by William G. Gessner, Sr. and Charles Conklin; (no c. info.
provided). 337 pages softcover and valuable reference guide dedicated by Gessner and examines numerous .58 caliber
cartridges and includes enlarged view headstamps. Guns of the Civil War, by Dennis Adler; c. 2011 Dennis Adler. 340
pages hardcover with jacket and packed with high resolution photos of hundreds of examples. Confederate Arms, by
William A. Albaugh III and Edward N. Simmons; c. 1957 by the authors. 278 pages hardcover with jacket. Arms and
Equipment of the Civil War, by Jack Coggins; c. 1962 Jack Coggins. 160 pages hardcover with jacket. Civil War Guns, by
William B. Edwards; c. 1962 William B. Edwards. 444 pages hardcover with jacket and discusses many of the problems
faced by both sides. Overall the lot rates excellent with only minor blemishes evident on some. (77668-1I)
3808 FIVE TOTAL History of the World War, by Francis A. March, Ph.D.; c. 1928 John Winston Co. 800 pages hardcover.
Europe at War: A “Red Book” of the Greatest War of History, introduction by Albert Shaw; c. 1914 Doubleday, Page & Co.
290 pages hardcover. The Nations at War, by Willis J. Abbot; c. 1918 Doubleday, Page & Co. 328 pages hardcover with
a somewhat weakened spine. The First World War, by Maurice Rickards and Michael Moody; c. 1975 by the authors. 244
pages hardcover with jacket. Popular Arts of the First World War, by Barbara Jones and Bill Howell; c. 1972 by the authors.
175 pages hardcover with tape-repaired jacket. The last two books in the lot rate very good to excellent with minor spots
of dirt while the balance, being much older do, to some extent, show their age as fading, wear and dirt are fairly prominent,
bringing their rating to about near very good. (77668-1J)
3809 TOTAL OF SEVEN German Artillery of World War Two, by Ian V. Hogg; c. 1975, 1997 Ian V. Hogg. 304 pages softcover.
Handbook on German Military Forces, by the U.S. War Dept. with introduction by Stephen Ambrose; c. 1990 Louisiana
State University. 308 pages hardcover with jacket. Mechanized Force: British Tanks Between the Wars, by David Fletcher;
c. 1991 Crown. 130 pages softcover. German Tank and Antitank in World War II, edited by E.J. Hoffschmidt & W.H. Tantum
IV; c. 1968 by the editors. 260 pages hardcover with jacket. Russian Tanks 1900-1970, by John Milsom; c. 1970 John
Milsom. 192 pages hardcover with a small dark stain along the main page edge. The Illustrated History of Ammunition, by
Ian V. Hogg; c. 1985 Quarto Publishing. 64 pages hardcover with jacket. Jane’s Infantry Weapons 1996-97, edited by Terry
Gander; c. 1996 Jane’s Information Group Limited. 726 pages identification-based hardcover with gilt title. The overall
condition of the lot is very good to excellent with no major problems, simply mild wear and soiling in
some instances. (77668-1K)
3810 SEVEN TOTAL Artillery through the Ages: A Short Illustrated History of Cannon, Emphasizing Types Used In America, by
Albert Manucy; originally printed 1949, this reprint, 1962 for the National Park Service. 92 pages staple bound softcover.
Artillery: a History, by John Norris; c. 2000 John Norris. 212 pages hardcover with jacket. Portrait of Power: a photo-history of United States tanks and self-propelled artillery, by Col. G.B. Jarrett and Col. Robert J. Icks; c. 1971 Donald B.
McLean. 146 pages softcover. Weapons & War Machines, compiled by Andrew Kershaw and Ian Close; c. 1976. Coverage
of those used in World War II. 256 pages hardcover with jacket. Tanks & Weapons of World War II, (no authors provided);
c. 1973 BPC Publishing Ltd., first published in Purnell’s History of the Second World War. 160 pages illustration-oriented
hardcover with jacket. Jane’s Military Vehicles and Ground Support Equipment 1982, edited by Christopher F. Foss; c. 1982
Jane’s Publishing Company Limited. 739 pages hardcover with jacket. The last item in the lot is a plastic ring bound book
with clear plastic cover and with the first page providing the title: Large Bore Data 20mm to 240mm Projectiles, Rounds,
Mortars, Rockets, US, Soviet, British, French, Czech, Begium, Iran, Iraq. No information pertaining to authors or publishing
is provided and it totals approximately 150 pages covering two examples each and with color photographs and their
respective data. The lot rates near excellent overall with minimal wear and a few instances of light soiling. (77668-1L)
3811 TOTAL OF FIVE Machine Gun: The Story of the Men and the Weapon that Changed the Face of War, by Anthonty Smith;
c. 2002 Anthony Smith. 308 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket and a small black stain on the top page edge.
Mr. Gatling’s Terrible Marvel: The Gun that Changed Everything and the Misunderstood Genius who Invented It, by Julia
Keller; c. 2008 Julia Keller. 294 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket. Automatic Arms: Their History,
Development and Use, by Melvin M. Johnson, Jr. and Charles T. Haven; c. 1941, 1942 by the authors. 366 pages hardcover
with jacket showing tape repairs. The World’s Submachine Guns [Machine Pistols], by Thomas B. Nelson with the assistance of Hans B. Lockhoven; c. 1963 Thomas B. Nelson, this second printing, 1964. 739 pages hardcover with jacket. The
Gatling Gun, by Paul Wahl and Donald R. Toppel; c. 1965 by the authors. 168 pages excellent condition hardcover with
jacket. Unless otherwise noted, the condition rating is very good with mild soiling and wear. (77668-1M)
3812 TOTAL OF FIVE Small Arms and Ammunition in the United States Service, 1776-1865, by Berkeley R. Lewis; first published 1956, reprinted 1960. 338 pages hardcover plus approximately30 pages of photos. Elements of Ordnance: A
Textbook for Use of Cadets of the United States Military Academy, prepared under the direction of Major General Thomas
J. Hayes; c. 1938 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 715 pages hardcover. How to Convert Military Rifles; (no author credited) c.
1963 Williams Gun Sight Co. 72 pages staple-bound softcover. The World’s Assault Rifles & Automatic Carbines, vol. II of
The World’s Weapons Series, by Daniel D. Musgrave and Thomas B. Nelson; c. 1967 by the authors. 546 pages hardcover
with jacket. Small Arms of the World, by Edward Clinton Ezell; c. 1983 Stackpole Books. 894 pages hardcover with jacket.
The last three books in this lot rate near excellent while the first two rate very good with mild wear and soiling. (776681N)
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3813 SIX TOTAL Japanese Infantry Weapons, edited by Donald B. McLean; c. 1966 Donald B. McLean. 241 pages softcover.
Chemicals in War, by Augustin M. Prentiss, Ph.D.; 1937 McGraw-Hill Book Co. 739 pages hardcover with a label affixed to
inside cover, moderate corner wear, somewhat weakened spine and scattered fading and general light soiling.
Encyclopedia of Rifles and Carbines, by A. E. Hartink; c. 1997 Rebo Productions. 315 pages hardcover with jacket and
makes use of color photography for identification. Silencers: Patterns & Principles, by Leonard W. Skochko and Harry A.
Greveris; c. 1971 by Donald McClean, originally published by the Ammunition Development & Engineering Laboratory,
Frankford Arsenal, Aug., 1968. 206 pages softcover. Japanese Combat Weapons, edited by W.H. Tantum IV and E.J.
Hoffschmidt; c. 1968 by the editors. 228 pages hardcover with jacket. Included are sections on vehicles, uniforms and
insignia. Brassey’s Infantry Weapons of the World, edited by J. I. H. Owen; c. 1975 Brassey’s Naval and Shipping Annual
Ltd. 323 pages hardcover with jacket. Effective identification based resource for the collector and includes categories
such as optical devices, radar, pyrotechnics, and mines. Unless otherwise noted the conditions are very good to excellent
with no above average blemishes. (77668-1O)
3814 SIX TOTAL Guns of the Elite Forces, by John Walter; c. 2005 John Walter. 280 pages hardcover with jacket. The
Complete Encyclopedia of Automatic Army Riflles, by A. E. Hartnik; c. 1999 Rebo International. 319 pages hardcover with
jacket and includes hundreds of color photos. Encyclopedia of Modern U. S. Military Weapons, by Colonel Timothy M.
Lauer and Steven L. LLanso; c. 1995 The Army Times Publishing Co. 496 pages hardcover with jacket and with the letter
“B” written in ink on the lower page edge. The Rocket Propelled Grenade, by Gordon L. Rottman; c. 2010 Osprey
Publishing Ltd. 80 pages softcover. The AK 47, by Chris McNab; c. 2001 Amber Books Ltd. 96 pages hardcover with jacket. The M16, by Jean Huon; c. 2004 Casemate. 159 pages hardcover. The books in this lot rate excellent and are packed
with outstanding illustrations. (77668-1P)
3815 TOTAL OF THREE British Small Arms Ammunition 1864-1938, (other than .303 inch caliber) by P. Labbett; c. 1993 P.
Labbett. 352 pages hardcover with jacket. German 7.9mm Military Ammunition 1888-1945, by Daniel W. Kent; c. 1973
Daniel W. Kent. 158 pages hardcover with generic sleeve taped to the inside covers and dedicated by the author on the
front end paper. Also included is a signed letter by Kent explaining that he is providing the autographed book and a special numbered bookplate (adhered to the inside front cover) in lieu of his familiarity with the new owner. Headstamps and
Cartridge Identification Data: A Compilation of Headstamps, Shot Shell Trade names and Miscellaneous Information
Relative to the Identification of Collector’s Cartridges, by Warren R. Horn; c. 1962 Warren R. Horn (top section of title page
is missing); 92 pages spiral bound softcover with the front exhibiting a handwritten title and author name. This excellent
condition lot provides an outstanding opportunity for the collector to acquire hard to find
identification information. (77668-1Q)
3816 FIVE TOTAL The Ultimate in Rifle Precision: Handbook of the National Bench Rest Shooters Association, edited by Col.
Townsend Whelen; c. 1954 Townsend Whelen. 376 pages hardcover. With British Snipers to the Reich, by Captain C.
Shore; c. 1948 Thomas G. Samworth. Discussion on the importance of sniping in world War II. The Lee Enfield Rifle: Its
history and development from first designs to the present day-fully illustrated, by Major G.B. Reynolds; c. 1960 E.G.B.
Reynolds. 224 pages hardcover with jacket. The ’03 Springfield, by Clark S. Campbell; c. 1957 by Fadco Publishing
Company. 344 pages hardcover with jacket. The last item in this lot is a reproduction of the 37 page manual originally
published in the early 1940’s, Military Handbook of the Johnson Semi-Automatic Rifle and showing some sticker residue
on the dark blue softcover. The lot rates very good to excellent overall with minor wear and dirt on some. (77668-1R)
3817 TWO TOTAL Mauser Bolt Rifles, by Ludwig E. Olsen; c. 1957 Fadco Publishing Co. 296 pages hardcover with jacket showing dirt stains. Coverage includes history, unusual military models, sporting examples and .22 rifles. Near excellent condition showing minimal wear.
Mauser Military Rifles of the World, by Robert W.D. Ball; second edition c. 2000 Robert
W.D. Ball. 300 pages hardcover with jacket and rating excellent. Tried and true reference resource famous for its production details.
(77668-1S)
3818 TOTAL OF FOUR The World of Beretta: An International Legend, by R. L. Wilson; c. 2000 R. L. Wilson. 370 pages hardcover with jacket and featuring high resolution photos and informative tables and charts. Browning, by K.D. Kirkland; c.
2007 World Publications Group, Inc. 112 pages hardcover with jacket with a portion of the gilt title having worn off. This
is another colorful offering with glossy photos. John M. Browning American Gunmaker: An Illustrated Biography of the
Man and His Guns, by John Browning; c. 1964 John Browning & Curt Gentry. 323 pages hardcover with jacket and with
small sections missing from the front end paper and following page but otherwise excellent. Winchester Rarities, by Tom
Webster; c. 2000 Krause Publications; 208 pages hardcover with jacket and in excellent condition. Colorful presentation
of many of the items offered by the company through the decades. (77668-1T)
3819 TOTAL OF SIX The National Guard Manual {Basic}, first edition published 1948 U.S. Department of the Army. 738 pages
hardcover. The R.O.T.C. Manual Coast Artillery Basic, c. 1942 The Military Service Publishing Co., fourteenth edition. 883
pages hardcover with original large fold-out map with protractors and envelope. There is a name written in pencil on
inside front cover. The Officer’s Guide: A Ready Reference on Customs and Correct Procedures Which Pertain to
Commissioned Officers of the Army of the United States, ninth edition; c. 1942 The Military Services Publishing Co. 493
pages hardcover showing dark staining. Essentials of Infantry Training, tenth edition; c. 1942 The Military Service
Publishing Co. 661 pages hardcover with a soldier’s ID info on inside front cover and original envelope containing copy of
Special Map A and two protractors. Cadet Gray: A Pictorial History of Life of Life at West Point as Seen Through its
Uniforms, by Col. Frederick P. Todd; c. 1955 Sterling Publishing Co., Inc. 108 pages thoroughly illustrated hardcover with
jacket. Heraldry & Regalia of War, edited by Bernard Fitzsimons; c. 1973 BPC Publishing Ltd. 160 pages hardcover with
jacket.
The last two books in this lot rate excellent while the first four rate very good with mild
fading and soiling. (77668-1U)
3820 FOUR TOTAL International Armament: With history, data, technical information and photographs of over 400 weapons,
by George B. Johnson and Hans Bert Lockhoven; c. 1965 International Armament Corp. first edition, complete two volume
hardcover set with jackets and original cardboard sleeve. 954 pages total. Small Arms of the World, by Edward Clinton
Ezell, twelfth revised edition; c. 1983 Stackpole Books. 894 pages hardcover with jacket. Jane’s Infantry Weapons 1976,
edited by Denis H. R. Archer M. A.; c. 1976 Macdonald and Jane’s Publishers Limited. 672 pages hardcover with tape
repaired jacket.
The overall condition is very good to excellent with incidents of ingrained
dirt and small tears. (77668-1V)
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3821 TOTAL OF FIVE HARDCOVERS The Complete Book of Trick & Fancy Shooting, by Ernie Lind; c. 1972 Ernest Lind. 159
pages and with jacket. Covers the whole range of shooting skills with rifle, shotgun and pistol. Guns of the Old West, by
Charles Edwards Chapel; c. 1961 Chares Edward Chapel. 306 pages and with jacket. Covers the age of the Kentucky rifle
through the exploits of Teddy Roosevelt. Winchester: The Gun that Won the West, by Harold Williamson; c. 1952
Association of the U.S. Army. 494 pages and with jacket. Includes political and economic themes. Winchester Rarities, by
Tom Webster; c. 2000 Krause Publications. 208 pages, with jacket and showing little indication of use. Valuable identification resource for the collector. Winchester An American Legend, by R.L. Wilson; c. 1991 R.L. Wilson. 404 pages including colorful high resolution photos. This is an excellent condition lot with a couple of examples of dirt stains
or light wear. (77668-1W)
3822 TOTAL OF FIVE HARDCOVERS Where to Hunt American Game, (no specific author); c. 1898 United States Cartridge
Company. 298 pages with slight weakening to the spine, moderate foxing on front end paper and lighter on illustrated frontispiece and title page. Nice gilt title and graphics on green cover showing mild staining and small tears. The Modern
Shotgun: Vol. III. The Gun and the Cartridge, by Major Gerald Burrard; published 1932 Charles Scribner’s Sons. 523 pages.
Shotg unning: The Art and the Science, by Bob Brister; c. 1976 Bob Brister. 321 pages with liquid stains along bottom
page edge and lower right corner and front end paper. Guns, Loads, & Hunting Tips, by Bob Hagel; published 1986 Wolfe
Publishing Co. 505 pages with maroon pebble grain cover with inlaid gilt title. African Rifles and Cartridges, by John
Taylor; c. 1948, reprint edition 1977 The Gun Room Press. 431 pages and with jacket showing a tape repair. There is a
small liquid stain on bottom of inside cover and abutting area. Contains ballistic information that translates advantageously
to hunting American big game.
The overall condition of the lot is about very good with minor fading,
soiling and wear. (77668-1W)
3823 TOTAL OF SEVEN HARDCOVERS Bullets by the Billion, by Wesley W. Stout; c. 1946 Chrysler Corp. 77 pages hardcover covering the story of war time ammunition production at the Evansville IN plant. History of World War II, by Francis
Trevelyan Miller. Armed Services Memorial Edition c. 1945 Ann Woodward Miller. 966 pages. Winston Churchill’s
Toyshop: The Invention and Making of England’s Secret Weapons, by Col. R. Stuart Macrae; c. 1971 R.S. Macrae. 228
pages and with jacket. The Secret War, by Brian Johnson; c. 1978 Brian Johnson. 352 pages and with jacket showing a
retail sticker. Covers six key areas of the efforts of British scientists during WWII to counter German technological
advances. Rapid Fire: The Development of Automatic Cannon, Heavy Machine Guns and their Ammunition for Armies,
Navies And Air Forces, by Anthony G. Williams; c. 2000 Anthony G. Williams. 297 pages and with jacket. The Battle of the
Bulge, by Stephen W. Sears; c. 1969 American Heritage Publishing Co., Inc. 153 pages including maps, drawings and photos. WW II, by James Jones; c. 1975 James Jones. 272 pages. Chronicles the events of the war through art. The conditions of the books in this lot range from very good to excellent with light wear, soiling and fading
evident on some. (77668-1V)
3824 TOTAL OF EIGHT Rifle Ammunition. Being Notes on the Manufacturers connected therewith. As Conducted in the Royal
Arsenal, Woolrich., by Arthur B. Hawes. New material c. 2004 Thomas Pulications. 103 pages softcover reproduction of the
post-civil war era original. .303 Inch: A history of the .303 Cartridge in the British Service., by P. Labbett & P.J.F. Mead; c.
1988 by the authors. 258 pages hardcover with jacket. .30-06, by Chris Punnet; c. 1997 CTG Publishing. 382 pages hardcover with jacket Reference guide that also describes the development. Cartridge Guide II/71, by Dr. Manfred R.
Rosenberger and Lilla E. Rosenberger. No c. info. provided. Approximately 150 pages spiral bound softcover written in
German and English. Von Flanschengeschossen und Wolframkernen, by Manfred Stegmuller; c. 2000 Verlag Sunkel. 249
pages softcover packed with original diagrams and written in German. 30-06 We Have Seen, Vol. II, by Gerald F. Marcello;
c. 1975 Gerald F. Marcello. 221 pages hardcover with clear adhesive and staple-bound addendum. 30-06 We Have Seen,
Vol. III, by Gerald F. Marcello; c. 1986 G. Marcello. 253 pages hardcover with clear adhesive cover. The previous two
books are identification-based offerings and exhibit a previous owner’s “Collector of.30-06” ID stamp on the inside front
covers and a hand-written note on the adhesive portion of the inside covers. Jane’s Ammunition Handbook 1996-1997,
edited by Terry J. Gander and Ian V. Hogg; c. 1996 Jane’s Information Group Limited. 592 pages hardcover with an
embossed ID of a previous owner on the title page and showing little indication of use. Included is original fabric and cardboard page keeper. The conditions of the books in this lot range from very good to excellent with some showing scattered
dirt and light wear. (77668-1W)
3825 TOTAL OF THREE Butler’s Book, by Benjamin F. Butler; c. 1892 Benjamin F. Butler. 1154 pages hardcover with a compromised binding that remains loosely attached. The blue cover features gilt graphics, inlaid, decorative border and ribbed
spine. The front end paper is separated and has a sticker attached and the page edges show fading. Very detailed autobiography. “Beast” Butler: The incredible career of Major General Benjamin Franklin Butler, by Robert Werlich; c. 1962
Robert Werlich. 166 pages hardcover with jacket and in near excellent condition with edge wear to jacket and minor fading
and corner wear. Personal Memoirs of U.S. Grant. Vol. II, c. 1885 Ulysses S. Grant. 647 pages hardcover featuring illustrated frontis piece, gilt embossed decorative title graphics, decorative inside covers and page edges, ribbed spine. About
very good condition with moderate wear along spine and corners. Fully intact collectible covering some of the most important events in U.S. history. (77668-1X)
3826 TOTAL OF SIX HARDCOVERS Ammunition: Its History, Development and Use 1600-1943-.22 B.B. Cap to 40 mm.
Shell, by Melvin M. Johnson Jr. and Charles T. Haven; c. 1943 by the authors. 361 pages and with jacket and still attached
original fold-out wall chart. Applied are an owner’s ID stamp and a couple of small stickers. Principles and Practice of
Loading Ammunition, by Earl Naramore; c. 1954 Thomas G. Samworth, this second printing 1962. 952 pages with jacket
and mild foxing. The American Cartridge: An Illustrated Study of the Rimfire Cartridge in the United States, by Charles
Suydam; c. 1960, published by G. Robert Lawrence. 184 pages with tape repaired jacket and with ink corrections per
included errata and addenda. Centerfire American and British Pistol and Revolver Cartridges, by Henry P. White and Burton
D. Munhall; c. 1950 by the authors. 143 pages and serving as volume II of Cartridge Identification. Jane’s Ammunition
Handbook Ninth Edition 2000-2001, edited by Terry J. Gander and Charles Q. Cutshaw; c. 2000 Jane’s Information Group
Limited. 688 pages and showing little indication of use. The last book in this lot is a compilation of ammunition related
articles originally published in the periodical The Gun Report circa 1955-1961. Approximately 700 pages total and bound
together as a typical well-constructed hardcover. This is a very good plus condition lot with some books showing jacket
tears and ingrained dirt. (77668-1Y)
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3827 TOTAL OF FIVE HARDCOVERS The Gun Book: For Boys and Men, by Thomas Heron Lee; c. 1918 Henry Holt and
Company. 362 pages and with only minor wear. Text Book of Small Arms. 1909 with title page that includes “London:
printed for His Majesty’s Stationery Office” and also included is a crisp and excellent condition typewritten message with
issue date of 11/8/19 from a caretaker of the book stating that it is being sent to the recipient and with a request that the
book be in his possession with great care as “it is the only addition that we can obtain”. The book does show some separation at the spine and has a bruise at the lower right corner but has withstood the test of time nicely. Small Arms Designs
and Ballistics, by Col. Townsend Whelen; complete two volume set with c. by Thomas G. Samworth: vol. I, Design, c. 1945,
380 pages.; vol. II, Ballistics, c. 1946, 314 pages and with a tape residue mark on inside back cover that once attached
included packet of six ballistics-based fold-out charts. Excellent condition set with minor dirt smudges. War Office
Textbook of Small Arms, by Command of the Army Council. Published by His Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1929. 429 pages
and with minor fading and corner wear. A well cared for lot of period literature. (77668-1Z)
3828 TOTAL OF SEVEN HARDCOVERS The first five are from a series of small, (8”x5 1/4”) books published by Chrysler
Corp. in 1946 and 1947 and each was written by Wesley W. Stout. Each one discusses a separate area of endeavor in
which the giant manufacturer had become involved with. The titles are Bullets by the Billion, Great Engines and Great
Planes, Secret (the atomic bomb), “Tanks are Mighty Fine Things”, and The Great Detective (radar). The page total of
these nicely illustrated offerings ranging from 67 to 144 pages and they remain in near excellent condition overall.
Advanced Military Training, undated 1038 pages publication by Military Service Publishing Company showing sun fading to
the spine which is showing the beginnings of separation at the interior. Otherwise near excellent with light scattered wear
and scuffs. Butler’s Book, by Benjamin F. Butler; c. 1892 Benjamin F. Butler. 1154 pages autobiography serving as a
“review of his legal, political, and military career. Wonderfully maintained collectible with only light wear,
soiling and fading (77668-1AA)
3829 TOTAL OF FIVE HARDCOVERS Rifleman Dodd and the Gun: Two Novels of the Peninsular Wars, by C.S. Forester; c.
1942 The Reader’s Club. 311 pages combined with cover showing mild foxing. The Army Almanac: A Book of Facts
Concerning the Army of the United States, dated 1950 and published by order of the Secretary of the Army. 1009 pages
with a sun faded spine. Guns, Crime and Freedom, by Wayne R. Lapierre; c. 1994 Wayne Lapierrre. 263 pages, with jacket
and rating excellent. Muzzle Flashes: Five Centuries of Firearms and Men, by Ellis Christian Lenz; c. 1944 Standard
Publications, Inc. 812 pages and rating about near excellent with minor handling marks. Butler’s Book, by Benjamin F.
Butler; c. 1892. 1154 pages autobiography by the controversial figure and with back cover entirely separated and front
about half separated at the spine which is missing its outer layer. About good plus condition overall with well worn edges
and some fading and ingrained dirt. (77668-1AB)
3830 THREE TOTAL The Pennsylvania-Kentucky Rifle, by Henry Kauffman; c. 1960 Henry J. Kauffman. 374 pages hardcover
with jacket that along with the fore edge showing mild foxing and the lower edge with a dark spot. The Kentucky Rifle, by
Capt. John G. W. Dillin; c. 1924 The National Rifle Association of America, this fourth edition c. 1959 George Hyatt. 160
pages hardcover with some dark stains on the lower edge. Rifles of Colonial America, Vol I, by George Shumway; c. 1980
George Shumway. 352 pages hardcover with jacket showing a few small tears and the top edge experiencing an isolated
area of mild foxing. The books show very little in the way of wear and outside of the blemishes mentioned above, are in
excellent condition. (78801-7A)
3831 LOT OF TWO HARDCOVERS WITH JACKETS The Powder Flask Book, by Ray Riling; c. 1953 Ray Riling. 495 pages
with a few spots of grime on the jacket and other scattered very light soiling of this example of the consummate reference
work on the genre. Firearms in Colonial America: The Impact on History and Technology, 1492-1792, by M. L. Brown; c.
1980 Smithsonian Institution. 450 pages with jacket showing a tear at the upper spine. Coverage includes manufacturing
techniques, the evolution of military tactics and the connection between firearms manufacture with chemical, metallurgical
and industrial evolution.
The books show that they have been well cared for and remain in near
excellent condition. (78801-7B)
3832 LOT OF TWO HARDCOVERS The Machine Gun: History, Evolution and Development of Manual, Automatic and
Airborne Repeating Weapons, by George M. Chinn, Lieutenant Colonel, USMC. Vol. I of three volumes prepared for the
Bureau of Ordnance, Department of the Navy, 1951; 688 pages. The Machine Gun: Design Analysis of Automatic Firing
Mechanisms and Related Components, compiled by George M. Chinn, Lieutenant Colonel, USMCR, Vol. IV, Parts X and XI
prepared for the Bureau of Ordnance, Department of the Navy, 1955. 638 pages. The dark blue covers with large and
impressive gold embossed U.S. Navy crossed cannons with anchor logos show mild and mostly inobtrusive soiling and very
little wear and the page edges show insignificant fading. An informative and historical pair for the collector. (78801-7C)
3833 LOT OF THREE HARDCOVERS WITH JACKETS The German Sniper: 1914-1945, by Peter R. Senich; c. 1982 Peter
Senich. 445 pages that include hundreds of photos detailing scope mounting systems and definite marking identification
for rifles, scopes and mounts. Near excellent condition with small stains on top edge. Death From Afar, Vol. 2, Presentation
Edition, by N.A. Chandler and R.F. Chandler; c. 1993 Norman A. Chandler. 213 pages and showing little indication of use
and with a dedication on the title page by Norm Chandler that reads “Best Wishes to a Precision Shooter”. Included are
previously unpublished serial numbers, lists of confirmed kills and several well captioned photos. Limited War Sniping, by
Peter R. Senich; c. 1997 Paladin Press. 143 pages providing a pictorial history of modern war sniping. The book exhibits
several stamps that read “Property of U.S. Army” and there is a clear plastic jacket sleeve that shows tape reside transfer;
a library envelope with card is attached to back end paper and mild foxing is evident in some areas. An interesting grouping for the enthusiast as well as valuable tools for the collector. (78801-7D)
3834 TWO TOTAL Remington Firearms: The Golden Age of Collecting, by Robert W.D. Ball; c. 1995 Robert W. Ball; 193 pages
hardcover with jacket. Packed with large glossy photos that will serve as useful identification resources. Remington:
“America’s Oldest Gunmaker”, by Roy Marcot; c. 1998 Remington Arms Co., Inc. 311 pages hardcover with jacket and with
a horizontal configuration allowing for practical usage and enjoyment including of the numerous outstanding color photographs. First “authorized” history of Remington arms and ammunition. The two books rate excellent showing little sign
of usage. (78801-7E)
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3835 TOTAL OF SEVEN HARDCOVERS The Story of Pope’s Barrels, by Ray M. Smith; c. 1960 Ray M. Smith. 210pages
excellent condition hardcover. Interesting and resourceful offering, this example has been well cared for. Respectfully
Yours-H. M. Pope: The Pope story as told from the files of his correspondence, compiled and edited by Gerald O. Kelver;
c. 1976 Gerald O. Kelver. 228 pages and with jacket and signed and dated 2/91 by Kelver. This book rates excellent showing little indication of use. Small-Bore Rifle Shooting, by Captain Edward C. Crossman; c. 1927 Small Arms Technical
Publishing Co. 339 pages. The Elements of Rifle Shooting: Dealing with the Service Rifle and Open Sight by Captain J. A.
Barlow. Second edition (no c. info. provided) 118 pages with separation occurring with the small section of photographic
plates. Sharpshooting for Sport & War, by W. W. Greener. Published 1900 Truslove, Hanson & Comba, Ltd. 173 pages.
Telescopic Rifle Sights, by Colonel Townsend Whelen; c. 1936 Thomas G. Samworth. 132 pages. Practical Rifle Shooting,
by Walter Rinans; published 1906 G.P. Putnam’s Sons. 116 pages. The last five books in the lot are in admirable condition
particularly taking into consideration their age. They have relatively small dimensions and exhibit vey little wear or soiling,
with a few hand-written notes and an ID sticker here or there and some fading is evident. (78801-7F)
3836 SINGLE BOOK LOT The Winchester Book, by George Madis; c. 1985 George Madis. 654 pages This is a very collectible
example of the iconic work as it is essentially as new. This is the 1 of 1000 version with the brown pebble grain hardcover
with gilt title presented above the raised image of the rider on horse with rifle raised. The title page is signed by the author
in a soft blue in this example of what is widely considered the most comprehensive effort ever put forth on
the American legend. (78801-7G)
3837 TWO TOTAL The Winchester Single-Shot: A History & Analysis, by John Campbell; c. 1995 John Campbell. 270 pages
hardcover with jacket that covers such topics as its design by John Browning as the first he ever designed, variations extra
features and sights and includes lots of up-close photography. The Winchester Model 52: Perfection in Design, by Herbert
G. Houze; c. 1997 Herbert Houze. 190 pages hardcover with jacket that provides a detailed account of the history and
development and includes photos and documents from the company archives. The books rate excellent with the second
one showing light foxing on the top edge. (78801-7H)
3838 SINGLE BOOK LOT Czech Firearms and Ammunition: History and Present, by Vladimir Dolinek, Vladimir Karlicky, and
Pavel Vacha; c. 1995 Vladimir Dolinek, Vladimir Karlicky. 190 pages hardcover with jacket and in excellent condition.
Packed with colorful photos helpful for identification and text covering a chronological method of discussing Czech and
Moravian designers and gunmakers and the guns they developed. (78801-7I)
3839 TOTAL OF FIVE HARDCOVERS Rifles and Rifle Shooting, by Charles Askins; c. 1912 The Macmillan Co., this printing,
1934. 244 pages. A Hunter’s Wanderings in Africa: A Narrative of Nine Years Spent Amongst the Game of the Far Interior
of South Africa, by Frederick Courtney Selous; originally published 1881, this reprint 1920. 497 pages. The American Rifle:
A Treatise, A Text Book, and a Book of Practical Instruction in the Use of the Rifle, by Major Townsend Whelen; c. 1918 The
Century Co. 637 pages and with the onset of separation at the spine. Savage and Stevens, Arms & History, by Bill West;
c. 1971 Bill West. Approximately 250 pages and with a somewhat misshaped appearance due to a weakened spine.
Information and photos covering 1849 to the time of publication. The Rifle in America, by Philip B. Sharpe; c. 1938 Willliam
Morrow & Co. Inc. 641 pages. Also included is an undated fourth edition of “Tomorrow’s Rifles Today”, a 56 page staplebound, full size promotional booklet issued by Weatherby’s Inc.. The books rate about very good with a few instances of
handwritten notes, a library stamp, a highlighted line here or there. There is minor overall fading and edge wear and a few
spots of dirt. (78801-7J)
3840 EIGHT TOTAL Pistol and Revolver Shooting, by Walter F. Roper; c. 1945 The MacMillan Co. 256 pages hardcover.
Experiments of a Handgunner; c. 1949 Stackpole and Heck, Inc. 202 pages and with a separated but present jacket showing some wear and tears; the front end paper has a 1952 dated identification. Modern American Pistols and Revolvers, by
A. C. Gould (“Ralph Greenwood”); c. 1888, A. C. Gould & Co., c. 1894 Bradlee Whidden. 232 pages hardcover. Ed
McGivern’s Book on Fast and Fancy Revolver Shooting and Police Training; c. 1938 Ed McGivern, this printing 1945. 484
pages hardcover that includes photos of the legend in action. The Art of Revolver Shooting, by Walter Winans; c. 1901
Walter Rinans. 251 pages hardcover rating near very good with the title page showing a stamp from the Royal Engineers
Library of London. Mild wear and fading and some staining on the cover are evident. The Modern Technique of the Pistol,
by Gregory Boyce Morrison; c. 1991 Gregory Boyce Morrison. 156 pages excellent condition hardcover showing little indication of use. Self-defense-oriented presentation making use of numerous photos. The next item is a March, 1934 dated,
40 page, staple-bound booklet titled Colt Revolvers and Automatic Pistols with the gray cover reading “Colt Firearms/The
Arm of Law and Order” and includes photos and detailed specs of their handguns. The last item in this lot is a another
staple-bound booklet by Colt, this is titled Colt Price List of Component Parts: Revolvers and Automatic Pistols; it is undated
but likely issued in 1931 as the back cover serves as a promotion for the “new” Ace. Unless otherwise mentioned the condition rating for the items in this lot is very good with varying instances of fading, wear, and soiling. (78801-7K)
3841 TOTAL OF SIX Firearms in American History, Vol. II: The Revolver 1800 to 1911, by Charles Winthrop Sawyer; c. 1939
Charles Winthrop Sawyer. 219 pages hardcover that is numbered 632 of an edition of 1000. Hints to Riflemen., by H. W.
S. Cleveland, originally published 1864, this New Jersey Arms Collectors Club Special Edition 1948. 266 pages hardcover.
Modern Breech-Loaders; Sporting and Military., by W. W. Greener; (no c. info.). 256 pages hardcover with moderate foxing
on several pages and a July, 1929 dated note written on the front end paper. The Bullet’s Flight from Powder to Target the
Internal and External Ballistics of Small Arms, by F. W. Mann; c. 1909 Franklin W. Mann, c. 1942 Standard Printing &
Publishing Co., this third printing 1944. American Small Arms, by Edward S. Farrow; c. 1904 Edward S. Farrow. 408 pages
hardcover. Shooting Facts, by Capt. Chas. Askins; c. 1928 Outdoor Life Publishing Co., this printing 1935. 96 pages staple-bound booklet with a separated but present cover. The overall condition of the lot is very good with edge wear, fading,
soiling and a few handwritten notes present. (78801-10A)
3842 TWO TOTAL Marlin Firearms: A History of the Guns and the Company that Made Them, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy,
USAR, Ret.: c. 1989 by the author. 696 pages hardcover with jacket. All time favorite and valued resource for the collector.
This copy shows little indication of use and has a couple of small spots of grime on the inside cover area and some small
stains along the top edge. Sharps Firearms, by Frank Sellers; c. 1978, 1982 Frank M. Sellers. 358 pages hardcover with
jacket showing a 2” tear and crease at the title area as well as several other smaller ones. The book itself is in better condition with a few minor handling marks. This is a long-standing staple among Sharps collectors, a valuable resource for
identification purposes and this copy is dedicated by the author, dated 3/5/90. Included are newspaper clippings about
Frank sellers, a signed letter to the book’s previous owner and other correspondence from the author. (78801-10B)
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3843 TOTAL OF FIVE The New York State Firearms Trade, compiled by Tom Rowe; c. 2003 Tom Rowe. This is a complete five
volume set that is in as new condition with factory shipping carton that was sealed until the time of this inspection. The
first four volumes were written by H. J. Swinney and are comprised of coverage of over 3000 makers presented in alphabetical order. Vol. 5 covers New York City and is written by Swinney, Michael Lewis, and Roderic Blackburn. Each volume
features a wonderful green faux leather hardcover with black inset forming a background for the gilt lettering on front cover
and spine. The set is graced with hundreds of beautiful high-resolution photos. An informative and entertaining set for
the collector, enthusiast or historian in as new condition. (78801-4)
3844 TOTAL OF FOUR SOFTCOVERS Springfield Research Service Serial Numbers of U.S. Martial Arms, complete four volume set with all copyrights by Springfield Research Service Vol. 1; c. 1983, 1995. 104 pages. Vol. 2; c. 1986. 209 pages.
Vol. 3; c. 1990. 198 pages. Vol. 4; c. 1999. 461 pages. This is a highly valuable and sought after compilation of information
and all four volumes remain in near excellent condition showing little indication of use with some brown stains on their top
edges and a minor handling mark here and there. (78801-10C)
3845 THREE TOTAL Arsenal of Freedom The Springfield Armory 1890-1948: A Year-by-Year Account Drawn from Official
Records, compiled and edited by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy; c. 1991 Andrew Mowbray, Inc. 400 pages softcover. The ’03
Era: When Smokeless Revolutionized U.S. Riflery, by Clark S. Campbell; c. 1994 Clark S. Campbell. 313 pages hardcover
with jacket. Includes historical record, guidance on maintenance, sporting rifle design and ammunition selection.
Springfield Shoulder Arms 1795-1865, compiled by Claud E. Fuller; c. 1969 Francis Bannerman Son and S&S Firearms, originally published 1930. 176 pages hardcover. Valuable reference work that includes tables, drawings and extracts from
Springfield Armory ordinance reports and correspondence. The books show only minor wear and handling marks and a
small stain here or there. (78801-10D, 7L)
3846 TOTAL OF EIGHT BOOKS AND MANUALS The Complete Guide to AR-15 Accuracy, by Derrick Martin and Barrett
Tillman; c. 2000 Precision Shooting Inc. 278 pages hardcover with jacket and showing little indication of use; there is a
small stain on the last page and some contact marks along the corners. The Book of the Garand, by Major General Julian
S. Hatcher; 1948 Julian S. Hatcher292 pages hardcover showing fading and weakening of the spine. There are six full size
and staple-bound manuals in this lot: CAR-15 and CMG-1 5.56 mm Military Weapons Systems Specifications Manual; c.
1965 Colt’s Inc. (First Edition). There is also a second edition, May 1965 publication in this lot and additionally a “BulletinD” to the original . The back cover shows a 3” torn section that is folded back. AR-18 The Armalite Combat Rifle Caliber
5.56mm. Stoner 63 Caliber 5.64mm. (.223): The One Complete Small Arms Weapon System; c. 1963 Cadillac Gage
Company. Stoner 63 A Complete Small Arms Weapons System…Caliber 5.56mm; c. 1964 Cadillac Gage Co. The manuals
rate near excellent with minor blemishes such as a penciled in note or minor sun fading. (78801-7M)
3847 TWO TOTAL The P.38 Pistol, Vol. One, The Walther Pistols 1930-1945, by Warren H. Buxton; c. 1978 Warren H. Buxton,
this second printing 1999. 328 pages. The P.38 Pistol, The Contract Pistols 1940-1945, Vol. Two, The Contract Pistols
1940-1945, c. 1984 Warren H. Buxton, this second printing 1999. 247 pages. These are high quality hardcovers featuring
a deep maroon colored faux leather cover with gilt title and large raised image of the pistol. Well respected reference on
the historic arm and a valuable resource for the collector. Excellent condition with some light contact wear on the cover
image of Vol. Two. (78282-1A)
3848 TOTAL OF THREE Complete three volume hardcover set by James L. Rankin, assisted by Gary Green. Vol I: Walther
Models PP and PPK 1929-1945; c. 1974 James L. Rankin, this sixth printing 1994. 142 pages with a section on the
Manuhurin . Vol. II: Engraved, Presentation and Standard Models; c. James Rankin (no date provided). 136 pages that
includes coverage on markings and serial number rannges. Vol. III: 1908-1980; c. 1981 James Rankin. 226 pages and
includes a section on holsters, grips and magazines. Each volume features a distinct color faux leather hardcover (navy
blue, red and green respectively) with gilt titles and images of separate models. This is an excellent condition lot with some
minor handling marks on the lower left front cover of volume III. (78282-1B)
3849LOT OF 5 BOOKS TOTAL Japan at War: An Oral History, by Haruko Taya Cook & Theodore F. Cook; c. 1992, Haruko Taya
Cook & Theodore F. Cook. 479 pages hard cover. The World Wars Remembered: Personal Recollections of Heroes, Hello
Girls, Flying Aces, Prisoners, Survivors, and Those on the Home Front; from the pages of Yankee Magazine, forward by
General James M. Gavin; c. 1979 Yankee, Inc. 190 pages paperback. PUTSCH!, by Richard Hanser; c. 1970 Richard Hanser.
376 pages paperback. The Order of the Death’s Head: The Story of Hitler’s SS, by Heinz Höhne; c. 1969 Martin Secker &
Warburg Limited. 658 pages paperback. The 12-year Reich: A Social History of Nazi Germany 1933-1945, by Richard
Grunberger; c.1971 Richard Grunberger. 516 pages paperback. (3A8935-24)
3850 LOT OF 5 BOOKS A series titled The Taste of Courage: The War 1939-1945 Edited by Desmond Flower and James
Reeves; c. 1960 Cassell & Company. Volume I: The Blitzkrieg. 346 pages paperback; Volume II: The Axis Triumphant. 383
pages paperback; Volume III: The Tide Turns. 357 pages paperback; Volume IV: The Allies Advance. 331 pages paperback;
Volume V: Victory and Defeat. 388 pages paperback. (3A8935-26)
3851 LOT OF 3 BOOKS AND 1 CALENDAR Blut und Ehre, by Ulfred Rofenberg; c. 1936 J. G. Weib’iche Buchdruckerei,
Munich. 381 pages hardcover. Rechenbuch für fie bayerischen Volksschulen 2.Heff, author unknown; c. 1937
Buchdruckerei und Verlagsanstalt Carl Gerber Munich. 40 pages paperback. Jenseits von Ober Und Neisse, Dr. Franz
Burda; c. Unknown Burda Druck unf Verlag GMBH Offenburg/Baden. 201 pages paperback. German Calendar 2014 with
prints of various military history illustrations, Arndt; c. 2014 Arndt. Spiral bound. (3A8935-25)
3852 BOOK LOT TOTAL OF ONE Kriegsmodell, hardcover 412 pgs. by Michael Steves and Bruce Karem. The dustcover shows
scattered crazing wand wear, while the book itself shows some dings. The inside of the book has a handwritten note from
the authors to Craig Brown. (207884-16IB) [Craig Brown Collection]
3853 LOT OF SECOND WORLD WAR HARDCOVER BOOKS FOUR TOTAL: Tarawa a Hell of a Way to Die © 1996 Derek
Wright. 159 pages, hardcover with dust jacket, as-new. A complete description of the battle November 20-23 1943. Dirty
Little Secrets of World War II © 1994 Dunnigan-Nofi. 416 pages hardcover with dust jacket, as new. An interesting collection of military information “no one told you about”. War on the Eastern Front the German Soldier in Russia 1941-1945
© 1991 Cooper-Lucas. 214 pages, hardcover with dust jacket, as-new. A complete account of what Germany faced on
the Eastern Front with illustrations. Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler, a military history 1933-45 © Weingartner. 194 pages
hardcover with dust jacket, as-new. A history of Hitler’s “Supermen”, the Bavarian bodyguard commanded by Sepp
Dietrich. An excellent to as-new lot of books which appears unread, with a bit of dust from storage only. (38935-26A)
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3854 LOT OF FIVE BOOKS First is a 222 page illustrated hardcover titled The Book of Wilmington, by Andrew J. Howell, second
edition print 1959. The book remains in very good condition with some light staining and scuffing along the cover. The guide
was corrected with an added sheet of paper glued into place that now is no longer adhered but remains in place. Second is
a hardcover titled Tramp! Tramp! Tramp! By George F. Root, copyright 1889. This lovely illustrated book has gilded pages with
illustrated hardboard covers and shows a tape repair along the inside cover. Third is a 286 page hardcover titled The Dram
Tree, by Hamilton Cochran, copyright 1961. This first edition print remains in good condition with a tattered dustjacket and
scuffed edges along the cover. Fourth is a 343 page hardcover titled Captain Rebel, by Frank Yerby, copyright 1956. This
book remains in good condition showing light scuffs along its edges, ingrained dirt staining and foxing on some of the pages.
Fifth is a 776 page hardcover titled A Treasury of Southern Folklore, edited by B.A. Botkin. This book is a compilation of stories, songs and legends and remains in very good condition with a slightly tattered dustjacket. (108205-2U)
3855 LOT OF FOUR BOOKS First is a 143 page illustrated hardcover titled The Lanier Book, edited by Mary E. Burt, copyright
1904. The book remains in good overall condition with light mildew staining and some scuffing along its edges. Second is a
260 page hardcover titled Poems of Sidney Lanier, edited by his wife, copyright 1891. This book remains in near excellent
condition with some light scuffing along its edges and fraying at the spine ends. The edges of the pages show dirt staining.
Third is a 207 page hardcover titled War Poets of the South and Confederate Camp-Fire Songs. This compilation of songs and
poems is of various artists and remains in about good condition with some pages separating slightly from the binder. Fourth
is a 341 page hardcover titled Journal of a Lady of Quality 1774-1776, edited by Evangeline Walker Andrews, copyright 1923.
This third edition print remains in very good condition with some light soiling and gently tattered edges. (108206-2V)
3856 LOT OF FOUR BOOKS First is a 255 page illustrated soft cover titled The Warner Collector’s Guide to American Longarms,
by H. Michael Madaus, copyright 1981. The book shows lights cuffing along the edges and a few light spots of ingrained dirt
staining but otherwise remains in very good condition. Second is a 216 page hardcover titled Guide to Manuscript
Collections, by The North Carolina Historical Commission, dated 1942. The book remains in near excellent condition with
some light foxing on some of the pages and a few light scuffs along the exterior edges. Third is a 172 page illustrated hardcover titled Thirtieth American Philatelic Congress, edited and copyright 1964 by David C. Stump. The book shows foxing
along the page edges, light scuffs at the spine ends and remains in very good overall condition. Fourth is a 238 page illustrated hardcover titled The Gun Fighters, Time Life Books “The Old West” series, copyright 1974. The imitation leather bound
book remains in excellent condition aside from a few light scuffs along its exterior edges. (108205-2W)
3857LOT OF NINE BOOKS First is a 310 page illustrated hardcover titled Criswell’s Currency Series Vol. II, by Grover C. Criswell
Jr. and Clarence L. Criswell, copyright 1961. The book remains in good condition with spots of light ingrained dirt staining,
foxing and minor scuffing along its edges. Second is a 277 page illustrated hardcover titled Criswell’s Currency Series Vol. I,
by Grover C. Criswell Jr. and Clarence L. Criswell, copyright 1957. Complete with dustjacket this book remains in good condition showing missing sections of the dustjacket, spots of scuffing along the edges and foxing along some of the pages. Third
is a 152 page illustrated soft cover titled The Battle Flags of the Confederate Army of Tennessee, by Howard Michael Madaus
and Robert D. Needham, copyright 1976. Aside from some light ingrained dirt staining this book remains in excellent condition. Fourth is a hardcover titled The Forwarding Agents II, by Kenneth Rowe, copyright 1974. The pages show light foxing
and the book remains in excellent condition. Fifth is a soft cover catalog from Chapel Hill Rare Books titled Civil War, dated
February / March 1996 that remains in excellent condition. Sixth is a public auction catalog dated July 15, 1981 from Robert
G. Kaufmann for sale of The Award winning Confederate Postal History Collection of Richard Krieger.
The catalog shows some light ingrained dirt staining and remains in overall very good condition.
Seventh are two soft cover catalogs titled Confederate Receipt Book, both in overall very good to
excellent condition. Eight is a pamphlet titled An Address Delivered in Raleigh, N.C. on Memorial
Day (Mat 10), 1895, by C.B. Denson, second edition print in very good condition. (108205-2X)
3858 NAVAL LEDGER FROM U.S.S. LACKAWANNA measuring 13 1/2”x8 1/2” overall has a fabric
covered cardboard cover that shows moderate scuffs, scratches and loss of fabric throughout. The
front cover is labeled Watch Quarter and Station Bill U.S. Ship Lackawanna with most of the label
intact and legible. Some of the entries include Petty Officers, Firemen, Marines, Boat Crew and
many others with some names written in pencil others in ink. The pages are frayed along the edges
and there is mildew and water staining throughout. A neat piece of maritime history that would be
a great addition to any collection. (108205-2Y)
3859 BOOK LOT This 512 page illustrated hardcover titled A History of the Civil War, by Benson J.
Lossing LLD. Features reproductions of Brady war photographs throughout. The book is in fair condition showing scuffing and fraying along its exterior edges with the spine cocked and starting to
separate from the binding. There are water and ingrained dirt stains near all over with some foxing
along the pages. A fascinating collection of images with text from the Civil War. (108205-2Z)
3860 BOOK LOT This 551 page illustrated hardcover titled Campfire and Battlefield An Illustrated
History of the Great Civil War, by Rossiter Johnson LLD., illustrated with photographs from the
Brady Collection. The book is complete and remains in fair condition with the top cover separated
from the spine with overall scuffing, loss of fabric cover, light tears, and foxing on the pages throughout. The gilded edges
and lettering remain highly visible and even in its declining state of condition this book would be a fantastic addition to any
Civil War reference collection. (108205-2AA)
3861 BOOK LOT This 288 page illustrated hardcover titled Pictorial and Biographical Record of the Great Rebellion, edited by
Julian K. Larke, A.M. The book is in poor condition missing the back cover with mildew and water staining throughout, small
tears, scuffs and missing fabric from the spine. Aside from missing its back cover this book retains all of its pages. (1082052AB)
3862 BOOK LOT This 480 page illustrated hardcover titled The Confederate Soldier in the Civil War 1861-1865, copyright 1894.
The book measures 16 1/2”x12 1/2” with gold lettering and red fabric cover that has spots of fading, mildew staining, scuffing
and some fraying at the spine ends and along the corners. The spine is partially cocked and pages have a red lacquer finish
along their edges. There are spots of light foxing on the pages and the book remains in overall good condition. (1082052AC)
3863 BOOK LOT This large illustrated hardcover titled The Official Atlas of the Civil War, with introduction by Henry Steel
Commager, copyright 1958. The book measures 17 1/2”x14 1/2” with a blue on blue fabric cover that shows some minor fading, light ingrained dirt staining, and some minor scuffs. The book is filled with text and various maps of all varieties and
would make a great addition to one’s Civil War reference material. (108205-2AD)
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3864 ASSORTED BOOK LOT This lot consists of approximately 26 assorted small publications many relating to the American Civil
War. They include a 2008 Greg Martin auction catalog with law enforcement badges, a Swahili to English dictionary, a map
brochure of the 1862 Peninsula Campaign, a catalog of the Civil War collection of Beverly M. Dubose, two Confederate
Historical Society Journals, a June 1947 Harper’s magazine, two volumes of The Concise Illustrated History of the Civil War, a
catalog of the John J. Ford, Jr Collection of Confederate Bonds, a Civil War Ordnance publication, The Story of a Knife by Tom.
K Stapleton, Volume XLI of the Military Collector & Historian, Confederate Gun Makers, Armories and Arsenals by James
Hughes, Bulletin No. 38 of The American Society of Arms Collectors, catalog 2 of The Rhodes Scholar, volume I-01 of Old
South Military Antiques, a copy of U.S. Army Weapons 1784-1791, a copy of Introduction to Civil War Photography, a copy of
The Civil War At Charleston, the January 1981 issue of Civil War Times Illustrated, the January-February 1991 issue of
Confederate Veteran, the Fall 1973 issue of The Georgia Arms Collector, the Fall 2008 issue of Artilleryman, 1989 catalog of
Confederate Bearer Bonds, a 1998 catalog from American Historical Auctions of images and manuscripts, the Fall 1967 bulletin of the American Society of Arms Collectors, the October 1995 bulletin of The American Society of Arms collectors and
a modern reprint of Schuler, Hartley & Graham’s The Illustrated Catalog of Civil War Military Goods. (208205-2BA)
3865 TOTAL OF THREE HARDCOVERS German Pistols and Holsters 1934/1945, Vols. I, II, & III, by Lt. Col. Robert D.
Whittington III with copyrights by the author; Vol. I Military-Police-NSDAP, c. 1969, this fifth printing 1991. 224 pages. Vol.
II, c. 1989. 312 pages with evidence on the right corner of contact with a clear liquid resulting in minor wrinkling. Vol. III, c.
1990. 352 pages. Unless otherwise noted the books are in excellent condition with the black hardcovers with white graphics
showing virtually no blemishes and the books show little indication of use. These are widely considered as a valuable resource
for collectors and includes full page close-up photography for helpful identification. (78282-1C)
3866 SINGLE BOOK LOT The Krag Rifle, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR Ret.; c. 1985 William S. Brophy, fourth printing
1995. 258 pages hardcover with jacket showing a couple of inconspicuous creases. This example shows little indication of
use and a small brown stain along the main edge. Thoroughly illustrated and respected resource with useful closeups and
covering the history of the models, bayonets and scabbards, accoutrements, ammunition and reloading tools. (78282-1D)
3867 TWO TOTAL Johnson Rifles and Machines Guns: The Story of Melvin Maynard Johnson, Jr. and His Guns; by Bruce Canfield
with Robert L. Lamoreaux and Edward R. Johnson; c. 2002 Bruce N. Canfield. 271 pages excellent condition hardcover covering not only the various models but also history and development, Johnson’s relationship and interactions with the War
Department and other areas including postwar contracts making this an interesting and informative resource for the collector.
J.P. Sauer & Sohn, Vol. II, by Jim Cate and Martin Krause; c. 2000 Jim Cate and Martin Krause/Walsworth Publishing Co. 438
pages hardcover with jacket showing little indication of use with evidence of contact with a liquid, likely water as there are
no areas of actual staining but the lower portion of the pages, particularly those at the beginning are wrinkled. This second
volume makes use of previously unavailable documentation and information on variations and serial numbers and covers interactions of the branches of the German military and police and their involvement with the different firearms manufacturers.
(78282-1E)
3868 TWO TOTAL The Winchester Book, by George Madis; c. 1985 George Madis. 654 pages hardcover showing little indication of use but with two small tears at the top of the spine of the handsome brown faux leather cover indicating that this is
“1 of 1000”, featuring gilt title and the raised image of the frontiersman on horse and bearing rifle with arm raised overhead.
This is a staple reference work for the Winchester collector and this example is ready to get broken in. Marlin Firearms: A
History of the Guns and the Company that Made Them, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR, Ret.; c. 1989 by the author. 696
pages hardcover. This example of the renowned collector’s resource appears unused and remains in excellent condition.
(78282-1F)
3869 WINCHESTER CATALOG This lot consists of a vintage Winchester Repeating Arms catalog #89 from 1934. The paperback catalog has a blue cover with red Winchester logo and white borders and labels. It has 152 pages and is in very good
condition with some light foxing and staining and some minor creases to the cover and some of the pages. (48466-5)
3870 WINCHESTER CATALOG This lot consists of a vintage Winchester Repeating Arms catalog No.79 form 1914. This paperback publication features an off-white cover with red borders and red and blue labels and lettering. The catalog features 224
pages and is in about very good condition with minor foxing and staining and some light tears and minor flaking to the cover,
mostly along the spine. (48466-4)
3871 WINCHESTER CATALOG This lot consists of a vintage Winchester Repeating Arms catalog #78 from 1913. The leather
bound softcover catalog features gold embossed lettering on the cover and has 212 pages with model index tabs. It is in very
good condition with minor tears, flaking and tattered edges to the cover and light foxing to the pages. (48466-3)
3872 DEXTER SCRAPBOOK This lot consists of a two volume set titled Thirty-Five Years Scrapbook Of Antique Arms by F.
Theodore Dexter. This spiral bound set from 1947 features pictures, identification and values of various antique firearms. Both
rate excellent and are numbered “740”. There is some light foxing to the pages and cover, but overall the set remains in excellent condition. Both are housed in a frail paper sleeve that has handwritten notes on one side. (48466-2)
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3873 SWEDISH M40 LAHTI SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY HUSQVARNA PARTS Lot serial #46488. This lot consists of a complete frame, bolt, ejector and locking block; no barrel or receiver are present. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original
blue with gripstraps worn to gray patina, operational wear along the bolt, scattered small dings and moderate high edge wear.
The dark red checkered Bakelite grips with “(Crown) / H” logo remain in about very good condition showing a couple moderate dings on the left panel, a tiny chip at the forward edge of the right panel and overall handling marks. All of the frame
and bolt components are present and the bolt is matching. A good start for a restoration project or as a parts source.
(138942-13) {FIREARM}
3874 SAVAGE PISTOL PARTS LOT This a large lot of Savage pistol parts consisting of: (4) reproduction Model 1907 grips (two
left panels and two right panels), (4) 32 ACP barrels two showing poor bores with bulges, one showing moderate exterior
scratches and a poor bore and the last with a very good bore showing light frosting, (1) recoil spring, (1) Model 1907 slide
mostly worn to gray patina showing some strong remnants of blue, (2) complete breechblock assemblies showing overall
wear, dings and scratches but both cock appropriately, (1) completely stripped breechblock, (2) striker assemblies with cocking pieces and springs, (1) stripped cocking piece, (1) rather worn safety lever, (1) striker spring, (1) extractor spring, (2)
extractors, (1) striker spring retainer and (1) trigger safety bar. Most of the parts show moderate wear and use. (138942-15)
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3875 DEUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES SEMI-AUTO POCKET PISTOL PARTS LOT serial #245118, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a
bright near excellent bore. This lot appears to include all appropriate parts supplied mostly disassembled and will require
mechanical attention. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original powder blue showing some areas lightly thinning to gray patina here and there and minor handling marks. The trigger retains all of its original nickel finish and the trigger pin even shows
some remnants of fire blue. The smooth walnut grips with gold Deutsche Werke lion medallions remain in near excellent condition
showing just a few minor handling marks. The bottom of the frame is "GERMANY"-marked and all of the visibly numbered parts
are matching. One magazine in excellent condition is also included. (138050-511) {FIREARM}
3876 BERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL PARTS LOT serial #F40165, 380 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. This lot appears to include all appropriate parts supplied mostly disassembled and will require mechanical attention.
The metal surfaces of this 1942-dated pistol retain about 90% mostly original blue with the gripstraps thinning to gray patina,
high edge wear, scratches and a few spots of lightly cleaned pinprick pitting on the top of the slide that show some reapplied
blue. The left side of the frame is "(Crown) / RE"-marked and the right has a "(IVU)". The black synthetic metal-backed grips
with stylized "PB" remain in near excellent condition showing some light handling marks and a few small dings. The slide and
barrel are matching the frame and one original magazine is included. (138050-495) {FIREARM}
3877 MERWIN, HULBERT & CO. MEDIUM FRAME SPUR TRIGGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER PARTS LOT serial
#5996, 38 M&H, 5 1/2" ribbed round barrel with an oxidized bore showing some good rifling throughout. This lot is provided
mostly disassembled and will require professional mechanical attention. The metal surfaces of this revolver are mostly a dull graygunmetal patina showing remnants of cleaning, old pitting and some faint factory embellishment. Most of the screw heads show
moderate to heavy slot damage, the markings are mostly worn away and the hammer spur shows an old brazed repair. The grips
are older buffalo horn replacements showing a chip on the toe of the left panel, some further small dings and cracks.
(137421-18) {ANTIQUE}
3878 GERMAN MODEL P.640(B) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL PARTS LOT serial #4356b, 9mm, 4 5/8" barrel with a very good bore
showing some light frosting throughout. This lot consists of a complete set of parts, the frame has been stripped and will require
professional mechanical attention as the slide hangs up on the frame and the safety plunger is stuck. The metal surfaces retain
perhaps 90% reapplied matte blue showing softened markings from the metal preparation, areas toning to plum and some small
spots of light oxidation staining scattered about. A set of black-painted checkered Franzite grips are included that show some
light flaking and handling marks. There are faint but visible "(Eagle) / WaA140" Waffenamts on the slide, frame and barrel and
the barrel and slide are matching the frame. Also included is one unmarked magazine that has been re-blued, the spine has been
cleaned into the white and there are moderate scratches scattered throughout. (138050-601) {FIREARM}
3879 WALTHER PPK MOTTLED BROWN GRIP This grip is an original synthetic mottled brown one piece grip for a Walther PPK
in about good overall condition showing a worn depression at the heel of the right side, a thin crack forming at the rear top edge,
a couple moderate cracks forming just in the interior sections, overall dings and scuffs. The Walther banners are crisp and both
escutcheons are present. (138050-482A)
3880 WALTHER P.38 WALNUT GRIPS These are quality reproduction walnut grips for the P.38 family of pistols. The grips remain
in near excellent condition showing perhaps a handling mark or two and appear to have just a light oil finish featuring shallow
laser-etched checkering and brass escutcheons. A grip screw is included. (138050-91A)
3881 MAUSER HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL PARTS LOT serial #887486, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
This lot includes all of the parts for a Nazi-era HSc pistol minus the magazine and trigger spring; the pistol is disassembled. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue showing some minor operational wear, spots on the grip frame thinning to gray
patina and handling marks. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good plus condition as refinished with a dark varnish and
some lightly compressed points. All of the serialized parts are matching and stamped with "(Eagle) / N" commercial proofs. A
good source for parts or restoration. (138050-522) {FIREARM}
3882 MAUSER HSC SEMI-AUTO POLICE PISTOL PARTS LOT serial #920920, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a mostly bright very
good plus bore showing just a few small spots of oxidation. This lot includes all of the parts for a Nazi-era police-marked HSc
pistol minus the magazine; the pistol is disassembled and may need mechanical attention as the trigger spring seems a little
weak or bent out of shape. The metal surfaces retain about 85% mix of original and reapplied blue with the right side of the slide
lightly cleaned and showing some older reapplied blue, scattered thinning to gray patina along the frame and spots of light oxidation staining here and there. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good plus condition showing some small dings and
light handling marks. All of the serialized parts are matching and stamped with "(Eagle) / N" commercial proofs as well as an
"(Eagle) L" police acceptance mark on the left side frame. This desirable police-accepted pistol would be a good restoration candidate. (138050-232) {FIREARM}
3883 WHITNEY BURGESS MORSE FIRST MODEL LEVER ACTION RIFLE PARTS LOT serial #176, 45-70, 28" octagon barrel with a very good bore showing some light oxidation and strong rifling throughout. This lot consists of a barreled action, hammer, trigger and buttstock. There are no sights, magazine tube, forend, loading gate or lever mechanism present and a number
of action screws are also missing. The metal surfaces are mostly a light gunmetal-gray patina showing scattered oxidation staining, light pitting, moderate dings and tool marks scattered throughout. The Morse patent markings on the barrel are still mostly
visible, the upper tang markings are obscured by two added holes and dings. The plain walnut buttstock remains in fair condition
and has broken at the wrist showing a failing older repair along with a few smaller hairline cracks, dings and handling marks.
The buttplate is present, the hammer is not functional and the few serialized parts present are matching. (138315-153LTS510)
{ANTIQUE} [Lewis T. Steadman Collection]
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3884 SMITH & WESSON MODEL 29 BARREL This 4” blued barrel with pin slot in threads has a bright excellent bore that retains
99% original blue with a couple of minor light scratches and a tiny spot of loss at top of ramp in front of
the red insert.(108941-7A)
3885 1911 GOVERNMENT MODEL GRIP LOT This lot includes three sets of aftermarket hardwood grips for a 1911 style pistol.
First are two checkered double diamond with U.S. banner, one is an open pattern (Altamont marked) the other bordered with
no maker’s identification. Second are a set of double diamond checkered grips with a brick red color finish that are not maker
marked and all three sets are in excellent condition. (108931-184)
3886 U.S.G.I. 1903 FOLLOWER This lot consists of a sealed GI replacement follower for the 1903, 1903-A3 and similar rifles. The
package is marked ‘‘1005-554-5029’’ and contains one follower. (1X44457-4E)
3887 1911 GOVERNMENT MODEL GRIP LOT This lot consists of a single set of checkered walnut factory grips by Colt with gold
Rampant Colt medallions for a Government model semi-auto pistol. The grips rate very good with no diamond point wear or handling marks but the right panel has a 3/16’’ long shallow dent. (2X88805-9A)
3888 CHAMPION BUTTPLATE This lot consists of an Iver Johnson Champion hard rubber buttplate. The buttplate is in very good
condition and has some light dings and some light chipping around the edges. It measures 5” long and is 1-3/8” at its widest
part. The perfect replacement accessory for that tired or broken original buttplate on your favorite old scattergun. (48970-3)
3889 COLT D FRAME GRIPS This lovely pair of checkered walnut factory extension grips are designed to fit the post 1966 shortened grip frame of the Colt D frame family of revolvers (Cobra, Detective Special, etc.). The grips feature gold Rampant Colt
medallions and rate excellent with a few minor handling marks. The grip screw is included. If you have an Agent they will give
you a little more purchase or you can just upgrade the worn grips on your favorite Cobra or Detective Special. (88940-37A)
3890 SMITH & WESSON HAMMER AND TRIGGER LOT This lot consist of (1) hard chrome S&W K frame service hammer
assembly and (1) hard chrome S&W K frame service trigger assembly. Both rate excellent showing little wear and came from a
Model 66 (1974) that had seen little or no use and were replaced with a target trigger and hammer. Both are complete and
ready to install into your favorite K-frame revolver as is. (88963-205A)
3891 SMITH & WESSON 1ST OR 2ND MODEL BARREL LOT This barrel is an unfinished in-the-white 10" 22 rimfire barrel with
an extractor present but no other parts. The top of the barrel is marked with a single line company address. The right barrel
latch "ear" has a small scuff and impact mark that slightly bent the piece inward; should be an easy fix. The barrel is fully rifled
but the chamber is not cut. A factory parts department shipping box indicates this barrel was shipped to Omaha Midwest
Wholesale in December 1977. (89035-27A)
3892 GERMAN MP-40 PARTS LOT This lot consists of a CG Haenel housing/lower receiver dated 1942 serial numbered 4235o.
The phenolic resin panels and foregrip rate very good with
light handling marks while the metal surfaces are primarily a soft brown and pewter patina showing some strong
trace original blue in the protected areas. There is a
frame remnant serial numbered 7905o with the magazine
well and mag catch attached, with barrel and barrel nut
numbered to one another, the barrel numbered 4235o.
All of the metal surfaces are a dull pewter and brown
patina with light oxidation and perhaps scattered light pitting, the bore rating bright about excellent with the phenolic resin barrel rest rating very good. The bolt is numbered
to the receiver remnant and shows some cratering at the firing pin hole with a number of small dings in the milled cartridge head recess surrounding it. There is a firing pin and
telescoping spring assembly which appears unmarked, the very tip of the firing
pin has been ground off. It shows remnants of dings, dents and handling marks but
seems to operate smoothly. The rear sight base and assembly are included. A very good
parts kit for the maintenance of your MP-40 or perhaps a good platform for building a display arm. (38266-1)
3893 LOT OF VINTAGE COLT GRIPS This lot consists of two Second World War-era Colt 1911A1-style grips of brown plastic. The
right grip is a Keyes Fibre Company grip, mould number 27, with small cast rings around the stock screw holes and reinforcing
ribs, rating very good plus. Left hand grip is late Colt, mould numbered 9, reinforcing ribs and large cast rings around stock
screw holes, very fine to excellent. (38987-1A)
3894 MANURHIN MR-73 GRIP LOT This lot consists of two pairs of grips for the Manurhin MR-73 revolver. The first pair is
checkered wood, they are missing their screw and rate excellent with light handling wear. The other pair is a rubber Trausch fingergroove grip set rating very good with some light handling wear. (209013-16A)
3895 MANURHIN MR-73 GRIP LOT This lot consists of a pair of Trausch rubber grips for the Manurhin MR-73 revolver. These
Trausch fingergroove type grips rate about excellent with some light handling wear. (209013-15A)
3896 MAUSER HANDGUARD LOT This lot consists of six assorted German 98 Mauser handguards. Four of the handguards
appear to be numbered and the other two appear unnumbered. Three appear to be laminated and the other appear to be hardwood. A couple handguards show small cracks, all show some dings and handling marks. (207884-14V) [Craig Brown
Collection]
3897 REICHSREVOLVER PARTS LOT This lot consists of a single Reichsrevolver frame, a stripped barrel, triggerguard and cylinders. The frame is an 1879 model which shows generous amounts of arsenal blue with some tool marks at front, scattered oxidation and a few spots of light pitting. There is an issue date of 1882, the bottom of the grip frame has a cancelled unit marking
that is illegible and an undisturbed unit marking that reads "15.A.3.67". The barrel is matching to the frame, the bore shows scattered oxidation and pitting but strong rifling. The barrel is for an 1883 model, it is a dull gray patina with overall oxidation staining
and a few tool marks. The bore appears to be a smoothbore, it shows scattered pitting and oxidation. The triggerguard is also
for an 1883 model, it shows strong traces of arsenal blue with scattered oxidation and flaking to brown. The three Reichsrevolver
cylinder are: serial number "8141" it retains much of its arsenal blue finish with some dings, blued over light pitting and light oxidation. The second is serial number "4923", it is an overall dull gray patina with a few dings and scattered oxidation staining. The
last cylinder has an indiscernible serial number, it shows a fading arsenal blue finish with scattered oxidation staining.
(207884-14X, Y) {ANTIQUE} [Craig Brown Collection]
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3898 GERMAN M1873 REVOLVER FRAME This lot consists of a barreled frame for a German M1873 revolver. The frame is
a gray patina with scattered oxidation staining, a patch of moderate pitting on the right side of the barrel and scattered
light pitting. The bore shows some oxidation in the grooves but has strong rifling. The frame appears to Belgian made as
there is a "(Crown)/R" proof on the right side of the barrel. The revolver retains the grip safety, lanyard ring, sights, trigger
and the ejector rod. A couple screws exhibit slot damage and the barrel is loose. A good restoration project for the antique
firearms collector. (207884-14Z) [Craig Brown Collection]
3899 MAUSER 98 PARTS LOT This lot consists of 9 assorted parts for military Mauser 98 rifles. The first is an Imperial
German firing pin numbered "35" and it shows some scattered light oxidization. The next item is a Kar 98A stacking hook
numbered "23" it is a gray patina with overall oxidation staining. The next item is a complete Kar 98A bolt assembly numbered "2923ff", the safety matches, the other parts are un-numbered and there is scattered oxidation staining. The next
item is an Imperial era bolt stop numbered "23", it shows scattered oxidation staining. The next item is a Kar 98A front
band numbered "27", it is a silvery gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The next item is a Kar 98A rear band numbered "23", it is a gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The next item is a Czech K98k floorplate assembly, it is
unnumbered, the triggerguard is the large type and there is some scattered light oxidation. The last two items are assorted
screws with one exhibiting slot damage. (207884-14AA) [Craig Brown Collection]
3900 C96 MAUSER BROOMHANDLE STOCK This lot consists of what appears to be an original C96 Mauser Broomhandle
stock. The stock has an added varnish, it shows a few dings and handling marks. The metal parts show a fading blue finish
with varnish on some of the parts. The stock does not appear numbered and the only marking is a number "2" on the left
side of the wrist. (207884-34A) [Craig Brown Collection]
3901 WW2 GERMAN CANTEEN LOT This lot consists of a World War Two German canteen, canteen cover and breadbag. The
canteen shows some dents and light oxidation, while the cover shows a couple torn sections. The leather parts show scattered crazing, dirt staining and some flaking. The breadbag has a name in blue ink that reads "Bachman", the bag shows
some staining and soiling from the years. (207884-34B) [Craig Brown Collection]
3902 LOT OF MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL GUN PARTS This lot consists of two floorplates/triggerguards (bottom
metal) for K98 Mausers: one is complete and numbered only “2897” with no remnants of Waffenamt markings, it is an overall lightly cleaned dull gunmetal gray, the follower has been beveled. The next is stripped and unmarked and has had the
bow of the guard cut off in preparation for sporterizing and attaching a long tang triggerguard (a floorplate is included).
Next item is a slide assembly from a CZ-27 pistol. It is an overall dull gunmetal gray patina showing remnants of oxidation
and some spots of light pitting, likely lightly cleaned years ago. Remnants of “Waffenfabrik Prague” can be seen on the top
flat. Next item is a steel Mauser buttplate, likely G98 or similar, it is flat rather than cupped and only has a slight upper
tang. Next item are two K98k sears, one with the trigger one without, lightly oxidized. There is a heavily oxidized boltstop
which still could be dressed and saved, a rear sling swivel base with swivels, middle or rear barrel band with swivel (likely
Czech); front milled barrel band with stacking hook, again Mauser, model is unsure. There is a rear sight slide with Farsi
range markings and its spring and a front sight collar with prominent sight protector ears (likely Czech). Included are the
remnants of a Belgian single barrel center hammer percussion pistol with the only included parts being a nipple and triggerguard. It is an overall dull gunmetal gray patina with some scattered light oxidation and a poor bore. There is the beginning of a walnut pistolgrip attached in a very rough state of being shaped and inletted, as well there is an antique walnut
pistolgrip from a different similar gun included, which remains in very good condition and maybe adaptable to this arm.
There is an assortment of action screws and springs, as well with a front sight and 98 ejector. There is a 6 1/4” piece of
steel cleaning rod included as well. All parts may show some oxidation (38935-10)
3903 TYPE 14 NAMBU FRAME This is a stripped Type 14 Nambu frame made by Nagoya Toriimatsu serial #11091. The frame
has a first series marking and it is dated November of 1942. The metal surfaces retain 50-60% original blue with a couple
lightly cleaned areas on the right side, scattered patches of moderate pitting on the grip frame and oxidation. (208051-21)
{FIREARM}
3904 SWISS 1906 LUGER PARTS LOT serial #9012. This is a Swiss 1906 Luger parts set and all of the parts appear to be
present. The bore is bright and excellent, the metal surfaces retain 98% Swiss arsenal blue and the strawed trigger is turning to a silver pewter. The checkered grips rate very good showing some dings and handling wear. The few serialized parts
are matching, the slide is marked with a Swiss cross and the toggle with DWM's logo. There are two stress cracks at the
rear of the frame in the toggle recoil impact area. This pistol includes a nickel-plated magazine that has a dark brown base.
(208050-325) {FIREARM}
3905 LOT OF GUN PARTS This lot consists of an assortment of various gun parts and accessories. Included are four Dan
Wesson revolver hammers and five triggers, three Dan Wesson revolver assembly tools, one factory scope base for a Ruger
10/22, one No.23P rear Micro Sight, one semi-buckhorn rear dovetail sight, several small bags with assorted springs and
pins and a Williams SM94 offset base. Also included is a Redford Reamer 30-06 chamber reamer. All are in very good to
excellent condition. (48868-8A)
3906 LUGER PARTS LOT This lot consists of several P.08 Luger parts. They are a sideplate, trigger, receiver, barrel, complete
toggle assembly, a takedown lever, two grip screws, recoil lever, magazine catch, safety bar, two mainsprings and a safety
lever. The receiver is dated 1916, the toggle is DWM marked, the parts were reblued and all of the numbered parts have
"65" on them. (208051-4)

End of Silent Auction - Thank you • All Silent Auction Bids are due by 3:00 pm on November 18, 2018
Results will be available on November 21, 2018.
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